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Path integrals over coherent states of the dynamical group (noninvariance group) SU(l,I) are 
constructed. From the continuous limit the relevant classical dynamics is extracted and is shown 
to take place in a curved phase space of the form ofa Lobachevskii plane. Applications are made to 
the harmonic oscillator, a model of superfluid helium, the Morse oscillator, and the hydrogen 
atom. It is shown that when SU(I, 1) is the relevant dynamical group the motion will appear 
oscillator-like on the Lobachevskii plane. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Coherent states were originally constructed to follow 
the classical motion of a one dimensional harmonic oscilla
tor. 1 These states, liz) I, can be constructed in three ways: (i) 
as states which minimize the uncertainty relation ..1x..1p 
>fzI2, (ii) as states which diagonalize the boson annihilation 
operator a, i.e., alz) = zlz), and (iii) from the application of 
the displacement operator D (z) = (!'u+ - z*u (an element ofthe 
Heisenberg-Weyl group) on the ground state 10) 

Iz) =D(z)IO). 

As it happens, all three definitions turn out to be equivalent, 
yielding states which do follow the classical motion of the 
oscillator. 

The notion of generalized coherent states arises in con
nection with the attempt to construct quasi-classical states 
for dynamical systems other than the oscillator. Consider
able effort by Nieto and collaborators2 has gone into the 
construction of analytic coherent states for generalized po
tentials. In their work, the approach is to take the canonical 
variables (x,p) of the classical problem and find a map to a set 
of variables (X,P) which makes the Hamiltonian look like a 
harmonic oscillator. The quantum analoges of the variables 
are then used to construct a generalized uncertainty relation, 
the generalized coherent states being those states which 
minimize this relation. 

An alternate method of creating generalized coherent 
states is associated with irreducible representations of Lie 
groups. Spin coherent states based on SU(2) have been dis
cussed by Radcliffe and others3 while Perelomov4 has given 
a general method for constructing coherent states for an ar
bitrary Lie group. This involves defining a unitary operator 
with elements of the Lie algebra in analogy to the displace
ment operator for the Heisenberg-Weyl group, and letting 
this operator act on some conveniently chosen vector out of 
the irreducible representation. Such systems of generalized 
coherent states might be expected to be relevant for a system 
that has an associated dynamical group. By this we mean a 
group whose Lie algebra is a spectrum generating algebra 
(SGA). That is, the energy eigenvalue problem can be written 
in terms of the group generators and the irreducible repre
sentations yield the spectrum. For instance, it is well known 

that the group SU(I,I)-SO(2,I) is an SGA for such systems 
as the harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen atom, the Morse 
potential,5 and some many-body problems.6 

Functional integrals in the ordinary coherent state re
presentation are well known to be useful for many-body sys
tems ofbosons.7 Recently path integrals in the SU(2) coher
ent state representations have been discussed.8 This type of 
functional integral yields a corresponding classical dyna
mics whose phase space is curved, in fact, the two-dimen
sional sphere S 2. Starting from the quantum mechanical Ha
miltonian of the rigid rotator the corresponding canonical 
equations of motion reproduce the Euler equations for a rig
id body. 

In this paper we propose to construct the path integral 
in the SU(l,I) coherent state [SU(I,I)CS] representation. In 
doing so we are first faced with a choice of two nonequivalent 
definitions of SUI 1 , I )CS. There is, of course, the definition of 
Perelomov already alluded to, but there is also a definition 
given by Barut and Girardel1o. 9 However, for these latter 
states, technical difficulties, such as the fact that the overlap 
of two states and matrix elements of operators cannot be 
expressed as closed forms, prohibits us from readily forming 
a useful path integral. We thus use the Perelomov definition. 

The actual construction of the propagator for 
SU(I,I)CS closely follows that for SU(2)CS.8 There are some 
differences, however. In general the physical states of the 
system are not identical to the basis vectors of the group 
representation. They are related though by rotation about an 
axis in the abstract space of the group. For systems where 
this transformation is unitary, appropriate physical coher
ent states are defined and the propagator is given in terms of 
these states. The model of superfluid helium II discussed in 
Sec. IV is an example of this. When the transformation is not 
unitary, as for the hydrogen atom (Sec. V B), we deal with a 
functional integral expression of a resolvent whose poles give 
the bound state energies. We obtain a propagator for the 
coherent group states whose path integral expression con
tains not the usual Hamiltonian but an auxiliary zero-energy 
"Hamiltonian". We show that the classical mechanics of the 
SU(I,I)CS path integral is again a curved phase space, this 
time a Lobachevskii plane. For systems where the Hamilton
ian (or an auxiliary one) is linear in SU(l, 1) generators, the 
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corresponding classical motion will look oscillator-like on 
the Lobachevskii plane. 

The plan ofthe paper is as follows: In Sec. II we briefly 
review SU(l,I) and the relevant irreducible representations. 
Perelomov's definition ofSU( 1, 1 )CS is presented and various 
matrix elements ofSU(I,I) generators are given. We can im
mediately use the SU ( 1, 1 )CS to determine the propagator for 
a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator (whose physical 
states are composed of two irreducible representations of 
SU(I,I)). We follow through the calculation of the partition 
function to demonstrate that the total propagator must in
clude the parts from all representations needed to cover the 
physical states. [The sum occurs since SU(I,I) is not a sym
metry group in contrast to SU(2)1O]. In Sec. III we derive a 
path integral expression of the propagator in SU(I,I)CS and 
derive the relevant classical limit. In Sec. IV we apply the 
formalism to a superfluid in the Bogoliubov approximation, 
where SU(I,I) has been shown to be the relevant dynamical 
group. In Sec. V applications are made to the Morse oscilla
tor and the hydrogen atom. A brief discussion concludes the 
paper. 

II. SU(1,1) LIE ALGEBRA AND DEFINITION OF 
COHERENT STATES 

The Lie algebra ofSU(I, I) consists of three generations 
K., K2, and Ko which satisfy the commutation relations 

[K.,K2J = - iKo, (2.la) 

[K2,KoJ = iK., (2.lb) 

[Ko,K.] = iK2· 

Defining the raising and lowering operators 

K± =K. ± iK2' 

the above algebra becomes 

[ Ko.K ± ] = ± K ± ' 

[K_,K+J = 2Ko· 

The Casimir operator is 

(2.lc) 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(;2=K~ -Ki -K~ =K~ -!<K+K_ +K_K+). 
(2.3) 

By Schur's lemma we have 

(2.4) 

where! is the identity operator. There are four distinct types 
of unitary irreducible representations, as has been discussed 
by Barut and Fronsdal.·· We are primarily interested in the 
representation known as fj) + (k ), the positive discrete series. 
We denote the basis vectors as Ik,n). For the series fj) +(k), 
Ko (the generator of a compact subgroup) is diagonal such 
that 

Kolk,n) = (k + n)lk,n), (2.5) 

where n = 0,1,2, .... and k> O. 
A realization of the SU(I,I) algebra can be given in 

terms of the creation and annihilation operators a + ,a satis
fying the canonical algebra [a,a+] = 1. 
We have 

K+ = ~(a+)2, 

K_ = ~(a)2, 
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(2.6) 

Using this realization and the eigenstate of the harmonic 
oscillator, (;2 becomes 

A ~ 

C2 = -·M 
so that k = 1/4,3/4. Using the commutation relations for a 
and a+ it is easy to see that we can write Eq. (2.6c) as 

Ko = !(a+a + !). (2.7) 

Then the Hamiltonian for the I - d harmonic oscillator can 
be written as 

H = 2f1vJKo. (2.8) 

Note that the two representations ofSU(I, 1) (for k = ! and a) 
are needed to cover all the states of the oscillator. For k = ~ 

we obtain the energy levels ~fIvJ, ~fIvJ,~fIvJ, etc., and for k = l 
we get the levels ~fIvJ,~fIvJ,lffIvJ, etc. 

In the case of the oscillator the physical states are essen
tially identical to the group states [basis vectors of fj) +(k) 
representation]. There are many examples where this is not 
the case. An explicit example will be given in Sec. IV where 
we discuss a simple model of superfluid helium. For now let 
us just state that the Hamiltonian can be written in the form 

H=aKo+bK. +c, 

where a, b, and c depend on parameters of the potential. The 
eigenvalue problem is 

_ "-J r-.J 

HI¢n)=Enl¢n). (2.9) 

Now perform the "tilting" transformation on Eq. (2.9), i.e., 
write 

e - i8K, Hei8K, e - iOK'Ir;;:) = Ene - lBK'Ir;;:). (2.10) 

From the Baker-Hausdorf-Campbell formula we have 

e - i8K'K. e + i8K, = Kosinh (J + K.cosh (J, 

so that 

e - i8K, He + i8K, = Ko(acosh (J + bsinh (J) 

(2.lla) 

(2.11b) 

+ K.(asinh (J + bcosh (J) + c. (2.12) 

With the appropriate choice of (J, the coefficient of K. will 
vanish and we obtain the discrete part of the spectrum from 
the new eigenvalue problem 

(2.13) 

where 

H = Ko(acosh (J + bsinh (J) + c (2.14) 

and 

I¢n) = e - i8K'Ir;;:)· (2.15) 

11:) is the physical state and I ¢ n ) is the corresponding 
group state. Note that here (J depends only on potential para
meters so that the tilting operation is a unitary transforma
tion. For some problems where SUI 1,1) is relevant, this is not 
the case, e.g., the Coulomb problem (see Wulfman .2). 

We now describe the SU(1,I) coherent states as defined 
by Perelomov.4 These states are obtained by operating on the 
fidicial vector I¢o) = Ik,O) with the group element 

exp( - i¢>Ko)exp( - irK2)exp( - i¢Ko)· 
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Up to a phase this element can be written as 

D(a) = exp(aK+ - a*K_), (2.16) 

where a = - (rl2)e - i4>, in analogy to the displacement op
erator of the ordinary coherent states. Using the Lie algebra 
(2.2), Eq. (2.16) can be written 

D (a) = et;K + ePK"eyL , (2.17) 

where ~ = - tanh (rl2)e - i4>,/3 = 21n cosh (rl2) 
= In( 1 - I~ IZ), and r = - ~ *. Thus the coherent states are 

I~,k ) = D (a) I tPo) 

or 

(2.18) 

Since 

Ikn)=( r(2k) )lIz(K )nlkO) (2.19) 
, n!r (n + 2k) +" 

we have, on expanding the exponential in Eq. (2.17), 

I~,k) = (1 _I; IZ)k f (r(n + 2k) )IIZ;nlk,n). 
n ~o n!r(2k) 

(2.20) 

The overlap of two states I~,n) and I~' k ) is given as 

<t',kl;,k) =(I-lt'IZ)k(I-ltI2)k(l-t'*t)-zk. 
(2.21) 

Unity is resolved as 

1= J dJld;)I~,k) <;,k I, (2.22) 

where 

d _ 2k-l dZ~ 
Jld~) - 1T (1 _ I~ 11)1 

(2.23) 

for k #~ and, for k =~, 13 

1 dZ~ 
dUI/2(~) = 1T (1 _ I~ Ilf (2.24) 

In the event that physical and group states are related in 
the manner of Eq. (2.15) it would seem prudent to define a 
corresponding physical coherent state It,k ). We take this 
simply as 

I~ ) = e + iIiK21~,k ). (2.25) 

The resolution ofunity~d the overlap are unchanged by the 
replacement I~,k )-It,k ). However, matrix elements ~jlt
ed to the physical quantities must be calculated with Ib",k ) 
and in general are not the same as those calculated with 
It,k ). 

For later use we present matrix elements of K +, K_, 
and Ko. These are 

<~'IK+IO/<~'IO = (1 ~f:~)' 

<~'IK_I~ )/<~'It) = (1 ~;~*t)' 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

<~'IKoIO/<~'I~) =k(1 +~'*~)I(I-~'*~). (2.26c) 

These are easily derived using Eqs. (2.11), (2.18), and (2.21). 
We can define a propagator in terms ofSU(I,I)CS as 
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(2.27) 

or 

where H = eiliK'He + iliK,. For the harmonic oscillator () = 0 
and using Eqs. (2.8), (2.20), and (2.21) it is easy to show that 

K(~',t;T) = I (;',k lexp( - i2ulKoT)I;,k) 
k 

3/4 

= I e - liwTk (; 'I~e - liwT) 
k = 114 

3/4 

= I e- liwTk (I_I;'IZ)k(I_I;IZ)k 
k = 1/4 

X(I_~'*;e-liwT)-l\ (2.29) 

where we have summed over the representations required to 
cover the states. As a check we can determine the partition 
function 

314 

Z = TrK(;',~, - ifT/J) = I Zk' 
k ~ 1/4 

where 

x(1 _ e-lkwPIt;I') -12k-II-1 

(see Ref. 13). 
We obtain 

e - fu,)fJ /2 

Z -----
1/4 - 1 _ e - 2fJfu,)' 

e - 3ftwPI2 
Z -----

3/4 - 1 _ e - 2Pftw ' 

so that 
e - fu,)Pll 

Z=ZI/4 +Z3/4 = , 
1 - e- Pftw 

which is, of course, the correct result. 

III. PATH INTEGRAL AND CLASSICAL DYNAMICS 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

We now consider the path integral expression for the 
propagator given by Eq. (2.27). Defining € as T / N and using 
Eq. (2.22) we write in the usual manner 

(3.1) 

= I lim J ... J ([;;:k Ie - (ilft)ElI I~ ) 
k N __ oo 

X<~le-(ilft)dil~) 
"-.J _ "-.J N - 1 

····<~,k Ie - (ilft)EH I~o,k) IT dud~j)' (3.2) 
j= 1 

or 
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N-I 

X IT dud;j), (3.3) 
j= 1 

where;o = ; and ;N = ; /. For small E we have 
(""oJ _ ~ • 

(;jk Ie - (i/fi)EH I;j _ 1 k ) ~ <;jk Ie - iOK,( 1 - ~ /iJ)e + iOK, 

Ii 

X l;j_1k) = (;jk 1(1 - ~ EH)I;j_Ik). (3.4) 

Then with 

i 
<;j,k 1(1 - r;EH)I;j- pk) 

= (;j,k I;j- 1 ,k) [1 - ~cW'k(;j';j_l) J 

~(;j,kl;j_ .. k)exp[ -~cW'k(;j';j_d], (3.5) 

where 

cW'k(;j';j_ I) = <;j,k IH I;j- 1 ,k )/(;j,k I;j- 1 ,k), 
(3.6) 

Eq. (3.3) becomes 

K(;',;;T) = ~~.f J-.J ii:1eXP{ln(;j,k I;j-I ,k) 

(3.7) 

With ;j_ 1 =;j - il;j it can be shown, using (2.21), that to 
order il;j 

In(;j,k I;j- 1 ,k) = (1 _ ~;j 12) (;/il;j - ;jil;/). 

Thus we have 

- Hk(;j;;j _ I)]} )J:11d/lk (;j)' (3.8) 

In the continuous limit this may be written as 

K(;',;;T) =.f f 9/lk (;)exp{ ~iT 2\(;,;,; *,; *)dt }, 

(3.9) 
where 

2'(;,;,; *'; *) = (1 ~Ii~ 12) [; (t); *(t) -; *(t); (t)] 

- cW'd;,; *). 

With S = S~ 2' kdt and setting 8S = 0, we obtain the 
Euler-Lagrange equation 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

and its complex conjugate. Using (3.10) this can be shown to 
yield the analog of Hamilton's equations 
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'_i(I-I;12
) acW'k 

; - 2M a; * ' 
. * __ i (1 - I; 12) acW'k 
; - 2M a;' (3.12) 

Poisson brackets can be defined as 

{AB}= (1_1;12) (aA aB _ aA aB) 
, 2iM a; * a; a; a; * 

(3.13) 

and Eqs. (3.12) can be written as 

; = G,cW'k}, 

; * = {; *,cW'k}' (3.14) 

Comparing Eq. (3.13) with Berezin 14 we see that we are deal
ing with a curved phase space in the form of a Lobachevskii 
plane. In terms of the group parameters T and ¢, 

{A,B} = 1 faA aB_aA aB}. (3.15) 
Msinh T aT a¢ a¢ aT 

For the harmonic oscillator we have H = 2fzmKo so that 

cW'(;,; *) = 2fzmkcosh T (3.16) 

and the equations of motion are 

r = {T,cW'(T)} = 0, (3.17) 

~ = {¢,cW'(T)} = - 2w. (3.18) 

The solutions to (3.17) are simply T = const, 
¢ = - 2wt + ¢o, which shows that for the oscillator the pa
rameters T and ¢ are closely related to action and angle varia
bles in this curved phase space. 

N ow since the tilted form of H will by design depend 
linearly only on the operator Ko it is easy to see that for 
almost any system where SU(l,l) is the SGA, that system 
will classically appear as some sort of harmonic oscillator. 
Explicit examples will be presented in the next two sections. 

IV. APPLICATION TO A MODEL OF SUPERFLUID 
HELIUM 

As an application of the formalism developed in the 
previous section, let us consider the SU(l,l) treatment ofa 
superfluid Bose system as discussed by Solomon.6 The Ha
miltonian for this system can be written as H = ~pHp, 
where 

(4.1) 
q.r 

where Ep = p2/2m. Limiting ourselves to the case where 
there are only three states such that p,q,r take on values 
(- 1,0, + 1) and where E ± = E,Eo = O,V ± = V,Vo = 0, 
along with the assumption of a macroscopically occupied 
ground state (ao,ao+ - N ~/2), we have the reduced Hamilton
ian 

HR = (E + NoV)(a! a + + a::: a _ ) 

+ No V(a ! a::: + a + a _ ). (4.2) 

This Hamiltonian can be cast into a form which is linear in 
Sur 1,1) generators by noting that 

KI = - ~(a! a::: + a + a _ ), 

K2 = ~i(a! a::: - a + a _ ), 
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and 

Ko = (a ! a + + a ~ a _ + 1) 

provide a realization ofSU(I,I). Thus 

HR = 2NoV(yKo - K j - !y), 

where y = 1 + €INoV. Discrete energy eigenvalues are 
found via diagonalization through the tilting operation 

HR = e-i(JK'HRei(JH, 

= 2NoV [Ko(ycosh fJ - sinh fJ) 

- K1(cosh fJ - ysinh fJ) - ~y). 

If V> 0 then y> 1, so choosing fJ = coth - Iy we obtain 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

H = 2NoV(csch fJKo - !y). (4.6) 

(This is the group theoretical version of the Bogoliubov 
transformation.) The Casimir operator for this system is 

(4.7) 

where.1 = a ! a + - a ~ a _ so that k = ~ + ! 1.1 I. 
SinceKohaseigenvalues(n + ~ + ~1..::1 I) the energy spec

trum is 

En = (2n + 1 + 1.1 /)E - NoV - E, 

where 

E = (2ENoV + ~)1/2. 

(4.8) 

The propagator for this system can be written as a sum 
over aU possible 1..::1 I. 

K (t '';;T) = I Kid I (t ',t;T), (4.9) 
ld i 

where 

(1 - t/tj - J) -!y] . (4.10) 

Thus we see that on the Lobachevskii plane the classical 
motion will appear like a harmonic oscillator with frequency 
(J) = NoV csch fJ 1ft. 

The results here can easily be generalized to the multi
level system where the relevant dynamical group is 
IIp ® SU(I,l)p. In this case the SU(l,l)p generators are real
ized as 

K~I= -~(a/a~p +apa_p), 
Krl = !i(a/a~p - apa -pI, 
Kg'I=!(a/ap +a~pa_p + 1), (4.11) 

so that the Hamiltonian is now (to second order in ap ) 
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H = !N2Vo + I NVp(YpK~1 - Krl -!yp), (4.12) 
p 

where YP = 1 + EplNVp and where 

(4.13) 

is the total number of particles. The group states for this 
Hamiltonian will be given as the representation 
IIp ® ii1 +(kp), where kp = ~ + !1.1lp and where 
J p = ap+ap - a ~pa _po The physical SU(I,l)CS are 

f'..J "-' i8PK'f) 
I{t}) = TIlt,kp ) = TIe It,kp ). (4.14) 

p p 

The propagator can be written as a product of sums of the 
form ofEq. (4.9) 

K(t',t;T) = e-i(NVI211I IKldpl(t',t;T), 
p Idpl 

where 

{ 
i iT [ iM 

Xexp -,; 0 dt (1 -ltTl 

(4.15) 

X(tt* - t*t) - 2NVp [kpcsch fJp 

X(1 + I; /2)1(1_/; 12) - wpd}. 
(4.16) 

The grand canonical partition function (GCPF) can be 
evaluated quite easily in the SU(I,l)CS formulation. For this 
we need the number operator in terms of the SU(1, 1) genera
tors. From Eqs. (4.13) and (4.11) we have 

N = No + L (2K~1 - 1). (4.17) 
p>o 

This is diagonal in the group states I k,n) having eigenvalues 
No + (2(kp + n) - 1 = No + 2n + 1..::1 Ip. The corresponding 
number operator in the physical basis Ik,n') must therefore 
be 

N=No+ L (2ei(J~'flKlfle-i/J~'fl_l). (4.18) 
p>o 

Thus the GCPF can be given as 

Z = TrK'(t',;; - ili{:J), 

where 

K '(t' It; - ili{:J) 

= <0}1 exp [ -;T(H - pN)] 1{0) 1 T= - Hi/J 

x I} 1~IKldPd;',t;T)1 T= -ill{3 (4.19) 

and where 
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ForNp = 2K~) - 1 andH; =NVp(YpK~) -K~) - !Yp) we 
get 

K l.:lpl (t ',t;T) 

= exp [ ~ T( ~ - II)] (t ',kp I 

xexp{ - I; [2NVpcsch Bp - 211] K~)} It,kp). 

(4.20) 

Using Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) we obtain an exact expression for 

K l.:l I' namely p 

K l.:lpl (t ',t;T) = exp [ ~ T( Y; - II) ]exp( ~pkp T) 

X(1 - It'12(P(1 -It 12(p 

x (1 - t '*texp( - fap ) ) -2kp, 

(4.21) 

where a p = 2NVpcsch Bp - 211. Letting T = - if1/3 and 
taking the trace we have 

ZI.:lpl = exp{3 (Y; - II - apkp) f dll kp (t)(1 - It 12)2k
p 

X(I_e-paPltI2)-2kp, (4.22) 

which can be integrated to yield 
-a kpp 

Z - P{Yr/2-1') e p 
l..:ll -e p 1 _ e -Pap (4.23) 

So finally, the GCPF has the following decomposition in 
terms ofSU(I,I)CS: 

V. APPLICATION TO THE MORSE OSCILLATOR AND 
THE HYDROGEN ATOM 

A. Morse oscillator 

We consider here the problem of a particle bound by the 
Morse potential, IS 

V(q) = D {exp[ - 2a(q - qo)] - 2bexp[ - a(q - qo)]}. 
(5.1) 

For the S states (i = 0) the Hamiltonian can almost, but not 
quite, be written in terms ofSU(I,I) operators. The algebra 
in this case can be realized as 10 

1 
Ko = -2--[jF - 2ME] + !h (q), 

a h (q) 

KI = _I_[p2 - 2ME] -lh (q), 
a2h (q) 4 

i i 
K2 = -(iij.'p + 1) - -, 

aq 2 

where 
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(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

(5.2c) 

(SmD )1/2 
h (q) = exp[ - a(q - qo)]. (5.3) 

a 

The Hamiltonian is thus 

H = a
2
h (q) (Ko _ ~2mD )1/2) - E 
2m. a 

(5.4) 

The energy levels can be found from the eigenvalue problem 

(H-E)I1fn) = a2h(q)(Ko-~(2mD)1/2)I1fn)=0. (5.5) 
2m a 

Since the terms in the parentheses in (5.5) depend only on Ko, 
we may take l1fn) as a group state, i.e., the tilting angle is 
zero. To find the energy levels take note that 

C2=K; -Ki -K~ = - 2mE -~ (5.6) 
a2 4 

so that k = ~(C2 + !)I12. Thus with l1fn) = Ik,n) we have the 
energy levels IS 

En = - ;~[! (2mD)1/2_(n+!)r (5.7) 

where 

n = 0, 1,2, ... ,nmax , where nmax + !<b (2nD /a)1/2. 

The path integral for the Morse oscillator can be constructed 
as 

(5.S) 

where 

~(r. r. t.) = a
2
h(q(tj)) 

!>}'!>}-I} 2m 

X[k (1 +tj*Sj-l) -~(2mD)1/2] -E. 
(I-sjsj-I) a 

(5.9) 

Let us now follow Duru and Kleinert 17 in reparametrizing 
time by making the transformation As(t ) = I'dt' h(q(t)). If 
we choose A. = (SmD /a)I!2, S will have the dimensions of 
time. With CT = Sj - Sj _ I and ,1.CT = h(q(tj))E we have 

K(S',S;T) = e -iET~r·JX(dUk(Sj)J):1 

[
iCT Iik (£lsj *£lSj) 

Xexp -,; (I-ISjI2) Sj-;;--Sj-;;-

_a
2
A.[k (l+SjSj-l) _~2mD)1/2]]. 

2m (l-SjSj-l) a 
(5.10) 

Inserting a factor 

,1.i'" ds O(T - is'~) 
S s h (s) 

to allow S to be treated as an independent variable, we have in 
the continuous limit 
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K(t',t;T) = e-iETlli). roo dS8(T- fds-1-)_I-
Js' h (s) h (s') 

Xt.f.~udt) 

xexp{ ~ f'dS 1"(t,~ ',t *,t *')}, (5.11) 

where 

1"(t,t',t*,t *') = (1 ~~ 12) (t~ *, - t*t') 

_ a
2).[k (1 + It 12) 

2m (I-It 12) 

_ ! (2mD )1/2] (5.12) 

and where the prime means derivative with respect to the 
new time-like variable. The equations of motion will simply 
be those ofEq. (3.12) with the replacement t-s. It is straight
forward to show that the motion will be oscillator-like with 
frequencYlLl = a2

). /4fim. Thus, using a reparametrization of 
time in the SU(I,I)CS path integral we can make the Morse 
oscillator appear as a harmonic oscillator on the Lobachevs
kii plane. 

B. The hydrogen atom 

Finally we consider the case of the nonrelativistic hy
drogen atom. As is well known, SO(2, 1)( - SUI 1,1)) is the 
relevant spectrum generating group and is in fact a subgroup 
of the much larger dynamical group SO(4,2). 18 The SO(2.1) 
subalgebra is realized as 

Ko = (rp2 + mr)/2m, 

K t = (rp2 - mr)/2m, 

K2 = (r.p - i). 

Unfortunately the Hamiltonian of the H atom 
_ p2 e2 
H=---

2m r 

(5.13a) 

(5.13b) 

(5.13c) 

(5.14) 

cannot be written as a polynomial in the SO(2,1) generators 
ofEq. (5.13). Instead one writes the energy eigenvalue prob
lemas 

_ f',J 

r(H - E)I"') = 0 (5.15) 

and then, using Eq. (5.13), obtain 

n(E)1¢) = 0, (5.16) 

where 

fl (E) = r(if - E) 

= {+(Ko+Ktl- !(Ko -Kt )-e2
}. (5.17) 

Applying the tilting operation to (5.16) with the tilting angle 
() chosen as 

() (E) = arctanh{(2E + m)/(2E - m)}, (5.18) 

we have 

2001 

f',J 
e-iB(E'K'n(E)eiB(E'K'e-iB(E'K'I"') =n(E)I"') =0, 

(5.19) 
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where 

n(E) = e-iB(EIK'fl(E)eiB(EIK, = (- 2E/m)1/2Ko _ e2 

(5.20) 

and where 

(5.21) 

Now for the H atom bound states, a particular set of basis 
states for SO(4,2) are labeled Inlm) where I and m are the 
usual angular momentum quantum numbers and n is the 
principal quantum number. These labels arise from the de-

composition SO(4,2)::J SO(3) ® SO(2, 1) which corresponds to 
1m nl 

a separation of variables in spherical polar coordinates. The 
number I is attached to both SO(3) and SO(2, 1) because of the 
fact that the groups are "coupled" through the equality of 
their Casimer operators; i.e., if Lij = Eijdrxp)k generate 
SO(3) then using Eq. (5.13) we have 

C2=K~ -Ki -K2=L2=!LijLij' (5.22) 

Thusk (k - 1) = 1(1 + l)sok has possible values k = -lor 
k = I + 1. Only the latter choice leads to a unitary irreduci
ble representation. In this case the action of Ko on I nlm) is to 
give the principal quantum number n. 

Kolnlm) = nlnlm), (5.23) 

wheren -1- I = n, is the radial quantum number. We can 
relabel the states as II + l,n,) in accordance with the con
vention used for SU(I,I) states throughout this paper. (The 
azimuthal quantum number has been suppressed). With 
I"') = II + l,nJ inEq. (5. 19) we obtain, from Eqs. (5.20) and 
(5.23), the energy levels of hydrogen 

(5.24) 

Note that since the tilting angle depends on En' the transfor
mation (5.21) gives a one-to-one relationship between the 
physical states and the group and is therefore nonunitary. 

Now in constructing the SUI 1,1) functional integral for 
the H atom two problems arise. The first is that if is not 
polynomial in the SUI 1,1) generators and the second is non
unitarity of the tilting transformation, One could write if as 

H=-(rH)= -(Ko+K))-e - 1 - m [1 2] 
r Ko-KI 2 

(5.25) 

and then write a path integral expression as in Eq. (3.9) with 

~(t,~ *) = m f d,uJ!t ')<;I(Ko - K))-t~) 
r".J f'J 

X <~'I [!(Ko + K t ) - e2 llO . (5.26) 

However this expression is awkward because of the presence 
of(Ko - Ktl- t and in any case the physical coherent states 
are not yet defined. In fact, it is not clear how they would be 
defined since, unlike the case for superfluid helium, the tilt
ing is nonunitary. 

We avoid these difficulties by writing a functional inte
gral for a resolvent whose poles yield the bound state energy 
spectrum. We write 

G(E) = Tr lin (E), (5.27) 

where n (E) is given by Eq. (5.20). In terms of the state 
II + l,n,) 
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II + I,n,) (I + I,n r I 
G(E) = ~ t (_ 2E Im)1/2(nr + I + 1) _ e2' (5.28) 

This obviously has poles when E is given by Eq. (5.24). 
We write G(E) as 

G(E) = ~ fOO dTTre-iIl1E)T 
( Jo 

and evaluate the trace with SU(I,I)CS to get 

where 

GI(E) 

= ~ (OOdT dftl+ d; )(;,/ + lie - ifJ1E)TI;,/ + 1), 
I Jo 

and where 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

00 [r(n +2/+2)]1/2 1;,1+ 1) =(1-1;1 2)/+1 I __ ,r __ _ 
"r=O nr·r(21 + 2) 

(5.31) 

We now define 

GI(;',;;T) = <;',1 + lle- ifJ(E)TI;,l + 1), (5.32) 

which by the usual methods can be written as the functional 
integral 

GI(;',;;T) = f 9'ftl+ d;(t))exP{i iT dt.2"'j. (5.33) 

where 

.2'" = (:I~ ~dr2) (;t'" - ; "'t) - III 1;,; *) (5.34) 

and where 

Il (;,; *) = (;,1 + 111l (E )1;,/ + I) 

= ( _ 2E Im)II2(1 + 1) (1 + I; 12) _ e2• (5.35) 
(1_1;12) 

III (;,; *) may be thought of as a sort of auxiliary zero energy 
"Hamiltonian" which is oscillator-like on the curved phase 
space. 

GI(E jcan be evaluated exactly. FromEq. (2.21) we have 

G[(;',;;T) = e- i[I-2Elm)"'I/+ l)-e'JT 

X [I _ ;'*;e-il-2Elm)'''Tl-21/+ I). 

(5.36) 

Upon taking the trace we find that 

G/(E) = !iOO dTei[e'-1-2Elm)"'II+!)]T 

(5.37) 

Using the identity 

1 [ (at)] -1 (iat) oo ---:- sin - = exp - - I exp( - inrat), 
~ 2 2 ~=o 

(5.38) 
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we obtain 

Gr(E) = i "~ofo dT 

X exp(i[ e2 - ( - 2E Im)I/2(1 + 1 + nrl] 1), (5.39) 

which upon integration yields 

00 1 

G,(E) = "~o[ + ( _ 2E Im)1I2(nr + 1+ 1) - e2l' 
(5.40) 

which obviously has poles at the bound state energies given 
by Eq. (5.24). It is interesting that the identity (5.38) is the one 
used to obtain the bound state energies of the one-dimension
al harmonic oscillator. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this work we have, in a sense, done the converse of 
the work of Nieto and collaborators2 in establishing coher
ent states for potentials other than the osciIlator. As we said 
earlier, their approach is to map the classical problem onto 
another classical set of variables such that the Hamiltonian 
has the appearance of an oscillator; the coherent states being 
a set of states which minimize a new uncertainty relation 
constructed from the quantum analogs of the new variables. 
What we have done is to take coherent states defined for the 
dynamical group SUI 1, I) and through a path integral deter
mined the equivalent classical problem. We have found that 
the relevant phase space is curved-the Lobachevskii 
plane-and that for problems where SUI 1,1) is a dynamical 
group, the motion will look oscillator-like in that space. 

We have also attempted to show the utility ofSU( 1, I)CS 
in calculating the partition function of a simple model of 
superfluidity. It should be remarked that ifthe ordinary co
herent states are used to calculate Z from the Hamiltonian of 
Eq. (4.2), one immediately encounters the problems of the 
mixing of modes + and -. This problem is circumvented 
with the SU(t,I)CS, which have the further advantage that 
the Bogoliubov transformation is automatic. 

Finally we mention another possible application. For 
an N-dimensional oscillator SU(I,I) is the dynamical group 
and the representations which cover the states are given by 
k = W + N /2), where I is the usual angular momentum 
quantum number. Indeed SO(2, 1) has recently been shown 
to be useful in forming a large N expansion in quantum me
chanics. 19 In that work the method is perturbation theoretic. 
However, if we look at Eq. (3.8) we see that Ii cancels out of 
the exponential altogether if fff" is given by Eq. (3.16), indi
cating that 11k could play the role of Ii. This leads us to 
believe that we might construct a Bohr-Sommerfeld type 
quantization rule and determine the energy levels for such 
things as the anharmonic oscillator without the need for tak
ing the limit N-+oo. Similar considerations have been used 
for pseudospin Hamiltonians. 20 This and related problems 
will be discussed elsewhere. 

'See for example J. R. Klauder and E. Sudashan, Fundamentals of Quan
tum Optics (Benjamin, New York, 1968). 
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T~e prese~t series o~ papers deals with various realizations of the dynamical groupY~ c (2d,R ) of 
mlcro~copl7 collective states for an A nucleon system in d dimensions, defined as those A particle 
states 10vanant under the orthogonal group O(n) associated with the n = A-I Jacobi vectors. In 
the present paper, we derive two boson representations oLY~c(2d,R ), namely the Dyson 
representation and the Holstein-Primakoff (HP) one. Our starting point is a representation of 
m~croscopic collective states, as introduced in the first paper of the present series, in a Barut 
Htlbert spaceYe of analytic functions in v = ~d (d + 1) complex variables. Basis functions inYe , 
cl~ssifie~ accor~ing to the. chain Y~ e (2d,R ):J we (d ), can be put into one-to-one correspondence 
with basl~ functl?nS, ~lasslfied according to the chain U(v):J U(d ), in a Bargmann Hilbert space::i}' 
of analytic funct~ons 10 v complex variables representing v-dimensional boson states. By equating 
the complex van abies of Y e and their conjugate momenta with those of ::i}', we get the non
Hermitian Dyson representation of Y~ c (2d,R ). We then go from the latter to the Hermitian HP 
representation by means of a canonical transformation that restores the Hermiticity properties of 
the variables and conjugate momenta. The inverse of the HP representation gives the unitary 
representation in quantum mechanics of the classical canonical transformation relating the 
oscillator Hamiltonians of the microscopic collective model and the boson macroscopic one. 
From the v boson creation and annihilation operators, it is possible to build the generators of a 
U(v) group, which in the physical three-dimensional case reduces to U(6). The latter is finally 
compared with the U(6) group appearing in the interacting boson model. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.65.Fd, 21.60.Fw 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the present series of papers, we study various realiza
tions of the dynamical group of microscopic collective states 
for an A nucleon system. As was suggested by some auth
ors, 1.2 the collective subspace of the A nucleon space is as
sumed to be spanned by all the A nucleon states invariant 
under the transformations of the orthogonal group O(n) as
sociated with the n = A-I Jacobi vectors. This subspace 
carries a single irreducible representation (IR) of the dyna
mical group of collective states we are concerned with. 

In the first paper3 of the present series (henceforth re
ferred to as I), we showed that in d dimensions the dynamical 
group of microscopic collective states is the restriction to the 
collective subspace of a symplectic group in 2d dimensions, 
Y /z(2d,R ), and we denoted it by Y A (2d,R ). In the physical 
three-dimensional case, the latter reduces to Y /zc(6,R ). We 
then proposed various realizations of Y /ze (2d,R ) that we 
studied in detail only in the one-dimensional case. 

In the present paper, we wish to establish a relationship 
between the O(n) invariant microscopic collective model and 
the interacting boson model4 (IBM) of Arima and Iachello 
through the study of boson representations of Y /ze (6,R ). As 
the IBM, which is based upon a U(6) group, is quite success
ful in describing many nuclear collective states, there have 
been recently various attempts5 to microscopically explain 
the U(6) symmetry first introduced from a macroscopic 
viewpoint. 

-I Maitre de recherches F.N.R.S. 

In the O(n) invariant part of the A-body problem, the 
possible appearance ofa U(6) group was first noted by Vana
gas 1 in an indirect way through the branching rules for the 
IR's of the groups characterizing the collective states. Later 
on, Moshinsky and Seligman6 determined in two dimensions 
the classical canonical transformation relating the oscillator 
Hamiltonians of the microscopic collective model and the 
boson macroscopic one. The latter has a U(3) symmetry 
group, which is the two-dimensional analog ofU(6). The 
generalization of their work to three dimensions seemed, 
however, difficult to carry out due to the explicit use of the 
Dzublik 7 -Zickendraht8 coordinate transformation. 

In I, we proposed to realize the dynamical group in d 
dimensions, Y A (2d,R ), in terms of v = !d (d + 1) boson cre
ation and annihilation operators through a generalized Hol
stein-Primakoft-l (HP) representation and to invert such re
presentation in order to express these boson operators in 
terms of the generators of Y /ze (2d,R ). From the v boson 
creation and annihilation operators, it is then straightfor
ward to construct the generators of a U(v) group, which in 
the physical three-dimensional case reduces to U(6). The in
verse of the HP representation of Y /ze (2d,R ) gives the uni
tary representation in quantum mechanics of the classical 
canonical transformation relating the oscillator Hamilto
nians of the microscopic collective model and the boson 
macroscopic one. 10.1 1 We have therefore found a way to gen
eralize the work of Ref. 6 to any number of dimensions. 

As in I detailed calculations were performed only for 
Y /ze (2,R ), we carry them out for the d-dimensional case in 
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the present paper. Actually we shall not only study the HP 
representation of Y,he (2d,R ), but also the Dyson 12 one. For 
such purpose, it will turn out that the Barut representation of 
microscopic collective states, introduced in I, is a good start
ing point. By Barut representation we mean a representation 
in a Barut Hilbert space 13 Y e of analytic functions in v com
plex variables. Such Barut Hilbert space is the O(n) invariant 
subspace of a Bargmann Hilbert space 14 Y of analytic func
tions in dn complex variables. 

The function in v complex variables which represents a 
given microscopic collective state in the Barut Hilbert space 
Y e can be put into one-to-one correspondence with an ana
lytic function in v complex variables representing a definite 
v-dimensional boson state in a Bargmann Hilbert space q;. 
Basis functions in Y e are classified according to the chain 
Y A (2d,R )::J ~ e (d ) while those in q; are classified accord
ing to the chain U( v)::J U(d). The one-to-one mapping 
between Y e and q; is such that functions transforming in a 
given way under ~ e (d ) are mapped onto functions trans
forming in the same way under U(d ). Any microscopic col
lective state has therefore a boson image; from this mapping 
one can then derive the boson image of any collective opera
tor, and in particular that of the generators of Y,he (2d,R ). 

The boson representation of Y,he (2d,R ) obtained in 
equating the complex variables of Y e and their conjugate 
momenta with those of q; is the non-Hermitian Dyson re
presentation, which is therefore essentially equivalent to the 
Barut representation. We can also go from the latter to the 
Hermitian HP representation by means of a canonical trans
formation relating both sets of complex variables and conju
gate momenta, which preserves their commutation relations 
and restores their Hermiticity properties. 

In Sec. 2, we start to review some results obtained in I 
for the Barut representation of microscopic collective states 
and then establish the forms of the Y A (2d,R ) generators 
which will be relevant for the present study. In Sec. 3, we 
explicitly construct the representation in Y e of the micro
scopic collective states classified according to the chain 
Y A (2d,R )::J ~ c (d) and of highest weight with respect to 
~ e (d ), and that in q; of v-dimensional boson states classi
fied according to the chain U( v)::J U(d ) and of highest weight 
with respect to U(d ). In Sec. 4, we turn to the general form of 
irreducible tensors T [20] with respect to U(d ) and determine 
some selected basis for them. Weare then in a position to 
explicitly derive the Dyson and HP representations of 
Y,h e (2d,R ) in Secs. 5 and 6, respectively. For the latter both 
a compact form and a finite expansion are obtained. Finally, 
in Sec. 7, we compare the U(6) group obtained in the present 
picture and the U(6) group of the IBM and briefly discuss 
some possible extensions of the method of getting boson re
presentations developed in the present paper. 

2, BARUT REPRESENTATION OF .Y/tc(2d,R) 

A translationally invariant system of A fermions in d 
dimensions can be described alternatively in terms of its Ja
cobi coordinates Xis' i = 1, ... ,d, s = I, ... ,n = A - I, and 
their conjugate momenta Pis = - ialaxi" or in terms of the 
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corresponding boson creation and annihilation operators 1] is 

and Sis' To the n Jacobi vectors is associated an orthogonal 
group O(n), under whose transformations theA particle col
lective states are assumed to be invariant. 1 

In I, we considered an oscillator basis for the collective 
subspace of the A particle space, spanned by the states 

d 

It,bN"N" ... Nd)=aN"N" ... Ndd II (£Cij)NvIO), (2.1) 
i<J= 1 

depending upon v = ! d (d + 1) quantum numbers Nij, 
1 <J<j<d, which can take all non-negative integer values. In 
Eq. (2.1), aN"N" ... Ndd is some normalization coefficient, 10) is 
the boson vacuum state, and the operators £Cij are defined 
by 

n 

£Cij = £ct = L 1]is 1]jS' 1 <J<j<d. (2.2a) 
s= 1 

With the operators 
n 

£Cij =£Cji = L SiSSjS' 1 <i<j<d, (2.2b) 
s=l 

and 
n 

C(j ij = L 1]isSj" i,j = 1, ... ,d, 
s= I 

(2.2c) 

they generate an Y,h(2d,R ) group. The states (2.1) belong to 
the single IR «(n/2)d) of Y ,h(2d,R ), so that the dynamical 
group of microscopic collective states is the restriction 
.Y A (2d,R ) of Y,h(2d,R ) to the collective subspace. Its gen
erators are denoted by £Cijt, £Cij and Ifij = C(jij + (n/2)Dij, 
respectively. 

The A particle states can be represented in a Bargmann 
Hilbert space l4 of analytic functions in dn complex variables 
Zis, i = 1, ... ,d, s = 1, ... ,n. In Y, the boson operators 1]is and 
Sis are represented by Zis and a I azis , respectively. The collec
tive subspace of the A particle space is then mapped onto the 
subspace Y e of Y which is left invariant by O(n). It was 
shown in I that any collective state It,b) is represented in Y e 

by an analytic function 
¢(Wll,WI2,,,,,Wdd) = (w ll W 12'''Wdd It,b) in v complex collec
tive variables 

n 

wij = wji = L ZisZjs' 1 <i<j<d. (2.3) 
s= 1 

In particular the basis states (2.1) are represented by the 
functions 

(w ll W 12 '''Wdd It,bN"N" ... Ndd ) 

(2.4) 

The space Y e can be equipped with a scalar product 
which is preserved in the one-to-one mapping between mi
croscopic collective states and analytic functions of Y e , 

(t,b It,b) = J du(W ll ,W12,,,,,Wdd) 

X (t,b Iw llw12, .. wdd ) (w ll W 12'''Wdd It,b). (2.5) 

The measure du(W 11 ,W12,,,,,Wdd ) directly derives from the 
measurel4 of the Bargmann space Y, n1= 1 n:= 1 dp(z;s), 
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where 

d/J-(Zis) = rr- I exp( - zisz~)d Re z,s d 1m Zis' (2.6) 

by integration over the dn - v noncollective variables. In the 
present study, we shall not need its explicit form, which was 
determined in I only in the one-dimensional case. We shall 
therefore leave its determination in the d-dimensional case 
for a subsequent paper. 

Y c is called the Barut subspace of Y and the represen
tation of microscopic collective states in Y c their Barut re
presentation because a scalar product similar to the one de
fined in Eq. (2.5) for d = I was already considered by Barut 
and Girardello.'3 Instead of the basis (2.4) of Yo we could 
use as well a basis of coherent states associated with the Lie 
algebra of Y A (2d,R ), as these authors did and we explicitly 
showed in the d = 1 case. 

In the Barut representation, the generators of the dyna
mical group Y A (2d,R ) are represented by the following dif
ferential operators: 

/7/rct_ 
.;;::pI) - w'j ' 

(2.7) 

and 

Ifij = 'G'ij + n
2 

Dij, 'G'ij = L (1 + Dkj)Wik aa , 
k Wjk 

which with respect to the scalar product (2.5) of Y c satisfy 
the same Hermiticity properties as the original operators, 
i.e., 

( /7/rCt )t = §c 
.;:L/ I) IJ 

and (2.8) 

(lfij)t = Ifji' 

They also satisfy the usual commutation relations of the gen
erators of an Y;Z(2d,R ) group: 

[lfij,If~, ] = Djk If~, - Di/If~j' 

[ Ifij,§~i] = Djk §~l + DjI§~t. 
[lfij,§~d = -Dik§it-Di/§jk' 

[§~/JiJ~1] = [§ij'§~1 ] = 0, 

[§ij,§~1] = Dik Iflj + D,I If~ + 8jk If~i + 8j! If~i' 

(2.9) 

In the present study, it is convenient to introduce a ma
trix notation for the generators of Y ftc (2d,R ). Let g;ct de
note the d Xd matrix whose elements are §~/, i,j = 1, ... ,d. 
In the same way, we define the matrices §c, Ifc ,and 'G'c. In 
y c' the complex variables wij and the corresponding differ
ential operators ..::1 ij' defined by 

(2.10) 

can also be considered as the elements of d X d matrices w 
and A, respectively. All the matrices §ct, §c, w, and A are 
symmetrical. The representation (2.7) of the generators of 
Y ftc (2d,R ) in Y c can be rewritten in matrix notation as 

§ct =W, (2.11a) 
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§c = A['6'c + (n - d - 1)1] = [~C + nI]A (2.l1b) 

and 

IfC = '6'c + !!:.... I, '6'c = wA, 
2 

(2.1Ic) 

where I denotes the d X d unit matrix and ~c the transpose 
of '6'c , i.e., ~ij = 'G'ji' To obtain Eq. (2.1Ib), we have expli
citly used the commutation relation 

[..::1ij,wkd =8ik 8j, +8u8jk , (2.12) 

which results from the definition (2.10) of ..::1ij' 
In Secs. 5 and 6, Eq. (2.11) will prove to be the appropri

ate starting point to get boson representations of Y,he (2d,R ). 
However, before beginning to study such representations, 
we first introduce in the next section still another basis of 
Y c' spanned by all the states classified according to IR's of 
the chain 

YA(2d,R):J 'ft e(d), (2.13~ 

where 'ft e (d ) is the unitary group in d dimensions generated 
by the operators '6'ij, i,j = l, ... ,d. The basis states (2.1), al
though characterized by a given weight in 'ft c (d ), do not 
indeed belong to a definite IR of 'ft c (d ) in general. Basis 
states classified according to (2.13) will then be put into one
to-one correspondence with representations of boson states 
in a Bargmann space :3?J • 

3. BASIS FOR IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
THE Yftc(2d,R):::> 'ft c(d) AND U(v):::>U(d) CHAINS OF 
GROUPS 

Let us denote microscopic collective states classified ac
cording to the chain (2.13) by 

I 
h,h2 ... hd) 

(h) , 

where [h Ih2· .. hd] is a Young diagram specifying the IR of 
'ft c (d ), and (h ) is the row index of such IR. As in the follow
ing we shall be concerned only with the highest weight state 
(hws) of the IR [h ,h2• .. hd ], 

\
hthz ... h,,), 

(h )max 

that we shall denote in short by Ih ,h2• .. hd ), we do not have to 
make any explicit choice for (h ), which might therefore be a 
Gel'fand pattern t5 associated with the canonical chain of 
U;} c (d ) or any other set of quantum numbers corresponding 
to a non canonical chain of 'ft c (d). The collective states 

are represented in Y c by 

I
h th2 ... h,,) 

(W t tW t2"'W dd (h) 

and (WttWt2'''Wdd Ih th2• .. hd ), respectively. 
Let us determine the explicit form of the representation 

(WttW12'''Wdd Ih th2• .. hd ) of the hws of the IR [h th2• .. hd ]. By 
definition, it must satisfy the following system of first-order 
differential equations: 
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L Wik £1 ki (W IIWI2"'Wdd Ih Ih2•··hd) 
k 

and 
(3.1) 

L Wik£1kj(WIIWI2"'Wdd Ih l h2···hd) = 0, l<:i <j<:d. 
k 

(3.2) 

To find the solution of such a system, it is convenient to first 
replace the set of v independent variables wij' 1 <:i<j.:::.d, by 
another set of v variables, defined by 

W I •2 •. .• i- l.i;I.2 •...• i-IJ 

= L ( - l)pw Ip( II W2p(2j"'Wi - I P(i - II wip(J/, 
p 

(3.3) 

where the summation is carried out over the 11 permutations 
of the indices 1,2, ... ,i - 1,j. The new variables are minors of 
order i of det w. They are functionally independent and may 
therefore be used instead ofthe wij because their Jacobian 
with respect to the wij is equal to 

d-I n (W I.2 .... i;I.2 ..... i)d- i=l=O. 
i= 1 

Let us look for a solution ofEqs. (3.1) and (3.2) of the 
following form: 

d d 

= L anllnU"'nUd n n (W1,2 .... ,i-t,i;1.2 ..... i-l,jt
l

'J, 
n ll "I1, .. nd ,/ i = 1 j = i 

(3.4) 

where nij are some non-negative integers and an"n"".ndd some 
constants to be determined. By noting that 

(.f Wik £1 kj )WI.2 ..... I_ 1,/;1.2 ..... I-I.m 

= Djm WI,2 .... I_ 1./;1.2 ..... /- 1,0 l.:::.i <j<:d, (3.5) 

and by successively imposing that Eq. (3.2) is satisfied for 
i = 1, i = 2, ... , and i = d - 1, it can be proved that the state 
(3.4) does not depend upon the variables w1j(j> 1), 
W1.2;I,j(j> 2), ... ,W1.2, ... ,d _ 2, d _ 1;1.2'''·,d _ 2. d' It then reduces 
to 

(W 11 W12'''Wdd Ih 1h2 • .. hd ) d 

= L anl,n.l.l ••• ndd n (w . .)n". 1.2 .... ,';1.2 ..... ' (3.6) 
n l1 "U,··!Jdd i = 1 

It is then straightforward to show that Eq. (3.1) is satisfied if 

n,.,. = !(hj - h; + I)' i = 1, ... ,d - 1, (3.7) 

and 

ndd =! hd· 

Equation (3.7) implies that h1,h2, ... ,hd must be non-negative 
even integers. 

We have established that Y c is a carrier space for the 
direct sum ofIR's [h 1h2• .. hd] ofOU c(d), for which h l ,h2, ... ,hd 
may take any even values such that h l >h2> .. ·>hd >0. Each 
one of these IR's appears with a multiplicity one in the direct 
sum. Due to the one-to-one mapping between Y c and the 
collective subspace of the A particle space, the same is true 
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for the latter. Moreover the representation in Y c ofthe hws 
of the IR [h l h2• .. hd] is given by 

(W 11W12"'Wdd Ih Ih2 .. •hd ) 
d 

=A n (w '. .)(1I2I1h, -h",j (38) h,h, ... hd 1.2 ..... 1.1.2 ..... 1 , • 
i= 1 

where hd + 1 is assumed to be equal to zero and Ah,h, ... h
d 

is 
some normalization coefficient, determined by the condition 

J du(W 11 ,W12"",Wdd )(h 1h2 .... hd IW 11WI2'''Wdd) 

X (w"W 12"'Wdd Ih 1h2 .. ·hd ) = 1. (3.9) 

The representation in Y c of the other basis states of the IR 
[h 1h2 • .. hd] could be obtained from Eq. (3.8) by applying some 
appropriate lowering operators. 

We shall now prove that the functions (3.8) can be put 
into one-to-one correspondence with functions representing 
boson states classified according to some group U(d). For 
that purpose, let us introduce v independent boson creation 
and annihilation operators aj = aJ; and aij = aji , 1 <.i<j<:d 
(not to be confused with the operators·?];s and Sis !). They 
satisfy the usual commutation relations of boson operators, 
which in the present case take the following form: 

[aj,aL] = [aij,aktl =0, 
(3.10) 

[aij,ald = DW1.(kll = (1 + Dij )-I(D;kDjI + Di/Djk ). 

From the operators aj and aij , we can build the generators 

f£ij,kl = atakl' 1 <:i<j.:::.d, 1 <:k<:/<:d, (3.11) 

of a U(v) group, whose commutation relations are 

[f£ij.kl,f£pq,rs] = D(kll.(pqj f£ij.rs - D(ill,(rsl f£pq.kl· (3.12) 

Let us now define non-normalized boson operators by 
the following relations: 

at = (1 + Dij) 1I2aj, 

aij = (1 + Dij )1I2aij = (aj It. (3.13) 

From Eq. (3.10), their commutation relations can be written 
as 

(3.14) 

[aij,alt] = DikDjl + Di/Djk . 

It is now straightforward to show that the operators f£ij, 
defined by 

f£ij = L a;kajk = L [(1 + Dik )(1 + Djk )] 1/2f£ik.jk, 
k k 

(3.15) 

satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[f£ij,f£ktl = Djk(£i/ -Di/(£kj, (3.16) 

and therefore generates a U(d) subgroup of U(v). 
Nboson states can be classified according to IR's of the 

group chain 

U(v):>U(d). (3.17) 

They are characterized by the symmetrical IR [N] of U(v), 
the IR [h Ihz .. ·hd] ofU(d ), and the row (h ) of the latter. As the 
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first-order Casimir operators ofU(v) and U(d) are related by 
the equation 

~~ii =2~~ij.ij' (3.18) 
kJ 

which directly derives from Eq. (3.15), N is entirely specified 
by the IR of U(d ) through the relation 

2N= ~hi' (3.19) 

Boson states classified according to IR's of the chain (3.17) 
may therefore be denoted by 

I 
hlh2 ... hd) 

(h) , 

where we have used a round bracket in order to distinguish 
them from the collective states 

I h I~~';hd). 
The hws of the IR [h Ih2···hd ] of U(d) is written in short as 
Ih lh2···hd )· 

As is well known, the boson operators aij and aij are 
represented in a Bargmann space l4 f!# of analytic functions 
in v complex variables;ij = ;j;, 1 <J<J<.d, bY;ij and a la;ij' 
respectively. The non-normalized boson operators aij and aij 
are then represented by 

- 1/2 ;ij = (1 +Dij) ;ij 

and (3.20) 

X" = (1 + D.)1I2 ~ = (1 + D.)-!-
lJ lJ at.. lJ iP·. ' 

~lj ~lJ 

respectively. The generators of U(v) and U(d) become the 
first-order differential operators 

~ij.kl =;ij ala;kl (3.21) 

and 

~ij = ~ ;;kbj' (3.22) 
k 

and the boson states 

are represented by..:Vth degree polynomials in ;ij' l<.i<J<d, 
or equivalently in ;ij' 1 <.i<J<.d, that we shall denote by 

(;1I;12"';dd I hl~~/d). 
The representation (;11;12"';dd Ihlhz···h d ) of the hws of 

the IR [h Ih 2• .. hd ] ofU(d ) must satisfy the following system of 
first-order differential equations: 

and 

(3.24) 
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This system has exactly the same form as the corresponding 
system of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), that we solved for the represen
tation of collective states in Y<, ifwemake;ij andXij corre
spond to wij and Llij' respectively. Such a correspondence 
makes sense because X ij is defined in terms of; ij in the same 
way as.1ij in terms of w.Ji; as a consequence, the commuta
tion relation of X ij with; kl is just the same as that of Ll ij with 
Wkl, given in Eq. (2.12), i.e., 

(3.25) 

In close analogy with the corresponding assertion for 
Y <' we may therefore state without proof the following re
sult: f!# is the carrier space for the direct sum of IR's 
[h lh2• .. hd ] ofU(d), for which hl,h2, ... ,hd may take any even 
values such that hl ;;.h2 ;;.· .. ;;.hd ;;.0. Each one of these IR's 
appears with a multiplicity one in the direct sum. The repre
sentation in f!# of the hws of the IR [h Ih 2,,·hd ] is given by 

(;11;12"';dd Ih 1h2• .. hd ) 

d 

= Bh,h, ... h. II (;1,2 ..• i;I.2,.J
I
/2 I1 h, - n, < ", (3.26) 

i= 1 

where hd + 1 = 0, ; 1,2.,;; 1,2, ... ,1 is defined in terms of the ;jk 
by a relation similar to Eq. (3.3), andBh h ... h. issomenormal
ization coefficient. The latter is determ'i~ed by the condition 

f J! 1 dfL(;ij )(h lh2 • .. hd 1;ll12··Ld) 

(3.27) 

where dfL(;ij) is the usual Bargmann measure defined in Eq. 
(2.6), and Eq. (3.20) is used to express the;ij in terms of the 
;ij' Note that Bh,h, ... h. in general differs from the normaliza
tion coefficient Ah,h, ... h. of Eq (3.8). Equation (3.26) general
izes a well-known three-dimensional result 16-18 to an arbi
trary number of dimensions. 

We have established that there exists a one-to-one cor
respondence between the representation of collective states 
in Y c and that of v-dimensional boson states in f!# (and 
therefore also between the collective and boson states them
selves): Each basis function 

(WIIWI2'''Wdd Ihl~~'/d) 
of Y c is mapped onto the corresponding basis function 

(
- - - \ h lh2 • .. hd ) 
;ll;I2"';dd (h) 

of f!#. The existence of such a mapping will enable us to 
derive boson representations of Y}l.c (2d,R ). As functions 
transforming in a given way under ~ c (d ) are mapped onto 
functions transforming in the same way under U(d ), the gen
erators of Uk c (d) must be mapped onto those of U(d ): 

C(jc = <.t. (3.28) 

In Eq. (3.28), we have introduced a matrix notation for the 
generators of U(d ) similar to the one used for the .Y fie (2d,R ) 
generators (in the same way, we shall use hereafter symmet
rical d X d matrices ii t, ii, ~, and X). It now remains to deter
mine the boson representations of !iJct and!iJ c

. Some re
sults useful for that purpose will be established in the next 
section. 
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4. IRREDUCIBLE TENSORS T[20] WITH RESPECT TO 
U(a) 

The transformation properties of the operators i!lJ~/ 
with respect to ~ c (d) follow from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9). The 
relations 

(4.ta) 

and 

[~ij,i!lJ~n =ojki!lJ~7 +oj!i!lJ~l (4.tb) 

show that the operators i!lJijt are the components of a sym
metrical tensor transforming according to the IR [20] of 
~ c (d ). Due to Eq. (3.28), in the fermion-boson mapping 
they will be mapped onto the corresponding components of a 
tensor transforming in the same way under U(d ). We are thus 
led to study the most general form of an irreducible tensor 
T[20] with respect to the group U(d). Such a tensor, whose 
components will be denoted by Tij, i,j = l, ... ,d, has to satisfy 
relations similar to Eqs. (4. la) and (4.1b), i.e., 

(4.2a) 

and 

[~ij' TkJ ] = Ojk TjJ + oj! Tjk • (4.2b) 

Irreducible tensors T [20] with respect to U(d ) are easy to 
find. From their definition and commutation relations, it can 
be shown that the boson operators oj satisfy Eqs. (4.2a) and 
(4.2b). More generally, the set of operators 

T~m) = (trmat)ij' m = 0,1,2, ... , (4.3) 

form the components of a T [20] tensor for any non-negative 
integer m value. The proof that they obey Eqs. (4.2a) and 
(4.2b) is most easily carried out by induction: Starting from 
the relation 

Tl.m) = '" ~.k Ti
k
m -I) 

'1 ",-,' "J ' 
(4.4) 

k 

the symmetry and commutation properties of T':;I can be 
shown to derive from those of T~j - II. With the set of opera
tors T':;I, we have almost exhausted all the possible T[20] 
tensors because it can be proved that any irreducible tensor 
T[20] is a linear combination of the tensors T':;I, m = 0,1, ... , 

00 

Tij = L Pm (cJJI,···,cJJ d )T':;I, (4.5) 
m=O 

whose coefficients Pm (cJJI, ... ,cJJd) are analytic functions of the 
U(d ) Casimir operators 

The Eq. (4.5) demonstration is detailed in Appendix A. 
Equation (4.5) gives the most general form of a T [20] 

irreducible tensor as an infinite series. It may be converted 
into a sum of a finite number of terms by noting that the first 
d operators T':;I, corresponding to m = 0,1, .. . ,d - 1, form a 
basis for the T[20] tensors. This means that they are linearly 
independent and that any Ttl operator, for which k>d, can 
be written as their linear combination. The coefficients of the 
linear combinations are functions of the Casimir operators 
cJJI, ... ,cJJd of U(d). 
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Before starting to prove the above-mentioned result, 
one has to remember that any boson operator is entirely de
termined whenever one knows its matrix elements between 
arbitrary boson states classified according to the chain 
(3.17). When applied to a boson state transforming according 
to the IR [hl .. ·h j ···hd] ofU(d), any T[20] tensor can only lead 
to boson states transforming according to an IR 
[hl···h j + 2 ... hd] for some 1 <J<d. The Kronecker product 
[h lh2···hd] ® [20] is indeed given by 

d 

[h lh2···hd ]®[20] = L ffi[h l···hi +2 ... hd ], (4.7) 
;= 1 

where the multiplicity of each IR appearing on the right
hand side is equal to 1. According to the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem, 19 all the matrix elements of the components of 
T [20] between boson states transforming according to 
[hl···h j ... hd] and [hl···h j + 2··.hd] are determined by a single 
reduced matrix element. Alternatively, one may use the ma
trix element of an appropriate component of the tensor 
between hws of the IR's.18 In the present case, the appropri
ate component is Tu because it has to increase the eigenvalue 
of~u by two and to leave those of~jj,f=l=i, unchanged. We 
therefore conclude that any T [20] tensor is entirely deter
mined by the knowledge of the matrix elements 
(hl···h j + 2···hd ITjj Ih\···hj···hd), i = l, ... ,d, corresponding 
to an arbitrary IR [hl···hd] of U(d). 

Now let us show the linear independence of the opera
tors T':;J, m = 0, 1, ... ,d - 1. This amounts to proving that 
the relation 

d-\ 

L am(cJJI,···,cJJd)T~j) = 0, (4.8) 
m=O 

where am is some function of the Casimir operators, implies 
that 

(4.9) 

From the above Eq. (4.8) is equivalent to the following sys
tem of d equations in the d unknowns am, m = 0, l, ... ,d - 1: 
d-I 
L am (¢I"",¢d) 

m=O 

X(hl···hj .•• hd IT\,;,llhl···h j - 2 .•. hd) = 0, 

i = 1, ... ,d, (4.10) 

where ¢I""'¢d are the eigenvalues of cJJI, ... ,cJJ d correspond
ing to the IR [ht" .• hj ... hd]. 

The matrix elements appearing on the left-hand side of 
Eq. (4.10) assume a very simple form because both bra and 
ket are of highest weight. Starting from the relation 

(hl···hj ..• hdIT\,;,llhl···hj - 2 ... hd) 

= (hl ... hj •.. hd I ~ ~ijTj';'-I)lhl".hj - 2 ... hd). (4.11) 

we note that on the right-hand side the terms withj < i disap
pear because ~ij gives zero when acting on the bra, while 
those withj> i can be transformed into 

(hl ... hj ... hd I ? ! Tj';' - II~ij 
»1 

+ [~ij,Tj';'-I)]llhl ... hj - 2 ... hd). (4.12) 
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where ff-ij gives zero when acting on the ket. After a straight
forward calculation, we get the relation 

(hl···hj",hd [TI;"I[hl· .. hj - 2···hd ) 

= (hl···h;·,·hd [(ff-jj + d - i)T\;"- Il[hl···h j - 2···hd ), 

(4.13) 

from which 

(hl, .. hj",hd [TI;"I[hl· .. hj - 2···hd ) 

= A ;"(hc,·h j ... hd [a;; [hc,·h j - 2···hd ), 

where 

(4.14) 

A; =hj +d-i. (4.15) 

Taking into account Eq. (4.14) and the fact that 
(h!" .. hj ... hd [a1[h 1···h; - 2 ... hd )#0, the system of equations 
(4.10) becomes 

d-I 
L am (tPl,···,tPd)A.;" = 0, i = 1, ... ,d. (4.16) 

m=O 

Since Al > ,12> •.. > Ad as a consequence of the inequalities 
h l>h2>···>hd , the determinant of the coefficients am' 

AI 
,12 

I A f- I 

D (AI, ... ,A.d) = 
,12 ,.J,2 

2 A ~-I 

Ad ,12 d A~-I 

= II (Ai - Aj ), (4.17) 
i>j 

is different from zero. The solution of the system (4.16) is 
therefore am (tPl, ... ,tPd) = 0, m = O,l, ... ,d - 1, for any IR 
[h lh 2···hd ]. Consequently, Eq. (4.9) is satisfied. 

It remains to show that for any k>d, the T~ I operator is 
linearly dependent upon T'ijl, m = O,l, ... ,d - 1, i.e., 

d-I 

T~l = L a~I(4'>I,···,4'>d)T\j), k>d, (4.18) 
m=O 

where a~) is some function of the Casimir operators. The 
proof ofEq. (4.18), which is quite similar to that of the linear 
independence of Tlr, m = 0, 1, ... ,d - 1, is given in Appen
dix B together with the explicit form of the a~) coefficients. 

Finally, by combining Eqs. (4.5) and (4.18), any irredu
cible tensor T [20] can be written in terms of T(m) , 
m = O,l, ... ,d - 1, as 

d-I 

Tij = L Im(4'>I,···,4'>d)(6:ma\, (4.19) 
m=O 

w here 1m is some function of the U(d ) Casimir operators. 
Other expansions o.f Tij may be obtained by considering 

other bases for the T [20] tensors. Two of them are worth 
mentioning. The first one uses as basis the set of d operators 

(at(tm)ij' m=0,1, ... ,d-1, (4.20) 

where (t is the transpose of 6:. In a way quite similar to the 
proof of Eq. (4.19), it can be shown that any irreducible ten
sor T [20] may be written as 

d-I 
Tij = L (at(tm)ij gm(<PI,,,,,<Pd), (4.21) 

m=O 
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where g m is some function of the operators 

which are known20 to form a possible choice for the U(d ) 
Casimir operators. In the derivation ofEq. (4.21), use is 
made of the following equations: 

(hl···h; + 2· .. hd [(at<rmL [hl···hi .. ·hd ) 

(4.23) 

and 

l; = hi - i + 1, (4.24) 

which are the counterparts ofEqs. (4.14) and (4.15), respec
tively. 

The second alternative expansion for T ij uses as basis 
the set of d operators 

[4'>m+l,aij], m=0,1, ... ,d-1, (4.25) 

already considered in Ref. 10. This is briefly discussed in 
Appendix C and will not be used in the following sections for 
reasons detailed in the same appendix. 

We can now proceed to the boson representations of 
Y ftc (2d,R ), beginning in the next section with Dyson repre
sentation. 

5. DYSON REPRESENTATION OF Y ftc (2d,R) 

The simplest way to explicitly map the functional Hil
bert spaces Y c and f!lJ onto one another consists in equating 
the complex variables and differential operators defined in 
one space with the corresponding ones defined in the other 
space, i.e., 

w=~, 
(5.1) 

~=x· 
From Eqs. (2.12) and (3.25), it is clear that such a procedure 
does preserve the commutation relations. However, it vio
lates Hermiticity since X ij is the Hermitian conjugate of t ij in 
f!lJ where as {~[ w ~ + (n - d - 1 )1] };j (instead of ~ ij ) is the 
Hermitian conjugate of wij in Y c as it can be seen from Eq. 
(2.11). 

Let us perform the transformation (5.1) followed by the 
replacement 

~-at, 
(5.2) 

x-a, 
on the representation (2.11) of the Y ftc (2d,R ) generators in 
Y c. We obtain the following boson representation of 
YA(2d,R): 

fPct = at, (S.3a) 

fPc = tlT6: + In - d - 1)1] = [<r + nl]a, (S.3b) 

/fc = C(fc + (n/2)I, C(fc = 6:, (S.3c) 

which is nothing else than the finite non-Hermitian Dysonl2 
expansion. It can be easily checked that the right-hand sides 
ofEqs. (S.3a), (5.3b), and (S.3c) do indeed satisfy the commu
tation relations (2.9) of the Y ftc (2d,R ) generators, but not 
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their Hermiticity properties, given in Eq. (2.8), since the con
dition (.@ct)t =.@e is not preserved. 

In the present section, we have established through the 
use ofEqs. (5.1) and (5.2) that the Barnt representation of 
Y fie (U,R ) is essentially equivalent to its Dyson representa
tion. By restoring the Hermiticity properties of the 
Y fie (U,R ) generators, we can now go from the Dyson re
presentation to the HP one. For such a purpose, we need to 
consider a more complicated mapping of &iJ onto Y e than 
that defined in Eq. (5.1). We proceed to study it in detail in 
the next section. 

6. HOLSTEIN-PRIMAKOFF REPRESENTATION OF 
.Y' fie (2d,R) 

Since the mapping ~-+w, X-+.1 preserves the commuta
tion relations, it is a canonical transformation. There exists 
therefore an operator U such that 

W= u;U- I
, 

.1 = UXU-I. 

(6.1a) 

(6.1b) 

Let us impose the two following conditions on the operator 
U: (i) U maps U(d ) onto U2r c (d ), so that Eq. (3.28) is satisfied or 
in other words 

w.1 = ~x; (6.2) 

(ii) U preserves the Hermiticity properties, so that 

wt = .1[w.1 + (n - d - 1)1], (6.3) 

whenever 

~t =X. (6.4) 

Consequenty U is not a unitary operator. 
When introducing Eq. (6.1) into Eq. (6.2), we obtain that 

U must fulfill the following condition: 

u;XU- I = ~X· (6.5) 

It must therefore commute with the representation in &iJ of 
all the generators (Eij ofU(d). Consequently it must be a func
tion 

(6.6) 

of the U(d) Casimir operators 4>k (or more exactly of their 
representation in &iJ that we denote by the same symbol). We 
shall assume that this function is real so that U is a Hermitian 
operator, i.e., 

U= ut. (6.7) 

Actually we shall show hereafter by explicitly constructing 
U that such an assumption is consistent with the conditions 
(6.2) and (6.3). 

I t now remains to combine Eq. (6.1) with Eq. (6.3). By 
taking Eqs. (6.2), (6.4), (6.5), and (6.7) into account, we obtain 

U -IXU = UX[~X + (n - d - 1)I]U -I (6.8) 

or 

(6.9) 

Alternatively we may consider the Hermitian conjugate of 
Eq. (6.9), which can be written as 

U2~U -2 = [~X + (n - d - I)I]~. (6.10) 
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It is obvious that Eq. (6.10) does not entirely determine the 
function U(4)I, ... ,4>d): In the equation U 2 occurs atthe same 
times as U -2 so that it will be determined up to a constant 
factor; moreover, as the equation involves U 2 instead of U, 
the latter will be determined up to a sign factor. We shall take 
advantage of this freedom hereafter so as to fix the normali
zation of U in a convenient way. 

Before looking for the explicit expression of U, let us 
first find how the representation in &iJ of the Y fie (U,R ) 
generators is transformed under the canonical transforma
tion (6.1). From Eqs. (2.11), (6.1a), (6.2), and (6.8), we obtain 
the following relations: 

.@et = u;U- I , 

.@e = U-IXU, (6.11) 

and 

Ife = '{;e + (n/2)I, '{;e = ~X. 

.@et and.@e may therefore be obtained from ~ and X by 
acting with U and U -I, respectively . 

When we carry out the replacement (5.2) in Eq. (6.11), 
we obtain the following boson representation of Y fie (U,R ): 

.@ct = uat U-I, (6.12a) 

.@C = U -'iiU, (6.12b) 

Ife = '{;c + (nI2)I, '(fc = 6: = at ii, (6.12c) 

which is nothing else than the Hermitian Hp9 representa
tion. In Eq. (6.12), U is a function of the U(d) Casimir opera
tors satisfying the condition 

U 2a t U -2 = [6: + (n - d - 1)I]at . (6.13) 

Let us now turn to the determination of the operator U 
explicit form. From (6.6) it follows that U is diagonal in the 
basis 

I
hlh2 ... hd) 

(h) 

and that its eigenvalues only depend upon the U(d ) IR labels: 

I
h1h2 ... hd) Ihlh2 ... hd) 

U (h) = u(h l,h2,· .. ,hd) (h)' (6.14) 

Both sides ofEq. (6.13) are irreducible tensors T[20] with 
respect to U(d ). By taking the matrix element of their ii com
ponent between the bra (h ,· .. h; · .. hd I and the ket 
Ih, ... h; - 2 ... hd) and using Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), we obtain 
the following recursion relation for u(h l,h2, ... ,hd): 

u2(hl,h2, ... ,hd)[u(hl, ... ,h; - 2, ... ,hd)]-2 

= A.; + n - d - 1 = hi + n - i-I. (6.15) 

Its solution can be written as 

(h h h {nd h·/2 (h; + n - i + 1 ) 
U I' 2,···, d) = . 2' r 

1=1 2 

X [r(n - ~ + 1) r T/2

, (6.16) 

if we choose u(h l,h2, ... ,hd) to be positive and u(O,O, ... ,O) to be 
equal to 1 (so that the vacuum state is left invariant by the 
operator U). By expressing hl,h2, ... ,hd in terms of 
ifJI,ifJ2, .. ·,ifJd' we can in principle convert u into a function of 
the ifJi'S and then replace the latter by the corresponding 
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operators (/); so as to obtain the explicit form of the operator 
U. 

Equation (6.12) does not correspond to the usual form 
of the HP representation,9 which involves either an expan
sion into boson operators or the square root of some boson 
operator. Let us now proceed to derive such equivalent ex
pressions. From Eq. (4.19) Pflct may be written as a linear 
combination of the operators (£mat , m = O,I, ... ,d - 1, 

d-I 
Pflct = L Xm((/)I'''·'(/)d)(£ma t . (6.17a) 

m=O 

The coefficients Xm ((/)I'''''(/) d) of this linear combination 
must satisfy the equation 

d-I 
L Xm((/)I'''''(/)d)(£mat = Uat U-I, (6.18) 

m=O 

from which we obtain the following system of linear equa
tions: 

d-I 
L Xm (<PI,,,,,<Pd)A;" = (A; + n - d - 1)112, i = l, ... ,d, 

m=O 

(6.19) 

by taking matrix elements between hws and using Eqs. 
(4.14), (4.15), and (6.16). The solution of such a system is 
given by 

A;"-I (A , +n-d-l)'/2 A;"+I 

A~-I (A 2+n-d-l)'/2 A;"+I 

Ad A;-I (Ad+n-d-l)'/2 A;+I A~-I 

= (_)m itl {(Ai + n -d _1)1/2j,<j,~,<jm [(Aj, -A,)-\Ajm -Ai) k .. i.¥. ... jm AkA~AJ)' 
It.···.J ... =F 1 

(6.20) 

where D (A 1, ... ,Ad) is defined in Eq. (4.17). When we combine 
Eq. (6.17a) with the following two equations, 

d-- I 

fjJc= L ii(£"'xm((/)"''',(/)d) (6.17b) 
m =0 

and 

'6'c = '{jc + (n/2)I, '{jc = (£ = at ii, (6.17c) 

we obtain the HP representation of Y jz C (2d,R ) as a finite 
expansion into boson operators. 

An alternative compact form ofEq. (6.17) may be found 
by noting that the matrix X, defined by 

d- I 

X= L Xm((/)I'''',(/)d)(£m, (6.21) 
In = 0 

satisfies the following equation: 

X2 = (£ + (n - d - 1 )1. (6.22) 

To demonstrate Eq. (6.22), let us start from the relation 

xat = uat u - 1, (6.23) 

which results from Eqs. (6.12a), (6.17a), and (6.21), and let us 
multiply it from the left by U and from the right by U - I. 

When using Eqs. (6.6) and (6.23) the left-hand side is trans
formed into 

uxat U -I = xuat u -I = x2at, (6.24) 

while the right-hand side is simply given by Eq. (6.13). The 
resulting relation can therefore be written as 

X2at = [(£ + (n - d - 1)I]at . (6.25) 

By taking the square ofEq. (6.21), we can write X2 as 
2d- 2 

X2 = L X;" ((/)I'''''(/) d )(£m. (6.26) 
m=O 

Since for any positive integer m value, (£m is the sum of a U(d ) 
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scalar, d -I(tr (£m)I = d -I(/)m I, and an irreducible tensor 
T[10 - I], (£m - d -'(tr(£m)l, we can decompose X2 into a 
scalar 

2d- 2 

d- '(trX2)I=d- ' L X;" ((/)l'''''(/)d)(/)mI, (6.27) 

and a T[10 - 1] tensor 

X2 - d -I(tr X2)1 

2d- 2 

m=O 

= L x;"((/)"''''(/)d)[(£m-d-'(tr(£m)I]. (6.28) 
m=1 

From Ref. 21, it is known that only d - 1 independent irre
ducible T[10 - 1] tensors can be constructed from the U(d) 
generators. In Eq. (6.28), the operators [(£m - d -I](tr (£m)I], 
m = d, ... ,2d - 2, can therefore be expressed as linear combi
nations of [(£m - d -I(tr(£m )1], m = 1, .. ,d - 1, with coeffi
cients depending upon the U(d ) Casimir operators. Conse
quently, Eqs. (6.28) and (6.26), respectively, become 

X2 - d -I(tr X2)I 

d-I 
= L xm((/)I'''''(/)d)[(£m-d-1(tr(£m)I] (6.29) 

m= 1 

and 
d-l 

X2 = L xm ((/)w·,(/) d )(£m, 
m=O 

where 

XO((/)I'''''(/)d) 

2d- 2 

= d -I I. X;"((/)"""(/)d)(/)m - d- ' 
m=O 

d-I 

X L Xm((/)I""'(/)d)(/)m' 
m=l 
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When one introduces Eq. (6.30) into Eq. (6.25), the lin
ear independence of the irreducible tensors 6:ma t , 
m = 0, 1, ... ,d - 1, proved in Sec. 4, enables one to determine 
the values of the xm coefficients. For d> 1, one obtains 

Xo = n -d - 1, 

XI = 1, (6.32) 

xm =0, m = 2, ... ,d - 1, 

while for d = 1 

Xo = ~II + n - d - 1 = <PI + n - d - 1. (6.33) 

This completes the proof ofEq. (6.22). 
As a consequence ofEq. (6.22), X may be represented by 

the square root of 6: + (n - d - 1 )1, which must be under
stood as a compact form for the finite expansion given in Eq. 
(6.21). The HP representation of YA(2d,R) may therefore 
be written as 

~ct = [6: + (n - d - 1)1j1 /2at. 
~c = ci"{6: + (n - d _ 1)1]1/2, (6.34) 

/Fc = '?Jc + (nI2)1, '?Jc = 6: = at ii. 

Instead of starting from an expansion of ~ct in terms 
of6:mat. it is also possible to use Eq. (4.21) in order to expand 
~ct in terms ofat ttm. We then obtain the following alterna
tive form of Eqs. (6.17) and (6.34): 

d-I 

~ct = I at (£mYm (if>I •... 'if>d) = at [it + nIJ 1/2 
m=O 

d-I 

~c = I Ym (if>I, ... ,if>d )(£mii = [(£ + nIJ 1/2ii, 
m=O 

/FC = '?JC + ~ I. '?Jc = 6: = at ii, 
2 

where the eigenvalues ofYm(if>I, ... ,if>d) are given by 

Ym = ( - l)m± {(Ai + n)I/2. . I . 
f = 1 it <h < ... <1 ... 

j'.···Jm#i 

(6.35) 

[ 1 Ak 1] 
X (Aj, _ A;)-.. (Ajm _ A;) k #iQ ... Jm Ak _ Ai . (6.36) 

Equations (6.17), (6.34). and (6.35) generalize to any number 
of dimensions the results obtained in Refs. 3 and 22-24 for 
the one-dimensional case. and in Ref. 25 for the two-dimen
sionalone. 

As can be seen in Eqs. (6.17), (6.34), and (6.35), the U(v) 
group makes its appearance in a highly nonlinear way in the 
Y fic (2d,R ) framework. However, when the number of part i
cles becomes very large. this nonlinear dependence becomes 
much simpler. In this case indeed, the term nl becomes 
dominant in the square root [6: + (n - d - 1)1]1/2 or 
[it + nl]1/2, so that n- l /2 ~ct and n- l12 ~c behave as at 
and ii, respectively: 

(6.37) 

-1/2 r?!c "-.• ~ -
n ;;z; - a. 

When the number of particles is not very large, it is still 
possible to express the boson operators, and consequently 
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the U(v) generators, in terms of the generators of the dynami
cal group YA(2d.R) by inverting Eq. (6.34) or (6.35). In 
compact form. we obtain 

at = ['?J c + (n _ d _ 1)1]-112 ~ct = ~et [~C + nI]-1I2. 

(6.38) 

ii=~e['?Je +(n-d-l)I]-1/2= [~c+nI]-1/2!W. 

and 

(6.39) 

where ['?J e + (n - d - 1)1]-112([~e + nI]-1/2) is defined 
as the inverse of['?Jc + (n - d - I)I]1/2([~e + nI]1/2). for 
which an expansion in terms of('?Jc)m. m = O,l, ... ,d - 1 
[(~ct, m = O.l •...• d - 1] could be easily found. 

Equation (6.38) can be interpreted in the following way. 
Since the first-order Casimir operator of ~ c (d ) can be consi
dered as the collective part Jr,;sc of a harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian in the microscopic model and that of U(d ) as a 
v-dimensional harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian S)osc in a bo
son macroscopic model (neglecting the zero point energy in 
both cases), it follows from Eqs. (3.18) and (6.39) that in the 
fermion-boson mapping (6.38). Jr,;sc is mapped onto 2 S)osc' 
Equation (6.38) then gives the unitary representation in 
quantum mechanics of the classical canonical transforma
tion relating Jr,;sc and S)osc' It generalizes to an arbitrary 
number of dimensions the two-dimensional result which was 
derived in Ref. 6 starting from the Dzublik 7 -ZickendrahtR 

transformation. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the present paper, we have shown through the study 
of the Dyson and HP representations of their dynamical 
group that O(n) invariant microscopic collective states in d 
dimensions can be described in terms of v = ! d (d + 1) boson 
creation and annihilation operators which can be combined 
to form the generators of a U( v) group. In three dimensions. a 
U(6) group therefore makes its appearance in the O(n) invar
iant microscopic model, and consequently it is possible to 
establish a relationship between the latter and the IBM. 

However. as has already been noticed by Vanagas.26 the 
microscopic model does not reduce to the IBM because, in 
spite of the presence of a U(6) group in both pictures. there 
remain some important differences between them. In the 
IBM, the U(6) group is a symmetry group, which implies 
that the total number of bosons is conserved. In the micro
scopic model U(6) is a symmetry group only when the nu
cleons interact through harmonic oscillator forces as the ca
nonical transformation relating the oscillator Hamiltonians 
of the microscopic model and the boson model enables us to 
carry the U(6) symmetry from the latter to the former; such a 
procedure is not possible for more general Hamiltonians. In 
the microscopic model, the total number ofbosons is there
fore not a good quantum number for an arbitrary interac
tion. 

Moreover, the most general Hamiltonian of the IBM 
only contains one- and two-bOdy terms whereas, in the mi
croscopic model, the collective Hamiltonian is a function of 
the Y fie (2d,R ) generators-and therefore of the boson oper-
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ators-which is not restricted to a low degree polynomial. 
More importantly, there is a marked difference between 

the microscopic model and the IBM coming from the phys
ical interpretation of the bosons. In the IBM, they are as
sumed to represent coupled pairs of nucleons or holes out
side closed shells so that their number is fixed by that of the 
active nucleons. In the microscopic model, the microscopic 
structure of the bosons is more complicated and arises from 
the consideration of the whole set of A nucleons, including 
both the active ones and those belonging to the closed shell 
core. Their number is not fixed and might even grow to infin
ity, although for practical purposes one would be restricted 
to small values. 

The boson expansions considered in the present paper 
are exact ones, which means that starting from fermion 
states satisfying the Pauli principle, one gets boson images 
still satisfying it. It is, however, well known that A particle 
states invariant under O(n) violate the Pauli principle except 
for s-shell nuclei. In the case of other shells, the collective 
states belong to the IR (Al'"103) ofO(n) obtained by filling 
compactly with the A nucleons all the single-particle states 
in an oscillator well up to a given level and by considering the 
most symmetrical IR [AIA03] ofU(3) in the last unfilled 
1evel. l

•
2
6-29 Due to the complementarity of the groups O(n) 

and Y;z.(2d,R ),30 the collective states still belong to a single 
IR of the latter. Therefore, their dynamical group is the re
striction of Y;z.(2d,R ) to this single IR. 

An open question deserving further study is whether 
boson representations of the dynamical group can be ob
tained for an arbitrary IR (AIA03) ofO(n) by a procedure 
similar to the one used in the present paper in the case where 
(A IA03) = (000). An argument in favor of such a generaliza
tion comes from a recent work by Dobaczewski.31 He 
showed that by representing fermion states by functions of 
complex variables, it is possible to derive their boson repre
sentations whenever they form the carrier space of any IR of 
any semisimple compact Lie subgroup ofSO(2N + 1), where 
N is the number of single-fermion states. We use a similar 
approach to his in the present paper for the noncompact 
Y;z.(2d,R ) group. The only difference between both proce
dures comes from the explicit use of coherent states in the 
sense of Perelomov32 in the work of Dobaczewski and the 
underlying presence of coherent states in the sense of Barut 
and Girardello l3 in the present work (as was explicitly shown 
in I in the one-dimensional case). Which type of coherent 
states should be used in the case of an arbitrary IR of O(n) 
remains to be investigated. 

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF EQUATION (4.5) 

In this appendix, we wish to prove that any irreducible 

Al A;,,-I Ak I 

a~l= [D(A1, ... ,A,d)]-1 
A2 A;' -I Ak 

2 

Ad A;-l Ak d 
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tensor T [20] may be written as a linear combination of the 
tensors T':;'I, m = 0,1, ... , whose coefficients are analytic 
functions of the U(d) Casimir operators ct>1""'ct> d' 

We start by noting that any T [20] tensor being a rank 2 
covariant tensor is a sum of terms, each one of these terms 
having a number of creation operators exceeding by one that 
of the annihilation ones. Let us restrict ourselves to one such 
term containingp + 1 creation and p annihilation operators 
and assume that the proposition we wish to demonstrate is 
true for all values less than p. The 2p contravariant indices 
must be contracted with 2p covariant ones in order to leave 
two uncontracted covariant indices, respectively, equal to i 
and). In such a procedure, the order of the creation and 
annihilation operators does not matter as their commutation 
only introduces lower order terms for which the theorem is 
assumed to be true. We may therefore put contracted opera
tors together. In such a way we obtain chains of indices made 
up of cycles: one open cycle beginning with index i and end
ing with index}, and several closed cycles. As a result, the 
term considered gives rise to a product of various factors: (i) 
one factor corresponding to the open cycle and containing 
q + 1 creation and q annihilation operators (O<q<p), 

(AI) 

(ii) several factors corresponding to the closed cycles and 
containing equal numbers of creation and annihilation oper
ators, 

" a-t ii at ···at ,k,.iik,.k, = ct>r' (A2) L..- k.k 2 k2k_, k_,k4 k h ... , 

k., .. k ]r 

Of course, all these factors satisfy the relation p = q + 2 r. 
The proof ofEq. (4.5) is thus completed by induction over p. 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQUATION (4.18) 

In this appendix, we wish to show the possibility of find
ing some functions a~ I of the U(d ) Casimir operators such 
that 

d-I 

T\JI = L a~I(ct>l,···,ct>d)T':;'I, k>d. 
m=O 

By taking the matrix element of both sides of Eq. (B 1) 
between the hws of the IR's [hJ"··hj ... hd ] and 

(BI) 

(h 1···h j - 2 .. ·hd ] and using Eq. (4.14), we can transform Eq. 
(B 1) into the following system of d equations in the d un
knowns a~l, m = O,I, ... ,d - 1: 

d-I 

A 7 = L a~ l(tPl,···,tPd)A ;", (B2) 
m=O 

where tPl, ... ,tPd are as before the eigenvalues of ct>1""'ct> d cor
responding to the IR [h 1h2···hd ]. 

The solution of such a system is given by 

A;"+ I A~-I 

A;' + 1 A d- 1 
2 m = O,I, ... ,d - 1, (B3) 

A;+I A d- 1 
d 
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where D (A ., ... ,A,d) is defined in Eq. (4.17). The right-hand 
side ofEq. (B3) is a function oftheAi's or, equivalently, of the 
hi's. By expressing the latter in terms of the <Pi'S, we can in 
principle convert a~J into a function of the <p;'s, 

a~J(<p."",<Pd)' As this form is valid for any IR [h.h2,,·hd] of 
U(d), we get the coefficients a~J(<p."",<Pd) appearing in Eq. 
(B1) by respectively replacing <Pl,,,,,<Pd by <Pw .. ,<P d' 

Alternatively, Eq. (4.18) could be proved by a procedure 
similar to the one that enables us to go from Eq. (6.26) to Eq. 
(6.30). In this method, we express the T[10 - 1] irreducible 
tensor erm - d -I(tr erm)I, for m = k>d, in terms of the 
d - I independent ones, corresponding to m = 1, ... ,d - 1.21 

APPENDIX C: STUDY OF THE SET OF OPERATORS 

[rJ>m+lOat] 
In this appendix, we wish to review some properties of 

the set of operators [<Pm + • ,aij], m = O,l, ... ,d - 1, where 
<Pm + 1 is a U(d) Casimir operator, as defined in Eq. (4.6). 

It is obvious from their definition that the operators 
[<Pm + I, at] are irreducible tensors T [20] with respect to 
U(d) for any non-negative integer m value. Moreover, we are 
going to prove that the first d of them, corresponding to 
m = O,l, ... ,d - 1, form a basis for T[20] tensors. Since in 
Sec. 4 we did show that the basis for T [20] tensors is made of 
d elements, it is sufficient to prove that the operators 
[ <Pm + 1 ,aij ] , m = O,l,,,.,d - 1, are linearly independent. By 
explicitly calculating the commutator, one finds that 

[ <Pm + • ,aij] = 2(m + 1 )(ermat )ij 
+ terms oflower degree. (C1) 

The linear independence of the operators (erma t)ij therefore 
implies that of the operators [<Pm + • ,aij ] . 

Consequently, it is in principle possible to write any 
T [20] tensor as 

d-l 

Tij = 2: !~(<Pl"",<Pd)[<Pm+ .. aij], (C2) 
m=O 

where!;" is some function of<P., ... ,<Pd. Such an expansion 
has already been proposed in Ref. 10. However, except for 
some low d values, this expansion is not so convenient to use 
as those given in Eqs. (4.19) and (4.21), because the counter
part of Eqs. (4.14) and (4.23) in the case of expansion (C2) 
assumes a very complicated form due to the complexity of 
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The G2 van der Waerden invariant is given. It solves the external labeling problem connected with 
direct products of irreducible representations of G2• 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 11.30.Pb, 03.65. - w 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the simplest of the exceptional groups, G2 holds a 
perhaps disproportionate fascination. Among its physical 
applications are various tentative elementary particle 
schemes I and its use, in connection with the chain SU(7):J
SO(7):J G2 :J SO(3), in classifyingJ-shell many-particle 
states. 2 

A practical problem, for any group, is the calculation of 
its Wigner coefficients which couple states of three irreduci
ble representations (IR's) to a scalar, or equivalently, its 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which couple states of two 
IR's to give a third.3 The coefficients are needed for coupling 
states and tensors, and also, in connection with the Wigner
Eckart theorem, for the calculation of matrix elements of 
tensor operators. 

In Sec. II we give the general van der Waerden invariant 
for G2• It consists of a set of products of powers of a finite 
number of elementary couplings. It provides a complete 
non redundant solution of the external labeling problem 
which is symmetric in the three IR's and which makes no 
reference to the internal basis states to be used. To calculate 
Wigner coefficients, one expands the van der Waerden in
variant in products of states of the three IR's, using whatever 
basis states are convenient for the problem at hand. 

Section III contains some concluding remarks. 

II. THE VAN DER WAERDEN INVARIANT 

Long ago van der Waerden4 wrote down a general in
variant in the basis st~tes of three IR's ofSU(2) in the form of 
a product of powers of certain "elementary scalars." Al
though relatively little used for higher groups,5.6 it is a text
book way of obtaining SU(2) Wigner coefficients. 7 

With the help of Speiser's8 graphical methods it is 
straightforward to compute the Clebsch-Gordan series for 
the direct product of any two IR's of G2 : the product IR's 
correspond to basis states of the first factor IR, perhaps with 
some cancellation due to Weyl reflections. Examinations of 
couplings of low-lying IR's suggests the following 36 ele-

al Supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada and by the Ministere de (,Education du Quebec. 

blOn leave from McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

mentary couplings: 

(1 ) 

The notation is such that the product A ~'B t'A ~2B ~'A ~'B~' 
stands for the coupling (al,bl;a2,b2;a3,b3)' where (aj,b j) are 
the representation labels of the ith representation; (10) is the 
seven-dimensional and (01) the 14-dimensional fundamental 
IR. The subscripts i,j, k in (1) are 1,2,3 in any order. A 
coupling (al,bl;a2,b2;a3,b3) stands for the coupling of the 
three IR's in question to form a scalar, or, equivalently, the 
coupling of any two of the IR's to form the third. The desig
nation of the couplings (1) as elementary implies that they 
constitute an integrity basis for the coupling problem; any 
coupling can be written as a product of powers of the elemen
tary couplings; this conjecture is justified at the end of this 
section. 

Because of syzygies (polynomial identities) relating the 
couplings (1), some products of powers must be eliminated to 
avoid multiple counting. According to Racah's counting of 
labels, not more than ten at a time of the elementary cou
plings may appear with arbitrary exponents in the same pro
duct when defining general couplings (10 = !(r + 3/), where 
r = 14 and 1 = 2 are the order and rank respectively of G2 )· 

The van der Waerden invariants ofSU(4)5 and SO(5)6 
were determined heuristically with the help of Speiser's cor
respondence between couplings and basis states. The G2 

problem is sufficiently complicated that we were forced to 
implement Speiser's method analytically with the help of 
generating functions. We first give the results, and then de
scribe their justification. 

109 types of invariant may be distinguished. Each of the 
first 108 is characterized by a product of nonnegative integer 
powers of ten of the elementary scalars. Each set of ten in
cludes the six denoted in ( 1) by Cj and D j • The possible 
choices for the other four are 
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EK;jKj;Mij' J;KjkKkj~k' EKijKkjLjo 

EK;jLjk~;' G;~Kk;Mk;' 

EFKijLji' EFLijM;k' FG;KjiMji' 

FG;KjiLij' FG;LijM;k' 

EFKijMij' FG;HjM;k' FG;HjMk;, 

G;KjiL;kMij' G; Kj;KkjLij , 

GjJjKk;M;k' G;Hj~Mjk' G;Hj~Mk;' (2) 

Each of the 18 groupings in (2) stands for six, obtained by 
giving i,j, k the values 1, 2, 3 in any order. The 109th type of 
invariant is a product of N (appearing only linearly) and non
negative integer powers of the eight elementary scalars C;, 
DoE,F. 

Each linearly independent G2 coupling is obtained ex
actly once by giving the exponents of the elementary cou
plings in each of the 109 terms all nonnegative integer values 
(except N which appears at most linearly). Of course, when 
some exponents vanish, the same product of powers may be 
obtained from different terms of (2); each such product of 
powers of elementary couplings is to be counted only once. 
The ten exponents in a product of powers of C and D and 
the four elementary couplings from a term of (2) provide the 
six representation labels and the four "missing" labels; the 
"missing" labels may be conveniently taken as the exponents 
of the four couplings in one term of (2), or of E and F in the 
term involving N. 

Our derivation of the G 2 couplings makes use of W ey I' s 9 

characteristic function Sab(1],;), given explicitly for G2 by 
Behrends, Dreitlein, Fronsdal, and Lee. I According to Weyl 
the character Xab(1],;) is given in terms of the characteristic 
by 

(3) 

1],; are dummy variables which carry as exponents the hori
zontal and vertical components of the weights of the repre
sentation (a,b). We shall find it more convenient to use the 

. bl 2 3 . vana es x =; andy =; 1] instead; the exponents of x and 
~, when positive, are the labels of the IR for which the weight 
in question is its highest. For our purposes we need the char
acteristic generating function, which turns out to be 

;:;- ( ) _ ~ ( - 1 )SxsYs 
-AB x,y - £., 

s~o (I- Axsl(I-Bys)' 
(4) 

whe~e ~Xs,{s) for s from 0 to 11 are (x,y), (ylx,y), (yIX,y2Ix3), 
(ylx ,y Ix ), (ylx2,ylx3), (lIx,ylx3), (lIx,lIy), (xly,lIy) (xl 
y,x3Iy 2), (x2Iy,x3Iy2), (x2 ly,x3 Iy), and (x,x3Iy). When e~
panded in powers of A and B, 

EAB(X,y) = LA aB bSab(X,y), (5) 
ab 

the characteristic generating function provides the charac
teristic functions Sab as coefficients. Similarly, the character 
generator X AB (x,y) when expanded, 

XAB(X,y) = LA aBbXab(X,y), (6) 
ab 

provi~es, as coefficients, the characters of irreducible repre
sentatIOns; the character generator for G2 has been given by 
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the present authors. 10 Multiplying X A ,B, (x,y) by EA,B, (x,y), 
we obtain - -

where Ca,b,a,b,a,b, is the multiplicity of (a3b3) in the direct 
product (a Ibd X (a2b2 ). In deriving (7) we used Speiser's 

(7) 

X a,b, (x,Y)Sa,b, (x,y) = L Sa,b, (x,y)Ca,b,a2b,a,b, . (8) 
a1b 1 

The characteristic Sa,b, (x,y) contains one term in each of 
the 12 Weyl sectors of G2; one of them, the only one with 
both exponents positive, is xa, + Iyb, + I. Consequently, the 
multiplicity of the representation (a 3b3 ), in a linear combina
tion of characteristics such as (7), may be obtained by multi
plying by x - a, - Iy - b, - 1 and isolating the XOyo term. This 
can be done for all (a 3b3 ) simultaneously by multiplying (7) 
by x-1y-l[(1 - A31x)(1 - B3Iy)]-1 and picking outthexOyo 
part. This is equivalent to multiplying (7) by x -ly-l, keeping 
the part whose expansion contains only nonnegative powers 
of x andy, and then setting x = A3 andy = B3. The projec
tion of nonnegative powers of x and y is simplified by the 
procedure described in Ref. 11. The result is the G2 Clebsch
Gordan generating function 

G (Al,Bl.A2,B2.A3,B3) 

(9) 

which gives the multiplicities Ca,b,a,b,a,b, of all G2 couplings. 
Because of its complexity (it contains 108 terms) we refrain 
from reproducing the generating function here. Each term 
has ten denominator factors of the form 1 - X, where the X 
are distinct elementary couplings which include C1, C2, C3, 

D 1, D2 , D3, the other four being one of the 108 sets given in 
(2). The terms include one with numerator unity, 26 whose 
numerator is a single elementary coupling, 55 whose numer
ator is a product of two elementary couplings, 25 with a 
product of three elementary couplings as numerators, and 
one with a product offour. The numerator factors are always 
chosen from the couplings in the denominator of the same 
term (not including C j and D j ), except for one term which 
has N as its numerator; when the denominator factors are 
expanded to obtain higher couplings, N should be interpret
ed as EF when multiplied by denominator couplings other 
than E, F, C j ' D j • 

We have verified that the products of elementary cou
plings obtained by expanding the terms of the generating 
function correspond to the 108 types given by (2), to the 
special products involving N, and to no others. 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The van der Waerden invariant described in Sec. II not 
only enumerates all G2 couplings, but solves the associated 
labeling problem. To construct the actual couplings, and in 
particular, to determine Wigner or Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients, more computation is required. First one needs to de
termine each of the 11 distinct types of scalar defined by (1); 
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that task is relatively simple. More difficult is the projection 
of the stretched part (representation labels additive) in all IR 
labels of an allowed product of powers of elementary scalars, 
and its expansion in products of appropriate basis states of 
the three IR's involved; such a computation for SO(5) is car
ried out in Ref. 6. 

Other resolutions of the labeling problem that implied 
by the "compatibility rules" (2) are possible. For each syzygy 
(polynomial identity relating elementary couplings) one 
must select one term and eliminate products containing it in 
order to avoid double counting. The choice of the term to be 
eliminated is somewhat arbitrary; a different choice leads to 
a different coupling scheme. The couplings arising from one 
scheme are linear combinations of those arising from an
other. We imposed on our solutions the restrictions that C, 
and D, not figure in the term of a syzygy to be eliminated and 
that the solution be symmetric under interchange of the re
presentations 1,2,3. We give an example of a different solu
tion which respects these conditions. There is a syzygy 
which involves the terms M ij~' and H ~. Our solution eli
minates M ijMj ,. Consider two terms in the generating func
tion which are identical except for the factors 
[(I-Mij)(I-Hk)]-land~, [(I-Mj,)(I-Hk)]-I.Com
bining the two terms and replacing Mij~j by H ~, one gets 
(I + Hk + Hi) [(1 - Mij)(1 - Mji)]-I. H~ is now eliminat
ed, and M ij and~, are compatible; the number of terms is 
reduced at the expense of complicating the numerators. 

The composite states corresponding to our solution of 
the external labeling problem, although complete and nonre
dundant, are not in general mutually orthogonal. To obtain 
orthonormal coupled states, one may use a Schmidt proce
dure or, alternatively, diagonalize some Hermitian operator 
such as that defined by the metric (overlap) matrix of our 
nonorthonormal couplings. 

A possible further application for our G2 Clebsch-Gor
dan generating function is in obtaining generating functions 
involving coupled G2 representations; the SU(3) Clebsch-

2018 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 23. No. 11. November 1982 

Gordan generating function was used in that way in Ref. 12 
and that for SU(2) in Ref. 13. 

By isolating the part of the van der Waerden invariant 
in which the three coupled IR's are the same, and taking note 
of the exchange symmetries of the elementary couplings, one 
can quite easily determine the scalar part of the symmetric, 
antisymmetric, or mixed-symmetry three-box plethysm 
based on any IR of G2• The complete content of two-box 
plethysms is determined similarly. 
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The Cartan-Gram determinants for the simple root systems are evaluated for the simple Lie 
groups An' En' en' Dn, and Ek (k = 6,7,8). The determinants satisfy a linear recursion relation 
which turns out to be the same for all these groups. For the En family, the Cartan-Gram 
determinant contains an explicit factor of (9 - n) which vanishes for n = 9 and is negative for 
n > 9. This gives a simple explanation why the En family terminates at Eg. The Cartan-Gram 
determinant affords a systematic explanation for the nonexistence of the forbidden Dynkin 
diagrams. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Cartan-Killing classification of simple Lie groups 
into the classical groups [namely, the unitary An 
= SU(n + 1), orthogonal En = SO(2n + 1), Dn = SO(2n), 

and symplectic Sp(2n)] and the five exceptional ones 
(G2,F4 ,E6,E7, and E8 ) is well known. I~ We shall speak of Lie 
groups and Lie algebras interchangeably. 

The purpose of this note is to advocate the use of the 
Gram determinant (or, apart from a scale, the determinant 
of the Cartan matrices l

-
5

) as an unambiguous clean test for 
the linear independence of the set of simple root vectors. For 
the allowed Dynkin diagrams, the Cartan-Gram determi
nants are positive definite. For the forbidden configurations, 
the determinants are negative or zero. The Cartan-Gram 
determinants are explicitly evaluated for the simple Lie 
groups An , En' en' Dn, and En. The answers are remarkably 
simple. The determinants are found to satisfy the same re
cursion relation for all these groups. For the En family, the 
Cartan-Gram determinant contains an explicit factor of 
(9 - n), which vanishes for n = 9 and is negative for n > 9. 
This gives a simple explanation why the En family termin
ates at Eg• 

For the basic notion and terminology, the reader is re
ferred to the literature. I~ The following two paragraphs 
provide a minimal setting. 

An arbitrary Lie group is decomposable into a semi
simple one and a solvable one. A semi-simple group is de
composable into simple groups. The r parameters of a simple 
Lie group of rank n can be split inton commuting (i.e., simul
taneously diagonalizable) operators H j (i = l, ... ,n), ~(r - n) 
raising operators Ea and !(r - n) lowering operators E _ a 
such that, among other things, the composition (commuta
tor) relation reads 

(1 ) 

This says that the commutator between H j and Ea cor
responds to an eigenvalue problem in the adjoint representa
tion. The eigenvalues a j (i = l, ... ,n)arecalledcomponentsof 
a root vector a in a n-dimensional Euclidean space. By judi
cious choice, the root space can be spanned by a set of basis 

vectors (not necessarily orthogonal) called the simple roots. 
The set of Dynkin diagrams correspond to all the admissible 
simple root vectors that satisfy the following three require
ments: 

(a) angular restriction between two vectors: e = 17/2, 
217/3, 317/4, 517/6, 

(b) relative length restriction: -, l:V2:v1, and 

(c) linear independence. 

II. THE CARTAN DETERMINANT; THE GRAM 
DETERMINANT 

For a rank n Lie group, the Cartan matrix is a n X n 
matrix whose elements A'j is defined as 

(2) 

where a j denotes the ith simple root and (a;. a j ) is the inner 
product. The Cartan matrices for simple Lie groups are list
ed in the literature. 2.4.5 

On the other hand, the Gram matrix for a set of n vec
tors is defined as 

(3) 

It is well known that the Gram determinane (a) is posi
tive for a set of linearly independent real Euclidean vectors, 
and (b) vanishes if and only if the set of vectors is linearly 
dependent. 

The determinant of the Cartan matrix will be called the 
Cartan determinant here. It is simply proportional to the 
Gram determinant, the proportionality constant depends on 
the normalization of the simple roots. 

With the known simple root system for the simple Lie 
groups, their Cartan determinants ~ =det A ij of (2) and the 
Gram determinantsg=det Gij of(3) can be easily evaluated. 
With the nesting structure such that the determinant of the 
next subgroup corresponds to the first principal minor, we 
have for the n X n determinants: 
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2 - 1 0 

-1 2 -1 0 

L1,,(A.,) = (4a) 
o - 1 2 - 1 o 

=n + 1, 

- 1 2 - 1 

o - 1 2 

g,,(A,,) = 2"(n + 1), (4b) 

2 - 1 0 

-1 2 -1 0 

o -1 2 -1 0 

=2, (5a) 

-1 2 - 2 

o - 1 2 

(5b) 

2 - 1 0 

-1 2 -1 0 

L1,,(C,,) = (6a) 
o - 1 2 - 1 o 

=2, 
'" 

- 1 2 - 1 

o - 2 2 

and 

g,,(C.,)=2-". (6b) 

Note that the matrices for C" and B" are the transpose 
of each other. 

2 - 1 o 
-1 2 - 1 0 

o - 1 2 - 1 o 
L1.,(D,,) = =4, (7a) 

2 - 1 - 1 

- 1 2 0 

- 1 0 2 

g.,(D,,) = 22
- ", (7b) 

2 - 1 0 

-1 2 -1 0 

- 1 2 - 1 o 
L1,,(E,,) = - 1 2 o - 1 o o = 9 - n, (8a) 

o 2 -1 0 0 

-1 -1 2 -1 0 

o 0 -1 2-1 

o 0 0 -1 2 

I 

[E4 A4,Es Ds], g,,(E,,)=2- n(9-n). (8b) 

A simple recursion relation is seen to hold for all these 
cases. We have 

the En family gives a simple explanation why the family does 
not extend beyond E 8• 

We state without elaboration that the Cartan-Gram de
terminant affords a clean systematic test for the admissibility 
of a simple root system. 

2020 

.1" =2.1,,_1 -.1"_2' 

gIl =g,,-I - !g,,-2' 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The (9 - n) factor of the Cartan-Gram determinant for 
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We determine a closed formula in terms ofp, q, r, and s for the decomposition of the product 
[p, q] [r, s] of finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofSU (3). We also determine in terms 
of p, q, r, s, m, and n necessary and sufficient conditions that a term [m, n] appears in this 
decomposition and its multiplicity. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs, 02.30.Lt 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although there are various algorithms for determining 
the decomposition of the tensor products of representations 
ofSU (3) the author is unaware of any closed formula for this. 
There are obvious advantages of a closed formula in deter
mining structure and detecting patterns for generalization to 
the more intractable problem for SU (n). 

The formula developed here is a triple summation 
which includes repeated terms; the multiplicity of these 
terms is determined separately. The proofs, mostly by induc
tion, are themselves unrevealing and tedious. 

2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

Let A 2 denote the Lie algebra of infinitesimal operators 
associated with SU(3). Let eij denote the 3 X 3 matrix with 
entry 1 in the (i,j)th position and zero elsewhere. The opera
tors 

T + = e12, T _ = e21 , U + = e23 , U _ = e32' 

V+=e I3 , V_=e31 , Te=ell-e22' Ue =e22 -e33 

form a basis of A2 • Here T ± ' U ± ' V ± are the usual spin 
operators but Te = 2T3, Ue = 2U3 in the notation of Ga
siorowicz. I Te and Ue will thus have integer eigenvalues. 
The commutator relations are then 

[T +,T _] = Te, [ToT ± ] = ± 2T ± ' 

[ U +, U _] = Uo 

[Uc,U±)= ±2U±, [V+,V_l=Uc+TC' 

[ToU±]= +U± 

[ Tc, V ± ) = ± V ±, [ Uc' T ± ) = + T ± ' 

[ Uc ' V ± ] = ± V + 

o = [Tc, Ue ] = [T ± ' U =+= ] = [T ± ' V ± ) = [U ± ' V ± ], 

IV±,U=F]=±T±, [U±,T±]=+V±,[T±,V=F) 

= +U+. 

Let M be a finite-dimensional representation space for A2 (a 
left A2-module). For arbitrary Z;EA 2, vEM, the product [ZI' 
Z2] acts on vby the rule [ZI,Z2]V = ZI(Z2V) - Z2(ZIV) which 
we use more frequently in the form 

Zt(Z2V) = [ZI,Z2]V + Z2(Z I V) (2.1) 

M has a basis of common eigenvectors of Tc and Uc; the 
associated eigenvalues I, m respectively are integers. If Mis 
irreducible it is generated over A2 by a maximal vector v+ 

unique up to scalar multiplication I; v+ is distinguished by 
the property that it is annihilated by T + and U + (and there
fore by V + = [T +, U +]). The eigenvalues r, s of Tc and Uc ' 

respectively, associated with v+ are non-negative. Since two 
irreducible A2-modules are isomorphic if and only if they 
have the same ordered pairs of eigenvalues associated with 
their maximal vectors, the ordered pairs [r, s] may be used to 
denote the distinct irreducibleA 2-modules. v+ is annihilated 
by r + 1 successive applications of T _ and s + 1 of U _. The 
dimension of [r, s] is 

~(r + l)(s + I)(r + s + 2). (2.2) 

The number of irreducible components of M will equal the 
dimension of the subspace W of M annihilated by both T + 

and U +; the components of M may be determined by choos
ing a basis of W consisting of common eigenvectors of Te and 
Uc and finding the eigenvalue pairs corresponding to each 
element of this basis. 

Let WE [r, s] be an arbitrary common eigenvector of Te 
and Uc with eigenvalues I, m, respectively. Then T ± w, 
U ± W, and V ± W will also be eigenvectors of Tc and Uc 
which, if not the zero vector, will have eigenvalue pairs 

(/±2,m+1), (/+1,m±2), (/±l,m±l), (2.3) 

respectively. 
The simplest A2-module is [0,0] which has a dimension 

equal to 1 and is annihilated by A 2. Next simplest are [1,0] 
and [0,1] each of dimension 3. Let uo, Uo be maximal vectors 
of[l,O] and [0,1], respectively. Then [1,0] has as basis [u, T_ 
u, U _ T _ u I while U _u = O. Similarly [0,1] has as basis I u, 
U_U, T_U_uj and T _u = O. 

LetM, NbeA 2-modules, vEM, WEN. The action ofA2 on 
the Kronecker product M ® N is given by 

Z(v®w)=Zv®w+v®Zw, ZEA 2• (2.4) 

To simplify notation we write [r, s] [p, q] for [r, s] ® [p, q]. 

3. GENERATING FORMULAS 

In this section we obtain formulas (3.2) and (3.3) for 
[r, s] [1,0] and [r, s][O, 1] which may be used to generate the 
formula for [r, s][P, q]. 

Proposition 1: Let v, u be maximal vectors of [r, s] and 
[1,0], respectively. Then 

WI = V®U, W2 = T_v®u - rv® T_u, 

and 
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s+ 1 T_U_v®u, 
r+s+I 

if not zero, are maximal vectors in [r, s] [1,0]. 

Proof Apply T + and U + to each vector. Since T + anni
hilates v and u, T + WI = T +v ® u + v ® T +u = O. Similarly 
U +WI = O. So WI is a maximal vector. Also, 

T+W2 = T+T_v®u + T_v® T+u - rT+v® T_u 
- rv® T+T_u = [T+,T_]v®u + T_T+v 

®u - r{v® [T+,T_]u + v® T_T+uJ 

[by (2.1) and maximality of u and v] 

=Tev®u-rv®Teu 

= rv ® u - rv ® u = O. 

Similarly, 

U+W2 = U+T_v®u - T_v® U+u - rU+v 
®T_u-rv®U+T_u 

= [U +,T _]v® u - rv® [U+,T _]u = 0 

since [U +,T _1 = o. SO W2 is a maximal vector. 
Further, omitting some zero terms, 

s+1 --'--- T+T_U_v®u. 
r+s+I 

Reducing this term by term using (2.3), (2.4), and the com
mutator relations, 

T+U_v= [T+,U_]v=O, 

T+T_u = [T+,T_Ju = Teu = u, 

T+U_T_u = [T+,U_]T_u + U_T+T_u 

= U_[T+,T_]u = U_Teu = U_u = 0, 

T+U_T_v = U_Tev = rU_v, 

T+T_U_v = [T+,T_]U_v + T_T+U_v 
= TeU_v+ T_[T+,U_]v+ T_U_T+v 
= (r+ I)U_v. 

Thus, 

S 
T+W3 = U_v®u + rU_v®u 

r+s+l 
s+1 

--'---(r + I)U _v ® u = 0, 
r+s+I 

U+W3 = U+U_v® T_u + U_v® U+T_u -sv 

s+ 1 --'--- U+T_U_v®u. 
r+s+l 

Here 

2023 

U+U_v = [U+,U_]v = Uev =sv, 

U+T_u = [U+,T_]u = 0, 
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U+U_T_u = [U+,U_]T_u + U_U+T_u 

= UeT_u + U_[U+,T_]u = T_u, 

U+U_T_v=(s+ I)T_v,U+T_U_v 

= [U+,T_lv + T_U+U_v 
= T_[U+,U_]v= T_Uev=sT_v. 

So 

U+W3 =sv® T_u -sv® T_u 

s s + 1 + (s+I)T_v®u- sT_v®u, 
r+s+l r+s+I 

whence W3 is also a maximal vector. Q.E.D. 
Propositon 2: 
(i) [r, s] [0,0] = [r, s]. (3.1) 
(ii) If r=lO, s=lO, 

[r, s][I,O] = [r + 1, s] + [r - 1, s + 1] + [r, s - 1]. (3.2a) 

If r=lO, 

[r,O][1,O] = [r + 1,0] + [r - 1,1]. (3.2b) 

If s=lO, 

[0, s][I,O] = [1, s] + [0, s - 1]. (3.2c) 

Proof 
(i) Trivially if { u J is a basis of [0,0] the mapping v ® u -

v, VEer, s] is isomorphism, giving the result. 
(ii) If s = 0, then U _v = 0 and together these give 

W3=0. 

Ifr = 0 then T _v = o and so W2 = O. Applying Te and Ue to 
WI' W2 and W3 when these are nonzero, using (2.3), shows that 
they are common eigenvectors with eigenvalue pairs 
(r + 1, s), (r - 1, s + 1), and (r, s - 1), respectively. Thus, 
when the corresponding Wi is nonzero, [r + 1, s], 
[r - 1, s + 1], and [r, s - 1] are components of [r, s][I,O]. A 
check on dimensions using (2.2) show that these are the only 
components in each case. 

ThelinearfunctionO:A2 -A2 which maps T ± _ U ±' 

U ± - T ± and V ± _ - V ± is an automorphism. This can 
be checked using the commutator relations. Given an A2-

module M the conjugate module M is defined by taking the 
same underlying vector space and defining Z·v = () (Z lv, 
ZEA 2, VEM. Since the role of Ue and Te are interchanged, 

[r,s] = [s,r]. Also M®N =M®N (where M and Nare 
A2-modules). Applying this to Proposition 2(ii) gives an im
mediate proof of Proposition 3. 

Proposition J: If r, s=lO, 

[r, s] [0,1] = [r, s + 1] + [r + 1, s - 1] + [r - 1, s]. (3.3a) 

If r=lO, 

[r,O] [0,1] = [r,I] + [r-l,O], (3.3b) 

Ifs=lO, 

[0, s][O, 1] = [0, s + 1] + [1, s - 1], (3.3c) 

Note: To facilitate notation we will use pairs [r, s] with 
either r or s negative. Such pairs will by definition be zero 
and termed redundant. Using such notation, (3.2a) includes 
(3.2b) and (3.2c) while (3.3a) includes (3.3b) and (3.3c). How
ever, products with such symbols will not be permitted as the 
formulas (3.2) and (3.3) do not hold when r or s is negative. 
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4. PRODUCT FORMULAS 

A formula for [r, s][P, q] is obtained in Proposition 6. 
First, however, it is nesessary to treat the cases where 
s = q = 0 (Proposition 4) and whereq = 0 (Proposition 5). In 
all cases the proof is by induction involving (somewhat te
dious) combinations of summations. 

g, h 

To simplify notaion, I is used to denote the sum 
i=e,! 

where i ranges from max! e,f 1 to min {g, h J. 
Proposition 4: 

T,p 

[r,O] [p,O] = I [r + p - 2i,i] (4.1) 
i=O 

Proof We use induction on the minimum ofp and r (say 
pl. Equation (3.1) gives the result whenp = O. The proof giv
en for the inductive step involves products [r,O] [p - 3,0]. 
To avoid products of redundant terms (see Note) it is neces
sary to consider the cases p = 1 and p = 2 separately. When 
p = 1 the result is given by (3.2). For p = 2, since 
[2,0] = [1,0][1,0] - [0,1] from (3.2b) we have (since r>2) 

[r,0][2,0] = [r,O]! [1,0][1,0] - [0,1] 1 

= [[r + 1,0] + [r - 1,1]j[1,0] - [r,O][O,I] 

= [r + 2,0] + [r,l] + [r - 2,2], 

given the result for p = 2. For p > 2, again using (3.2) and the 
induction hypothesis, we have 

[r,O][p,O] = [r,OH [p - 1,0][1,0] - [p - 2,1]) 

= [r,OH[P - 1,0][1,0] - [P - 2,0][0,1] + [P - 3,0]1 

p _. I 

= [1,0] I [r+p-2i-1,i] 

p-I 

;=0 
p-2 

- [0,1] I [r+p-2i-2,i] 
;=0 

p-3 

+ I [r + p - 2i - 3,i] 
;=0 

= I {[r + p - 2i,i] + [r + p - 2i - 2,i + 1] 
;=0 

+ [r + p - 2i - 1,i - l]j 
p-2 

- I ([r + p - 2i - 2,i + 1] + [r + p - 2i - l,i - 1] 
i=O 

+ [r + p - 2i - 3,i]j 

p-3 

+ I [r+p-2i-3,i] 
i=O 

= rt~[r+p-2i,i]} + [r-p,p] + [r-p+ 1,p-2] 

- [r-p+ l,p-2] 

p 

= I [r + p - 2i,i]. 
;=0 Q.E.D. 

Proposition 5: 
S,p P - jt r 

[r,s][p,O] = I I [r+p-j-2i,s-j+i]. (4.2) 
1'=0 i=O 

Proof We use induction on s. 
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Case s = 0: The result is trivially true for s = 0 since 
then (4.2) reduces to (4.1). 

Case s = 1: As in Proposition 4, we must treat the case 
s = 1 separately. For s = 1 and r = 0 it reduces to (3.3b); for 
r> 1 [r,l] = [r,O][O, I] - [r - 1,0] so by hypothesis 

[p,O][r,l] = [p,O]![r,O][O.I] - [r-1,0]1 
p,r p,r - 1 

= I[r+p-2i,i][0,1]- I [r+p-2i-l,i] 
i=O i=O 

p,r P.' 
= I [r + p - 2i,i + 1] + I [r + p - 2i + l,i - 1] 

i=O ;=0 

p,r p,r- 1 

+ I [r+p-2i,i+ 1] - I [r+p-2i-l,i]. 
i=O i=O 

The last two sums combine to give [p - r - l,r] whenever 
p>r and zero otherwise. Since the term is redundant for 
p = r, it occurs only whenp>r + 1. It may included in the 

p,T+ I 

second sum with i = r + 1 giving I [r + p - 2i,i + 1], 
i= 1 

since the term for i = 0 is also redundant. Replacing the 
p _. I,r 

dummy variable i by i + 1 this becomes I 
i=O 

[r + p - 2i - l,il giving 
p,r 

[p,O][ r, 1] = I [r + p - 2i,i + 1] 
;=0 

p - l,r 

+ I [r + p - 2i - l,il. 
;=0 

which agrees with (4,2) for s = 1. 

Case s > 1: For r> 1, s > 1 using (3.3a) and the induction 
hypothesis, 

[r, s][P,O] = [[r, s - 1][0,1] - [r + 1, s - 2] 

- [r - 1, s - 1] 1 [P,O] 
s - l.p p - j.r 

= I I [r + p - j - 2i, s - j + i-I ][ 0,1 ] 
j~O i~O 

- [r + 1, s - 2][p,0] 

- [r - 1, s - 1][P,0] 

s -- I,p P - j,T 

= I I {[r + p - j - 2i, s - j + i] 
j~O i~O 

+ [r+p-j-2i+ l,s-j+i-2] 

+ [r+p-j-2i-l,s-j+i-l]} 

s - 2,p P - j,T + I 

- I I [r+p-j-2i+ l,s-j+i-2] 
j~O i~O 

s-l,p p-j,r-l 

- I I [r + p - j - 2i - 1, s - j + i-I ], 
j~O i~O 

(4.3) 

When r = 0, s> 1, we obtain a similar formula but lacking 
the fifth double summation. 

Combining the second and fourth double summations 
gives 
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C~: Pi~~r - Sj~: p ~t: I} 
[r + p - j - 2i + 1, s - j + i - 2] 

= Sj~:r~~~r _P~t:l} [r+p-j-2i+ l,s-j+i-2] 

{ 
p-s+l,r } 

+ if p>s-l, i~O [r+p-s-2i+2,i-l] , 

(4.4) 

c~~r -p ~to+ I} will only contribute terms when 

p - j>r + 1, that iSj(p - r - 1; then the contribution will 
have i = r + 1 and be - [p - j - r - 1, s - j + r - 1]. The 
sum of p>s - 1 contains redundant terms (for i = 0 and in 
particular for p = s - 1) and simplifies to 

{if p>s,p~~!'r[r+p-s-2i+2,i-1]} 

which on replacing i by i + 1 gives 

{if p>s, P ~~O-I [r + p - s - 2i,i]}. 

So (4.4) becomes 
s - 2,p - r - 1 

I [p-j-r-l,s-j+r-I] 
j= 0 

+ {if p>s,P~~0-I[r+p-s-2i,i]}. (4.5) 

Similarly combining the third and fifth double summations 
of (4.3) for r> 1, gives 

C~: Pi~: - 'j~: P ~t: I} 
[r + p - j - 2i - 1, s - j + i-I] 

s-l.p~r-l 

I [p-r-j-l,s-j+r-l], 
j=O 

This is also obtained in the case r = 0 (when the fifth double 
summation is absent) by putting r = 0 in the third double 
summation. Combining this with (4.5) yields 

!if S(P - r, [p - r - s,r]J 

+ {if p>s,P~~0-I[r+p-s-2i,i]} 

= {if p>s, pi'r [r + p - s - 2i,i]}. 
1=0 

But this is just the extra term together with the condition 
under which it will occur, if the range of the first summation 
on (4.3) is extended to includej = s. 

s,p p - j,r 

So (4.3) becomes I I 
j=O i=O 

[r + p - j - 2i, s - j + iJ, which agrees with (4.2). 
Q.E.D, 

Proposition 6: 

q,r + S s,p,r + s - k P -j+ k,r 
[r, s][p, q] = I I I k=O j=O i=OJ-s+k 

[r + p - j - 2i + k, s + q + i - j - 2k]. (4.6) 
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Proof The result is trivial for r = s = 0 so we consider 
the case where r + s#O. The proof is by induction on q. 

Case q = 0: For q = 0 the result is given by (4.2). 

Case q = 1: We must again consider the case q = 1 se
parately. For q = l,p = 0 the result follows from (3.3). For 
q = 1, p> 1, apply (3.3b) and (4.2) to obtain 

[r, s ][p, 1] = [r, s]{ [P,O][O, 1] - [p - I,On 
S,p P - j,r 

= I I [r+p-j-2i,s-j+i][0,1] 
j=Oi=O 
s.p-I p-j-I,r 

- I I [r + p - j - 2i - 1, s - j + i] 
j=O i=O 
s,p P - jt r 

= I I [r+p-j-2i,s-j+i+ 1] 
j=Oi=O 

s,p p -j,r 

+ I I [r + p - j - 2i + 1, s - j + i-I] 
j=Oi=O 

s,p p -j,r 

+ I I [r+p-j-2i-l,s-j+i] 
j=Oi=O 
s,p - I P - j - I.r 

- I I [r+p-j-2i-l,s-j+il. 
j=O i=O 

(4.7) 

The last two double summations combine to give 

s;~J~~~r _p~~I,r}[r+p-j-2i-l,S-j+i] 
+ !if s>p, [r-l,s-p]J. (4.8) 

For r = 0 or s<p - r - 1, this is zero, since r(p - j - 1. 
Otherwise it equals 

s,p- I 

I [r - p + j - 1, s + p - 2j], 
j=O,p-r 

+ lifs;;:.p,[r-l,s-p]J 
s,p 
I [r-p+j-l,s+p-2j]. 

j=O,p-r 

Since the term for j = p - r is redundant (when s = p - r, 
this is the only term), (4.8) becomes 

. I [r-p+j-l,s+p-2jJ, ifs>p-r+l,r>O 

{ 

s,p 

}=O,p-r+1 

0, otherwise. 
(4.9) 

These are exactly the extra terms obtained by allowing the 
value of i in the second double sum in (4.7) to range from 0 to 
min (r,p - j + 1). Thus (4.7) becomes 

S,p P - j,r 

[r,s][p,l] = I I [r+p-j-2i,s-j+i+ 1] 
j=O i=O 

s,p p-j+ I,r 
+ I I [r + p - j - 2i + 1, s - j + i-I] 

j=O i=O 

(4.10) 

To see that (4.10) agrees with (4.6) consider the cases r> 0 
and r = 0 separately. In either case min (r + s,p) = 1 so in 
(4.6), k takes only the values 0 and 1. For r> 0, min 
(s,p,r + s - k) = min(s,p) and (4.6) becomes 
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S,p P -j,r 
[r,s][p,I] = L L [r+p-j-2i,s+ 1 +i-j] 

j=O i=Oj-s 
s,p p-j+ l,r 

+ L L [r+p-j-2i+l, 
j=O ;=OJ-s+ I 

s+i-j-l]. 

(4.11) 

Here max (O,j - s) = 0 and 

{
o if j<s 

max(O,j-s+l)= " . 
11fJ=s 

Since the term for j = sand i = 0 in the second double sum
mation in (4.10) is redundant, (4.10) agrees with (4.11) and 
hence (4.6) for r> O. For r = 0 (4.10) becomes 

S,p s,p 

L [p-j,s-j+ 1] + L [p-j+ l,s-j-l] 
j=O j=O 

s,p s-I,p 
= L [p - j, s - j + 1] + L [p - j + 1, s - j - 1] 

j=O j=O 

on removing the redundant term for j = s. In this case (4.6) 
only has terms for i = 0 and since min (s,p,r + s - k ) = min 
(p, s - k ), (4.6) becomes 

~ ~s-I 

L[p-j,s+l-j]+ L [p-j+l,s-j-l]. 
j=O j=O 

So again (4.6) and (4.10) agree, proving (4.6) is valid for 
q = 1. 

Case q;;'2: To prove the inductive step (for q;;.2) we use 
(3.3a) and the inductive hypothesis to obtain (for p#O) 

[r, s]fp, q] 

= [r, s]{ fp, q - 1][0,1] - fp + l,q - 2] - fp - 1, q - 1] l 

[r + P - j - 2i + k, s + q + i - j - 2k] 

q _ l,r + S s,p.r + s - k P - j + k,r 

+ L L . L 
k = 0 j = 0 I = OJ -- s + k 

[r + p - j - 2i + k + 1, s + q + i - j - 2k - 2] 

q - 1 ,r + s s,p,r + s - k P - j + k,r 

+ L L L 
k=O j=O ;=0 

[r + P - j - 2i + k - 1, s + q + i - j - 2k - 1] 

q - 2,r + s s,p + l,r + s - k p + 1 - j + k,r 

L L L k=O j=O ;=OJ-s+k 

[r + P + 1 - j - 2i + k, s + q + i - j - 2k - 2] 

q-l,r+s s,p-l,r+s-k p-l-J+k,r 

L L L 
k=O )=0 i=OJ-s+k 

[r + P - j - 2i + k - 1, s + q + i - j - 2k - 1] 

(4.12) 

Whenp = 0, the last triple sum of(4.12) is absent. We sim
plify (4.12) by first combining the second and fourth triple 
sums, then the third and fifth triple sums, and then combin
ing the results and adding this to the first triple sum. We 
treat the case p # 0 and p = 0 separately. 
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Case p#O: Terms in the difference of the second and 
fourth triple sums will occur because of differences in the 
upper bound of the ranges of k,j, and i. A difference in the 
range of k will occur when q - 1 <r + s. This difference will 
be the terms for k = q - 1 in the second triple sum, that is 

{ifq_l<r+s,s,p,r+~:q+1 .p-J:I-I.r 

J=O I=OJ-s+q-1 

[r + P - j - 2i - q, s - q + i - j]}. (4.13) 

For k < q - 1, a difference in the range of j will occur when
ever min (s,p,r + s - k ) = p and min 
(s,p + l,r + s - k) = p + 1. This will require s;;'p + 1 and 
r + s - k;;.p + 1, that is k<r + s - P - 1. The difference 
will be the terms for j = p + 1 in the fourth triple sum, 

{ 

q - 2,r + s - P - I k,r 

ifs;;'p+l,- k~O i=o,ph-s+k 

[r - 2i + k, s + q + i - P - 2k - 3]}. (4.14) 

For k < q - 1 and j <p + 1, difference in the range of i will 
occur when min (p + 1 - j + k,r) = p + 1 - j + k and min 
(p - j + k,r) = p - j + k. This requires r;;.p + 1 - j + k so 
j;;.P + 1 - r + k. The difference will be the terms for 
i = P + 1 - j + k in the fourth triple sum, that is 

[r-p+j-k-l,s+q+p-2j-k-I]. (4.15) 

A similar analysis of the difference of the third and fifth 
triple sums gives 

{ 

q-I,r+s-p k,r 

if s;;.p, k ~o i = o.f;. s+ k 

[r-2i+k-l,s+q+i-P-2k-ll}, (4.16) 

and 
q-l,r+s s,p-l,r+s-k 

L L k=O j=O.p-r+k 

[r - p + j - k - 1, s + q + p - 2j - k - 1]. (4.17) 

Now in (4.14) replace k by k - 1 giving 

{ 

q - I ,r + s - p k -- I.r 

ifs;;'p+l,- k~1 i=O.'J;.k-S 

[r-2i+k-l,s+q+i- P -2k-l]} (4.18) 

and combine this with (4.16). If s = p then i = k giving 
q - I,r 

L [r - k - l,q - k - 1]. 
k=O 

Since the term here for k = r is redundant we may write this 
as 

q-I.r-I 
L [r - k - l,q - k - 1]. (4. 19a) 
k~O 

Similarly ifs;;.p + 1, (4.16) and (4.18) combine to give the 
term for k = 0 (and hence i = 0) in (4.16) plus the terms with 
i = kin (4.16) whenever r;;.k. These are 
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[r-I,s+q-p-IJ 
q-l.r 

+ I [r-k-I,s+q-p-k-IJ 
k~l 

q - l.r 

= I [r-k-I,s+q-p-k-l]. (4.19b) 
k=O 

In this the term for k = r is redundant. So (4.19a) and (4.19b) 
may be written commonly as 

{if s;;'p, q-I-
l
[r-k-l,s+q-P-k-1 J}. 

k=O 
(4.20) 

Similarly (4.15) and (4.17) combine giving terms 
(i) for k = q - I in (4.17) whenever r + s;;'q - I and 

whenk<q-l; 
(ii) forj = pin (4.15) whenever min (s,r + s - k );;.p; and 
(iii) for j = p - r + k in (4.17) whenever p - r + k;;.O. 

[All these terms under (iii) are, however, redundant]. 

The terms of (i) are 
s,p-l,r+s-q+ 1 

I [r-p-q+j,s+p-2jJ. 
j=O,p-r+q-l 

Here the terms for j = p - r + q - 1 andj = r + s - q + I 
(if they occur) are redundant. As the latter is the only term 
when r + s = q - 1, the terms of (i) reduce to 

{
if r +s;;'q, s,P-lfS-q[r -p - q + j, s + P - 2jJ}. 

J = O,P - r + q 

(4.21) 

The terms of(ii) will occurwhens;;.p and k<.r + s - p. They 
will be 

q - 2.r+ s - P 

I [r-k-l,s+q-p-k-IJ. 
k=O 

In this sum the terms are redundant for k;;'r, so (ii) gives 

{if s>p, - q~~:1[r-k-l,s+q-p-k-1J}. 
(4.22) 

Equations (4.20) and (4.22) combine to give a single term 

! if r;;'q, s>p, [r - q, s - p] J. (4.23) 

But this is exactly the term under the correct conditions for 
including a term withj = pin (4.21) giving 

So 

{if r+s;;'q, s.p,rf-
q 

[r-p-q+j,S+P-2jJ}. 
J=O,p-r+q 

(4.24) = (4.23) + (4.21) 

= (4.20) + (4.22) + (4.21) 

= (4.15) + (4.17) + (4.20) 

= (4.15) + (4.17) + (4.14) + (4.16) 

(4,24) 

To have the sum of the last four triple sums of(4.12) we must 
add (4.13) to (4.24). Note that in (4.13), ifj = r + s - q + 1, 
the terms are of the form [p - s + 2q - 2i - 1, i - r - 1] 
and are redundant since i<.r. In particular if r + s = q - 1, 
(4.13) is O. Also for allj, the terms for i = j - s + q - 1 are 
redundant. So (4.13) may be rewritten 
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[r + p - j - 2i + q, s - q + i - j]}. 
Adding this to (4.24) gives 

{
if r+s>q, s,p.rf-

q 
p-fq,r 

j=O i=OJ-s+q 

[r + p - j - 2i + q, s - q + i - jJ (4.25) 

Case p = 0: Here, the fifth triple sum of(4.12) does not 
occur and the third triple sum is 

q - I.r + s k,r 

I I [r-2i+k-l,s+q+i-2k-l] 
k = 0 i = 0, - s + k 

which equals (4.16) with p = o. So the last four triple sums 
reduce to 

(4.13) + (4.14) + (4.15) + (4.16) = (4.13) + (4.18) + (4.15) 
+ (4.16) = (4.13) + (4.15) + (4.20) withp = O. 

Equation (4.13) becomes 

{if q-l<.r+s, i=O,q_~~rq_l[r-2i+g'S-q+iJ}. 
Here the terms for i = - s + g - 1 (which is the only term 
when r + s = q - 1) is redundant. So (4.13) reduces to 

Also (4.15) becomes ~t:::~.r+S[r - k - I, s + q - k - IJ in 
which all terms are redundant for k;;'r, giving 
- ~Z:::: ~,r - 1 [r - k - I, s + q - k - I J. Combining this 

with (4.20) which becomes (for p = 0) 
~Z::::b,r-l[r-k-l,s+q-k-l] gives {ifq<r, 
[r - q, s] J. It is convenient to write this as ! if q<.r + s, 
[r - g, s] J (introducing redundant terms for r < q<.r + s). 
Combining this with (4.26) we get for the sum of the last four 
triple sums in the case p = 0, 

{if q<.r + S'i=O,~s+q [r - 2i + q, s - q + i]}. 

This is again (4.25) with p = O. 
All that remains is to combine (4.25) to the first triple 

sum of(4.12). This has the effect of extending the upper index 
for k to min (q,r + s) which give (4.6), as required, for the 
product [p,qJ[r, s]. Q.E.D. 

5. MULTIPLICITY FORMULA 

We now determine the conditions necessary for a term 
[m,n] to occur in the product [p, q][r, s] and the multiplicity 
with which this term occurs. The equations 

r+p - k - 2i + k = m, 

s + q + i - j - 2k = n, (5.1) 

must be solved for i,j, and k subject to the conditions 
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O.;;;;k,;;;;min (q,r + s), 

O<j.;;;;min (s,p,r + s - k ), (5.2) 

max (OJ - s + k ).;;;;i.;;;; min (p - j + k,T). 

For a fixed value of k, (5.1) has a unique solution for i andj, 
namely, 

i= j {(r-s)+(p-q)-(m-n)) +k, 

j = j {(r + 15) + (p + 2q) - (m + 2n)j - k. (5.3) 

Since i and j are integers this requires that 

3 divides (r - s) + (p - q) - (m - n). 

Write 

C = j !(r - s) + (p - q) - (m - n)) 

and 

D = ! {(r + 15) + (p + 2q) - (m + 2n)j 

so (5.3) becomes i = C + k,j = D - k, 

(5.4) 

and substituting this is (5.2) gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for k, namely, 

O.;;;;k';;;;min (q,r + s), (S.5a) 

O.;;;;D - k.;;;;min (s,q,r + s), (5.5b) 

max (O,D - s).;;;;C + k.;;;; min (p - D + 2k,r). (5.5c) 

Equation (5.Sb) may be rewritten as separate inequalities 
k.;;;;D, k>D - s, k>D - p, D';;;;r + sand (5.5c) may be rewrit
ten k> max ( - C, D - C - s), k.;;;; - C + T, k>C + D - p. 
Collecting these we obtain 

max(O,D-s,D-p, - C,D- C-s, 
D + C - p).;;;;k.;;;;min (q, D, r - C) and D';;;;r + s. (5.6) 

In particular a solution for k requires that 

max (0, D - s, D - p, - C, D - C - s, D + C - p) 

.;;;;min (q, D, r - C) and D';;;;r + s. (5.7) 

Expressing (5.7) as separate simultaneous equalities gives 

D>O, C';;;;r, D.;;;;s + q, D.;;;;r + 2s, D + C<,r + s, 
D.;;;;p +q,Dq + r +s, 

D + C.;;;;p + r, - C';;;;q, - C.;;;;r +s, - C.;;;;D, 
D+ C.;;;;q +s,D- C';;;;r+ 15, 

- C';;;;s, D.;;;;r + s, D + C.;;;;p + q, D + cq + r + s, 
C';;;;p, D + 2C';;;;r + p. 

Some of these inequalities are implied by others: 

-C.;;;;s=:>-C.;;;;r+s, 
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D';;;;r + s =:>D.;;;;r + 2s, 
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D + C.;;;;p + rand - C,;;;;s =:>D.;;;;p + r + s. 

Further 

D-C<,q + s ¢::;> s + q - n.;;;;s + q ¢::;> n>O 

and 

D + 2C<,r + p¢::;>T + P - m<,r + p¢::;>m>O. 

Collecting these inequalities we get 

Proposition 7(a): The necessary and sufficient condi
tions for [m,n] to appear as a summand in the product 
[r,s]fp,qjare,ifC= j !(r-s)+(p-q)-(m -nIl and 
D = j {(r + 2s) + (p + 2q) - (m + 2n)j that 

(i) C (and hence D ) are integers satisfying 
(ii) O.;;;;D';;;;min (s + q, p + q, r + s), 
- min ( q, s).;;;;C.;;;; min (r,p), 

O<,D + C.;;;;min (r + s,p + r,p + q). 

Since each value of k satisfying (5.6) gives a unique solution 
for i andj, the multiplicity of [m,n] in (4.6) when the condi
tions of Proposition 7(a) are satisfied is 

1 + min (q,r + s,D,r - C) - max (O,D - s, D - p, 
- C,D - C - s, D + C - p) 

= 1 + min (q,q + s - D, q + p - D, q + C,n, 

q+p-D-C, 

D, s, p, D + C, D + n - q, p - C, r - C, 

r+s-C-D, 

r + p - C - D, r + n - C - q, r, r + p - D - 2C). 

Note that r + p - D - 2C = m,r + n - C - q 
= r + s - D and that the terms apart fromp, q, r, s, m, n are 
the differences of D, C, and D + C, respectively, and the end 
points of the intervals in which they lie according to Proposi
tion 7(a). 

Proposition 7(b): If the conditions of Proposition 7(a) 
are satisfied and if a, b, c are the minimum differences of D, 
C, and D + C, respectively, from the end points of the inter
vals in which they are thus constrained to lie, then the multi
plicity of[m, n] is 

1 + min (p, q, r, $, m, n, a, b, c). 

An alternative explicit formula for this multiciplicity may be 
found in Biedenharn and Louck,2 Eq. (3.5) using the pattern 
multiciplicity determined in Eq. (2.17) of Louck, Lake, and 
Biedenharn. 13 

'So Gasiorowicz, Elementary Particle Physics (Wiley, New York, 1967), pp. 

257 fr. 
'L. C. Biedenham and J. D. Louck, J. Math. Phys. 13, 1992 (1972). 
3J. D. Louck, M. A. Lake, and L. C. Biedenham, J. Math. Phys. 16, 2411 

(1975). 
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An addition formula is derived which contains the addition relations for theta functions with 
characteristic proportional to 1/ N, N integer. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Dk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Theta functions with characteristic proportional to 1/ 
N have now become a subject of interest in physics. They 
provide the solution of the factorization equations associat
ed with the symmetry ZN XZN. The factorization equations 
are known to be responsible for major developments in two
dimensional physics. They were first introduced by Yang l in 
the non relativistic quantum theory of N boson particles in
teracting via a two-body delta function potential in one spa
tial dimension. The factorization equations appeared there 
as conditions for the scattering matrix of two particles that 
allow the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian by means 
of the Bethe ansatz method. Later the factorization equa
tions were rediscovered by Baxter2 in his solution of the 
eight-vertex lattice model. There they correspond to the con
dition of commutativity of the transfer matrix at different 
values of the spectral parameter. Factorization equations 
were also extensively used to compute two-dimensional 
quantum S-matrices that have the property offactorizabi
lity. 3.4 This property means that the S-matrix for the scatter
ing of N particles can be represented as the product of two
body S-matrices. For completely integrable field theories, 
the use offactorization equations plus unitarity and crossing 
symmetry of the S-matrix makes it possible to calculate the 
S-matrix up to COO ambiguities. 3

•
4 The quantum inverse 

scattering method recently proposed by Faddeev et al.5 also 
relies on these equations for finding the energy spectrum of 
several quantum theories through its algebraization of the 
Bethe ansatz. 

The connection of factorization equations with abelian 
manifolds was first pointed out by Cherednik.6 O. V. Chud
novsky and G. V. Chudnovsky/ and, independently, Bela
vinR have found that the solutions of the factorization equa
tions with symmetry Z N X Z N are given by ratios of theta 
functions with characteristic 1/ N. In Ref. 7 it is claimed that 
these solutions provide immediate generalizations of the 
XYZ model for spin variables that correspond to the Nth 
root of unity. The same functions have also made their ap
pearance in G. 't Hooft's analysis of the properties of electric 
and magnetic fluxes in SU(N) gauge theories.9 

If one wishes to obtain physical theories from the 
ZII/ XZN symmetric solutions of the factorization equation, 
it is important to have in advance equations that relate these 
theta functions for different arguments. The factorization 
equatioJ}s themselves involve unknown functions at differ-

., Supported by Conselho Naeional de Desenvolvimento Cientifieo e Teeno· 
logieo-Brasil. 

ent points of their arguments. Such relations are known as 
addition formulas. 

In this paper an explicit derivation of these addition 
formulas for the theta functions with characteristic propor
tional to 1/ N is given. One single formula including several 
addition formulas is obtained. It is conjectured that it con
tains all possible addition relations for these functions. To 
the best of our knowledge such a general theorem is not 
available in the mathematical literature, although special 
cases of it can be found. 

The plan of the paper is the following: the definition of 
theta functions with characteristic proportional to 1/ Nand 
some of their properties are introduced in Sec. II, and in Sec. 
III the addition formula for these functions is derived. Some 
useful mathematical relations are relegated to the Appendix. 

II. GENERAL PROPERTIES 

Theta functions of characteristic proportional to 1/ N 
(N integer) are functions of two continuous complex varia
bles x and r that can be defined by the series 

n = ~ 00 

The condition Imr;;;.O is imposed in order to assure con
vergence. The characteristic is defined as the pair of integer 
numbers (€,,u) such that each one can take values from zero 
to N - 1. Therefore, for the case N = 2 they correspond to 
the well-known Jacobi's theta functions. 10 There are N 2 in
dependent functions and except for the case N = 2 arbitrary 
(€,,u) or N> 2 with € =,u = 0, parity is not well defined for 
these functions. From the definition (1. I) it is straightfor
ward to deduce the following properties: 

( 
€' ,u') 

X 8 EI-' X + --;;;r + N,r , 

8 E+ N'I-'(x,r) = 8 EI-'(x,r), 

8 E.1-' + N(x,r) = eI271-ifN)E8EI-' (x,r), 

8 EI-'( -x,r) = 8_ e._I-'(x,r). 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

We have suppressed the index N for reasons of economy. 
An interesting and well-known propertylO of the func

tion of 8 oo(x,r) is that it admits a product expansion. Equa
tion (1.2) makes readily available similar product expansions 
for the above-defined theta functions if one considers the 
appropriate shifts on 8 oo(x,r); 
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eEl-' (x,r) = exp [ 21Ti ; (x + ~) ]q.-'IN2 n~1 (1 _ q2n) 

X IT [1 + 2q2k - I cos 21T(X + ~r + E.) + q4k - 2], 
k=1 N N 

(1.6) 

where it is understood q = e j 'T7-. 

III. ADDITION FORMULAS 

The general addition formula for the theta functions of 
characteristic proportional to 1/ N will be obtained in two 
steps. The first one consists in deriving a particular addition 
formula that for N = 2 reduces to Jacobi's fundamental 
theorem. 10 For N = 3 it gives a result derived once by 
Krazer. II The second step corresponds to taking appropriate 
shifts in the arguments of the theta functions present in this 
particular addition formula and getting a more general re
sult. Property (1.2) is used to achieve this goal. 

Consider 2N theta functions e EP (xi'r) with the same 
characteristic (E,Il) and the same theta period r. 

A. Addition formula (1) 

(2.1) 

The vectors T = (t l,t2,··,t2N ) and R = (r l,r2,··,r2N ) are relat
ed by the orthogonal transformation R = (1/NUI2N ) T, 
where UI2N ) is the matrix defined in the Appendix. 

Proof Consider the product of 2N theta functions 
eEl-' (xj,r) with the same characteristic (E,Il) proportional to 
1/ N and the same theta period r, but with independent argu
ments xi' 1 <J<2N; 

f exp(i1T{(n+~I)T(n+~I)r 
n=-oo N N 

(2.2) 

In addition to the vector T, this equation makes use of the 
vectors n = (n i,n2 ,",n2N ) and I which has all of its 2N com
ponents equal to one. The summation symbol should be un
derstood as meaning 

00 00 00 00 

I I I I 
n = - 00 n l = - 00 n;! = - 00 n 2N = - 00 

Half of the exponential term that is n-independent goes 
to the left-hand side and the Il-dependent term is made ex
plicit on the right side, 
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[eEl-' (tl,r)eEI-' (t2,r) ... e EP (t2N ,r)] 

xexp ( _2;iEIl) = n=~Jexp2;i(nTI+E)r 

X exp (i1T{ (n + ;1 r (n + ;I)r 

+2(n+ ;IrT}) (2.3) 

The left-hand side becomes a sum over all N theta pro
ducts with the same E, when we sum over 11 in the above 
equation. One can get rid of the Il-dependence inside the 
summation. Then a constraint has to be introduced on the 
integer values that the summation variables nj can assume. 

N - 1 [ {2' }]I-' I-'?o exp ;1 (nTI + E) 

{
N if nTI+E=Nk, 

- 0 if nTI + qfNk, 
(2.4) 

where from now on k is any integer real number. Therefore 
one obtains 

(2.5) 

Takethevectors(n + (dN)I) and Tand rotate them by 
the orthogonal matrix (A5) defined in the Appendix. One 
gets two new vectors, defined by 

IE) _ 1 U ( E) _ 1 E P -- 12N) n+-I --UI2N )n+-I 
N N N N 

(2.6) 

and 

1 
R =-UI2N )T. 

N 
(2.7) 

The vector piE) will play the role of the new summation 
variables. Its components are not always integer numbers, as 
can be deduced from (A 7), 

1 
hiE) = -(nl + n2 + ... + n2N + E) - nk • (2.8) 

N 

Nevertheless the constraint imposed on the n-summation, 
n TI + E = Nk, is exactly the condition required for h IE) to be 
an integer number. Therefore noninteger values/or piE) 
should be simply disregarded. The constraint has to be re
written in terms of the new integer variables p k IE) because it 
also imposes a condition on them. Take Eq. (2.6) and apply 
the orthogonal transformation defined in the Appendix. 
Thanks to properties (A2) and (A3), one gets 

1 U IE) E I 
- 12N)P = n + - . 
N N 

(2.9) 

Transpose the above equation and sandwich it with the unit 
vector I. Then one obtains the constraint in the new form 

(2.10) 
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Now by use of the orthogonality property (A6), one g~ts 

L [B<I"(t l ,r)B<I"(t2,r) ... B<I"(t2N ,r)] exp - 1Tl q.l N-I ( 2' ) 

~=O N 
00 

= N L exp (i1r{pI<ITp l<1 r + 2pl<ITR }), 
pl<1 = - 00 

pl<IT 1= Nk + c. (2.11) 

The constraint is dropped if we sum over c from zero to 
N - 1 because all integer numbers admit one of the forms 
Nk,Nk + 1, .. ·,Nk + N - 1. Therefore there are no more re
quirements over the components Pk 1.1 and the right-hand 
side becomes a product of2N theta functions of null charac
teristic 
N - t <X L L exp Urr{pI<ITpl<1 r + 2pl<ITR }) 
• = 0 Pi<1 ~ - 00 

B. Addition formula (2) 

N [B',I" (YdB <,,", (Y2)···B<2N 1"2N( Y2N)] 

= Nil Ni I exp ( -N
21Ti 

(f + c)J.l) [B , , (xI,r) 
<=01"=0 <+'\.1"+1"\ 
xB , ,(xl,r) ... B, , (x2N ,r)],(2.13) 

< + <2'/' + 1"2 < + <2NI" + 1"2N 

where 
1 

f= N(CI+CZ+",+CZN)' 

1 
g = N(J.lI + J.lz + .. , + J.l2N)' 

1 
X=-UI2N1 Y. 

N 
Proof Make the transformation 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

in the right-hand side of the addition formula (2.1), where 
(Ck ,J.lk) are any integer numbers. Looking at the previously 
defined vector T, one obtains 

tk =Xk + (f-cd r+ (g-J.lk), 
N N 

(2.18) 

where Xk is related to Yk by (2.16). Property (1.2) enables us 
to relate a theta function of general characteristic with the 
theta function of zero characteristic 

BOO(rk,r) = exp ( -i1T{;2r+2~[Yk + ~]}) 
XB'kl"k(Yk,r). (2.19) 

The product of 2N null-characteristic theta functions 
where each one is independently shifted by (2.17) is 

BOO(rl,r)Boo(r2,r) ... Boo(r2N,r) 
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Following the same pattern the use of (1.2) gives 

( 
. {(f-Ck)Z (f-cd 

B'I"(/k,r) = exp -11T N Z r + 2 N 

X [Xk + g ;k + ~ ]}) 
xexp( - 21Ti t )BH/-Ek'l"+g-l"k(Xk,r). 

(2.21) 

It is straightforward to derive similar results for the 
product of2N theta functions of characteristic (c,f..l) indepen
dently shifted. 

B.I, (t l,r)B'1" (/z,r) ... B<1" (t2N ,r) 

= exp( - i1T{-; (I ~) + ~ 
N k=1 N 

2N 2 (2N )}) 
X k'2;l(f - Ck)xk + NZ k'2;l ckJ.lk 

X [B< +1 - < .. I" + g-I", (xl,r)BE+1 - <,.1" +g -1", (xz,r) ... 

X B E+1_ <2N.1" +8-1"2N(x2N ,r)]. (2.22) 

When expressions (2.20) and (2.22) are introduced in the ad
dition formula (2.1) all the ck, J.lk' Xk, andYk dependence in 
their exponents cancel against each other. This can be 
checked with the help of properties (A 7) and (A8) and so the 
addition formula (2) is obtained. For the case N = 2 it coin
cides with the result of Smith IZ that leads to all possible addi
tion formulas for Jacobi's theta functions. For arbitrary N 
and special values of the argumentsYk and of the character
istics (Ck ,J.lk), this addition formula should degenerate into 
the one contained in Krazer's book. 13 
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APPENDIX 

Consider the (2N) X (2N) matrix UI2N I defined by its ele
ments 

U.. = { 1 if i =t-j, 1 2N 
u <~j< . 

1 - N if i =j, 
(AI) 

This matrix has the two properties 

UI~NI = UI2N1 (A2) 

and 

U~ZNI = N 2I(2NI' (A3) 

where I 12N I is the (2N) X (2N) identity matrix. 
For a vector a = (a \,a2, ••• ,a2N ) define A as the sum over 

all its 2N components, 

2N 
A= I a,. (A4) 

i= I 

Consider the orthogonal transformation 

I 1 TT 
a = NUI2Nla. (A5) 
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For any two vectors a and b, we have 

a'Tb' = aTb. 

The components of the rotated vector are given by 

a'=~A-a 
I N I 

and it follows that 

A'=A. 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

In particular, for the unit vector I, defined with all its 
2N components equal to one, we obtain 

(A9) 
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On a unified approach to transformations and elementary solutions of 
Painleve equations 
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An algorithmic method is developed for investigating the transformation properties of second
order equations of Painleve type. This method, which utilizes the singularity structure of these 
equations, yields explicit transformations which relate solutions of the Painleve equations II-YI, 
with different parameters. These transformations easily generate rational and other elementary 
solutions of the equations. The relationship between Painleve equations and certain new 
equations quadratic in the second derivative of Painleve type is also discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Dk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We say than an equation is of Painleve type if all its 
solutions possess the Painleve property, i.e., their only singu
larities are poles or nonmovable critical points. I The most 
well known second-order equations of Painleve type are the 
so called six Painleve equations PI-PYI I discovered by Pain
leve and his school3 at the tum of the century. They classi
fied all equations of the form w" = F (w', w, z), where F is 
rational in w', algebraic in w, and locally analytic inz, which 
have the Painleve property. They found that, within a Mo
bius4 transformation, there exist fifty such equations. Distin
guished among these fifty equations are PI-PYI. Any other 
of the fifty equations can either be integrated in terms of 
known functions or can be reduced to one of these six equa
tions. Although PI-PYI were first discovered from strictly 
mathematical considerations, they have recently appeared 
in several physical applications (see, for example Refs. 5-7). 

Explicit transformations and relevant exact solutions 
admitted by the Painleve equations first appeared in the So
viet literature8 and are summarized in Ref. 9; the main points 
are as follows: 

(i) For certain choices of the parameters, PII-Y admit 
one-parameter families of solutions expressible in 
terms of the classical transcendental functions: 
Airy,3.10 Bessel,1\ Weber-Hermite, 12 and Whitta
ker,13 respectively. 

(ii) PII-Y admit transformations (see Ref. 14-17) which 
map solutions of a given Painleve equation to solu
tions of the same equation but with different values 
of the parameters. 

(iii) Using (ii) one can construct (for certain choices of 
the parameters) various elementary solutions of 
PII-Y. These solutions are either rational or are 
functions which are related (through repeated dif
ferentiations and multiplications) to the above
mentioned classical transcendental functions. 

(iv) For PYI it was only known that, for a certain single 
choice of its parameters, it admits a one-parameter 
family of solutions expressible in terms ofhypergeo
metric functions. 18 

However, the above results apparently were obtained 
by rather ad hoc methods. Moreover, in spite of the extensive 

amount of research on Painleve equations, the transforma
tion properties of PYI were not found. Also, no other one
parameter family of solutions ofPYI was found, save for the 
one mentioned above. It is important to note that PYI is in a 
sense the most general Painleve equation since it contains the 
other five as limiting cases. I 

In this paper: 
(1) We develop an algorithmic method for systematical

ly investigating the transformation properties of second-or
der equations of the Painleve type. This method yields ex
plicit transformations: (a) Between a given Painleve equation 
and the same Painleve equation but with different values of 
its parameters. (b) Between two different Painleve equations 
(for example PIlI and PY). (c) Between a Painleve equation 
of the type investigated by Painleve (i.e., linear in the second 
derivative) and an equation of the Painleve type which is 
quadratic in the second derivative. 

(2) As an application of this method we rederive the 
known transformation properties ofPII-Y and also derive 
the transformation properties of PYI. The latter are used to 
obtain (for various choices of parameters) one-parameter 
families of solutions of PYI. Among these solutions are ra
tional solutions as well as solutions which are related 
(through repeated differentiations and multiplications) to 
hypergeometric functions. 

(3) We relate PIlI and PYI to certain new equations 
quadratic in the second derivative and of the Painleve type. 

Some of the results concerning PYI have been an
nounced in Ref. 19. 

A. The connection with inverse scattering and 
monodromy preserving transformations 

In recent years considerable interst has developed in 
Painleve equations. Ablowitz (Ramani) and Segur,20 (Ref. 
21) have discovered a deep connection between equations of 
Painleve type and the POE's solvable by the inverse scatter
ing transform. 22 For example, PII and special cases of PIlI 
and PlY may be obtained from the similarity reduction of 
the modified Korteweg-deYries, the sine-Gordon and the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equations, respectively. It is interest
ing that proper reductions of the Korteweg-deYries (KdY) 
equation lead to both PI and PII: 
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(i) KdV and PII. Consider the KdV equation in the form 

(1.1) 

Equation (1.1) is clearly invariant under the group of trans
formations x' = AX, t' = A 3t, u' = A -2U, where A is some 
arbitrary parameter. The solutions of (1.1) invariant under 
this group of transformations (the so-called similarity solu
tions) are characterized by u = (3t )-2/3U(z), z = x(3t )-'/3, 
where U (z) satisfies 

K,(U) = u'" + 6UU' - (2U +zU') = O. (1.2) 

Whitham23 has noted that Eq. (1.2) is related to PII. Actually 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the integrated 
form of (1.2) and PII. Equation (1.2) can be integrated once 
using the following identity: 

[(2U -z)Kz(U)]' = (2U -z)K1(U), 

where 

(1.3) 

Kz(U) = U" + 2U z _ zU + v + U' - U'Z (1.4) 
2U-z 

Equation (1.4) is essentially equation PXXIV of Ref. 1 and is 
related by a one-to-one map with PII (see Sec. III). 

(ii) KdV and PI. Equation (1.1) is also invariant under 
the group of transformations 

x'=X+6tA, t'=t+Ala, U'=U+A, (1.5) 

where A and a are arbitrary parameters. Regarding a fixed, 
one immediately24 obtains the following characterization for 
the solutions of (1.1) invariant under (1.5): 

u = at + U(z), z = X - 3at 2, (1.6) 

where 

U"'+6UU'+a=O. (1.7) 

Equation (1.7), upon integration, yields PI. 
Using the ideas of Ablowitz and Segur one can charac

terize a nonelementary one-parameter family of solutions of, 
say, (1.2) through a Gel'fand-Levitan linear integral equa
tion of the Fredholm type. Recently we have proposed a new 
method25 for linearizing the Painleve equations, using singu
lar integral equations and Riemann-Hilbert theory. In this 
way we have characterized a three-parameter family of solu
tions of (1.2). This work suggests that the transformations 
given in this paper may be useful in obtaining the general 
solution of, say, PH using our method. It is an important fact 
that using these transformations one can find the general 
solution of a given Painleve equation for arbitrary values of 
its parameters a, provided one knows the general solution of 
this equation for only a range of a. For example, for PII one 
needs to know the general solution only for 
- 1/2 <a < 1/2. 

We also note that there is a close connection between 
ODE's of Painleve type and monodromy-preserving defor
mations. This was emphasized and used by Flaschka and 
Newe1l26 and by Sato et al. 27 In particular, Flaschka and 
Newell derived a formal system of linear singular integral 
equations from which the solutions of PII and of a special 
case of PIlI are to be found. However, they did not investi
gate in general the question of existence of solutions of their 
integral equations. 
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From the above comments one sees the richness and 
broad mathematical content associated with the investiga
tion ofPainleve equations. Undoubtedly, considerable re
search will continue in this area. 

II. A METHOD FOR INVESTIGATING THE 
TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF SECOND-ORDER 
EQUATIONS OF THE PAINLEVE TYPE 

Suppose we are given one of the fifty equations found by 
Painleve and his school, which we write in the form 

(2.1) 

where PI' P2, P3 depend on v, z, and a set of parameters 
denoted here by a. 

The first problem is to find the discrete Lie-point sym
metries of (2.1), i.e., to find transformations of the form 

vIz; Ii) = F(v(z; a), z), (2.2) 

where the function F is such that if vIz; a) solves (2.1) with 
parameters a, then vIz; Ii) solves (2.1) with parameters Ii. 
Using the singularity structure of (2.1), the procedure for 
finding such transformations is immensely simplified; since 
the only transformation of the type (2.2) preserving the Pain
leve property is the Mobius transformation, one immediate
ly replaces (2.2) by 

h( "') a1v+a2 v z· a = ---'----= 
, a

3
v + a

4 
' 

(2.3) 

where a" ... , a4 are functions of z only. Using (2.3) the Lie
point discrete symmetries of (2.1) are easily obtained. 

Having obtained the Lie-point symmetries of (2.1) one 
may look for generalized discrete symmetries of (2.1),28 i.e., 
for transformations of the form 

v(z; Ii) = F(v'(z; a), vIz; a), z). (2.4) 

However, since we are not only interested in finding trans
formations relating a Painleve equation to itself, but also 
relating two different equations ofPainleve type, we replace 
(2.4) by 

U(z; Ii) = F(v'(z; a), vIz; a), z), (2.5) 

where F is such that U satisfies some second-order equation 
of the Painleve type. The only transformation of the type 
(2.5), linear in V',29 preserving the Painleve property is the 
one involving the Riccati equation, i.e., 

( . "') _ v' + av
2 + bv + c 

U z, a - 0 ' 

dv- + ev + f 
(2.6) 

where a, b, ... ,fdepend on z only. Equation (2.6) plays a 
central role in our analysis. 

The algorithm: Given Eq. (2.1) determine a, ... ,fby 
requiring that (2.6) define a one-to-one invertible map be
tween solutions v of (2.1) and solutions U of some second
order equation of the Painleve type. In this process the latter 
equation is completely determined. 

Let us be more specific. Introducing the notation 

J = dv2 + ev + f, Y = av2 + bv + c, (2.7) 

differentiating (2.6), and using (2.1) to replace v" and (2.6) to 
replace v', one obtains 
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Ju' = [PIP - 2dJv - eJ ]U 2 + [ - 2PIJY + JP2 + 2avJ 
+ bJ + 2dvY + eY - (d'V2 + e'v + I')]u 

+ [P l y
2 - P2 Y + P3 - 2avY 

- bY + a'v2 + b 'v + e']. (2.8) 

There are two cases to be distinguished: 
(A) Find a, ... ,fsuch that (2.8) reduces to a linear equa

tion for v, 

A (u', u, z)v + B (u', u, z) = O. (2.9) 

Having determined a, ... ,fupon substitution of v = - B / A 
in (2.6) one determines the equation for u, which is of the 
same type as (2.1) (i.e., it will be one of the fifty equations 
mentioned above). 

(B) Find a, ... ,fsuch that (2.8) reduces to a quadratic 
equation for v, 

A (u', U, Z)V2 + B(u', u, z)v + C(u', u, z) = O. (2.10) 

Then (2.6) yields an equation for u which is quadratic in the 
second derivative. These types of equations, having the Pain
leve property have not previously been considered in the 
literature. 

Note that (i) It turns out that PII-PV admit transforma
tions of both types (A) and (B). However, PVI does not admit 
a transformation of the type (A) above. (ii) Utilizing the way 
that the parameters a enter in the equation for u one can find 
a transformation relating Eq. (2.1) with different a's. (iii) 
When equations (2.9) and/or (2.10) break down (i.e., 
A = B = C = 0), they define one-parameter families of solu
tions of (2.1). Using these solutions and the transformation 
properties of (2.1) new one-parameter families of solutions 
can be obtained. 

These points will be clarified after applying the above 
method to PII. 

III. PAINLEVE II 

In this section we use Painleve II to illustrate: (a) How 
the transformation (2.6) can be used for investigating the 
transformation properties of a given equation. (b) How cer
tain of these transformation properties can be used for ob
taining elementary solutions. 

Note that: (i) Here we look only for transformations of , 

A. Derivation of the above results 

the type (A), i.e., we invoke (2.9). This is only for conve
nience. We stress that transformations of the type (B), [see 
(2.10)] exist for all PII-PVI. In this paper we shall consider 
such transformations by necessity for PVI [since transfor
mations (A) do not exist in this case] and as an aid to the 
reader for PIlI. 

(ii) Painleve and his school found that some of the fifty 
equations mentioned in Sec. I are related to PI-PVI. For 
example equations PXXXIV, PXXXV, PXLV, PXLVI, 
PXL VII of Ref. 1 are related to PII. An exhaustive investi
gation of transformations (A), not only establishes this rela
tionship, but also gives a one-to-one correspondence be
tween PII and each of the above equations. However, here 
we only present the relevant result for PXXXIV and also 
comment on PXXXV. We note that if one is simply interest
ed in finding a transformation mapping PII to PII then any 
of the above transformations may be used. 

Theorem 3.1: Let v(z; a) be a solution of PII 

v" = 2v3 + zv + a. 

Then V(z; a) are also solutions of PII, where 

V(z; a) = - v(z; a); a= - a, 

1 + 2a V(z; a) = - vIz; a) - --:---'---
2v2 + 2v' +z 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

a= a + 1, a=l= - ~. (3.3) 

The case a = - 1/2 is considered in Lemma 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2: Let vIz; a) be a solution of PII and let 

u(z; v) be a solution of 

v + u' - (U')2 
U" + 2u2 - zu + = 0; v = ala + 1). (3.4) 

2u -z 
Then there exists the following one-to-one correspondence 
between solutions of(3.1) and (3.4) 

u' +a 
u = - v' - v2

, V = -- . (3.5) 
2u -z 

Equation (3.4) under the transformation 
w = (u - z/2)1(4a + 1) reduces to PXXXIV of Ref. 1. 

Lemma 3.1: PII admits a one-parameter family of solu
tions characterized by 

v' + v2 + z/2 = 0, (3.6) 

iffa = - 1/2. 

Comparing (3.1) and (2.1) one finds that PI = P2 = 0 andP3 = 2v3 + zv + a. In considering Eq. (2.8) one has to consider 
separately the two cases d = 0, and d =1=0. Here we only consider d = O. Then (2.8) becomes 

u' = - eu + u 2 [ 3aev2 + (2af + 2eb - e')v + (bf + ee - 1') ] 
ev+f 

+ [2( 1 - a2)v3 + (a' - 3ab )v2 + (z + b ' - b 2 - 2ae)v + (a - be + e')] . 
ev+f 

(3.7) 

Our goal now is to choose a, b, e, e, and fin such a way that 
(3.7) becomes a linear equation for v. It is clear that this will 
be the case if each of the above bracketed expressions (i.e., 
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I 
the coefficient of u and the term independent of u) is linear in 
v. Then, it is obvious that a2 = 1 and that also ev + fmust 
divide each numerator appearing in the above brackets. Re-
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quiring this to be the case with e#O, one is led to establish a 
one-to-one correspondence between PH and PXXXV of 
Ref. 1. However, a simpler possible case is e = O. Then, it is 
clear from Eq. (2.6) that one may take, without loss of gener
ality,J = - 1 [the minus sign is only for relating u directly 
to (1.4)] and c = 0, since one can always "absorb" them in u 
by a Mobius transformation. Hence, inserting 
c = d = e = O,J = - 1 in (3.7), this equation reduces to 

u' = (2av + b )u + 3abv2 
- (z + b' - b 2)V - a. (3.8) 

Thus necessarily b = O. Hence, Eqs. (2.6) and (3.8) imply 

(u' + at = v(2au - z), u = - (v' + av2); a2 = 1. (3.9) 

Taking for convenience a = 1 and substituting 
v = (u' + a)l(2u - z) in the above expression for u, Eq. (3.4) 
follows. 

1. a = - 1/2 

The transformation (3.Sb) breaks down iffu = z/2. But 
then a + u' must be zero, or a = - 1/2. (Actually one can 
easily check that u = z/2, a = - 1/2 solve (3.4).) Hence Eq. 
(3.Sa) implies Lemma 3.1. 

2. The transformation from PI! to PI! 

Using the above results (i.e., the results of Theorem 3.2) 
one can easily derive (3.3). The basic idea is to exploit the fact 
that v in (3.4) is quadratic in a. Therefore, there exist two 
values of the parameter a, namely a and - (a + 1), which 
give the same value of v and hence the same value of u, i.e., 
u(z; a) = u(z; - (a + 1)). But then 

V{z; _ (a + 1)) = u'(z; - (a + I)) - (a + 1) 
2u(z; - (a + 1))-z 

u'(z; a) - (a + I) 
2u(z; a) - z 

=v(z;a)- (2a+ 1) 
2u(z;a) -z 

Hence, replacing u by - (v2 + v') and V{z; - (a + 1)) by 
- vIz; (a + 1)), Eq. (3.3) follows. 

B. How to obtain elementary solutions 

The transformations (3.2) and (3.3) can be used to obtain 
all known elementary solutions ofPII. Similarly, one can use 
transformations (3.5) to obtain elementary solutions of Eq. 
(3.4). First note that (3.3), (3.5) imply that 

u(z; - a) = u(z; a - I), (3.10) 

u(z; a + 1) = _ u(z; a) _ 2( u'(z; a) - (a + I) )2. 
2u(z;a) -z 

(3.11) 

1. Rational solutions of PI! 

It is clear that v = 0, a = 0 solve PII. Then using (3.3) 
one can obtain a rational solution of PII for every positive 
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integer 

vIz; 0) = 0, vIz; 1) = 
z 

I 3z2 

v(z;2)=- - --, .... 
z Z3 + 4 

(3.12) 

Then Eq. (3.2) generates a rational solution for every nega
tive integer. 

2. Rational solutions of (3.4) 

u = 0, a = 0 solve Eq. (3.4). Then (3.10) and (3.11) im
ply similar results as (1) above: 

2 
u(z'O)=O u(z'I)= --

, " Z2 ' 

u(z; 2) = _ 6Z(Z3 - 8) , .... 
(Z3 + Z)2 

(3.13) 

Note that the hierarchies of solutions (3.12) and (3.13) are 
related by the transformations (3.5). 

3. Airy type solutions of PII 

Lemma 3.1 implies that vIz; -!) = y'ly is a solution of 
PH where y is any solution of the Airy equation 
y" + (zl2lY = O. One cannot use this solution directly in (3.3) 
to generate new solutions, because in this case (3.3) breaks 
down. The trick is to first use (3.2) and then (3.3). In this way 
one generates the following hierarchy of solutions: 

vIz; -!) =y'ly, v(z;!) = - y'ly, 

vIz; ~) = y'ly - y 2/(2y'2 + zy2), .... 

4. Airy type solutions of (3.4) 

Similarly as above 

(3.14) 

u(z; -!) = z/2, u(z;~) = - 2y'21y 2 - z/2, .... (3.15) 
Remarks: 
1. The results of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 were first 

given in Refs. 14 and 3, respectively. The result of 
Theorem 3.1 was rederived later in Refs. 30 and 31 by 
exploiting the connection with the inverse scattering 
of the KdV equation. 

2. We emphasize that the logical steps used here for (a) 
deriving (3.4) and (3.5), (b) exploiting the quadratic 
dependence of v on a to obtain (3.3), (c) characteriz
ing one-parameter families of solutions of PII when 
the transformation (3.5) breaks down, and (d) gener
ating elementary solutions, remain valid for consid
ering all Painleve equations PII-PVI. 

IV. PAINLEVE '" 
In this section we consider PIlI. Having familiarized 

the reader with our method we now present both types of 
transformations (A) and (B). 

Theorem 4.1: Let vIz; a, /3, r, 0 ) be a solution of PIlI 

" V'2 1, 1 ( 2 /3 1 0 
V =- - -v +- av + )+rv +-. (4.1) 

v z z v 

Then V\z, a, ii, y; 8) are also solutions of PIlI, where 
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viz; a, p, y, 8) = - viz; a, p, y, 15 ); a = - a, p = - p, y = y, 8 = 15, 

v(z;a,p,y,8) = [v(z;a,p,y,t5)]-I; a= -p, p= -a, y= -15, 8= -y, 

__ -_- yl/2 [ 2+P(_t5)1/2+a(y)-1/2 ]. 
viz; a, p, y, 15) = yl/2 V 1 + z(v'/v + yl/2v + (_ t5)1/2/V) _ 1 _ P( _ 15 )-1/2 ' 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4a) 

( 
1/2) 1/2 

a = - [2 + P( - t5)-1/2]y-1/2, P = - [2 + ay-1/2]( - 15)112 ;112' (- 8)1/2 = ( - 15)1/2 ;112 . (4.4b) 

In (4.4) we have assumed that 

y#O and 2 + a(y)-1/2 + P( - 15 )1/2#0. (4.4c) 

If y = 0 then (4.4) is replaced by 

ii(z; a, iJ, 0, 8) = Z v'/v2 - (1 + P( - 15 )1/2)V 
+z( - t5)1/2/V2, (4.5a) 

a= ( - 8 )1/2, iJ = a(2 - P( - 8 )1/2), 8 = - a 2. (4.5b) 

The case 2 + P ( - 8)1/2 + a(y)-I/2 = 0 is considered in 
Lemma 4.1. 

Theorem 4.2: Let viz; a, p, 1,15 )32 be a solution of Pili 
and let w(x; a, p, y, 0) be a solution of PV, 

d 2w = 3w-l (dW)2 _ ~ dw + (W-l)2 
dx2 2w(w - 1) dx x dx x 2 

(
a iJ) (- 8) 1/2w X -w+- + , 
4 4w x 

(4.6a) 

where 

Then there exists the following one to one correspondence 
between solutions of (4.1) and (4.6) 

v'(w - 1) + (w + l)v2 + [~ V + (- t5)1/2](W - 1) = 0, 

(4.7) 

w' a J-l + a-I 
zv = - - + (1 + a - J-l)w - - + . 

w 2 w 
Theorem 4.3: Let viz; a, p, y, 15 ) be a solution of PIli and 

let ¢> (z; p, 0', 7) be a solution of 

(¢" +P¢ + ~r = ~: (¢'2 +p¢ 2 + O'¢ + 7), (4.8a) 

p = 4y1/2( _ 15 )112, 0' = 4[a( - 15)1/2 - p y 1/2], 

7= _4(a+yI/2)[p +(_15)112]. (4.8b) 

Then there exists the following one-to-one correspondence J 

A. Requiring (2.8) to be linear in v 

I 
between solutions of (4.1) and (4.8): 

A. v' ( 8 ) 1/2 
Y- = _ + yl/2v + ...:....-----'-_ 
z V V 

(4.9) 

provided that neither p = 15 = 0, nor a = y = 0, nor 
2 + ay- 1/2 + P ( - 15 ) - 1/2 = O. These exceptional cases are 
considered below. 

Lemma 4.1: PIlI admits a one-parameter family of so
lutions characterized by 

(1 - ay- 1/2)/Z = v' /v + yl/2v + ( - 15) 1I2/V, (4.10) 

iff 

2 + ay-1/2 +P( - 8)-1/2 = O. 
Lemma 4.2: The general solution of PIli in the case that 

p = 8 = 0 is given by 

¢' f d¢ v = . = In z + C2, 
y1/2¢> + a + y1/2' ¢ 2/2 + ¢ + CI 

(4.11) 

where CI , C2 are arbitrary constants. 
Using (4.3) similar results are obtained for the case that 

a=y=O. 
Remarks: 
1. The results of Theorem 4.2 and the above lemma's 

were first given in Refs. 15, 11, and 33, respectively. 
2. One can clearly combine the transformations (4.2)

(4.4) to obtain new transformations. For example, 
combining (4.3) and (4.4) one can derive the corre
sponding result of Ref. 15. Also note that a finite 
number of products of (4.2) and (4.3) yields the 
identity. 

3. Elementary solutions of PIlI can be derived in the 
same manner as in PII. 

Derivation of the above results: In this case PI = lIv, 
P2 = - liz, P3 = (lIz)(av2 + P) + yv3 + t5!v. Thus the co
efficient of u2 in (2.8) is - (dv2 + f)/v. 

Then the above coefficient of u2 implies that either d = 0 or f = O. In what follows we shall consider only the casef = O. 
(The result of Ref. 15 is derivable by considering the case d = 0). Withf = 0 Eq. (2.8) becomes 

'=(-d) 2+ [2adv
3
+(bd+ea-d'-dZ- I)v2-(e'+ez- l)v-ec] [] u vu 2 u+ ... , 

dv +ev 
(4.12) 

where the last bracket is independent of u. The coefficient of 
u in the above will be linear in v iff dv2 + ev is a root of the 
numerator. This implies that e = O. Then, without loss of 
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, 
generality, we can take d = 1 and a = 0, since one can al
ways "absorb" them in u with the aid of a Mobius transfor
mation. If e = a = 0 and d = 1 then the term in (4.12) inde-
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pendent of u is linear in v iff e2 + 8 = 0 and 
b = - rp + e)/cz. Thus, with the above choices of a, ... ,f 
Eqs. (2.6) and (4.12) yield 

u = ~ +.k. + ..:..-; e = ( _ 8)1/2, b = _ (P + e) 
~ v ~ cz 

(4.13) 

u' + (Z-I - b )u - az- I 
v = 2' 

y-u 
(4.14) 

Substituting (4.14) into (4.13) one obtains an equation for u, 
namely, 

u" = UU,2/(U2 - y) + .... (4.15) 

It is then clear that y = 0 is of special interest. 
1.y=0 

Then (4.15) becomes 

" U,2 u' a 2 a ( e - P) 2 
U =- - - - -+- 1 +-- +eu. 

u z Z2U Z2 e 

Let u = !!: to obtain 
z 

_II V,2 v' V 2 ( e - P) a 2 

v =-=- - -+e-+a 1 +-- - '7.(4.16) 
v z z e v 

Equations (4.13) (with u = viz) and (4.16) imply (4.5). 
2. y#O 

Without loss of generality take y = 1. Equation (4.15) 
must be, within a Mobius transformation, one of the fifty 
equations mentioned in the introduction. Thus let 
u = (Aw + B )f(Cw + D) to transform (4.15) to 

" [2C (Aw + B )(AD - CB) ] ,2 

w = + [(Aw +Bf _ y(Cw +D)2](CW +D) w + .... 
(4.17) 

Hence, if A = B = z and D = - C = 1 then 
wIt = (1!2w - l!(w - l))w,2 + .... Therefore, under the 
transformation 

u = - (w + 1)/(w - 1) 

Eq. (4.15) becomes 

(4.18) 

" (3w - 1) ,2 1 , (w - 1)2 (_ iJ) w = w - - w + aw + -
2w(w-l) Z Z2 w 
+ 2cw, (4.19) 

where "ii, iJ are defined in (4.6b). Letting z = (2x)1/2 in (4.19) 
and using (4.18) in (4.13) and (4.15) the result of Theorem 4.2 
follows. 

3. 2 + f3( - 8) 112 - ay - 112 = 0 

The transformation (4.14) breaks down iff u = y1/2. 
Then u' + (Z-I - b )u - az- I must be zero when u = y1l2. 
This implies 2 + P ( - 8 )1/2 - ay-1I2 = O. Hence, using 
(4.13) one obtains the result of Lemma 4.1. 

Using Theorem 4.2 one can obtain (4.4) in a similar way 
as in obtaining the corresponding result for PII. However, 
we choose to obtain (4.4) using Theorem 4.3, which is now 
derived. 

B. Requiring (2.8) to be quadratic in v 

Take, for example, d = f = O. (We remind the reader 
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that our investigation is not exhaustive.) Then, without loss 
of generality, b = 0 and e = 1. Hence, (2.8) becomes 

u'=u2[av
2
-z;lv - e ]+[ ]u+[]. 

The two brackets [ ], in the above equation contain v quadra
tically iff 

(4.20) 

Therefore, with the above choices of a, ... ,fEqs. (2.6) and 
(2.8) yield 

¢J /z = v'/v + yl/2v + ( - 8)1/2/V, (4.21) 

(y1l2 + a + y1/2¢J )v2 - ¢J'v + rp + ( - 8 )1/2 - ( - 8 )1/2¢J) 

= 0, (4.22) 

where we have used for convenience the substitution 
u = ¢J /z. Equation (4.22) yields 

¢J'+..1 1/2 
v - ..1 = ¢J '2 + P¢J 2 + (T¢J + T. 

- 2(yI/2¢J + a + y1l2) , 
(4.23) 

where p, a, T are defined in (4.8b). Noting that..1 ' = 2¢J , n, 
where 

(4.24) 

and substituting (4.22) into (4.21) one obtains an equation for 
¢J. This equation, using the fact that 

P¢J 2 + a¢J + T = 4(yI/2¢J + a + y1/2) 
x[( -8)1/2¢J _p_ (_8)1/2], 

takes the form (..1 1/2 + ¢J ')(..1 1/2¢J /z - n) = 0, which 
implies 

..1 1/2¢J /z = n. (4.25) 

Therefore, the transformations (4.21) and (4.23) relate PIlI 
and Eq. (4.25). Using (4.25) in (4.23) one obtains the result of 
Theorem 4.3. 
1. P = 8 = 0 

Then, using (4.21), (4.23), and (4.25) (where we pick the 
positive root of..1 1/2) we have 

1..-=~+yI/2v, V= ¢J' , 
z v y1/2¢J + a + y1l2 

¢J "- ¢J¢J' = o. (4.26) 
z 

However, the equation for ¢J is now very simple and it can be 
immediately integrated to z¢J , = ¢J 2/2 + ¢J + e I' Thus 
Lemma 4.2 immediately follows. 
2.2+ay-112+P(-8)-112=O 

The transformation (4.23) breaks down iff 
y1/2¢J + a + yl/2 = O. But then ¢J' +..1 112 = 0 which 
implies 2 + ay-1/2 +P( - 8 )-112 = O. Then, using Eq. 
(4.21) the result of Lemma 4.1 is again derived. 

3. The transformation from Pili to Pili 

This transformation is easily obtained by finding two 
sets of I a, p, y, /) J which give the same values for p, (T, T. 

Solving the equations defining p, (T, T for a, p, 8 (keeping y 
fixed) one finds 
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( - 8)112 = ~ (fj-1/2, iJ = [ii\ - 8)112 - :]( fj-1/2, 

a= ~ [!!... _ P- ± (~ _ rp)I12]( fj1/2. (4.27) 
P 4 2 16 4 

However, using the definitions of p, cr, r it follows that 

~/16 - rpl4 = [at - {j )112 + /3y1l2 + 2y1/2( _ {j )112]2. 

Using the positive root of (4.27) one finds the trivial result 

a = a(Y1/2IyI/2), iJ = /3 (y1/2 l y I/2), 

( _ 8)1/2 = ( _ {j )1/2(yI/2Iy I/2). 

However, using the negative root, one obtains the expres
sions for a, iJ, y appearing in (4.4b). Then using 

_ ¢' + ,.:11/2 V(yI/2¢ + a + y1/2) 
V = = ~:-:::-'----~:-," 

2( y1/2¢ + a + y1/2) y1/2¢ + a + yl/2 

and replacing ¢ by (4.21), Eqs. (4.4) follow. 

V. PAINLEVE IV AND V 

Using our method one can easily find transformations 
which map PIV and PV to themselves, but with different 
values of the parameters. These transformations were first 
given in Refs. 16 and 17, respectively. Here, for complete
ness, we give these transformations and advise the interested 

I 

reader to derive them himself as a simple exercise of our 
method. 

Theorem 5.1: Let viz; a, {3 ) be a solutions of PIV 

V'2 3 
v" = - + - v3 + 4zv2 + 2(Z2 - a)v + {3v- l . (5.1) 

2v 2 
Then ~z; a,iJ) is also a solution of PI V, where 

_ v'-v2-2zv-(_2{3)1/2 
V= . 

2v ' 

a= ! [2 - 2a + 3( - 2(3)1/2], 

/3 = - - 1 + a + -'---'--'--- 1 [ (_2{3)1/2]2 
22' 

(5.2) 

provided that 

1 + a + (- 2/3)112/2=1=0. (5.3) 

Theorem 5.2: Let viz; a, /3, y, {j ) be a solution of PV 

" 3v - 1 ,2 1, a ( 1)2 V = V - -v +-vv-
2v(v - 1) Z Z2 

/3 (v - If y {jv(v + 1) (5.4) +- +-v+ . 
Z2 V z v-I 

Then ~z; a, iJ, y, 8) is also a solution ofPV, where 

2( - 28 )1/2ZV 
V= 1 - (5.5a) 

zv' - (2a)IIV + [(2a)1/2 - (_ 2(3)1/2 + (- 2{j)1/2Z]V + (_ 2(3)1I2 ' 

a = - _1_ [y + ( _ 2{j )1/2(1 _ ( _ 2(3)1/2 _ (2a)1/2W iJ = _1_ [y - ( _ 28 )112(1 _ ( _ 2{3 )112 + ( _ 2{j )1/2Z)]2 
168 ' 168 ' 

y = (_ 28 )1/2[( - 2(3)1/2 - (2a)1/2], 8 = {j, 

provided that {j =1= 0 and 

( - 2{j )1I2[ 1 - ( - 2{3 )1/2 - (2a)1/2] =l=y. (5.6) 

Remarks: 
1. One can easily find Lie-point discrete symmetries of 

the above equations. For example, if viz; a, /3, y, {j ) 
solves PV then v = V-I(Z; - {3, - a, - y, {j) also 
solves PV. 

2. When the above transformations break down, i.e., 
when (5.3) and/or (5.6) are violated then PIV and/or 
PV, just as for PH and PIlI, admit one-parameter 
families of solutions. 

3. Elementary solutions of the above equations can be 
derived in a similar manner as in PII. 

VI. PAINLEVE VI 

Theorem 6.1: Let viz; a, {3, y, 0) be a solution of PVI: 

V =- -+--+-- v " 1 ( 1 1 1) ,2 

2 v v-I v-z 

_ (~+_I_+_I_)v' + v(v -1)(v -z) 
z z - 1 v - Z Z2(Z - W 

X a+-+ + . [ 
/3z y(z - 1) &(z - 1) ] 

v2 (v - If (v - zf 
(6.1) 
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I 
Then ~z; a, iJ, y, 8) are also solutions ofPVI, where 

~z; a, iJ, y, 8) = zv( liz; a, {3, y, {j); 

a = a, iJ = {3, y = - {j + ~, 6 = - y + !, 
~z; a, iJ, y, 8) = 1 - v(1 - z; a, /3, y, {j); 

a = a, iJ = - y, y = - /3, 6 = {j, 

~z;a,iJ,y,8)= 1-(I-z)v(lI(l-z);a,{3,y,8); 

a = a, iJ = {j - !, y = - /3, 8 = - y + !, 
v=v+2((z+ l)v-2z) 

X (_ 2z(z - 1) ~ + (z - 1 )1 _ (z + 1)) - I; 
K 1fJ KlfJ 

a= Hi - 2{3)1I2 _1]2,iJ= - H(2a)1/2 + 1]2, 

Y = y + K1114, 8 = {j + K1114. 

In (6.5) 1fJ, I, K,11 are defined by 

"" v' (A - K - 1) (A + K + 1)z 
'¥ = Z - + v + -'-------'-

v 2(z - 1) 2(z - 1) v 

(5.5b) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

_ ~(z+l) _(~+~), (6.6) 
2 (z - 1) 2 4 

I ~ 1fJ 2 + ~ 1fJ + v (6.7) 
• 2 ' 

K = (- 2(3)1/2 - (2a)1/2 - 1, A = (_ 2{3)1I2 + (2a)1/2, 
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11 = : (+ - l' - 0). V = 20 - I + (~ + ; Y.(6.8) 

In (6.5) we have assumed that 

cf> #0, K#O, v#O. (6.9) 

Theorem 6.2: Let vIz; a, /3, 1',0) be a solution ofPVI and 
let cf> (z; K2, ..1.,11, v) be a solution of 

(z - 1)2il 2 = J, (cf>'2 + 12 - K2cf> 2) I/! 2, (6.10) 
z- z(z - 1)2 

where 

il":'" cf>" (3z - I)cf>' 2cf>I + 111/2 - cf>~ 
"7" + + 2' 2z(z - I) z(z - I) 

• 11 A 
I/! =;= (z + I)cf> + 4(z + I) + T(z - I), (6.11) 

and I, K, A, 11, and v are defined by (6.7) and (6.8). The Eqs. 
(6.6) and (6.12) below express a one-to-one correspondence 
between solutions of (6.1) and (6.10) 

v = (- (z + 1) cf>' + 2K cf> _ (z _ If il) 
z z(z - 1) I/! 

( 
2cf>' I K(Z + 1)cf»-1 

X - --+-+ . 
z Z2 z2(z_l) 

(6.12) 

We have assumed that (6.9) is valid. 
Lemma 3.1: PVI admits a one-parameter family of so

lutions characterized by 

I (A - K - 1) 2 [A (z + 1) 1 11 ] zv + v - ---+-+- v 
2(z - 1) 2 (z - 1) 2 4 

+ (A +K+ 1)z =0, (6.13) 
2(z - 1) 

iff v = 0, K#O. 

This result, which is an immediate consequence of theorem 
6.2, was first given in Ref. 18. Note that if 

v = _ 2z(z - I) w', (6.14) 
A-K-l w 

then w satisfies a certain hypergeometric equation. 

A. Derivation of the above results 

In deriving the above results we follow the same logical 
steps as with PIlI. 
1. The transformation from PVI to (6.10) 

In this case the coefficient of u2 in (2.8) is 

(3/2 v
2 

- (z + l)v + z/2) J2 _ 2dvJ _ eJ. 
v(v - l)(v - z) 

Therefore, it is impossible to choose a, ... ,fin such a way that 
(2.8) reduces to a linear equation for v. However, by choosing 
d = f = 0, and then (without loss of generality) e = I, b = 0, 
Eq. (2.8) reduces to a quadratic equation for v iff 

a = (2a)1/2/z(z - I), 

e = ( - 2{3)1/2/(Z - I). (6.15) 

Then (2.6) and (2.8) become 
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v' + av2 - uv + c = 0, 

Au2 + Bv + C = 0, 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

where A, B, C are known functions of u I, U, z. Equation (6.17) 
may be simplified if one uses the transformation 

¢ i A 

U=-+--+ 11 ; 
z z - I z(z - I) 

i= _ (a+(2a)1/2+/3+y+o) 
K 

(6.18) 

where K and A are defined in (6.8). Replacing u in terms of ¢ 
in (6.16) and (6.17) one obtains 

1/2 A 

v' + (2a) v2 _ (t. + _..1._ + fi )v 
z(z - I) z z - I z(z - I) 

( - 2/3 )1/2 
+ = 0, (6.19) 

z-I 

Av2 + Bv + C = 0, 

where 

A = _ L + _1_ (I + K(Z + I) ¢), 
Z 2Z2 (z - I) 

B = (z + I) ¢ I _ 2K¢ 
Z z(z - I) 

C = - 2¢ I + K(Z + I) ¢ _ Az 
z(z- I) 

(6.20a) 

(6.20b) 

and I is defined by (6.7). Equations (6.19) and (6.20) are the 
analogues of Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22). Equation (6.20) yields 

V=(-B+ (z-I) LlI/2),/2A; Ll =¢'2+ I2_K2¢2 
Z 'j' z(z - W 

Substituting (6.21) into (6.19) one obtains 
Ll 1/2 

---I/! +il =0, 
z(z - I) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

where I/! and il are defined by (6.11). (In obtaining this equa
tion it is crucial to note that A and 12 - K2cf> 2 are common 
factors.) Therefore, the transformations (6.19) and (6.21) de
fine a one-to-one correspondence between PVI and (6.22). 
Note that the two different branches of Ll l

/
2 in (6.21) corre

spond to the two different branches of Ll 1/2 in (6.22). If one 
wants to get rid of the square root in (6.22), one may replace 
Ll 1/2 in(6.21) by - z(z - I)il /I/!. Then (6.21) becomes (6.12), 
and using (6.12) in (6.22), Eq. (6.10) follows. 
2. v=O 

The transformation (6.21) breaks down iff A = 0. It 
then follows (requiring that - B + (z - 1)Ll 1/2 /z is also 
zero) that ¢ = ° and v = 0. Hence, substituting ¢ = 0, v = ° 
in (6.19), Lemma 6.1 follows. 
3. The transformation from PVI to PVI 

The trick again is to find two sets of parameters [a, /3, 1', 
8 ) and [a, g, y, 8 J which give rise to the same K2, A, 11, v. 
Hence it is c1ear that if the set [a,/3, 1',8 J corresponds tOK,A, 
11, v then the set [ a, iJ, y, 8) must correspond to - K, ..1.,11, v. 
Thus 
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- v 1 
8 =-+--

2 2 

v 1 =-+-
2 2 

= 8 + KIL . 
4 

~(~+~)2 + KIL 
2 4 2 4 

Similarly for r. Also solving the equations 
(- 2iJ)1/2 + (2a)1/2 = (_ 2f3)1/2 + (2a)1/2 and 

(6.23) 

(- 2iJ)1!2 - (2a)1/2 - 1 = - (- 2f3)1/2 + (2a)1/2 + 1, one 
obtains (2a)1!2 = - 1 + (- 2f3)1/2 and 
( - 2iJ)1/2 ="1 + (2a)1!2. Finally, using (6. 12) with v replaced 
by iiand K by - K, one obtains (6.5a). 

B. How to obtain elementary solutions 

Using Theorem 6.1, one may obtain infinite hierarchies 
of elementary solutions of PVI. As with PII, it is important 
to notice that if one starts with the solution v characterized 
by Lemma 6.1, one cannot use (6.5a) directly [since in this 
case (6.5a) breaks down]; one must first use a Lie-point dis
crete symmetry to obtain a new solution v and then use 
(6.5a). We also note that the Lie-point symmetry (6.2) cannot 
be used, because for this symmetry v = v (hence if v = 0, 
v = 0). If one uses instead the Lie-point symmetry (6.4) one 
has the following result: 

Lemma 6.2: Let viz; a, /3, y, 8) be the one-parameter 
family of solutions of(6.13), whereK, ...t,1L are defined by (6.8) 
anq v = 0. Use the transformation (6.4) to evaluate viz; a, p, 
y,8 ). Then apply to this solution the transformation (6.5a) to 
obtain a new one-parameter family of solutions ii of PVI, 
with parameters 

- IIfJ~ 2 - 1", 2 a = - I - 1), f3 = - -{a I + 1) , 
2 2 

Kj1 - " Kj1 
r=Y+4' 8=8 +4' (6.24a) 

where 

a = a, p = 8 -!, Y = - /3, g = - y + !, 
and 

(6.24b) 

Example 6.1: The solution of Eq. (6.13) is in general 
expressible in terms of the hypergeometric functions. Hence, 
using the above lemma one can obtain an infinite hierarchy 
of one-parameter family of solutions of PVI, all of which are 
related [through the repeated application of (6.5a)] to these 
hypergeometric functions. However, for some special 
choices of the parameters a, /3, y, 8 Eq. (6.13) becomes very 
simple. In this case one may, for example, derive infinite 
hierarchies of rational solutions. Let us make such a choice 
in order to illustrate our results. Let a = /3 = 0, y = 1/2, 
{j = - 3/2. Then, using (6.8), K = - 1,...t = 0, IL = - 6, 
v = O. Therefore, since v = 0, PVI must admit a one-param
eter family of solutions characterized by (6.13). Actually in 
this case (6.13) reduces to zv' + v = ° and hence v = T/Z, T 

some arbitrary constant. Now starting with 

v = r/z; a = /3 = 0, y = 112,8 = - 3/2 (6.25) 
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in (6.4), one finds 

v = I - r( 1 - Z)2; a = Y = 5 = 0, r3 = - 2. (6.26) 

Then, using (6.8), either 

K = 1, i = 2, j1 = 2, v = 0 

or 

K = - 3, i = - 2, j1 = - 2/3, v = 16/9. 

The first choice used in (6.13) rederives v; however, the sec
ond choice [used in (6.5)] yields 

_ z(rz2 - 2rz + r - 1) 
V= . 

2rz3 
- 3rz2 + 1" - 1 ' 

_9/3- 1 - 1
8
- 1 

a=2' = - 2' Y=2' =2' (6.27) 

One can verify directly that the functions v, v, and ii, as de" 
fined by Eqs. (6.25), (6.26), and (6.27), respectively, satisfy 
PVI. 

Remarks 
(1) The transformation (6.4) is the product of the trans

formations (6.2) and (6.3). Similarly, one can obtain a 
transformation as the product of(6.3) and (6.2). 

(2) It is worth noting that one cannot use just the Lie
point discrete symmetries [i.e., Eqs. (6.2)-(6.4)] to 
generate an infinite hierarchy of exact solutions. 
This, which is consistent with Ref. 28, follows from 
the fact that a finite number of products of these 
transformations yields the identity. For example, 
one obtains the identity after repeating the applica
tion of (6.4) three times. 
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In this note we ask for the classes of equations of the second order which can be transformed into 
the heat equation u, = uxx ' To give a partial answer to the question we express the heat equation 
by differential forms and prolong it by the Estabrook-Wahlquist method. This is motivated by the 
fact that our analysis is based upon conservation laws for which ideals of differential forms are a 
very suitable framework. Necessary conditions are derived for deciding whether a given equation 
can be transformed by some invertible point transformation into the heat equation or into its 
prolongation. In particular, the prolongation method enables us to understand the connection of 
various equations to the heat equation. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 02.30.Qy, 02.40.Vh 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of transformation of equations has become a 
fundamental tool in the study of nonlinear equations. Lie 
groups of point transformations have been used traditionally 
for generating solutions from known ones. A prominent ex
ample for the generation of solutions by Backlund transfor
mations is the sine-Gordon equation. Famous examples for 
Backlund transformations connecting different equations 
are furnished by Miura's transformation connecting the 
Korteweg-de Vries with the modified Korteweg-de Vries 
equation and by the Cole-Hopf transformation linearizing 
Burgers equation. 

More recently several efforts have been undertaken for 
transforming nonlinear equations into linear ones. We men
tion the work of Flato and Simon (see for example Ref. 1) on 
nonlinear representation theory to which the work of Ander
son, Hamad, and Winternitz on nonlinear superposition 
principles seems to be related. See for example Ref. 2. 

A different approach has been undertaken by BIuman3 

and BIuman and Kumei.4 They obtained the following con
dition: If the equation under consideration has an invariance 
generator involving an arbitrary solution of some linear 
equation as well as a certain contact transformation then the 
equation is linearizable. This is derived from the fact that 
invariance properties are injected from one equation into 
another by one-to-one mappings. Examples of this are found 
also in Ref. 5. 

The purpose of this paper is as follows. We know of 
various second order equations such as Fokker-Planck 
equations, Burgers', and further remarkable nonlinear equa
tions like u, = (u- 2ux )x being transformable to the heat 
equation. Therefore, we aim to obtain all equations in equiv
alence with the heat equation from a unified point of view. 
The following analysis will be concerned with conservation 
laws while group properties will not appear in our approach. 

The heat equation can be expressed by a contact form 
and a closed two-form representing a conservation law. This 
is not unique since the heat equation possesses many conser
vation laws. The heat equation can also be expressed by se
veral contact forms and prolongation forms obtained by the 
Estabrook-Wahlquist method.6 The prolongation forms, 

being pseudopotentials, will then be understood as conserva
tion laws while the heat equation itself appears as integrabi
lity or closure condition. 

An equation is called equivalent to the heat equation if 
it is represented by an ideal of differential forms which can be 
mapped into the ideal of the heat equation or into its prolon
gation by an invertible contact transformation. The fact that 
conservation laws are transformed into conservation laws by 
contact transformations whereas contact conditions are pre
served provides us with criteria for equivalence. 

2. EXTENDED POINT TRANSFORMATIONS 

In this section we shall briefly describe the most impor
tant properties of contact transformations which can be 
found in Ref. 7 where emphasis is made on groups of contact 
transformations. A concise summary is also given in Ref. 4. 
When the number of the dependent variables is greater than 
one, there will be no other contact transformation than ex
tended point transformations. We shall therefore restrict 
ourselves from the beginning to point transformations. 

Consider the spaces of variables 

s = !zlz = (x,t,u', ... ,un)j 

and 

S= !ZIZ=(X,T,U', ... ,un)). 

We shall study transformations 

K:s_S 

given by 

X=X(z), T= T(z), U i = [ji(Z). 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Let us separate the variables into dependent and indepen
dent ones. This enables us to extend the spaces sand S to s E 

and SE by introducing the derivatives 

u~,u~, 

and 

U~,U~. 

We endow the extended spaces with the contact forms 

(2.3) 
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and 

{} 1= dUI - U'xdX - UlrdT. (2.4) 

Now we have to answer two questions. How are derivatives 
transformed and what happens to contact forms under (2.2)? 
First of all, a vector valued function 

u(x,t) = (ul(x,t ), ... ,un(x,t)), 

is transformed into 

U(X,T) = (U1(X,T), ... ,Un(X,T)), 

where 

and 

UI(X,T) = UI(X,t,U(x,t)), 

x = X(x,t,u(x,t )), 

T = T(x,t,u(x,t )). 

From differentiating (2.5a) we obtain 

Dx U I 
= U'xDx X + UITDx T, 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

Dt U
i = U'xD,X + U~rDt T (2.6) 

where (2.5b,c) has been used and the operators of total differ-
entiation: 

Dx = a/ax + u~a/aui, 
D, = a/at + u;a/aui. 

Assuming that the determinant 

D = DxXDt T - DtX·Dx T 

does not vanish, we obtain from (2.6) the transformation of 
the derivatives 

U'x = (Dt T·Dx U
I - Dx T·D, UVD, 

Ulr = ( - D,X.Dx iF + DxX.Dt UVD. (2.7) 

The point transformation K has now been extended to a 
transformation between the extended spaces SE and SE' In 
what follows we shall not distinguish between K and its ex
tension. The extended transformation will respect the con
tact conditions. This can be seen as follows. Application of 
the pull-back mapping K * to the contact form {} I yields 

K *f{) i) = (U~ - U'xXu' - U'rTu' )u/ (2.8) 

Thus if a mapping i annuls the contact forms u/ then Koi will 
annul the contact forms {} I. 

3. CONSERVATION LAWS AND THE ESTABROOK
WAHLQUIST PROLONGATION OF THE HEAT 
EQUATION 

First of all we shall formulate the heat equation as an 
ideal of differential forms on the manifold S E generated by 

du A dx + dux A dt, (3.la) 

and the contact form 

du - u, dx - Ut dt. (3.1b) 

An embedding i of a two-dimensional submanifold into S E is 
called a solution of (3.1a,b) if these forms are annulled by i*. 
Embeddings i coincide with solutions of 

U t = U xx (3.2) 
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when functional independence of xoi and toi is imposed, see 
Ref. 5. 

By a conservation law of (3.1) or (3.2) we understand a 
one-form on S E 

w = f dx + g dt (3.3) 

whose exterior derivative dw is annulled by an embedding i 
whenever i annuls (3.la,b). In particular one-forms whose 
exterior derivatives lie in the ideal generated by (3.la,b) are 
conservation laws. 

The heat equation has the following conservation laws: 

pu dx + (pux - Pxu)dt (3.4) 

and 

pUx dx + (pUt - Pxux)dt, (3.5) 

where p(x,t) satisfies the adjoint equation 

Pt = -- Pxx' (3.6) 

As far as I know these are the only conservation laws of 
(3.la,b) on SE' (Polynomial conservation laws such as are 
known for equations of Korteweg-de Vries type cannot ex
ist, see Ref. 8). Some solutions of(3.6) are furnished by the so 
called heat polynomials 

Pn(x,t)=(x-2ta/ax)"ol, n=O,l,.··. 

Instead of(3.la) we could have used the exterior derivative of 
any conservation law for the formulation of the heat equa
tion by forms. 

The use of adjoint equations for obtaining conservation 
laws can be generalized to arbitrary linear equations. For 
example the equation 

u, = auxx + bux + cu 

has the following conservation law: 

pu dx + (apux + (bp - (ap)x)u)dt, 

if p satisfies 

Pt = - (ap)xx + (bp)x - cpo 

The analysis of the following sections is therefore not limited 
to the heat equation. 

In order to obtain further conservation laws, we shall 
submit the heat equation to the Estabrook-Wahlquist pro
longation procedure. 6 A similar prolongation for Burgers' 
equation is carried out in Ref. 9 where, however, forms are 
not used. Upon introducing new variablesyk we prolong the 
ideal (3.la,b) to 

du A dx + dux A dt, 

dyk - A kdx - B kdt, 

du - uxdx - utdt, 

d.l- y;dx - y7dt, 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

(3.7c) 

(3.7d) 

(k being undetermined). Following Estabrook-Wahlquist6 

we require dependence of A k and B k upon U'U x and the new 
variables yk. Then we particularize A k and B k so that the 
exterior derivative of (3. 7b) lies in the prolonged ideal, i.e., 
(3.7b) is a conservation law. After obvious calculations 
which proceed in analogy to those given in Ref. 9 we obtain 
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A k =A ~(y) +A ~(y)u, 

Bk =A ~(y) -A ;(y)u +A ~(y)ux' (3.8) 

where the following commutation relations must be satis
fied: 

[A t,A3] = 0, [A 2,A4] = 0, 

[At,A2] = [At,A4]' 

[A t,A2] = A4· 

The commutator of A, and Aj is defined by 

[A,A] k = AhA k _ AhA k . 
I J I iv 1 ly 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

(3.9c) 

In what follows theA, will be assumed to be scalar functions, 
i.e., k = 1, whereby equations (3.9) become solvable. 

From (3.9a) it follows that 

A3 = cA l> A4 = eA2, c,e = constant. 

(3. 9b) then leads to 

c= -e, 

and (3.9c) to 

-A; +AiAtlA2=e. (3.10) 

If A t and A2 are determined according to (3.10) we have a 
two-dimensional Lie algebra satisfying the commution rela
tions (3.9). By inserting the algebra into (3.8) we obtain 

A =At +A(!u, 

B = - eAt - eA2u +A2ux' 

Let us introduce the prolonged space 

sp = [zplzp = (x,t,u,ux,u"y,yx,y,)j. 

The heat equation can now be expressed on sp by 

(Yx -A)dx+(y, -B)dt, 

du - Ux dx - u, dt, 

and 

dy - yxdx - y,dt, 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

since by annulling (3.12) by an embedding ithe heat equation 
is given back as integrability condition. More precisely, the 
differential system expressed by (3.12) is 

Yx =A, 

y, =B, 

u, = Uxx ' 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

(3.13c) 

Here the close relationship between prolongation and 
searching for Backlund transformations becomes evident, 
see Refs. 6,9. Equations (3. 13a,b) can be considered as a 
Backlund transformation with (3.13c) as integrability condi
tion. 

4. EQUIVALENCE OF EQUATIONS TO THE 
NONPROLONGED HEAT EQUATION 

Let us be given a second order equation in the space S E 

and the heat equation in the space S E 

(4.1) 

Following BIuman and Kumei4 we shall call both equations 
equivalent if their solutions are in one-to-one correspon-
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dence by an invertible point transformation (2.2): 

K:s-+S. 

We shall now derive conditions for equivalence. Let us as
sume that both equations were given by differential forms. 
Then a solution i of the equation under consideration is 
mapped into a solution Koi of (4.1). By (Koi)* = i*oK * it 
follows that a solution i of the equation we are looking for 
will annul the forms 

K *(dU 1\ dX + dUx 1\ dT) 

K*(dU - UxdX - UTdT). 

[Here K means the extended transformation (2.7)]. 
Equation (4.2a) is the exterior derivative of 

K*(UdX + UxdT), 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

being a one-form on SE while (4.2b) will be annuled by i 
whenever i annuls the contact form 

w = du - uxdx - u,dt, 

see (2.8). 
This leads us to describe the class of equations in equiv

alence with (4.1) by a closed two form, i.e., a conservation 
law dw t and the contact form w. Conversely we obtain by 
analoguous reasonings, that a solution i of the heat equation 
must annul 

(K - t)*dw t = d((K - t)*wt). 

This means that (K - t)*wt is a conservation law of the heat 
equation (4.1). Therefore, we obtain the equivalent equation 
as 

dw t = d (fdx + g dt), 

w = du - uxdx - u,dt. (4.3) 

A sufficient condition for equivalence can be formulated 
now by using the conservation laws (3.4) and (3.5). We must 
have 

or 

(K - t)*wt = pUx dX + (pUT - PxUx)dT 

meaning that 

w t =K*(pUdX+(pUx -Px U )d7) 

or 

w t =K*(pUx dX + (pUT -PxUx)d7). 

By applying K * to a conservation law 

(K -t)*wt = FdX + GdT 

we obtain keeping the contact condition in mind 

K *(F dX + G dT) = (F(K )DxX + G (K )Dx T)dx 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

+ (F(K)D,X + G(K)D,T)dt. 

[Here F (K) stands for the mapping composed of K and F, 
etc.]. Therefore, equivalence of (4.3) to the heat equation now 
means that 

f=F(K)DxX + G(K)DxT, 

g=F(K)D,X + G(K)D,T, (4.5) 

where F and G are given by some conservation law (4.4a,b) 
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andp solves 

PT = -Pxx· 

To sum up, we have obtained the following condition 
for equivalence. An equation given by (4.3) is equivalent to 
the heat equation if there exists some conservation law and 
an invertible point transformation such that (4.5) holds. On 
the other hand, (4.5) can be used to determine wide classes 
being in equivalance with the heat equation. 

Example 1: we use (4.4a) withp = 1, i.e., 

F= U, G= UX' 

Consider the transformation 

X = xexp(t ), T = exp(2t )/2, U = uexp( - t), 

and extend it according to (2.8). Then (4.5) yields 

/=u, g=ux +xu, 

giving the Fokker-Planck equation 

u, = Uxx + (xu)x 

as an equivalent equation. 
Example 2: We use (4.4b) withp = X. This means 

F=XUx , G=XUr - UX' 

Let us try the transformation 

X=u, T=t, U=x. 

Equation (4.5) together with (2.7) then gives 

/=u, g=(-l/ux )' 

whereby 

becomes equivalent to the heat equation. 

5. EQUIVALENCE OF EQUATIONS TO THE 
PROLONGED HEAT EQUATION 

Let us consider the prolonged heat equation in the space 
SE yielding 

(Yx -A )dX + (Yr - B)dT, 

dU - Ux dX - U1' dT, 

dY- YxdX- YrdT. 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

(5.1c) 

By (5.1) we express the differential equation, see (3.12), 

Yx =A, 

Yr=B, (5.2) 

UI' = Uxx ' 

Let us now find equations in equivalence with (5.2) by the 
same procedure as in the foregoing section. Here, however 
the only conservation law at hand is given by (5.la). We con
sider a one-to-one point transformation K given by (2.2) with 
u I = u, u2 = y. Next, we apply the pullback K * to the con
servation law (S.la) of (5.2). To the form thus obtained, we 
add the contact forms on SE obtaining an equation given by 
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K*((Yx -A )dX + (Yr -B)dT), 

du - U x dx - u, dt, 

dy - Yx dx - y, dt. 
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(5.3) 

Let Ux(K),Ur(K),Yx(K) and Yr(K) be given by (2.7) then 
we obtain for (5.3) 

((Yx(K) - A (K))DxX + (Yr(K) - B(K))Dx T)dx 

+ ((Yx(K) -A (K))D,X + (YT(K) -B(K))D,T)dt, 
(5.4) 

du - uxdx - u, dt, dy - yxdx - y, dt. 

Solutions of(5.l) and (5.4) are now in one-to-one correspon
dence by K. Stated otherwise, solutions of(5.2) are in one-to
one correspondence with the solutions of the equation 

(Yx(K) -A (K))Dx X + (YT(K) - B(K))DxT= 0, 
(5.5a) 

(Yx(K) -A (K))D, X + (Yr(K) -B(K))D,T=O, 
(5.5b) 

and its integrability condition. Equations (5.5a,b) can again 
be used for deriving classes of equivalent equations. 

Example 3: we use the following transformation K 

X=x, T=t, U= U(u)y, Y=y. 

Extending K by (2.7) and inserting it into (5.5) yields 

Yx - (AI(Y) +A2(Y) U(u)y) = 0, 

y, - ! - eAtly) - eA2(y) U(u)y 

+ A 2(y) Dx(U(u)yll = 0, 

where A I andA 2 satisfy (3.10). Upon particuiarizingA 2 = I, 
AI = 0, and e = 0, we obtain 

Yx = U(u)y, 

y, = (U'(u) Ux + U(U)2)y, (5.6) 

u, = Uxx + 2U(u) Ux + U"(u) u;IU'(u). 

Thus we have obtained equivalence of (5.6) to the prolonged 
heat equation by means of a Cole-Hopf transformation 

x=x, t=T, u=U-I(UIY), y=Y, 

which appears in our setting as an invertible point transfor
mation. Obviously, (5.6) coincides with Burgers equation if 
we set U(u) = u. 

Example 4: consider the transformation K 

X=y, T=t, U= U(u), Y=x. 

From (2.7) it follows that 

Ux = U'uxlyx' 

Ur = U'u, - U'uxy,lYx' 

Yx = l/yx, 

Yr= -y,lYx' 

By inserting into Eqs. (5.5) we obtain the equivalent equation 

Yx = 1I(A2(x)U(u) + A I(X)), 

y, = -A2(X)U'(u)u + eA2(xIU(u)/(A2(x)U(u) + A I (x)) 

+ eAI(x)/(A2(X)U(U) + AI(x)), 

(- l/(A2(X)U(U) + A I (x))), = (A 2(x)U'(u)ux )x 

- eA ; (x)U'(u)/(A 2(x)U(u) +AI(x)). 

Upon particularizing, we obtain remarkable diffusion equa
tions. Setting e = ° and A I = ° we can satisfy (3.10) by arbi
trary functions A 2 • This gives 
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(- lIA2(X)U(U)), = (A 2(x)U'(u)u,;).,. 

Examples important in nonlinear diffusion processes are ob
tained by setting 

U = exp( - au), 

and 
-I -u , A2 = 1, 

yielding 

(exp(au)/A2(x)), = (A2(x)exp( - au)ux)x' 

and 

u, = (u- 2ux )x' 

Various other methods for linearizing these equations can be 
found in Refs. 10-12. 

Example 5: we choose again e = 0, A 1 = 0 and Az arbi
trary. The transformation 

X=x, T=y, U= U(u), Y=t, 

is extended by (2.7) to 

Ux = (y,U'(u)ux - yxU(u)u,)ly" 

U r = U'(u)u,ly" 

Yx = - yx1y" 

YT = lIy" 

Upon inserting into (5.5) we obtain 
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Yx = U(u)/U'(U)(A2(t)U(U)u, -I;x)' 

y, = lIA z(t )U(u)(Az(t )U(u)u, - ux )· 

By setting A 2 = 1 the following integrability condition is ob
tained 

- U(u)zU'(u)u" + (U(u) + U(u)U'(u))ux, - U'(u)uxx 

+ (U(u)U'(u)z - U(u)U'(uj)u~ + U(u)U"(ujuxu, 

- U"(u)u~ = O. 

The restriction U = u finally yields the following equation 
equivalent to the prolonged heat equation: 

- uZu" + 2uu x1 - Uxx = o. 
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A new approach is presented for solving a certain class of nonlinear partial differential equations. 
A space-time memory function A (r,t) is introduced to exactly convert a given nonlinear evolution 
equation into the following linear form: (alat )f(r,t) = n (r)f(r,t) + S~dt 'Sdr'A (r - r',t - t ')f(r',t '). 
A Markovian integro-differential operator n (r) and the memory function A (r,t) reflect the 
nonlinearity, and are determined depending on a given initial condition. The approach is useful if 
higher-order memory functions associated with A are insensitive to approximation. The 
Korteweg-de Vries equation is treated as an example. For certain initial profiles the memory 
function is shown to be identically zero, and we find exact linear partial differential equations 
leading to the single- and the two-soliton solution. In the case of the three-soliton solution, the 
second-order memory function vanishes exactly, and A (r,l) is found to be a single exponential 
function of I. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 02.60.Nm, 02.50.Ga 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have developed in a previous paper I a new approach 
to nonlinear initial-value problems on the basis of the fact 
that a nonlinear ordinary differential equation for a variable 
X{I) can exactly be converted into a linear non-Markovian 
equation 

d l' - x(l) = (Ux(t) + A (t - t ')x(1 ')dl', 
dt 0 

(1) 

where a renormalized frequency (U and a memory kernel 
A (t - t ') reflect the nonlinearity and are determined in terms 
of a given initial value x(O). Since the linear equation (1) is 
easily solved, the problem is reduced to determination of the 
memory functions A (t). It has been shown that higher-order 
memory functionsAn(t) associated with A (t) are insensitive 
to approximation, and a simple and drastic approximation, 
suchasAn(t) cx{) (t ) for a dissipative systeml andAn (t )~Ofor 
an oscillatory system,2 yields statisfactory results. 3 

In this paper we extend the approach to space-depen
dent cases, and consider a quantity f(r,t ) which evolves in 
space and time according to a nonlinear partial differential 
equation. The extension to the space-dependent case is, how
ever. not unique. The simplest way would be to regard r to be 
merely parametric; then. as mentioned in Ref. 1 ,f(r.t ) obeys a 
non-Markovian, but spatially local, equation of the form (1) 
with (U and A depending on the parameter r. An early work4 

on the memory function formalism in classical liquids is 
quite suggestive in this respect; namely. a natural generaliza
tionofEq. (1) is to replacex(t) by a vectorf(t ) whose compon
entsf(r.t) are indexed by a continuous parameter r. Thus, we 
have a non-Markovian and spatially nonlocal equation 

a it - f(r.t ) = n (r)f(r,t ) + dt' 
at 0 

x f dr' A (r - r',t - t ')f(r',t '); (2a) 

n (r)f(r.t) = f (U(r - r')f(r'.t )dr'. (2b) 

We have assumed here that the system is spatially homogen-

eous and infinitely extended. In contrast to the classical kine
tic theory. where the frequency "matrix" (U(r - r') is unique
ly determined by virtue ofMori's projection operator,5 there 
is no such unique way of determining (U(r - r') in the present 
deterministic systems. 6 Namely, Eq. (2a) gives at t = ° a 
Fredholm integral equation for (U(r). 

i!.- f(r,O) = f/(r - r',O)(U(r')dr', 
at 

(3) 

which does not necessarily have a well-behaved unique solu
tion; when the original evolution equation contains linear 
terms in/(r,t) and in its spatial derivatives, as is often the 
case, the function (U(r) should involve a Dirac delta function 
{) (r) and its derivatives. We therefore assume a simple linear 
integro-differential operator for n (r) so that Eq. (3) is ful
filled. 

Assuming that an appropriate solution exists to integral 
equations like Eq. (3), we can apply the formalism presented 
in the previous paper I to the space-dependent cases as well to 
derive Eq. (2a). We extract the linear part n (r)f(r,t) from 
af(r.t )lat. We then treat the residual 

fl(r,t) = i!.- f(r.t) - n (r)f(r.t). 
at 

which is nonlinear in/, as a new dependent variable. and 
consider the nonlinear equation af I at = nf + It for f as a 
linear equation forfand/l. An evolution equation forfl is 
constructed to define another dependent variablef2(r,t). 
and so on. We thus convert the original nonlinear partial 
differential equation forfinto an infinite set oflinear integro
differential equations for/,fl>f2 •... . The irrelevant higher 
variablesfl.f2 ... are then eliminated to obtain the single 
closed linear integra-differential equation (2a). A second
and higher-order memory functions ~re associated with A. 
and the Fourier-Laplace transform A (k.z) of the memory 
function is found to be given by a sum of products of infinite 
continued fractions in z. 

The usefulness of the present approach depends on 
whether or not the memory function is easily amenable to 
approximation. As an illustrative example we treat the 
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Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. Several exact methods 
have been developed to obtain soliton solutions. 7 A bilineari
zation method has been given by Hirota.8 We now study a 
linearization method. The structure of the linear equation 
(2a) varies according to the initial profile [note that {} (r) de
termined by Eq. (3) depends onf(r,O)]. We find a first- and a 
third-order linear partial differential equation leading exact
ly to the single- and the two-soliton solution, respectively; 
the memory function A vanishes in these cases. Equation (2a) 
with a single exponential memory function, on the other 
hand, gives the exact three-soliton solution; the second-or
der memory function vanishes in this case. 

In Sec. II the linear equation (2a) is derived and a gen
eral formula for the memory function is given. In Sec. III the 
KdV equation is treated. The final section is added for re
marks. 

II. MEMORY FUNCTION AND LINEARIZATION 

Consider a nonlinear partial differential equation 

<P (J,J; Jx ,J;,,1z Jxx JXY ,···,J;x ,···,J;xx , ... ,r,t) = 0 (4a) 

subject to an initial condition 

f(r,O) = a(r)~O (4b) 

and to appropriate boundary conditions. Here, <P is a nonlin
ear function offand its partial derivativesJ;Jx'"'' and may 
explicitly depend on the space and time coordinates 
r = (x,y,z) and t. We have assumed thatf(r,O)~O and that 
Eq. (4a) does not involve the second- and higher-order de
rivatives with respect to t. We derive in this section the linear 
equation (2a) from Eqs. (4a) and (4b) along the line of reason
ing of the previous paper. I 

We extract fromJ; the linear part (2b) as follows: 

J;(r,t) = f w(r - r')f(r',t )dr' + fl(r,t). (5) 

To determine w(r) we require that the residualfl vanish at 
t = O. Then, 

dll(r) = f air - r')w(r')dr', (6) 

where a(r) and a(l)(r) = J; (r,O) are given by Eqs. (4a) and (4b). 
We look for a solution to the integral equation (6) of the 
following form: 

w(r) = w(r) + w(oI8 (r) + ro(l)· ~ 8(r) + "', (7) 
ar 

where w(r) is a well-behaved function. Assuming for simpli
city that WIOI, ro(l), ... are constant, we rewrite Eq. (6) as 

a(l)(r) = f w(r - r')a(r')dr' + w(Ola(r) + ro(l)· ! a(r) + ... 
= {} (r)a(r), (8) 

where the second equality defines the operator {} (r). We sup
pose that the unknowns w(r),w(O),ro(I), ... can be determined by 
Eq. (8) so that the sum of the derivatives in Eq. (7) terminates 
at a certain low order. Equation (5) then becomes. 

J;(r,t) = f1 (r)f(r,t) + fl(r,t), 

and the residualfl is now defined by 
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(9) 

fl(r,t) =J;(r,t) - {} (r)f(r,t). (10) 

As mentioned already, we regard the nonlinear equation (9) 
forf as a linear equation forf and the new dependent variable 
fl. An evolution equation for fl is found by differentiating 
Eq. (10) with respect to t. Extracting linear terms infandfl' 
we write 

~ fl(r,t) = f alO(r - r')f(r',t )dr' 
at 

+ f wl(r - r')fl(r',t )dr' + f2(r,t). (11) 

We require thatf2(r,0)=0 to obtain an integral equation for 
alO(r), 

aill(r) = f air - r')alO(r')dr', (12) 

where a\IJ(r) = afl(r,O)lat is given in terms of the initial pro
file a(r). We assume that a solution alO(r) can be found in a 
form similar to (7). Thefl term in Eq. (11), on the other hand, 
can uniquely be separated by decomposing afl(r,t )lat into 
terms of different orders at the point t = O. A term of order 0 
has already been extracted. Letfl(r,t) be of order VI at the 
zero t = 0, i.e., 

fl(r,t)=al(V,I(r)tV'+al(v,+II(r)tV,+1 + ... ; (13) 

VI> 1, aIIV,I(r)~O. 

We requiref2 to have no term proportional to t v,, which, if 
any, should be included in thefl term. Comparing the terms 
of V I th power on both sides of Eq. (11), we obtain 

(VI + l)at' + II(r) = f alO(r - r')dv,i(r') dr' 

+ f al(v,l(r - r')wl(r')dr', (14) 

where a(V'I(r) = [aVf(r,O)lat v, ]!vIL We again assume that 
wl(r) can be determined from the integral equation (14). Thef 
andfl components of afl/at have thus been extracted, and 
the residual now defines the new dependent variablef2(r,t), 
which is of order v 2 #0, VI at the zero t = O. 

We further construct an evolution equation for f2 and 
define another new variablef3(r,t), and so on. In general, we 
introduce a higher variablefn (r,t), which is of order Vn > 1 at 
the zero t = 0, and which does not contain terms proportion-

al to t v
m

, l<m<n - 1. Note that a higher variable is not 
necessarily of higher order at the zero than the lower varia
bles. Decomposing afnlat into terms of different orders at 
t = 0, we write 

a n-I f 
-fn(r,t)= I anm(r-r')fm(r',t)dr' 
at m~O 

+ f wn(r-r')fn(r',t)dr'+fn+l(r,t), 

n = 0,1,2, ... ,(15) 

wherefo = J, a Om = 0, and Wo = w. Denoting that a~l(r) 
= [a'fm (r,O)lat V] Iv!, and comparing like powers of ton 

both sides ofEq. (15), we have 
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a~ll(r) = f air - r')a"o(r')dr', (I6a) 

(v m + 1 jan IVm + II(r) = :~ ~ f a nm, (r - r')am,IVrnl(r')dr' 

+ f am IVml(r -- r')a"m (r')dr', 

m = 1,2,,,.,n - I,(16b) 

(Vn + l)an I"n -r II(r) = :~Io f anm.(r - r')am(Vnl(r')dr' 

+ fan I'nl(r - r')UJ" (r')dr', (I6c) 

which are integral equations determining anO,,,·,ann _ I' and 
UJ" successively. Here, we put a"m = ° for those m for which 

(I7a) 

or 

(I7b) 

since afn / at does not contain terms of these powers. We 
again assume that Eqs. (16a)-(16c) have solutions of a form 
similar to (7). 

We now have an infinite set oflinear equations (15) with 
initial conditions 

f(r,O) = air), fn(r,O) = 0, n-;'l. 

In terms of Fourier-Laplace transforms 

fn (k,z) = Sa'" dt e -- zt f dr e,k'}n (r,t) , 

we readily obtain the solution 
n -- 1 

fn(k,z) = I Anm(k,z)fm(k,z), n-;.l, 
m =0 

where 

Anm(k,z) = Sn(k,z) [ anm(k) + An+ 1m (k,z)] 

.A .A .A 

== E'nanm + En=n+ )an+ 1m + u., 

S,,(k,z) = 11[ Z - wn(k) - An -r 'n(k,z)]. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

The first equation in Eqs. (15), i.e., Eq. (9), then gives Eq. (2a) 
with the space-time memory function A (r,t) = A lO(r,t )given 
by the inverse transform of A w(k,z), which is a sum of pro
ducts of infinite continued fractions in z. 

Considerable simplification of the above results occurs 
when, as is often the case, the nth variablefn is of order n at 
the zero t = ° for every n. Then, since Vn = n, we see from 
Eq. (17a)thata nm = Oform<:n - 2. Hence, thevariablefn is 
coupled only withfn _ I J" and!" + I , and the memory func
tion A ,o(k,z) = Sd~z}lx iO(k) is given by the single infinite 
continued fraction ':1' 

The nonlinear effect can thus be converted exactly into 
the linear space-time memory effect. The memory function 
is, however, expressed in terms of the infinite continued frac
tions, and an approximate truncation is needed in general. 
We expect that there are many problems in which the high
er-order memory functions become insensitive to approxi
mation with increasing order, as we have seen in the space
independent cases. I.Z In an example discussed in the next 
section, it is shown that the memory function A iO or the 
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second-order memory functionsA 2o andA z, can be made to 
vanish exactly by an appropriate dependent variable trans
formation. 

III. EXAMPLE 

Let us consider as an illustrative example the KdV 
equation 

U t + 6uux + uxxx = 0, (22a) 

which exhibits N solitons for the boundary condition 
u( ± 00 ,t ) = 0 and for the special initial profiles 7 

u( x,O) = 2K2A sech2Kx, A = ~N(N + 1), (22b) 

where we have assumed for simplicity that u( x,O) contains 
only one parameter K. Several exact methods have been 
found for solving nonlinear equations like Eq. (22a). Hirota 
used a transformation 

a2 

u( x,t) = 2 - lnf(x,!) 
ax2 

(23) 

to bilinearize the KdV equation (22a) and to obtain the exact 
multisoliton solutions. 8 We now examine the linear equation 
(2a) for the variablef( x,t) introduced by Hirota. 

It is convenient to rewrite Eg. (23) as 

f( x,t) = exp( + f~ 00 dx' f~' 00 dx" u( x" ,t)). (24) 

where an arbitrary factorofthe form exp[CI(t )x + e2(t)] has 
been omitted to avoid unnecessary complications. The initial 
condition for f is 

f( x,O) = (1 + eKx)A, 

where K = 2K. Our first equation is 

a 
- f( X,!) = n (x)f( x,t) + It( x,t). 
at 

It follows from the requirementfl( x,O) = 0 that 

_ K 3 A [1 + (3A _ l)eKX + Ae2Kx]eKX(1 + eKx)A - 3 

= n (x)(1 + eKX)A. 

It is seen that n is a differential operator 

3 av 
n(x)= I a n -· 

v~ I axV 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

For N = 1 (A = 1) wehavea l = - K2 - Ka2 - K 2a 3 with 
arbitrary a 2 and a 3. The residualft vanishes identically, as 
shown in the Appendix. Hence, putting, say, a 2 = a 3 = 0, 
we obtain an exact linear equation 

~f(x,t) = _K2~f(x,t), 
at ax 

(29) 

which is subject to the initial conditionf( x,O) = 1 + exp Kx. 
Theuniquesolutionf( x,t) = 1 + exp K (x - K 2t ) gives the 
well-known single soliton solution u(x,t ) = 2K2 sech2K(x 
- 4K2t ). Another choice for the arbitrary constants a 2 and 

a 3 yields the identical result. 
For N>2, on the other hand, we obtain 

a
a(f(x,t) = (2K2_A_~ _3K_A_~ 

A - 2 ax A - 2 ax2 

+ _2_ a
3

3
)f(X,t)+f,(X,t). (30) 

A - 2 ax' 
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It is shown in the Appendix that 

iJ.(x,t)==O (31) 

for N = 2,(A = 3). We thus obtain the following exact linear 
equation: 

a (a a
2 

a
3

) -f(x,t)= 6K2- -9K-2 +2- f(x,t) (32) 
at ax ax ax3 

with the initial conditionf( x,O) = (1 + exp KX)3. The solu
tion is 

f( x,t) = 1 + 3eKx - K'I + 3e2Kx - 12K)'1 + e3Kx - 9K",(33) 

which gives the two-soliton solution. 
For N i= 1,2, the residualiJ. no longer vanishes, and the 

memory term appears. For N = 3, for example, we have 

a 
-f(x,t) = n(x)f(x,t) + fl(x,t), 
at 

(34) 
a 
- fl( x,t) = A (x)f( x,t) + WJI( x,t) + f2( x,t), 
at 

corresponding to Eq. (15). Here, n ( x) is the differential oper
ator in Eq. (30) with A = 6, WI = - 18K 3, and A (x) is a 
sixth-order differential operator 

6 av 
A ( x) = 27 r /3v -; 

v~ I axv 

/31 = 20K s,/32 = - 127K 4/3,/33 = 31K 3
, 

/34= -121K 2/12,/3s=3KI2,/36= -1/12. 

It is seen in the Appendix that 

f2(X,t)=0, 

(35) 

(36) 

which truncates the infinite chain of equations (15) exactly. 
The memory function takes the form 

6 

A (x,t) = 27ew,t r /3volv/( x), 

and Eq. (2a) becomes 

!!...-f(x,t) 
at 

v=l 

(37) 

= n ( x)f( x,t) + L ew,ll- I')A (x)f( x,t ')dt', (38) 

which is subject to the initial condition 
f(x,O) = (1 + exp KX).6 The solution is easily found with the 
aid of the Laplace transform in t to be 

f( x,t) = I + 6eKx - K 'I + 15e2Kx - 8K 't + lOe3Kx 

X (e - 9K 't + e - 27K 't) + 15e4Kx - 28K't + 6eSKx - 3SK'1 
+ e6Kx - 36K'r, 

which gives the three-soliton solution. 7 

The multisoliton solutions for N = 4,5 ... will be ob
tained in a similar way. If N is not an integer, however, an 
approximation is necessary for the memory function. The 
solution in this case has been found numerically to include 
an oscillatory tail. 7 Such a solution may well be accounted 
for in the present formalism by a simple oscillatory memory 
function. 2 An approximate memory function is also neces
sary when some perturbation exists to the pure soliton equa
tion (22a). If the perturbation is dissipative corresponding to 
actual experimental situations, it seems worthwhile to try a 
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simple damping memory kernel. I The usefulness of the lin
ear equation (2a) with these modeled memory functions will 
be discussed in a later paper. 

IV. REMARKS 

It should be mentioned that the dependent variable 
transformation (23) plays a crucial role in the analysis of the 
preceding section. It is thus important in the application of 
the present formalism to find an appropriate change of the 
dependent variable so that the memory function A becomes 
insensitive to approximation [we may even put A =0 in Eq. 
(2a) to obtain a good zeroth-order approximation]. We hope 
that such an appropriate transformation can be found in 
each nonlinear problem.9 

Several authors 10, I I have recently used a similar ap
proach based on the linear imbedding of Carleman, 12 al
though they are all concerned with space-independent cases 
discussed in the previous paper. I Their approach differs 
from ours in that they do not consider the renormalization 
and the coupling of a variable with the lower-order ones, and 
hence do not convert an infinite set oflinear equations into a 
single closed equation like Eq. (1), which corresponds in sta
tistical-mechanical systems to Mori's generalized Langevin 
equation. S.13 Thus, our approach, if applied to the stochastic 
process treated in Ref. 11, gives the result identical to thae4 

of the Mori formalism. 

APPENDIX 

Let us first provefl( x,t )=0 for the single-soliton case, 
wherefl is defined by 

fl( x,t) = f, - aJx - azfxx - a 3 fxxx (AI) 

withal = - K2 - Ka2 - K 2a y SinceiJ.( x,O) = 0, we show 
that 

an 
-fl( x,O) = 0, n = 1,2, ... , 
at n 

(A2) 

to complete the proof. A direct proof of Eq. (A2) from the 
KdV equation requires all the derivatives a nul x,O)! at n, 
which are difficult to calculate. A simple way is to calculate 
the time derivatives off, instead of u, by making use of Hiro
ta's bilinear equation8 

a 
fax (f, + ixxx) 

- fx(f, + fxxx) + 3(f~x - fJxxx) = 0. 

We now verify by mathematical induction that 

an 
an ( x) = -f( X,O) = ( - K 3teKx. 

at n 

(A3) 

(A4) 

For n = 1 Eq. (A4) follows from Eq. (AI) at t = 0. Assume 
that Eq. (A4) holds for n<k. Then, differentiating Eq. (A3) k 
times with respect to t, and putting t = 0, we obtain 

d ( + "') '( + W) ° a - ak+ 1 ak - a ak + 1 ak = , 
dx 

(AS) 

where a = f( x,O) and the prime denotes differentiation with 
respect tox. Dividing both sides of this result bya2

, and then 
integrating from - 00 to x, we have Eq. (A4) with 
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n = k + I, and thus Eg. (A4) is verified. On substituting Eg. 
(A4) into 

we obtain Eg. (A2). 
In the case of the two-soliton solution, on the other 

hand, f, is defined by 

/, ( X,! ) = /, - 6K 2/x + 9K/xx - 2/xxx' 

The left-hand side ofEg. (AS) is now egual to 

( _ K3(S4.9AK4(e3KX + 2e4Kx + eSKx
), 

and we find in a way similar to that in Eg. (A4) 

an (x) = ( - K lrl3eKx + 3·8"e2Kx + 9 "e3Kx
) (A6) 

for n = 1,2,00' . Hence, wehavea'i,( x,O)lat n = 0, which im
plies/it x,! )-0. 

The identity (36) for 

/2(X,t)=/" -nIx)/, -A(x)/-w,(/' -n/) (A7) 

can be proved similarly by combining 

ant x) = ( -- K 3)" [6eKx + 8".ISe2Kx + (27" + 9 n).lOe3Kx 

+ 28"· I Se4Kx + 3S".6eSKx + 36"e6Kx
), n>l, (A8) 

which is found by mathematical induction, with Eg. (A 7) to 
obtain 

an 
-jo(x,O)=O, n>l. 
at n -
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It should be mentioned that in this simple illustrative exam
ple Egs. (A4), (A6), and (A8) directly give the solutionsf( x,! ). 
In actual problems, all the higher-order coefficients an are 
unnecessary (and difficult to calculate); we need only a few 
lower-order ones to obtain the am (V)(r)'s in Egs. (16a)-(16c). 
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The possibility for physically general quasilinear differential systems to have discontinuous 
solutions or solutions with discontinuous derivatives is investigated using the method of 
asymptotic regularizations. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 02.90. + P 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown (Ref. 1) that asymptotic regulariza
tions may be used to obtain conditions for infinitesimal 
shocks in a general relativistic context. A nontrivial example 
ofthis has been given in Ref. 2. We show here how the meth
od can be used to obtain discontinuity conditions for a "phy
sically general" quasilinear first-order differential system 
that is, a first-order system equivalent to a fourth (at most) 
order system. The similarity with Choquet-Bruhat's work 
(Ref. 3) will be noted although, as indicated in Ref. 1, it is 
only fortuitous. We apply the theory to a general system 
representing a single fourth-order equation for one unknown 
in two variables. 

2. A LOOK AT THE SYSTEMS STUDIED 

Let fl be a neighborhood of an I-dimensional manifold 
VI' coordinatized by the real-valued functions x A 

(A = 0, ... , A - I). All Greek indices will have this domain of 
definition. 

On this neighborhood we will try to find the conditions 
to be satisfied by a set offunctions u i (i = I, ... ,N as for all 
other Latin indices) in order for them to be solutions of the 
first-order quasilinear system 

aui 

L J(u) = a{"-(x,u) -- + b i(X,U) = 0, 
ax"-

(1) 

having discontinuities across a hypersurface ~ defined by 
the equation tP (x) = 0, tP a regular function of the coordi
nates. 

It is known that these general systems of first order may 
be used in lieu of arbitrary order quasi linear systems simply 
by introducing supplementary dependent variables (Ref. 4). 
For example, the wave equation in a single dimension 

a
2
y _ C 2 a

2
y = ° 

at 2 ax 2 

can be put into the first-order form 

z = aylat, 

w=aylax, 

az _ C2 aw =0. 
at ax 

In that case, we say that y(t,x) is the fundamental (de
pendent) variable and z(t,x), w(t,x) the supplementary (de
pendent) variables. 

This way of putting things has a radical impact on the 
way asymptotic regularizations will have to be defined for 
solutions with discontinuities for systems of the type of Eq. 

(1) replacing higher-order systems. 
Indeed, let us assume that all the regularizations have 

the form 
00 

u' = I OJ - qu~ (x,OJtP ) (2) 
q~O 

and that the fundamental dependent variables are labeled by 
the first p indices. Then if the original higher-order system 
generating (1) is of order higher than 2, there will automati
cally be an index value i> P such that 

00 

u i = I OJ·qv~(x,OJtP), (3) 
q~ - L 

L a positive integer. 
For example, if the uniform beam equation 

a2u l iru l 

- -K- =0 (4) 
at 2 ax 4 

is studied, the corresponding first-order system could be 

, aul 
u- = 

at 

u3 = 
au l 

-
ax 

u4 = 
au 3 

-
ax 

5 au4 

u =-, 
ax 

au 2 auS 

- -K- =0, 
at ax 

(although this is not strictly equivalent). 
Since both u l and u2 have the form (2) we have 

00 aul I OJ - qu~(t,x,OJtP ) = u2 = -
q~O ax 

= 
_ I'A. ,,- q( l + I A.) - OJUO'l'.x + L OJ Uq,x Uq + l'l',x . 

q~O 

(5) 

In this example, L = 1 and 

I + I A. Vq = uq,x uq + 1'I',x for q;;>O, 

V_I = ubtP,x' 

Equations of type (2) are inadmissible in the most gen
eral case since they force the v~ 's, q < 0, to be zero, which has 
nothing to do with the original higher-order equations, This 
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is illustrated in the beam system by the fact that (Uub' <p, x (i.e" 
(uv _ I) must vanish, that is, 

ub' =0, 

This cannot be acceptable since introducing 

'" U I = 2: (U - qu! (t, x, (U<p ) 
q=O 

directly in (4) cannot yield this result, 
Since we cannot avoid the appearance of expressions of 

type (3), we must replace (2) by a more general formula 

'" 
ui = 2: (U - qu~ (x, (U<p ), (6) 

q= - L 

where L is a positive integer (in each particular problem the 
unused u~ are considered to be identically zero), 

Once this change is made one realizes that it will not be 
possible to expand the af}. and b J as infinite integral series 
around a given u~ as this is done in Ref. 4. Expressions such 
as 

af}.(x,u) = af}.(x,uo) + a{;(uh - u~) 

+ !a{;k(u h 
- U~)(Uk - u~) + ... 

bi(x,u) = bJ(x,uo) + b~(Uh - u3) 

+ ~b~k(Uh - u3)(uk - u~), 

where 

a J}' 
J}' ai -aih = --h (x,uo) au 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

will not be used in the general case since the terms nonlinear 
in (u h 

- u~), if these series are not all terminated after a com
mon finite number ofterms, introduce in (1) an infinity of 
expressions starting with (UP's, the p'X being various positive 
integers. Since we will later use a limiting process as (U goes to 
infinity this should not be allowed to be since from (1) one 
would obtain an infinity of equations from these (UP terms 
which would all have to be satisfied independently at the 
order at which Uo is approximated. 

On the other hand, truncating (7) and (8) to finite poly
nomials in (u h 

- u~) from the outset excludes interesting 
cases such as the one developed in Ref. 2. This leads us to the 
following classification: We shall group the uh's in such a 
way that those having a development (6) which do not con
tain positive powers in (U have suffixes h in the range I-AI. 
Equations (7) and (8) for aJ}.,s and b hS following these lines 
are then those for which all the af;k .. n and a~tn contain a 
common maximum set of indices hk '" n larger than M. 

For example, if we suppose that this number is 2, then 
the maximum number of indices of the group (hk ... n) which 
will be greater than M in a:~k ... n will be 2. Since these a{;k.n 
are multiplied by (u h 

- u~) terms in (7), we then have only 
two of these for which the representative sum starts at 2L 
instead of (UL. Hence each is a series starting at most at (U2L. 
The complete at). has thus as maximum power of (U the in
teger 2L, and consequently we do not have an infinity of 
equations to satisfy [the same is true of the b /s hence for the 
system (1) as a whole]. 
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3. TRACTABLE SETS OF EQUATIONS 

It would have been desirable, after these changes to 
have (1) written down in expanded form with respect to pow
ers of (u, However one can easily realize the fact that this is a 
practical impossibility for the general case, where one finds 
indices h, k, .,., n large than M in all terms of (7) and (8). 
Indeed, in that case one could not obtain the full form of the 
coefficients of the positive powers of (U, these being then the 
sum of an infinity of different terms coming each from a 
(u h - u3)(u k - u~) , .. (u n - u~) product. 

Weare thus led to consider only particular series, more 
precisely those which do not contain indices h, k, .,., n larger 
than M soon past the first few terms of (7) and (8), this for low 
values of L. We will be guided in this unavoidable choice by 
the equations of physics which are, as far as we know, of 
order not greater than four, The fundamental variables uh 

being such that hE! 1, .,., M J, one then obtains L = 3, the 
third derivatives starting with an (U+3 at most. 

As for the position of the last terms in (7) and (8), the 
choice is even more arbitrary. Considerations of systems 
such as the one given in Ref. 2 leads us to limit ourselves to 
a{}.'s which are polynomials of degree 2 in the uhs, J <M and 
degree 1 in the uhs, J> M. The b J will be restricted to degree 
2 with respect to the uhs, J> M, 

Thus we will have 
00 

uJ = 2: (U - qu! (x, (U<p ), 
q= -3 

and for a~}. and b J 

af}.(x,u) = af}.(x,uo) + a{;(uh - u~) 

+ !a{;,,(uh 
- ug)(u" - ug) 

bJ(x,u) 

(10) 

(11 ) 

= b J (x,uo) + b ~ (u h - u3) + ~b ~dUh - u3)(uk - u~) 

+ i b~Is",(Uh - ug)(UIs - ug)(u'" - uti) + .. , (12) 

where the undescored indices are less than or equal to M and 
u3 is independent of (U<p. 

4. EXPANSION OF THE EQUATIONS 

Substituting expressions (11) and (12) into (1), grouping 
together the terms in the various powers of (U and limiting 
ourselves to those of order one at most with respect to the 
norm 11112 defined in Ref. 1, we get the following equation in 
which 

=j i -i 
Uo=Uo - uo : 

(U7!a:;uh_3u'~/}.1 + (U6!af;(uh_ 3(U i_3,.< +u'i_2/.<) 

+ u~2u'i_31}.) + ~b~kUh_ 3uk_31 

+ (US [ afh (u h
_ 3 (u i_ 2,.< + U'i_ J,,) + u~ 2 (u i_ 3,A 

+ u'i_2/}.) + uh_,u'i_31}.) 

+ !b~duh_ 3Uk_ 2 + Uh_ 2Uk
_ 3)J 

+ (U4[a{:(uh_ 3(Ui_ I ,). + u'~l}.) + U~2(UI_ 2,'< 

+ u,,·_ II}.) + uh_ I (u i_ 3,.< + u"_ 2/.<)) 

Pierre Gravel 
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'i I (J;( J;(-h 1 J;( -h-k) + u _ 3 ;( aifj + aih Uo + 2au.!",U6u6 
Ib J (h k h k h k)) + '1 hk U - 3 U _ I + U _ I U _ 3 + U _ 2 U - 2 

+ u? {af;(uh_ 3 (U~.;( + U'; I;() + Uh_ 2 (U i_ 1.;( 

+ u'b/;() + U~ I (U i_ 2.;( + U,i_ I/;()) 

+ (U i_ 3.;( + U,i_ 2/;( )(aft + af;u~ 
+ !aftk ug ug) + b ~ u~ 3 

+ u'i_);((af;u~ + !af;k(u7ug + ufug)) 

+ !b ~duh_ 3 u~ + uk_ 3 u~ + uh_ 2 uk_ I + uh_ I uk_ 2)) 

+(j)2{af;(u~3(U;.;( +u'~/;()+Uh_2(U~.;( +u';/;() 

+ U h
_ 1 (U

i
_ I .;( + u'b/;()) 

+ (u i_ 2.;( + U,i_ 1/;( )(aft + af;u~ 
+ !af;", ug ug) + b ~ u~ 2 

+ (u i_ 3.;( + u'i_2/;()(af;u~ + !a~~(u7ug + uTug)) 

+ U,i_ 3/;((af;u~ + ~af;",(u~ug + u~ug + u7uf)) 

+ !b ~k (uh_ 3 u~ + u~ uk_ 3 + uh_ 2 u~ 

+ uk_ 2 u~ + uh_ I uk_ d J 

+ {j)1 {af;(u~ 3 (u~.;( + u'~ I;() + uh_ 2 (ut;( 

+ u'~ /;() + u~ I (u~.;( + u'~ I;()) 
+ (U i_ I.;( + u'~/;()(aft + af;u~ + ~a~\ugug) + b~u~ I 
+ (U i_ 2.;( + u'i_I/;()(af;u~ + ~aftk(u7ug + ufug)) 

+ (u i_ 3.;( + U,i_ 2 /;( )(af;u~ + !af;", (u~ ug 

+ u~ug + u7uT)) 

+ u'i_3/;((af;u~ + !af;k(u~ug 
+ u~ug + u7u~ + u~ur)) 
+!b~duh_3U~ +U~Uk_3 +Uh_2U~ 

+ U~Uk_2 + u~ IU~ + Uk_IU~)j 

+ {j)O{ af;(u~ 3 (u~.;( + u'~/;() + u~ 2 (u~.;( 

+ u'~/;() + uh_ du~.;( + u'~/;()) 
+ (ub.;( + u';/;()(aft + af;u~ + !af;",ugug) 

+ (u i
_l.;( + u'~/;()(af;u~ + !aftk(u7ug + ufug)) 

+ (u i_ 2.;( + U,i_l/;( )(af;u~ 

+ !af;k(u~ug + u~ug + u7uf)) 

+ ( i +'i /)( J;( h 1 J;( ( h-k u_ 3.;( U -2;( aih u3 + 2aibl,: UjU6 

+ u~ug + u7u~ + u~ur)) 
+ u'i_3/;((af;u~ + !aftk(ulug + uZug 

+ u1u~ + u~ur + u~u~)) 
+ !b~k(Uh_3U~ + U~Uk_3 + Uh_2U~ 
+ u~u"-- 2 + u~ I u~ + U~Uk_ I + u~u~) 
+ b~ + b~u~ + b~kUbU~ + b~",,,,ugugu6 
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+ b~k",~Ugugu6ug + ... 
o ({j)-2) = O. (14) 

Here we cannot assume, as is done in Ref. 4, that ub 
= 0; this would exclude important cases such as the electro

magnetic tensor studied in Ref. 2. where 

If one uses the norm 11112 defined in Ref. 1 the terms of 
order n are the coefficients of {j)n + I, with the one exception 
that when u~ is independent {j)</1 (i.e., u~ =0 for alII) the 
expression 

in the coefficient of {j)o remains part of this coefficient. In that 
case the full O-order term is as follows: 

af;(uh_ 3 (u~.;( + u'~ /;() + uh_ 2 (u;.;( 

+ u'~/;() + uh_ dub,;( + u';/;() 

+ U~(Ui_2,;( + U,i_I/;() + U~(Ui_3.;( 
+ U,i_ 2/;() + U~U'i_);() 
+ j;(( i + -j ) + 1 j;( ( h k( i a jO u _ 1.;( UO.;( '1aii.!'" u l u l u _ 3.;( 

+ U,j_2/;() + u,j_);((u~u~ + u~u~)) 
+ b~Uh_ I + !b~du~ 3U~ + U~Uk_ 3 

+ Uh_2U~ + U~Uk_2) + b{ 

5. THE DISCONTINUITIES AND THEIR 
REGULARIZATION 

The combination of (10), (13), and the use of differential 
systems of the fourth order yield 

'" 
ui = I (j) - qu~. (15) 

q= -3 

From Ref. 1 we already know the form we have to give 
to the regularizations of continuous functions having dis
continuous first derivatives. We have 

1 j 
uj=u~ + -ul , 

(j) 

where 

1· ,i / [-i] 1m u I a = U Oa 
"'~O+ • 

and 

u; = 0 if </1<.0. 

(we use throughout the same notation as in Ref. 1). 

(16) 

One might think that this regularization could be gener
alized in a direct fashion to higher discontinuities. 

For instance, one might believe that putting 

j _j 1 j 
u =Uo + -3 u3 , 

(j) 

U~ = 0 if </1<.0, U~ EC 2(n ), 

Pierre Gravel 
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with 

lim u"'i1a1pl, = (u~,ap,] = bapl, 
'" --.0' 

(Hadamard's conditions) (18) 

would be the right thing to do. The derivatives 

ui'a(3r = u~.a(3r + u~'ilal{3l, + o ((i)-I) 
would then be continuous for any (i) only if (18) held true. 
However this equation is equivalent to 

lim utilal{3 = bap , 
",-0+ 

which would imply that the symmetric tensor ba {3 defined on 
~ and at first thought of as arbitrary should be a simple 
tensor from the start, built with the vector la. Hence, (17) 
and (18) must be discarded and another more suitable kind of 
regularization found for this type of discontinuity. 

In order to achieve this, we will generalize the process 
of substitution of the fundamental dependent variables by 
nonfundamental ones that we did at the beginning of this 
work to functions having only higher-order discontinuous 
derivatives. Thus for a C 2(il) function u~ which is only 
C Vl +) and C 3(il _), one will not have to construct directly 
an expression of type (17); the regularizing term will be intro
duced only in the new function representing the second deri
vative. 

Indeed, if u~ is a fundamental dependent variable, we 
will put 

i i -i 
U = Uo = Uo, 

and 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

where the tilded indices are equivalent to J> M values for 
which the uJ's would be first and second derivatives of u~. 
One gets from (21) by taking derivatives 

. - . - . . 1· -
u~~{3 = uiff + u,,'{'{3IA + - u'~f 

(i) 

-i ,(a/ll + 1 la/:! 
= UO.u{3A + u I A - U I,A' (i) 

Thus if we want to regularize the third order derivatives 
of u~ appearing in the initial higher-order system, we can 
postulate that we have for the variables in the corresponding 
quasilinear system 

lim u,;ailIA = [U~,"ffA ], 
</> • o· 

which is in fact equivalent to 

I· ,jail b 1m U I = u{3' 
</>·-0· 

We also have 

(22) 

We shall repeat this procedure for the derivatives of other 
orders, designating by the expression "discontinuous func-
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tions of order n" those functions for which only the deriva
tives of order no smaller than n can be discontinuous. This 
implies that all the underscored terms appearing in (14) van
ish. One should note that the coefficients of powers of (i) 
larger than 2 remain unchanged. 

6. FOURTH ORDER DISCONTINUITIES 

The simplest case is certainly that in which only deriva
tives of order 4 can be discontinuous. The required regular
ization will take the form 

ui = u~(x), i<M, 

u
,a 

= ug'(x) = u~,a, 

ula/:! = u~/:!(x) = u~.a{3' 

where 

'" l~~+ u'~P).11' = [U~,a{3AI'] = ba{3A II' 

(Hadamard's conditions). 

Equation (14) is then reduced to 

a{~(u~,A + u'; fA) + b ~ + 0 ((i)- I) = O. 

Once the norm is taken, the orders 0 and 1 yield 

a{~u~,A + b~ = 0 

and 

(23) 

The first equation just says that u~ is the discontinuous solu
tion we are looking for. The second implies that 

det(a~fA) = 0 (24) 

if we have nonvanishing discontinuities; it is the well-known 
characteristic hypersurface equation . 

7. THIRD ORDER DISCONTINUITIES 

In this case we use regularizations 

u i = u~(x), i<M, 

u,a 
= ug'(x) = u~.a(x), 

_ -i () 1 laP( A. ) - uO,aff X + - U I X,(i)'I' , 
(i) 

uiap). = u~P).(x) + u~P).(x,(i)¢ ) + J... u;ap). 
(i) 

where 

-i + 'laPI + 1 lap = uO,affA U I A - UJ,A' (i) 

ul'{'P=O ifinil_ 

11'm u,{ap - d I 11'm u"laP). - 1 d 2 
I - luff' I - - la{3 

"'-~O' </>--0· (i) 
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in which 

From these, (14) yields to first order after taking the norm 
and averaging (cf. Ref. 2) 

U/~/A (a;; + a{;u~) = ° 
u~,Aa{t + bb = 0 

(U~,A + u/; I A )(a;; + a{;u~) 

(25) 

(26) 

+ a{;u/~u7IA + bJu~ + ~ b~kU~U~ + , .. = 0. (27) 
2 

Apart from (26) which is a repetition of (23), Eq. (25) yields 
for effective discontinuities 

I 

det(a;; + a{:app. d kap If' )1 A = ° (28) 

which indicates that the form of the discontinuity hypersur
face is linked to the values of the discontinuity it bears. Using 
coordinates adapted to the hypersurface one gets (cf. Ref. 2) 

lim det(a{oO + a{hOu~) = 0. (29) 
"'~O' 

If the a;A are assumed independent of the third-order 
derivatives of the ui's, i<M, Eqs. (25) and (27) yield 

(30) 

and 

a;;(u~,A + u/; IA) + a{;u/~ u ~ IA 

b J =h 1 b J =h =k ° + h Uo + - hk Uo Uo + .. , = , 
2 

(31) 

which give after the tP --+ 0+ limit 

I 2 

afapd !apiA = ° 
and 

[ ",1~~+ a{;p~ ] [(d !apiA ),A + d !aprlA ] 

[ 

I I I ] I 

+ lim a~()b faPA + b fap).jp."rd lp."IA d !apiA + ... = 0, 
"'~O' 

which are propagation equations on.I for the discontinuities 
I 

d 'ap. 

8. SECOND ORDER DISCONTINUITIES 

We put 

u i = u~(x) i<M, 

--"'- 1--
u,a = u~a(x) + - u~a(x,wtP ) 

w 

-i () 1 ,a( ,J, ) = uO,a X + - U I X,W'!' , 
W 

u,aP = ub"P(x) + ub"P(x,w¢) + ~ u~aP(x,w¢) 
w 

2057 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No. 11, November 1982 

(32) 

---- 1 ----
+ u,;pY(x,wtP ) + - u'tPY(x,wtP ) 

w 

= wu"t;lply + u~.aPY + (u/~~ylp 

+ u't;lp.y + u/;~ply) + ~ U;~pY' 
W 

where u;a = ° if ¢ < 0, and 
I I 

lim u/;a = d,a with d,a Iy = [u~.ay]' 
'" _0' 

I· " !a 1 d
2 

• h d
2 

f I [-i ] 1m u I = - 'a Wit ,a 13 y = UO.aPy . 
"'~o+ w 

lim u///'~ = ~ d!a with d !alplylA = [U~,aPYA ]. 
o~o+ w 

31 J;" h Ii I J + 2 -I J;" h (i + /i I ) w aih U _ I U _ I ;.. W aih U _ I U _ I,;" U ° ;.. 
+ U/'_ I I;.. (a;; + a{;u~) + ~b ~kUh_ I u~ I J 

+ wll a{;uh_ I (u~,;.. + u'\ f;..) + (u i_ I,;" + u'~/;.. )(a~ 
+ a{;u~) + U,i_ If;..a{;u7 + b ~u"-- I 

+ !b~k(U~ I u~ + U"--I u~)j 
+ wOI a{;u"-- I u\,;.. + (u~,;.. + u/\ I;.. )(a~ + a{;u~) 
+ (u i_ I,A + U/~/A )a{;u7 + b ~ 

+ b~u~ + ~b~du"-- I u~ + u7uk_ I 

+ u~ u~) + ib ~kn u~ u~ u~ + ... J 

+ O(w- 2
) =0. 

(33) 

(34) 

Then, averaging and taking the norm and assuming the a{;" 
and b J do not depend on derivatives of order 2 and 3 of the ui

, 

i<M, all yield 

afo;"u tl
_ II;.. = 0, 

a{t(uL;.. +u'~/;..)+a{tu~u'i_l/;.. =0, 

a~u~.A + b~ = 0, 

a~u';l;.. +aftu7(ui_I,A +u/~/;..)=O. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Equation (37) is not new to us, and neither is (35) [cf. (30)]. On 
the other hand, both (36) and (38) can be simplified to 

(37') 

and 

(38/) 

This last result is necessary since it could happen that the 
third derivatives be definable as continuous across.I even if 
the second derivatives are not; since we are looking for con
ditions on these, Eq. (37') alone would be insufficient to ob
tain the characteristic equation when 

lim U'i_ I = 0. 
"'~o+ 

9. AN EXAMPLE 

The more arduous cases where discontinuous first and 
zeroth order derivatives appear in an order-four system will 
be left aside due to their complexity, which implies results 
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the interpretation of which is not obvious unless ad hoc as
sumptions are made on the whole system. For example, in 
the case of order-O discontinuities, the complete equation is 
(14) itself; obviously, without extra assumptions one cannot 
hope to find more than the order-6 condition 

det [aftu h
_ 3 f; .. ] = 0 

for nonvanishing lim U'i
_ 3 discontinuities. 

"'~o+ 

We shall illustrate in a later publication the procedure 
developed here to the case of Yang's third-order equations 
for the gravitational potentials gaP' which read 

Rap;y = Ray;/1 + Bianchi's identities. 

(RaP is the contracted Riemann tensor). These equations are 
an obvious generalization of Einstein's empty space set, 
which arise when one wants to interpret gravitation as due to 
a parallel displacement gauge field (Ref. 5). 

As a somewhat less involved example, let us have a look 
at the general fourth-order equation in two variables x and y 
for one unknown function u: 

F(x,y; u;p,q; r,s,t; a,b,c,d; e,j,g,h,i) = 0, 

where 

r = U>ll' S = U'n, t = U'22; 

a = U'lll' b = U>l12' C = U>l22' d = U'222; 

e = U>llll' f = U>l1l2' g = Unl22' 

h = U'l222' i = U'222Z' 

(39) 

(1 and 2 as suffixes to the right of a comma denote partial 
derivatives with respect to x and y respectively). Following 
Refs. 4 and 6 we can obtain a first-order canonical system 
equivalent to the fourth-order equation if we make the iden
tifications 

U 1 =x, Uz = y, U)= u; U4 = p, Us =q; 

U6 = r, U7 =S, U8 = t; 

U9 = a, UIO = b, U ll = C, U l2 = d; u l ) = e, 

U l4 =j, UlS=g, U l6 =h, u 17 =i. 

and then put, assuming (39) can be formally solved for e in 
the form 
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e = G (x, y; u; p,q; r,s,t; a,b,c,d;j,g,h,i), 

U1,l = U2,Z, U4,1 = U6UZ,2' 

U 2,1 = 0, U 7,l = u 6,z' 

U3,1 = u4UZ,z' U 8,l = u 7,z, 

US,l = U4,2' U9,1 = u\3U Z,Z' 

U6,1 = U9UZ.Z, U 14,l = u 13,z' 

UIQ,I = U 9 ,Z, UlS,1 = U14.2> 

UII,I = ulQ,Z' U16,1 = UI5,Z' 

U 12,1 = UII,Z, U 17,1 = U I6,Z' 

U 13,l = (G1 + G3U 4 + G4U 6 + G6U 9 )UZ,z + GSu4,z 

+ G7U 6•2 + GgU 7,2 + G14U 13,2 

+ G1S U 14,2 + G16U 1S,2 + G17U I6,Z 
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It can be seen at once that this form of the equivalent 
quasi linear system contains no b J term. The af'" terms are 
more easily written as a list than in matrix form. We have 

1 =a: 1 =a~1 =a~1 =a~l =a~l =a~1 =a~1 =a~1 

= a~6 = a:~,1 = a:i,1 = a!2.1 = a:~·1 

= a:~·1 = a:~·1 = a:~·1 

- 1 = ai2 = a!Z = a~z = a~2 = a~2 = a:g·z = a::·2 

ai
2 

= - Un' 

aiZ
.
2 = -UI3 

a:? = G 14, a:~'z = GIS' 

= GIn' a:~'z = GI7 

a 17 ,2 
IS 

a!7,2 = Gs, a~7.2 = G
7

, aj7.2 = Gx 

ai
7

•
2 

= G1 + G3U 4 + G4 U 6 + G6 U 9 • 

It is rather easy to obtain in this case the characteristic 
determinant for fourth-order discontinuities. It is 

t:3(/i - G 17Ji - G I6Jln - GIS" nn 
- G14)i/2l = O. 

[The subscript 0 has the same meaning here on the G 's as it 
had in (24)]. 

As noted before, this condition is independent of the 
values the discontinuities may have along the characteristic 
"hypersurface" (a curve here). On the other hand, referring 
to (28) or (30), we know that the conditions for third order 
discontinuities depend both on the specific form of G and the 
values of the discontinuities; the corresponding equation is 

1 135
/

4 -(G +G [u ])/ 4 -(G 1 t 1 170 17"'/lYI 3o.«/Jr 2 16() 

+ G I6 """ [U 3""", ] )IJ i - (G ISo + GIS,,,,,,,, [U 3""", ])n n 
- (G 140 + G I4"."" [U 3""!,, ])li/2l = 0, 

where the sets (aPr) being summed refer, successively, to the 
functions a, b, c, and d and the square brackets denote as 
usual the discontinuities of the quantity they contain. These 
can be interpreted as in Sec. 8. 

10. CONCLUSION 

Although it may seem that the conditions imposed in 
Sec. 3 are somewhat restrictive, the example of Sec. 9 shows 
that part of the problem may be avoided if equivalent sys
tems of the form used in the example are used (i.e., systems 
where the new variables nowhere appear in an nonditferen
tiated form). 
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Imitating Schilder's results for Wiener integrals rigorous Laplace asymptotic expansions are 
proven for conditional Wiener integrals. Applications are given for deriving generalized Mehler 
kernel formulas, up to arbitrarily high orders in powers of~, for exp{ - TH(~)/~J(x,y), T> 0 
where H (~) = [( - ~2 /2)..11 + V],.:::1 1 being the one-dimensional Laplacian, Vbeing a real-valued 
potential VECoo (R), bounded below, together with its second derivative. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Mv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For ~ > 0, let H (~) denote the quantum mechanical Ha
miltonian 

H (~) = { - ~ 2 !£... + A 2X
2 

} (AER). 
2 dx2 2 

The Mehler formula for the kernel exp { - tH (~)/~ J (x, y) 
states that 

exp{ - tH(~)/~J(x,y) 

= (A /21rli sinh At )1/2 

xexp{( -A /2~ sinh At)[(x2 + y2) cosh At - 2xy]J, 

x, yeR. It is well known that the validity of the Mehler for
mula is equivalent to the result that the WKB approximation 
is exact for harmonic oscillator potentials. 

This suggests that for more general potentials V, e.g., 
V(x) = A 2x2/2 + B 2x4/4 (A,BER) one should be able to use 
quasiclassical expansions to determine the kernel 
exp{ - tH(~)/~J(x,y), x,yeR, for H(~) 
= {( - ~ 2/2)(d 2/dx2) + V(x)J,uptoarbitrarilyhighorders 

in ~, in terms of the corresponding classical mechanical solu
tions. Formal results of this kind have been given by Miz
rahi, I De-Witt, 2 and Truman,3 but, to date, there does not 
seem to be any rigorous proof of the validity of these expan
sions. 

For a rigorous proof we require a generalization of the 
Laplace asymptotic expansions for Lebesgue integrals to in
tegrals over function space. The functional integral required 
in this context is the conditional Wiener integral. Here we 
base our main technical result Theorem 1 on a number of 
new estimates-Lemmas 5, 7, and 14 and the seminal work 
of Schilder, 4 who considered Laplace asymptotic expansions 
for the Wiener integral. We learned the method of proof of 
Lemma 5 of this paper from Simon'ss excellent book on 
functional integration in quantum physics. (The underlying 
idea is the beautiful proof of Kolmogorov's lemma.) There 
are, however, several alternative ways of obtaining this esti
mate. Our results do not use the extensive work of Donsker 
and Varadhan in this area, because, for the conditional Wie
ner integral, Schilder's methods seem more obvious. 

In Theorem 1, using Donsker's "fiat" integral,6 the 
functional integrand is assumed to have a unique global 
maximum, but we can allow there to be any finite number of 

global maxima. In this case Theorem 1 can be used to obtain 
Bender-Wu type formulae for the X 2N -anharmonic oscilla
tor (see Ref. 7). By combining some of the ideas of Schilder 
with those of Pincus,8 Theorem 1, with more restrictive as
sumptions, can be extended to a general Gaussian process, 
but more general results of this kind are now available in the 
work of Ellis and Rosen. 9 

The applications of our theorem to establishing a gener
alized Mehler kernel formula are given in Theorems 2 and 3 
in Sec. 2 of this paper. In Theorem 2 general anharmonic 
oscillator potentials V(X)ECOO (R), which are bounded below 
and convex [V "(x) > 0], e.g., V(x) = (A 2x2/2 + B 2X4/4) are 
considered and a generalized Mehler kernel formula is given, 
up to arbitrarily high orders in ~, for arbitrary finite times. In 
Theorem 3 nonconvex potentials are studied and a general
ized Mehler kernel formula is given but only for sufficiently 
small times. As will be seen these results and the Bender-Wu 
type results are quite easy to prove. The main reason for this 
is that the requisite conditions for Theorem I are expressed 
in terms of a supnorm and not the more restrictive LP norms 
used in some treatments. 

We state Theorem 1 and the attendant conditions be
low. The proof is deferred until Sec. 3. In what follows 
Co[O, T] is the Banach space of continuous functions 
z:[O,T]-R withz(O) = zIT) = 0 equipped with supnorm 

Ilzll = sup IZ(T)I. 
TE[O,TJ 

Co[O,T] supports the conditional Wiener measure df-lO,O;O,T' 
with covariance 

f z(s)z(t )df-lO,O;O,T(Z) = (21TT)- 1/2s(1 - t /T), 
Jco[O,TJ 

O<;s < t<;T, 

with mean zero 

f z(s)df-lO,O;O,T(Z) = 0, O<;s<;T. 
Jco[O,TJ 

For the associated probability measure 

f-lO~O~O,T {Co[O,T] Jdf-lO,O;O,T(Z) = (21TT) 1/2df-lo,o;O,T(Z), 

we use the notation 

(21TT)1/2 f F(z)df-lo,o;O,T(Z) = E;!F(z)J, 
Jco[O,TJ 
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for suitable functionals F. Slightly abusing notation, for mea
surable setsA, we shall sometimes write 

E;[XA(Z)I = E;[A I, 

where X A is the characteristic function of the set A. 
C t [0, T] is the reproducing kernel Sobolev space associated 
with Co[O, T]; ZEC t [0, T] if Z is absolutely continuous with 
derivative z'(r) in L 2[0,T], J6[z'(rW dr < 00. 

Theorem 1: Let F(z) be a real-valued continuous func
tional defined on Co[O,T] and suppose that the functional 
IF(z) - 2- IJ6[z'(rW drl has a unique maximum at 
xoECt[O,T] with (F(xo) - 2- IJef[ x~(r)] 2 drl = b. IfFsat
isfies the conditions 1-6 below, then 

exp{ - bA. -2jE;{exp{A -2F(AZ) II 
= ro +Ar l +A 2r2 + ... +A n- 3r n_ 3 + O(A n-2), 

as A-+O, where the r j are integrals dependent only on the 
functional F and its Frechet derivatives at Xo. 

(1) F (z) is measurable. 
(2}F(zl«b + Ld + L21IzI12,fLo.o;o.T almost everywhere. 

LI,L2arepositiverealnumberswithL2 <mint y12T, 1/4T j, 
ybeing the constant in Lemma 5. (See also remark at the end 
of Theorem 3.) 

(3) F(z) is continuous for 

IIzl!<max[(LI + 1)1/2/1L2 - 1/2TI I12,[2T(L I + 1)lyr /2
J 

and upper semicontinuous on Co[O,T]. 
(4)F(z) has n;>3 continuous Frechet derivatives in a ball 

of radius 8 centered at Xo in CoCO, T], 8> O. We further as
sume that the Frechet derivatives Dj F satisfy 
D' F(xo + lI)zj = O(lIzW), if 111111 <8. 

(5) For some £>0, for 111111 <8, 
E;( exp[ (1 + £)D 2F(xo + 1I)z2/21 ) is uniformly bounded. 

(6) x~(·) is of bounded variation on [O,T]. 
Since we can deduce the above result with b #0 from 

the corresponding theorem with b = ° by making the re
placement F(z)~[F(z) - b], we only prove Theorem 1 for 
b = O. (This incidentally enables us to avoid a non sequitur in 
Schilder's original paper. 10) The proof of this version of the 
theorem is given in Sec. 3. As we have already remarked the 
seminal idea for this proof is Schilder's. Theorems 2 and 3 
together with their proofs are given in Sec. 2 of this paper. 

For convenience we shall use a notation consistent with 
that of Schilder's original paper. For instance, ifzECo[O,T], 
zn (. }EC t [0, T] denotes its polygonalization defined by 

jT In <r<(j + I)T In, 

forj = 0,1,2, ... ,(n - 1). The corresponding n-vectoris denot
ed zn , where zn = (z(T In),z(2T In), ... ,z(T)). As we have al
ready stated 1111 denotes the supnorm throughout so that 

IIz
n

(')11 = ;[~~] Izn(r) I =j=I.~.~~n-l}f,j1 = Ilznll· 

2. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 

We now discuss the kernel exp [ - TH ('Ii)I'Ii I (x, y), for 
the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian 
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H (Ii) = [( - 'Ii 2/2)A I + V], where the real-valued potential 
VEC"" (R) and is bounded below. We are aiming for a gener
alized Mehler formula for the kernel expressing it in terms of 
classical mechanical solutions up to arbitrarily high orders 
in Ii. We begin with a standard result from the direct meth
ods of the calculus of variations. 

Lemma I: Fix x, YER and T> O. Let the real-valued 
potential VEC'" (R) be bounded below. Let the functional 

A (z) = 2- II
T 

[z'(rlf dr + IT V [z(r)) dr 

(note sign of V) be defined for ZEd, the space of absolutely 
continuous functions z(r) defined on the interval [O,T] with 
z(O) = x and z(T) = y. Then A attains its global minimum at 
at least one path X min Ed, X min is smooth and satisfies the 
Euler-Lagrange equation X;;'in (r) = V'[Xmm(r)], rE[O,T], 
with Xmin (0) = x and Xmin (T) = y. 

Proof: See for instance Chap. 4 of Ref. 11. 0 
The next lemma is basic to our results. 
Lemma 2: Let the self-adjoint quantum mechanical Ha

miltonian H (fi) = [( - Ii 2/2lA I + V], where the real-valued 
potential VEC"" (R) is bounded below. Let the wavefunction 
tjIE.Y(R). Then, for each fixed T> 0, 

exp{ - TH(Ii)llilifJ(x) 

= f exp[ - TH (1i)llij(x, y}ifJ(y) dy, 

where the kernel is given by 

exp{ - TH(Ii)lfil(x,y) 

= 1i- 1/2 exp{ - A (Xmin)/lill dfLo,o;o.T(z) 
C.[O,T] 

xexp { - ii-lIT [V [Xmin(r) + fiIl2z(r)] 

- V [Xmin (r)] -fi Il2z(r}V' [Xmin (r)]] } dr 

and X min is the global minimum of A above, fLo,o;o. T being the 
conditional Wiener measure on Co[O, T], the space of contin
uous functions z:[O,T]~R with z(O) = zIT) = 0. 

Proof: The Feynman-Kac formula I2 gives with 
A = li1l2, for real VEC"" (R) bounded below, tjIE.Y(R), 

exp! - TH(fi)llijifJ(x) 

= Ez{exp{ -A -2iT 
vex + AZ(r)]dr}ifJ(X + AZ(Tll}, 

Ez denoting Wiener integral. We simply translatez~(z + a) 
with a(·) = A - I (Xci H - x), Xci H being a smooth solution of 
X;I (r) = V' [Xci (r)], rE[O,T], with XcI (0) = X,xcl (T) as yet 
unspecified, Using the translation formula,13 which is valid 
since the functional integrand is bounded and continuous, 
we obtain 
exp[ - TH(fi)/fi}ifJ(x) 

=exp{ - ~21T [X~I(r)]2dr} 

XEz{exp{ -A -2 iT V [XcI(r) + Az(r)]dr 

- A -I iT X;I (r) dz(r)}ifJ(XctlT) + k(T))}. 
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Setting 

A(Xcl )=2- li
T 

[X;dr)]2dr+ iT V [Xcdr)] dr, 

gives after integrating by parts 14 in the exponential, 

exp! - TH(Ii)llilt/l(x) 

= exp! -A (Xci )lIiIEz{exp { -A -2i
T 

[V [Xcdr) + Az(r)] 

- V [Xcdr)] -Az(r)V'[Xcdr)]]dr} 

xexp! -A -IX;dT)z(T)lt/I(XcdT) + AZ(Tll}. 

But, using what we hope is an obvious notation, 

Ez!F(z)J = fdJlo.O;Z(T).T(Z)dZ(T)F(Z), 

giving for y = Az(T) + Xci (T), 

Ll 2V= V [XcI(r) + Az(r)] - V [Xci (r)] -Az(r)V'[Xcdr)], 

exp! - TH(Ii)llilt/l(x) 

= 1i- 1/2 exp! - A (Xci )llil 

X f dJlo.o;A. - '( y - XcdTII.T(Z) dy t/I( y) 

xexp{ -A -2i
T 

Ll 2Vdr 

-A -2X;I(T)(y-Xcl(Tll}. 

Hence we have shown that 

exp! - TH(Ii)/IiJ(x,y) 

= 1i- 1/2 exp! - A (Xci )/lil f dJlo.o;A.-'(y - Xc\(TII.T(Z) 

xexp{ -A -2i
T 

Ll 2Vdr 

-A -2X;I(T)(y-XCI(Tll}. 

We choose Xci (.) = Xmin (.) so that Xci (T) = y and the de-
sired result follows. 0 

Lemma 2 has the following corollary. 
Corollary 1: For real VEC"" (R) bounded below, for the 

self-adjoint quantum mechanical Hamiltonian 
H (Ii) = [( _1i2 /2)Ll I + V], and for 1i1/2 = A, 

exp! - TH(Ii)/IiI(x,y) 

= (21TTIi)-1/2 exp! -A (Xmin)lIiIE;{eXp!A -2F(AZ)J) 

where the functional 

F(z) = - iT !V[Xmin(r)+Z(r)] 

- V [Xmin(r)] -z(r)V'[Xmin(r)] I dr 

and 

F(z) - 2- li T 
[z'(r}F dr 

= -A (Xmin +z) +A (Xmin ), zEC~[O,T]. 

Proof The first part of the corollary is obvious. From 
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the hypothesis of Lemma 1 

A (z) = 2- li
T 

[z'(rW dr+ iT V [z(r)] dr, ZEd. 

Thus 

-A (Xmin +z) +A (Xmin ) 

= - iT [V[Xmin(r)+Z(r)] - V [Xmin(r)] 

+X:nin(r)z'(r) + 2- 1 [z'(rlf] dr, 

since Xmin Ed by definition and Xmin + zEd, ZEC t [0, T ]. 
But Xmin satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation 
X ;:'in = V' [Xmin ] and so 

iT X:nin(r)z'(r) dr = - iT z(r)V'[Xmin(r)] dr, 

giving the required result. 0 
Evidently for us to be able to apply Theorem 1 we re

quire the maximum of [ - A (Xmin + z) + A (Xmin )] to be 
unique in C t [0, T ]. By definition of X min this maximum is 
zero and it is uniquely attained at z=O iff Xmin the global 
minimum of A over d is unique. When Vis convex the next 
lemma assures us that this uniqueness holds. 

Lemma 3: When VEC"" (R) is real-valued, bounded be
low and strictly convex Xmin the global minimum of 

A (X) = 2- li
T 

[X'(rjf dr + iT V [X(r)] dr 

over d, the absolutely continuous paths on [O,T] with 
X(O) = x, X(T) = y, is unique. 

Proof Assume there are two global minima XI and X 2. 
Then, since XI andX2 are smooth and each satisfy the Euler
Lagrangeequation,ifh (r) = XI(r) - X 2(r),h (0) = h (T) = 0, 
and from Taylor's theorem, for some r-dependent (J, O<;(J<; 1, 

h "(r) = h (r)V"[XI(r) - (Jh (r)], TE[O,T]. 

Whenh '(0) = O,X; (0) = X ;(O),and the usual theoryofordi
nary differential equations assures us that XI(r) = X 2(r), 
TE[O,T]. Thus, there are only two cases to consider h '(0) > 0 
and h '(0) < O. In the first case h (0) = h (T) = 0, h '(0) > 0, as
sures us thath (.) must have a first local maximums, say, with 
h (5) > 0, h '(5) = O. But from the above equation h "(5) > 0 
and we have a contradiction. The second case is dealt with 
similarly by looking for a first local minimum. 0 

We now come to our first application. 
Theorem 2: Let H (Ii) be the self-adjoint quantum me

chanical Hamiltonian H (Ii) = [( - 1i2/2)Ll1 + V], where 
VEC"" (R) is strictly convex and bounded below. Let Xmin 
denote the unique minimum of 

A (z) = 2- li
T 

[z'(rlfdr+ iT V [z(r)] dr 

over the absolutely continuous paths z:[O,T]-+R with 
z(O) = x, zIT) = y. Then, for each finite time T> 0, 

exp! - TH(Ii)lIiI(x,y) 

= exp{ -A (Xmin )lIiI(21TTIi)-1/2 

X E;{ exp! Ii- IF(1i1/2z) I}, 

where 
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P(z) = - iT [V[Xmin(r)+z(r)] - V [Xmin(r)] 

-z(r)V'[Xmin(r)] j dr, 

satisfies the conditions (1)-(6) of Theorem 1. 
Hence, for each finite integer n>3, 

exp[ - TH(fi)lfij (x, y) exp[A (Xmin)lfij 
n-3 

= (21TTfi)-1/2 I (i!)-I 
i=O 

XE~{exp{ - ~ iT V "(Xmin)z2 dr} 

X (fi l/2(3!)-li
T 

V "'(Xmin )z3 dr + ... 

+ fi(n- 31/2[(n - l)!] -liT vn- I(Xmin)zn -I dry} 

+ 0 (fi(n - 21/2), (*) 

f6V"(Xmin)z2 dr being a shorthand for 
f6V "(Xmin (r))z2(r) dr, etc. 

Proof: We need only show that conditions (1)-(6) of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied for 

P(z) = - iT[V[Xmin(r)+z(r)] - V [Xmin(r)] 

-z(r)V'[Xmin(r)] j dr. 

Conditions (1), (3), (4), and (6) are easy to check. Condition (2) 
is satisfied because, for some rJ, with IlrJll < Ilzll, 

P(z) = -2- li
T 

V"[Xmin (r)+rJ(r)]z2(r)dr<0. 

Condition (5) is valid because a simple calculation gives 

D 2P(xo + rJ)z2 = D 2p(rJ)z2 

= - iT V"[Xmin (r)+rJ(r)]z2(r)dr<0 

andE~(exp[(1 +€)D2P(Xo+rJ)z2/2j}<E~[1j = 1. 

The final identity of Theorem 2 follows from the proof of 
Theorem 1. D 

Remark: The asymptotic series resulting from equation 
(*) does not contain any odd powers offil/2, because of the 
symmetry of the Gaussian measure. We now extend our re
sults to a wider class of potentials. 

Lemma 4: When VEC"" (JIl) is real-valued bounded be
low and V"> - 1/31, for some constant/3, the global mini
mum of 

A(X)=2- li
T 

[X'(rWdr+ iT V[X(r)] dr, 

over d, the space of absolutely continuous paths on [O,T] 
with X (0) = x, X (T) = y is unique if T < 1T/1/31112. 

Proof: Assume there are two global minima XI and X2· 
Since XI and X 2 are smooth and each satisfy the Euler-La
grange equation, if h (r) = XI(r) - X 2(r), h (0) = h (T) = 0, 
and, for some point 5 (r) intermediate to XI(r) and X 2(r), 

h "(r) = h (r)V"(s(r)), rE[O,T]. 

Multiplying both sides of this equation by h (r) and integrat
ing by parts gives 
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However, 

( [h 'trW dr> ~2 (h 2(r) dr, Jo T Jo 
1T2/T2 being the least eigenvalue..i of the equation 
- h "(r) =..ih (r), with h (0) = h (T) = 0. By hypothesis 
- V"(s(r))<I/31 and so from above 

1T: (h 2(r) dr< 1/31 (h 2(r) dr. 
T Jo Jo 

Hence, for T < 1T/1/311/2, we must have f6 h 2(r) dr = 0, so 
that XI(r) = X 2(r), rE[O,T]. D 

Our second application is contained in Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3: Let H (fi) be the self-adjoint quantum me

chanical Hamiltonian H (fi) = [( - fi2/2)L11 + V], where 
VEC"" (JIl) is bounded below and V" > - 1/31. LetA (X) as de
fined above attain its global minimum at the unique point 
X min Ed, the space of absolutely continuous functions 
z:[O,T]~JIl with z(O) = x, zIT) = y. Then, for sufficiently 
small time T, 

exp[ - TH(fi)/fi}(x,y) 

= exp[ -A (Xmin)lfij(21TTfi)-1/2 

X E~( exp[ fi- IP(fiI/2Z ) j}, 

where 

P(z) = - iT [V[Xmin(r)+z(r)] - V [Xmin(r)] 

-z(r)V'[Xmin(r)ll dr, 

satisfies the conditions (1)-(6) of Theorem 1. 
Hence equation (*) is valid for each finite integer n>3, 

for sufficiently small time T. 
Proof: Lemma 2 establishes the desired identity given in 

the equation above. 
Conditions (1), (3), (4), and (6) are easy to check. Since, 

for some rJ with IIrJlI<lIzll, 

P(z) = _2- l i
T 

V"[Xmin (r)+rJ(r)]z2(r)dr 

< 1/31 T IIzll2 = L211z 112, 
2 

for L2 = 1.8 IT /2, condition (2) is valid ifT < mint (y/I/3IlI/2, 
(1/21/3 W /2j. 

Condition (5) is valid because 

D 2P(XO + rJ)z2 

= D 2p(rJ)z2 

= - iT V"[Xmin(r)+rJ(r)]r(r)dr<I.8ITllzIl2 

and 

E~(exp!(l + €)D2p(xo + rJ)z2/2j} 

<E~(exp!(1 + €)(I/3ITllzIl2/2)j} 

for(l + €)I.8 IT /2 < y/T from Lemma 8. The last condition is 
valid, for some € > 0, if T < (2y/l.8 !J1/2, which is valid by hy
pothesis since T < (y/l/3 W/2. 
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Remark: In the last theorem it is important to have the 
best possible value for r. Lemma 5 gives the value of r, 
r = (1 - 2-1/4)2/4, an inequality of Doob l5 gives the im
proved value r = 2. Doob's inequality is, however, much 
more difficult to prove than the simple estimate of Lemma 5. 

The justification for calling Theorem 2 and 3 general
ized Mehler kernel formulas is given in the final corollary. 

Corollary 2: Let the self-adjoint quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonian H (Ii) = [( -1J2/2)A I + V), where VEC'" (R) 
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2 (Theorem 3). Then, 
setting A (Xmin ) =A (x, y,T), for each finite time T>O (for 
each sufficiently small finite time T> 0), 

exp( - TH(Ii)/lij(x,y) 

= (21rli)-112 exp! - A (x, y,T)/lij 

(
a2A )112 

X -- (x,y,T) !I + fzKI + o (1i2)), 
axay 

where 

KI = - ~ ( Vliu)(Xmin (1'))G 2(1',1') d1' 
8 Jo 

+ _1_ ( ( d1' dO' V"'(Xmin (1'))V"'(Xmin (0')) 
24 Jo Jo 

X [3G (1',1')G (1',0')G (0',0') + 2G 3(1',0')] d1' dO', 

G (1',0') (the Feynman-Green's function) being the Green's 
function of the Sturm-Liouville differential operator 
[d2/d~ - V"(Xmin(O'))] with zero boundary conditions 
G(0,1') = G(T,1') = 0. 

Proof The proof of this result (and corresponding re
sults for higher order terms) follows from the identity: 

1= (217'T) 1/2
lE;{exp { jtl ajz(tj )} 

xexp { - TIT V" [Xmin(1')]z2(1')d1'}} 

( 
a2A ) ]/2 {I n } =(21T)-1/2 __ (X,y,t) exp- I ajajG(totj)' 

ax ay 2 j,j=] 

To prove this denote S6Z'(1')W'(1') d1' by (z,w), for 
Z,WEC t [0, T ]. Equipped with this inner product C t [0, T ] 
is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with kernel 
p(s,t) =s(l- t/T),s<t. Now defining L:CtfO,T] 
-+Ct[O,T] by (Lz)"(1') = - V II (Xmin (1'))z(1') and integrating 
by parts we see that 

(z,Lz) = iT V"(Xmin (1'))r(1')d1'. 

Integrating we can find (Lz) explicitly. We obtain 

(Lz)(t) = - fdt' f' V II (Xmin (t"))z(t")dtII 

+ l-. (dt' (" VI(Xmin(tl))z(t")dt". 
T Jo Jo 

Hence, for () the Heaviside function, 

(Lz)(t) = iT [~ -() (t - t ')] dt' 

X f V"(Xmin(t"))z(t")dt". 

DefineLI:CtfO,T]-+Ct[O,T] by 
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(Llw)(t) = iT (~ -() (t - t '))W{t ') dt' 

and define 

(L~)(t') = f V"(Xmin(t "))z(t ") dt ", 

L 2 :CO [0,T l-+Co[O,T], 

where Co[O, T) is the Hilbert space of absolutely continuous 
z:[o, T)-+R with z(O) = 0. Then L = L ]L2· 

Let! ()I""'()n j, ! ¢I'''''¢n j be orthonormal systems in 
C t [0, T 1. Then from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities 

n 

I I (¢oL1L 2()j)1 
i= I 

n 

< I IlL T¢j 1111L2()j II 
i= 1 

<{ jtl (¢i>L]LT¢j)} '12{ it, (();,LTL 2()j)} 1/2 

<IlL TI121IL2112 = IILII1211L2112 < 00, 

11112 being the Hilbert-Schmidt norms on Ct [O,T] and 
Co[O,T). Here the last step is valid because 

(L,w)(t) = iT[~ -()(t-t')]f :t~' (t")dt" 

= ( d~, (t ") dt lifT dt '[l-. - () (t - t ')] 
Jo dt (" T 

= (dw (tll)[l-. (T-tll)-()(t-tll)(t-tll)] 
Jo dt II T 

show that L I has an L 2 kernel and ilL 1112 < 00 and similarly 
for L 2. It follows from the above inequality that L = L IL2 is 
trace-class. 

Setting 
n 

zo(t) = I a i p(t;,t), 
i=l 

and using a standard result for Gaussian processes, 16.17 we 
now obtain 

1= (21TT)- 1/2lE;{ exp! (zo,z) j exp! - !(z,Lz) JJ 
= (21TT)-1I2 exp! ~(zo,(l + L )-IZO) j [det(1 + L )] -112. 

det( I + L ) and (1 + L ) - 1 can now be calculated as in Ref. 1. 
The results of the calculation are detailed above. 0 

Essentially the above result was derived formally by 
Mizrahi. 1 Equivalent results were obtained by DeWitt2 and 
independently and almost simultaneously by Truman.3 We 
believe the above to be the first rigorous proof of this result. 
Results for the behavior for large arguments of eigenfunc
tions of quantum mechanical Hamiltonians reminiscent of 
those above have been published by Carmona and Simon. 18 

The calculation of higher order terms, using the Feynman
Green's function, is extremely difficult and the results stated 
in Theorems 2 and 3 seem more useful. 

3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
A. Preliminary lemmas 

We begin with a crucial estimate which is based on a 
beautiful argument of Kolmogorov. We learned this method 
of proof in Simon's excellent book. (See Lemma 18.7 in Ref. 
5). 
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Lemma 5: For some fixed constants C,y > 0 and for suf
ficiently large a' 

lE;{lIzll>a'J <Cexp{ -ya'2IT). 

Proof Denote the covariance lEn z(s)z(t ) J by p(s,t ) 
where p(s,t ) = s( 1 - tiT), o<,s < t<, T. Setting 

(
bll b12) = (p(s,s) P(S,t))-I=(a ll a 12)-I, 
b21 b22 \PIt,s) p(t,t) a 21 a22 

the joint probability distribution ofx I = z(s), X2 = zIt ) is pro
portionaltoexp( -!(bllx/ +b2~/ +2bl~lx2J.Defin
ing y = (x I - x 2), we see that the joint probability distribu
tion is proportional to 

exp! - Wbll + b22 + 2bd(xl - (b22 + bdyl 

(b ll + b22 + 2b12))2 + (b22bll - b i2lY21 

(b ll + b22 + 2bd]J· 

Integrating with respect to x I' gives 

lE;( Iz(s)- z(t)1 >a') = N roO exp { - y2 )} dy, 
Ja 2(a ll + a22 - 2a l 2 

for some normalization constant N. However, from the 
above explicit form of p, 
all + a22 - 2a l2 = lE;( Iz(t) - z(sWJ <,21s - t I, s,tE[O,T]. 
And so, sUbstituting for N, we deduce that, for a > 0, 

lEn Iz(s) - z(t)1 >a J 

<,Ni
oo 

exp{ - y2 } dy 
a 41s - t I 

= 2(21T)-1/2 roo exp( - X2) dx. 
Ja/121s - t I)'" 2 

Since s: exp( - x 2/2jdx<,a- 1 exp( - a2/2j, we arrive at 

lE;{ jz( ~:) _ z( ";T) I > Co2 -nI4} 

{ 
C 22n12} 

<,2(21Tj-I/2Co-ITI/221122-n/4exp - 4~ . 

It follows that 

> Co2 - n14, some 0<,k<,2n, some n} 

.;::2 -1I2C-ITJ/2 ~ 23nl4exp{ _C~2nl2}. 
'" 1T 0 n~o 4T 

Denoting the nth term in the above infinite series by Un' for 
n>l, ifC~/4T>2, 

unlun _ I = exp(a In 2 - 21n - 1)/2(21/2 - 1)C~/4T J <,e - a, 

where a = 2(21/2 - 1) - (3/4) In 2> O. Hence, for C~ > ST, 
we obtain the estimate 

2064 

> Co2 - n/4, some O<,k.;;;2", some n} 

21T-1f2Cr;ITI/2 {-C
0

2 } 
.;;; exp--. 

(1 - e- a
) 4T 
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Now, if 

for O<,k<2", for each n, then, writing t = T~r= I aj 2 - J, 

each aj being 0 or 1, tE[O,T], and observing 
00 

Iz(t j - z(O) I < I IZ(Sj+ I) - z(Sj)l, 
j=1 

Sj being thejth partial sum of T~t= I aj 2 -J, we deduce 

"" 
Iz(t)-z(Ojl< I ajC02-j/4<,Co/(I-2-1/4)=a'. 

j=O 

Hence, iflz(t) - z(O) I >a', forsometE(O,T), we know that for 
some O<k<2" , some n, 

and it follows from the above that, since z(O) = 0, 

lEn Iz(t ) I > a', for some tE[O, T] J 

21T- IJ2T I /2 
<, exp( - a'2(1 - 2- 1/4f/4T j, 

a'(1 - e- a ) 

for a' > (ST)1/2(1 - 2- 114)-., a = 2(21/2 - 1) - ~ In 2> O. 
Lemma 6 (Schilder): If 

max sup ZIT) -z L <-, [ 1 ('jl] 0 
O<;j<n - I jT In < r<(j + I)T In n 2 

then liz - zn (.) II < o,zn (.) being the polygonalization of z. 
Proof Let To be a point where IZ(1") - z" (1')1 attains its 

maximum. Letj be such thatjT In < 1"0<,(j + I)T In. Now 

IZ(1"o) - zn (1'0)1 <IZ(To) - z(jT In)1 + Iz(jT In) - zn (1'0)1. 

By hypothesis 

IZ(TO) - z(jT In)1 < 012 and Iz( j + 1 Tin) - z(jT In)1 < 0/2. 

From the last inequality every point on the straight line zn 

joining (jT In, z(jT In)) and ( j + 1 Tin, z( j + 1 Tin)) sat
isfies Iz(jT In) - zn (1')1 < 0 /2,TE[jT In, (j + I)T In]. In par
ticular this is valid for l' = To' This proves the lemma. 0 

We also require a more refined estimate than that of 
lemma 5. 

Lemma 7: For each sufficiently large integer m, for any 
0'>0, 

lEn Jlz - Zm(·jJl>O'J <Co'-I(mT)1/2 exp! - Dmo'21T J, 

for constants C,D> O. 
Proof Repeating the argument of Lemma 5, we obtain, 

for C~mI4T> 2, 

lE;{ I z(jT + l5£) _ z(jT + k=T T) I I m m2n m mr 

> Co2 - n14, some O<k<2", some n} 

21T-
1/2 

_1(T)Ii2 { mc~} 
<, Co - exp - -4T ' 

(1 - e- U
) m 

where a = 2(2112 - 1) - ~ In 2 > O . 
We now observe that, if 
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Iz(iT + kT) _ z(iT + ~T) I <Co2 - "/4, 
m m2" m m2" 

for O<k<2n • for each n. then writing 

( ij T ~ 2-k t - - = - £.- a k • 
m m k~1 

where a k = 0 or 1, as in Lemma 5, we deduce 

IZ(t) -z~~1 <CoI(l- 2- 1/4) = C~. 
for tE[iT 1m. (j + I)T 1m]. Hence. if Iz(t) - z(jT Im)I:>C~, 
for some tE[jT 1m, (j + l)T 1m]. we know that. for some n 
and some D<k<2" , 

Iz(iT + kT)_z(i
T + ~T)I:>C02-"/4. 

m m2n m m2" 
From the above inequality then, for Co = C~(l- 2- 1/4). 
C~mI4T>2. 

IE;{ IZ(t) - zf';)l :>C~, some tE[i;. (j :I)T]) 

< 21T-
1/2 

Co-I(I..)ll2exp{_ mc~}. 
(I-e- a ) m 4T 

We now let 

Qj = {ZECo[O.T] I sup IZ(T) - z(iD I:> 8'} , 
jTlm<r<(j+ lJTlm ;;;) 2 

fori = O.1.2 .... ,(m - 1), integer m. Using the above inequa
lity, we see that 

{ 

m - 1 } 21T-1/2 { mC~ } 
lE; u Qj< -a Co-l(mT)1/2exp ---, 

J~O (1 - e ) 4T 
where Co = 8'(1 - 2- 1/4 )12. Now, if 

m-I 
zic u Qj, 

j=O 

then 

sup ZiT) - z L < -. I ('jl 8' 
jT 1m < r<(j + liT 1m m 2 

for} = O,1.2, ... ,(m - 1) and so by Lemma 6 liz -zmHIl <8'. 
It follows that, for 8 '2m(1 - 2- 1/4)2/16T> 2, 

lEn liz - zmHII:>8'J 
2 -1/2 

< 1T C - l(mT)1/2 
(1 _ e-a) 0 

x exp! -m8,2(l-2- 1/4)2/16TJ, 

2 -I 0 
-1 2 -1 

(niT) 
0 -1 2 -1 

0 -1 2 

0 -1 
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where Co = 8'(1 - 2- 1/4)/2. 0 
The functionals on Co[O,T] which we encounter will be 

bounded by exp{ k IIzUZ + fllzlll, ZECo[O,T]. The next esti
mate is basic in our theorem. 

Lemma 8: for k.fEK, IE;{ exp! k IIzl12 + lllzil J } < 00, for 
k < ylT, y being as given in Lemma 5. 

Proof: Let X (n) be the characteristic function of 
{zECo[O.TJlllzIIE(n,n + Ill. Then 

lE;! exp{ k IIzl12 + fllzlll } 

= .f IE;{ exp! k IIz l12 + lllzlllx(n)} 
"=0 

".lE;{exp{ k IIz112 + lllzll j} 

< .f exp!k(n + If + lin + llllE;{x(nll 
n=O 

.' .IE;{ exp! k IIzl12 + fllzlll } 

<.f exp!k(n+I)2+I(n+IJlIE;{lIzlI>nj. 
n=O 

Hence. we deduce from Lemma 5 

IE;{ exp! k IIzll2 + fllzll j } 

<.f Cexp!k(n + If + lin + 1) - yn21TJ < 00, 
n=O 

fork<yIT. 0 

As has been seen previously. foreachzECo[O.T]. we can 
define its polygonalization zn H by 

iT (j + I)T . 
- <1'< • J = O.I, ... ,(n - 1). 
n n 

We denote the associated vector by z" • where 

zn = (z(T In). z(2T In), ... ,z( n - 1 Tin). ziT)). 

and in what follows, for vectors zn , 

Ilznll = . sup Izjl. 
J= 1.2 •...• " 

zj being the components of zn • denotes the supnorm of Z" . 

The next four lemmas are due to Schilder. 
Lemma 9 (Schilder): Let A n be the following (n X n) tri

diagonal matrix 

-1 
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then for sn , an n-dimensional vector 
n 

snAnsn = I (nIT)(si - si _ d, s~ = O. 
j~1 

We postulate that 

iT [dsn(-r)/dr P d-r = snAnsn 

and 

znAnzn<;iT [z'(-rW d-r, 

where sn (-r) is that polygonal function belonging to Co[O,T] 
having sn as its associated vector. 

Proof See Lemma 4 of Ref. 4. D 
Lemma 10 (Schilder): If ZEC ~ [O,T], then, for -rz > -r l , 

7'~~~7' [z(-r) - Z(-rIW<;(-rZ - -rtl f' [Z'(-rW d-r. 

Proof See Lemma 5 of Ref. 4. D 
Let us define the function A (D) by 

A (D) = sup {F(Z) - ~ ( [z'(-rW d-r}, 
ZEA8 2 Jo 

where A,s is the set 

(zEC~[O,T]lllz-xoll>DJ, forD>O. 
Lemma 11 (Schilder): Suppose F(z) satisfies the condi

tions given in the theorem then A (D) < 0 for 15 > O. 
Proof See Lemma 6 of Ref. 4. D 
Lemma 12 (Schilder): If IIsn (.) - x~ (·1I1 >w and 

w - Pn > 0 then l1sn (.)) - !snAnsn<;A (w - Pn)' where 
Pn = Ilxo - x~(·)II· x3(') being the n-polygonalization of the 
unique maximizing path Xo of 

1 iT F(z) - - [Z'(-rW d-r. 
2 0 

Proof See Lemma 7 of Ref. 4. D 
The following lemma is merely an evaluation of one of 

the constants that would appear in a statement of equiv
alence of norms. The interesting thing is that the proof does 
not seem to come from any eigenvalue result. 

Lemma 13: Let A n be the matrix defined in Lemma 9. 
Then, if wn is any vector in lRn , 

wnAnw">T -lllw"112, 

IIII being supnorm. 
Proof From Lemma 9 we are required to prove that 

" 
n I (wi - wi- I f>llw"IIZ, 
j~ I 

w" = (w7 ,w~ , ... ,w~), w3 = O. Let P (k ) be the proposition: 

k [(w7)Z + (w~ - W7)2 + ... + (wZ - wL I n 
> II (w7 ,w~ , .. . ,w~ ,0,0, ... ,0)ll z

. 

Assume that P (k ) is true for some k < n. Then, trivially, by 
inductive hypothesis, 

(k+ 1)[(w7f+(w~ -w7f+···+(wZ -wZ+ln 

2066 

>(k + 1)[(w7f + (w~ - w7)z + ... + (wZ - wZ_ I n 
>k [(W7)2 + (w~ - W7)2 + ... + (wZ - wZ-1n 

> II(w7 ,w~ , ... ,w~ ,0,0, ... ,01lIz. 
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Thus, we need only prove that 

(k + 1)[(w7f + (w~ - w7)z + ... + (wZ+ I 

- WZ)2] >(wZ+ 1 f 
However, 

(k + 1) [(w7)z + (w~ - w7)2 + ... + (wZ+ 1 - wzn 

=(k+ 1)[(w7)z+(w~ -w7f+···+(w~ -Wk_1f] 

+(k+ l)(w~+1 -w~f 

and by inductive hypothesis 

(k + 1)[(w7)2 + ... + (w~+ I - w~n 

>(k + l)(w;;)2Ik + (k + l)(wZ+ I - Wk)2 

=J(wUw;;+ I)(Wk+ If, 
whereJ(x) = (k + 1)x21k + (k + l)(x - If. Trivially 
J(wZlw;; + I» 1 and soP(k )~P(k + 1). SinceP(I) is true by 
inspection, PIn) is true proving the lemma. D 

If{3 > 0 we define the function X ( {3, y,z) to be the charac
teristic function of the set (zECo[O,T]lllY - zlI<f3 J. The fol
lowing lemma is crucial in the proof of Theorem 1. 

Lemma 14: Let F(z) be as given in Theorem 1 and let 
15 > O. then, for sufficiently small A., 

I (A. ) = lE;{ (1 - X(DlA.,xolA.,z)) exp(A. -2F(AZ))J 
= o (exp(aA -2)), 

for some a < O. 
Proof Although we will proceed to prove this lemma in 

a manner similar to Schilder's, it can be obtained as a special 
case of an abstract theorem of Varadhan. 19 

Since xo(-r) is continuous on [O,T] we have 

and, from Lemma 9, we have 

limx3Anx3 <; {' 1 dxo (-r) I

Z 

dr. 
"--00 Jo d-r 

Therefore both sequence {llx3(')11 J and {x3 A"x3 J are 
bounded. Hence there exists a positive constant c sufficiently 
large so that, for all n, 
L1/c + 2Lzllx311(T IC)I/Z + Lzllx311zIc + (x3A"x3Ic)I!2 < A 

and, simultaneously, 

-A (D)/c<A. 

From the continuity assumptions on F (z) we can find an 
7] < 15 14 such that, for Ilzll < a, where 
a = [ST(LI + 1)]1/2112-1/4 - 11, and liz - yll<;17 

F(z) - F(y)<;D = - (1 - 2-1/4)2( ~ yA (~ )fTC>O. 

Finally we choose n so large that 

LI - n(1 - rl/4f7]2/32T < - 1, 

that, for n = m, Lemma 7 is applicable for 15 ' = 7]1 A, and so 
large thatpn = Ilxo - x3('1I1 <DIS. In what follows we keep 
these choices of n, 7], and c fixed. 

Observe that I (A. ) = Iz(A. ) + I3(A ) + I4(A ), where 

Iz(A. ) = lE;([ 1 - X(DI A,xof A,Z)][ 1 - H (7]1 A,n,z)] 
X exp{A. -2F(AZ)J} 
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I3(A) = E;( [1 - X(OI A,Xo/ A,z)]H (7]/ A,n,z)x(a/ A,O,Z) 
Xexp!A -2F(AzlJ}, 

I4(A) = E;([l - X(DIA,xo/A,z)]H(7]/A,n,z) 
x [1- x(a/A,O,z)] exp!A -2F(AZ)J}, 

where H (7]/ A,n,z) is the characteristic function of 
!ZECo[O,T] I liz - Z" (,)11 <7]/A J. We show that I2(A), I3(A), 
and I4(A ) are each 0 (exp! aA - 2 J ), for some a < O. 

First consider I 2(A ). Clearly, 

I2(A )<E;((1- H(7]/A,n,z)) exp!A -2F(AzlJ} 

and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

I2(A )<E;!(I - H(7]/A,n,z))J 1/2E;(exp!U -2F(AZ)J }112. 

From Lemma 7, for an absolute constant K 2, 

En I - H (7]/ A,n,z)) J 

<K0 hl exp! - n(l - 2-1/4)27]2/16A2 T J, 

and, using the known bounds on F, 

E;(exp!U -2F(AZ)J} 

<lE;(exp!U -2L I + 2L21IzI12J} 

= exp!U -2LdlE;(exp!2L21IzI12J}. 

From Lemma 8, E;(expI2LzllzI1 2J} < 00, if2L2 <r/T, 
which it is by the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Hence, for con
stants K ~ ,K ;, for sufficiently small A, 

II2(A)1 <K i(A /7])1/2 exp!A -Z(LI - n(l - rl/4)27]2/321lJ 

<K; exp! -A -2J. 

We now consider I3(A ), 

I3(A) = E;((1- X(DIA,xo/A,z))H(7]/A,n,z)x(a/A,O,z) 
Xexp!A -2F(AZ)J}. 

In the integral above the integration takes place over a subset 
OfiZECo[O,T]IIIAZ - AZ" HII<7] and IIAzll<a J and hence by 
the choice of 7] it follows that 

F (AZ) < FlAZ" (.)) + D. 

Therefore 

I3(A )<lE;((1 - X(OI A,Xo/ A,z))H (7]/ A,n,z) 

X exp!A -2(FlAZ"(')) + D lJ}. 
Now 

IIAZ -Az"(·)11 <7], 

IIAZ - xoll >&~IIAZ"(') - xoll > (15 -7]) 

and, thus, 

I3(A )<E;( [1 - X((D - 7])/A,Xo/A,z"HI1 

X exp!A -2(FlAZ"(')) +D)J}. 

ItfollowsthatI3(A ) can be bounded by an (n - l)dimension
al Lebesgue integral, viz., 

I3(A )«21TT)I/2C:T) -"/2 exp!DA -2J 

X in -1 ([ 1 - X((D - 7])/A,xo/A,z"H)] 

xexp!A -2FlAz"(.)) - ! z"A"z"J} I Zn =od" - IZ, 

whered"-Iz = dzl···dz"_1 ,ZI = zIT /n),z2 =z(2T In), etc. 
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I3(A )<A - I" - 11(21TT)I/2C:T) - "/2 exp! DA -2 J 

X f [1- X(D -7],Xo,w"(·) + x~(.))] 
JRn -1 

Xexp!A -2Flw"H + x~H) 

- yt -2(wn + x~)A"(w" + x~)Jd" - IW. 

Since n was picked to ensure that p" = IIxo - x~('lIl < 018 
and 7] <15 /4, it follows that 15 -7] - p" >15 -7] - 2p" >0. 
Clearly Ilw"('lIl < (15 - 7] - p") implies IIw"(') + x~(·) - xoll 
«15 -7]) and so 

supp[ 1- X(D -7],xo,w"(·) + x~(.))] 

Csupp[1- X(D - 7] - Pn'O,w"(·))]. 

Therefore 

I3(A)<A -In-I I(21TT)I/2C:T)-nI2 exp!DA -2J 

X f exp!A -2w"A"w"JJd"-IW, 
Jll wn ll>lJ-'1-Pn 

where 

The last integral is taken over those w"ER" - I [recall that 
wn = (W I 'W2' .. ·,w" _ 1,0)] having supnorm greater than 
(15 -7] -p"). 

By considering separately the cases w"A" w" < e, 
w"Anw";;;.e, we prove thatJ<A (15 - 7] - 2p" )lc. For the case 
w"A" w" < e, we can deduce from Lemma 12 that 

Flw"H + x~H) - ~(w" + x~)A"(w" + x~) 

<A (15 - 7] - 2p"). 

Since by hypothesis e > w" A" w" > 0 and we know A (.) is nega
tive, we deduce 

J<A (15 -7] - 2Pn)/w"Anw"<A (15 -7] - 2p")!c. 

For the case w"A" wn;;;'e, we deduce from the hypotheses on 
F, that 

J< [LI + Lzllwn(.) + x~(')112 

- !(wn + x~)An(wn+ x~)]/wnAnwn 
= [LI +L2l1wn +x3112 

- !(wn + x~)An(wn + x3)]!wnAnwn 

< [LI + L zllw
n

l1
2 

+ 2L211wnllllx~ II + L211x~ 112 
- !wnAnwn - wnAnx~ - !x~Anx~ ]!wnAnwn 

<LI/WnAnwn + LzT + 2L211X~ II(T /WnAnWn)I/2 

+ Lzllx~ II/wnAnwn -! - wnAnx~/w"A"wn, 

where in the last step we are using Lemma 13 and 
- !x3A"x~ <0. Using now the hypotheses LzT < 1, 

wn An wn;;;'e > 0, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality wn A n x~ 
< [(wnA"wn)(x~Anx~)] 112, we obtain 

J< -1 + Ltle + 2L211x~ lilT /e)l/z + Lzllx~ IIZ/e 

+ (x~Anx~/c)1/2. 
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From our choice of c then it follows that 

J< - A<A (8)Ic<A (8 -1] - lpn)/c, 

proving that J <A (8 - 1] - lp n)l c, whatever the value of 
(wnAnwn). 

We have now proved that 

13(A )<A -In-II(21TT)112C:T) -n12 exp{DA -2J 

X lWnll><5 _ 71- Pn 

xexp{A -2wnAnwnA (8 -1] - 2pn)lcJd n -IW. 

We now set v = [- 2A (8 -1] -Pn)lcj1/2 pn =A -IVWn, 
giving the inequality 

13(A )<v - In - 11(21TT)1/2C:T) - n12 exp{DA -2J 

.x r exp{ -!pnAnpnJdn-Ip, 
Jllltn il > 1<5 - 71- PnlA -'v 

or 

13(A )<v - In - II exp{ DA -2 J 

XlE:{ (1- X((8 -1] - PnlA -lv,O,zn(.))]J. 

However, since IIzll>lIznHII, 

supp (1 - X((8 - 1] - Pn lA -lv,O,znH)] 

C supp [1 - X((8 - 1] - Pn lA -IV,O,z)] 

and so 

13(A)<v-In-Ilexp{DA -2J 

X lEn [1- X(8 -1] -PnlA -IV,O,z] J. 

We now use Lemma 5 to deduce, for an absolute constant K 3' 

for sufficiently small A, 

lEn [1 - X(8 -1] - Pn)V/A,O,z)] J 

<K3 exp{ - (1- 2-114)2(8 -1] -Pn)2v2/4A 2TJ. 

Finally then, since 1] < 8 /4, P n < 8 /8 and A (.) is a negative 
decreasing function, for K ~ an absolute constant 

13(A )<K ~ exp{A -2[ D + (1 - 2-1/4)2(8 -1] - Pn)2 

xA (8 -1] - lpn)/2Tc] J 

<K~ exp{A -2[D+(1-2-1/4)2(8/2)2A(8/2)12Tc]J 

=K~ exp{A -2(1_ 2-1I4)2(8/2fA (812)/4TcJ 

It remains for us to consider 14(A ). This term is relatively easy 
to deal with. Evidently 

14(A) = lE:{[I- x(81A,xolA,z)]H(1]/A,n,z) 
X [1- x(a/A,O,z)] exp{A -2F(AZ)J} 

<lE:{[ 1 - X(81 A,O,z)] exp{ LIA -2 + L 211 z 11 2 J } 

and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

14(A )<exp{LIA -21 [lEn [1 - x(a/A,O,z)] I] 1/2 

X [lE:{exp{2L21IzI12J}] 112. 

Using Lemma 5 again we obtain for a constant K4 

En [1 - x(a/A,O,z)]J <K4 exp{ - (1 - 2-1/4)2a2/4TA 21 

and, since the second integral is convergent for L2 < y/2T, 
by the choice of a 
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14(A )<K ~ exp{A -2(LI - (1 - 2- 1I4 fa 2/8T)J 

=K~ exp{ -A -2J, 

K ~ being an absolute constant. This proves Lemma 14 with 

a = max { -1,(1- 2- 1/4 f(8/2)2A (8/2)14Tcl <0. 0 

Lemma J 5 (Schilder): If xb (1") is of bounded variation on 
[O,T] and if 

iT 1(1"lY(r) dr - iT xb(1") dy(r) = 0, 

IEL 2[0,T], for allYEC~ [O,T], 

then 

for a.e. YECo[O, T). 
Proof If xb(r) is of bounded absolute variation, imitat

ing a theorem of Nelson, 20 for a.e. YECo[O,T], 

iT xb(r) dy(r) = - iT y(1")dxb(r). 

Hence, for a.e., YECo[O,T], 

[ iT l(rlY(r) dr - l' xb (1") dY(1")] 

is realizable as a continuous linear functional, which is zero 
on the dense subset C ~ [0, T ] . 0 

B. Proof of Theorem 1 

For brevity in what follows let.fj(1]Jzi denote 
DjF(xo + 1])(z,z, ... ,z)/j1, whereDjF is thejth Frechet deriva
tive Fat the point (xo + 1]), the bracket containingj argu
ments,j = 0,1,2,··· . 

Choose 8> 0 such that the hypotheses on F hold. Let 
lE:{exp{A -2F(AZ)j} = hl(A) + h2(A), where 

hl(A) = lE:{x(8/A,xolA,z) exp{A -2F(AZ) 1 }, 

h2(A) = lE:{[ 1 - X(81A,xo/A,z)] exp{A -2F(AZ)j}. 

From Lemma 14 we deduce that h2(A ) = 0 (exp{ aA -21), 
where a < 0, and so for any integer n, h2(A ) = 0 (A n - 2 ). 

Using a Cameron-Martin type translation,21 we arrive 
at 

hl(A)=exp{ -0 -21' [xb(r)]2dr} 

XlE;{X(8/A,0,y)exp{ -A -I iT xb(r)dy(r) 

+ A -2F(AY + xo)}}. 

From Taylor's theorem for functionals we may write 

F(AY + xo) = F(xo) + ADF(xolY 
+A 2D 2F(xo)(Y, y)/2 + k3(AY) 

= 10(0) + AII(OlY + A 'iz(OlY2 + k 3(AY), 

where I k3(AY) I = 0 (A 3), if I lAY II <8. 
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... hl(A)=exp { -0 -z iT [xb(r)pdr+A -%(o)} 

x lEJ{X(DI A,O, y) 

X exp{A -I(/I(O)Y - Sa' xb(r)dy(r))} 

x exp [ Iz(O)yZ + A - 2k3(Ay)j }. 

By hypothesis 

(F(Z) - + iT [z'(rW dr) 

has a maximum of ° at Xo over C ~ [0, T ], so it and its first 
Frechet derivative are zero at Xo' Thus, 

11(0)y - iT xb(r) dy(r) = 0, 

for YECt[O,T], and so by Lemma 15 

hl(A) = JE.~lX(DI A,O,Z) exp[ 12(0)zz + A -Zk3(AZ) j }. 

The Taylor expansion of exp(x) reads 
n -- 1 

exp(x) = I x i!Zl + Rn (x), 
i=O 

where 

I {
xnln! exp(x), if x>O, 

IRn (x).;;; I Inl' 'f ° x n., 1 x< . 
We may now write h.(-1 ) in the form 

n-3 
hl(A) = I (l//l) lEnx(DlA,O,z) 

i=O 

X exp[ Iz(O)zZ j [A -Zk3(AZ)] i} + I n _ 2 (A ), 

where denoting the characteristic function of the set 
[zECo[0,T}lk3(Az»Oj by B(A,Z) 

IJn _ 2 (A) I.;;; l/(n - 2)!lE;(x(DI A,O,z) IA -zk3(Az)ln - 2 

X exp [ 12(0)zZ + A - Z k3(AZ) j B (A,z)} 

+ l/(n - 2)!lE;(x(DlA,0,z)IA -Zk3(Az)ln - 2 

xexp[ h(0)z2J[1 - B (A,z)]}. 

From Taylor's theorem for functionals it follows that, if 

IIAyl1 < 15, then 

A z IZ(0)y2 + k3(AY) = kz(AY) = A Z 12(17)yz,17ECo[0,T] 

with 111711 <15, where by hypothesis Ik3(Ay)I.;;;C~ 311 y1l3, C3 

being a constant. Thus, 

IJn _ 2 (A )1.;;; l/(n - 2)!lE;(x(DI A,0,Z)(C3A t - 211z1131n - 2) 

Xexp [/z(17~jB(A,z)} 
+ l/(n - 2)!lE;(x(DI A,0,z)(C3A t - Zllzl)3ln - 2) 

X exp [/z(O)z2)[1 - B (A,z)]} 

By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (or HOlder's ine
quality) and condition 5 of Theorem 1 we have that I n _ 2 (A ) 
= O(A n- 2). 

We have now proved that 
n-3 

hl(A) = I (l//l)lE;(x(DlA,O,z) 
;=0 
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However, k3(AZ) = A 3 nO~ + .. , + A n - I In _ I (O)z" - I 
+ kn(AZ), where A -Zkn(AZ) = O(A n-

21Izll"), for JlAzJI <15, 
expanding by the binomial theorem, therefore gives, using 
condition 5 of Theorem 1, and HOlder's inequality 

n-3 

hl(A) = I (l/i!)lE;(x(DIA,O,z) 
1=0 

X exp {h(O)zzl [A .t;(O)z3 + ... 
+ A n - 3 In _ I (O)z" - I] i} + 0 (A n - 2). 

lt can be seen from the Holder inequality, Lemmas 5 and 8, 
and condition 5 of Theorem 1, that, for sufficiently small A, 
n-3 

I (l//1)lE;( [I - x(DI A,O,z) ] exp [ IZ(0)z2 j [A.t;(O)z3 + ... 
i=O 

... A n - 3 In _ I (o)zn - I ] i} 

= O(P(A ) exp[ (jA -Z)) = 0 (A" - 2), 

where P is a polynomial and P is a negative constant. Replac
ingx by [1 - (1 - X I], we finally obtain 

,,-3 

hl(A) = I (l//l)lE;(exp[/2(0)z2j 
;=0 

so that 

hl(A) = ro + riA + ... + r,,_3 A ,,-3 + O(A ,,-2), 

where the r i are dependent only on the Frechet derivatives 
of F at xo, for i = 1,2, ... ,(n - 3). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
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We consider differential ideals generated by sets of2-forms which can be written with constant 
coefficients in a canonical basis of I-forms. By setting up a Cartan-Ehresmann connection, in a 
fiber bundle over a base space in which the 2-forms live, one finds an incomplete Lie algebra of 
vector fields in the fibers. Conversely, given this algebra (a prolongation algebra), one can derive 
the differential ideal. The two constructs are thus dual, and analysis of either derives properties 
of both. Such systems arise in the classical differential geometry of moving frames. Examples of 
this are discussed, together with examples arising more recently: the Korteweg-de Vries and 
Harrison-Ernst systems. 

PACS numbers: 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When Cartan's method of moving frames is applied to 
classical problems of differential geometry, a quite specific 
type of differential ideal is often presented for analysis and 
solution. I These ideals are generated by sets of 2-forms, and 
have a canonical structure inasmuch as they are expressed in 
an (anholonomic) basis of I-forms in which all their terms 
have constant coefficients. Such ideals are, in fact, derived by 
specializing the closure relations that are fulfilled by the left 
or right invariant I-forms in the spaces of Lie groups. They 
can be analyzed systematically for invariances, conservation 
laws, Backlund correspondences, etc., and their integral sub
manifolds classified by computation of Cart an's local alge
braic characters.2 Depending on how dependent and inde
pendent sets of sets of variables are introduced, they give rise 
to various elegant sets of coupled nonlinear partial differen
tial equations. The sine-Gordon equation is only the most 
famous of these. 

It seems that the sets of nonlinear evolution equations 
more recently treated with techniques such as inverse scat
tering and prolongation, in which auxiliary variables are in
troduced satisfying linear "connection" equations, often can 
be derived from differential ideals which are o/the same ca
nonical type. The prolongation structures that result are in
deed already known to involve incomplete Lie algebras; 
these "prolongation algebras" are dual to (and in a certain 
sense, as we will see, more general than) the canonically ex
pressed ideals. 

In the following we illustrate this bringing together of 
classical and modem problems by discussing some famous 
examples from a unified standpoint. First, the classical dif
ferential geometric problem of immersing a surface of con
stant negative curvature in Euclidean 3-space has been ele
gantly expounded by Chern and Temg,3 as an introduction 
to some nice generalizations of this problem to affine and 
higher dimensional spaces: We discuss the analysis of the 
canonical ideals that arise in the simplest case, staying close 
to their notation (but not being concerned with any construc
tions based on ideas of Euclidean metric or parallel trans
port). It is instructive how prolongation algebras, Backlund 

alResearch carried out under Contract NAS7-100, sponsored by the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

transformation, and permutation theorems arise. 
Second, we give some new results based on the prolon

gation algebra of the Korteweg-de Vries equation.4 A ca
nonical ideal for this system is given, in an anholonomic 
basis in a seven dimensional group space, and a new expres
sion of the Backlund transformation results. 

As a final example, we briefly discuss Harrison's ideal 
for the Ernst equations and give its prolongation algebra. 

II. IMMERSION IDEALS 

We consider first a six parameter Lie group that is built 
upon the 3-parameter rotation group 0 3

, and that in fact 
expresses application of moving orthogonal frames to Eu
clidean space. But for the most part, we will refrain from 
such interpretations and simply take the group, and others 
related to it, as given for analysis. In terms of six basis 1-
forms () i,a/,i = 1,2,3, the set of 2-forms 

d() I + w 2 /\ () 3 _ w3 /\ () 2, 

d() 2 + w 3 /\ () I - wl
/\ () 3, 

d() 3 + Wi /\ () 2 _ w2 /\ () I, 

I: 
dw I + w2 

/\ w3
, 

dw2 + w 3 A Wi, 

dw3 + Wi /\ w2
, 

(1) 

generates a closed differential ideal, 1. If, in a space of six 
dimensions, the forms in Eq. (1) were to vanish identically, 
the basis I-forms () i,W i could be called left-invariant, and the 
space (locally, at least) identified with the group space. A set 
of canonical ( ± 1 and 0) structure constants for the group 
can be read off from Eq. (1). The Jacobi identies for these 
follow from the closure property. 

A dual vector (Lie) algebra to Eq. (1) is found by prolon
gation.4

.6-8 Denoting the six basis forms collectively as if 
(7]1 = () I, etc., 7]4 = wI, etc.), spanning a base space, we intro
duce an unspecified number of fiber coordinatesyA, 
(A = 1, ... ), and an equal number of connection I-forms 

dyA-X~(yB)7]I'. (2) 

The X ~ are introduced as functions only of yB, and the prod
uct form of the second term in Eq. (2) is characteristic of 
principal connections. 8 By requiring that the exterior deriva
tives of the connection forms in Eq. (2) be in the ideal gener-
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ated together by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), a set of partial differential 
equations in commutator form is found for the functions X ~; 
these can be written as Lie brackets of vector fields in the 
fibers, the vector fields being XJL = X~ alayt. For the pre
sent case we set Xi = X 1 (alayt ), i = 1,2,3, and 
U1 = xt(alayt), U2 = X1(alayt), U3 = xt(alayt), and 
find that they must satisfy the algebra 

[Xi,xj] = €ijkXk' 

A: [X;.C0] = €ijkUk' 

[U;.C0] = 0. 

(3) 

€ijk is the permutation symbol, and repeated indices denote 
summation. 

Conversely, given the explicit six dimensional Lie alge
bra A, Eq. (3), one can introduce forms 1]JL (that is, () i,u/), 
postulate the connection Eq. (2), and derive the set of curva
ture forms I, Eq. (1). This duality construction is more gener
al than simply using an inner product X JL .1] v = 8~, as is cus
tomary in Lie group theory, for in that case the XJL are 
vectors in the same space as the if. This duality construction 
also generalizes nicely to incomplete Lie algebras, as we will 
see. 

By putting identically equal to zero one or more basis 
forms in the set of curvature forms of a group, one immedi
ately obtains members of an interesting class of nonlinear 
systems. Such systems are (1) generated by a 2-forms having 
(in a certain anholonomic basis) constant coefficients, and 
are (2) closed under exterior differentiation. Let us call these 
canonical systems. 

We illustrate this with the simple example of putting 
() 3 = ° in Eq. (1). Let us call this the immersion ideal II (as 
defined by a set of generators): 

dU) I + U)2 /\ U)3, 

dU)2 + U)3/\U)1, 

dU)3 + U)1/\U)2, 

II: d(} I _ U)3 /\ () 2, 

d(} 2 + U)3 /\ () I, 

U)I /\ () 2 _ U)2/\ () I. 

(4) 

We analyze II by noting that it is possible to introduce 
two auxiliary variablesfand g (pseudopotentials) so that 
there is a closed subset of 2-forms involving exterior deriva
tives of the five original basis I-forms. (For anholonomic 
basis forms such a subset replaces the usually unwritten 
identities ddxi = ° for natural basis forms dx

i
). The complete 

enlarged ideal is 
d(} I _ f(U)I/\ () 2 _ U)2/\ () I) _ U)3/\ () 2, 

d(} 2 _ g (U)I /\ () 2 _ U)2/\ () I) + U)3 /\ () I, 

dU)1 + U)2/\U)3, 

dU)2 + U)3 /\ U)I, 

dU)3 + U)1/\U)2, 

df - fgU)1 + (1 + F)w2 - gU)3, 

dg - (1 + g2)U)1 + fgU)2 + fU)3, 

U)I /\ () 2 _ U)2/\ () I. 

(5) 

Cartan's characteristic integers9
•
10 then follow from consid

ering as generators in a space of seven dimensions just the 
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two I-forms and the single algebraic 2-form: So = 2, SI = 1, 
S2 = 1, g = 3. The genus, g, of II" or II' is thus 3: this is the 
number of independent variables in a general solution [or the 
dimension of a maximal integral submanifold on which all 
the forms in Eq. (4) pull back to zero]. There is, however, also 
a Cauchy characteristic vector, which must lie in the maxi
mal integral manifolds: it could be denoted a I U)3, meaning 
that its contractions with the I-forms U) I , U)2, () I, () 2 vanish 
and its contraction with U)3 is 1. So with proper choice of 
similarity variables the number of independent coordinates 
in a resulting set of partial differential equations can be just 
two. This is not surprising to those who remember the Gauss 
and Codazzi equations resulting from II when intrinsic co
ordinates are used in immersed Riemannian surfaces. 

From Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) we find the following prolonga
tion algebra: 

[Z, YJ =X, 
[X, Z] = Y, 

[Y,X] =Z, 

[V,Z] = - u, 
[U,Z] = V, 

[V, Y] = 0, 

[U,X] = 0, 

[U, V] = 0, 

[ u, Y] + [V, X] = 0. 

(6) 

This is an incomplete 5-dimensional algebra, dual (and ab
stractly equivalent) to (4). One explores such algebras by sys
tematically introducing new vectors and using the Jacobi 
relation. In this case the definition 

[V,X] = W 

leads directly to the closed Lie algebra Eq. (3). In this way, if 
II were first given, we would find that it can be derived from I 
by setting a basis form to zero. 

Lastly, consider the immersion ideal for surfaces of con
stant negative curvature,3 IN: 

dU)1 + U)2/\U)3, 

dU)2 + U)3 /\ U)I, 

dU)3 + U)I /\ U)2, 

IN: d(} I _ U)3 /\ () 2, (7) 
d(}2 + U)3/\(} I, 

U)I /\ () 2 _ U)2/\ () I, 

U)1/\U)2 + () 1/\(}2. 

One easily checks that this is closed, and thus is what we 
have called a canonical system. The Cartan characters, in 
seven dimensions (again prolonging withf and g ) are So = 2, 
Sl = 2, S2 = 0, g = 3. It does not, however, appear that IN 
can be derived from a finite dimensional Lie group by equat
ing basis forms to zero. In fact, the dual prolongation algebra 
to IN is 

[X,Z] = Y, [Z, Y] =X, 

[U,Z]=V, [Z,V]=U, 
AN: [U, X] = 0, [V, Y 1 = 0, (8) 

[U, V] - [X, Y] =Z, 

[ V, X] + [U, Y] = 0. 
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By introducing more vectors by definition, and using Jacobi 
relations, enlarged algebras are found, but closure of the al
gebra AN' Eq. (8), in a finite number of such steps does not 
appear to occur. Dual sets offorms to such enlarged algebras 
can always be reduced to IN by setting the additional basis 
forms to zero, but they still will include purely algebraic 2-
forms. Perhaps the canonical differential systems we are 
dealing with can all be regarded as derived from the closure 
relations of infinite dimensional Lie groups, by setting all but 
a finite number of the invariant basis forms to zero, but this 
remains to be shown. [Peter Gragert (private communica
tion) has found several finite Lie algebras which arise from 
"closing" A N with additional relations. For example, one 
such is [Y, [Y, U]] = 0; in that case one derives a nine-dimen
sional algebra, and one finds the ideal IN generated (or spe
cialized) in a nine-dimensional group space by four (basis) 1-
forms and two algebraic 2-forms. So = 4, SI = 2, g = 3]. 

III. THE BACKLUND CORRESPONDENCE 

The next step in the classic analysis is to observe that, 
because IN already has a Cauchy characteristic vector, a pro
longation I-form can be added to IN without introducing 
any additional prolongation variable. The I-form used by 
Chern and Terng is 

(9) 

where r is an arbitrary parameter. Let us denote this aug
mented ideal as IB (B for Backlund): 

dw l + W 2
/\W

3
, 

dw2 + w3 /\wt, 
dw3 + W I

/\W
2

, 

dO 1_ W 3 /\02, 

d0 2 + w3/\0 I, 

0 2 + sin rw3 + cos rw2 , 
WI /\ 0 2 - w2 /\ 01, 
WI /\W2 +O I /\02. 

(10) 

Now (in five dimensions) So = l,sl = 2,g = 2. We assert this 
since if, as before, we include also variables/, g and the two 1-
forms involving them, and call the completed augmented 
ideal in seven dimensions I B" then for it So = 3, S I = 2, 
g=2. 

The vector field a I w3 is a subcharacteristic 7 of I B" be
longing to the closed subideal IN" Remarkably, there is a 
second, belonging to an isomorphic subideal, which we next 
write. There will be a Backlund correspondence between so
lutions of these subideals exactly as occurs for the KdV ideal 
treated in Ref. 7. 

The isomorphic subideal emerges upon introduction of 
new basis forms according to the transformation 

0 1* = 0 I + sin r f*l/I, 

o 2* = _ w2 + 1/1*, 

W1*=W 1, 

w2* = cos T w2 + sin T w3, 

w3* = - sin rw2 + cos TW3, (11) 

f* = f I(cos r - g sin r), 
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g* = (sin T + g cos r)/(cos T - g sin T), 

where 

1/1* =f*1/I If (12) 

The first of these relations are in Chern and Terng-relating 
forms at different locations in E 3. Here we rather interpret 
them as a local change of basis in a 7 -space. 

It is now readily computed that an algebraically equiv
alent set of generators for I B' , in terms of these new gener
ators, is 

dw 1* + W2*/\W3*, 

dw2* + W3*/\W1*, 

dw3* + WI */\W2*, 

dO 1* - f*(w l */\ 0 2* - w2*/\ 0 1*) _ w3*/\ 0 2*, 

d0 2* -g*(W I */\02* - w 2*/\0 1*) + w3*/\0 1*, 13 
I B

,: df*-f*g*w l* +(1 +f*2)W2*_g*W3*, () 

dg* - (1 + g*2)W I * + f*g*w 2* + f*w3*, 

W I */\02* - w2*/\ 0 1*, 

WI */\W2* + 0 1*/\0 2*, 

1/1*= 0 2* - sin TW3* + cos TW 2*, 

The first nine forms in I B' in Eq. (13) are identical in form to 
those in IN' as first introduced: they may be written starred 
or unstarred, and transform into each other through Eqs. 
(11) and (12)! The I-forms 1/1 and 1/1* are related by a scalar 
factor, Eq. (12), and are a connection form. The last 2-forms 
in Eq. (13) are a closed subideal, in the ideal of 1/1 and the last 
two 2-forms in Eq. (10), and conversely. The second subchar
acteristic is a Iw3*; written in the unstarred frame it is 

. 2f a . a a 
sm r --SlUT-+cosr-

0 1 w2 w3 

'( ') a - sm r cos r - g sm T -2 . o (14) 

IV. SINE-GORDON EQUATION 

Knowing that the search for two-dimensional integral 
submanifolds ofIB (or IB ,) is a well-posed problem, one next 
explores the resulting partial differential equations. Above 
we have taken the view that the first five forms in IB (or the 
first seven inIB' ) can be set identically equal to zero, so defin
ing a basis set in a space, and then we considered the remain
ing algebraic forms as fields there. Now it is appropriate to 
take precisely the opposite tack, and introduce "intrinsic" 
variables. We choose an algebraically degenerate coordinate 
representation of the basis forms in terms of two to-be-inde
pendent variables ul and u2

, writing the autonomous basis 
forms du 1 and du 2

, such that the second set of forms in IBis 
identically zero, and the p.d.e's arise from annulling the first 
set. 

Since, inter alia, I/I(or 1/1*) is now taken identically zero, 
we can use the Backlund correspondence of Eq. (11) of Sec. 
III to introduce the to-be-dependent variables symmetrical
ly while ensuring that the last two algebraic 2-forms also 
vanish identically. It is not difficult to arrive at something 
like the following ansatz although, of course, the particular 
dependent variables and notation that we adopt, a and rp, 
conform to Ref. 3. 
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0 1 = 0 I. = COS f/J COS adu l + sin f/J sin adu2
, 

- w2
• = 0 2 = - cos f/J sin adu l + sin f/J cos adu2

, 

- 0 2
• = w2 = - sin f/J cos adu l + cos f/J sin adu2

, 

WI. = WI = - sin f/J sin adu I - cos f/J cos adu2
, (15) 

sin TW
3 = (cos f/J sina + COST sinf/J cos a)du l 

- (sin f/J cos a + cos T cos f/J sin a)du 2
, 

sin TW
3

• = (sin f/J cos a + cos T cos f/J sin a)du l 

- (cos f/J sin a + cos T sin f/J cos a)du2• 

Substituting these into the first five 2-forms in I B gives just 
two forms, 

2 l+coST. 2 
(df/J - da)/\(du l + du ) +. sm(f/J + a)dul/\du , 

smT 

and (16) 

2 I-coST. 2 
(df/J + da) /\ (du l 

- du ) - . sm(f/J - a)du l /\ du , 
smT 

from which sine-Gordon equations for f/J and a immediately 
follow. A final remark: If the forms in Eq. (16) are taken by 
themselves as a rather elegant ideal for the s-G equation, the 
characters in 4-space are So = 0, S 1 = 2, g = 2. The Backlund 
transformation can be seen as an involutory inversion: either 
0 1,0 2,W

I ,w2--+0 I, - W
2
,W

I
, _ 0 2

, or in terms of coordinates 
a,f/J,u l

,U
2--+1T - f/J,1T - a,u l,u2

• 

V. THE KdV ALGEBRA 

Although to one using moving frames in E 3 the above 
local manipulations of already familiar relations may seem 
superfluous, it is my contention that these methods are of 
much more widespread applicability, in contexts far re
moved from those of metric geometry, in fact whenever ca
nonical ideals of 2-forms arise. In Ref. 4 the following pro
longation algebra was derived, beginning with the Kortweg
de Vries equation in its usual coordinate form (the sign of X7 

has been changed from Ref. 4): 

[XI ,x2) =X7, [XI ,x7) = -X5' [X2,x7) = -X6' 
[XI ,x3) = [X2,x3) = [X5,x3) = [X6,x3) = [X7,x3] = [XI ,x4] = [X2,x6) = 0 

A
KV

: [X2,x5] - [XI ,x6] = 0, [X6,x7] - [X2,x7) = 0, 

[XI ,x5] + [X2,x4] = 0, [XI ,x6] + [X5,x6] = 0, 

[X2,x1] + [X3,x4] + [XI ,x6] = o. 

From this incomplete seven vector algebra, and Eq. (2), 
we find the following canonical (set of generators of an) ideal, 
in terms of seven basis I-forms 1] i, i = 1...7: 

n l_d1]l, 

n 2=d1]2, 

n 3=d1]3, 

{}4=d1]4, 

n 5=d1]5 _1]1/\ 1]7 + 1]5/\ 1]7, 

n 6=d1]6 - 1]2/\ 1]7 - 1]6/\ 1] 7, 

I Kv : n 7=:d1]7 + 1]1/\ 1]2 + 1]1/\ 1]6 + 1]2/\ 1]5 - 1]5/\ 1]6, 

l; 1=1]1/\ 1]6 + 1]2/\ 1]5 - 1]3/\ 1]4 - 1]5/\ 1]6, 

l;2=1]1 /\ 1]5 - 1]2/\ 1]4, 

l;3=1]4/\1]5, 

l;4=1]4 /\ 1]6, 

l;5=1]4/\ 1]7, 

l;6=:1]5 /\ 1]7. (IS) 

We denote the first seven, n I···n 7, curvature forms, inas
much as they are a closed set in themselves. No auxiliary 
variablesj,g, ... need be sought as already I Kv can be inter
preted as a set of algebraic generators l;1 ••• l;6 in a group 
space of seven dimensions, spanned by left invariant I-forms 
1] i. The Cartan characters are So = 0, Sl = 5, g = 2. Two
dimensional integral submanifolds are maximal. 

To find the KdV equation we now, as above, search for 
a degenerate expression of the basis forms 1] i in terms of two 
to-he-independent variables, say dx and dt, and 14 to-be
dependent variables Ui,Vi: that is, we write 1]i = uidx + vidt, 
and then require the Ui,Vi to be related so that l; I , ... ,l;6 vanish 
identically. It then turns out that in the n i either 1]1 or 1]4 
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loccur in each quadratic term, so a further allowable special
ization is to take 1] I_dx and 1]4 -dt. We now are reduced to 
seven "intrinsic" variables, and assign these without further 
loss of generality to conform with previous notation 
(u,z,p,w,v) for the KdV equation: 

1]1= -2dx, 

1]2 = - 2udx + 21p + 6u2)dt, 

1]3 = - 2(v + u2 )dx - wdt, 

1]4 = - 8dt, 

1]5 = - 8udt, 

1]6 = - Svdt, 

1]7 = 4zdt. 

It can be checked that l;1 ••• l;6 vanishes identically. 

(19) 

Five coupled partial differential equations result from 
annuling the curvature forms n i: 

wx - 2(v + u2
), = 0, 

Ip + 6u 2 )x + u, = o. 

(20) 

Other choices of variables will give very different equations. 
1]2 and 1]4 also occur such that they can be specialized to dx 
and dt- this would presumably be a sort of hodograph 
transformation of the system. The essential point is that all of 
this is contained in the algebra A Kn Eq. (17). 
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VI. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATION OF THE KdV 
ALGEBRA 

Equation (2) for the KdV system has a I-dimensional 
solution 

dy - ",2 _ ",6 + YTf7 - !y2(",1 - ",5) . (21) 

Specializing this with Eq. (19) one finds the modified KdV 
for y. Another way of introducing the simple pseudopoten
tialy is to search for one-dimensional representations of A KV 

by setting XI = XI(y)(B/ay), etc. The fact that a solution ex
ists shows that SL (2,R ), the only nontrivial group on a line, is 
a homomorphic image of A KV: 

- 2 B 
XI =!y -, 

By 

- B 
X2 = By' 

X3=0, 

X4=0, 

- 2 a 
Xs = -!y ay' 

- a 
X6= By' 

- a X7= -y-. ay 

(22) 

The Backlund correspondence previously derived4.11 

takes the general form 

",1*= _",1, 

",2* = y2",1 + ",2 _ y2",S + 2",6 _ 2YTf7, 

",3* = _ i y4",1 _ 3y2",2 _",3 + i y4",s _ 3y2",6 + 3y3",7, 

",4* = _ ",4, 

",5* = y2",4 + ",5, 

",6* = _! y4",4 _ y2",S _ ",6, 

",7* = _ y3",4 _ 2YTfS _ ",7. 

(23) 

The ideal I KV' Eq. (18), when augmented with the connec
tion form Eq. (21), is invariant under this linear transforma
tion of basis forms. 

The algebra A KV' Eq. (17), is invariant under the inverse 
linear transformation, which in this case turns out remark
ably to be just the transpose (the transformation is 
involutive!): 

XT = - XI + y2X2 - iy4X3, 

X! =X2 - 3y2X3, 

Xr = -X3, 

X: = - X4 + y2Xs - !y4X6 - y3X7, (24) 

Xr = - y2X2 + iy4X3 + Xs - y2X6 - 2yX7, 

X: = 2X2 - 3y2X3 - X6, 

Xr = - 2yX2 + 3y3X3 -X7. 

Now one regards y as a function in the space of the X 's, with 
directional derivatives that can be read off from Eq. (22). 

There are also two invariance transformations of the 
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prolongation algebraAKv, or of IKv, that have constant fac
tors, and that express scale and Galilean invariance; they can 
be used to introduce the well-known "eigenvalue" param
eter in Eq. (23) or Eq. (24). (These isomorphisms of IKv, or 
A KV' have independently been found by Shadwick.4) 

VII. THE HARRISON-ERNST SYSTEM 

B. K. Harrisons has shown that solutions of the Ernst 
and related equations of general relativity are two-dimen
sional integral submanifolds of the following ideal: 

dSI - SI!\S4' 

dS2 - S2!\SS + S2!\S4' 

dS3 - S3!\SS + SI!\S2' 
ds4 , 

dss, 

IHE: dS6 +SS !\S6' (25) 
SI!\S3 + S2!\S4' 

S2!\SS +SI!\S6' 

S3!\SS + S4!\S6' 

S2!\S3 + A.SI !\S4, 

SI!\SS + A.S2!\S6' 
S4!\SS + A.S3!\S6' A. ± 1. 

For the Ernst equation, A. = - 1. This is closed, and indeed 
of our canonical form. The first six 2-forms are closed by 
themselves, so we may take n = 6. From the rest we calcu
late So = 0, S I = 4, g = 2. Using Eq. (2), we find the following 
prolongation algebra: 

[XI,x2] + X3 = 0, 

[XI,x3] - [X2,x4] - X2 = 0, 

[XI,xs] - A. [X2,x6] = 0, 

A. [X2,x3] - [XI,x4] + XI = 0, 

A HE: [XI,x6] - [X2,xs] + X2 = 0, (26) 

[X3,xs] - [X4,x6] - X3 = 0, 

[X3,x4] = 0, 

[X4,xs] - A. [X3,x6] = 0, 

[XS,x6] + X6 = O. 
This algebra has also been derived by Harrison. 12 We present 
no further analysis here, but remark that Harrison and oth
ers have recently found Backlund transformations and other 
elegant properties for this system. We offer in closing the 
specUlation that such elegant properties are always proper
ties of nonlinear systems that can be expressed as incomplete 
Lie algebras. 
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The differential geometric structure of general mechanical systems from the 
Lagrangian point of viewa) 
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Several differential-geometric points of view Dn analytical mechanics of systems~ with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom are developed in generality, emphasizing Cartan's calculus of 
differential forms and Ehresmann's theory of jet spaces. The classical theory of Lagrange's 
equations with external forces and constraints ("holonomic" or "nonholonomic") is put into an 
invariant and coordinatefree form. The relation between this "Lagrangian" and the 
"Hamiltonian-symplectic" approach, which is that most extensively used in the contemporary 
mathematical physics literature, is also developed. 

PACS numbers: 02.40. + m, 03.20. + i, 02.30.Wd 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the interesting mathematical developments of 
the last 20 years has been the revival within the context of 
professional mathematics of the classical subject of analyti
cal mechanics. This has been "geometrized" and some classi
cal problems have been profitably examined in a new light. 
The treatises by Abraham and Marsden 1 and Arnold2 are 
now the standard references for this material. Perhaps most 
important, the links between analytical mechanics and 
quantum mechanics have been made more precise. 

However, this work has only penetrated into the tradi
tional problems of particle mechanics. Not as much has been 
done with the much more complicated problems of general 
mechanical systems that are encountered in the applied parts 
of the physical sciences and engineering. There has as yet 
been little work geometrizing in the same spirit the so-called 
nonholonomic mechanical systems. My aim here is to show 
how a contemporary version of Elie Cartan's methods3 (par
ticularly utilizing the work of Ehresmann4

) may be used to 
describe such mechanical systems. The modern geometric 
point of view also suggests certain further extension and ap
plication of the work on mechanics that was developed in the 
framework of classical tensor analysis, especially the work of 
Gabriel Kron5 and a group in Japan led by Kond06 called the 
Research Association for Applied Geometry (RAAG). 
Some of the material presented here has been touched on in 
my own work.7

•
8 

Another motivation is to revitalize the Lagrangian (i.e., 
the calculus of variations) point of view. In the mathematical 
work cited above 1

•
2 it has been found convenient to empha

size the Hamiltonian picture, whereas the classical trea
tises9

•
11 are primarily Lagrangian. (Differential geometrical

ly, the Hamiltonian involves the cotangent bundle, the 
Lagrangian the tangent bundle.) No doubt, this is because of 
the role that the cotangent bundle (with its "symplectic 
structure") plays in quantum mechanics and the theory of 
linear partial differential equations. Now, in working ele-

a/Supported by Ames Research Center (NASA), Grant NSG-2402; U. S. 
Army Research Office, Contract #ILI61102BH57-05 MATH· NSF 
MCS8003227. ' 

mentary mechanics problems (and handling constraints) it is 
much easier to use "velocities" rather than "momenta," i.e., 
the Lagrangian rather than the Hamiltonian point of view. 
Further, Lagrangian methods are much simpler for intro
ducing certain types of interactions between systems. (This is 
why Lagrangian methods still dominate in elementary parti
cle physics.) Thus, I intend this paper to serve as a founda
tional treatment of the Lagrangian point of view, with 
further applications to be developed in later work. Among 
these applications, those arising from recent work in control 
theory 12-15 on feedback linearization of nonlinear mechani
cal systems, should be especially noted. 

Since the methods of the theory of Pfaffian systems are 
basic to this approach to mechanics, and are not at all well 
known to physical scientists, I begin with a brief explanation 
of some of the basic concepts, assuming that the reader 
knows the fundamentals of "calculus on manifolds," i.e., the 
theory of vector fields (together with associated Lie group 
theory) and differential forms on finite dimensional C 00 

paracompact manifolds. 

2. PFAFF IAN SYSTEMS 

The notation of calculus and manifolds are those of Ref. 
7. All manifolds, maps, and geometric data will be Coo, finite 
dimensional, and paracompact, unless mentioned otherwise. 
Let X be such a manifold. Here is the notation we shall use 
for the basic objects of the calculus of manifolds used in this 
work. 

Y(X) = algebra of Coo, real-valued functions on X. 

For x E X, Xx = tangent vector space to X at x. 

X~ = dual space to Xx 

= space of one-covectors at x. 

T(X)= [(X,V):XEX, VEXxl 

= tangent vector bundle. 

Td(X) = [(X,e):XEX,eEX~l 

= cotangent bundle. 

r(X) = C 00 cross sections of T (X) 

= derivations of Y(X). 
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!/) I(X) = cross sections of Td (X) 

= dual Y(X) module to r(X). 

= space of one-differential 

or Pfaffian forms. 

!/) n(x) = exterior differential forms of degree n. 

d:!/) n(x) -. !/) n + I(X), exterior derivative 

(VI,v2) - [Vl,v2] = VI V2 - V2V1, an R-linear map 

[ , ]: r(X) X r(X) - r(X), called Jacobi bracket. 

If () is a differential form and V is a vector field, then 

denotes the Lie derivative of () by V. 

G ffl(XX) = Grassmann manifold of m-dimensional 

linear subs paces of the vector space 

Xx, m = 0,1,2, .... 

G ffl( T (X)) = the fiber bundle over X whose fiber over 

xEXisGffl(Xx)' 

G ffl(T d (X)) = bundle of m-dimensional 

linear subspaces of the cotangent 

vector spaces. 

If E--+X is a fiber space over X, let r (E ) denote the space of 
Coo cross section maps: X-.E. 

Definition: A Pfaffian system 16-26 (of dimension m) on X 
is a cross-section map 

i.e., an element of r [Gffl(T(X))]. 

Given such a cross section yE r [Gffl(T(X))], one can 
define the "dual" object. 

Y d E r [G n - ffl(Td(X))], 

yd(X) = spaceof(}EX~ such that (}(y(x)) = 0 

= annihilator of y(x) in the dual space. 

Y d is actually the object Cartan would call a "Pfaffian sys
tem," since he preferred to work with differential forms rath
er than vector fields. However, we will call either y or y d a 
"Pfaffian system." (When we consider such systems with sin
gularities, it is necessary to distinguish one from its dual.) 
Notice that y d is an Y(X) submodule of!/) I(X). It is locally 
free in the sense that each point has a neighborhood in which 
the module has a basis. Often, it is convenient to use quasial
gebraic methods and notation when dealing with these ob
jects, particularly when the methods of the theory of sheaves 
and schemes are to be utilized. (However, in this work we 
shall not use these methods.) It will often be convenient nota
tionally to identify Pfaffian systems with such modules. For 
this purpose, we shall often use the notation 9 for the mod
ule of differential forms and r for the dual module of vector 
fields. 
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3. THE DERIVED SYSTEMS OF A REGULAR PFAFFIAN 
SYSTEM 

Keep the notation of Sec. 2. Let 

y E r [G n(T(M))] 

be a Pfaffian system interpreted geometrically as a cross sec
tion of the Grassmann bundle of m-dimensionallinear sub
spaces of the tangent vector bundle to X. 

Set 

r(y) = the set of vector fields VEr(X) such that 

V(x) E y(x) for all x EX. (3.1) 

Thus, the orbit curves of the Pfaffian system are the curves in 
X that are orbit curves of some vector field on r(y). [Note 
that r( y) is not a Lie subalgebra of r(X), unless the Pfaffian 
system is completely integrable in the Frobenius sense, i.e., 
defines a foliation.] 

Set 

rl(y) = r(y) + [r(y), r(y)). (3.2) 

For x EX, set 

yl(X) = rl(y)(x). (3.3) 

Thus, yl(X) is a linear subspace of the tangent space that 
contains y(x). As x varies, we get a family x_yl(X) of tangent 
spaces. Let us say that y is one-regular if the dimension of 
these spaces is constant. In this case, yl defines another Pfaf
fian system, which is called (by Cartan) the first derived sys
tem. 

Similarly, set 

r2(y) = r(y) + [r(y), r(y)] + [r(y), [r(y), r(y)]],(3.4) 

(3.5) 
Let us say that y is two-regular if it is one-regular and if 

dim y2(X) 

is constant as x ranges over X. In this case, y 2 defines a 
Pfaffian system called the second derived system. Continue in 
this way to define the nth derived system. The original sys
tem y is said to be regular if all its derived systems are regu
lar. In this paper, we shall consider only regular systems. 
(One can prove that, in general, there is always an open sub
set of X on which the system is regular. If the system is real 
analytic, this subset is also dense in S, and its complement is 
contained in analytic varieties oflower dimension.) 

In many of Cartan's papers of Pfaffian systems, the 
study of the properties of the derived system is the key fea
ture. We now turn to the study of the structure tensors, which 
live on the vector bundles associated with the derived sys
tems. 

4. THE STRUCTURE TENSOR OF A REGULAR 
PFAFFIAN SYSTEM 

Continue with yas a regular Pfaffian system on a mani
fold X, considered as a cross section of the Grassmann bun
dle. Let yl,y 2, ... denote the derived systems. For x E X, we 
have an increasing sequence of tangent subspaces: 

y(x) C yl(X)C Y 2(X) C .. · . 

Then yl,y 2, ... also define vector bundles over X. These 
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are the pullback of the standard vector bundles over the 
Grassmann manifold. For convenience, we will make no no
tational distinction between the y's as cross sections of the 
Grassmann bundles and as vector bundles over X. 

Set 

E I(X) = yl(X)/y(X), 

E2(X)=y2(x)lyl(X), (4.1) 

EachE I(X), E 2(x), ... is a linear vector space. Asxvaries, they 
define vector bundles E I, E 2, ••• over X. They playa basic role 
in the study of the structure of Pfaffian systems. 

We shall now define structure tensors 71,7 2
, ••• , which 

are tensor fields associated with the vector bundles defined 
by yl,r, ... and E I, E2 .... 

To define 71, again work at a point x of X. Pick 
VI' V2 E r(y). Then, 

is a tangent vector to X, which lies in yl(X). Consider its 
projection mod y(x), i.e., as a vector in E I(X). We obtain a 
skew-symmetric map 

Note now that 7 only depends on the values of VI and V2 at x, 
not on their derivatives. In this way, 7 defines a skew-sym
metric, bilinear map 

71(X):yl(X) X yl(X) _ E I(X). 

Explicitly, 

71(X)(VI(X), V2(X))=[VI' V2](x) mod y(x). 

As x varies, we obtain a bilinear vector bundle map 

7
1:YXy_EI. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

This is called thefirst integrability tensor. Notice that, by the 
very definition of E I, 7 is onto, hence it is zero if and only if 
the Pfaffian system with which we began is Frobenius inte
grable. 

We can now continue. For VI' V2 , V3 E r(y), consider 
the triple commutator: 

It lies in y 2(X). Its nontensorial component can be eliminated 
by projecting mod yl(X). We thus obtain a trilinear map 

Now, as x varies, we obtain a tensor field 7 2 as a trilinear 
bundle map 

yXyxy_E2. 

This procedure can obviously be iterated to obtain nth de
gree structure tensors 

7 n:yX···Xy_En. 

We will now discuss in what sense these tensors are 
"invariants" for the equivalence problem. 
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5. THE STRUCTURE TENSORS OF A PFAFFIAN SYSTEM 
AS INVARIANTS FOR THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM 

Let 

y: X _ Gm(T(X)), 

y':X' _Gm(T(X')), 

define Pfaffian systems (of the same dimension) on manifolds 
XandX'. 

Definition: y and y' are equivalent if there is a diffeo
morphism 

¢:X-X' 

such that 

y'(¢ (x)) = ¢' (y(x)), for all x EX. (5.1) 

In words, the natural actions of ¢ on the tangent bundle and 
on the associated Grassmann bundles intertwine the cross
section maps y and y'. 

Of course, this general definition is not how Cartan and 
Lie would think of it! Cartan, for example, would deal locally 
with "moving frames," i.e., locally defined vectors of inde
pendent one-forms X and X': 

such that, for x E X, x' EX', 

y(x) = I v E Xx : w(v) = 0 J, 

y'(x') = lv' EX~: w'(v') = OJ. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Relation (5.1) now means that there is a (n - m)X(n - m) 
matrix M off unctions on M such that 

w=M¢'(w'). (5.6) 

If ¢ satisfies (5.1), it also satisfies 

¢,(r(y')) = r(y'). (5.7) 

From (5.7) it follows that ¢ acts on the derived systems 
yl, r, ... , the associated vector bundles, and intertwines the 
action of the structure tensors. The "algebraic invariants" of 
these structure tensors will be "equivalence invariants" of 
the Pfaffian systems. 

6. THE EHRESMANN JET-CALCULUS. THE TWO-JET 
BUNDLE AS A VECTOR BUNDLE OVER THE ONE-JET 
BUNDLE 

The Ehresmann theory of "jets" ofmappings4 is essen
tially a formalization of certain ideas of classical differential 
geometry; for example, "orders of contact," "tangent and 
osculating curves and surfaces." In modem language, it is a 
Junctor attaching to a pair (Y, X) of manifolds a sequence 
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JD(y, X) = y XX, 

J'(Y,X), 

J'(Y,X), 

of manifolds, with a "tower" of fiber space maps naturally 
defined: 

JD(y, X) +-J'(Y,X) +-.... (6.1) 

In this paper, which is only concerned with mechanical 
systems of afinite number of degrees offreedom, i.e., systems 
governed by ordinary differential equations, the main cases 
of interest are 

Y = T, an interval of real numbers t, sayO<;t < 00, (6.2) 

X = Q, the configuration space of a mechanical system, 

r = 0,1,2 . (6.3) 

Accordingly, I will give the definition and some ofthe pro
perties of the theory of jets in this case. Let JI (T, Q ) be the 
space of smooth maps q:T - Q, i.e., the space of curves in Q. 

Introduce an equivalence relation in 

TXJl(T, Q) 

as follows: 

(t, q)-(t', q') 

if and only if 

t = t', 

q(t) = q'(t '), 

dq (t) = dq' (t), 
dt dt 

d'q(t)=d'q(t). 
dt' dt' 

In words, q and q' meet to the rth order at the value t = t '. 
J'(T, Q) is the quotient of T XJl(T, Q) by this equiv

alence relation. If q E JI (T, Q), a 'q is the map T _ J '( T, Q ), 
which assigns to t E T the equivalence class to which it be
longs. It is called the rth prolongation or r-jet of the map q. 

Since contact to rth order implies contact to (r - 1 )st 
order, there is a "forgetting highest derivatives" map 

J'(T, Q) -J'-'(T,Q). 

This is readily seen to be a fiber space map, i.e., a submersion 
which is a local product. Goldschmidt and Sternberg have 
shown27 that each of the fibers has an affine structure, which 
(passing to the quotient) defines a vector bundle structure. 
We will now directly construct the vector bundle structure. 

Let us restrict attention to the case 

r=2 

which, of course, is the most important for mechanics. 
Let 

q:T-Q 

be a curve in Q. Let a 'q be its one-jet. It is a map 

T-J'(T,Q). 
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Assign to (t,q) the tangent vector to the curve t_ a'q. It is an 
element of 

J'(T, Q)a'qltl ' 

the tangent vectorspaceJ '(T, Q ) atthe point a 'q(t). Call this 

¢(t,q). 

This map ¢ is constant on the equivalence classes (for r = 2) 
which define J 2( T, Q ), hence ¢ passes to the quotient to de
fine a map 

cI>: J2(T, Q) -TtJ '(T, Q)). (6.4) 

(The right-hand side is the tangent bundle to the one-jet 
space.) 

Another form of the vector bundle structure of p( T, Q ) 
will be more convenient for physical purposes. Let 

X=J'(T, Q). 

Let 

(6.5) 

be the natural projection map. (1T is the "forgetting" map 

J'_J D= TXQ, 

followed by the Cartesian projection T X Q _ Q). Let E be 
the tangent vector bundle to Q pulled back to X via the map 
1T. Explicitly, a point of E is a pair 

(x, v) 

with 

XEX, VEQ1TjxI' 

Theorem 6.1: J2(T, Q), considered as a vector bundle 
over X = J '( T, Q), is naturally isomorphic to the vector bun
dleE. 

Proof Consider the map cI>, introduced in formula (6.4), 
followed by the map 

1T.: T(X)_T(Q). 

It is readily verified (left to the reader) that this is the natural 
isomorphism required for Theorem 6.1. 

Now, let us assume that 

Q=Rn, 

so that we can use the notation of mechanics books. For 
general manifolds, this is equivalent to working within a 
fixed local coordinate system. One can now define map
pings: 

J'(T, Q) _R nXR nXR, 

j'(q)(t) _ (q,q,t), 

J2(T, Q) _R nXR nXR nX T, 

/(q)(t) _ (q,q,q,t ) 

as follows: 

q(q,t) = q(t), 

q(q,t) = ~~ (t), 

q(q,t) = (d 2q(dt 2)(t )). 

We will call (q,q,t ) and (q,q,q,t ) the Newtonian coordinates for 
J '(T, Q), PIT, Q). (Physically, q is, of course, velocity, q ac-
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celerafion.) 1T is then defined as follows: 

1T{q,q,q,f) = (q,q,f ). 

Two points of J 2 go into the same point of J I if and only 
if their (q,q,t ) coordinates are the same. 

Suppose now that q is a J.llap 1T-+ Q given in the classical 
style by t-+ q(t ). a Iq is the map 

t-+ (q(t), dqldt, f). 

Now, the basis of tangent vectors to T(J I(T, Q)) corresponds 
to the coordinates (q,q,t ), and may be labeled 

aq , aq, at. 
The tangent vector to the curve a Iq is then 

(~; )aq + (~:;)aq + at. 
We see that the fiber of 1T goes over to the affine subspace 

(~; )aq + at + (multiples of aq) 
of Qq(t). When the coordinates (q) are changed, the second 
derivatives, modulo the first derivatives, change in a linear 
homogeneous way, which is the tipoff to the "vector bundle 
structure." 

Finally, here is a more direct way to define this vector 
bundle structure. Let (t,q) be an element of T X..-II (T, Q). As
sign to (t,q) the linear map Y(Q) -+R labeled 0 2(t,q) as fol
lows: 

02(t,q)(J) = d 2(dt 2(f(q(t )))). 

The space of linear maps in Y(Q) is a linear space. If 
(t,q), (t ',q') have the same second order of contact, then 

o 2(t,q) = 02(t ',q'). 

Hence, 0 passes to the quotient to define a map 

J2(T, Q)-+L(Y(Q), R). 

[L(Y(Q), R) = vector space of known maps Y(Q) -+ R.] 
Theorem 6.2: The fibers of the forgetting map J 2 -+ J • 

go over under this map to a subspace of L(Y(Q), R). 
Proof Let us use coordinates (q). If (t,q), with q:t-+ q(t ), 

then 0 2(t,q) is the map 

J-+Jqq q2 + /q q. 
Q.E.D. 

To obtain the vector space structure for the fiber of the 
forgetting map J 2-+ J ., one has only to assign to each point 
of the fiber the quotient linear vector space corresponding to 
the affine subspace. 

Remark: Here is the general setting. We assigned to 
each fiber J 2( T, Q) an affine subspace 

vo+S 

of a vector space V. For two points in the same fiber, the 
point Vo is the same. Thus, we can map the fiber into the 
quotient V IS, obtaining the vector bundle structure directly. 

Theorem 6.3: Suppose Q is a real vector space. Then the 
addition of maps q:1T-+ Q passes to quotient to define vector 
bundle structures on the fibers of the forgetting map 

PIT, Q)-+JO(T, Q) = TXQ, 

J2(T, Q)-+J·(T, Q). 
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J ·(T, Q) is naturally identified (via the map) 

(t,q) -+ (f,q(t), ~; (t)) = (t,q,q) 

with 

TXQXQ. 

Similarly, PIT, Q) is identified via the map 

(t,q) -+ (t,q,q,q) 

with T X Q X Q X Q. The vector bundle structures are 
J I(T, Q) and J2(T, Q) and are given as follows: 

(t,q,q) + (t,q,q') = (f,q,q, + q'), 

(t,q,q,q) + (t,q,q,q) = (t,q,q,q,q'). 

Note that these are the natural ways velocities and accelera
tions add. 

7. THE NEWTON-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS IN THE 
LANGUAGE OF DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 

In the traditional "analytical mechanics," Lagrange's 
equations are the basic tool. (Recall that Lagrange's book 
was called Mecanique AnalYfique.) There are two ap
proaches-directly, via Newton's equations, and indirectly, 
via the calculus of variations or "Hamilton's principle." In 
this section I will briefly review the former approach and 
then show how Lagrange's equations can be formulated us
ing differential forms. 

Let us start with Newton's equations (for particles) in 
the usual form: 

- JL V.(r., ... ,rN) + F.(r., ... ,rN , i'., ... ,i'N) ar. 
(7.1) 

d 2rN a 
mN--= ---VN+Fn • 

dt 2 arN 

Here r., ... ,rN are the position coordinates of N particles in 
R 3. V., ... , V N are the potential functions determining the "in-
ternal forces." F ., ... ,F N (functions of the positions r ., ... ,r N 

and the velocities r., ... ,rN) are the externalJorces. 
Following the classical ideas, define variables q and q 

called configuration and velocity variables. 

Set 

q = (ql,· .. ,q3N)' 

r. =(:~), ... ,rN =(:::=:), 
q3 q3N 

q = (ql, .. ·,q3N)' 

(
q.) (q3N_2) 

i'. = ~2 , .. ·,i'N = q3.N-. . 

q3 q3N 

T=! m.(i'.f + ... + ~ mN(rN)2, 

L= T- V. 

L, the Lagrangian, then becomes a function of (q,q). 
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aL 

iJr, 
av 

-a;-' , 
d aL aL , av 
----=m\r\+ -
dt at l iJr, ar l 

=, using Newton's equations (7.1), F l , 

Introduce indices 

1 <a,b,,,,<3N 

and the summation convention for these indices, Then (using 
the traditiona19 arguments) Eqs, (7.1) take the form 

!!.... aL _ aL _ F ( .) 
dt aqa aqa - a q,q , (7.4) 

The Fa are just the external forces rewritten so that Eq. (7.4) 
is equivalent to Eq. (7.1), [For example, FM,iI) is the first 
component of the "vector" Fllr,r).] 

Notice the way the indices a occur in Eq. (7.4), i.e" 
downstairs, This indicates that the forces are-in the La
grangian framework--difJerential forms. 

Let us now forget where Lagrange's equations (7.4) 
came from, and study them using techniques of the theory of 
differential forms. Let X be the space of variables 

(qa, qQ, t). 

Let us assume that (qa) are the coordinates of a manifold Q. 
We say that (qa, qa, t) are the natural coordinates (that we 
defined and called "Newtonian" in Sec. 6) for 

Jl(T,Q). 

Thus, we will identify X with J I(T, Q). Consider the follow
ing one-forms in X: 

(7.5) 

They are called (for geometric reasons) the contactforms, Set 

(7.6) 

The Aa are functions on X which we shall determine in a 
moment. Let us calculate dO: 

dO = dL 1\ dt + dAa 1\ 0 a + Aa dO a. 

Now, 

dL = aL d a + aL d' a + aL dT 
aqa q aqa q aT ' 

dO a = d (dqQ) - dqQ 1\ dt 

= 0 - dqa I\dt. 

Hence 

dO = (aL d Q + aL d· a) I\dt 
aqa q ait q 

+ dAa 1\ dO a - Aadqa I\dt. 

If we now set 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

notice that the terms in dO involving dq cancel, and we are 
left with 
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(7.9) 

Use (7.5) to express dqQ in terms of 0 a, and substitute into 
(7.9), using also that dt I\dt = 0: 

Set 

(7.10) 

Then, we have what one might call the basic formula of ana
lytical mechanics: 

(7.11) 

Let us recapitulate what has been done. We have taken 
the Lagrangian function L and constructed the one-form 0 
on X. (0 is called the Cartan form, since it first appeared in 
Cartan's book, Ler;ons sur les Invariants Integraux.) The 
contact forms 0 a are purely "kinematical." However, the 0 a 

involve the Lagrangian L and are "dynamical." Now, set 

na = Oa -Fa dt, (7.12) 

where the Fa are the component functions of the force, as 
they appear in Lagrange's equations (7.4). Also, 

n =d(aL)_(aL +F)dt. (7.13) 
a aqa aqo a 

Let 

t_ ( q(t ), q(t ) = ~; ,t) 

be a curve in X that represents a solution of Lagrange's equa
tions. Let Tbe the one-dimensional manifold whose coordi
nate is t. This determines a map 

¢:T_X. 

Theorem 7.1: The curve satisfies the Lagrange equa
tions if and only if 

(7.14) 

Now, we give general definitions using general bases for 
the Y(Q ) module of one-forms on Q, i.e., using what Cartan 
called "moving frames." 

8. THE NEWTON-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS IN TERMS 
OF GENERAL MOVING FRAMES 
("QUASICOORDINATES") 

Continue with the notation of Sec. 7. Let lU".",W" be a 
basis for one-forms on Q. Let Tbe the interval O<t < 00. 

Consider t as a function, lUa as one-forms on T X Q. Lift up wa 

and t to J I(T, Q) via the "forgetting" map 

JI(T, Q)-JO(T, Q) = TXQ. 

(We use the same notation for a form and its lift up to 
J I(T, Q ).] Define real-valued functions 

va:JI(T, Q)-R 
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as follows: 
Given a map 

q:T~R 

for t E T, let 

dq 
TtEQq(l) 

be the tangent vector to q at t. Then, 

va(t,q) = ma( ~~.) . 
The functions 

va:T XJl(T, Q) 

(8.1) 

defined by (14.1) pass to quotient to "live" on J I(T, Q). 
Theorem 8.1: The one-formsma, dt, dvaonJI(T, Q)(de

fined as explained above) form a basis for one-forms on 
JI(T, Q). The forms 

o a = ma - va dt 

are the contact forms, with the property that 

i(qj"(oa) = 0 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

for each q E JI (T, Q). Let CIJ be the Pfaffian system of one
forms on J I(T, Q) spanned by the 0 a. It is called the contact 
system and is invariant when the basis (ma

) is changed. 
The prooffollows in a straightforward manner from the 

definitions. 
Now, let 

L:JI(T, Q)~R 

be a Lagrangian. 
Theorem 8.2: There is a unique one-form 0 (L ) on 

J I(T, Q) which satisfies the following conditions: 

O(L) - L dtE CIJ , (8.4) 

dO (L ) E pjJ I(J I( T, Q )) A CIJ . (8.5) 
Remark: Equation (8.5)means that dO (L ) belongs to the 

Grassmann algebra ideal (not the exterior differential sys
tem, i.e., the differential ideal) generated by the contact 
forms. 

ProofofTheorem 8.2: In terms of the basis 

(ma, dt, dva) 

for one-forms onJ I(T, Q) described above, dL can be written 
in the following form: 

(8.6) 

where the (L I , La' L n+a), 1 <;a,b,<;n, are functions on 
J I( T, Q ). Let us first suppose that 0 (L ) exists, satisfying Eqs. 
(8.4) and (8.5), and prove that it is unique. In terms of the 
moving frame, 0 (L ) can be written in the following form: 

o (L ) = L dt + fa (ma - va dt ) (8.7) 

= (L -lava) dt + lama, (8.8) 

where (Ia) are functions on J I(T, Q). Then 

dO(L) = Lama Adt + Ln +adva Adt + dla AO a 

+ Ia (dma - dva A dt ) 

= (Ln +a -la)dva Adt + Laoa Adt + dr A oa 

+ fa dma. (8.9) 
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The hypothesis, condition (8.5), means that there are one
forms 'Y/a such that 

(8.10) 

Now, the (0 a, dva, dt) form an El..J I(T, Q ))-basis for 
pjJ I(J I(T, Q)). The right-hand side of Eq. (8.10) contains no 
term in dva A dt. Thus, equality of Eqs. (8.9) and (8.10) re
quires that 

(8.11) 

i.e., 

(8.12) 

This proves uniqueness. 
The converse, i.e., that using Eq. (8.12) as the definition 

of the form 0 (L ) satisfies Eq. (8.10), is a direct calculation, left 
to the reader. 

We can now write the Lagrange-Newton equation in a 
convenient and natural way in terms of the geometry of the 
one-jet spaces. Let Fbe a one-form in CIJ. Set 

fl (L, F) = dO (L ) + FA dt. (8.13) 

The characteristic vectors of the two-form fl (L ) are the ele
ments of T(J I(T, Q)) such that 

vJfl (L, F) = O. (8.14) 

A curve inJ I(T, Q) is said to beacharacteristiccurveiffl (L ), 
its tangent vector at each point, is a characteristic vector. 

Remark: dfl (L ) is not necessarily zero, hence a v satisfy
ing Eq. (14.13) is not necessarily "Cauchy characteristic" in 
the sense of Cartan. 3 If there is a possibility of confusion, 
perhaps a term like "algebraically characteristic" could be 
used. 

Theorem 8.3: A curve q:t~ q(t) in Q is a solution of the 
Newton-Lagrange equations (13.4) in the classical sense if 
and only if the curve 

t~alq(t) 

is a characteristic curve of fl (L, F) in the sense defined above. 
Proof To obtain the classical formula, specialize the 

one-forms ma to the differentials dqa of a coordinate system 
(qa) for Q. 

9. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS WITH CONSTRAINTS 

Continue with the notation of Sec. 9. We have seen that 
a mechanical system is determined by a "configuration" 
manifold Q, a time-parameter manifold T, and 

a function Lon J I(T, Q), 

a one-form F on J I(T, Q), which lies in the Pfaffian 
system determined by the contact form. 

We now introduce a set of constraints as a Pfaffian sys
tem 9 on J I(T, Q). We will define sets of curves in Q by 
imposing conditions on the tangent sectors to their prolon
gations. The following special notation will be useful here: 

If q:t~ q(t) is a curve in Q, then a(q) denotes the tan
gent vector curve to the prolongation a Iq. Thus, a(q) is 
a curve on the tangent bundle toJ I(T, Q), which anni
hilates the one-forms on CIJ, the contact Pfaffian sys-
tem. (9.1) 
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Remark: The curve a(q) can be identified with the two
prolongation a2q: T _ J 2( T, Q) under the identifications de
veloped in Sec. 8. Physically, it is, of course, the acceleration. 

Definition: A curve q:T_ Q is a trajectory of the me
chanical system-with-constants (L, F, 9) if its prolonged 
curve a Iq satisfies the following conditions: 

a(q)(t).J fl (L, F) E PI, 

.9 (a(q)(t )) = o. 
(9.2) 

(9.3) 

Remark: Geometrically, relations (9.2)-(9.3) mean that 
a a Iq is a solution curve of the constraint Pfaffian system 9 
(which are a set of second order differential equations for q) 
and that t_a(q(t)) are characteristic vectors of the two-form 
fl (L, F) restricted to the tangent vectors of J '(T, Q), which 
are annihilated by &'. 

The constraint system 9 encountered in the classical 
treatises~'" seem to be offirst-order type, namely, there is a 
Pfaffian system &" on T X Q JD( T, Q) such that 

.'7 is generated by the pull-back 17'*( 9 '), where 
17': J '(T, Q) ~ JO(T, Q ) is the natural "forgetting" map 
on the jet spaces. (904) 

Since it is really no extra mathematical work, we will carry 
along the more general type. It is not clear whether they do 
occur in physical situations. 

Definition: The constraints are said to be holonomic if 
the Pfaffian system 9 is completely integrable in the Fro
benius sense. 

10. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS WHICH HAVE THE SAME 
TRAJECTORIES 

Given the manifolds Q and T, what we have done is to 
assign a set of curves satisfying a system of second-order 
ordinary differential equations [(10.2)-(10.3) in coordinate 
free terms] to the triple (L, F, &'). We ask 

When do two such systems (L, F, 9), (L " F', 9 ') de
termine the same set of trajectories? (10.1) 

In other words, we want to describe the fiber of the mapping 

(Mechanical systems) - (Trajectories). 

Of course, this question can be examined at the simplest 
classical "calculation of variations" level, i.e., when the 
forces F and the constraints 9 are zero. There it comes 
down to the following, more classical, question: 

Given two Lagrangians Land L " when do they deter
mine the same differential equations? (10.2) 

Since the Lagrange equations 

d 
-(L)-L =0 dt q q 

(10.3) 

are linear in L, this is the same as asking the following ques
tion: 

When is the Lagrangian (L - L ') = L " "exact," i.e., 
Lagrange equations (10.3) are identities for 
L" =L -L '? 

Theorem 10.1 K: Lagrangians Land L ' determine the 
same set of curves in Q if and only if 
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d(e(L) - elL ')) = o. (lOA) 

Relation (1.4) indicates that the Inverse Problem (deter
mining which families of curves in Q are extremals of calcu
lus of variations problems) should involve topology, since the 
existence of forms satisfying conditions on the exterior deri
vative is intrinsically topological. Related developments 
have been provided (without using differential forms) by Ta
kens28 and Anderson and Duchamp.29 

Let us now consider this question in a broader geomet
ric context. Let X be a manifold with 

flE &2(X) 

a two-form on X. [X might be J '( T, Q ), where Q is the confi
guration space of a mechanical system.] Suppose also that 9 
and 'iJ are arbitrary Pfaffian systems on X. 

Let 

Y(fl, 'If, 9) = ! VE JY(X):V flE &', (G'(V) 

= 9(V) = Ol . (10.5) 

The trajectories o/the system (fl, {!J) are then the orbit curves 
of the vector fields in r(fl, 'iJ, 9). 

Given 9 and 'iJ we are interested in determining the 
fibers of the mapping 

fl_''Y(fl, 9). (10.6) 

The most immediate question of this type is: 

When is Y(fl, 'iJ, 9) equal to r(9) n r('iJ), i.e., 
when does the relation 'iJ(V) = 0 = 9(V) for 
V E jV(X) imply V.J fl E 9? (10.7) 

Of course, the simplest condition of this sort would be the 
following one: 

fl belongs to the Grassmann algebra ideal generated 
by 9. (10.8) 

Another related question is the following one: 

Given a mechanical system (fl, 'iJ, 9), when does 
there exist another form fl ' which lies in the same fiber 
as fl in the mapping (10.6) (i.e., determines the same 
trajectories), but also satisfies the following condition: 

dfl' = o. (10.9) 

In turn, this question is related to the "symplectic" nature of 
the mechanical system. 

We will now investigate this point for mechanical sys
tems associated most directly with traditional analytical me
chanics. 

11. CAUCHY CHARACTERISTICS OF A LAGRANGIAN 
SYSTEM WITH EXTERNAL FORCES 

Let Q be an n-dimensional manifold, and let 

and 

L:X-R 

be a Lagrangian function for Q. Let 

e(L) E!iJ I(X) 

be the Cartan form associated with L. Let 'iJ c!iJ I (X) be the 
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Pfaffian system on X generated by the contact forms. 
Let 

FECtf 

be a force form, and let 

fl = dO(L) + FAdt. (11.1) 

The vector fields Von X which satisfy the following condi
tions: 

V(t) = 1, 

V.Jfl = 0, 

Ctf(V) = 0, 

(11.2) 

(11.3) 

(11.4) 

are called the Newton-Lagrange vector fields. The orbits of 
Yare then prolongations of the solution of the classical New
ton-Lagrange equations. 

Let 

i5' (fl ) (11.5) 

be the differential ideal in the Grassmann algebra of X gener
ated by fl. For each x EX, let 'G'(i5'(fl ))(x) be the Cauchy 
characteristic vector of this ideal. In this case, 

Ctf(i5'(fl ))(x) = (v E Xx :vJ fl = 0 = v dfl J. (11.6) 

Definition: The system is said to be nonsingular if the 
following condition is satisfied: 

dim(Ctf(i5'(fl ))(x)) (11.7) 

is constant as x ranges over X. 
By the fundamental "Cauchy characteristic" theorem 16 

of Cartan, the Pfaffian system 'G' (i5' (fl )) is completely inte
grable. We will say that the Cauchy characteristics [and the 
mechanical system (L, F)) is regular if the foliation Ctf (i5'(fl)) 
is regular in the sense that there is a fiber space mapping 

a:X-Z (11.8) 

of X onto a manifold Z, whose fibers are the Cauchy charac
teristic submanifolds of i5' (fl ). Another way of putting this is 
to say that the space of leaves of the Cauchy characteristic 
foliation admits a manifold structure. 

By Cartan's theorem, 16 there is a two-form fl' on Z such 
that 

a'(fll) = fl. (11.9) 

Thus, the system, in a sense, "lives" on the quotient space Z. 

12. INFINITESIMAL SYMMETRIES OF LAGRANGIAN 
SYSTEMS WITH EXTERNAL FORCES 

Continue with the notation of Section 11. Let 
X = J I(T, Q), L, F, fl, i5'(fl), Ctf(i5'(fl)), 

Z = Ctf(l5'(fl))\ X (12.1) 

be as defined there. Continue to assume that Z is a manifold, 
i.e., the Cauchy characteristic foliation is regular. 

Definition: A vector field Von X is said to be an infinite
simal symmetry of the mechanical system (L, F) if 

2" v(fl) = O. (12.2) 

Theorem 12.1: If V satisfies (12.2), then it also satisfies 
the following conditions: 
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2" v( i5' (fl )) C i5' (fl ), 

2" v('G'(i5'(fl )))C 'G'(i5'(fl)). 

(12.3) 

(12.4) 

In words, V generates an infinitesimal symmetry of the exte
rior differential system generated by fl and the Cauchy char
acteristic foliation. 

Proof This is a general property of exterior differential 
systems, and follows readily from the standard identities 
linking the operation of the Lie derivative, contraction, and 
exterior derivative. 

A particularly important symmetry for mechanical sys
tems is, of course, time-translation. This corresponds to a 
vector field on X = J I(T, Q) that we will call 

at· (12.5) 

Thus, if (wa
) is a basis for differential forms on Q (also 

known as "quasicoordinates" or "moving frame"), and 

wa, dva, dt 

is the associated basis for X, then 

Set 

wa(at ) = 0 

= dva(at ), 

(dt Hat) = 1. 

L t =at(L), 

F t = 2" a (F). 
t 

(12.6) 

(12.7) 

(12.8) 

(12.9) 

(12.10) 

(L t' F t ) are the Lagrangian and force law of another mechan
ical system, hence their Cartan form can be constructed. Call 
it fl'. 

Theorem 12.2: 

2"a(fl)=fl'. 
t 

(12.11) 

Proof Again, this is a slight extension of the material in 
Chap. 4 of Ref. 7. The proof is left to the reader. 

Definition: The system (L, F) is said to be time-invariant 
if 

L t = Ft = O. (12.12) 

Theorem 12.3: Suppose the system (L, F) is time-invar
iant. Then, the vector field at is a symmetry of the system, in 
the sense defined above. Further, at passes to the quotient to 
define a vector field a; on the quotient manifold Z, i.e., 

a,(at ) = a;. (12.13) 

Proof Again, this follows from general principles. In 
the simplest case 

F=O. (12.14) 

Theorem 12.3 is the essence of the symplectic structure ap
proach 1.2 to Hamiltonian mechanics. In this case, 

dfl = d(O (L )) = 0, 

hence, fl' is a two-form Z. It defines a symplectic structure on 
Z, in the sense of Refs. 1 and 2, and a Poisson bracket (Lie 
algebra) structure on Y(Z). The vector field a ; on Z then 
satisfies 

2" a ,(fl') = O. 
t 

(12.15) 
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Then, 

d(a;J a') = 0. (12.16) 

a; J a " as a closed one-form on Z determines an element of 

HI(Z,R), 

the (de Rham) one-cohomology of Z with real coefficients. If 
this element is zero, there is a function 

h:Z-+R 

such that 

dh =a;Ja'. 
h is then a Hami/tonian/unction for the system. The orbits of 
a; are the solutions of Hamilton's equations for this Hamil
tonian. In favorable cases (e.g., maximal rank conditions for 
certain Hessian matrices) Z and its associated symplectic 
structure can be mapped onto the "canonical" symplectic 
structure on Td (Q), the cotangent bundle to Q thus linking 
up the Lagrangian approach of this paper with the Hamil
tonian or symplectic approach, which is more popular in the 
contemporary literature. However, it should be remarked 
that the former approach is more general, and better adapted 
to a program of modernization of the approach in the classi
cal treatises. 9. I I 

13. SOME NEWTON-LAGRANGE MECHANICAL 
SYSTEMS WITH FORCES WHICH ADMIT SYMPLECTIC 
STRUCTURES 

After this review of the relation between the Lagran
gian and symplectic approaches to the traditional force-free 
analytical mechanics problems, let us move on to seek gener
alization to the case where there are force forms F. Then, the 
two-form 

a = dO (L ) + FA dt (13.1) 

is not a priori closed. There are then two questions to study: 

What are the conditions on F that the form a satisfy 
da = o? (13.2) 

How can one modify a to obtain a closed two-form a ' 
whose characteristic curves determine the solution of 
the Newton-Lagrange equations? (13.3) 

I will treat both of these problems in this section. 
Theorem 13.1: Let a be a two-form on J I(T, Q) of the 

form (13.1) with Fa one-form which lies in the Grassmann 
algebra generated by the contact forms Cf!. Then, a satisfies 

da=o (13.4) 

if and only ifF arises from a time-dependent, exterior-closed 
one-form on Q in the natural way. 

Proof Since this is a purely local matter, choose coordi
nates (qa) for Q, and the corresponding coordinates 

(qa, it, t) 

forJI(T, Q). 

Then, our assumption that F is a "force-form" means that it 
can be written in the following form: 

F = Fa (dqa - dit dt ), (13.5) 
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where the Fa are functions on 

JI(T,Q). 

Then, 

FA dt = Fa A dqa A dt. 

Since 

dIdO (L )) = 0, 

the condition (13.6) requires that 

d (Fa Adqa Adt) = 0, 

which implies that 

a (Fa) Ad' bAd a A dt = ° ail q q , 

and hence 

aFa 
-=0. 
ail 

Then, we can assign to F the closed one-form 

F' = Fadqa 

in Q X T. Again, it follows from (13.6) that 

dF'=O. 

It is readily seen that the assignment 

F-+F' 

is "intrinsic," i.e., is independent of the coordinates. 

(13.6) 

(13.7) 

(13.8) 

(13.9) 

(13.10) 

(13.11) 

(13.12) 

Conversely, the steps are reversible, i.e., a form F' satis
fying (13.11) leads to an F and an a. 

Condition (13.11) suggests the introduction of a "poten
tial," i.e., locally a function Von Q X T such that 

dV Adt = dF Adt. (13.13) 

Of course, de Rham's relation between differential form co
homology and the topology of manifolds leads to interesting 
(and reasonably well known and explored) relations between 
"local" and "global" potentials. 

Now, suppose that condition (13.6) is not satisfied. Let 
us modify a in the following way: 

a' = a + /ab(dqa - itdt) A (dqb - ildt), (13.14) 

where (fab) is a skew-symmetric matrix offunctions. Notice 
that a and a ' determine the same trajectories, so the tangent 
vectors v such that 

and 

vJa=o, 

vJ Cf! = ° 
vJa'=o, 

vJCf! =0 

are the same. 

(13.15) 

(13.16) 

Theorem 13.2: da ' = ° if and only if the following con
ditions are satisfied: 
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:t (Jab) = ~ (a~a (Fb - 2fcb i/) - a~b (Fa - 2fc"qa)). 

(13.19) 

Proof Follows from applying exterior derivative d to 
both sides of ( 13. 15), and the relation 

dfJ = dF I\. dt. 

We can now analyze further relations (13.17)-(13.19). 
They imply that the force terms are of the following type: 

Fa = 2lba i/ + la' (13.20) 

where the a's and b 's are functions of q and t alone. 
Theorem 13.3: With the force law Fofform (13.20), the 

following conditions are necessary and sufficient that the 
two-differential form fJ ' be closed: 

(13.21) 

Proof Substitute the ansatz (13.20) into the other condi
tions. 

An important case physically is that where the force 
law is time-independent. In this case, the conditions found 
above simplify and can be written in an elegant global form. 

Theorem 13.4: Suppose that we define a mechanical sys
tem by means of a Lagrangian function L and a force law F, 
with a,(F) = O. Suppose that this force law satisfies condi
tion (13.20). Define differential forms a and f3 on Q so that 

a =Iabdqa I\.dqb, (13.22) 

f3 =Iadqa. (13.23) 

Then, the condition that the two-differential form fJ ' be 
closed is that the following conditions be satisfied: 

da=O, 

df3= O. 

If dfJ ' = 0, then the trajectories of the mechanical system are 
Cauchy characteristic curves of fJ '. Assuming that the tra
jectories define a regular foliation of J I(R, Q), the quotient 
space of the foliation has a symplectic structure.30 

The condition for the existence of a symplectic struc
ture on the space of trajectories is especially important in 
electromagnetic theory. For example, suppose that q are the 
coordinates of a charged particle in R 3. It is well known that 
the force law then has the form described in condition 
(13.20), where the lab are the components of the "magnetic" 
field, thela the "electric" field. The conditions 
o = da, 0 = df3 are then part of Maxwell's equations. It is 
well known that to write the charged particle equations in 
Hamiltonian form requires that these differential forms be 
exact; the forms whose exterior derivatives give them are the 
potentials. Thus, we see that the charged particle equations 
themselves may be given a symplectic structure in a global 
way without the intervention of the potentials. Such a possi
bility is very relevant to quantization. 
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14. NEWTON'S EQUATIONS OF MECHANICS DIRECTLY 
IN TERMS OF THE VECTOR BUNDLE STRUCTURE OF 
THE TWO-JET SPACE 

I now briefly sketch a direct method of expressing the 
relation 

mass X acceleration = force (14.1) 

without the intervention of concepts from the calculus of 
variations. Let us begin with the case where the configura
tion manifold Q is a finite dimensional real vector space. 
(Since we use coordinate free methods, some of the ideas can 
be extended to the infinite dimensional case, using the appro
priate functional analysis generalities.) Let Q d denote the 
dual vector space. Denote the duality function 

QdXQ_R 

by 

(qd, q) _(qd, q) . 

Let T continue as a time interval manifold, say 

O<t< 00. 

Definition: A mass law is a linear map 

m:Q_Q d 

which is symmetric in the sense that 

(m(q), q') = (m(q'), q) 

for q, q' E Q. 

Alorce law is a map 

fQxQxR_Q d. 

A mechanical system (in Newton's sense) is a pair 

(m,J) 

(14.2) 

(14.3) 

(14.4) 

of a mass law m and force law f A curve t_ q(t ) is a trajec
tory of the mechanical system if it is a map 

q:T-Q, 

t-q(t) 

such that 

One can derive the energy relation 

1 ( (dq ) dq ) .. KE(q) = - m - ,- == kmetlc energy. 
2 dt dt 

~ (KE(q)) = [using (20.4) and (20.5)], 
dt 

I(q,~;,t),~;, 

W{q; (a,b )) = i b 

(/( q, ~; ,t), ~;) dt 

is the work in the time interval a <J<.b. 

(14.5) 

(14.6) 

Now, we can free this material from the constraint that 
Qbe a vector space by using the Ehresmannjet-space formal
ism. Identify 
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QXQXT 

with J I (T, Q), the space of one-jets of maps T --+ Q. Let x 
denote apoint ofJ I(T, Q ) identified (when Qisa vector space) 
with a triple: 

(t, q, q), 
t E T, q E Q, q E Q. 

Let 

1T:J I(T, Q)--+ Q 

be the projection map: 

1T(X) = 1T(t,q, q) 

=q. 

(14.7) 

(14.8) 

Let E be the vector bundle over J I( T, Q), which results 
from lifting the tangent bundle T (Q ) to X via the projection 
map (14.7). Explicitly, a point of E is an ordered pair 

(x, u) (14.9) 

where 

xEJI(T, Q) 

and 

U E Q1Tjx) . 

Let Ed be the dual vector bundle to E, i.e., a point of Ed is a 
pair (x, B). 

x EJI(T, Q), BE Q~X)' 

Theforce law fshould then be interpreted as a cross
section map 

f:JI(T,Q)--+E. 

The mass law is a linear bundle map 

m:E--+Ed. 

Thus, the right-hand side ofEq. (14.5) is 

fWq(t)), 

(14.10) 

(14.11) 

(14.12) 

which is an element of the fiber of E d above the point 

a Iq(t) 

ofJI(T, Q). 
In order to have Newton's equation (14.5) make sense 

on a general manifold Q (i.e., to put it into a fully "covariant" 
form) it is necessary to make sense of the left-hand side ofEq. 
(14.5). This is where the construction of Sec. 6 enters: We 
have shown that the vector bundle E can be identified with 
the two-jet space: 

PIT, Q) =E. 

The "acceleration" vector 

d 2q (t) 
dt 2 

(14.13) 

should be identified [via Eq. (14.13)] with an element of E. 
We can write Eq. (14.5) as 

m(a2q(t)) = j{a2q(t)). (14.14) 

We can now translate Lagrange's equations into this 
framework. Write them in the following form: 
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d(aL) aL . 
dt aqa - aqa = fa(q, q, t), 

qa=dqa (l<a,b<n=dimQ). 
dt 

(14.15) 

Do the derivation on the left-hand side of (14.15): 

a2L d 2qb a2L dqb a2L aL 
aqaaqb = dt 2 + aqaaqb dt + ataqa - aqa = fa· 

(14.16) 

We can derive from Eq. (14.16) the definition of a mass and 
force law which leads to Eq. (14.14): 

m(x)(u) = -- (x)ub -, ( 
a2L ) a 

aqaaqb aqa 
(14.17) 

fIx) = (f + aL _ a
2

L qb + a
2

L ) dqa (14.18) 
a aqa aqaaqb ataqa 

for 

X=(q,:q,t)EJI(T,Q), UEQ1TjxI' (x,u)EE. 

15. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AS PFAFFIAN SYSTEMS 

We can now formulate what a "general mechanical sys
tem" might mean from the point of view of the theory of 
Pfaffian systems. For simplicity, we deal only with systems 
without constraints. 

Let X be a manifold of dimension (2n + 1). Choose in
dices and the summation convention as follows: 1 <a, b<n. 
Suppose the following data is given on X: 
(a) a real-valued functlOn t E Y(X), 
(b) a completely integrable Pfaffian system f C fj) I (X) 

whose leaves are dimension (n + 1), such that 

u(t)#O 

for each nonzero tangent vector to X such that 

f(u)=O 

(In particular, dt #0 at each point of X.), 

(15.1 ) 

(15.2) 

(c) a Pfaffian system CtJ, determined by a cross-section map 

( 15.3) 

(d) as an Y(X) module, CtJ is contained in the submodule 
spanned by f and dt, 

(e) a two-form n on X which lies in the Grassmann algebra 
ideal generated by CtJ. Symbolically, 

n E 9 1(X)/\ CtJ. (15.4) 

The curves 

x:r--+x(r) 

in X which satisfy the conditions 

~ (t(x(r))) #0, 
dr 

CtJ (~) = 0, 

dx 

dr 
n=o, 

(15.5) 

(15.6) 

(15.7) 

are called the trajectories of the system. (dxl dr denotes the 
tangent vector curve to x.) 

Condition (15.5) means that these trajectories can be 
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reparametrized (locally) by the function t, i.e., so that 

t(X(Tn = T. (15.8) 

We shall deal with these trajectory curves in this form. 
Let us make these assumptions explicit in terms of mov

ing frames, i.e., local bases ofthe Y(X) modules involved. 
Suppose then that 

(wa
) is an Y(X) basis of J. 

Let (w%) be forms (which exist locally by complete integrabi
lity of J) such that 

(15.9) 

Condition (d) implies that there is (locally) a basis () a of Crff of 
the form 

(15.10) 

where va E Y(X). Condition (15.4) implies that n can be 
written in the following form: 

( 15.11) 

where (1Ja) are a set of one-forms. The trajectory curves 
T-+X(T) then satisfy the following Pfaffian equations: 

(15.12) 

Let 9 be the Pfaffian system generated by 1Ja and () a. Equa
tion (15.12) then says that T-+X(T) is an integral curve of 9. 

We can describe the trajectories in terms of second or
der, quasilinear differential equations in the following way. 

Let (qa) be a set of functions onX (or possibly an open 
subset of X) such that the (dqa) generate the module J. [In 
other words, the (qa) are local coordinates of the leaf space 
J\. x.] Then, 

wa=A~dqb, (15.l3) 

(}a = wa _ va dt 

=A%dqb-vadt. (15.14) 

Suppose that the 1J. are of the following form: 

1Ja = Baj () b + Cabdvb + Cast. (15.15) 

The integral curves 0": T -+X of the Pfaffian system 9 [which 
satisfy Eq. (15.12)] then satisfy the following differential 
equations: 

dvb 

Cab(O"{t))- +Ca =0, (15.16) 
dt 

Va(t) =A %(O"{t)) dqb, (15.17) 
dt 

qa(t) = qa(O"{t )). (15.18) 

Notice that this is a second order ordinary differential 
equation for the t-+ q(t ), which is linear in the second deriva
tives. 

16. FINAL REMARKS 

In this paper I have described how mechanical systems 
of a finite number of degrees of freedom, but of a general type 
in terms of external forces, constraints, etc., could be de-
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scribed in terms of the differential geometric theories of Car
tan and Ehresmann. The ground has been prepared for the 
application of the theory of equivalence of geometric struc
tures, the application of the theory of pseudogroups, the 
study of global properties, and so on. In this way, I believe 
that we are now in a position to more fully realize possibili
ties of applying differential geometry to mechanics and elec
tromagnetic theory that were suggested many years ago by 
Gabriel Kron5 and the RAAG Memoirists. 6 The introduc
tion of control-theoretic concepts 12-15 also provides a fertile 
field of potential application of the formalism. 
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Two apparently quite different Banach algebras of functions have been introduced and studied 
recently in connection with the theory of the "Feynman integral." The functions in both spaces 
have been shown to be "Feynman integrable," but two different definitions of the "Feynman 
integral" were used. We show here that the two spaces are in fact isometrically isomorphic as 
Banach algebras where the correspondence is given by what is essentially an extension (or 
restriction) map. Further, the "Feynman integrals," in the two different senses, of corresponding 
functions are equal. The equivalence between these two theories is surprisingly easy to prove but 
has a number of consequences for both theories. In the last section of the paper we give a few 
simple but useful consequences and make some remarks about our experience so far in using the 
equivalence. 

PACS numbers: 02.50.Sk, 03.65.Db 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We begin by giving information necessary for our dis
cussion of the Banach algebra S. The space S was introduced 
and studied by Cameron and Storvick in Ref. 1 and was 
studied further in Refs. 2-6. 

Fix t> 0. For notational simplicity, we will confine our 
attention throughout to the interval [O,t] and, with one ex
ception, to a single space dimension. Actually the arguments 
work just as well for a general interval [a,b] and for an arbi
trary number of space dimensions. 

C [O,t] will denote the set ofR-valued, (i.e., real valued) 
continuous functions on [O,t]. Co[O,t] will denote Wiener 
space, that is, the set of functions x in C [O,t] such that 
x(O) = 0; m will denote Wiener measure on Co[O,t]. 

A subset A of Co[O,t] is said to be scale-invariant mea
surable provided pA is Wiener measurable for every p > 0. It 
is easy to see that the class Y of scale-invariant measurable 
sets forms a cr-algebra. N in Y is said to be scale-invariant 
null provided m(pN) = ° for every p > 0. A property which 
holds except on a scale-invariant null set is said to hold scale
invariant almost everywhere (s-a.e). For a rather detailed dis
cussion of scale-invariant measurability and its relation with 
other topics see Ref. 7. 

Let Fbe a C-valued (i.e. complex-valued) function on 
Co[O,t] which is s-a.e. defined and scale-invariant measura
ble and such that the Wiener integral 

I(A.) = i F(A. -1/2x )dm (x) 
ColO,!] 

exists as a finite number for alIA. > 0. If there exists a function 
J *(A. ) analytic in C +: = I A. in C:Re A. > ° J such that 
J*(A. ) = J(A. ) for all A. > 0, thenJ *(A. ) is defined to be the ana
lytic Wiener integral ofF over Co[O,! ] with parameter A., and, 
for A. in C + , we write 

i an w, F(x)dm(x): = J*(A.). 
ColO.!] 

Let q be a real parameter (q =1= 0) and let Fbe a function whose 
analytic Wiener integral exists for A. in C + . If the following 
limit exists, we call it the analytic Feynman integral ofF over 

Co[O,! ] with parameter q, and we write 

i
anfq 

F(x)dm(x): = lim ianw

.< F(x)dm(x) 
ColO,!] A~ -lq ColO,!] 

where A. approaches - iq through C + . 

Remark: Equality s-a.e. is an equivalence relation for 
functions on Co[O,!]. It is the appropriate equivalence rela
tion for this setting as was discussed briefly in Ref. 4. 

The definition of the Banach algebra S involves the Pa
ley-Wiener-Zygmund (P. W.Z.) integral,8 a relatively simple 
type of stochastic integral which we now define. 

Let I ¢ j J be a complete orthonormal set of R-valued 
functions ofbounded variation on [O,! ] . For v in L 2 : = L 2[0,! ] 
and n a positive integer, let 

Vn (s): = jtl (fv(r)¢ j(r)dr)¢ j(s). 

The P.W.Z. integral f~v(s)dx(s) is defined by 

(' v(s)dx(s): = lim ('vn(s)dx(s) Jo n_oo Jo 

(1.1) 

for all x in Co[O,t] for which the limit exists. See Doob's 
book9 for an alternate method of defining this stochastic in
tegral. Some of the key properties of the P.W.Z. integral are 
conveniently summarized in Ref. 5 with some additional in
formation given in Ref. 4. We will limit ourselves here to a 
brief mention of a few facts: (i) For each v in L 2 [0,!] the 
P. W.Z. integral exists fors-a.e. x in Co[O,t]. (ii) f~v(s)dx(s) is a 
Borel function of (v,x) on L 2 [0,!] X Co[O,!]. (iii) If v is of 
bounded variation on [O,t], the P.W.Z. integral f~v(s)dx(s) is 
s-a.e. equal to the Riemann-Stieltjes integral f~v(s)dx(s). (iv) 
The P.W.Z. integral has the expected linearity properties 
when they are interpreted properly. [See Ref. 5 for a more 
detailed statement of (iv).] 

It is natural to think of the condition x(O) = ° as simply 
a normalizing condition. Given x in C [O,! ], we define 

fV(S)dX(S): = fV(S)d [xIs) - x(O)] 

provided the integral on the right exists. 
Weare now ready to define the space S. Let M (L2 ) be the 

collection of C-valued, countably additive measures on 
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.f8 (L2 ), the Borel class of L 2[0,t ]. M (L2) is a Banach algebra 
under the total variation norm where convolution is taken as 
the multiplication. Let 0' be in M (L 2 ). Consider the function 
u defined for s-a.e. x in Co[O,t ] by the formula 

a(x): = i, exp{if v(s)dX(S)}dO'{V). (1.2) 

An element of S is an equivalence class [u] of functions 
which are s-a.e. equal to u for some 0' in M (L2 ). One often 
uses somewhat loose terminology and refers to the elements 
of S as functions, however the distinction between U, [u], and 
FE[u] will be important to us in certain places. Cameron and 
Storvick show that the correspondence u~[u] is injective 
(Ref. 1; Theorem 2.1) and carries convolution into pointwise 
multiplication. Letting lI[u1ll: = 110'11 we have that S is a 
Banach algebra. The analytic Feynman integral exists for 
every [u] inS (Ref. 1; Theorem 5.1). 

In light of (1.2), there is a natural way of regarding Fin 
[u] as defined on C [O,t): If x in Co[O,t] is such that F(x) is 
defined, then for any c in lit, take F(x + c): = F(x). 

Next we give the information necessary for our discus
sion of the Banach algebraY(H) of "Fresnel integrable func
tions." The fundamental work on the space Y(H) was done 
by Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn.10-12 They do a particularly 
effective job of relating their approach to the "Feynman inte
gral" to problems in quantum mechanics and quantum field 
theory. Their approach was influenced by the earlier seminal 
work of lto 13•

14 and DeWitt-Morette. 15,16 In turn much of 
the impetus for the recent beautiful work of Truman l7

-
19 is 

found in the work of Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn. 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space over lit. Let M (H) be 

the collection of C-valued, countably additive measures on 
!!!J (H ), the Borel class of H. M (H) is a Banach algebra under 
the total variation norm where convolution is taken as the 
multiplication. Givenf.l inM (H ),'" is defined for every h in H 
by the formula ",(h ): = S Hexp{i(h,h I) Jdf.l(h I)' By definition, 
Y(H): = !"':f.l is inM (H) J. The correspondencef.l~'" is in
jective and carries conAvolution into pointwise multiplica
tion. Hence, letting 11f.l11: = 11f.l11, we have that Y(H) is a 
Banach algebra. The Fresnel integral YIP) is defined for", in 
Y(H) by the formula 

YIP): = L exp! - (il2)llh WJdf.l(h). (1.3) 

There is a particular Hilbert space H which covers the 
applications of the Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn theory to 
ordinary quantum mechanics (but not to quantum field the
ory). It is this space which will concern us throughout the 
rest of this paper. 

Let £> be the space of lit-valued functions y on [O,t] 
which are absolutely continuous and with derivative Dy in 
L 2[0,t]. Let H: = ! yin £>:y(t ) = ° J. The following inner 
product makes H into a separable Hilbert space over lit: 

(YI'Y2)H: = L (DYI)(s)(DY2)(S)ds. (1.4) 

Given f.l in M (H) and yin H 

",(y) = L exp(iL (Dy)(s)(DYIl(s)ds )df.l(Yd. (1.5) 
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Note that", makes sense on £> and, in fact, if Y is in Hand c is 
in R, "'(Y + c) = ",(y). 

2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO APPROACHES TO 
THE FEYNMAN INTEGRAL 

Lemma 1 and Propositions 1 and 2 below are surely 
known, but since we would like this paper to be simple and 
reasonably self-contained, we will sketch parts of the proofs. 

Lemma}: Let vbe inL2[0,t] and let ybein£>. Then the 
P.W.Z. integral S~v(s)dy(s) exists and we have 

fV(S)dY(S) = fV(S)(DY)(S)dS. (2.1) 

Proof Let Vn be given by (Ll). The Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral (RS) S~ Vn (s)dy(s) exists. It is not difficult to argue 
that S~vn (s)dy(s) also exists and equals the Riemann
Stieltjes integral where we are thinking of S~vn (s)dy(s) as a 
Lebesgue integral with respect to the measure induced by the 
function of bounded variation y. Since Dy is in 
L 2[0,t] CL1[0,t], we also have the formula S~vn (s)dy(s) 
= S~vn (s)(Dy)(s)ds. Now Ilvn - vI12~' and so Vn~V weak

ly, and we can write 

(RS) fVn (s)dy(s) = fVn(S)(DY)(S)dS~ fV(S)(DY)(S)dS 

as desired. 
Proposition): The differentiation map D is an isometric 

isomorphism of H onto L 2[0,t]. The integration map 

(Iv)(s): = fV(T)dT (2.2) 

is the inverse of D. 
Proof Given v inL2[O,t], let Iv be given by (2.2). Then Iv 

is absolutely continuous, (Iv)(t ) = ° and DIv = v. Hence Iv is 
in Hand D maps H onto L 2[0,t]. D is injective because of the 
requirement that y(t ) = ° for yin H. The fact that D pre
serves inner products is built into the definition (1.4) of the 
inner product in H. • 

Since D and I are isometric isomorphisms, they are 
Borel measurable, and so 

(2.3) 

and 

fu: = uoI~1 (2.4) 

map M (H) into M (L 2) and M (L 2) into M (H), respectively. 
Proposition 2: 9 is a Banach algebra isometric isomor

phism of M(H) ontoM(L2). f = 9~1. 

Proof This proof is again simple, but we will carry out 
some parts of it. 

(a) 9 is onto. LetubeinM (L2)' Thenf uisinM (H ) and 
9(fu) = 0' since uoI~loD ~I = u. 

(b) 91p 1 *f.l2) = 9Ipd*9Ipz). LetBbein !!!J(L2)' Using 
the Change of Variables Theorem to justify the third equa
lity, we can write 

[91p1)*91p2)](B) 

= i (9f.l.)(B - v)d(9f.lz)(v) 
L, 
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= L J.l1 [D -I(B - u)]d (,u2oD -I)(U) 

= IJ.lI[D- IB-D- IDYl dJ.l2(Y) 

= IJ.lI[D- IB- Yl dJ.l2(Y) 

= (,u I *J.l2)(D - IB) 

= [§ (,u I *J.l2) 1 (B). 
(c) II § J.l11 = 11J.l11· Given a Hilbert space Ho, let Cb (Ho) 

denote the space of C-valued, bounded, continuous func
tions on Ho. Cb(Ho) is a Banach space under the supremum 
norm. Let BI(Cb(Ho)) denote the unit ball of Cb(Ho)' It is 
clear that every elementJ.lo of M (Ho) defines, via integration, 
an element of the dual of Cb(Ho)' In fact this imbedding of 
M (H 0) in the dual of C b (H 0) is a Banach space isometric iso
morphism. Hence we can write 

11§J.l11 = sup{ILr(U)d(§J.l)(U)1 if is in B I(Cb(L2))} 

= sup{ I i!(U)d (,uoD -I)(U) I if is in B I(Cb(L2))} 

= sup{ I i!(DY)dJ.l(Y) I if is in B I(Cb(L2))} 

.;;; 11J.l11, 

sincefoD is in BI(Cb(H)) for every fin B I(Cb(L2)). 
To get the opposite inequality, let (J in M (L 2 ) be such 

that ..J' (J = J.l and then argue much as above that 
Ilf (JI1.;;;1 I(JII; that is, I 1J.l1 I.;;; 11§J.lII· • 

Let J.l be in M (H) and let (J = § J.l. In addition to the 
functions}L and a, we may consider the ordinary Fourier 
transform a of (J. a is defined for every u in L 2[O,t ] by the 
formula ~u): = S L, exp! iS~u(s)u(s)d~jd(J(u). The next result 
describes the relationship between J.l, a, and a. 

Theorem 1: Let (J = § J.l where J.l is in M (H). Then 

(2.5) 

Proof Let Y be in H. By Lemma 1 and the Change of 
Variable Theorem we can write 

a(y) = LexP{ii'U(S)dY(S)}d(J(U) 

= LexP{ii'U(S)(DY)(S)dS}d(J(U) 

=a(Dy) 

= LexP{ii'U(S)(DY)(S)dS}d(,uOD -I)(U) 

= 1 exp{ i i' (Dy .)(s)(Dy)(s)ds }dJ.l(Y.) 

=}L(y). 

The correspondence between the Banach algebras 
Y(H) and S can now be easily established by using the facts 
assembled above and certain facts already in the literature. 

Theorem 2: The map <p:S-+Y(H) defined by 
<p ([a]) = al H identifies Sand Y(H) isometrically and iso
morphically as Banach algebras. The inverse of <p is given by 
<p -11/L) = [~]. 

Remark: The maps <p and <p - 1 can alternately be de-
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scribed in a way that is less precise but perhaps easier to 
remember. Leta "in" Sbe given by (1.2), then <p (a) = alH; or 
given}L in :7(H), <p -II/L) is the unique element a "in" Ssuch 
that alH =}L. 

Proof Let [a] be in S. Let J.l = f (J with f given by 
(2.4). Cameron and Storvick have shown I that the map <p I 

sending [a] to (J is a Banach algebra isometric isomorphism 
of S onto M (L2). By Proposition 2, f, sending (J to..J' (J = J.l, 
is an isometric isomorphism of M (L 2 ) onto M (H). Further, 
the map <P2 sending ..J' (J = J.l to -:7? = }L is an isometric iso
morphism of M (H) onto :7 (H) as is known and is discussed 
by Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn.11 Hence<p: = <P2of0<P1 isa 
Banach algebra isometric isomorphism of S onto ,7 (H). Fin
ally, by Theorem 1, the action of <p ([a]) =}L = -:f?Jon H 
agrees with the action of a on H. 

We end this section by showing that there is a simple 
relationship between the Fresnel integral of}L and the analyt
ic Feynman integral of the corresponding a. 

Theorem 3: LetJ.l belong to :7(H) and let [§J.l] be the 
corresponding element of S. Then the Fresnel integral of }L 
equals the analytic Feynman integral with parameter q = 1 
of~; that is 

("nf, (~)(x)dm(x) = :7(/£). (2.6) 
)C"IO,t1 

In fact, for any Fin [~], 

ran}; F(x)dm(x) = :71/L). 
)C"IO.tl 
Proof Cameron and Storvick (Ref. 1; Theorem 5.1) 

show that 

I:,~:'tl (~)(x)dm(x) = Lexp ! Ilull~ 12ijd(§J.l)(u). 

Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn (Ref. 11; p. 18) have the 
formula 

.YI/L) = 1 exp! - ilIYII~ 12 jdJ.l(Y)· 

But by the Change of Variables Theorem 

Lexp ! Ilull~ 12iJd(§J.l)(u) 

= Lexp ! - illulli 12jd (,u0D -I)(U) 

= 1 exp! - iliDYili 12 jdJ.l(Y) 

= 1 exp! - ilIYII~ 12 jdJ.l(Y)· 

3. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE EQUIVALENCE 

In this section we give some simple consequences of the 
theory in Sec. 2 and make some general comments, based on 
our experience to date, on how to make use of the equiv
alence between Sand .Y(H). We intend to pursue this topic 
further in later work. 

There are of course certain results which Theorems 1,2, 
and 3 allow us to immediately carryover from one theory to 
the other. For example, any statements about Sand Y (H) as 
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Banach algebras are obviously of this type. Certain other 
results can be obtained with a minimal amount of effort. For 
example, there are certain functions on Wiener space which 
are of physical interest and which have been shown to be in 
S 1.4.5 but which were not known to be in Y(H). These are 
functions arising from certain time dependentI·4 and qua
dratic potentials,s respectively. In fact, before the present 
work, it was believed by this author and others that the func
tions arising from quadratic potentialss were examples of 
functions in S whose "restrictions" to H were not in Y(H). 
However, the theory in Sec. 2 and the results of Ref. 5 allow 
one to show quite easily that these functions are in Y(H). We 
now formally state the results we have just been discussing. 

Corollary 1: Let B:[O,t J X lR~C be a function which for 
each s in [O,t] is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a C-val
ued, countably additive Borel measure CTs on lR; that is, 

B(s,u) = i exp !iuv I dCTs (v). (3.1) 

We suppose that for each Borel subset B oflR, CTs (B ) is a Borel 
measurable function of sand that IICTs II isinLI[O,t]. Then the 
function 

f(y): = exp{fB(S,y(S) - y(O))dS} (3.2) 

is in Y(H). 
Remarks: (i) The muItivariable version of this with lR 

replaced by lR" is valid and no harder to treat. (ii) When the 
potential B is independent of s, the functions (3.2) are well
known to be in Y(H) and have been extensively treated in 
Refs. 10-12,19. 

Corollary 2 is the only result in this paper which we will 
state in a multivariable setting. We do so, since, in this case, 
going from the one variable to the multi variable setting is not 
entirely routine. HereH" will denote the space offunctions r 
on [O,t] to lR" each of whose components belongs to H. 

Corollary 2: Let 

girl: = exp{ - f(A (s)[r(s) - r(O)] , [};s) - r(O)])ds}, 

(3.3) 

where!A (s) = (aij(s)):O.;;;;s.;;;;t I is a commutative family ofvby 
v real, symmetric, positive definite matrices such that the 
(necessarily positive) eigenvalues! PI(S), ... , Puts) I have 
square roots which are of bounded variation on [O,t]. Theng 
is in Y(H"). 

Remarks: (i) It is easy to show (Ref. 5; Corollary I) that 
the hypothesis on the eigenvalues is satisfied if the functions 
a ij are continuous and of bounded variation on [O,t ]. (ii) Since 
Y(H") is a Banach algebra, one has immediately that pro
ducts of functions as in Corollary 2, and the v-dimensional 
version of Corollary I, are also in Y (H "). 

We finish this discussion with a few comments on the 
proof of Corollary 2. Virtually the same comments can be 
made about the proof of Corollary 1. The function (3.3) can 
be thought of as acting on the v-dimensional space C" [O,t ] . 
Let us denote that function by G. It was shown in Ref. 5 that 
G "belongs" to the Banach algebra S; more precisely, it was 
shown that thereexistsCTinM(L ~ [O,t J) such that Gisin [iT]. 
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Since the theory in Sec. 2 tells us that iTlH is in Y(H"), one 
might think that Corollary 2 follows immediately. The situa
tion is a bit more complicated than that however since H" is a 
negligible subset of C "[O,t ], and G in [iT] implies just that 
G = iT s-a.e. on Wiener space. However, if one reads the 
proofs in Ref. 5, one sees that G = iT on H" and so Corollary 
2 follows. Some minor modifications of the proofs in Ref. 5 
are needed to see this, but the modifications are actually 
simplifications and are rather obvious and so won't be in
cluded here. [The essential idea is that in arguments in Ref. 5 
that are made for m X m-a.e. (x,w), replace x by fixed yin H 
and argue for m-a.e. w.] 

When Corollaries 1 and 2 are combined with various 
theorems of Albeverio and HQ\egh-Krohn 10.11 and Tru
man, 19 one obtains further corollaries. Specifically several 
theorems from Refs. 10, 11, 19 involve a hypothesis that a 
function invol ved is in Y(H ). All such results are now seen to 
apply to the functions (3.2) and (3.3) and their products. Cer
tain other theorems from Refs. 10, 12, and 19 are done for 
special classes offunctions in Y(H). It seems likely that at 
least some ofthese results are valid for functions of the forms 
(3.2) and (3.3), but this remains to be investigated. 

Theorem 2 of Truman's paperl9 explores the connec
tion between his "Feynman" map acting on Y(H) and the 
Wiener integral. We will see that the work in Sec. 2 allows us 
to extend and to better understand Truman's Theorem. 

Truman shows that forf = # in Y(H), the Feynman 
map yS(J ms.;;;;O) is given by the formula 

YS(f) = {expf - isllyI1112Id,u(y). (3.4) 

Note that yl(f) is just the Fresnel integral (1.3), Y(f), off 
Since the result of present interest only concerns the action 
of ys on Y(H), we can and will simplify our discussion by 
regarding (3.4) as the definition of ys. 

Next we state Truman's result. By Co(O,t ) Truman 
means the space of continuous functions on CO,! ] which van
ish at t. E denotes the integral with respect to the Wiener 
measure on Co(O,t ). As noted earlier the functions in Sand 
Y(H) may be thought of as acting on C CO,! ] and oW'respec
tively in a natural way, and the fact that the elements of 
ColO,! ) vanish at ! rather than at ° is actually of no conse
quence for our present purposes. 

Theorem 4: (Ref. 19, p. 80) Letf be in Y(H ), then y S
( f) 

is a regular analytic function of sin J ms < 0, continuous in 
J ms.;;;;O. If fin Y(H) is a continuous functional 
fCo(O,! )-+C, then 

Y(f) = lim yl - iE (f), E (f) = lim 5' - i + E (f). (3.5) 
E-Dt- E-o 

Interpolation gives 

lyse '" (f) I .;;;; II fill - (2a l/ffl I f II (;,a)lff, 

0.;;;;a';;;;1T/2, s>O, 

where IIfll~ = sup! If(y)I:yis in ColO,!)). 

(3.6) 

Remarks: (i) The first assertion is a straightforward con
sequence of (3.4). The second assertion follows immediately 
from the first as soon as one shows thatE (f) = Y - i(f). The 
inequality (3.6) is easy for a = ° and a = 1T/2, and, for gen-
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eral a, is then a consequence of the Hadamard Three Lines 
Theorem (Ref. 20; p. 33). (ii) Note that the second and third 
assertions of the theorem deal with lin Y(H) for which it is 
assumed that there is an extension to a function which is 
defined on all of Co(O,t ) which is continuous in the sup norm. 
However, the work in Sec. 2 assures us that for every 1= it in 
Y(H), there is associated a unique element [iT] in S such that 
iTlH = f We will see below that if we take any Fin [iT] as the 
"extension" off, the second and third assertions of Truman's 
Theorem go through. 

Corollary 3: Letl = it be in Y(H), then YS(f) is a regu
lar analytic function of s in oF ms < 0, continuous in oF ms..;;O. 
Let 0" = fiJ f.1 so that iTl H = f Then for any F in [iT] we have 

1 F(x)dm(x) = Y-i(f), (3.7) 
CoIO.1 I 

and so 

Y(f) = lim yl - iE (f), 
E--+O' 

1 F (x)dm(x) = lim Y - i + E (f). 
CoIO,1 ] E-~O 

(3.8) 

Interpolation gives 

lyse '" (f)I..;; II III1 - (2a)/1T11F 11(~a)hT, 0..;;a";;1T12, 

s>O. (3.9) 

Proof Our first assertion is exactly the same as Tru
man's first assertion, The second follows immediately from 
the work in Sec, 2. We now show (3.7). (3.8) will then follow 
immediately, 

L,IO,'] F(x)dm(x) 

= 1 i7(x)dm(x) 
CoIO,I] 

= 1 [ f exp{i f'V(S)dX(S)}dO"(V)]dm(X) 
CoIO,I] JL, Jo 

= f [1 exp{i f'v(s)dX(S)}dm(X)]dcr(V). JL, Co[O,1 I Jo 

Applying a basic Wiener integration formula [Ref. 5; (2.1)] to 
this last expression and then using the fact that 
(21T)-1/2exp( - u2/2) is its own Fourier transform, we obtain 

Lo[o,,] F(x)dm(x) 

= L[(21T)-1/21 expPllvl12uJexp( - u2/2)du ]dO"(V) 

= LexP( - IlvIIV2)dcr(v) 

= LexP( -llvIIV2)d(poD- I )(v) 

= LexP( -IIDyIIV2)df.1(Y) 

= Lexp( - IIYII~/2)df.1(Y) 
=Y-;(f), 

where this last equality follows from (3.4). 
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The argument we have just made can be trivially ex
tended to show that for S > 0, 

Y-is(f) = f F(s-I/2x)dm(x). 
JCo[O,'1 

(3.9) now follows immediately for a = 1T/2 and a = 0. The 
Hadamard Three Lines Theorem yields the result for gen
eral a just as in Truman's setting. 

There are many further aspects of the relationship 
between Y(H) and S which remain to be explored. Also it 
seems likely that the work of Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn 
which is directed toward quantum field theory ought to have 
a "Wiener space" counterpart. However, we will be satisfied 
in this paper with one additional application. Before doing 
that we give a few rather vague but perhaps helpful general 
impressions derived from our (still limited) experience in ap
plying the results of Sec. 2. 

(I) Once one realizes the nature of the correspondence 
between Sand Y(H), the formal outline of arguments often 
translates readily from one space to the other. 

(2) In order to get information about specific functionsl 
in Y(H) out of information about the corresponding "func
tion" in S, some additional argument is needed because H is 
a negligible subset of C [O,t ]. It appears that such arguments 
will usually be rather simple. (This point was already dis
cussed a little in connection with Corollaries 1 and 2,) 

(3) When one is attempting to carry results from the 
Hilbert space setting to the Wiener space setting, it seems 
that some measure-theoretic subtleties may arise. This will 
be illustrated somewhat by our next application, but, in this 
case, a well known result about translation in Wiener space 
immediately takes care of the situation. In another result 
which we have just recently proved, the subtleties are not so 
readily overcome and, indeed, are intimately related to an 
apparently as yet unanswered question asked earlier in Ref. 
7, p. 165, This result seems too involved to include since it is 
our hope to keep this paper simple and reasonably self--con
tained. 

(4) Is the Hilbert space setting or the Wiener space set
ting more convenient to work in? Hilbert spaces of course 
have many pleasant properties, and one seems less likely to 
encounter delicate measure-theoretic questions in that set
ting. On the other hand a great deal is known about Wiener 
space, and there is a certain probabilistic intuition which one 
can bring to bear. In point of fact, certain things have been 
done in each setting which were not done in the other. Which 
setting is more convenient is probably, at least in part, a 
function of one's background and the particular problem at 
hand, 

There is concern by some that the space of paths H is 
not appropriate for quantum mechanics. Feynman com
mented in his original paper21 that the paths which should 
contribute most to his integral are the highly nondifferentia
ble paths familiar from Wiener space, Along related lines, 
Truman comments (Ref. 18, p. 1745) that the paths in H may 
be too smooth to provide a good model for quantum me
chanics. Whether this should be considered a serious prob
lem or not is not really clear to us, but the results relating 
Y(H) and S say that, at least for a certain large class of 
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potentials, it essentially doesn't matter whether the underly
ing space of paths is taken to be H or Wiener space. 

In their monograph (Ref. 11, pp. 19-20), Albeverio and 
H0egh-Krohn showed how the Fresnel integral is trans
formed under a translation. In a recent paper,2 Cameron and 
Storvick have proved a similar result in the setting of the 
Banach algebra S. We will show how Cameron and Stor
vick's result can be obtained from Albeverio and H0egh
Krohn's result via the work in Sec. 2. We should mention 
that both results have their roots in the Cameron and Martin 
Translation Theorem for Wiener space.22 

We will need two simple results about how certain mea
suresaretransformedbythemaplP:M (H )_M (L 2 ). Weneed 
only very special cases of this for our present purposes, but 
we state rather general Propositions since they seem likely to 
be useful in the future. We omit the simple proofs. 

Proposition 3: Let,u be in M (H) and let u = lP,u be the 
corresponding measure in M (L2)' 

(a) Let h be a C-valued Borel measurable function on H. 
Then h is in LI(,u) if and only if hoI is inLI(u), Further, if his 
in LI(,u) and,uh is defined by d,uh (y): = h (y)d,u(y), then,uh is 
in M(H) and lP(,uh) = Uhe/, where duhe/(v): = h(I(v))du(v). 

(b) Let g be a C-valued Borel measurable function on 
L 2[0,t ]. Then g is in L I (u) if and only if goD is in L I (,u). 
Further, if g is in LI(u) and ug is defined by dUg (v): 
= g(v)du(v), then ug is in M(L2) and ..;r(ug ) = ,ugeD' where 

d,ugoD(y) = g(D (y))d,u(y). 
Proposition 4: Let,u be in M (H) and let U = lP,u be the 

corresponding measure in M (L2)' 
(a) Let R H be an injective map from H into H which 

carries Borel sets to Borel sets. Then,u 0 R H is in M (H) and 
lP(,uoRH) = uoR L , whereR L = DoRH°1. 

(b) Let R L be an injective map from L 2[0,t ] into L 2[0,t ] 
which carries Borel sets to Borel sets. ThenuoR L is inM (L2) 
and ..;r(uoRL ) = ,uoRH, where RH = IoRL oD. 

Given a in JY, let Ta :C [O,t ]-C [O,t ] be defined by Tax: 
= X + a. The restriction of Ta to JY carries JY into JY. 

Theorem 5: (Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn). Let a be in 
JY and letj = ~ be in Y(H). Letja: = joTa and definejlal 

:JY_Cbyjlal(y): = exp! - i(a,y)H jj(y). Thenja =~I and 
jlal = ~2 are in Y(H), where,u I and,u2 are defined by 
d,ul(y): = exp!i(a,y)H jd,u(y) and,u2: =,uoTa· Further 

Y(fa) = exp!illall~/2jY(flal). (3.10) 

Corollary 4: (Cameron and Storvick). Let a be in JY and 
let FE[CT] where [CT] is in S. Let Fa: = FoTa and define Flal 

:C[O,t ]_Cby Flal(x): = expliS~(Da)(s)dx(s)JF(x). Then Fa 
E[CT I ] and F laIE[CT2], where U I and U 2 are defined by 
dul(v): = exp! iS~v(s)da(s) jdu(v) and U2: = uoTDa . Further 

rn/

, Fa (x)dm(x) = exp! illall~/2 j rn/
, Flal(x)dm(x). 

JColO,t J JColO,t J 

Proof Let,u =..;r u and letj =~. Let,ul and,u2 be as in 
Theorem 5. Let 71 = lPPI and 72 = lPp2' By Proposition 3 
and Lemma 1, 

d7dv) = exp! i(a,lv)H jdu(v) 

= exp{ i i' (Da)(s)(DIv)(s)ds }du(V) 
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= eXP{ii'V(S)da(S)}du(V) = dul(v). 

By Proposition 4, 72 = UO Do Ta 01. Thus for B in 8if (L2 ), 

72(B) = u(DIB + Da) = (uoT Do)(B) = u2(B). Thus 
UI = lP,u1 and U2 = lP,u2' 

By Theorem 5, Y~tl = exp!illall~/2j Y~2)' It fol
lows immediately from Theorem 3 that 

rani, CTI(x)dm(x) = exp!illall~/2 j rani, CT2(x)dm(x). 
JC"IO,t J JCoIO.t J 

Thus the theorem will be proved as soon as we show that 
FaE[CTI1 andFlaJE[CT2]. (It is in showing that FaE[CTI] that one 
needs to be a little careful with the measure theory.) We write 
F'ZG when F = G s-a.e. 

FaE[CTtl:CTI(X) 'Z l,exP{ii'V(S)dX(S)}dUI(V) 

'Z l,exP{ii'V(S)d [xIs) + a(s) 1 }du(V) 

'ZOix + a). 

The proof that Fa E [ CT 11 will be finished if we show that 
Oix + a) = F (x + a) for s-a.e. x in Co[O,t]. Let N: = ! x in 
Co[O,t ]:F(x)#Oix)J. N is scale-invariant null since FE[CT]. 
Now Oix + a) = F(x + a) or, equivalently, 
CT[X + a - a(O)] = F [x + a - a(O)] except for x's such that x 
is in N-a + a(O). So it suffices to show that pN-pa + palO) is 
Wiener null where p is an arbitrary positive number. But 
m(pN) = 0 since N is scale-invariant null. Also pa-pa(O) is in 
JY, and, it is well known from the translation theory in Wie
ner space, that translation by such elements preserves sets of 
measureO. 

FlaIE[CT2]:CT2(X) 'Z l,exP{ii'V(S)dX(S)}dU2(V) 

'Z l,exP{ii'V(S)dX(S)}d(UOTDa)(V) 

'Z l,exP{ii' [vIs) - (Da)(S)1dX(S)}du(V) 

'Zexp { - ii'(Da)(S)dX(S)}F(X) 

'ZFla)(x). 
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We consider two methods of approximate solution to matrix valued analogs of the Chandrasekhar 
H-equation. We give conditions under which they converge. The first method is a generalization 
of approximation of the integral by a quadrature. The second is Newton's method. 

PACS numbers: 02.60.Cb, 95.30.Jn 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Various analogs of the Chandrasekhar H-equation,1 

H(p) = 1 + ~ (-P-H(v)d1/J H(p), 
2 Jo p + v 

(1) 

are useful in the solution of exit distribution problems in 
radiative transfer and neutron transport. 1-7 In this paper we 
consider two types of approximate methods for solution of 
these problems. 

For example, it is known that Eq. (1) has, for 0 < e < 1, 
two solutions, only one of which is of importance physically. 
This solution, which we denote by H, is analytical in e for 
lei < 1 and continuous for lei < 1, O<p< 1. 

If we approximate dv by 
N 

d1/JN(V) = LaN, 8(v - xN,) dv, (2) 
;= I 

with 

aNj>O, 

f d1/JN = 1, (3) 

and let H N be the physical solution to 

HN(P) = 1 + ~HN(P) (~HN(V)d1/JN(V)' (4) 
2 Jo p + v 

one would like to prove that H N converges to H in some 
sense. If a N. and x N. are the weights and nodes for a quadra-

I I 

ture scheme, KelleyS has given conditions under which H N 

converges to H uniformly in p for any fixed e, lei < 1. In a 
different situation, Masson9 has shown convergence of a 
scheme of this type for 0 < e < ~. 

The methods of Ref. 8 require estimates of H N ( p) that 
are independent of N. Such estimates cannot be made for 
e = 1 and only partial success for 0 < e < 1 has been made in 
matrix-valued problems when these methods are used. 

In Sec. II of this paper we show that under certain hy
pothesis approximations of the form ofEq. (4) converge to 
the physical solutions of the matrix valued analogs ofEq. (1) 
that arise in multigroup neutron transport2 for lei < 1. 

We require some notation that allows us to write these 
matrix-valued H-equations in a compact way.3.IO The H
equation for multigroup neutron transport2 is a coupled sys
tem of equations for two n X n matrix-valued functions HI 
andH, 

(5) 

H,(p)=I+ ep H,(p) (HI(v)l/I(v) dv. 
2 Jo p + v 

Here 1/1 (v) is a known n X n matrix with non-negative entries. 
We normalize 1/1 by requiring II fb I/I(v)dv lisp = 1, where II 
lisp denotes spectral radius. With this normalization H, and 
HI exist for all lei < 1. 

For convenience we let X denote the space of 2n X 2n 
matrices of the form 

~), 
A, 

(6) 

where A, and A I are n X n matrices and - denotes transpose. 
We define a norm on X by 

n 

II A Ilx = L la/)I + la/)I ' 
i,j= 1 

where a ij (,) and a ij (I) are the entries of A, and A I' 
For AEX given by Eq. (6) we define A * by 

A*=(A~ ;J, 
We define Hand D as X-valued functions of pE[O, 1] by 

H=(~I ;J, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

With this notation established we may write Eq. (5) as 
an equation for H * as 

H*(p)=E+~ (H(v)~D(v)dvH*(p) (10) 
2 Jo p + v 

= E + (e/2)(LH)H* . 

Here E is the 2n X 2n identity matrix and L denotes the inte
graloperator. 

The approximations we consider here are formed by 
replacing D (v)dv by dDN(V) and letting HN be the physical 
solution, if it exists, to 

(11) 

where, for X-valued F, 
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(12) 

The measure dDN will be assumed to have the form 

(13) 

We let 1I·lIsp denote spectral radius. Our assumptions on the 
sequence d'/l N are 

(HI) II J6 d'/lN II sp<1. 
(H2) For every n Xn matrix valued function/with non

negative entries 

f /(v)d'/l N(V»O . 

(H3) For every continuous n X n matrix valued 
function/ 

lim t/(V)d'/lN(V) = t/(v)'/I (v)dv . 
N-rsJ Jo Jo 
In Sec. II we prove 
Theorem (1.1): Assume the sequence {dDN J satisfies 

(HIHH3). Then HN exists for lei < I and 

lim max II HUl) - HN(J-l) IIx = ° 
N~oo 0"1',,1 

(14) 

unifonnly for e in compact subsets of {ellel < I J. 
A second approximation method we consider is New

ton's method. In Sec. III we extend some results of Ref. II to 
this matrix-valued situation. Problems are encountered for 
e = I and we show how results of Reddien, !2 Griewank and 
Osborne,13 and Decker and the authorl4

•
15 may be applied to 

that situation. These results therefore apply both to multi
group neutron transport and to Rayleigh scattering of polar
ized light.! We also consider the chord method in this set
ting. The analysis in Sec. III applies as well to approximate 
equations like Eq. (11) if II J6 d'/lN lisp = 1. 

II. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) 

Let K and K N be n X n matrix valued functions given, 
for x>O, by 

K(x) = t e- 1xII" '/I(v) dv , 
Jo v 

(15) 

KN(X) = t e- w" ~d'/lN' Jo v 
(16) 

For matricesA,B we sayA>B ifaij>bij foralliandj. We 
let IA I be the matrix with entries laij I· Assumption (H2) im
plies that K N >0; K>O by our assumption that 'fI> 0. 

We let X' denote the Banach space of X-valued integra
ble functions on (0,00) with nonn 

IIFII = Loo IIF(x)lIxdx. (17) 

Let T,TNEX' be given 

T=(~ ~), (18) 

TN =(~N ;J. (19) 
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Consider the integral equations in X', 

F(x) - - T(x - y)r(y)dy = - T(x) , e Loo e 
2 0 2 

(20) 

(21) 

Our assumptions on '/I and d'/lN imply, as in Refs. 2 and 3, 
the following theorem: 

Theorem (2.1): For lei < 1, Eqs. (20) and (21) have 
unique solutions in X'. Moreover, for lei < 1, 

H*(J-l)=E+ L
oo 

el - x /l'lF(x)dx, (22) 

HN*( J-l) = E + Loo el - x /I'I r N(x)dx. (23) 

Theorem (2.1) implies that we need only show that r N 

converges to in r to prove Theorem (1.1). This will be an 
immediate consequence of the following lemma. 

Lemma (2.2): lim II TN - Tlly = 0. 
N~oo 

Proof By assumption (H3) TN(x) converges to T(x) for 
each fixed x # 0. Also the definition of II II x implies that if 
FEX', 

F=(~ 
then 

IlFlly = Loo j,~ 1 IF~I (x)1 + IFtl (x)ldx 

j,~ 1 (IO IF~I (x)ldx + Loo IFtl (x)ldx) 

= II Loo IF(x)ldx Ilx . 

Hence, if we can show that 

,J~ Loo ITN(x)ldx = Loo IT(x)ldx (24) 

we will be done. 16 But, as T,TN>O we have 

Loo I TN(x)ldx = f dDN(V) , 

This implies Eq. (24) by (H3). The proof of the lemma is 
complete. 

To complete the proof of the theorem we let (e/2)Y and 
(e/2)Y N denote the integral operators in Eqs. (20) and (21), 
respectively. We have,2 for FEL I(X), 

II(~ Y- ~ YN)Flly<leIlIT-TNlly IlFlly· 

(25) 

Hence Y N converges to Y in the operator norm on .!I". 
As2 [1 - (eI2) Y N ] -I exists for all N, [1 - (eI2) Y N] -I 
must converge to [1 - (e/2) 51 -I in norm. Let 111·111 denote 
the operator norm on .!I". 

Now choose E> 0, let N be sufficiently large so that for 
k>N 

(26) 
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E 
IITk - TII.2" <2 

x[III(I- ~ :7)-1111 + 211 ;11.2"]' 

We have, for k>N, 

IIr-rk 11.2"<11 [(1- ~ :7)-1 
-(1- ~:7k)-I] TII.2" 

+ II (I - ~ :7k) - I (Tk - T) 11.2" 

<; +[III(I-~ :7)-1111 
+_E_] IITk - TilL <E. 

211TII 

(27) 

This completes the proof of Theorem (1.1) as E> 0 was arbi
trary. 

III. NEWTON'S METHOD 

The theorems and proofs in this chapter are given in the 
context ofEq. (15); however, they apply as well to the matrix
valued H-equation that arises in scattering of polarized light 
in the case e = 1. 

We rewrite Eq. (10) as 

.7c(H(e)) = H(e) - E - (eI2) H(e)QH(e) = 0, (28) 

where, if cg denotes the space of continuous X-valued func
tions on (0,1) with the uniform norm, the operator Q is given, 
for FEcg, by 

(QF)(IL) = f [ILI{jL + v)] D(v)F*(v)dv. (29) 

.7c is a continuous nonlinear map on the space cg. The Fre
chet derivative of.7c evaluated at GEcg is a linear map on cg 
given, for UEcg by 

.7; (G)u = U - (eI2) GQu - (eI2) uQG . (30) 

The classical Newton-Kantorovich theorem17
, stated 

in our context, is the following 
Theorem (3.1): If .7; (H (e)) has a bounded inverse on 

cg and if Ho is sufficiently close to H (e) the Newton iterates 

Hn =Hn_ 1 -.7; (Hn_tl-l.7c(Hn_l) (31) 

converge to H (e) and there is K> 0 such that 

IIH (e) - Hn II <K IIH (e) - Hn _ I 112. (32) 

We require the following lemma due to Mullikin and 
Victory2. The notation is from Ref. 18. 

Lemma (3.2): .7; (H (1)) has a one-dimensional null 
space N and closed range X with cg = N $ X. N is spanned by 
f/JE'rff where <1> (Il) = ILPH (IL) and 

P=P*=(~ ~), (33) 

Pis ann Xn matrix with positiveentriesandp 2 = P. Finally, 
.7; (H(I)) has an inverse for lel<l, e:;6 1. 

The following theorem implies that for lei < 1, the New
ton iterates converge to H (e) if Ho is sufficiently close toH (e). 
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Theorem (3.3): For lei < 1, .7; (H (e))-I exists on cg. 
Proof: Define a bounded linear operator ..ci'(e) by 

..ci'(e)F= FQH(e) + H(e)QF. (34) 

It is known 10 that if H (e) is expanded in a power series in e 
about e = 0, then the coefficients are matrices with non-neg
ative entries. Hence, as D (v);;;.O, 

1..ci'(e)FI<IFIQ IH(e)1 + IH(e)IQ IFI 

<IF IQH(lelJ + H(lel)Q IFI 

<IFIQH(I) + H(I)Q IFI 

= ..ci'(I) IF I . 

(35) 

For lei < 1 we have, by Lemma (3.2), that the series 

mto (~ r (d(l)t =.7; (H(I))-1 (36) 

converges in the operator norm. By Eq. (35), the series 

f (~)m (d(e)t 
m=O 2 

converges as well and this is .7;(H (e))-I. This completes the 
proof. 

The case e = 1 is very different. Here Lemma (3.2) im
plies that the hypothesis of Theorem (3.1) do not hold. We 
will show that if the initial guess Ho is carefully chosen, that 
the Newton iterates still converge to (H2) but at a slower rate 
than that given by Eq. (32). 

We define an inner product [-,.] on cg for F,GEcg, as 
follows: 

let 

F(IL) = (FIO(Il) 0) 
Fr(ll) , 

G(Il)=(GIO(Il) 0) 
Gr(lL) , 

We now define a projection 9 N from cg to N by 

9 F= [F,<1> *] <1> 
N [<1>,<1>*]' 

(38) 

where <1> *;;;'0 is orthogonal to the range of .7(H) in the sense 
that [.7'(H )F,<1> *] = 0.2 We wish to apply the following re
sult due to Decker and the author. 14 

Theorem (3.4). Let e = 1. If 

9 N(<1>Q<1> ):;60, (39) 

and H 0 is chosen sufficiently close to H (1) subject to the addi
tional condition 

IIHo - 9 N HolI<O 11 9 N Hall, (40) 

with 0 sufficiently small, then the Newton iterates converge 
toH(I) and 

1
. IIHn - H(1)1I 
Im---':':'~-~~-

n-oo llHn_I-H(I)11 2 
(41) 

We now observe that Eq. (39) holds. To see this we sim
ply note that <1>;;;'0, <1> :;60<1> *;;;.0, <1> *:;60, iflL:;60. AsD (v);;;.O 
and not identically zero, [ <1>Q<1>,<1> *] > O. This implies Eq. 
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(39). 
The chord method was considered for scalar H-equa

tions in Ref. 11. The chord iterates are, for n"/ 1, 

(42) 

The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 
(3.3), general results on the chord method in Ref. 17, Eq. (39), 
and new work of Decker and the author. 15 

Theorem (3.5). For lei < 1 the chord iterates Kn con
verge toH (c) if Ko is sufficiently close toH (c). Moreover there 
is 0 < £T(C) < 1 so that 

lim -,-,-IIK_n_-_H_(c-,,)II_f;_ = £T(C). 
IIKn - I - H(clll·(, 

(43) 
n- "00 

If c = 1, Ko is sufficiently close to H (c) and if 

IIKo - & N Koll <J) II & N Koll (44) 

for some e sufficiently small then the chord iterates converge 
to H (c) and there is £T> 0 so that 

IIKn -H(c)II<£T/n. (45) 

The reader should note that at c = 1 convergence of 
both Newton's method and the chord method is much 
slower than for I c I < 1. For the chord method con vergence is 
so slow that the method should not be used. 
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Two Lagrangians are s-equivalent (s for "solution") if they yield equations of motion having the 
same set of solutions. We consider Lagrangians s-equivalent to T - V, where Tis flat space kinetic 
energy and V is a spherically symmetric potential. We show that for n = dimension of space> 3, 
there are many s-equivalent Lagrangians which cannot be formed from T - Vby multiplication 
by a constant or addition of a total time derivative. In general these s-equivalent Lagrangians lead 
to inequivalent quantum theories in the sense that the energy spectra are different. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last couple of years, there has been a revived 
interest in the inverse problem of the calculus of variations 
for Newtonian mechanics. I One of the main motivations for 
taking up that study is the well-known fact that the classical 
equations of motion of some dynamical models do not 
uniquely determine their Lagrangian. This results in an am
biguity for the Hamiltonian, with a corresponding ambigu
ity in both the quantum and the statistical theories of these 
systems (uniqueness aspect of the inverse problem). Another 
motivation is provided by the usefulness of Lagrangians in 
the search for exact or approximate solutions to the equa
tions of motion, as well as in the study of their stability (exis
tence aspect of the inverse problem). 

Recently, one of us has shown how the inverse problem 
can be handled-and in fact, solved completely for each par
ticular set of forces-by studying the restrictions on the co
ordinate-velocity Poisson brackets implied by the existence 
of a second-order variational principle.2 (i) This method 
yields necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
and the uniqueness of a Lagrangian. These conditions can be 
dealt with and have a geometrical content. (ii) It answers the 
question: "Do the equations of motion determine the com
mutation relations?,,3 (iii) It gives a procedure to construct 
explicitly the Lagrangian(s) (if any). The purpose of the pre
sent paper is to illustrate that latter point in the important 
case of spherically symmetric potentials, with a special em
phasis on the 1/r potential problem. 

We prove that there always exist many s-equivalent La
grangians for spherically symmetric potentials in more than 
two dimensions (the two-dimensional case has been treated 
in Ref. 2). 

For example, consider (in n dimensions) the Lagrangian 

L=T-V+yJ/r. (1.1) 

The kinetic energy is (we take the mass m = 1 throughout) 

T- 1 ';'; ( _ d) -T qq . - dt ' 

-) Chercheur des Instituts Internationaux de Physique et de Chimie, found
ed by E. Solvay. 

and the potential energy is a function only of radius rand 
time t: 

V = V(r,t) where r = (qiqi)1/2. 

J is the magnitude of angular momentum: 

J = [rqiqi _ Wqi)2] 1/2 

= [Wtqt - qtit)(q'qt _ qtit)] 1/2. (1.2) 

(Summation over repeated indices is understood.) The La
grangian L yields equations equivalent to 

"i av q= --. 
aq' 

(1.3) 

However, only for dimension n = 1 (when J = 0) or n = 2 is 
the term yJ /r a total derivative for the constant y=rfO. 

We also show that in three dimensions (n = 3) there are 
as many equivalence classes of Lagrangians that lead to a 
variational principle equivalent to (1. 3) as arbitrary func
tions of two variables. All the Lagrangians can be expressed 
in terms of one curvilinear integral that involves the La
grange parentheses of the coordinates and the velocities. 
These parentheses are explicitly determined for any choice 
of the above mentioned arbitrary function. 

We also discuss some of the properties of the Lagran
gians associated with (1.3). In particular, it is pointed out 
that the introduction of a small anisotropy in the potential 
singles out the usual one (Lo = T - V): When such an inter
action is switched on, the equations derive from only one 
variational principle, which reduces in a continuous manner 
to the standard one in the limit of no anisotropic interaction. 
In our opinion, however, the fact that the standard Lagran
gian plays a privileged role does not mean that the other 
Lagrangians might not be useful in the study of some classi
cal questions. 

We finally turn to the Kepler (or hydrogen atom) prob
lem, for which we derive the quantum theory implied by the 
specific Lagrangian (1.1). It is found that the spectrum of the 
energy levels is different from the usual one. This result 
clearly shows that, although Land Lo are equivalent from 
the classical viewpoint, they yield inequivalent quantum ef
fects. Why the correct quantum theory should be based on 
Lo rather than L may be related to the fact that Lo plays a 
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privileged role, but the relationship is not at all clear. 
All this is done after a brief survey of the results of Ref. 2 

(in Sec. II). 

II. INVERSE PROBLEM OF THE CALCULUS OF 
VARIATIONS: BASIC EQUATIONS 

Consider a system of second order differential equa
tions in normal form, 

il = I(q,q,t ). (2.1) 

Upon introducing n new variables, it can be cast in the first 
order form 

(2.2) 

or, in more compact notation, 

ZA = fA (z,t) (2.3) 

with ZA = (q',u'), fA = (ui,I) (A. = 1,00.,2n). 
The following theorem was proved in Ref. 2: 
Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition for the 

existence of a second order Lagrangian L (q,q,t) yielding 
Euler-Lagrange equations equivalent to (2.1) is that the lin
ear, algebraic-differential equations for the 2-form a AI-' (z,t ), 

(i) dO' = 0, (2.4) 

(ii) £[0' + a, 0' = 0, (2.5) 

(iii) 0' [Xi 1\ Xj ] = 0, (2.6) 

(iv) detO'#O (2.7) 

possess a solution. Here, the symbols d, £[' and a, are, re
spectively, exterior differentiation, Lie differentiation along 
the vector fieldfA tangent to the trajectories, and partial 
differentiation with respect to t (at constant ZA). Also, the 
vector fields Xi are tangent to the ui-coordinate lines: 

a 
X·=-

I au i 

("vertical vectors"). For later convenience we deliberately 
adopt here notations that do not fully reflect the well-known 
invariance of the formalism under time-dependent transfor
mations t ' = t, Z'A. = Z'A (z,t ). We also note that the second
order problem is expressed in terms of given configuration 
variables qi and not in the 2n-dimensional zl-'-space. This 
explains why some of Eqs. (2.4)-(2.7) [Eq. (2.6) more precise
ly] are only invariant under point transformations, i.e., 
transformations ofthe form q'i = q'i(q,t), U,i = ujaq"/aqj 
(no velocities in the transformation law for the coordinates). 
This is a major difference from the so-called "first-order" 
problem, for which the condition (2.6) is absent (see, for ex
ample, Refs. 2 and 4). 

Equations (2.4)-(2.7) for 0' are easy to handle. Taken 
separately, they all possess an infinity of solutions. However, 
in more than one dimension, the differential equation (2.5) is 
in general incompatible with the algebraic conditions (2.6)
(2.7), and there is no Lagrangian for (2.1). This is because 
(2.5) and (2.6) imply the algebraic conditions 

O'[(£[+a,nXiI\Xj)) =0 for m=0,1,2,.·· (2.8) 

on 0'. These constitute a system of linear, homogeneous 
equations for the n(2n - 1) components a AI-" the rank of 
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which depends on the forces (through if)' In general, i.e., for 
sufficiently arbitrary forces, this rank is equal to n(2n - 1). 
Consequently, the only solution to (2.8) is 0' = 0, which 
clearly violates (2.7). 

It is convenient to recast Eqs. (2.4)-(2.7) for 0' into initial 
value equations at an arbitrarily chosen time, say t = O. 

cT[(£[ + a,nX;I\Xj)] I,~o = 0 for m = 0,1,2, .. ·, 
(2.9) 

dcT = 0, 

detcT#O, 

and evolution equations 

£fO' + a, 0' = 0, with O'(t = 0) = cT. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

These latter equations propagate the initial data without am
biguity in a manner that maintains the constraints (2.9)
(2.11) (at least locally), so that the number of independent 
solutions to (2.4)-(2.7) is equal to the number of independent 
solutions to the initial value problem. 

The above theorem also sheds light on the uniqueness 
aspect of the inverse problem. We call two Lagrangians L(I) 

and L(21 trivially equivalent if 

dg 
L(l\ = aL(2) + - (a = const#O). 

dt 

Each Lagrangian which is trivially equivalent to a given L(n 
will yield exactly the same equations of motion (except for 
the overall factor a). In contrast, two Lagrangians are s
equivalent (s for "solution") if they yield equations of motion 
which have the same set of solutions. Thus L of (1.1) is s
equivalent to Lo = T - V but not trivially equivalent to it. 
We say a given L(n is essentially unique if the only Lagran
gians s-equivalent to L(l\ are trivially equivalent to it. 

The following result was proved in Ref. 2: 
Theorem: There is a one-to-one correspondence 

between trivial equivalence classes of Lagrangians for (2.1) 
and equivalence classes of solutions a AI-' (z,t ) of (2.4)-(2.7), 
where two solutions of (2.4)-(2.7) are "equivalent" if and 
only if a(llAl-' = aa(2\AI-' (a = const#O). 

This theorem reduces the discussion of the uniqueness 
aspect of the inverse problem to the simpler study of the 
uniqueness of the solutions to the system (2.4)-(2.7)--or, 
equivalently, (2.9)-(2.11). 

We note finally that the connection between the 2-
forms 0' and the Lagrangians is provided by 

dL = £ra + a,a, (2.13) 

where the I-forms a obey 

da = 0' and a(X;) = O. (2.14) 

Once the 2-forms 0' are known, the Lagrangians can be ob
tained by elementary integrations along paths in the zl-'
space (see example below-we do not treat here global prob
lems that might arise from the nontrivial topology of the z I-' 
-space, which is the tangent bundle to configuration space). 
Formulas (2.13)-(2.14) identify aAI-' as the coordinate-veloc
ity Lagrange parentheses: 

-B) 
o ' 

(2.15) 
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where the n by n matrices A and B are equal to 

B .. =~, A .. =~-~. (2.16) 
'J aijjail 'J aqiaijj aqjaiji 

Note that A = - AT, B = BT. 
Results similar to those mentioned above have been 

derived in the recent preprint5 (which only considers time
independent Lagrangians) and Ref. 6. 

III. VELOCITY-FREE FORCES DERIVABLE FROM A 
POTENTIAL 

Let us now specialize the previous general discussion to 
the case when the forces (2.1) are velocity-free and derive 
from a potential 

(3.1) 

It is well known that, upon variation, the Lagrangian T - V 
reproduces the equations of motion (2.1). Accordingly, the 
only nontrivial part of the inverse problem of the calculus of 
variations consists in its uniqueness aspect. We reformulate 
it below as a standard problem of linear algebra for n X n 
matrices, coupled to the differential problem (2.10). 

As shown in Ref. 2, Eqs. (2.8) with m = 1 and m = 2 
are, respectively, equivalent to B = DT and A = O. As a re
sult, Eq. (2.5) reduces to 

aB maB fmaB_o 
t +u --+ ---

aqm aum (3.2) 

and states that the elements of the matrix B are all constants 
of the motion (compare with Ref. 7; note that the "Hessian 
matrix" B is equal to the unit matrix for the Lagrangian 
T-V). 

On the other hand, Eqs. (2.8) with m = 3 read 

[B,nO] = 0, (3.3) 

where the symmetric matrix n° is given by2 

DO. = afi 
'J aqj (3.4) 

(indices are lowered and raised with the Euclidean metric 
8ij)' All time derivatives of (3.3) vanish, and, using (3.2), we 
get Eqs. (2.8) with m > 3. These equations are explicitly 

[B,nl
] = 0, 1= 1,2,···, (3.5) 

where the matrices D I are recursively defined by 

nl+ 1 = ani + um ani + fm aol . (3.6) 
at aqm aum 

Again, we equivalently recast the equations for B into 
initial value equations 

[B,})I] = 0, 1=0,1,2, ... , (3.7) 

detBJiO, (3.8) 

aiJ.. aiJ'k 
_IJ __ ' =0 (3.9) 
aqk aqj , 

aiJ.. aiJ'k __ 'J --'-=0 
ail aqj , (3.10) 
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and evolution equations (3.2). Equations (3.9) and (3.10) are 
just what become the closure conditions da = 0 since A = O. 

The above interesting way (3.7) of rewriting the algebra
ic conditions (2.9) is due to Sarlet (who has also shown how to 
extend it to the case of general forces). 6 It leaves us with well
known equations of basic algebra, which simply state that 
the matrix B commutes with all the elements of the Lie alge
bra ..1'1'(01

) generated by the symmetric matrices 0 1 [i.e., the 
smallest Lie subalgebra of ~ t'(n,R ) that contains all 0 1

.] 

Indeed, from the Jacobi identity for the commutators of ma
trices, one easily infers [B, [Ol,om]] = 0 and then [B,O] = 0 
for all OEd (01

). If the representation ..1'1'(01
) is irreducible, 

the matrix B must be a multiple of the identity, B = AI, 
where A is a constant function of qi, iji by (3.9)-(3.10)2 (we 
assume n > 2). The Lagrangian T - Vis consequently essen
tially unique (up to the trivial equivalence relation men
tioned above). 

If, however, the representation ..1'1'(01
) is reducible, the 

general solution to the algebraic problem (3.7) is 

(3.11) 
a 

where the matrices Ma (a;>2) constitute a complete set of 
independent particular solutions to (3.7) and where the Aa 
are arbitrary functions of qi and iji. The closure relations (3.9) 
then impose differential restrictions on these functions (see 
below). Once the initial value problem is solved, the evolu
tion equations (3.2) can be integrated and yield B at all times. 

IV. ALGEBRAIC PART OF THE INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM FOR SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC 
POTENTIALS 

In this paragraph, Eqs. (3.7) are solved in the case of 
spherically symmetric potentials, 

V = V(r,t) with r = [qiqi]112. 

From the equality 

Dik = afk = _ (~)' qkqi _!: 8ik 
aq' r r r 

(4.1) 

(where 'isa jar), the first equation (3.7) for the matrixB reads 

1 (VI)' 0 --; -;:- [B,q ®q] = 0, (4.2) 

where (q ® q)ij = qiqj. 
When the dynamical system is a free particle or an iso

tropic harmonic oscillator (with positive or negative spring 
coefficient), this equation and the other equations of (3.7) 
impose no restriction on B. The algebraic problem (3.7) is 
thus trivial and we will assume from now on that V Jibr + c. 
In that case Eq. (4.2) is equivalent to 

[B,q ® q] = O. (4.3) 

As one easi!y checks, the whole content of Eqs. (3.7) is that 
the matrix B-which depends on both qi and ui-must com
mute with the four-dimensional algebra generated by q ® q 
and u®u. 

In order to proceed further, we remove from R 2n all the 
"singular points" (q,u i

) where the n-dimensional vectors qi 

and u i are linearly dependent. This is a set of measure zero. If 
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the initial conditions do not belong to that set, the trajectory 
will never hit it by the conservation of angular momentum. 

The general solution to the above problem is given in 
the remaining part of R 2n (i.e., in R 2n - I singular points I ), by 

B(q,u) = A (q,u)1 + P(q,u)M(q,u)P(q,u), (4.4) 

where M(q,u) is an arbitrary symmetric matrix and where 
P(q,u) is the projection on the surface (of codimension 2) 
orthogonal to both qj and u

j
: 

P(q,u) = I - J -2[q2u ® u + u2q ® q 

- (u·q)(q ® u + u ® q)). (4.5) 

Here, u2 = uju
j
, q2 = ,.z = qjqj, and u·q = ujqj. As in the be

ginning of this paper we set 

J2 = u2q2 - (u.qf. 

The projection P possesses the following properties: 

p2 = P, P= pT, 

P = I _J- 2S2 

and annihilates the vectors qj and u
j
: 

Pijqj = Piju j = 0 (rank P = n - 2). 

In (4.7), the antisymmetric matrix 

S=u®q-q®u 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

is the ordinary angular momentum. In three dimensions, 

Sij = €ijkJk' J j = !€ijkSjk, 

where J k is the vector usually referred to as the angular mo
mentum; note that 

SijSij = - trS2 = 2J 2
• 

The matrix B depends on 1 + !(n - 2)(n - 1) arbitrary 
functions, for only the projected part of M perpendicular to 
the plane (qj,u

j
) remains in (4.4). It is one of the remarkable 

features ofB that it is independent of the specific form of the 
forces. This is, of course, a consequence ofthe force-indepen
dent structure of Eqs. (4.3) and will have important implica
tions to which we shall return. 

When n = 2, the general solution (4.4) depends on only 
one function since P = O. Consequently, the Lagrangian for 
the two-dimensional spherically symmetric problem is es
sentially unique. 

When n = 3, the general solution to (4.3) involves two 
arbitrary functions. It can be rewritten as 

B(q,u) = A (q,u)1 + ,u(q,u)P(q,u), (4.9) 

where ,u(q,u) is an arbitrary function. 
For higher dimensions, the general solution to (4.3) de

pends on more arbitrary functions and is harder to handle. 
We shall thus restrict our attention to the case n = 3, which 
already presents interesting features. 

V. DIFFERENTIAL PART OF THE INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM (THREE DIMENSIONS) 

With B given by (4.9), the conditions (3.9) and (3.10) 
become first-order partial differential equations for A and,u. 
When the indices i, j, k all take different values, these equa
tions only involve the function,u. They read explicitly 
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Tj,u = - up, (5.1) 

Rj,u = qp, (5.2) 

where the vector fields T j and R j are given by 

a a 
T =S-, R· =S··-. (5.3) 

1 I) aqj 1 IJ au j 

The other equations in (3.9) and (3.10) are 

aA = 0 aA = 0 (5.4) 
aqj 'AU j 

[use has been made of(5.I) and (5.2) to simplify their form]. 
Their general solution is evidently 

A = C, 

where c is an arbitrary non vanishing constant (so that 
detBo/=O). 

(5.5) 

Let us now solve (5.1) and (5.2) for the unknown func
tion,u(q,u). This system only contains four independent 
equations since the determinant of the odd-dimensional anti
symmetric matrix S vanishes (J jSjk = 0; note also that J ju j 
= 0 = J jqj). It is a "complete" system, in the sense that no 

new equation is obtained if one takes the brackets of(5.I), 
(5.2) with (5.1), (5.2). This follows from the identities obeyed 
by the Lie brackets of the vector fields T j and RiO 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

and from the equations 

u' a,u = 0 = ,a,u = 0 
aq' q au' ' 

,a,u ,a,u 
u-=q-= -,u, 

au' aq' 

which are algebraic consequences of(5.I) and (5.2). To prove 
that latter point, the following relations were found useful: 

UjSjk - UjSjk = UkSjiO (5.9) 

qjSjk - qjSjk = qkSjj' (5.10) 

Let,ul(q,u) and,u2(q,u) be two solutions of(5.I) and (5.2). 
Then their quotient,ul /,u2 = v is a solution to the equations 

Tjv=O, Rjv=O. (5.11) 

Accordingly, the general solution to (5.1) and (5.2) is given by 

,u = jlv, (5.12) 

where jl is a particular solution and where v is the general 
solution to Eq. (5.11). Since this latter system is complete, it 
possesses two independent solutions (2 = dimension of the 
space, 2X3, minus number of independent equations, 4). 

It is easy to check that J - 1 is a particular solution to 
(5.1) and (5.2) and that 

(5.13) 

yields two independent solutions to the homogeneous sys
tem (5.11) (only two because l:a/ = 1). It then follows that 
the general solution to (5.1) and (5.2) reads 
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11- =g(a;)lJ, (5.14) 

where g(a j ) is an arbitrary function of its arguments. This 
completes the resolution of the initial value problem. 

VI. THE BRACKETS [qi,qi] AND THE LAGRANGIANS 
(THREE DIMENSIONS) 

Since the matrix B only involves the components of the 
angular momentum, which are all conserved quantities, the 
general solution to (3.2) has no explicit time dependence and 
is simply given by 

(6.1) 

The nonvanishing constant c in (5.5) has been taken equal to 
1. There is no loss of generality in so doing, since the Lagran
gians are only determined up to an arbitrary multiplicative 
constant (plus an arbitrary total time derivative). 

The matrix inverse to B (i.e., the matrix of the Poisson 
brackets [qj,qi], reads explicitly 

(6.2) 

since p 2 = P. It is well defined everywhere in R 2n - [singular 
points 1 provided thefunctiong(aj) obeysJ + g(a;) #0. Note 
again that, although the forces do appear in the evolution 
equations (3.2), the Lagrange parentheses (qiOqi) = 0, (qiOqi) 
= Bij' and (qj,qi) = ° are independent of their specific na
ture. Together with the fact that the projection P annihilates 
the forces (Pij Ji = 0, the forces are radial), this has the fol
lowing interesting consequence: Let L [V] be one of the La
grangians for the spherically symmetric potential V (r,t ) and 
Lo[V] be the standard one (T - V). 

Theorem: The difference J:iL = L [V] - Lo[ V] is inde
pendent of the spherically symmetric potential V (r,t ), i.e., 
T - V + J:iL is a good Lagrangian for any other spherically 
symmetric potential V (r,t ). 

Proof Although it is obvious that J:ia defined by 

J:i = (0 - (gIJ)P) 
a (gIJ)P ° 

is independent of the form of VIr), we must show that J:iL is. 
From (2.13) and (2.14) we find 

d(J:iL) = £J(J:ia) with dJ:ia = J:ia and a(Xj) = 0, 
(6.3) 

where we have taken J:ia to be explicitly independent of t. 
The components of £J(J:ia) are [remember 
II" = (uj

, - av laqj)] 

[£AJ:ia)]1" = (uj~ (J:ia;),a j), 
aql 

where we have used the fact that 

p a:i(J:iaj)=l i [ -]Pij] =0. 

Thus d(J:iL ) = £J(J:i a) for any V (r,t ) and hence T - V + J:iL is 
a good Lagrangian regardless of the form of V (r,t ). 

This theorem shows that, in order to get all the Lagran
gians for the spherically symmetric potential (in three di
mensions), one simply has to solve the equations 

dJ:ia = J:ia, J:ia(Xj) = 0, (6.4) 
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and 

(6.5) 

withlA. = (uj,O). ThesecondequationiseasytosolveonceJ:ia 
is known: 

J:iL (zl") = ("'(£JJ:ia)vdzv. 
Jz.l' 

Here, the integral is taken along any path joining an arbitrar
ily chosen fiducial point z/f to the point zl". In more explicit 
terms, we have 

J:iL (z) = {[ ui(a: i J:ia j )dqj + J:iaidu} (6.6) 

We thus turn to the task of determining J:ia from Eqs. 
(6.4). These equations read explicitly 

aJ:iai _ g(ak ) P (6.7) 
aqi --J- ij 

and 

aJ:ia i aJ:iai -----=0 
aqi aqi ' 

(6.8) 

since J:ia = (J:iaiOO). 
The formal solution of (6.7) is 

J:iai = (U '1.Pijdu i + Cj(q). 
JuJ 

(6.9) 

Because of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), (6.8) implies 

Cj(q) = ~if> 
uq' 

for some function if> (q). Finally, we find that 

J:iL = uiJ:iaj (6.10) 

directly satisfies (6.5) and therefore is the solution (6.6) up to 
the possible addition of a constant. 

The conclusion of this whole analysis is that the general 
Lagrangian for nontrivial spherically symmetric potentials 
(V #a + br) involves, in three dimensions, an arbitrary 
function of two variables. It is given by T - V + J:iL, where 
J:iL is obtained by one integration [(6.9), (6.10)]. It is to be 
remarked that this Lagrangian is also a good one when the 
forces are linear or in more than three dimensions, but it is 
not the most general one in those cases. 

VII. INTRODUCTION OF AN ANISOTROPIC 
INTERACTION 

It has been argued in Ref. 2 that systems admitting 
many inequivalent Lagrangians are rather peculiar. We shall 
illustrate that general assertion by introducing an anisotro
pic perturbation of the simplest type, 

V(r,t )---+V(r,t) + /3q' (7.1) 

and by showing that when the constant /3 does not vanish, 
there is only one trivial equivalence class of Lagrangians (the 
standard one). 

The effect of the perturbation /3q' is to change the first 
component of the force by the amount - /3. Accordingly, 
the first algebraic equations for the matrix B read again 
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[:B,q ® q] = O. (7.2) 

The matrix i> is indeed unchanged and we assume 
V ¥-a + hr. (If V = a + hr, one must also add an anhar
monic interaction yr4, for example, to single out the usual 
equivalence class of Lagrangians. 2) The next algebraic equa
tions are 

[B,u ® q + q ® u] = 0, (7.3) 

from which one successively infers, using the Jacobi identity, 
that 

[B,S] = 0 (7.4) 

and 

[B,u®u] =0. (7.5) 

As in the spherically symmetric case, the matrix B must 
commute with the algebra generated by q ® q and u ® u. This 
implies (4.9): 

B(q,u) = A (q,u)I + ll(q,u)P(q,u). (7.6) 

Whenp # 0, this is not the end of the algebraic problem, 
however. Equations (3.7) with 1>2 are equivalent to the addi
tional condition 

[B,A] = 0, 

where the matrix elements of A are Aij = P(Oj( qj + Ojl qi). 
Since P and A do not commute except on a set of measure 
zero, the functionll in (7.6) must vanish. The matrix B re
duces to 

B(q,u) = A (q,u)I, (7.7) 

from which one infers, using (3.9) and (3.10) that A is con
stant. 21t then follows that the Lagrangians for the potentials 
(7.1) are all given by the formula 

arT - V) (with a = const¥-O) (7.8) 

up to a total time derivative. 
Consequently, it is only for the special case of potentials 

characterized by P = 0 that an ambiguity in the choice of the 
Lagrangian arises. This indicates, at least in the case at hand, 
that the existence of many equivalent Lagrangians results 
more from mathematical simplifications than from physical 
considerations. 

VIII. STUDY OF A PARTICULAR LAGRANGIAN 

Although the Lagrangians T - V +.J.L fg(a i )] are, as 
we have just stressed, rather peculiar when g(a i) ¥- 0, it is 
nevertheless interesting to study further some of their pro
perties and, in particular, the kinds of quantum theory that 
they lead to. To that end, we shall treat in detail the caseg(a i ) 

= y = const > 0, for which the integration (6.9) is elemen
tary. ! The integrand of (6.9) is the derivative with respect to 
uj of (y/J) [u i - (uSq'/r)qi]. J By a suitable choice of the 
functions Ci (q), one gets 

.J.ai = ~ (u i 
- uJ q} (8.1) 

This implies that L is 

L = T - V + yJ /r, (8.2) 

in agreement with (Ll). 
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The transition to the Hamiltonian is made in the usual 
way. Since the additional term yJ /r in (8.2) is homogeneous 
of the first degree in the velocities, the Hamiltonian, as a 
function of the coordinates and the velocities, is the same as 
for the standard Lagrangian: 

H = ~U2 + VIr) (8.3) 

(but the Poisson brackets [qi,u j ] are different). In order to 
express it in terms of the coordinates and the momenta, one 
needs to invert explicitly the Legendre definition 

. aL . y ·02 . 
p' = -. = u' + - (u'r - q'usq'). (8.4) 

au' Jr 
The result is 

i Yr· u = Pi - Jr (Pi - q'psq'), 

where Jk is the Hamiltonian angular momentum 

Jk = Ekij(p;qj), 

J = (J2)112 = [PsPsq'q' - (Psq')2] 1/2. 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

It is Jk that generates infinitesimal rotations by the Poisson 
bracket operation. It is related to Jk by the relation 

J k =Jdl + y/J), (8.8) 

from which one deduces 

J=J+y. 

With (8.5), the Hamiltonian becomes 

H = yi + V - yJ /r + r/2r. 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

To finish with the classical theory, we point out that we 
could have derived the coordinate-velocity form (8.3) of the 
Hamiltonian directly from the general equation 

I' aH aa" 
u"l' f = az" + Jr' (8.11) 

which relates H, a", and the forces for any system. 2 In our 
particular case aajat vanishes, whereas only 0"0 = (~ -~) 
contributes in (8.11), since the forces are radial and accord
ingly annihilated by the projection P. The same conclusion 
holds even when the arbitrary function g(a i) on which u "I' 
depends is not constant: the Hamiltonian, as a function of 
the coordinates and the velocities, is given by (8.3) for all 
Lagrangians that yield the dynamical equations (1.2). We 
shall call (8.10) the unorthodox Hamiltonian. 

IX. QUANTIZATION OF THE UNORTHODOX 
HAMILTONIAN FOR THE HYDROGEN ATOM 

When the potential is proportional to 1/r, the quantiza
tion of(8.10) is straightforward. First of all, there is no order
ing problem if one writes H as (8.10), since J and r commute. 
Second of all, the additional terms - yJ /r and r12r do 
not destroy the spherical symmetry so that one can simulta
neously diagonalize H, J2, and Jz. Of course, these two pro
perties are not peculiar to the 1/r-potential and hold for any 
VIr). 

As in the usual treatments, we write for the wavefunc
tion if;. 

u(r) m 
if;lm(r,e,<p) = - Y 1 (e,<p), (9.1) 

r 
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where the functions Y'!'((},rp) are the standard spherical har
monics. Inserting (9.1) in the Schrooinger equation, we ob
tain the hydrogen-atom radial equation for u(r) with / (/ + 1) 
replaced by 

1(1 + 1) - 2r[/(1 + 1)]1/2 + r = {[I (I + 1)]1/2 - rr 
in the centrifugal term (this is the effect of the new terms). 
Note that from (8.9), the numbers 
{[ill + 1)]1/2 - rj2 = i(i + l)aretheeigenvaluesofthecoor
dinate-velocity angular momentum J 2. Here there is no rea
son why i should be an integer, or why two different i's 
should differ by an integer, since r is an arbitrary real 
number. 

The spectrum of H is given by the Balmer formula with 
the principal quantum number replaced by N + i + 1. Since 
i is not an integer, the degeneracy peculiar to the Coulomb 
potential is removed, which clearly indicates that H pos
sesses a spectrum different from the usual one. This was to be 
anticipated, since the commutation relations [qi,u j

] are dif
ferent from the standard case. 

In view of the remarks made in Sec. VII, we should state 
that we feel that the unorthodox H and its quantum theory 
are not to be considered as physical. Much needs to be done 
to make completely unambiguous the passage from a classi
cal system to its quantized analog. The importance of the 
present example is to underscore yet again that in a system 
having several Lagrangians which are equivalent from the 
classical point of view, criteria from without the system must 
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be employed to determine the correct quantization 
procedure. 
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The simplest physical system to have a nontrivial intrinsic structure in Minkowski space-time is a 
three-twistor particle. We investigate this structure and the two pictures of the particle as an 
extended object in space-time and as a point in unitary space. We consider the effect oftwistor 
translations on the mass triangle defined by the partial center of mass points in space-time. Finally 
we consider the connections between twistor rotations and spin and we establish the spin 
deficiency formula. 

PACS numbers: 03.30. + p, 11.30.Ly 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In Penrose's theory oftwistors, zero-mass objects are 
assigned a fundamental role. The zero-mass particles are re
presented (classically) by a single twistor while the massive 
particles are represented by several twistors. 1--6 The basic 
idea of twistor particle theory is that the kinematic variables, 
e.g., momentum and angular momentum, associated with 
the massive particles can be expressed in terms of two or 
more twistors. (This description is via the so-called kinemat
ic twistor). On the other hand, the internal structure of the 
particle does depend critically on the number of twistors 
used in the description. (Frequently in twistor theory6-8 Iep-
tons are described by two-twistor systems while hadrons are 
described by three-twistor systems.) The linear transforma
tions among the two or three (or more) twistors which pre
serve the kinematic twistor (or variables) are referred to as 
internal symmetry transformations,? (1ST). The two-twistor 
particles have the simplest space-time description. They can 
be thought of as either a real center of mass world-line with 
an associated momentum and spin or as a complex center of 
mass world-line. 

Three-twistor particles are the simplest systems which 
do possess an extended structure in complex Minkowski 
space. A three-twistor particle with twistors xa, ya,Z a can 
be thought of as being (in some sense) composed of the three 
pairs (xa,ya), (ya,za), and (za ,xU) oftwistors5 and thus it 
would have a substructure of three two-twistor massive sub
systems. These structures are, however, not disjoint since 
any pair of them has a twistor in common. Furthermore, the 
world-lines, masses, spins, etc., of the parts make up those of 
the entire system. A point to be emphasized is that the sub
systems and their kinematic properties are not invariant un
der the 1ST. 

The present work is an attempt to study the geometry of 
this twistor decomposition of three-twist or systems. The two 
main questions investigated are (a) what are the changes in 
the subsystems caused by the action of the 1ST, and (b) what 
is the relationship of the total system variables to those of the 
related subsystem variables. For pedagogical reasons we 
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have chosen a purely classical approach, most of the results 
easily surviving quantization. 

In Sec. 2 the general theory6-8 of massive n-twistor par
ticles is reviewed. At the center of the formalism lies the 
kinematic twistor in terms of which the momentum, angular 
momentum, and center of mass line of the particle are ex
pressed. As mentioned before, the 1ST of the system leaves 
the kinematic twistor invariant. 

In Sec. 3 we specialize to three-twistor systems and 
study the 1ST, which turns out to be the inhomogeneous 
SU(3) group [ISU(3)). Three spaces playa critical role here: 
(1) twistor space Ton which we choose three points Z ~ 
= (xa,ya,za) or, alternately, three copies of T, i.e., 
TXT X T;(2)complexMinkowskispacewhichhasthenatu
rally chosen triple of points xa,ya,za, each being the intersec
tions of the twistorpairs (ya,za), (Z a ,xU), and (xn,Yu); and 
(3) unitary space, a three-complex-dimensional affine space 
on which the elementary representation of the ISU(3) group 
acts as the isometries. It can be viewed as the homogeneous 
space ISU(3)/SU(3). 

In Sec. 4 we investigate the translation subgroup of the 
ISU(3) group and show that a translation along a given axis 
in unitary space leaves the corresponding twist or unchanged 
while shifting the other two in complex space-time along 
their subsystem or partial center of mass line. We also find a 
unique correspondence between the time development of the 
system in Minkowski space and a special translation in uni
tary space. 

In Sec. 5 we study the SU(3) subgroup ofISU(3) and 
show how from its generators we can find a unique "complex 
internal center of mass" world line in unitary space. This is 
in analogy with the use of the homogeneous Lorentz group 
generators to find the center of mass. I We further discuss the 
internal or unitary spin (which is analogous to the Pauli
Lubanski vector) and show its relationship to the space-time 
spin. Section 6 deals with the mass triangle defined by the 
partial center of mass points, while Sec. 7 presents the spin 
deficiency formula, i.e., the relationship between the total 
spin and the constituent spins. According to this formula the 
total spin is the sum of the massive subsystem spins minus 
the spins of the three twistors. 
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In the concluding sections we use the Penrose blob no
tation9 to facilitate lengthy algebraic computation. An intro
duction to the blob notation is given in an Appendix. 

2. THE TWISTOR CONSTITUENTS 

Consider a massive particle in Minkowski space-time as 
a system of n;;.2 massless constituent twistors Z~" 
i = l, ... ,n. The particle has the kinematical twistor l 

A a/3 = 2Z.lal /3)YZi (2.1) 
I Y' 

where la/3 is the infinity twistor which breaks the conformal 
invariance. The summation convention holds for Roman 
twistor "flavor" indices (flavor indices share the property of 
Greek twistor indices that they are raised and lowered by 

complex conjugation, ( Z ~) = ( Z ~ ). Each term on the right 
of Eq. (2.1) for a fixed value of i is the kinematical twistor of 
one of the massless constituents. 

The kinematical twistor is decomposed into the spinor 
parts 

(A a/3] = L~,2iJiAB ~~']. (2.2) 

Here JiAB is the total angular momentum spinor (symmetric 
in its indices) and the Hermitian spinor p~, is the four-mo
mentum. The center-ol-mass line of the system consists of 
the points of real Minkowski space-time 

del 
XAA '(1") = m-2(p,ABp~' +jiA'B'p~')+1"m-lpAA', (2.3) 

del 

where m 2 = p~, p!' is the squared rest mass and the real 
parameter 1" is the proper time. It does not appear to be possi
ble to express the center of mass in terms of the kinematical 
quantities in a manifestly twistor-invariant form, due to the 
fact that the concept of the center of mass in not invariant 
with respect to translations. However, using the constituent 
twistors directly, one can define a center of mass point twis
tor" 

del _ 

R a/3 = 2m- 2 Zf Zf M,k, (2.4) 

The quantities 
del 

Mik = Zf Zf la{3 (2.5) 

are called mass amplitudes and for n > 2 are the partial mass 
amplitudes of the two-component subsystem labeled by i and 
k, and are such that the mass squared of the system may be 
written as a sum of partial mass squares 

m 2 =M
ik 

Mik, (2.6) 

The point twistor (2.4) decomposes according to 

R a/3 = [ 
_! rRR , yRR' ~B i~'] 

-ir!, EA'B' ' 
(2.7) 

where yAA', the center of mass point, is a point of the complex 
Minkowski space-time. The point rAA ' lies on the complex 
center of mass line of the system. The complex center of mass 
line is the set of points 10 

(2.8) 
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where A is complex and SAA' denotes the Pauli-Lubanski 
spinor 

SAA' =i(p,ABP!' -jiA'B'P!')· (2,9) 

In the rest frame of the particle defined by the form of the 
four-momentum 

[ AA] = _1 [ 1 0] 
P \1'2 ° 1 ' 

the Pauli-Lubanski spinor becomes proportional to the non
relativistic spin. Thus the spinjAA' is given 

(2.10) 

The Pauli-Lubanski spinor is the sole nonvanishing 
part of the spin twistor5 

S{3 =l(A AP{3+1m2 b(3) 
a 2 ap 2 a' (2,11) 

according to 

{3 _ [0 
Sa - _SA'B ~] , 

(2.12) 

The internal symmetry transformations of the kinema
tical twistor are ll 

Zf = U~ (Z~ + Akl r/3z~), 
(2.13) 

-i -i -k -kl /3 
Za=Uk(Za+ A la/3Zd, 

where [U~] is a",n Xn unitary matrix and [A kl ] is skew. The 
transition Z f -+Z f amounts to selecting a new set of mass
less constituents for which the kinematical twistor of the 
system remains unchanged, Thus the kinematical variables 
discussed remain unchanged under internal symmetry 
transformations, with the exception of the center-of-mass 
twistor. The center-of-mass point is defined directly in terms 
of constituents and it has been shown by Hughston8 that 
internal transformations (2.13) move the complex center-of
mass point over the entirety of the complex center-of-mass 
line. 

The central dogma of twist or particle theory asserts 
that the state ofthe system at any instant of time is complete
ly described by the values of the constituent twistors Z f and 
by their complex conjugates. The space of n-twistors 
TXT X ... X T admits a naturally defined symplectic form 
idZfdZ ~, In the sense of Hamiltonian dynamics Zf and 
Z ~ together play the role of canonically conjugate variables, 
Accordingly, any function of the formf(Zf,Z~) is called a 
dynamical quantity,I2 

We introduce the Poisson bracket of dynamical quanti
tiesf(Z,Z) andg(Z,Z) 

[J,g] = - i (a! i}! _ ~ ag ), (2.14) 
az~ az~ az~ az~ 

The Poisson bracket is antisymmetric in! and g and is real 
when bothfand g are reaL From (2,14) we identify the gen
eral coordinates q~ and canonically conjugate momenta pf 
as follows: 

qf = Z f, p~ = iZ ~ . (2.15) 

The twistor variables have the Poisson brackets 

[Zf,Zf] = 0, [Zf,Z~] = - ib70p . (2,16) 
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A transformation generated by a dynamical quantity f 
is given 

(2.17) 

oZf = [Z~/] . 
The unitary transformations Z f = U ~ Z r are generated by 
the functions 

(2.18) 

forming a Hermitian matrix, and the transformations Z f 
= Z f + A jk I atrz ~ are generated by the mass amplitudes 

M jk = Zf Z~ laP and M jk 
= Z~ Z~ laf3. (2.19) 

The A transformations commute and are called internal 
translations. 

As long as we are concerned with a massive particle in 
free motion, the decomposition into allowed twistor con
stituents is immaterial for the motion of the particle. This 
reflects the invariance of the kinematical twistor with re
spect to the internal transformations (2.13). The idea is, how
ever, that the behavior of the particle in interactions should 
depend on the substructures present in a twistor decomposi
tion. 

The n-twistor particle where n;;;.3, possesses massive 
parts. Such a substructure consists of two or more null con
stituents. Clearly, a two-twistor particle has no massive sub
systems. The simplest place to study massive subsystems is a 
three-twistor particle. In the next section we discuss some 
features unique to three-twistor particles. 

3. STRUCTURE OF THREE-TWISTOR PARTICLES 

The internal structure of a massive particle described by 
three-twistors can be examined in terms of the three two
twistor subsystems obtained by considering the three twis
tors pairwise. Each such two-twistor subsystem defines a 
massive particle in space-time with well defined (real and 
complex) center-of-mass line, spin, and center-of-mass 
point. These physical properties of the subsystems combine 
to yield the properties of the entire system in unexpected and 
interesting ways, given an ordered triple of twistors 
(Z f ,Z ~ ,Z ~)ET. (It is sometimes preferable to think of the 
triple as a point in TxT X T.) Anyone of these, Z f, has its 
kinematical twistor, A ff3, and any pair of these, (Zf,Zj), 
i <j, has its associated kinematical twistor A 't. While a sin
gle twistor describes a massless system in Minkowski space
time, a pair oftwistors describes a massive system. The inter
nal symmetry transformations change the kinematical 
twistors of the one- and two-twistor subsystems while the 
kinematical twistor of the entire system is unchanged and, in 
fact, this constrains the changes in A ff3 and A f/ since 

A af3-2-"" Aa.f3 ="" AaP="" Aa.f3 -"" AaP. 
- ~lj ~l ~IJ £"-1 

2 0 j 0 j 

i<j 

The internal states will be used in the description of 
interactions and the manner in which the various concepts 
are linked is of importance. To proceed further, the internal 
symmetry group must be examined more closely. The inter-
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nal translations are generated by the partial mass ampli
tudes, which can be given equivalently by 

(3.1) 

The mass squared is easily given by m2 = 2dj dj and is posi
tive. The unitary transformations are generated by B ~ 
which satisfy 

- . k 
d j B~ d = o. (3.2) 

Writing B ~ as a trace-free part A ~ plus a trace results in 

(3.3) 

where B = j B;. From (3.2), the trace may be written as 

B = 2m- 2dj A ~ d k
• (3.4) 

Thus the trace of the generators of the unitary transforma
tions can be written in terms ofthe remaining 14 internal 
symmetry generators and w!thout loss of generality the uni
tary transformations will be restricted to SU(3) in the re
mainder of the paper. 

As in (3.1), introducing alternative translation param-
eters 

(3.5) 
the internal symmetry transformations take the form 

Zf = U~ (Zr - Eklmtl laPz,;) , (3.6) 

with U~ an element ofSU(3) and t an element ofC3
• This 

transformation is represented by the pair ('M.) and the group 
product structure follows from the composition of two 
successive transformations. Thus (lj,t ) followed by (lj' ,t ') 
gives after a short calculation - -

(3.7) 

where lj + is the Hermitian adjoint of lj. Equation (3.7) de
fines the 14-parameter group denoted by ISU(3) and called 
the inhomogeneous SU(3) group of internal symmetry trans
formations (1ST). This group acts on C3 with coordinates:t , 
i = 1,2,3 as a group of point transformations where (lj,n 
gives 

Zj = U~(Zk + t k ). (3.8) 

That is to say, the ISU(3) is realized as the isometry group on 
C3 of the Hermitian line element dzjdij and this gives C3 the 
structure l3 of a unitary space, U 3

• An alternate point of view 
is to consider U 3 as the homogeneous space ISU(3)1SU(3). 
We will give later yet another method of obtaining U 3

• 

The transformations in (3.6) which act on T3 constitute 
the twistor realization ofISU(3). The same elements of 
ISU(3) acton U 3 via(3.8). We need not bother to compute the 
generators of the ISU(3) group in the isometry representa
tion since they are already available in the twistor realization 
[cf. Eqs. (2.18), (3.3), and (3.1)] 

A j za Z-j 10j za-zr k= k a-3 k r a' 

dj=!~jkZjlaPZ{ , (3.9) 
- -j ap-k 
d j = ! Eijk Z a I Z f3 . 

We identify the translation generators d j and dj as the com
ponents of the complex internal momentum of a particle in 
the unitary space. The generators A ~ ofSU(3) rotations con
stitute the total internal angular momentum of the particle. 
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Under a translation Zi = i + t i, the total angular momen
tum and B change as [cf. Eq. (3.7)] 

A ~ = A ~ + d ilk + t i dk - !(d '1, + t 'd,)<5~, (3.10) 
A .._ 

B = B + ~(d 'Ii + t' di ) , (3.11) 

and the complex momentum remains invariant. The behav
ior of dynamical quantities with respect to SU(3) rotations is 
implicit in our tensor notation. 

For future use we wish to spell out the meaning of the 
transformation (3.10); theA ~ are the generating functions of 
the isometries in unitary space with the origin as a fixed point 
while theA ~ are the generating functions ofisometries keep
ing the point i = t i fixed. In this manner A ~ can be thought 
of as a tensor field on unitary space with t i = Zi. 

To summarize this section, there are three spaces which 
play fundamental roles here. The first is twistor space Ton 
which we take three points (Zf,Z~,Z~) to specify our mas
sive system. (An alternative and sometimes necessary point 
of view would be to choose a twistor from each of three 
different copies of T). The 1ST, i.e., ISU(3), acts on these 
three points preserving the kinematic twistor. Since pairs of 
twistors define points of complex Minkowski space, the 
three twistors define three points in complex Minkowski 
space which are moved about by the 1ST. The third space is 
the unitary space U 3 having the isometry group ISU(3). The 
generators of ISU(3) define a vector field d i and tensor field 
A; on the unitary space in a manner analogous to the way the 
Lorentz group defines the momentum and angular momen
tum fields on Minkowski space. In Sec. 5 we will show how 
A; and d i define an internal center of mass line and internal 
spin in analogy to the way angular momentum and momen
tum determine a center of mass and spin. 

4. INTERNAL TRANSLATIONS 

We now explore the effect of internal translations on the 
structure of the three-twistor particle. Consider first a trans
lation 

with t i = (O,O,A ), by the complex amount A in the Z3 direc
tion of the unitary space. In the twistor realization, Eq. (3.7), 
the momentum parts of the constituent twistors [1TiA' where 
Z r = ({U1, 1TiA ' )] remains unaffected, 

and 

&1 = {U1 + A rA , 

&1 = {U1- A1TIA , 

&1 = {U1· 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

We compare the change in the {U parts with the effect of a 
translation in Minkowski space-time 

(4.3) 

This latter gives 

iiJA = {UA + iaAA '1T A ' , iTA' = 1T A' , (4.4) 

for any twistor, Consider, in particular, the pair Z f and Z ~. 
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Choose 

aAA ' =A. (1T11T IA ' + 171 ~'), 
where A. is complex. From Eqs. (4.4), 

iiJ1 = {U1 + iA~~' 1T IA , , 

&1 = {U1 + iA.1TIA17"1' 1Tu , , 

or using (2.5), 

iiJ1 = {U1 + iAM 12 171 , 

&1 = (U1 - iAM121T1 , 

Choosing the parameter A. to be 

A. = - iA IM12 

we have the following result: 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The special internal translation with (f) = (O,O,A ) shifts 
the twistors Z f and Z ~ parallelly along the time-like center 
of mass line of the massive two-twistor subsystem they repre
sent and leaves the twistor Z ~ invariant. A similar result is 
obtained for translations along the other two axes. 

Consider next the space-time translation in the direc
tion of the total four-momentum of the system 

aAA ' = 1"(1TIA 17"1' + 1j-2A ~' + 1T3A ~ ') . (4.8) 

Is this possibly an internal translation? From Eqs. (4.4) we 
obtain 

iiJ1 = (U1 + i1"(M12 1j-2A + M13 JT3A) , 

&1 = (U1 + i1"(M21 1TIA + M23 1T3A) , 

iiJ1 = (U1 + i1"(M31 1TIA + M32 1j-2A), 

or, in matrix form using (3.1), 

(4.9) 

_ d
2
)(1TIA) d I ~A .(4.10) 

This defines an internal translation with 

(ti) = i1"(d l,d 2,d 3). 

° 1T
3A 

(4.11) 

What we have is a translation in the direction of the unitary 
momentum d i by the amount 1". The significance of this re
sult lies in the fact that it establishes a map from the time 
development of the system in space-time to the development 
in unitary space parallel to the unitary momentum. 

To conclude this section we observe that translations of 
the form (4.11) exhaust the unitary translations which can be 
pictured equivalently as space-time translations. The reason 
for this is that space-time translations not along the centre
of-mass line of the system alter the angular momentum. 
However, the angular momentum is preserved by all internal 
transformations since these preserve the kinematic twistor. 

5. SPIN AND ROTATION 

In addition to its Minkowski space structure (momen
tum, mass, angular momentum, center of mass, etc.) a three
twistor particle has an associated unitary space structure, 
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namely a point (or origin) in unitary space and a complex 
"internal center of mass" world-line also in unitary space 
with a related internal spin tensor (which is the unitary space 
analog of the Pauli-Lubanski spin vector). 

To see the point structure we note that three-twistor 
space has 24 real dimensions (3 X 4 X 2) while the kinematic 
twistor A ap has ten real components (momentum and angu
lar momentum) and thus the kinematic subspace defined by 
A ap constant is 14-real-dimensional. The equivalence classes 
of points in this space (eight-dimensional) defined as those 
points connected by SU(3) transformations, i.e., Z 'f 
= U{ Zj, U{E SU(3), can be identified with the points of 

unitary space. The equivalence classes can be parametrized 
by points in (;J (six real dimensions) i.e., by the translations 
Z 'f = Zf + Aij laP Z~, from some arbitrarily chosen "ori
gin" Zf. 

(Note that by associating this arbitrarily chosen origin 
with the group identity element, the kinematic subspace can 
be considered as the ISU(3) group space. Note further that if 
we had considered originally the group IU(3), the U(l) part 
would have an action on the ISU(3) manifold which would 
not be the action ofan ISU(3) element. Nevertheless, locally 
one could duplicate the U(l) action by an ISU(3) element. 
This explains from a group theoretical point of view the rela
tionship (3.4) between the U( 1) generator and the ISU(3) gen
erator). 

In order to understand and see the internal center of 
mass line and internal spin tensor we define 

Cj=Aj+~B8j, (5.1) 

and obtain from (3.10) and (3.11) the transformation law un
der translations Zi = Zi + t i 

Cj =Cj +d i"0 +tidj . 

C j can be decomposed into the four parts 

C i did- id- d i- 2 Si j = a j + a j + a j - -2 j' 
m 

where 

Sj d
j = Sj di = S; = 0, S~ = Sj , 

aidi =diai =0, 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

a C'd1d B a'=-C~dl-ad', ( 2)2 . - 3 . 2 .. . 
= ~ j i = m2' m 2 1 

2- -
aj =-2 Cjdi -adj. 

m 

(Note that the Hermitian adjoint is defined by S ~ = S 7). 
Ifwe now insert (5.3) into (5.2) with 

ti= -ai+iTd i, 7i = -ai -Ffdi , 

we obtain 

Ai • _;- 2 i 
C j = (a + l(r - r))d dj - -2 Sj . 

m 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Thus along the internal center of mass line defined by (5.5), 
C j has only the first and last terms of its canonical decompo
sition. The Hermitian tensor S; called the internal spin-ten
sor can be explicitly solved for and written S; 
= ~ab EjCd (A ~ + ! B8~)d b d d. From its derivation or by di-
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rect calculation it is seen that it is (essentially) the invariant 
part of C j under translations, i.e., 

[S~,dj] =0, [S~,dj] =0, 

and that it has a canonical decomposition 

with 

S; Xj = SX i, Sj yj = - Syi, S;>O, 

Xidi = yidi = 0, XiXi = Y'Yi = I . 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

The vector Si = (S )1/2.,¥i contains all the information in Sj. 
From (5.4) and the first term in (5.6) we have 

A m2 

B =B+i-(r-r). 
3 

Up to the choice of origin B can be identified with the imagi
nary part of r. There exists a real line which is imbedded in 
the comRlex line and parametrized by the real part of r de-

A 

fined by B = 0. 
To reiterate the material of this section, we have shown 

that a point in three-twistor space selects an origin in unitary 
space. A ;(Z) represent the eight generators ofSU(3) rota
tions about this point while d i are the generators of the three 
complex translations. The tensor field A; (Z f ,t i) on the uni
tary space represents the SU(3) generators about the point 
Zi = t i. Assuming that the three twistors Z f are held fixed 
(i.e., we have a given internal structure) then simply from the 
algebraic structure of A j and A j one is led to the complex 
line and internal spin-tensor. At the present we make no 
attempt at a physical interpretation of the "origin", the in
ternal center of mass line, and internal spin tensor other than 
to say that they are to represent the internal structure of the 
three-twistor particle. A different choice of the three-twis
tors obtained from the 1ST would represent a different parti
cle having a different origin, world-line, and spin tensor but 
with the same kinematic values. 

For a fixed numerical value of t i, A j are SU(3) genera
tors. This is true in particular on the center of mass world
line. However an examination of(5.5) shows that t i is a func
tion of the Z f and Z ~ and the functional dependence of A j 
on the za,s is changed. From (5.7) we see that the S; gener
ate transformations which keep the mass line fixed and by 
direct calculation we have 

[SJ,S7] = (dkdj - 8; d'd,)S; - (did, - 8; d'd,)S; 
(5.9) 

which are the SU(2) Poisson brackets. When the transforma
tions generated by S j are referred to arbitrary three-twistor 
systems, then they do not belong to ISU(3) since S j is not a 
linear combination of the A j's and d i'S. We can consider, 
however, the restriction of these transformations to systems 
with a fixed momentum d i = D i. Then, S; are ISU(3) gener
ators. We thus have a parallel, in unitary space, to space-time 
spin as the generator of 0(3) transformations. 14 

Theorem: The unitary spin S; generates the SU(2) sub
group oflSU(3) leaving the mass amplitUdes invariant. [cf. 
Eq. (5.7)]. 

The mass amplitudes determine the scalar products of 
the momentum parts 1TiA' of constituent twistors by Mik 
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= triA' rrt'. Hence the effect of transformations generated 
by S i is a rigid rotation ofthe momentum spinors triA' (to
geth~r with the frame defined by any pair of them) about the 
total four-momentum~ A" For systems with a fixed value of 
the unitary momentum, d i = D i, we may choose coordi
nates D i = (m/Y/2) D~. In this coordinate system, the uni
tary spin has the component form, with Jq real, 

[SU =J.. m2 J I -iJ2 -J3 0. 
[

J3 JI + iJ2 0] 

2 ° ° ° 
Thus the Poisson brackets (5.9), restricted to systems with a 
fixed momentum may be written 

[Jq,Jl!] = iEqb<; J~, q,l},c;, = 1,2,3. (5.10) 

It has been known for some time7 that the magnitudes 
of the space-time spin and of the unitary spin are equal 

2Si Sk S SAA'_'2 -2 (5.11) !m k i = - AA' g m , 
where we introduce the real parameterj which can take any 
real value for a classical system (and it will take the values 0, 
!, 1, ~" .. after quantization). This common magnitude is a 
Casimir invariant of both the Poincare and of the inhomo
geneous SU(3) groups, the second common Casimir invar
iant being the mass square 

.- ".AA' 2 
d'd i = P AA ' jJ = m /2 . 

There is a further property that connects the space-time 
spin and (the negative of) unitary spin: The projections of the 
spin twistor (2.11) onto the constituent twistors are the nega
tive of the components of the unitary spin 

a P-k_ k (512) SpZiZa--Si' . 

This result (which can be proved by direct computation) gen
eralizes a relation holding for two-twistor particle spins.5 

For a two-twistor particle, however, the unitary spin is re
placed by the conformally invariant quadratic expressions 

Z f ~ Z ~, i,k = i,2 , 

where [~ ] are the Pauli matrices. 

6. THE MASS TRIANGLE 

The subsystem of twistors Z f and Z ~ has the squared 
rest mass 

- 12 3-
mi2 = 2M\2 M = 2d d3 · 

The center of mass point twistor (2.4) of the subsystem may 
be written 

Rff=~ZfZ~-Z~Z~). (6.1) 
MI2 

Using Eq. (6.1) and the center of mass twistors of the remain
ing massive subsystems, we obtain the center of mass of the 
three-twistor particle as the linear combination 

RaP- 2 (M ifl2R aP - m 2 12 12 

+ M 23 if 23 R ~f + M3J if31 R ~f). (6.2) 

The nondiagonal spinor part of (6.2) which is linear in the 
position vectors [cf. Eq. (2.7)] is 
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,.-tA' = m-2(mi2 rtf + m~3 rt{ + mjl r:n· (6.3) 

Thus the center-of-mass point,.-tA' of the particle is a weight
ed mean of the partial center of masses. Hence the four mass 
center points lie in a plane. The center of mass ,.-tA' is in the 
barycenter of the triangle formed by the partial mass centers. 
Note, however, that the weights are mass squares rather 
than masses. We now compute the sides of the triangle. 

The invariant distance of two complex points in Min
kowski space-time 

..AA ' .-AA ' ~ • .AA ' 
r l =)1:1 +lYI , 

(6.4) 
..AA' .-AA ' ~ • .AA' r2 =)1:2 +lY2 , 

. fh"t RaP dRaP can be expressed m terms 0 t e pomt tWiS ors I an 2 

asS 

(6.5) 

The length of the imaginary part of vector ,.-tA' is 

atfD • .AA' R RaP = 4y Y AA' . (6.6) 

The partial mass centers are null-separated in complex 
Minkowski space-time since any pair of them lie on a com
mon twistor. Let us, however, consider the real mass trian
gle. From Eq. (6.5), the condition of null separation for the 
arbitrary subsystems a and 6. is 

+ 2i(x - xl-(y - y) = 0. (6.7) 
/. a ;. 

Hence using Eq. (2.8), we can express the side c connecting 
the mass points a and 6. in terms of the spin vectors S AA ' 
= m2yAA' as 

del 

C2 = (X - X)2 - (m- 2S - m-2Sf (6.8) 
a /. a a ;.;. 

It is quite surprising that the spin difference appears in a 
side length of the mass triangle. From Eq. (6.8) we further 
have that each side of the mass triangle is orthogonal to the 
difference of the spins at the endpoints of the side. 

To complete the analysis of the mass triangle, we now 
ask how the lengths of the sides of the mass triangle depend 
directly on the constituent twistors. A direct substitution 
into Eq. (6.8) yields unwieldy results. Instead we consider the 
variants ofEq. (6.7): 

a ;. 

- RaP RaP = (X - xf - (y - yf - 2i(x - Xl-( Y - y) , 
a;' a /. a /. a ;. 

/. 

- R a{3 RaP = (X - X)2 - (y + y)2 + 2i(x - xl-( y + y) , 
a a b a b a b.a 6-

- RaP RaP = (X - xf - ( y + y)2 - 2i(x - Xl-( Y + y) , 
;. a;' a /. a /. a /. 

(6.9) 

Taking the sum, and adding the lengths of imaginary parts 
[Eq. (6.6)], 
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(6.10) 

For calculational convenience and to illustrate its useful
ness, Penrose's blob notation will be used to write the lengths 
in terms of the constituent twistors (cf. Appendix). Let us 
write 

Zf = , Z~ = , Z~ = . (6.11) 

From Eq. (2.8), and ~ = (13), ~ = (23), 

R,~/3 R:B = 61\] H ' (6.12) 

where the mass amplitudes are 

M = 61, 
o 

b 
M = U (6.13) 

Proceeding with the evaluation of terms in Eq. (6.10) we 
obtain the expressions for the sides of the mass triangle: 

(6.14) 

2 1 u-u 
( = 261 U n u n-u . 

Thus, typically, in tensor notation 

c2=~~~~~~~~~2~~~~-=~~~ __ 
(Zf Zf Ia/3)(Z~ Z~ JrIi)(Zi Z~ Il"v)(Z~ Zp 31"p) 

X liZ; Z \11 I"l1)ZVZT;(Z ~l Z; r"")z~ Z! 
- (Z; Z\l1 I"l1)Z~IZ~ Z; r""Z!a Z~l Z~l 

where antisymmetrization in indices in the brackets is un
derstood. 

7. THE SPIN DEFICIENCY FORMULA 

In this section we prove the spin deficiency theorem. 
The content of this theorem is that joining three two-twistor 
particles by identifying their constituents pairwise gives a 
total spin which is the sum of the spins diminished by the 
spins of the twistor constituents. 

S~ = S\2k + S~3k + S~lk - S\k - S~k - S~k' (7.1) 

Equation (2.1) takes the form for a two-twistor particle 
in the blob notation: ~ = [J + [J . Inserting this in 

the spin twistor (2.1) written in terms of blobs as 

(7.2) 

and using the identity5 

1= _l_{U rti + l.9po + ~~ - ~ L5' - ~ LT} nU n n, (7.3) 

we obtain 

2~ = (X - %J (19 ro - l.J reI + 2 X LJ + 2 ~ ~ n 10 • 
(7.4) 

We now compute the spin of a three-twistor particle similarly. Inserting the rest-mass square 

(7.5) 

and the kinematical twistor 

in Eq. (7.2), we have 

2~ = ([] + 1l + 0) X (0 + n + tJ) + (M + g + M)I 
Using a judicious amount of identities of the form (7.3) for various subsystems, we obtain for the spin of the three-twistor 

particle 

(7.7) 

+2<;>LT+2~LJ+2;LJ 
.[0 [0 n 
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When we compare this expression with the spin twistors ofthe massive subsystems [cf. Eq. (7.4)] and with the spin 
twistors 

(7.8) 

of the zero-mass constituents, we obtain the spin definiency formula in the blob notation 

APPENDIX: THE BLOB NOTATION 

The blob notation of abstract tensor systems was first 
introduced by Penrose.9 Its advantages over the more con
ventional formalisms of Ricci, Levi-Civita, and Einstein are 
probably best understood in terms of the physiology of hu
man perception. 

A tensor is drawn in the diagrammatic notation as a 
blob with arms and legs depicting the upper and lower in-
dices Q b f 

Tc::= ~ U~h = A 
9 h 

c e 

The outer product of tensors T c:: and U~h is thejuxtaposi

tion °T
f ~~ObUSf _ W. J., . 

cde gh - Ir\ f\ 

To contract a pair of indices, one connects the corresponding 
arm and leg, 

T QgUf_\~ cde gh - Jj\g. 

A Kronecker symbol 8 ~ is represented by a line seg
ment 

n 

8: = I. 
t 

The notation converts identities of the kind U ~r 8~ = U ~h 
into trivials partitions of some index line. 

Symmetrization and skewing in like indices is denoted 
according to the scheme 

H= II + X ' 

tt = II X 
The dimension n of the tensor system is given by the loop 

n=8Q =O Q • 
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(7.9) 

In twistor theory one is interested in dimension n = 4. 
Taking twistor complex conjugates is an involution that has 
the effect of turning the symbols upside down. Thus the 
blobs of twistors Z f, Z ~, Z ~, and of their complex conju
gates are drawn 

zi = !, 
Z~ = y, 

The skew unit twistor and the infinity twistor are denoted, 
respectively, 

~y{j = WJ and I"P = U. 

It is useful in computations to keep in mind some of their 
algebraic properties in the blob notation such as 

~ = #tt, Lfl = 0, U = ~ llD . 

lOur notation is in agreement with R. Penrose and M. A. H. MacCallum, 
Phys. Rep. 6C, 241 (1973). 
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Trace identities arising in the scattering theory of one-dimensional matrix Schrodinger operators 
are deduced. They derive from the properties of an asymptotic expansion of the trace of the 
resolvent kernel in inverse powers of the spectral parameter. Applications of these trace identities 
for characterizing infinite families of conservation laws for nonlinear evolution equations are 
given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important properties of the nonlinear 
equations which are integrable by means of the inverse scat
tering transform method is the existence of an infinite family 
oflocal conservation laws. A natural explanation of this fact, 
for the case of the Korteweg-de Vries equation, was pro
vided by Faddeev and Zakharov l by using the trace identi
ties arising in the scattering transform theory for the Schro
dinger equation. Shortly thereafter trace identities for other 
spectral problems were applied to the analysis of important 
nonlinear wave equations as, for instance, the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation2 and the sine-Gordon equation. 3 The 
interest in trace identities is not only motivated by their con
nection with conservation laws; they are also a fundamental 
step in arriving at a description of completely integrable 
equations in terms of systems of action-angle variables. This 
latter application of trace identities is particularly relevant in 
the semiclassical quantization of completely integrable wave 
equations4

.
5 as well as in the quantum inverse scattering 

transform method. 6 

In this paper we derive the trace identities associated 
with general matrix Schrodinger spectral problems. The in
verse scattering transform theory for Hermitian matrix 
Schrodinger operators was analyzed by Wadati and Kamij07 
who also indicated explicit examples of Lax pair equations. 
On the basis of this theory, Calogero and DegasperisB de
duced a wide class of nonlinear evolution equations for 
which the scattering data evolve in a simple form. However, 
as already observed by Wadati and Kamijo, several of the 
more important evolution equations appear to be related to 
non-Hermitian matrix Schrodinger operators, for which a 
general inverse scattering transform theory has not yet been 
formulated. 

The starting point of our derivation of trace identities is 
the asymptotic expansion of the trace of the resolvent opera
tor. This expansion can be obtained in two different ways: 
firstly, by using the algebraic properties of the diagonal of 
the resolvent kernel in the context of symbolic calculus of 
differential operators, 'J and, secondly, by means of the ana
lytic properties of the trace of the resolvent as a function of 
the spectral parameter. The first procedure provides an 
asymptotic expansion in which the coefficients appear as 
functionals with polynomial densities depending on the ma
trix elements of the potential and their derivatives. By the 

second procedure these coefficients can be expressed in 
terms of scattering data and this leads us to the trace identi
ties. The paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 deals with the main properties of the Jost solu
tions and the resolvent kernel for matrix Schrodinger opera
tors. Several of these properties, those included in Theorems 
1 and 2, are listed without proof since they derive easily from 
methods which are similar to the ones used in the scalar 
case. 10.11 We do, however, provide a detailed proof of Pro po
sit ion 1 of Sec. 2 since it leads to the characterization of 
bound states as zeros of the determinant of the Wronskian of 
two matrix Jost solutions. Section 3 is concerned with the 
derivation of the trace identities. In Part A a recursion rela
tion is given which enables us to calculate explicitly the coef
ficients H n of the asymptotic expansion for the trace of the 
resolvent operator. In Part B of Sec. 3 we use the analyticity 
properties of the trace of the resolvent in order to get the 
expressions of the coefficients H n in terms of scattering data. 
Finally, Sec. 4 includes the application ofthe trace identities 
to obtain infinite sets of conservation laws for several rel
evant families of integrable nonlinear evolution equations. 

2. MATRIX SCHRODINGER SPECTRAL PROBLEMS 
A. Notation and basic properties 

We will be concerned with the N X N matrix Schro
dinger operator 

L = - a xx + V (x), - 00 < x < 00, (2.1) 

where V (x) is a complex N X N matrix function, non-Hermi
tian in general, satisfying l2 

(2.2) 

Here and below we denote 1M I = maXj~k IMjk I for a given 
matrix M. The operator L acts on vector functions with N 
components, but in studying its spectral properties it proves 
useful to consider the following two eigenvalue problems: 

- axxF + V(x)F = k 2F, (2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

where both F and F are assumed to be N X N matrix func
tions. We define the Jost solutions F ± of (2.3a) and F ± of 
(2.3b) as those matrix functions verifying the integral equa
tions 
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F ± (k,x) = e ± ikxI - i ± 00 sin k r -y) V (y)F ± (k,y) dy, 

(2.4a) 

F ± (k,x) = e± ikxI - i± 00 sin k r -y) F ± (k,y)V(y) dy, 

(2.4b) 

where I is the N XN identity matrix. These integral equa
tions can be analyzed by means of the well-known method of 
successive approximations. 10.11 In order to describe the re
sults which are derived from this method we introduce the 
two subsets 

C+ = (kEC:lmk>Oj, C+ = [kEC:lmk';;'Oj. (2.5) 

One proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 1: The Jost solutions F + (k,x), F ± (k,x) exist 

for all kEC+ and, as functions of k, are analytic on C+ and 
continuous on C+. Moreover, they satisfy the bounds 13 

le+ikxF ± (k,x)1 = 1 + O(l/Ik I), Ik I~oo, (2.6) 

where F ± denotes either F ± or F ± . 

Given two solutions F and F of(2.3a) and (2.3b), respec
tively, the Wronskian 

(2.7) 

is independent of x. This property leads at once to the follow
ing relations, valid for all nonzero real k: 

F +(k,x) = F _( - k,x)A (k) + F _(k,x)B (k), (2.8) 

F _(k,x) = F +( - k,x)C (k) + F + (k,x)D (k), (2.9) 

F +(k,x) = C (k)F _( - k,x) - D ( - k)F _(k,x), (2.10) 

F_(k,x) =A (k)F+( - k,x) - B( - k)F +(k,x), (2.11) 

where A, B, C, D are the matrices defined by 

A (k) = (l/2ik )[F _(k );F +(k )], 

C(k) = - (l/2ik )[F +(k );F _(k )], 

B (k) = - (l/2ik )[F _( - k );F +(k )], 

D (k) = (l/2ik HF +( - k ),F _(k )]. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The compatibility of the relations (2.8)-(2.11) implies the 
constraints 

C ( - k )A (k ) + D (k )B (k ) 

= A ( - k)C (k ) + B (k )D (k ) = I, 

D ( - k )A (k ) + C (k )B (k ) 

= B( - k.)C(k) +A (k)D(k) = O. 

(2. 14a) 

(2.14b) 

The matrices A (k ) and C (k ) are specially important for our 
subsequent discussion on the trace identities. Their defini
tion as given in (2.12) can be extended to 1m k> 0, and the 
properties of the Jost solutions together with the analysis of 
the integral equations (2.4) imply 

Theorem 2: The matrix functions A (k ) and C (k ) are ana
lytic on C+ and continuous on C+ - (OJ. Moreover, they 
satisfy 

IA (k) - II = O(l/Ik I), le(k) - II = O(l/Ik I), 

Ik I~oo. (2.15) 

As we shall see later, det A (k ) = det C (k), but at this 
point of our exposition it is convenient to content ourselves 
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with the following partial result. 
Proposition 1: The functions det A (k ) and det C (k ) have 

the same set of zeros in C+ - [0). 
Proof Suppose we have koEC+ - (0) such that 

det A (ko) = O. Then there will be a nonzero vector such that 
A (ko)a = O. According to (2.12) this implies that 

F _(ko,x)axcp (x) = (axF _(ko,x))cp (x), (2.16) 

where cp(x)-F + (ko,x)a. Due to the asymptotic behavior of 
F _ as x~ - 00, the matrix F _(ko,x) will be invertible for all 
x in some interval ( - 00 ,r). Therefore (2.16), considered as a 
first-order differential equation for cp(x), has N linearly inde
pendent solutions defined on ( - 00 ,r). But since the Wrons
kian [F _(ko);F -(koll vanishes, each column of F _(ko,x) is a 
solution of (2.16). In addition, these columns are linearly 
independent for all x in some interval ( - 00 ,r'). Hence, for 
all x in the interval ( - 00 ,min(r,r')) the general solution of 
(2.16) is a linear combination of the columns of F _(ko,x). As 
a consequence a nonzero vector b exists verifying 

(2.17) 

Note that this equation must hold for all XElR since F + (ko,x)a 
and F _(ko,x)b are solutions of (L - k 2)cp = 0, and then, if 
they coincide on an interval they coincide also on the whole 
line - 00 < x < 00. Now, if we use the definition of C (k) as 
given in (2.12) we have 

C(ko)b = - (l/2iko)[F +(ko);F +(ko)]a = O. (2.18) 

That is to say, det C (ko) = O. In a similar fashion, one proves 
that each zero of det C (k ) is also a zero of det A (k ). Q.E.D. 

Henceforth we will denote 

Z= (kEC+ - [O):detA(k)=detC(k)=O). (2.19) 

Obviously, from (2.17) it follows that each kEZnC+ deter
mines an exponentially decreasing eigenfunction 
F + (k,x)a = F _(k,x)b of the matrix Schr6dinger operator L, 
and then k 2 is a proper eigenvalue of L. However, we notice 
that ifthe potential matrix V (x) is non-Hermitian then the set 
Z may have elements with 1m k = 0 and these do not corre
spond to bound states of L. 

From the point of view of scattering theory, the Jost 
solutions F + and F _ describe waves incident from the left 
and the right, respectively. In this way, taking into account 
the relations (2.8) and (2.9) we deduce that the transmission 
and reflection coefficients are given by 

T(k) = C(k)-I, R (k) =D(k)C(k)-I, 

in the case of right incidence, and by 

(2.20) 

T(k) =A (k )-1, R (k) = B(k)A (k)-I, (2.21) 

for the left-incidence case. Moreover, by Eqs. (2.14) one rea
dily finds the following relations: 

T( - k) = (I-R (- k)R (k))T(k)-I, 

R (k) = - T(k)R (- k)T( - k)-I. 

B. The resolvent kernel 

(2.22a) 

(2.22b) 

The resolvent operator of L is an integral operator act
ing on N-component functions and its kernel admits the fol
lowing representation in terms of the Jost solutions of(2.3a) 
and (2.3b): 
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R (k,x,y) = {(i/2k)F + (k,x)A (k )-I~ _(k,y), 
(i/2k )F _ (k,x)C (k ) - IF + (k,y). 

x>y, 

x<JI. 
(2.23) 

In order to justify this fact let us prove 
Lemma I: Given keC + - (Zu [ 01) and xoeR, then the 

matrix functions 

and 

F (x) = (1!2ik )(F + (k,x)A (k ) - i"'p _ (k,xo) 

- F_(k,x)C(k )-fF + (k,xo)) (2.24a) 

F(x) = (iI2k)(F + (k,xo)A (k )-IF _(k,x) 

- F _(k,xo)C (k )-IF + (k,x)) (2.24b) 

are solutions of (2.3a) and (2.3b), respectively, verifying 

F(xo) = F(xo) = 0, (axF)(xo) = (axF)(xo) = 1. (2.25) 

Proof Consider the function F (x); clearly it is a solution 
of (2.3a) and it verifies the Wronskian relations 

[F +(k );F] = F + (k,xo), 

[F _(k );F] = F _(k,xo). 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

Ifwe think of(2.26a) as a first-order differential equation for 
F it is easy to conclude that F must be of the form 

F(x) = F + (k,x)M + Fo(k,x), (2.27) 

where M is some constant matrix and Fo stands for the solu
tion of(2.3a) satisfying the boundary conditions (2.25). Now, 
if (2.27) is inserted into (2.26b) and the Wronskian [F _;F] is 
evaluated at x = xo, it follows at once that M = O. Therefore 
F = Fo and the enunciated property for F is proved. The 
proof of the statement for Fis completely similar. Q.E.D. 

As a consequence of this lemma, it follows that R (k,x,y) 
verifies the equations 

- axxR (k,x,y) + (V(x) - k 2)R (k,x.y) = 8(x - y), 
(2.28) 

- axxR (k,y.x) + R (k,y,x)(V(x) - k 2) = 8(x - y). 
(2.29) 

Now, from the properties of the Jost solutions it can be seen 
that for keC + - Z thefunction R (k,x,y) decreases exponen
tiallyas (x,y) goes to infinity. Hence (2.28) and (2.29) mean 
that the integral operator determined by the kernel R (k,x,y) 
is a bounded two-sided inverse operator of(L - k 2) provided 
that keC + - Z. Furthermore, it is clear that, as a function of 
k, R (k,x,y) is analytic on C+ - Z and continuous on 
C+ - (Zu[ 01). All these properties imply at once that 
R (k,x,y) is the kernel of the resolvent operator of L. 

In a recent paper 14 Ragnisco has given an expression for 
the kernel of the resolvent operator which contains some 
trivial misprints: the resolvent kernel R <-)(x,y,k) should 
change sign, and it is analytically continuable in the upper 
(not lower) half k-plane. 

3. DERIVATION OF THE TRACE IDENTITIES 
A. The trace of the resolvent operator 

As it has been shown by Gel'fand and Dikii,9 the diag
onal of the resolvent kernel of a differential operator is an 
interesting algebraic object. In the case of the matrix Schro
dinger operator (2.1) we have that according to (2.23) the 
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restriction of R (k,x,y) to the diagonal x = y is given by the 
matrix function 

R (k,x) = (iI2k)F + (k,x)A (k )-IF _(k,x) 

= (i/2k)F _(k,x)C (k )-IF +(k,x). (3.1) 

Observe that the equality between both expressions for 
R (k,x) is a consequence of Lemma 1. Following the method 
of Gel'fand-Diki based on the symbolic calculus of differen
tial operators one proves9

,15 the existence of an asymptotic 
expansion of R (k,x) for Ik 1-00; 

R (k,x) = _1_' f Rn (x)k - 2n, Ro = 1, (3.2) 
2k n =0 

where the coefficients Rn (n> 1) are polynomials, without 
constant term, depending on the potential V(x) and its de
rivatives. The explicit form of these coefficients can be calcu
lated by taking into account the expression (3.1) for R (k,x) as 
a product of solutions of(2.3a) and (2.3b). Indeed, one readily 
finds that (2.3a) and (2.3b) imply 

LvR (k,x) = k 2axR (k,x), (3.3) 

where Lv is the operator defined by 

LvR = ~ ( - axxxR + ax [ V,R 1 + [ V,axR 1 

- [v.J: 00 [ V,R ](x') dx'D, (3.4) 

and [ , 1 denotes the anticommutator operation for matri
ces. Insertion of(3.2) into (3.3) leads to the recursion relation 

axRn + 1 = LvRn' Ro = 1, (3.5) 

which allows us to calculate the coefficients Rn. For exam
ple, one obtains 

RI = ~V, R2 = - !(Vxx - 3V2), 

R3 = :b(Vxxx - 5(V2)xx + 5 V; + 10 V 3). (3.6) 

We define the trace of the resolvent operator of L as the 
following integral: 

J"" tr(R (k,x) - _1_' 1) dx, (3.7) 
- "" 2k 

where tr( ) denotes the trace operation of matrices. The anal
ysis of the integral equations (2.4) shows that for 1m k > 0 the 
Jost solutions verify the asymptotic behavior l6 

F + (k,x) "-J A (k )eikx, F _ (k,x) r"...I C (k )e - ikx, 
x_ ~ 00 x_+ 00 

(3.8a) 

F +(k,x) rv C (k )eikx, F _(k,x) rv A (k)e - ikx. 
x_ - 00 x_ + 00 

(3.8b) 

Then by (3.1) we have that the integral (3.7) converges for 
keC+ - Z. Now, substitution of (3.2) into (3.7) yields the 
asymptotic expansion 

Joo tr(R(k,x)--I_' l)dx=_I_' f Hn[Vjk -2n, 
-00 2k 2k n=1 

(3.9) 

where the coefficients Hn [ V j are the functionals depending 
on V given by 
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Hn [V] = J: "" trRn(x) dx. (3.10) 

The above mentioned properties of the coefficients Rn imply 
that the densities of the functionals Hn are polynomials de
pending on the matrix elements of the potential Vand their 
derivatives with respect to x. For instance, the first few func
tionals are 

1 J"" 3 J"" 2 Ht[V] =- tr Vdx, H 2 [V] =- tr V dx, 
2 -"" 8 -00 

(3.11) 

8. Trace identities 

Weare going to obtain another expression for the 
asymptotic expansion (3.9). Our derivation is based on the 
following identity: 

Proposition 2: For all kEC+ - Z it is verified that 

J"" tr(R (k,x) - _1_· 1) dx = 
- 00 2k 

1 JkdetA (k) 

2k detA (k) 
1 Jkdet C(k) 

2k det C(k) 
(3.12) 

Proof Given two solutions F and P of (2.3a) and (2.3b), 
respectively, we have the identity 

(3.13) 

Thus, from (3.1) and (3.13) we get 

tr R (k,x) - (i/4k2)Jx tr[A (k)-IP_(k,x);JkF+(k,x)] 

= - (i/4k 2)Jx tr[C(k)-tP+(k,x);JkF_(k,x)]. 
(3.14) 

In this way, taking into account the asymptotic behavior 
(3.8) of the Jost solutions for 1m k> 0, one finds 

J"" tr(R (k,x) - _1_· 1) dx 
- 00 2k 

= __ l_ tr(A(k)-IJkA(k)) 
2k 

= __ 1_ tr(C(k )-IJkC(k)). (3.15) 
2k 

Therefore, by using the matrix identity 

Jkdet M(k) = det M(k) tr(M(k )-IJkM(k)), (3.16) 

the result follows. Q.E.D. 
Now, we are ready to improve the statement given in 

Proposition 1. 
Proposition 3: det A (k ) = det C (k) for all kEC+ - 101. 
Proof From (3.12) we have that 

J (detA (k )) = 0 (3.17) 
k det C(k) , 

for all kEC + - Z. Because of the analyticity of det A (k ) on 
the open set C+ the zeros of det A (k) on C+ are isolated 
points and then C+ - Z is an open connected set. Hence, by 
(3.17) and due to the fact that 

lim detA(k) =1, (3.18) 
Ik I~"" det C (k) 
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we deduce that det A (k ) and det C (k ) coincide on C + - Z. 
Moreover, since both functions are continuous on 
C+ -IOj, they coincide also onC+ -101. Q.E.D. 

Becausedet A (k )---+1 as Ik 1---+00 there will besomer> 0 
such that det A (k ) is never 0 on the simple connected open set 
C,+ =lkEC+:lk 1 > rl·Consequently,detA (k ) has an analyt
ic logarithm on C/ and Eq. (3.12) may be rewritten as 

Joo tr(R (k,x) - _1_· 1) dx 
- "" 2k 

1 
= --Jkln[detA(k)], kEC/. (3.19) 

2k 

At this point we make the assumption that no zero of 
det A (k ) lies on the real axis. This is satisfied automatically 
when the potential V (x) is Hermitian, but it is not assured in 
the general case. From this assumption and the properties of 
det A (k ) we deduce that Z is a finite set 
1 kl:1 = 1, ... ,m 1 CC+. Moreover, if we denote by n l the or
der of the zero kl (1 = 1, ... ,m), it follows that the function 

f(k)=[detA (k)] IT __ I (
k + k )n, 

1 k-kl 
(3.20) 

is analytic on C + , continuous and never 0 on C + - 101, and 
f(k )---+1 as Ik 1---+00. Hence,J(k) admits a logarithm branch 
which is analytic on C+, continuous on C+ - 101, and such 
that lnf(k)---+O as Ik 1---+00. In this way, according to the 
Beckenbach's generalization of Cauchy's Integral 
theorem,17 we have 

lnf(k) = _1_. i lnf(z) dz, 1m k> 0, (3.21) 
2mTr z - k 

where r is the contour consisting of a semicircle of radius r in 
the upper half-plane, plus the real axis from - r to + r, 
except the origin which is avoided along a semicircle ofradi
us E. Now, because lnf(z)---+ 0 as Izl---+oo the large semicircle 
does not contribute to the integral (3.21) in the limit r---+ 00. 
On the other hand, it can be proved 18 that IA (k)1 <const/lk 1 
as k---+ o. Thenf(k ) can become infinite when k---+ 0 no faster 
than k - N, and it implies that the contribution of the small 
semicircle to the integral (3.21) vanishes as E---+ O. Therefore 
it follows that 

lnf(k) = _1_. [,"" lnf(q) dq, 1m k > o. (3.22) 
2m1- "" q - k 

Here of signifies that the Cauchy principal value of the inte
gral must be taken at q = O. Analogously, by integrating 
along a similar contour in the lower half-plane, we find 

0= -l-f"" lnf( - q) dq 1m k>O. (3.23) 
21Ti - 00 q - k ' 

Now, by adding (3.22) and (3.23), 

lnf(k) = _1 . [-"" In(f(q)f( - q)) dq, 1m k > O. 
2m J - "" q - k 

Then, by using (3.20), we deduce that for kEC,+ , 
(3.24) 

In[det A (k )] = - I In __ I (
k+ k )n, 

1 k-kl 

+ ~p In [det(A (q)A (- q))] dq.(3.25) 
2;jJ-oo q-k 
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This expression leads to the asymptotic expansion 

In[detA(k)] =_1_' i: {~Inlk7n+l 
2k n=O 2n + 1 I 

+ ~ f 00 q2nln[det(A (q)A (- q))] dq}k -2n. (3.26) 

In addition, from Proposition 3 and the relations (2.22) we 
have 

det(A (q)A ( - q)) = [det(l- R (q)R ( - q))]-l. (3.27) 

Therefore, by substituting (3.9) and (3.26) into (3.19), we get 
that the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of the trace 
of the resolvent operator may be expressed in terms of scat
tering data in the following form: 

Hn [ V] = 2i I n
1
k7n - 1 _ 2n - 1 

I 21T 

xf 00 q2n-2In[det(1- R (q)R (- q))] dq, n>l. 

(3.28) 

These relations are the trace identities for matrix Schro
dinger operators. Observe that the existence of the integrals 
appearing in (3.28) requires that R (q) must decrease rapidly 
as Iql~O(). This asymptotic behavior for R (q) is assured by 
assuming that the potential V(x) is infinitely differentiable 
and along with its derivatives decreases rapidly at infinity. 19 

4. CONSERVATION LAWS FOR NONLINEAR 
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 

By means of the trace identities (3.30) we can derive in a 
unified way infinite families of conservation laws for several 
of the most important nonlinear evolution equations solv
able by\the inverse scattering transform method. To see this, 
let us consider the Calogero-Degasperis equations8 for 
N X N matrix functions V (x,t ); 

o,V=2(J0(J;:,t)Vx +an(J;:)[an,V] +(In(J;:)qan, (4.1) 

where the notation conventions are as in Ref. 8. It was 
proved by Calogero and Degasperis that the evolution law of 
the scattering data of the matrix Schrodinger equation under 
the flows (4.1) is such that the eigenvalues remain invariant 
and the reflection coefficient for right incidence evolves in 
time according to 

R (k,t) = exp[ 4ik I'dt' (Jo( - 4k 2,t ')] 

Xexp[ t(an ( - 4k 2) + 2ik(Jn( - 4k 2))an ] 

xR (k,O)exp[t( - ant - 4k2) 

+ 2ik(Jn( - 4k 2))an ]. (4.2) 

Thus, we find that 

R (k,t)R ( - k,t) = exp[ t(an( - 4k 2) + 2ik(Jn( - 4k 2))an ] 

xR (k,O)R ( - k,O)exp[ - t(an( - 4k 2) 

+ 2ik(Jn ( - 4k 2))an ], (4.3) 

and then we deduce 

det(l - R (k,t)R ( - k,t)) 

= det(l- R (k,O)R (- k,O)). (4.4) 

Therefore, from the trace identities (3.28) it is obvious that 
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the functionals Hn [V] are conserved under the evolution 
equations (4.1). We emphasize that the equations (4.1), for 
which our result applies, contain the time-dependent term 
2(Jo(L,t ) Vx . 

The class of evolution equations (4.1) includes,20 among 
others, the KdV equation, the modified KdV equation, the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation, and the sine-Gordon equa
tion. In this way, from the functionals Hn [ V] we can get 
conservation laws for such equations by means of appropri
ate choices of the matrix function V. For example 

(1) Modified Korteweg-de Vries equation: 

( 

_q2 
q, = qxxx + 6q2qx' V = 

-qx 
qx ) 

2 • -q 
(4.5) 

(2) Nonlinear Schrodinger equation: 

¢x ) 
-1¢1 2 • 

(4.6) 

(3) Sine-Gordon equation: 

=(-!u; -!Uxx ) u,x = sin u, V 2 . 
~uxx - !ux 

(4.7) 

In order to understand the relationship among these 
sets of conservations laws and the ones already known for 
these equations, let us consider the generalized Zakharov
Shabat spectral problem 

(ox - Q + ika3 )q; = 0, Q (x) = ( ° 
r(x) 

q(X)) 

° ' (4.8) 

and its Jost solutions ¢(k,x) and ¢(k,x), verifying the condi
tions 

(
b (k )e - ikx) (0) 0 

Ok +- ¢(k,x) ~ elkx
, 

a(k )el x x~.- 00 x~+ oc 1 
(4.9) 

(
a(k)e-

ikx
) _ (1) ° 

k +- ¢(k,x) ~ e - Ikx. 

- b (k )el 
x x- -- 00 x_ + 00 ° (4.10) 

Now, by defining V = Q 2 + Qx it follows that 

- oxx + V - k 2 = ( - Ox - Q + ika3 )(ox - Q + ika3 ). 

(4.11) 

This implies that the Jost function F +(k,x) of the 2 X 2 ma
trix Schrodinger problem with potential V = Q 2 + Qx is giv
en by 

F + (k,x) = (¢( - k,x) ¢(k,x)); 

hence, the corresponding matrix A (k ) is 

A (k ) = (a( -0 k ) 0) 
a(k) . 

Therefore, by (3.9), (3.19), and (4.13) it follows that 

_1_' i H n [Q 2 + Qx ]k ~ 2n 
2k n= 1 

= __ I- ok [lna(k)+lna(-k)]. 
2k 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

On the other hand, it is known21 that the conservation laws 
for the evolution equations solvable by the inverse scattering 
transform associated with (4.8) are the coefficients of two 
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asymptotic expansions for the logarithms of a(k ) and o(k ) of 
the form 

00 

lna(k) = LCn[Q]k-n, Imk>O, (4. 15a) 
n=1 

00 

lno(k)= L Cn[Q]k -n, Imk<O. (4. 15b) 
n=l 

As a result we find 

Hn [Q2 + Qx] = 2i(2n - 1)C2n _ 1 [Q]. (4.16) 

That is to say, the conservation laws Hn [Q 2 + Qx] pro
vided by the trace relations (3.28) are members of the known 
families of conservation laws for the evolution equations as
sociated with the generalized Zakharov-Shabat spectral 
problems. 

Another interesting nonlinear equation for which the 
functionals Hn [ V] determine an infinite set of conservation 
laws is the m-component nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

m 
ialtPa = - axxtPa - 2 L itPp i2tPa, a = 1, ... ,m. 

P=I 

As it has been observed by Wadati,22 if we define the 
(m + I)X(m + 1) matrices 

(4.17) 

tPI(X)···tPm (X)) , 

Omxm (
1 0 ... 0) 

J= ~ -1 ' 
• mXm 

o 
U(X)=(+ 

tP:':,(x) 
(4.18) 

then, under the evolution law associated with (4.17), the ma
trix Schrodinger operator 

L = -axx + V(x), V= - U 2 +JUx 

evolves according to the Lax pair equation 

aIL = [B,L], B =2iJaxx - 2iUax - iJV. 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

From (4.20) it is clear that the eigenvalues of L are constants 
of the motion. Furthermore, it is easy to realize that the 
reflection coefficient for right incidence associated with L 
evolves in time in the following form: 
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R (k,t ) = exp( - 2ik 2tJ)R (k,0)exp(2ik 2tJ). (4.21) 

This implies that det(l - R (k,t)R ( - k,t )) is time indepen
dent. Therefore, by virtue of the trace identities (3.28), we 
have that the functionals Hn [ - U 2 + JUx ] are conserva
tion laws for the evolution equation (4.17). 
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Langer's method for weakly bound states of the Helmholtz equation with 
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Use of the harmonic oscillator equation as the comparison equation in the application of Langer's 
method to bound states of the Helmholtz equation, w" + k ~g(z)w(z) = 0, with symmetric profiles 
k ~g(z), produces the WKB eigenvalue condition, which asserts the equality of the phase integral 
of the original equation between the turning points to (n + 112)17". In the case of weakly bound 
states, this condition gives eigenvalue estimates of low accuracy. Use of the Helmholtz equation 
with the symmetric Epstein profile, G (x) = [E + Uo(cosh ax)-2], as the comparison equation 
provides the basis for a convenient method to obtain eigenvalue estimates of substantially 
increased accuracy in the case of weakly bound states. In addition to the usual condition of 
equality of the phase integrals of the original and comparison equations between the turning 
points, the conditions k ~g(O) = G (0) and k ~g( 00 ) = G ( 00 ) are imposed. An eigenvalue condition 
which is a simple generalization of the usual WKB eigenvalue condition is obtained. Its 
application to selected diverse examples of the Helmholtz equation indicates that it has a broad 
range of utility. 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Sq, 03.6S.Ge 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the one-dimensional Helmholtz equation, 

w" + k ~g(z)w(z) = 0, (1) 
in the interval - 00 < z < 00. The profile k ~g(z) is character
ized by the symmetric curve of Fig. 1. It is positive at z = O. 
It decreases monotonically away from z = 0 and approaches 
a finite negative limit as Izl--oo. Thus it has two turning 
points. The profile k ~g(z) depends on a parameter, which we 
do not denote explicitly. The functional dependence of the 
profile on the parameter is arbitrary. The Schr6dinger equa
tion is thus considered here a special case of the Helmholtz 
equation. For a discrete set of values of the parameter, the 
eigenvalues, the equation has solutions, the eigenfunctions 
or bound states, which approach zero as Iz 1--00. We consid
er weakly bound states. Accordingly, we have the condition 
k ~g(0) ~ - k ~g( 00). We are interested in obtaining esti
mates of eigenvalues which are more accurate than those 
provided by the usual WKB eigenvalue condition. This con
dition, which can be obtained by Langer's method, using the 
SchrOdinger equation for the harmonic oscillator as the 
comparison equation, gives eigenvalue estimates of low ac
curacy in the case of weakly bound states. 

In Sec. II we derive Langer's transformation. In Sec. III 
we present the usual Langer's method treatment of the prob
lem of bound states with two turning points, using the har
monic oscillator equation as the comparison equation. We 
examine in detail the reason why the resulting eigenvalue 
condition gives eigenvalue estimates of low accuracy in the 
case of weakly bound states. In Sec. IV we present a parallel 
development, using the symmetric Epstein equation, an ex
ample of the Helmholtz equation in which the profile is 
G (x) = [E + Uo(cosh ax) -2'j, as the comparison equation. 
Note that the parametric dependence of this equation is not 
completely determined, as it is in the case of the harmonic 
oscillator equation, by the usual condition of equality of the 
phase integrals of the original and comparison equations 

between the turning points. We argue that the optimal dispo
sition of the additional parametric dependence is achieved 
by imposing the additional conditions k ~g(O) = G (0) and 
k ~g( 00 ) = G ( 00). This choice leads to an eigenvalue condi
tion which is a simple generalization of the usual WKB ei
genvalue condition. It asserts the equality of the phase inte
gral of the original equation between the turning points, not 
to (n + 112)17", as in the WKB eigenvalue condition, but to an 
algebraic function of k ~g(O) and k ~g( 00). In Sec. V we exa
mine the utility of our eigenvalue condition by applying it to 
selected diverse examples of the Helmholtz equation. In or
der to provide a rigorous test, we examine ground states. We 
find that our eigenvalue condition yields eigenvalue esti
mates of substantially increased accuracy, relative to WKB 
eigenvalue estimates, for the Helmholtz equation with a 
wide range of dependences of k ~g(z) on z and the eigenvalue. 

II. LANGER'S TRANSFORMATION 

Following Langer, I we first express w(z) in the form 
w(z) = u(z)v[x(z)], (2) 

where u(z), v(x), and x(z) are functions which are to be deter
mined; v(x) is a new dependent variable and x(z) is a new 
independent variable. Introducing (2) into (1), we obtain the 
differential equation 

UX'2 d 2V + (ux" + 2u'x').!!!!..- + (u" + k ~gu)v(x) = O. 
dx2 dx 

z 

FIG. 1. Characteristic curve of k ~g(z) arising from symmetric profiles 
which correspond to weakly bound eigenstates. 

(3) 
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Equating to zero the coefficient of dvldx, we obtain 

ux" + 2u'x' = 0, 

which, upon integration, yields 

u(z) = NX,-I12, 

(4) 

(5) 

where Nis an undetermined normalization constant. Divid
ing (3) by UX,2, we obtain the equation 

d
2
v (k~g U") 

--2 + -2- + --2 v(x) = O. 
dx x' ux' 

(6) 

The term u" IUX,2 in (6) presents a serious obstacle to 
further progress in obtaining convenient approximate solu
tions of (1). The lowest order approximation is obtained by 
neglecting this unwanted term. In the Appendix we investi
gate the conditions under which neglect of the unwanted 
term is justified. 

We equate the quantity k ~g(z)lx'2 to G (x), the profile 
function in the equation 

d 2v 
dx2 + G (x)v(x) = 0, (7) 

which is referred to as the comparison equation. It satisfies 
the following requirements. First, it must be similar to the 
original equation, (1). This is an imprecise requirement, but 
it is central to our program. In general, the comparison equa
tion is required to have the same structure of turning points 
and singularities as the original equation. The symmetric 
Epstein equation clearly satisfies this requirement in the pre
sent case. The harmonic oscillator equation satisfies this re
quirement for strongly bound states. The divergence 
between the profiles of the original and comparison equa
tions at large values of the independent variables has a negli
gible effect on the analysis. For weakly bound states, on the 
other hand, the divergence is significant. Accordingly, for 
such states the harmonic oscillator equation does not satisfy 
the requirement that it be similar to the original equation. 
The second requirement is that the comparison equation 
must be analytically solvable. The third requirement is that 
the phase integral of the comparison equation must be inte
grable in closed form. The second and third requirements are 
satisfied by both comparison equations. 

The transformations of independent variables, which is 
expressed as the functional relation x = x(z), is determined 
from the relation between k ~g(Z)/X'2 and G (x) which we have 
imposed. We write it as a differential equation: 

G (X)x'2 = k ~g(z). (8) 

Extracting the square root of this equation and integrating, 
we obtain the functional relation x = x(z) implicitly, as the 
equality of two definite integrals, 

(9) 

integrating from corresponding reference points Xo and zoo 

For the problem at hand it is convenient to choose Xo = 0 
and Zo = 0 as the reference points. The transformation of 
independent variables must provide that the turning points 
of the original and comparison equations correspond to each 
other. Thus we require that 
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(10) 

wherez ± and x ± are the right- and left-hand turning points 
of the original and transformed equations, respectively. 

III. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR COMPARISON 
EQUATION 

The standard treatment of the problem of two turning 
points2

•
3 is based on the use of the harmonic oscillator equa

tion, in which 

(11) 

as the comparison equation. The eigenvalues of this equation 
are given by4 

En = Uo
1/2(1 + 2n), (n = 0,1,2,.··). (12) 

In this case, the condition stated in (10) becomes 

l~+ [k~g(S)]1/2ds= i~+ [U01l2(1+2n)-UoX2]1/2dx.(13) 

The value of the integral on the right-hand side of(13) is 
(n + 1!2)1T. Thus we obtain the eigenvalue condition 

f+ [k ~g(sJr12ds = (n + 1!2)1T. (14) 

This is the same as WKB eigenvalue condition.5 Note that 
the parameteric dependence of the comparison equation in 
this case is completely determined by the requirement that 
the phase integrals of the original and comparison equations 
between the turning points be equal to each other. 

We can now see in detail the reason why the eigenvalue 
condition (14) gives eigenvalue estimates oflow accuracy in 
the case of weakly bound states. The phase integrals of 
k ~g(z) and G (x) contain substantial contributions from 
ranges of the independent variables in which the behavior of 
the two profiles deviate significantly from each other. In the 
case of strongly bound states, on the other hand, ranges of 
the independent variables in which the behavior of k ~g(z) 
and G (x) deviate significantly from each other lie outside the 
range of integration. 

IV. SYMMETRIC EPSTEIN COMPARISON EQUATION 

A class of examples of the Helmholtz equation which 
are analytically solvable in terms of solutions of the hyper
geometric equation was applied to ionospheric radio waves 
by Epstein6 and to quantum mechanics by Eckart.7 The sym
metric Epstein equation has the profile 

G (x) = [E + Uo(cosh ax)-2]. (15) 

For weakly bound states, this equation is similar to the origi
nal equation. The harmonic oscillator equation is not. The 
eigenvalue condition for the symmetric Epstein equation is8 

E = - !a2[ - (1 + 2n) + (1 + 4Uoa-2)1/2f, (16) 

where n takes nonnegative integral values starting from zero. 
There is a finite number of levels, determined by the condi
tion 

(17) 

The phase integral between the turning points of the 
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comparison equation is 

f" [E + Uo(cosh ax)-2] 1/2dx 

= 1Ta- I [Uo
1l2 - (_ E)I12]. (18) 

In contrast to the parametric dependence of the harmonic 
oscillator equation, that of the symmetric Epstein equation 
is not completely determined by the condition of equality of 
the phase integrals of the original and comparison equations 
between the turning points. Thus we must impose additional 
conditions in order to obtain an eigenvalue condition. The 
phase integral condition is unique. The choice of additional 
conditions is more arbitrary. In making it, we are guided by 
considerations of simplicity and plausibility. We choose to 
impose the conditions that Uo and E be equal to the corre
sponding quantities of the original equation, i.e., 

Uo = k ~g(O) - k ~g( 00 )=..1 (k ~g), (19) 

and 

E = G ( 00 ) = k ~g( 00 ). (20) 

We eliminate the remaining quantity in (18), namely a, by 
means of (16), making use of (19) and (20) to express it in 
terms of ..1 (k ~g) and k ~g( 00). Note that there is no simple 
and plausible way to choose a. Thus the conditions that we 
have imposed in order to obtain an eigenvalue condition are 
the appropriate ones. The following expressions for a as a 
function of Uo and E are obtained from (16) for n = 0 and 
n =1= 0, respectively: 

- -1/2 -ao = (- Eo) [Uo - (Eo)], 

2(1 + 2n)( - ES/2 

an#o= [(1+2n)2-1] 

(21) 

[{ 
[Uo - (- En)] [(1 + 2n)2 - 1] }112 _ 1]. 

X 1 + (1 + 2n )2( _ En ) 
(22) 

The eigenvalue condition is thus given by the relation 

i
Z • 

z_ 

[k ~g(s)] 1/2ds = 1T( an [..1 (k ~g),k ~g( 00)] )-1 

X ( [..1 (k~gW/2 - [ - Qg(00)r /2 ). 
(23) 

This condition is a simple generalization of the WKB eigen
value condition, (14). In the case of the ground state, n = 0, 
the eigenvalue condition has a particularly simple form, 
namely 

z+ {[ _ k2g(00)] 1/2 } i [k ~g(sW/2ds = 1T [..1 (k 6gJr/2 ~ [ _ k 6g( 00)] 1/2 . 

(24) 

In the case of strongly bound ground states, 
( [ - k ~g( 00 )] 1..1 (k ~g)) ~ 1 and the quantity in curly 
brackets in (24) approaches 1/2, in agreement with the WKB 
eigenvalue condition. In the case of strongly bound higher 
states, the right-hand side of the eigenvalue condition (23) 
approaches (n + 1/2)1T, in agreement with the WKB eigen
value condition. 
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v. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In order to examine the utility of the eigenvalue condi
tion which we have obtained, we apply it to selected diverse 
examples of the Helmholtz equation. In order to provide a 
rigorous test, we examine ground states. Since the scale 
lengths of higher states are smaller relative to that of the 
profile, we expect that the eigenvalue estimates for them will 
be more accurate. The results which we obtain indicate that 
our eigenvalue condition yields eigenvalue estimates which 
are of substantially increased accuracy, relative to WKB ei
genvalue estimates, for the Helmholtz equation with a wide 
range of dependences of k ~g(z) on z and the eigenvalue. 

The first equation which we consider is the Schrodinger 
equation with a Gaussian potential: 

k ~g(z) = E + Voexp( - Z2). (25) 

The second equation is the Schrodinger equation with a po
tential whose magnitude is the square of a Lorentzian: 

k ~g(z) = E + Vo(1 + Z2)-2. (26) 

These equations provide an indication of the applicability of 
our eigenvalue condition to equations in which the asympto
tic behavior of k ~g(z) as Izl~oo is different from that ofG (x) 
as Ixl~oo. Since the asymptotic behavior of the difference 
[G (x) - G (00)] is exponential, namely, as x~oo 

[G(x) - E]-4Uoexp( - 2ax), (27) 

the equations considered provide an appropriate indication. 
In the case of the Gaussian potential, the asymptotic behav
ior is 

(28) 

In the case of the squared Lorentzian potential, the asympto
tic behavior is algebraic: 

(29) 

Note that parameters multiplying the independent variables 
in the potentials of these equations can be scaled away in the 
eigenvalue condition, so that the particular equations consi
dered do not embody restrictions on their generality with 
respect to such parameters. 

The other equations which we consider are examples of 
the Helmholtz equation in which 

k ~g(z) = E + Voexp(s~ - E - Z2), (s = ± 1), (30a,b) 

k ~g(z) = E + Voexp [ - (1 - s~ - E )z2] , (s = ± 1), 
(31a,b) 

Note that the dependence of k ~g(z) onz of(30) and (31) is the 
same as that of (25). Considered together, these four equa
tions provide an indication of the applicability of our eigen
value condition to equations with a wide range of depen
dences of k ~g(z) on the eigenvalue. We consider E = k ~g( 00 ) 
to be the effective eigenvalue. In (30), [k ~g(O) - k ~g( co)] 
increases (decreases) with increasing ( - E) for s = 1 
(s = - 1). In (31), the width of[ k 6g(Z) - k 6g( 00 )] increases 
(decreases) with increasing ( - E) for s = 1 (s = - 1). In (30) 
and (31), we choose [k ~g(z) - k 6g( 00 )] to be functions of 

~ - E, instead of - E. Thereby we produce stronger varia-
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tions of [k ~g(z) - k ~g( 00 )] with respect to - E for small 
values of - E, which will occur in the numerical examples, 
and more severe tests of our eigenvalue condition. 

In order to provide a simple and uniform basis for eval
uating the accuracy of the estimates provided by our eigen
value condition, in each case we choose the value of Vo for 
which the ground state eigenvalue estimate given by the 
WKB eigenvalue condition is zero. For the examples of 
k ~g(z) chosen, there is in each case a bound ground state 
corresponding to this value of Vo. Thus the relative error 
produced by the WKB eigenvalue condition in each case is 
equal to - 1. The choice of a squared Lorentzian instead of 
a Lorentzian has been made in (26) in order to ensure the 
existence of the phase integral for E = O. 

The numerical integration of the phase integrals pre
sents a particular difficulty. In the neighborhood of a turning 
point at z = z,' the dominant behavior of the integrand is 
proportional to (z - Z,)1/2. The first derivative of the inte
grand increases in magnitude without limit as z-+z,. A con
venient technique for the numerical evaluation of the phase 
integrals involves the introduction of a simple transforma
tion of the variable of integration which removes the singu
larity in the derivative of the integrand. For the class ofinte
grands considered here on the interval O";z..;z+, a suitable 
transformation is 

(32) 

With the introduction of this transformation, the phase inte
grals between the turning points can be expressed in the form 

I=3Z+f Ik~g[z(t)1l1/2(1-t2)dt. (33) 

In the neighborhood of t = 1, the dominant behavior of 
(k ~g)I/2 is given by 

I k ~g[z(t )1l1/2c:::::: [ - ¥+k ~g/(z+) f/2(1 - t). (34) 

Use of the transformation (32) results in a dramatic improve
ment in the accuracy of the numerical integration of the 
phase integrals. 

The numerical integration of the differential equations 
to determine the exact eigenvalues is performed using a 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta approximation. 

The numerical results are shown in Table I. For each 
differential equation, the value of Vo, the exact value of - E, 

- Ee , the approximate value of - E obtained from our ei
genvalue condition, - Ea , and the relative error of - E, 
[..1 ( - E )/( - E)] = [( - Ea )/( - Ee) - 1], are presented in 
succeeding columns. Recall that the relative error produced 
by the WKB eigenvalue condition is - 1 because the values 
of Vo have been selected to give zero WKB ground state 
eigenvalue. 

The relative error produced by our eigenvalue condi
tion is very small in each case. The sign of the relative error is 
the same for all equations except the equation with the 
squared Lorentzian potential. Presumably, this behavior is a 
consequence of the fact that in all the other equations 
[ k ~g(z) - k ~g( 00 )] is a Gaussian in z. Considered together, 
the six equations suggest that our eigenvalue condition 
yields eigenvalue estimates of substantially increased accu
racy, relative to WKB eigenvalue estimates, for the Helm
holtz equation with a wide range of dependences of k ~g(z) on 
z and the eigenvalue. 
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APPENDIX: NEGLIGIBILITY OF UNWANTED TERM 

In Sec. II we neglected th.e unwanted term in (6), 
u" I ux/2

, in order to permit the development of the lowest 
order approximation to the solution of (1). Here we examine 
the unwanted term in detail and attempt to understand the 
conditions under which its neglect can be justified. 

The explicit form of u(z) is 

u(z)=N . { 
G [x(z) 1 } 114 

k~g(z) 
(AI) 

An explicit statement of the condition for the negligibility of 
the unwanted term is 

I 
u" I 

uk~g(z) 
<1. (A2) 

The condition which is typically invoked to justify the 
satisfaction of the inequality (A2) is that the ratio of the scale 
length on which the solution of (1) varies to the scale length 
on which the profile varies is small compared to unity or is 

TABLE I. Numerical results. Entries in (a) designate equations in the text. Corresponding to each equation, (b) gives the value of Vo' (c) the exact value of - E, 
(d) the approximate value of - E given by our eigenvalue condition, and (e) the relative error, [( - Ea )/( - E,) - I]. For each equation, the value of Vo is 
chosen so that the WKB eigenvalue condition gives a ground state at E = O. Thus, the relative error produced by the WKB eigenvalue condition in each case is 
equal to - I. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Equation Vo -E, -Ea [..1 ( - E)I( - E)] 

(25) ( 1/8)17 0.080100 3 0.0815364 0.0179280 
(26) 1/4 0.028924 I 0.0285590 - 0.012 625 2 
(30a) (1/8)17 0.152063 0.157 108 0.033172 I 
(30b) (1/8)17 0.0539366 0.054520 I 0.0108161 
(31a) ( 1/8)17 0.0680584 0.068881 8 0.0120983 
(31b) ( 1/8)17 0.102742 0.105456 0.026420 I 
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less than or approximately equal to unity, depending on the 
situation considered. We shall find that the ratio can be per
mitted to exceed unity in some cases. 

The role played by this ratio in determining the negligi
bility of the unwanted term is particularly clear in the case of 
the WKB approximation, which can be obtained from 
Langer's transformation by using a comparison equation in 
which G (x) is a constant. In that case u(x) is the WKB swell
ing factor and 

u" 

u [k ~g(z)] 
5 [ k ~g'(z)] 2 

16 [k ~g(z)P 
1 [qg"(z)] 

4 [k~g(Z)]2 
(A3) 

If the scale length of g(z) is Ko~ 1, so that Ig'(z)I~Kolg(z)1 and 
Ig" (z) I ~Ko Ig(z) I, the condition (A2) implies that Ko <,k ~. If 
g(z) is of order unity, k o~ 1 is the scale length ofthe solution of 
(1). 

If G (x) is not a constant, the situation is considerably 
more complicated and explicit results can be obtained only 
in particular circumstances. For example, in a study of the 
computation of the reflection and transmission coefficients 
for a family of symmetric profiles, using a comparison equa
tion in which 

G(x) =x2 + 17, (A4) 

where 17 is a constant, Banos3 includes a detailed considera
tion of the unwanted term associated with an original equa
tion which is a symmetric Epstein equation with profile 

k ~g(z) = k ~ tanh2(zlU ), (A5) 

in which case 17 = O. He develops a two-term expansion in 
powers of x 2 for the unwanted term: 

u" IUX,2 = a - /3x2 + "', 
with coefficients 
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(A6) 

whereAo = 21Tlko' Examining the coefficients ofthe expan
sion, he concludes that a necessary and sufficient criterion 
for the applicability of Langer's method in this case is 
A lAo> 1. 

It is impossible to perform a similar analysis in the case 
considered here. We are dealing with an eigenvalue problem 
and we use a more complicated comparison equation. Fur
thermore, the condition k ~g(O) = 0, which makes an explicit 
calculation possible in that case, is a very special one which is 
not available to us. We can, however, develop a fairly specific 
intuitive understanding of the situation by considering (AI). 
Note that u is proportional to the one-fourth power of the 
ratio of profiles and hence that u varies weakly with devia
tions of the ratio from its value of unity at z = 0 and in the 
limit as Izl-oo. For states which are sufficient weakly 
bound, the scale length of the state may exceed that of the 
profile. If the profile of the comparison equation is sufficient
ly similar to that of the original equation, the eigenvalue 
condition may nevertheless give an eigenvalue estimate of 
high accuracy. Unfortunately, it is a practical impossibility 
to ascertain this on an a priori basis. 

'R. E. Langer, Phys. Rev. 51, 669 (1937). For a very readable account of 
Langer's method, see M. V. Berry and K. E. Mount, Rep. Prog. Phys. 35, 
315 (1972). 

2S. C. Miller, Jr., and R. H. Good, Jr., Phys. Rev. 91,174 (1953). 
3A. Banos, Jr., J. Math. Phys. 14, 963 (1973). 
4L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, 
Reading, MA, 1958), Sec. 21, p. 64. 

5E. Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics (Wiley, New York, 1970), 2nd ed., p. 
122. 

'P. S. Epstein, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (USA) 16, 627 (1930). For an excellent 
account of the three-parameter family of profiles first introduced by Ep
stein, see R. A. Phinney, Rev. Geophys. Space Sci. 8, 517 (1970). 

7C. Eckart, Phys. Rev. 35,1303 (1930). 
HL. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, 
Reading, MA, 1958), Sec. 21, p. 69. 
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The formal solutions of certain three-dimensional inverse scattering problems presented in papers 
I-IIIin this series [J. Math. Phys.l0, 1819 (1969); 17,1175 (1976); 21,2648 (1980)] are employed 
here to obtain quantitative estimates on the error resulting from the use of the Born 
approximations in both direct and inverse potential scattering problems. These estimates are 
uniformly valid at all energies, and for all sufficiently weak potentials. 

PACS numbers: 03.80. + r 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that the first Born approximation for the 
direct problem of potential scattering also provides, when 
suitably interpreted, a first approximation for the associated 
inverse problem. We consider here the question of just how 
good an approximation this is for both the direct and the 
inverse problems of potential scattering in three dimensions. 
We give quantitative estimates ofthe errors involved in this 
approximation in terms of familiar norms on the data. These 
estimates are derived from results of our previous work. I 

2. THE DIRECT PROBLEM 

The scattering of a quantum mechanical wave function 
<p(x, k) from a fixed potential V(x) in three dimensions is 
governed by the time-independent Schodinger equation 

(V2 + k 2)<p (x, k) = V (x)<p (x, k). (1) 

The solution, which is to consist of an ingoing plane wave 
plus an outgoing scattered wave, may be expressed as 

J 
eilkl Ix - yl 

<p(x, k) = e'"k·x - V(y}qJ (y, k) dy. 
41Tlx - yl 

(2) 

As Ixl~ao the behavior of <p(x, k) is given by 

<p(x, k)-+e'"k·x - _e - T(k/, k) + 0 - . ilkllxl ( 1 ) 

41Tlxl Ixl2 
(3) 

Here k' = (lkl/lxl)x, and T(k', k) is given by 

T(k/,k) = J e-'"k·YV(y}qJ(y,k)dy. (4) 

In this way, the "on-shell" T-matrix T(k', k) contains the 
scattering data. 

Substituting (2) into (4) and rearranging, we find 

T(k'k) = V(k' - k) - J V(k' - k") 

X 1 T(k" k) dk" 
k"2 _ k2 + iO ' 

or, more formally, 

T= V- VrT, 

(5) 

(6) 

whererT(k',k)isthematrix(k/2 
- k 2 + iO)-IT(k',k).Equa

tion (6) may be solved by iteration, yielding the Born series 
for T: 

T= V- v(rv) + V{rV(rV))- .... (7) 

Following Friedrichs,2 we define an appropriate class of in
tegral kernels and a suitable Friedrichs norm II IIF for this 
class, such that 

IIKrMIIF<IIKIIF IIMIIF 

and such that 

IIVIIF <a < 1. 

(8) 

(9) 

Then the Born series for T converges in this norm,3 and 
we have 

(10) 

If we denote by Tn the sum of the first n terms of the 
Born series, i.e., Tn is the nth Born approximation, then 

., 
IIT- TnIlF< L IlVllk 

k=n+1 

I-a 
(11) 

In particular, for the first Born approximation T I , we have 

liT - TIIIF<a2/(1 - a), (12) 

and each succeeding approximation is better by a factor of a. 
Of course it is well known that the Born series con

verges geometrically. The trouble here is that estimates for 
the "on-shell' T-matrix in three dimensions require the use 
of a Friedrichs norm satisfying (8). In order to draw useful 
conclusions, we must relate this norm to norms of a more 
familiar form. 

In Appendix A we show that for a particular choice of 
Friedrichs norm and any convolution kernel F(k' - k) we 
always have 

10 1IFIIo<IIFIIF<I000 IIFIII' (13) 

where 

IIFIII = sup {(I + IklllDiF(klll, k,j (14) 

with DjF any derivative of Foforderj, 0<j<2, and 

IlFllo = sup IF(k)l. (15) 
k 

It follows that if 

IIVIII = sup {l + IkI)IDjV(k)l} «0.001)a <0.001, (16) 
k 
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and if B (k' - k) = T((k' - k)/2, (k - k')l2) is the backscat
ter matrix, then liB IIF <IITIIF' so 

an + 1 

IIB-Bnllo< sup IIB(k) -Bn(k)ll«O.I)--. (17) 
k (1 - a) 

We note that this estimate is umform in k. 

3. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

We summarize here the results of Ref. 1. We may re
write (6) as 

T= V - vrT= VU, (18) 

where U is the ingoing Moller wave matrix, 

U=I-rT. (19) 

This operator is known to be unitary when the Born series 
converges, i.e., when (9) holds. 2 Hence UU* = I, where 

U* = I + rT*, (T*(k', k) = T(k, k ')). 

Applying (20) to (18), we find 

T+ TrT* = v. 

(20) 

(21) 

We now define the projection operator e, which takes ker
nels K (k'k) in our Friedrichs class into convolution kernels, 
by 

eK (k' _ k) = K (k' ; k , k ~ k'). (22) 

In particular, 

eV(k' - k) = V(k' - k) (23) 

and 

eT(k', k) =B(k' - k), (24) 

where B ( - k) = T ( - k, k) contains the backscattering 
data. Inserting (23) and (24) into (21), we find 

V = B + e (TrT*). (25) 

Inserting (25) in turn into (21) and solving for T, we obtain 

T=B+ (I -e)(TrT*). (26) 

We show in Ref. 1 that Eq. (26) characterizes the scattering 
kernels obtained from local potentials, and that this equation 
can be solved by iteration for T in terms of B, provided 

liB IIF <b < A, 
in which case we have 

IITIIF<2b<!. 

If we now take for our first approximation 

T1(k', k) = 0 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

and obtain our higher order approximations by interation of 
(27), 

Tn + I (k', k) = B (k' - k) + (I - e )(TnrT~)(k', k), (30) 

then we show in Ref. 1 that 

(31) 

so that the convergence of these approximations Tn to Tis 
also geometric. Finally, our nth approximation to Vis ob
tained from (25): 

(32) 
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How good are these approximations? We show in Ref. 1 
that if (27) holds, then, for all n, 

II TnIIF<2b<!, (33) 

and so 

IlVn IIF <b + 4b 2 < ft.. 
Moreover, it follows from (31) and (32) that 

IIV - Vn IIF <!(8b)" + 1(1 - 8b )-1. 

(34) 

(35) 

In particular, VI(k' - k) = B (k' - k) is the first Born ap
proximation for the inverse problem, and (34) says 

IIV- V11IF<16b 2(1- 8b)-I. (36) 

Each succeeding approximation is better by a factor of 8b. 
Thus V2 is not much of an improvement over VI unless 
8b < !, in which case V2 is better at least by a factor of 2. 

In terms of more familiar norms, if we assume 

liB III = sup II + Ikl)IDjK(k)ll «O.OOl)b, (37) 
k,j 

then we conclude from (13) that (35) and (36) hold with II IIF 
replaced by 1011 110' Thus, 

II V - Vn 110 = sup II V(k) - Vn(k)ll 
k 

(38) 

which gives a uniform estimate for the error in the nth ap
proximation to V(k) which is uniform in k. 

It is unfortunate that the conditions (16) and (37) are so 
stringent as to preclude any but a theoretical interest. Presu
mably better conditions can be given with more a priori 
knowledge; e.g., with knowledge that the potential is radial. 
In retrospect, it is perhaps not surprising that such stringent 
conditions are required to include so broad a class of three
dimensional potentials. Nevertheless, it should be empha
sized again that the results described here hold for all suffi
ciently weak potentials, and for all sufficiently weak 
scattering data. 
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APPENDIX A 

In order to derive Eq. (13) we introduce here a particu
lar Friedrichs norm suggested by Schwartz.4 

Let A (s, t) be a (possibly vector valued) function of two 
real variables (s, t). We define 

and 

MA (s, t) = (1 + Isl)I/4IA (s, t)l, 

M'A (s, t) = (1 + It 1l1/41A (s, t)l, 
(AI) 

NA (s, t) = sup (2h )-1/2IA (s + h, t) -A (s - h, t)l, 
Ih 1< I 

N'A(s,t)= sup (2h)-I12IA(s,t+h)-A(s,t-h)l, 
Ih 1<.1 

IA I = sup IA (s, t ) I· (A2) 
s,t 
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Then we set 

IIA lis =maxlIMM'A I, IMN'A I, IM'NA I, INN'A IJ·(A3) 

Lemma 1: Suppose IIA lis < 00 and set 

rA = A (s, t) . (A4) 
s-t+iO 

Then r A is a bounded integral operator on L 2(JR), and 

(A5) 

Lemma 2: Suppose IIA lis < 00, liB lis < 00, and set 

BrA (s, t) = f+ oc B (s, CT)A (CT,:) dCT . (A6) 
- oc CT - t + 10 

Then 

liBrA lis «10 + 21T)IIB lis IIA lis- (A7) 

Proof Lemmas 1 and 2 are both proved by Schwartz 
(Ref. 4, p. 626) with undetermined constants in the estimates 
(A5) and (A 7). We consider here only Lemma 2 in order to 
show that with our normalizations in (A3), we can set the 
const = 17 in (A 7). 

Following Schwartz, we set 

I(s, CT, t) = B (s, CT)A (CT, t) (AS) 

and 

( ) _ pI + 00 I(s, CT, t) dCT gs, t - , 
-00 CT-t 

(A9) 

where P denotes the Cauchy principal part. Then, since 
P s::::: [lI(CT - t)] dCT = 0, we have 

Ig(s, t )1< ( I/(s, CT, t) - I(s, t, t )1 dCT 
J!lT-CI>1 ICT-tl 

{ ICT- t 1- 1/2 dCT 
+ JIlT - C I > I ICT - t I 

<IIA II liB II L-c,>1 ICTI~~I~I1/2 dCT 

+ 211A II liB II ( \ CT - t \112 dCT 
JllT-CI<1 CT-t 

< IIA lis liB lis 14+ S J = 1211A lis liB lis· (AlO) 

Moreover, since P S ::: :: [ 1I(~ - h 2)] dCT = 0, we also have 

Ig(s, t + h ) - gIs, t - h ) I 

2129 

<2h Ipf+ 00 I(s, CT, t) dCTI 
_ 00 (CT - t )2 _ h 2 

=2h Jpf+OO I(S,CT_+t;t) dCTI 
- 00 ~ h 

,;;.2h (00 I/(s, CT+ t, t) - I(s, h + t, t)1 dCT 
"" Jo I~ - h 21 

2h roo If, t - CT, t) - I(s, t - h, t) dCT 
+ Jo I~ - h 2 1 

<4h IIA II liB II ("" I~- h 11;2 dCT 
Jo I -h I 

= (2h )1/21IA II liB 1123/2 (00 ICT - W12 
dCT 

Jo I~ - 11 
= (2h )1/21IA II liB 116. 
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(All) 

Now, since (cf. Ref. 4 p. 615) 

f
+ 00 I(s, CT, t! dCT = pf+ 00 I(s, CT, t) dCT - i1T I(s, t, t), 

- 00 CT - t + 10 - oc CT - t 
(Al2) 

we conclude that liBrA lis « 10 + 21TIIIA lis liB lis, as re
quired. 

Now suppose F(k) is a function of the 3-vector kE1R3, 
and set 

11F110 = sup IF(k)l, 
k 

(Al3) 

IIFIII = sup 1(1 + Ikl)IDjF(k)1 J, 
k,j 

where Dj is any derivative of F of orderj, 0<j<2. Ifwe 
regard F (k' - k) as a convolution kernel, then we may define 
the Schwartz norm IIF lis for F as follows: 

Set r = Ikl, r' = Ik'l, k = rro, k' = r'ro', and 

IG (r, r')1 = max{sup _1_ { IF(rro - r'ro') I dro', 
'" 41T In 

sup _1_ { IF(rro - r'ro')1 dro}. 
",' 41T In (A14) 

Then I G (r, r') I is the Holmgren norm of the operator G (r, r') 
acting on L 2(n), where n is the unit sphere in 1R3, and so 
IG (r, r')1 bounds the operator norm. Now if we set s = r, 
t = r'2, and 

{
(st )1/4F(SI/2ro - t 1/2ro') s, t> 0, 

A (s t) = . (AI5) , ° otherwIse, 

then we can define IIA lis by (A3), and define IIF lis by 

1IFIls = IIA lis· (AI6) 

Lemma 3: Suppose IIF III < 00. Then we have 

IIF 110< IIF lis < 161T11F III' (AI7) 

Proof This Lemma is also proved by Schwartz (Ref. 4, 
p. 633), again with an undetermined constant in the estimate 
(A 17). We show here that we can take const = 161T. 

We start by observing that if r < r', then I rro - r'ro' I 
> 1I2r' I ro - ro'l which is easily seen by drawing the appro
priate picture. Hence, if IF(k)1 <C (1 + Ikl)- 1, then 

IF(rro - r'ro')I<C(1 + ,ulro - ro'I)-I, (AlS) 

where 

,u = !max(r, r'). (AI9) 

Hence we have, with cp = angle between ro and ro', 

~ ( F(rro _ r'ro') Idro < 21T {" sin cp dcp 
C In Jo (1 +,u sin(cp/2)) 

= 41T {"/2 sin 2 /3 d/3 
Jo (1 +,u sin /3 ) 

S ( zdz 
= 1T Jo (1 +,uz) 

=~ (+1" z-1 dx 
,u2 JI Z 

= (S1T/,u2)1,u -In(1 + ,u)1 

<41T/(1 +,ut (A20) 
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Hence we have [cf. (A14)] 

, 417'C 417' 
IG(r,r)l< 2< 211F111' 

(1 + Jl) (1 + Jl) 
(A21) 

The same is true, of course, if Fis replaced by DjF, whereDj 
is any derivative oforderj, 0<j<2. Hence, with A (s, 1) given 
by (AlS) we have 

(1 + IsI I/2)(1 + It 11I2)IA (s, t)1 < 1617'1IF III' (A22) 

Similarly, 

IA (s + h, t ) - A (s - h, 1 ) I 

< 1 a:; (S1/2oo - t 11
2

00') 1 

< 417'1IFIII 

1 

(s + h )1/2 - (s - h )1/21 
(2h )1/2 

(1 + Jl)2 ' 
(A23) 

and 

IA (s + h, t + h ) - A (s + h, t - h ) - A (s - h ), t + h ) 
+ A (s - h, t - h )1 

a2F(s1/2oo _ t 11200') (s + h )1/2 - (s _ h )1/2 

< arar' (2h)1/2 

X 
(t + h )112 - (1 - h )1/2 <' 417'11F1II 

.... (A24) 
(2h )1/2 (1 + Jlf . 

Combining all these estimates, we obtain the upper bound in 
(A17). 

For the lower bound we simply observe that from (A3) 
we have 

maxlIMN'A I, INN'A IJ<IIA lis· 

Hence, if we set t = 0 in (39), we find 

(A2S) 

sup (2h )-1/2(1 + Isl)I/4IA (s, h )I<IIA lis, (A26) 
Ih I < I 

while if we set s = t = 0, we find 

sup (2h )-1/2(2h ')-1/2IA (h, h ')I<IIA lis), (A27) 
Ih I < I 
Ih'l < I 

It follows that 

sup (st)-1/4IA (s, t)1 

= sup G(SI/2, t 1/2)<IIA lis. (A28) 

Now from (A14) we find 

G(SI/2, 0) 

= max {sup IF(sl/2oo)l, _1_ ( IF(s1/2ool dOO} 
'" 417' In 

= sup IF(sl/2oo)l. (A29) 
'" 
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Hence by putting t = 0 in (A28) we conclude 

sup IF(k)1 = sup IF(r, oo)I<IIA lis 
k Cll.r 

(A30) 

which gives the lower bound in (AI7). 

If we now define the Friedrichs norm IIA IIF for A by 

IIA IIF = (10 + 217')IIA lis, (A3l) 

then we find, according to Lemma 2, that 

liBrA IIF<IIB IIFIIA IIF (A32) 

and, according to Lemma 3, that 

IOIIF 1I0<IIF IIF < lOOOllF III' (A33) 

APPENDIXB 

As a simple example, we consider explicitly the case 
where the backscatter data are given by 

B (k) = EI(l + k 2
) (Bl) 

with E a small parameter to be determined. One sees easily 
from (37) that 

liB III = 2E. (B2) 

Hence if we choose E so that 

32E<0.OOI, (B3) 

then B satisfies (37) with b = -h, and our analysis applies. 
The first Born approximation VI to V is now 

VI(k) = B (k) = EI( 1 + k 2
). (B4) 

In configuration space this becomes 

VI(x) = Ee- 1xI/417'Ixl· (BS) 

The error in this approximation is given by (38), which re
duces to 

W(k) - VI(k)I«0.025)(1!2)2(1!2)-1 = 0.0125, (B6) 

valid for all k. 

I R. T. Prosser, "Fonnal solutions of inverse scatteriang problems, 1," J. 
Math. Phys.l0, 1819-1822 (1969); II, ibid. 17, 1775-1779 (1976); Ill, ibid. 
21,2648-2653 (1980). 

2K. O. Friedrichs, Perturbations of Continuous Spectra, Comm. Pure Appl. 
Math, 1, 361-405 (I948). 

'This condition, of course, rules out potentials admitting bound states (Ref. 
2). 

4J. Schwartz, "Some non-self-adjoint operators. 1," Comm. Pure Appl. 
Math. 13, 609-639 (1960); II, ibid. 14, 619-626 (1961). 
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Perturbation theory of inelastic resonances 
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Perturbation theory of inelastic resonances is developed. From the fact that the resonances appear 
as the roots of the Jost function, we show that perturbation coefficients are obtained without use of 
the complete set. The theory is generalized to the case when the unperturbed Hamiltonian is p
fold degenerate. The near degenerate case is also discussed, and the radius of convergence for the 
perturbation series is estimated. We also treat the perturbation theory of residues both in the 
nondegenerate and degenerate case. 

PACS numbers: 03.80 + r, 03.6S.Nk 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of resonances has been an intriguing subject 
of research ever since the first papers by Breit and Wigner. I

•
2 

Results show that this problem can be treated in two ways, 
depending on what kind of information one wants to obtain. 
In the earlier line of research resonances were defined in 
terms of the complex eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian, 
while in later work the resonances were defined in terms of 
the complex angular momentum. 3-5 The two approaches are 
complementary but the Regge theory, as the latter is usually 
referred to, offers more insight if we are concerned with the 
calculation of cross sections,6.7 or with the classification of 
resonances.8 In many cases, however, the complex energy 
formalism is used as an alternative, such as in the study of 
decay properties of well-defined states,9 in the analysis of the 
resonance cross sections where only a few partial waves are 
involved, and lately in atom-surface resonances. 10-12 For his
toric reasons, when we talk in this article about the reson
ances we will understand the complex energy formalism. 

In order to understand resonances several techniques 
were developed: a partitioning approach, 13.14 the formal 
treatment, 15-19 and lately, the coordinate rotation meth
od.20.21 Of all the methods, perturbation theory is the most 
attractive since it gives the simplest understanding of how 
resonances are formed. However, there are obvious limita
tions to such an approach, as clearly pointed out by Fonda et 
al. 22 Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement in the 
perturbation theory and one is offered here. The perturba
tion theory presented in this article is an extension of the one 
recently developed for the inelastic Regge poles. 23 

Before giving the outline of the theory, let us make a few 
general comments about the shortcomings of the perturba
tion approach that has been in use so far. Ifwe set aside the 
R -matrix method as not being perturbation theory in the 
true sense, we have only the one based on the Green's func
tion formalism. 24 It offers a simple and lucid description of 
resonances. However, its formal nature obscures some diffi
culties when it is used as a basis for developing a perturbation 
theory of resonances: (a) the wave functions are obtained 
from the iteration of Fredholm type integral equations, a 
procedure which in many cases is not convergent,25 (b) it 
requires definition of a complete set offunctions, e.g., for 

"'This work was supported in part by the grant NSF F6FOO6-Y. 

determining the "level shifts," (c) it is not clear how to treat 
the degenerate resonances, i.e., the case when the unper
turbed Hamiltonian is degenerate, of (d) how to treat reson
ances which are true resonances in the unperturbed Hamil
tonian. Furthermore, the theory does not offer a simple way 
for calculating the peturbation expansion of the residues of 
the S-matrix. 

In this article we develop a perturbation theory based 
on the fact that the resonance poles appear as the roots of a 
determinant of the Jost function. 26.27 The Jost function will 
be determined by an integral equation of Volterra type for 
which the iteration procedure produces a series which is ab
solutely covergent. 28 We also note that in the Jost function 
formalism there is no need for separation of channels into 
closed and open ones, such as in the approach ofFeshbach. 14 
Therefore we have complete symmetry between the reson
ances which are bound states and the true resonances in the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian. Furthermore, at no point do we 
use a complete set for determining the perturbation coeffi
cients. The advantage of this was shown in the simple case of 
a single channel problem.29 This means that the level shift is 
given only in terms of the solution for the particular unper
turbed state which is subjected to the perturbation. 

Another difference from the previous theory is the 
choice of variable which is expanded in a perturbation series. 
In our approach we expand the wave number, while usually 
the expansion is done for the energy variable. Although a 
minor point, in some cases we obtain better results as shown 
in a single channel case. 29 

We also show in this article how to treat the more gener
al case in which there is a p-fold degeneracy in the unper
turbed Hamiltonian. An estimate is given for the radius of 
convergence in both the nondegenerate and degenerate 
cases. It is shown that if we treat the nondegenerate problem 
as the degenerate one, with a suitable definition of the pertur
bation, the radius of convergence of the perturbation series is 
considerably enlarged. 

In this article we will only treat the Feshbach-type re
sonances, i.e., the resonances which are bound states of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian. However, the theory is of general 
validity and can be applied to the resonances which are also 
true resonances in the unperturbed Hamiltonian. In such 
cases, though, one should make an analytic continuation of 
the potential in the complex coordinate plane.29 

In Sees. 4 and 8 we derive a perturbation theory for the 
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residues both for the nondegenerate and degenerate case, 
respectively. We obtain results which are in agreement with 
the formal theory of resonances, i.e., the modulus of residues 
in nondegenerate theory is proportional to the partial width 
of resonances. In the degenerate case we find the same agree
ment with an additional factor measuring the order of degen
eracy. In addition to this result we also find the phase of 
residues, which in the formal theory is essentially not 
determined. 

In this article we will only consider the s-state reson
ances. The theory for nonzero angular momentum reson
ances can be obtained by simply modifying the potential ma
trix by the centrifugal term. 

2. PERTURBATION THEORY FOR NONDEGENERATE 
POLES 

Let the set of multichannel equations describing inelas
tic collision be 

(2.1) 

where V is the n X n matrix and K 2 is the diagonal matrix of 
channel energies. Let us also assume that the first few chan
nel energies are negative, in which case they describe states 
that are not observed asymptotically. Our main interest, as 
was pointed out in the Introduction, is to calculate their con
tribution to the S matrix, in particular when their configura
tion allows formation of Feshbach-type resonances. In the 
model which will be considered, we will assume that the 
interaction between channels is weak, in which case the po
tential matrix V allows separation, 

V = Vo + tV', (2.2) 

where V' contains all the off-diagonal elements of V. Vo is 
therefore diagonal. 

The set of equations (2.1) has a solution in the form of a 
Volterra type integral equation 

¢ = ¢o + ~ K -I r G (r,r')V'(r')¢(r')dr', (2.3) 
21 Jo 

for which it can be proved that the iteration series converges 
absolutely. 2M The kernal is defined as 

(2.4) 

where the functions ¢o and 1 a± are the regular and irregular 
solutions of the uncoupled equations (2.1), respectively. 
They are, therefore, the diagonal matrices. 

For large r the irregular solutions are defined as 

I±(r)~e+ikr, r~oo (2.5) 

while the regular solution is given in a form of a linear 
combination 

¢~/o-(r)J+ + 10+ (r)J, (2.6) 

whereJ andJ + are the Jost functions (in fact the n Xn matri
ces, but we will refer to them as functions), and their ratio 
J + J - I gives the S matrix. From the understanding that the 
poles of the S matrix have physical interpretation of bound 
states and resonances, these observables are given from the 
solution of the equation 

F= Det(J) = o. (2.7) 
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It can be shown that the Jost function J is given by27 

J = Jo - ~ K -I (C>O dr 10- (r)V'(r)¢(r)dr, (2.8) 
21 Jo 

where the unperturbed Jost function Jo is diagonal and cor
responds to the solution of(2.1) with t = O. By iterating (2.3) 
the resulting series for (2. 8) is absolutely convergent, with the 
same restrictions as for (2.3). Therefore, the Jost functionJ is 
given as a power series in 

t
2 

J = J() + ell + -J, + ... 2" , (2.9) 

where 

(2.10) 

and 

J2 = !K -liC>O dr 10- V'K -lir 
G (r,r')V'(r')¢o(r')dr', 

o 0 

(2.11) 

with the kernel defined in (2.4). In our treatment, the higher 
order corrections to J will not be required. 

The derivation of the basic equations for obtaining the 
poles of the S matrix have been so far only formal and no 
conditions on the potential were given. As pointed out by 
Newton/o the function F, given by (2.7), is analytic near the 
roots which correspond to the resonances, but the Jost func
tion (2.8) may not be defined in the same vicinity ifmore than 
one channel is closed. The reason is that, in general, ¢ is 
exponentially increasing function for large r and and if the 
matrix elements of V' are not sufficiently rapidly going to 
zero in the same limit, the integral in (2.8) is infinite. Al
though for an absolute convergence of(2.3) it is sufficient 
that the first moments of Vare finite, the same is not true for 
(2.8). Therefore we will define a cutoff in the potential matrix 
V (r) at some large r = R. Beyond that point V (r) is identically 
zero. For such a potential (2.8) is absolutely convergent, but 
the roots are now R-dependent. In order to obtain the R-in
dependent roots we will in the final expressions for the per
turbation coefficients of the roots take the limit R~ 00, if 
such a limit exists. As will be shown, this limit exists and we 
will associate such roots with those corresponding to the true 
noncutoff potential V (r), for which we do not require more 
than that the first moments are finite. For convenience, in 
the derivation of the roots we will omit any reference to R, 
but having in mind that they are defined in such manner. 

We will now solve the equation for the poles of the S 
matrix (2.7) with the assumption (2.9), provided that no two 
roots of equation 

Fa = Det(Ja) = 0 (2.12) 

for different channels are equal (the assumption of nonde
generacy). However, before doing that let us comment on F. 
The F is multidimensional in K but by replacing each ele
ment of Kby 

Ki=(k 2 - Ei)I12, (2.13) 
where Ei is the threshold energy of the ith channel, we look 
for the roots of (2. 7) in the variable k. The set of all Riemann 
surfaces for each Ki is replaced by a single surface in the 
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variable k, with as many branch points as there are channels. 
Therefore, we should be careful how to define the physical 
sheet of k in order to get physically meaningful results. 

Let us now assume that one zero of Eq. (2.7) is K. It is 
obviously a function of E, and for a small perturbation we can 
develop K in a power series, 

K = ko + Ekl + (e/2) k2 + "', (2.14) 

where ko = K(E = 0) and 

dK d 2K 
kl = -(E=O), k2 =-:2(E= 0). 

dE d~ 
(2.15) 

The assumption on (2.14) is that the roots of Fo are not close 
to the branch points in the k plane so that when the perturba
tion is included the radius of convergence in E is smaller than 
1. Otherwise, the series (2.14) is not convergent. We will also 
discuss other limitations on (2.14) in the subsequent sections. 

It has been shown that the coefficients of expansion 
(2.15) are related to the function F by23 

k l = -F/F', k2= -(l/F')[F+2ki'+F~F"], 
(2.16) 

where we use the notation F = JF /JE and F' = JF /Jk. 
Therefore in order to obtain the coefficients in the expansion 
(2.14) we require partial derivatives of Fin both E and k 
variables, and we must take their limit k-K(E) and then take 
the limit E--+O. However, in order to avoid calculation of k2 
through the second derivatives of F, we can evaluate dK/dE 
for finite E but to terms of order 0 (E2), i.e., 

dK/dE = kl + Ek2 + 0 (e), (2.17) 

in which case we get k2 without using (2.16). Such a proce
dure considerably simplifies calculation of k2 in the degener
ate case. 

The positive imaginary roots of Fo inK are of particular 
importance to our analysis. When the channels are uncou
pled they represent the bound states but with the coupling 
they become decaying states, i.e., Feshbach-type resonances. 
Other roots of Fo, in particular the complex ones, will not be 
treated in this article. Let us therefore assume that ko is the 
bound state root of the pth element of uncoupled Jost func
tion, i.e.,} p (ko) = O. In such a case F' to zeroth order in E I is 
given by31 

F' = }1}2"-ip _ I}~} P + I "-in j~PV), (2.18) 

where); are the diagonal elements of Jo, and P designates the 
product of all); except the pth. However, to obtain (2.17) we 
need F' to 0 (e). We therefore take the limit ofF' for k-K(E) 
and expand F' in powers of E. For small, but nonzero E, we 
can write 

} p -}~(K - ko)-Ekl}~' 
(2.19) 

}; -}iO + }Fo(K - kO)-jiO + Ekl}Fo, i=/= P 

whl!re we have used (2.14). The derivative of} p is taken for 
E--+O. We find 

F'=j~PV)+EkJ~PV) i ~; + o (E)2. (2.20) 
;~ l"op]; 

Let us now find F to 0 (Ef. By taking into account that 
the diagonal terms of J I are zero, we obtain 
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hence k I as given by (2.17), is 

kl =0 

and k2 is 

1 [ n 1 ] k2 = -:;- 2 L -;-(JI )p; (J I ); p - (J2 ) pp 
J p ;~I"opJ; 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

as result analogous to the Regge poles. 23 The matrix ele
ments ofJl and J2 are given by (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. 

Higher order coefficients are obtained in a similar 
manner. 

3. DISCUSSION OF k2 

As we have shown, for a perturbation of the form (2.2), 
the first order correction in the expansion of the poles of the 
S matt ix in E is exactly zero. The leading term is k2' given by 
(2.23). However, such a form of k2 can be reduced to a 
simpler form, more tractable for discussion. If we take into 
account (2.10) and (2.11) and use (2.6) we obtain, after some 
algebra, 

k2=-_I_ L --. if;pVplif;ldr fl-Vlpif;pdr' . n 1 [100 100 

2k I ~ I ,,0 p K III 0 r 

+ 100 

dr if; p VpIiI- [dr'if;1 Vlpif;p ] , (3.1) 

where we have dropped all the zeros referring to the unper
turbed solutions. The function if; p in (3.1) is the unperturbed 
bound state. 

We have also used the relationship for the normaliza
tion constant of the bound state if; p' given byl7 

ij+ J}p = 100 

tf;;,dr = N2. 
p JKp 0 p 

(3.2) 

Since)' is derivative with respect to k, we have 

ij~}; kp = kN 2
, (3.3) 

where k is real. Therefore if; p in (3.1) is a normalized 
function. 

Some of the channels are closed and some are open. We 
will now show that k2 is finite despite the fact that in (3.1) 
there are matrix elements connecting the pth channel with 
the other closed channels. Let us assume, for simplicity, that 
the first s channels are closed (it follows that p<s) in which 
case the solution f;- , i<s, for large r 

f - ( ) -Kir 
I r -e , r-oo. 

However, if;; is 

therefore the integrand in (3.1) containing if;; is 

-KprV .( K,r1oo -K,r-Kpr'V. d' e pI e e Ip r 
r 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

+e-Kir[eK,r-Kpr'V,pdr') (3.6) 

and goes to zero for r-oo at least as exp( - 2K"r). There-
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fore, the coefficient k2 is finite. 
Let us now calculate the portion of the sum in (3.1) 

corresponding to the closed channels only.j I in such a case is 
real and KI is positive imaginary, therefore 

k2 (cl.ch.) 

1 s 1 [1= 100 

= - - I --. zP p VplzPldr fl- VlpzP pdr' 
2k I ~ I ¥ p Kilt 0 r 

+ 100 

drzPpVptfl- fdr'zPIVIPzPp] (3.7) 

is real, meaning that the interaction of zP p with the closed 
channels cannot produce a decaying state, but this term only 
contributes to the level shift. The imaginary part of k2 is 
entirely due to the interaction of zP p with the open channels, 
as one expects on physical grounds. 

The imaginary part of k2 is therefore 

Im(k2) = J..- (k2 - k!) 
2i 

1 1 [lOO ] 2 = -- I -- zP V1zP1dr 
4k I~open kljlj: 0 p p , 

(3.8) 

which is negative sincejt is the complex conjugate ofjl. The 
remaining real part of k2 is obtained by subtracting (3.7) and 
(3.8) from (3.1). 

The resonance energy is now 

k~ =(ko+!k2f=k~ +ko[Re(k2)+iIm(k2)] +!kL 
(3.9) 

from where we obtain the level shift and its width, 

(3.10) 

By noticing that Re (k2) is calculated from (3.1), as de
scribed earlier, we notice that the level shift is given with no 
reference to the complete set of unperturbed solutions of 
Hamiltonian, as it is given, for example, in Feshbach theory. 
The level shift is entirely determined by the interaction of the 
bound state zP P' which is being perturbed, and all other 
channels. 

4. PERTURBATION EXPANSION OF RESIDUES FOR 
NONDEGENERATEPOLES 

The diagonal S-matrix elements for the open channels 
were shown by Newton30 to be 

Sh =F( -Ki)IF, (4.1) 

where we have taken into account that ko is a zero of j p and 
that k I = 0, as shown in Sec. II. 

The matrixJ ( - K), as a function of E, contains terms of 
the order EO only on the diagonal, except the pth element, 
which is of the order E2 and given by 

Jp p ( - K) - (E2 12) [kj~ + (J2) pp ], (4.10) 

where (4.9) was taken into account. The terms of the order E 
I 
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I 

where F was defined in (2.7) and F ( - K i ) means that the ith 
element of Kin F is replaced by its negative value. The off
diagonal elements are then given by 

(4.2) 

where F( - Ki' - Kj ) means that both variables Ki and Kj 

have changed their sign. 
By definition the residue of Sh is 

f3i = lim(k - K)Sh (4.3) 
k .K 

and it can be easily shown that the off-diagonal residues are 
given by 

lim(k - K)Sij = (f3if3j )1I2. 
k-~K 

(4.4) 

Therefore only the diagonal residues are independent. The 
pole K(E) in (4.3) is from the closed channels. 

The residues are also a function of E and in the weak 
coupling limit we can write 

f3 (E) = f30 + Ef3\ + (e 12)/32 + ... , (4.5) 

where the subscript refering to the ith channel was omitted 
for convenience. However, it should be born in mind that the 
expansion (4.5) applies to every open channel. 

In order to obtain the leading term in the expansion 
(4.5), let us first take the limit (4.3) 

f3=lim F( -K) (4.6) 
k oK F' 

and calculate the leading terms of F ( - K ) and F' in E. The 
index of Kin (4.6) was dropped with the understanding that 
the minus sign applies to only one open channel. 

As it was shown in (2.18), F' is of the order EO and given 
by 

F' = j~P(j). (4.7) 

On the other hand, F( - K) is zero in the limit E-+O since 
Fo( - K) is a product of the elements of unperturbed Jost 
function and one of them in the closed channels is zero. 
Therefore 

f30 = 0. (4.8) 

To obtain the leading term of F( - K) in E, we should 
notice thatj p is given in the form 

(4.9) 

are all the off-diagonal elements of J ( - K ). The determinant 
of J ( - K ) can now be evaluated as an expansion in E. Since 
the pth diagonal element of J ( - K) is of the order E2, the 
factor E which multiplies the pth column and thepth row can 
be taken out leaving a determinant of the matrix with the 
elements of order EO along the diagonal and in the pth row 
and column. Therefore we get 

(J1( -K~llpO(JI( -Kollop ] jo( ~Ko), 
io( - Ko) io 

(4.11) 
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where k2 is given by (2.23). By inserting k2 into (4.11) we get 

F( - K ) = C PUljo( - Ko) [(J) _ (J (_ K)) + 2 (JI)pO(Jdo p 
o 2' 2 pp 2 0 pp . 

'do Jo 

_ 2 (JI( - KO))pO(JI( - Ko))op ] . 

jot -Ko) 

Noticing that for the open channelsj( - k) = r(k) = j*(k) 
and that 

(J I ( - Ko))pO = (Jd pO' J I ( - Ko)op = (Jt)op' (4.13) 

where we have taken into account that", is symmetric with 
respect to the change k_ - k, and also that 

(J2)pp = (J2( - Ko))pp, (4.14) 

we obtain for F( - K) 

j~ [fOdr¢oV~p"'pr. 
(4.15) 

Therefore, the leading term in the expansion (4.5) is of the 
order €2 giving for /3 2 

/32 = - 2k~oj~ [1
00 

dr"'oV~p"'P r. (4.16) 

where", p is normalized. 
Higher order coefficients are obtained by calculating 

terms of the order €2 in F ( - K) and of the order € in F'. 

5. PERTURBATION THEORY FOR DEGENERATE 
POLES 

In Sec. 2 we described a perturbation theory for the 
poles of S matrix with the assumption that only one element 
of the Jost function in the uncoupled equations has the root 
ko. In this section we will take a general case where p ele
ments of the uncoupled Jost function have the same root ko, 
out of the total of n elementsj;. 

I;or a clearer presentation let us introduce a new nota
tion. We will designate by g(k) the p elements of uncoupled 
lost function, which have the root ko, and we designate h (k) 
those which are nonzero for ko. The dimension of g is p and 
the dimension of h is s, giving the total p + s = n. We will 
designate by A the first-order perturbation to the lost func
tion Jo and the second order by B, therefore we have 

J = IJII , JJ21 = Ig, 01 + €IAII' AI21 
J21 , J22 0, h A21 , A22 

+ C IB II
, BJ21 + "', (5.1) 

2 B21 , B22 

where we have assumed, as a matter of convenience, that g 
forms an upper left submatrix p X p. Let us also assume that 
A has nonzero terms on the diagonal, in contrast with Sec. II. 
The reason for this will be discussed later. 

The determinant of J is designated as F, and its zeros 

F=O 
are the poles of the S matrix. Let one of the roots of(5.2) be 
K(€). It can be expanded in the power series in 

K(€) = ko + €kl + (c/2)k2 + ... (5.3) 

and for small € we can write for J II 
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JlI-€(klg' +AlI) + (c/2)(g'k2 + kig" 

+ 2klA il + B lI ) + o (c), 

(4.12) 

(5.4) 

where the terms on the right-hand side are evaluated for 
k = ko. The last result shows that the matrix elements of J 
are all of the order € except the diagonal ones corresponding 
toh. 

The coefficient kl in (5.3) is 

kl = -PIF' 

and if we use the representation 

F = exp[Tr(ln(J))] 

we can write for (5.5) 

k _ Tr[J-li] 
1- - Tr[J-IJI]' 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

The inverse of J is singular in the limit €-D because if we 
take into account (5.4), only the submatrix J22 is nonzero. 
However, for a finite but small €, we can write approximately 

J-I_I€(k lg' +AII' €AI21-1 
€A2Jt h 

_I(l/€)(kl g' +AlI)-I, O(€O)I· 
o (€O), h -I (5.8) 

Hence the traces in (5.7) are 

Tr(J-li)-..!..Tr[(klg' +AII)-IA II ] 
€ 

p kl 
=---

€ € 

XTr[(g'k l +AII)-Ig,], 

Tr(J-IJI)-(l/€)Tr[klg' +AII)-Ig,] 

and the coefficient k I is 

kl =kl - P 
Tr[(g'k l +AII)-Ig,] 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Provided g' is a nonzero matrix, the last equation is an im
plicit equation for kl and has a solution if and only if 

Det(g'k l + All) = ° (5.11) 

givingp solutions for k l • We will assume that they are all 
nonequal. Therefore, if p unperturbed zeros of J are degener
ate, the first-order correction to the roots destroy the degen
eracy, the splitting being given by the solutions of (5.11). In 
the next section we will show that in the case when A = J I all 
the roots k I are real. 

The second-order coefficient k2 is more difficult to ob
tain and before we calculate it we must perform certain 
transformations on the lost function J. Let us define for kl' 
as calculated from (5.11), a matrix Uwhich diagonalizes 
kl +g,-IA II , 

U-I(k l +g'-IAII)U=A. (5.12) 

As will be shown in the next section, if we put A = J I , the 
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matrix U is not unitary since g/ - IA 11 is not symmetric. How
ever, by a simple transformation ofthe form Ng' -IA liN -I, 
where N is a diagonal matrix with the nonzero elements, we 
obtain a symmetric matrix for which we know that the eigen
values are real. Therefore, we can write U = N - I T, where T 
is unitary, hence the eigenvalues A are all real. It turns out 
that the elements of N are the normalization constants for 
the degenerate states. 

We now show that one eigenvalue of AI is zero, all the 
others being nonzero. Taking the determinant of (5.12) the 
left-hand side gives (5.11), while the right hand side is a prod
uct of the eigenvalues. Since the kl are all different, by our 
assumption, Eq. (5.11) has only first-order zeros, therefore 
the product of the eigenvalues AI is zero in the first order. 
Hence only one of theA I is zero. We can now define the index 
I of AI' It indicates that the I th eigenvalue is zero and for the 
convenience we will assume that it corresponds to the I th 
rootof(5.ll). If this is not the case we can always arrange the 
sequence of K I in order to get this correspondence. In our 
discussion we will drop the index I having in mind, when 
necessary, that all the derivations are done for a particular 

k l • 

Let us now transform the matrixg'-IJby 

y= ' 
I

U- I 

o 01 JIU' 
I 0, ~I 

__ g II' g 12 

1 

U -I ,-IJ U U- I '-IJ 1 

J2I U, J22 ' 
(5.13) 

in which case when k = K(E) the matrix YII is 

YII ~EA + c/2U- I(k2 +g'-'k~g" + 2k ,g,- IA II 

+g'-IBll)U EA+(E2/2)Y. (5.14) 

The second-order coefficient k2 is now obtained as in 
(2.17), where Y now replaces J. We get 

dK(E) = _ Tr[y-'Y] = k + Ek a (E2) (5.15) 
dE Tr[y-Iy/] I 2 + , 

Similarly, we can calculate the trace of Y - I Y /, 

Tr[y-IY'] = ~ + : [f3u + (U-Ig,-I(klg" +A Idu)u 

+ i=~#/ii] + a (l). (5.21) 

Their ratio gives (5.15), from which we obtain kl and k 2 • 

We have 

Tr[y-IT] 

Tr[y-Iy/] 
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where Y - I is singular in the limit E---+O. By taking into ac
count that the Ith eigenvalue A is zero, and that YII is of the 
form (5.14), we obtain Y -I as a power series in 

c c M .. 
(y- I ) .. = ---:-a .. + ~ .. + a (EO) = __ "_( _ )i+ j 

I, C I, E If Det(Y) ' 
(5.16) 

where Mji are the minors corresponding to the element lji' 
The constant C is suitably chosen in order that the elements 
aij andf3ij are formally simple. The constant Cwill cancel in 
(5.15). 

It can be shown that a is zero everywhere except in the 
position (1,1) where we can take it to be 

au = 1. (5.17) 

The nonzero elements of 13, when the minors Mji in (5.16) are 
calculated and the normalization (5.17) is assumed, are 

f3ii = -.!..[!YU - i ae,r+ par+ p,e], i<p,i-::j:.e (5.1Sa) 
Ai r=1 hr 

1 
f3li = - -h-. - ali' 

1- p 
f3ie = - -h-. - ail' 

I-P 

In Eqs. (5.lSa)-(5.1Sd) we have used notation 

ali = (U-lg,-IAdli' ail = (A 12 U)i1 

ajj = (U-lg/-IAIIU)jj' j<p 

(5.1Sc) 

(5.1Sd) 

(5.19) 

where i > p. The trace of Y -I Y can now be calculated and it 
is given, to the order E~ by 

(5.20) 

from which we obtain 

(5.23) 

which isjust repeating our previous result that the I th eigen
value is zero. The coefficient k2 is 

k2 = - k~(U-'g'-'g"U)U - 2k ,(U-,g,-IA II U)I/ 

_ (U-lg/-IBIIU)u + 2 ± a/,r+par+p,1 . (5.24) 
r= I hr 

Since the coefficient k2 is given for a particular k I' we have p 
values of k 2• 

6. DISCUSSION OF DEGENERATE PERTURBATION 
SERIES 

As it was shown in the last section, when there is a p-
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fold degeneracy in the unperturbed system the first-order 
term in the expansion (5.3) splits the degeneracy. The magni
tude of the split is calculated from the equation 

Det[g'k, +AII] =0 (6.1) 

and if A is taken to be J" defined by (2.11), we can prove that 
the k, are all real. By taking g' out of the bracket in (6.1), we 
get 

(g'-'AII)pq= - 2k~~f"tPpV;qtPqdr, (6.2) 

where the relationship (3.3) was used. 
In general the matrix (6.2) is not symmetric but it can be 

made symmetric ifit is transformed by Ng'-'A "N -', where 
N is a diagonal matrix of the normalization constants of tP. 
Since the determinant in (6.1) is invariant to such a transfor
mation we obtain an equivalent equation 

Det[k, +Ng'-'AIIN-'] =0. (6.3) 

Therefore, Eq. (6.1) is equivalent to solving the eigenvalue 
problem for k" with the symmetric and real matrix, hence 
the roots are all real. This is also the proof that the transfor
mation matrix Ufrom (5.12) is not unitary but that the eigen
values A are real since U can always be replaced by 
U = N - , T, where Tis unitary. In fact, the eigen val ues A, for 
the I th root k" are given by 

Ai = kV) - k¥'. (6.4) 

The second-order coefficient k2 in (5.24) resembles the 
one nondegenerate case in (2.24), except for the terms with k, 
and the transformation matrix U. This is to be expected since 
k, is equal to zero for the nondegenerate case, and the matrix 
U is a mixing parameter between degenerate levels. In order 
to simplify the discussion of k2 let us define a matrix k2' for 
each k" with the property 

k2 = (U-'k2 U)/I' (6.5) 

Let us also replace g--), A--J" and B--J2• The matrix 
k2 can then be represented as a sum of two terms; one in 
which the sum over the intermediate states inJ2 extends over 
the degenerate levels only and the other which contains all 
the other summation indices, i.e., 

and 

- _1_' N-'N I _1_ 
2k p q S=nond.KJs 

X [fO tP p VpstPsdr 1"0 /s- VsqtPqdr' 

+ i oo 

dr tP p Vps /s-fdr'tPs VSqtPq]. (6.7) 

In the last expression N is the normalization matrix 
with the elements defined by (3.2), and the functions tP corre
sponding to the bound states are all normalized. 

The matrix k2( 1) is real which can be proved by noticing 
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that the wave vectors k p are imaginary and that the Jost 
functions} are real. Therefore, this part ofk2 will only con
tribute to the real part of k 2• The imaginary part of k2 comes 
from k2(1l) and can be obtained as in (3.8), 

1 N-W 
Im(k2(1l)) = - -" p q pq 4k £.. K .. + 

s=open sJsJs 

X i oo 

dr tP p VpstPs i oo 

dr'tPs VSqtPq , (6.8) 

thus giving for the imaginary part of k2 

1 I 
Im(k2) = --,. - I .. + 

4k s=open KsJsJs 

XL J;eg Tpi i OO 

dr tPp Vps tPs r (6.9) 

which is in close analogy with (3.8) for the nondegenerate 
case. However, the real part of k2 contains two terms which 
are not present in the nondegenerate case. 

The p-fold pole ko thus produces, when the coupling is 
introduced, p complex poles. The poles are clustered around 
ko' with the spacing between them being k~) - k V'. This im
plies that the diagonal S-matrix elements near such poles do 
not have the simple form 

f3 S .. - I 

II k-K(€) 
(6.10) 

but are given by 

p f3 V) 
Sii- I I • 

1=' k-K I (€) 
(6.11) 

It is also clear that the usual form for the Breit-Wigner reso
nance is destroyed and replaced by a more complicated 
structure, in fact the complicated structure given by 

p f3 (1)f3 *vl 
ISii 12_ I i i (6.12) 

I,j=' (k - K/)(k - Kj) 

The off diagonal elements of the S-matrix are 

_ ( f3\llf3 j -(m) )"2 
Sij- I . 

I.m (k - K/)(k - Km 
(6.13) 

In Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13) we have neglected the background 
term, which is present in the exact Breit-Wigner formula. 

7. NEARLY DEGENERATE CASE 

Let us assume that in the uncoupled Jost function Jo 
only onejl' say j" is zero for k = ko. Let us also assume that 
p - 1 other iI are approximately zero, meaning 

}I(k)-}I(ko)+}/(ko)(k-ko), Id<p (7.1) 

where li,(ko)I-O. The question is whether in such a case one 
should use the nondegenerate perturbation theory of Sec. 2 
or one can definejdko) as a perturbation and in the zeroth 
order treat the problem as a p-fold degenerate one. In the 
notation of Sec. 5 we define in the latter case 

gl = jl(k) - jdko), A II = (J')/1 + }/(ko) (7.2) 

and the problem is formally replaced by a degenerate pertur
bation scheme. 
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To answer this question we will analyze the two-chan
nel case, where the whole problem will unfold in simple ana
lytic terms. The problem which we solve, analogous to (2.7), 
is 

Det I g(x), Ea(x) I = O. 
Ea(x), h (x) 

(7.3) 

Let g have the root x = Xo' Near the true solution x of(7.3) 
we can write 

Ea + Ea'(x -Xo)1 = 0, 
h + h '(x -xo) 

(7.4) 

where h is small. Equation (7.4) is quadratic in x and the 
solution is given by 

hg' - 2caa' - [(hg' - 2caa')2 + 4Ca2(g'h' _ ca'2)] 1/2 
x - Xo = 2(g'h' _ ca'2) 

(7.5) 

The expansion of X(E) in the powers of E is now equiv
alent to (2.14) and the radius of convergence can be explicitly 
obtained from (7.5). In fact there are two radii for E; one 
coming from the zero of the denominator and the other from 
the zero of the function under the square root. The denomi
nator gives for the radius 

EI = la'/(g'h ')1121, (7.6) 

while the square root gives 

I ka' I 
c = 2 [ag'(ah ' _ a'h )] 1/2 

and the radius of convergence for the series is 

E = min(EI,E2)' 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

For Ih l-othe radius EI is constant; however, E2 goes to zero. 
Therefore the perturbation expansion based on (7.4) has zero 
radius of convergency, i.e., the perturbation series (2.14) is 
not convergent. 

Let us define h as a perturbation, in which case we have 
for (7.3) 

, Ea + Ea'(x -xo)1 
, Eh + h '(x - xo) 

(7.9) 

and for E-o the problem reduces to the degenerate case. 
From the solution of (7.9) we also find two radii of conver
gence; one given by (7.6) and the other 

(7.10) 

In the limit h-o the radius E2 is infinite, therefore the radius 
of convergence for the series (5.3) is determined by (7.6) and it 
is independent of h. This fact may be of advantage for treat
ing some cases which are strictly nondegenerate as the de
generate ones. 

Although we analyzed the simple 2 channel problem, 
we see that in general it is better to reformulate the nearly 
degenerate problem as being exactly degenerate, using the 
transformation (7.2). 

8. DEGENERATE PERTURBATION THEORY FOR 
RESIDUES 

In Sec. 4 we showed how to develop the perturbation 
expansion for the residues in the case when the relevant poles 
are not degenerate in the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Here we 
will assume, as in Sec. 5, that p channels in the uncoupled 
equations are degenerate in the pole ko' The notation will be 
that of Sec. 5. 

The residue in the oth open channel is 
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fJo = _1_ j F( - ko) dk, 
21Ti Jc F 

(8.1) 

where the integration contour C encircles the relevant pole. 
We will assume that the perturbation E destroys the degener
acy, therefore all the poles from the cluster ofp poles are 
simple. Let us also, for convenience, drop all the reference to 
the oth channel and write F ( - ko) simply as F ( - K ). 

By expanding fJ into a series 

fJ = fJo + EfJI + (c /2)/32 + "', (8.2) 

we find the residue in terms of the solutions of the unper
turbed Hamiltonian. The coefficients from (8.2) are therefore 

fJ = _1 j d
m 

F( -Ko) dk, 
m 21Ti Jc d~ F 

(8.3) 

where the integration is performed prior to taking the limit 
E-o. This is important since if the limit E-o is taken first, 
all the poles from the cluster become ko and the contour 
integration C is then undefined. 

The coefficientfJl is thus obtained as 

fJ 
= _1 j[ F( -K) _ FF( -K) ]dk 

I 21Ti J F F2 

I· [k ()] F( -K)F-F( -K)F 
= 1m -KE 2 ' 

k~K('1 F 
(8.4) 

where K(E) is given by (5.3) and the limit E-o is implicitly 
assumed. By taking the limit in (8.4) we obtain 

fJl = (l/F'2)[F( -K)F-F( -K)F]. (8.5) 

The determinants F = Det(J)andF( - K )areinvariant 
to the transformation (5.13), therefore the limit E-o of (8.5) 
can be proved to be zero, as in the nondegenerate case. 

The second order contribution fJ2 is obtained from (8.3) 
and we find 

fJ =_1 [F(_K)_FF'(-K)] 
2 F' F' 

+ 21im ~[(k _ K)2(F2F( -; K) 
k-.K dk F 

FF( -K))] 
F2 ' 

(8.6) 

where the limit E-O is also assumed. After taking the deriva
tive with respect to k and then the limit k_K, we get for fJ2 

1 (00 00 F'( - K)) 
fJ2= r F( -K) -F F' 

+ :' (J, Y[F"( -K) -F" F'(;,K)] 

_ ~.£.[F'(_K)_F,F'(-K)]. (8.7) 
F' F' F' 
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The problem is now to find the derivatives of F in the 
limit €-0. By taking the limit in F' one finds that the domi
nant power is €p - I, therefore we look for the terms in the 
bracket which are of the same order of magnitude. Let us 

discuss calculation of F. The other derivatives are calcuated 
in a similar manner. By recalling the rule for the derivative of 

F,OI) we find that the dominant power inF is €p - 2 if we take 

derivatives ofthe I th column and any other from the degen
erate subset. In this case we have 

where the product ofA. j excludesA.J • ThederivativeF( - ko) 

differs from F in replacing ho by hoI - ko) = h t. 
We also find 

F'( - ko)/F' = h ~/ho, (8.9) 

therefore the terms of the order € P - 2, in the first bracket in 
(8.8), cancel, hence 

F( - K) - F(F'( - K)/F') = O(€P-I). (8.10) 

The next highest order terms in F come from two 
sources: (a) taking the derivative of the I th column and any 
column from the set s, (b) from (8.8) but including the terms 
of the order €p - I. However, when such derivatives are cal
culated, we note that, when the subtraction (8.10) is done, all 
the terms which do not include derivatives of the oth column 
cancel. Therefore we have 

] + 01<"1· 

(8.11) 

Similarly we obtain derivatives F' and F". Having now 
calculated the derivatives, it can be shown that 

and the coefficient {32 is 

{3z = (2 p/h 6)(h taOia/O - holltJa~o), 

or if A is replaced by J 1 

P i [~1"" ]2 /32 = - -2'2 kK L if!oVbsif!s Tsl , 
':10 0 s= 1 0 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

(8.14) 

which is our desired leading term in the residue. Since there 
arep poles in the cluster we havep residues of type (8.14). 
They differ from one another in the unitary matrix T. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

In this article we have developed a perturbation theory 
for Feshbach-type resonances, although this restriction is 
not essential. We have also treated the problem with the p
fold degeneracy in the unperturbed Hamiltonian, which is of 
importance in atom-surface scattering, where such a case 
often arises. We have also shown, on a simple case of two 
channels, that when the channels are nearly degenerate in 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian, the radius of convergence of 
the perturbation series is greatly reduced and the series may 
not converge. In other words, the nondegenerage perturba
tion theory cannot be smoothly continued to the degenerate 
one. This fact is of importance when the resonance cross 
section is a function of a continuous parameter, e.g., azi
muthal angle in the atom-surface scattering, but for some 
discrete values several bound states in the closed channels of 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian become degenerate. 
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Direct and inverse scattering by a sphere of variable index of refraction8 ) 
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It is shown that in cases with spherical symmetry, a Liouville transformation leads from the wave 
equation to a Schrodinger-like equation with energy-independent potential. The direct problem 
can be solved by iteration and the inverse problem by the Marchenko formalism. An exactly 
solvable example is given. 

PACS numbers: 03.80. + r, 03.65.Nk, 02.30. + g 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A plane (scalar) wave offrequency (J) = ck propagates 
(say) in the positive direction of the z axis of a system of 
coordinates and interacts with an object of finite dimensions, 
characterized by an index of refraction n(r» 1. As a result of 
the interaction, a scattered wave if! is generated so that the 
total field at a point r is of the form 

if!(k,r) = eikz + if!s(k,r) (1.1) 

and satisfies everywhere the equation 

A if! + k 2n2if! = O. (1.2) 

At large distances from the scatterer, if!s is an outgoing 
spherical wave: 

eikr 

if!s - A (k,e,¢) -, (1.3) 
r--+oo r 

where A (k,e,¢ ), a function of the spherical angles e and ¢ but 
not of the radial coordinate r = Irl, is the scattering ampli
tude whose modulus squared yields the scattering cross sec
tion, a quantity directly accessible to measurement. 

Simply stated, the direct scattering problem is to deter
mine the scattering amplitUde A, when the function n (identi
cally equal to unity outside the domain occupied by the ob
stacle) is known. The inverse scattering problem consists of 
determining the function n (and thereby also the shape of the 
scatterer) from information regarding the scattering ampli
tudeA. 

Both problems are important, but their solutions are 
unevenly developed. While the direct problem has been ex
tensively studied, and is well understood, a comprehensive 
solution of the inverse problem is yet to be developed. 

To date, the most complete results regarding the inverse 
scattering problem have been obtained for quantum-me
chanical scattering by a potential V, when the wave function 
is a solution of the Schrodinger equation: 

(1.4) 

primarily in one dimension. 1.2 

At first sight, it would seem that whatever results exist 
concerning Eq. (1.4) carry over in the study ofEq. (1.2), since 
the latter can be cast in the form of a Schrodinger equation 
simply by writing 

V = - k 2[n2(r) - 1] . (1.5) 

-I This work was conducted under the McDonnell Douglas Independent 
Research and DeVelopment program. 

Moreover, in so doing, the problems might appear to be even 
simpler because, in contrast with the situation commonly 
arising in quantum mechanics, Eq. (1.2) has no bound-state 
solutions [i.e., square integrable solutions which, at least for 
finite-range potentials like (1.5), can correspond only to non
positive values of k 2]. This physically obvious fact has a sim
ple mathematical proof. Indeed, by rewriting Eq. (1.2) as 

k 2n2~ = (grad if!)2 - div(if! grad if!), (1.6) 

and assuming that both if! and its gradient are square integra
ble, it follows that 

k 2 f n2~ d 3r = f (grad if!)2 d 3r , (1. 7) 

which clearly requires k 2 > O. (The possibility that k 2 = 0 
implies that grad if!==.0, and also, since if! is assumed square 
integrable, that if!==.0). 

However, a closer look at the formalism developed to 
solve the inverse problem in quantum mechanics reveals that 
the situation concerning Eq. (1.2) is not a simple transposi
tion of results. The main obstacle is the fact that, in contrast 
with the assumption made in quantum mechanics, the po
tential (1. 5) is k dependent, in a manner that invalidates most 
conclusions regarding the analytic properties of the solu
tions ofEq. (1.4) in quantum mechanics, and that are essen
tial in the solution of the inverse problem. 

Nevertheless, it will be shown below that, at least in the 
one-dimensional spherically symmetric case, the quantum 
mechanical developments, both for the direct and inverse 
problems, can still be carried over to the scattering by a 
sphere of variable index of refraction as described by Eq. 
(1.2), although not quite in the simplistic manner suggested 
by the relation (1.5). The key ingredient in the procedure is a 
Liouville-type transformation leading from Eq. (1.2) to a 
Schrodinger-like equation with a k-independent potential, 
as described in Sec. 2. The direct scattering problem is exam
ined in Sec. 3, and the inverse problem is considered in Sec. 4. 
Throughout the paper, the procedure is illustrated by a spe
cific example. The portions of the text referring to this exam
ple are marked with a vertical line. 

2. LIOUVILLE TRANSFORMATION 

If it is known that n depends only on the radial variable 
r, Eq. (1.2) separates in spherical coordinates and for the 
radial dependence of the solution one obtains the reduced 
equation 
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(2.1) 

The so-called physical solution of this equation is a solution 
regular in the origin r = 0, and which asymptotically be
haves like 

illr • (k hr ,,) uilr) - e sm r--+u/ , 
r_oo 2 

(2.2) 

where ~/(k) are the scattering phase shifts. Correspondingly, 
the scattering amplitude is 

I 00 illr . e ) A (k,e) = - L (2/ + I).e ·sm~rP/(cos . 
k /=0 

(2.3) 

Rather than investigating the solutions ofEq. (2.1) directly, 
one subjects it first to the simultaneous change of variable 
and function (the Liouville transformation3

): 

r_p:p(r) = I n(s) ds , (2.4) 

u-r/J:r/Jdp) = (n(r))1/2 u/(r). (2.5) 

Note that 

p(O) =0 (2.6) 

and that, if ro is the radius of the sphere outside which n= 1, 

p(r) = Po + r - ro for r>ro , (2.7) 

where 

Po = 1° n(s) ds . (2.8) 

Also, 

p(r) - n(O)·r. (2.9) 

The transformation (2.4) can of course be inverted: 

i
1' ds 

r(p)= -, 
o vIs) 

(2.10) 

where 

vIp) = n(r(p)). (2.11) 

Applying the transformation (2.4)-(2.5) to the Eq. (2.1), one 
obtains 

[
d 2 /(/+I) 2] 
-2 - 2 + k r/J/(p) = V(p)r/Jilp), 
dp R (p) 

(2.12) 

where 

R (p) = v(p).r(p) (2.13) 

and 

V(p)= [V(p)]-1/2.
d2

2 
[V(p)]1/2 (2.14) 

dp 
for the validity of which it is required that vIp) be twice 
differentiable. 

It is important to note that the potential VIp) vanishes 
for p > Po. It will also be assumed to be bounded everywhere. 

The Schrodinger-like Eq. (2.12) with the k-independent 
potential (2.14) constitutes the starting point of all consider
ations to follow. The only difference between Eq. (2.12) and 
the usual Schrodinger equation consists in the form of the 
centrifugal potential which is given in terms of the distance 
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(2.13) rather than simply p. Note, however, that 

R (p) =p + ro -Po forp>po 

and that 

R(p) - p 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

if, as we assume, v( p) and its first derivative are everywhere 
continuous. 

To illustrate the general formalism, the special case of a 
sphere of radius ro and an index of refraction 

{[ ( )2] - t 1- 'I r- ro 

n(r) = 1, ro ' (2.17) 

r>ro 
will be treated throughout the paper. In (2.17), 'I is an arbi
trary parameter except for the restriction 

0<'1< l. 

In this case, (2.4) yields 

{

Po + ro tanh-trr-ro, O<r';;;7o, 
p(r) = r ro 

r + Po - ro ro<r, 
with 

Po =p(ro) = (ralr) tanh-1r· 

Given (2.19), the inverse transformation is 

{

ro + ro tanh L(p - Po) (O<p<po), 
rIp) = r ro 

p + ro - Po (Po<p) 
and 

{

COSh
2 L (p - Po) 

vIp) = ro 
I 

Finally, in this case, from (2.14) 

{
'I Ira (O<p <Po) , 

V(p)= 
o (Po<p). 

3. THE DIRECT PROBLEM 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

In the direct problem the objective is to determine the 
phase shifts ~/(k H/ = 0,1,2, ... ), and hence the scattering 
amplitude (2.3), when the scatterer, i.e., the function n(r), is 
known. As indicated, one way to proceed is to find the phys
ical solution ofEq. (2.12) and examine its asymptotic form to 
identify the phase shifts. A related solution the so-called re
gular solution, will be sought initially. This solution of Eq. 
(2.12) is defined through its behavior in the origin, which is 
prescribed to be 

/+1 
¢J/(p) ::.0 (2/ + I)!! (3.1) 

To construct this solution, one customarily writes for ¢J / 
an integral equation, the solution of which satisfies both Eq. 
(2.12) and the condition (3.1). Equation (2.12) is transcribed 
in the form 

(3.2) 
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where 

V[(p) = V(p) -/(1 + 1) [~- _21_], 
P R (p) 

(3.3) 

and the Green's function 

G[(k,p,p') = {g[(k,P,P'), p' <p, (3.4) 
0, p'>p 

is introduced, where 

g[(k,p,p') =! i( - 1)[ kpp' 

X [h \11 (kp).h \11 ( - kp') 

- h \11 (kp')-h \11 ( - kp)] . (3.5) 

The integral equation for the regular solution is thus 

ifJ[(k,p) =pk -[j[(kp) 

+ f g[(k,p,p')-V[(p') ifJ[(k,p')dp' , (3.6) 

in which the free term is a solution of Eq. (3.2) without the 
potential VI' and which has the behavior (3.1). 

Equation (3.6), however, need not be solved for all p. 
Indeed, if one introduces the notation 

{
ifJf (k,p) 

ifJ[(k,p) = ifJ fI (k,p) 
(O<P<Po), 

(Po<p), 
(3.7) 

and remembers that V (p) = 0 for p > Po, one can write for 
ifJ fI (k,p) the equation 

( d
2

2 
_ /(/+ 1) 2 +k 2)ifJfI(k,p) =0 (P>Po) , 

dp (p-po+ro) 

the most general solution of which is 

ifJ fI (k,p) = A[ rj[(kr) + H[ ry[(kr) , 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where r stands for p - Po + r 0' the expression of r( p) for 
P>Po' The constants A[ and H[ are to be found by matching 
t/> V (and its first derivative) with ifJ; (and its first derivative) at 
p = Po, after Eq. (3.6) has been solved for P<Po' The expres
sion (3.9) also yields the asymptotic form of the regular solu
tion: 

(3.10) 

where 

(3.11) 

and 

(3.12) 

The existence of a unique solution ifJ f (k,p) of Eq. (3.6) for 
P<Po follows from standard arguments,4 and requires that 
the potential V[(p) satisfy the condition 

fO dp·plV[(p)1 < 00 • (3.13) 

This condition is easily seen to be fulfilled in the present case, 
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since V(p) is, by assumption, bounded and 

I n'(O) 1 
p2 - R 2(p) ;:0 n(O) -;;. 

(3.14) 

The fact that the same notation for phase shifts has been 
used in (3.10) as in (2.2) and (2.3) requires an explanation. The 
phase shifts 0 [ defined by (3.11) are not the phase shifts of the 
quantum mechanical scattering problem. Indeed, the latter 
are defined through the asymptotic form of the physical so
lution for this problem 

!/J[(k,p) ~ l[.sin(kp-~hT+8d. (3.15) 
p_· ... oo 

Since !/J[(p) is also regular, and a regular solution is essential
ly unique, it follows that 

_ 1 i6[ 
!/J[(k,p) = C [ e ifJ[(k,p) (3.16) 

and 

(3.17) 

Up to this point, neither o[ [as defined in (3.10)-(3.11)] nor8[ 
[as defined in (3.16)-(3.17)] have been given any physical 
meaning. The quantum mechanical problem described by 
Eq. (3.2) is, in this context, only an auxiliary mathematical 
tool: no experiments can be carried out in the space in which 
p is the radial distance. However, the regular and physical 
solutions of the real problem, described by Eq. (2.1), can be 
found easily by inverting the Liouville transformation (2.4) 
and (2.5). Indeed, the regular solution v[(k,r) of Eq. (2.1), 
which is defined through the behavior in the origin r = 0 , 

r[+ I 

v (k r) ~ (3 18) 
[ , ,--0 (21 + I)!! ' . 

is 

v[(k,r) = [n(r) ]-1/2 [n(O)] -1[- 1121 ifJ[(k,p(r)) , (3.19) 

while the physical solution of Eq. (2.1) is 

i/j 
u[(k,r) = C [-I [n(OJr+ 1/2 e [v[(k,p(r)) (3.20) 

and has the asymptotic form (2.2). This relation identifies o[ 
as the real phase shifts of the problem and justifies the use of 
the same notation in (2.2) and (3.10). The relation (3.17) still 
warrants additional comments, which will evolve from the 
ensuing discussion of the Jost solution. For Eq. (2.12), this 
solution is defined through the boundary condition 

h(k,p) ~ ei1kp +[11"/21 (k#O). (3.21) 

The integral equation incorporating this condition is 

h(k,p) = w[(up) - fO g[(k,p,p'),V[(P')h(k,p')-dp' , 

(3.22) 

where 

w[(kp) = iei
1l"[ kp.h \11 (kp) , (3.23) 

and is a solution of Eq. (2.12) without the potential term, 
satisfying (3.21). 

Again, Eq. (3.22) need not be solved for allp. If one 
writes 
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{
If (k,p) 

J;(k,p) = IV (k,p) 
(0 <P<Po), 

(Po<p), 
(3.24) 

one sees that 

IV (k,p) = iei1T1·kr·h \ll(kr).eiklpo - '01 (3.25) 

with r = p - Po + ro, the expression of r( p) for P>Po' To find 
J;(k,p), one needs only to solve Eq. (3.22) forlf (k,p), 

ff (k, p) = ffI (k,po) + wl(kp) - wl(kpo) 

_ [0 gt(k,p,p').VI(p')ff (k,p') dp' . (3.26) 

The existence ofa unique solution ofEq. (3.26) again follows 
if 

(PO Jo p'!V/(p')lelllmk,-lmk'P'dp'<oo, (3.27) 

a condition which is indeed fulfilled ifIm k>O since (3.13) 
holds. It should also be noted that (3.13) holds not only for 
the first moment of the potential, but a/ortiori for any higher 
moment. One can thus conclude thath(k,p) exists for all 
p > 0 and all k ¥- 0 in the upper k half-plane, where it is also 
analytic. As Ik 1-00 in this region,h(k,p) behaves like 

h(k,p) - eilkp+l1r/21 (p>O). (3.28) 
Ikl~oo 

The Jost solution f/(k,r) for the Eq. (2.1), defined through 
the asymptotic condition 

f/(k,r) _ eilk, -l1r121 , (3.29) 
'~oo 

can be easily constructed: 

fl(k,r) = [n(r)]-ll2h (k,p(r))e- ik (Po-ro). (3.30) 

However, as Ik 1-00 in 1m k>O with r>O, 

fl (k,r) - [n(r)] - 112 il eik [plr) - Po + rol • 

Ikl~oo 

It follows thus that, since 

Po - rO = fa [nisI - 1] ds>O, 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

the Jost solution for the Eq. (2.1) does not have a domain of 
analyticity in the k plane independent of r. As will become 
clear in the following section, this circumstance is basically 
the reason for the failure of the direct application of the 
quantum mechanical inverse scattering formalism to Eq. 
(2.1). 

Finally, the Jost function for the Eq. (2.12), defined as 
the Wronskian 

(3.33) 

can be evaluated by substituting forh and ¢I their asympto
tic (k ¥-O,p-oo) expressions: 

FI(k) = IF/(k )Ie - i<5!kl (3.34) 

with 

IFtlk ) I = k I + I C1 . (3.35) 

The integral representation 

FI(k) = 1 + ( - k)1 Loo WI(kp) VI( p) ¢/(k,p) dp (3.36) 
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yields the bound 

IF/(k) -11 <C 100 

1 +~k Ip !V/(p)le"lmk,-lmk'Pdp, 

(3.37) 

which in tum shows, since 

(3.38) 
_00 

that 

lim FI(k) = 1 (1m k;;;.O) , (3.39) 
Ik I~oo 

i.e. (modulo 217'), 

lim ;S/(k) = 0 (k real) . (3.40) 
k~oo 

This is a physically natural circumstance in quantum 
mechanics: as the energy of the incident beam increases, the 
effect of the force represented by the (energy-independent) 
potential weakens, and in the limit k_ 00, the presence of 
such a force is totally ignored, and the incident beam is no 
longer scattered. The relation (3.17) shows, however, that 
this is no longer the case for the scattering described by Eq. 
(2.1) or (1.2). Indeed, ask-oo, D/(k ) increases (linearly), This 
is clearly due to the fact that, for the problem described by 
Eq. (1.2), as k increases, the force represented by the poten
tial (1.5) also increases, and the incident wave never escapes 
the effects of the force. 

In any event, it is worth emphasizing that one can still 
obtain solutions to Eq. (2.1) by iterations, provided these are 
conducted on equations like (3.6) or (3.22) for which they are 
guaranteed to converge. 

For 1= 0, the special case given by (2.17) is exactly solv
able. In this case, 

¢o(k ) = a sm ap 
{

-I . 

,p Co sin(kr + Do) 

where 

a 2 =k 2 -y/?o 
and 

(0<; p<; Po), 

(Po<p), 

t ~ - k tan apo - a tan kro anuo - . 
k tan apo tan kro + a 

From the last expression, one can check directly that 

The physical solution is 

tPo(k,p) = C 0- I ei6a ¢o(k,p) 

with Co given by (3.43) and ;So by (3.17) and (3.44): 

;So = tan-I((k/a) tanapo) - kpo. 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

Again, one can check directly that;5o vanishes in the limit 
k-oo, like k -I. 

The Jost solution is 
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{
eikPo [COS a( p - po) + (ik la) sin a( p - Po)] 

fo(k,p) = ikp 
e , 

and the Jost function is 

Fo(k) = e ikpo (cos apo - (ik la) sin apo) . (3.49) 

The corresponding exact solutions of the equation (2.1) for 
1= 0 can be found from (3.19), (3.20), and (3.30), by using 
(2.19). 

For I 1'0, the problem is no longer exactly solvable but, 
as mentioned above, it still can be solved by iteration. 

4. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

In this problem it is assumed that it is known that the 
scatterer has the shape of a sphere with a radially distributed 
index of refraction, but neither its radius r 0 nor the function 
n(r) is given. What is assumed given is some information 
regarding the scattering amplitude A (k,O ), and this informa
tion need not be total: one can assume that A (k,O) is known 
only at one particular value of k for all values of 0, which 
implies that all phaseshiftso/(k HI = 0,1, ... ) are known fora 
fixedk, or one can assume that one phase shift o/(k ) is known 
for all values of k. Only the latter assumption will be dis
cussed in this paper. 

The assumption that one o,(k) is known refers to one of 
the phase shifts defined in (2.2). In the quantum mechanical 
formalism, the corresponding phase shift 8/(k), as shown in 
the previous section, can be calculated from the formula 

8,(k) = o[(k) - k lim [S-IO,(S)] . (4.1) 
S--+oo 

Since excellent comprehensive descriptions 1.2 of the in
verse scattering problem in Quantum Mechanics exist, only 
a summary of the salient points will be given here. Moreover, 
the approach proposed by Karlssons will be adopted, since it 
emphasizes the analytic properties of Jost's solution in the 
complex k plane. 

One begins by using the differential equation satisfied 
by the functions kpj,(kp) and w,(kp) to show that 

iOO w,(kp')j,(k 'p')dp' 

w,(kp)..!!.--. [k 'pj,(k 'p)] - k 'pj,(k 'p)..!!.--. w,(kp) 
dp dp 

k ,2 _ (k + iE)2 

and then considers the integral 

.7,(k,p) = (- .1)'i dk'h(k',p) 
'TTl c 

(4.2) 

X ioo dp'w,(kp')k 'PJ,(k 'p') , (4.3) 

where the closed contour of integration, C, consists of the 
real axis and a semicircle of indefinitely large radius in the 
upper half-plane. The integral (4.3) is evaluated in two differ
ent ways. 
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(O<P<Po) , 

(Po<p) 
(3.48) 

First, because the integrand is an analytic function in 
the upper half-plane, except for a pole at k + iE, the theorem 
of residues can be employed. Since at his pole the numerator 
in (4.2) becomes a Wronskian, one obtains immediately the 
result 

.7,(k,p) = h(k,p) . (4.4) 

Second, the contributions from the real axis and semi
circular portions of C are separated, viz . 

. '7,(k,p) = .7\11 (k,p) + .7\21 (k,p) , (4.5) 

and these contributions are evaluated separately. Because 

kpj[(kp) = (i/2) [w,( - kp) - ( - I)' w,(kp)] , (4.6) 

the contribution of the real axis portion can be written as 

.7\1 1 (k,p) = ( - I)' loo dk' 
2'TT - 00 

X [h( - k ',p) - ( - 1)'h(k ',p)] 

X ioo dp' w,(kp')w,(k 'p') . (4.7) 

Using the relation between the Jost solution and the physical 
solution, I 

tP,(k,p) = (i/2) [h( - k,p) - (-1)' /ib/(k1h(k,p)] , 
(4.8) 

one obtains 

.7\II(k,p)=_I_IOO dk' [/illlk'l_ I]h(k',p) 
2'TT - 00 

xioo 
dp' w,(kp')w,(k'p') 

+ ( - .1)' loo dk 'tP,(k ',p) 
'TTl - 00 

xiOO 
dp'w,(kp')w[(k 'p'). 

(4.9) 

Because the integrand of the term containing the physical 
solution is an entire function of k ' (there are no bound states 
in this problem), this integral equals its negative evaluated 
along the semicircle portion of C. Thus it can be combined 
with .7\21 and evaluated by using the asymptotic forms of the 
solutions for large k in 1m k>O. The combined result is 
w,(kp). Thus, the integral equation 

1 
h(k,p) = w/(kp) +-

2'TT 

x roo 00 dk' [/ib1k'I_ 1]h(k',p) 

X LOO dp'w, (kp')w,(k 'p'), (4.10) 

is obtained which, in principle, solves the inverse scattering 
quantum mechanical problem: given 8,(k), one solves Eq. 
(4.10) for the Jost solutionh(k,p) which, when substituted in 
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Eq. (3.2), allows immediate identification of the potential 
V/(p). 

However, Eq. (4.10) has the unpleasant feature of being 
singular, a circumstance which, when possible, is preferably 
avoided. In the present case, it can be avoided by recasting 
the solution according to the so-called Marchenko formula
tion. By introducing the function 

( -1)/JOO 
A/(p,u) = -;;;- _ 00 [.t;(k,p) - w/(k,p)]kujdku) dk 

and taking into account the bounds 

I.t;(k,p) - w/(k,p)1 < C C Tkllk; PY e -plm k, 

I kuj/ (ku) I < e<7 1m k , 

one recognizes that 

A/(p,u)=O forp>u. 

The integral representation 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

.t;(k,p) = w/(kp) + ioo A/(p,u)w/(ku) du (4.14) 

is obtained by taking the Hankel transform ofEq. (4.11). 
Substitution of this representation in Eq. (4.10) yields the 
Marchenko equation 

A/(p,u) = B/(p,u) + ioo dr A/(p,r)B/(r,u), (4.15) 

where 

B/(P,U)=_I_JOO dk [/;;5pk l _ 1]w/(kp)w/(ku). 
211" - 00 

(4.16) 

The last step in the solution consists of establishing a 
connection betweenA/(p,u) and the potential V/(p). This 
step can be done directly by substituting the integral repre
sentation (4.14) in the integral equation (3.22) satisfied by the 
Jost solution. For 1 = 0, one obtains the integral equation 

1 foo foo Ao( p,u) = - Vo(r) dr + dr 
2 I p + <7112 I p + <7112 

(1<7- PIl2 

X Jo Vo(u - cu)Ao(u - cu,U + cu) dcu (u;;;. p) , 

which yields the simple relation 

d 
Vo(p) = - 2 -Ao(p,p), 

dp 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Fori #0, the equation corresponding to Eq. (4.17) still can be 
found, but it has a considerably more complicated expres
sion (for 1 = 0 the Hankel transform reduces to a Fourier 
transform). Nevertheless, one still can show that, for p = u, 
this relation simplifies drastically and yields, for any 1, the 
result 

(4.19) 

A simple derivation of this result was given by Blazek. 6 
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In the Marchenko formulation, solution of the quan
tum mechanical inverse problem proceeds as follows: given 
8dk), one first evaluates the integral (4.16) and then solves 
the Volterra-type Marchenko equation (4.15). Finally, the 
potential V/(p) is calculated from (4.19). 

Solving the quantum mechanical problem does not yet 
solve the problem under consideration; one still must find 
n(r) from a given V/(p). Fori = Oand V/(p) = V(p),v(p)can 
be found by solving the equation 

d 2 

-2 fl(P)- V(P)fl(P)=O, fl(P) = [V(p)]1/2, (4.20) 
dp 

which is, in principle, manageable. However, for arbitrary 1, 
viewed as an equation for v(p), Eq. (3.3) has a formidable 
aspect. Not only is it integrodifferential, it is also strongly 
nonlinear. Nothing is known at the present time about 
whether, given V/( p), Eq. (3.3) has a solution, whether it is 
unique, or, as it should be independent of 1. But even if the 
answers to such questions were favorable in all respects, one 
would still have to construct the solution. To this end, the 
customary approach is by iteration, and one could think of at 
least two such procedures. One procedure would start from 
the origin p = 0, assuming that in the first approximation 

R(t)(p)=p forallp;;;.O. (4.21) 

Equation (3.3) then becomes 

[:p22 _ V/(P)] [v1t)(p)]1I2=0 (4.22) 

and, with the condition Vi II( p)-+ 1 as p-+ 00 , yields v( p) in the 
first approximation. Hence, via Eq. (2.13), one obtains the 
second approximation for R (p): 

(4.23) 

and the process is repeated. 
Another procedure would start from large values of p, 

for which it is known that V(p) = O. To a first approximation 
one would take then 

V(t)(p) = 0 for allp;;;.O. (4.24) 

With given V/(p), Eq. (3.3) would yield, thus, a first approxi
mation R I II( p). Substitution of this approximation in the re
lation [derived immediately below, Eq. (4.27)] 

V
I21(p) = exp - - ds { 100 R (t),(s) 1 } 

p R (s) 
(4.25) 

leads, via Eq. (2.14), to the next approximation for V(p), and 
the process is repeated. Naturally, one would need to show 
that such iterations are convergent. 

The construction problem could be significantly simpli
fied if the potential V/(p) were to be determined for two 
values of 1, rather than just one. In this case, writing Eq. (3.3) 
for each 1, and subtracting, results in an immediate deter
mination of the functionR (p). Knowledge of R (p) directly 
implies knowledge of v( p). Indeed, differentiating (2.13) and 
taking into account (2.11) yields the equation 

, R'-l [ ] 
: =-R-- ~~ v(p) = 1 , (4.26) 
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the solution of which is 

vIp) = exp {_ roo R 'Is) - 1 dS} . 
Jp R (s) 

(4.27) 

Suppose, for example, that ~I(k) is given for I = J by 
3.47), with unspecified physical meaning of the parameters 
ro, kuo, and r. Then, the integral (4.16), which for I = 0 

reads 

Bo(p,u) = 2~ f: 00 dk [e2i8o(k) - 1] eik(p+u) , (4.28) 

needs to be calculated first. This calculation can be done by 
expanding the integrand in powers of r and finding Bo in the 
form of a series: 

Bo( p,u;r) = Bo( p,s;O) + r 

X [ ~.2 Bo( p,u;r)] . + ... . (4.29) ar r~O 

One obtains successively 

Bo( p,u;O) = 0 (4.30) 

and 

[p~ Bo( p,u;r)] r ~ 0 

i foo dk . = - ---2 (sin 2kpo - 2kpo)e,k I p + u) 
7T - 00 4(kro) 

=_l_(po_P+u)e(po_P+u), (4.31) 
2ro 2 2 

where e (x) is the Heaviside step function. In fact, the entire 
eries can be generated and its sum found: 
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The solution to the Marchenko equation (4.15) now can 
be found, again by seeking it in the form of a power series in 
r: 

Ao(p,u)=- L - --1 00 (r)" + 1 1 (u _ p)" 
2"~o ro n!(n+l)! 2 

( 
p + u)" + 1 ( p + u) X Po--- e Po---

2 2 
= L [Po - (p + U)/2] 112 

2ro (u-p)/2 

Xll( ~~ [u ~ p (Po _ P ; u) r2) 
( p+u) xe PO--2- . 

(4.33) 

Finally, from (4.18) one gets 

Vo(p) = V(p)=(rlro)e(po-p), (4.34) 

which identifies Po as the value of p beyond which the poten
tial vanishes. 

From Eq. (4.20), for p > Po, with the condition that 

lim JL(p) = 1, oneobtainsJL(p)=l. For 0< p< Po, thesolu-
"....00 

tion of (4.20) can be found easily and matched at p = Po (to-
gether with its derivative) with the solution found for p > Po' 
The final answer is Eq. (2.22), as expected. Equation (2.10) 
determines r( pI, including ro = r( Po) which now is identified 
as the radius of the sphere. Inverting r( pI, one finally finds 
n(r) = v( p(r)), Eq. (2.17). 
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On the nonexistence of static solutions of the Einstein-Weyl equations in 
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It is proved that the combined gravitational-neutrino equations in general relativity admit no 
nontrivial solutions in a static space-time provided that the energy density of the neutrino field is 
nonnull for all observers. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In general relativity and in classical field theory a neu
trino field interacting with a gravitational field is represent
ed by a two-spinor S A which satisfies the generalized Weyl 
equation 

ifAXSA;1' = 0, (1.1) 

and the Einstein gravitational equations 

Rl'v = - Tl'v' (1.2) 

where if AX are the generalized Pauli matrices and Tl'v is the 
neutrino energy momentum tensor. 

A fruitful manner to treat the above equations is to 
complete S A with a spinor ~ in such a way that (S A,~ ) form 
a spinor frame. This spinor frame gives rise to a null tetrad 
(/1',kl',ml',ml') as follows: 

A-X II' = ifAXS S , 
kl' = ifAX~'?' 
ml' = ifAXS A,?, 

ml' = ifAX~fX. 

(l.3a) 

(l.3b) 

(l.3c) 

(l.3d) 

The vector /1' is interpreted as the neutrino flux vector. 
For a given neutrino field SA the null tetrad 

(/1',kl',ml',ml') is not uniquely determined; we can perform a 
"null rotation about /1''' expressed by the formulas 

II' = 1'1', 

kl' = k 'I' + 4Jlm'l' + IPm'l' + 4Jl1P/ 'I', 

ml' = m'l' + iii 'I'. 

(1.4a) 

(1.4b) 

(l.4c) 

In terms of the spin coefficients associated with the null 
tetrad l the Weyl equation takes the equivalent form2

: 

p=E, 

/3= T. 

(1.5a) 

(1.5b) 

Furthermore, if we will suppose that the neutrino field is of 
class E I , we can prove2 the existence of a null tetrad with 
respect to which the neutrino energy-momentum tensor as
sumes the form 

Tl'v = - i{AII' Iv + 2w[gl'v - 2(/l'kv + Ivkl')] 

+ 2i(iiml'mv - O"ml'mv)}, (1.6) 

with the following restrictions on the spin coefficients: 

k=O, 

a - 21'= 0, 

4uJ2 - O"ii>O. 

The quantities A and U) are defined by 

A = 2i(r- y), 

U) = (i/2)( P - Pl. 
If in particular, 

4uJ2 - O"U = 0, 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

then we can perform the null rotation (1.4a)-( 1.4c) with the 
function 4JI restricted by the equation 

2w 4JI - iuIP = 0, (1.12) 

and give to the real part of 4JI any convenient value. 
The components of the Einstein field equations with 

respect to the null tetrad can be written3 

<Poo = 0, (1.13a) 

<POI = 0, (1.13b) 

<P02 = (i/4)0", (1.13c) 

<PI I = iU), (1.13d) 

<P12 = 0, ( 1.13e) 

<P22 = --0. (1.13t) 

II. THE NEUTRINO FIELD IN A STATIC SPACE·TIME 

Static space-time is characterized by the existence of a 
timelike hypersurface orthogonal Killing vector field nl', 
that is 

nl'nl' > 0, 

X' ngl'V = 0, 

n;.nl';v + nv n;.;1' + nl'nv;;' = 0. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

From these equations it follows that nl' is an eigenvector of 
the Ricci tensor Rl'v and consequently by virtue of the Ein
stein field equations (1.2) we must have 

(2.4) 

As in this paper we consider a static space-time generated by 
a neutrino field of class EI we can prove4 that from (2.2) it 
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follows that 

.5f' nlJ1- = 0, 

.5f'nkJ1- = 0, 

.5f' n mJ1- = - ismJ1-, 

where s is a real constant. 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

To exploit theEqs. (2.1), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5a)-(2.5c)we 
need to expand nJ1- in terms ofthe null tetrad 

nJ1- = alJ1- + bkJ1- - cmP- - emJ1-, (2.6) 

where a, b are real, and c complex. 
Now the Eqs. (2.1), (2.4), (2.5a)-(2.5c) and (2.3) can be 

written equivalently 

ab - ce>O, 

2(UJ - 2¢J )a - bA = 0, 

(UJ - 2¢J )b = 0, 

(UJ + 2¢J )c - /cO' = 0, 

b'J1- = (Iv;J1- -1J1-;v)nV, 

a.J1- = (kv,J1- - kJ1-;v)nV, 

e.J1- = (mv,J1- - mJ1-;v)nV - ismJ1-' 

(2.7) 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.9c) 

db + bba - abb + anJ1-;n"IJ1-;v - bnJ1-;n"kJ1-;v - cnvk J1-(;J1-

= 0, (2. lOa) 

bbe - ebb + cob - bnJ1-;n"mJ1-;lI - cnllmJ1-Iv,J1- + enP-;n"IJ1-;v 
= 0, (2. lOb) 

coa - aDe - cba + anllmJ1-iii - cnllmJ1-k _ + cnJ1-;n"k _ v,J-t V,1l /J.,V 

= 0, (2.lOc) 

where L1, 0, and 8 are the intrinsic derivatives associated with 
the null tetrad. 5 

From (2.7) it is clear that we must have a =/:.0 and b =/:. ° 
and therefore the system (2.8a)-(2.8c) is equivalent to the 
system 

2¢J = UJ, 

Y=Y, 

2UJc - iac = 0. 

(2.11a) 

(2.1Ib) 

(2.llc) 

Also, from (1.9), (2.11b) and the form (1.6) of the energy
momentum tensor, it is clear that if p - p = ° then the neu
trino field reduces to a ghost field. As it is known6 these fields 
are allowed by static space-time configurations, but in the 
present paper they are not considered. So, we assume 

p -p=/:,O. (2.12) 

In the next section we give the proof of the following 
theorem which appears as a generalization of a theorem 
proved by Wainwright.7 

Theorem: There are no nontrivial solutions of the Ein
stein-Weyl equations in a static space-time for a neutrino 
field of class E I' 

For convenience, in the remainder of the p,aper the re
strictions (1.5a), (l.5b), (1.7), (1.8), (2.7), (2. llb), (2.12), and 
the Einstein equations (2.13a)-(2.13t) will be used without 
explicit reference. For the Ricci and Bianchi identities we 
will adopt a special reference notation, e.g., by (2.R) [respec
tively, (2.B)] we mean the second Ricci identity (respectively, 
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the second Bianchi identity) in the listing given by PiranilS or 
by Flaherty. 9 

III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

First, from (2.llc) we observe that if 4UJ2 - 0-0' > ° the 
quantity c vanishes. But this can also be achieved if 
4UJ2 - 0-0' = O. In fact, in this case, we can perform the null 
rotation (1.4a)-(1.4c) with the function '/I restricted by (1.12). 
In the new null tetrad (I 'J1- ,k 'J1-,m'P-,m ,J1-) the Killing vector nJ1-
can be expanded as follows: 

nJ1- = a'I'J1- + b'k'J1- - c'm'J1- - e'm'J1-, 

where the components a', b', c' are related to a, b, c, by 

a' = a + b'/l~ - c~ - e'/l, (3.ta) 

b'=b, (3.1b) 

c' = c - b'/l. 

Now if c=/:.O, we choose 

Re'/l = (lib )Rec, 

(3.lc) 

and then, from (1.12), (2.ltc) and (3.lc) it follows that c' = 0. 
Therefore, in all cases we can set 

c=O, (3.2) 

and assume that the null tetrad is uniquely determined. In
troducing (3.2) into Eq. (2.9c) we obtain 

17' + l' = 0, (3.3) 

ao- = bA, (3.4) 

ap - bji = is. (3.5) 

Also, by virtue of (3.2) Eqs. (2. lOa)-(2. lOc) become 

bba - abb + 2abk J1-mv1J1-;V = 0, 

nJ1-;n"mJ1-;V = 0. 

These two equations with the help of (2.9a)-(2.9b), (3.3) and 
the formulas given in the appendix yield 

v=O, 

ap = bfi. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

For the calculations which follow it will be helpful if we 
notice that by virtue of (3.4) and (3.7) the quantities ,1,0- and 
PIl are real. Also, instead of (3.5) we consider in our proof the 
equation 

a( p - ji) = - is, (3.8) 

which follows from (3.5) and (3.7). 
Equations (2.9a) and (2.9b) with the help of (3.2), (3.3), 

and (3.6) can be written in the form 

Da = 2yb, 

L1a = - 2ya, 

Da = - 41'a, 

Db=(p+p)b, 

L1b = - (p +pja, 

Db = 21'b. 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

(3.9c) 

(3. lOa) 

(3. lOb) 

(3. 10c) 

For convenience, in addition to the conventions adopt
ed at the end of Sec. II, we agree that in the sequel Eqs. (3.3), 
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(3.4), (3.6)-(3.8), (3.9a)-(3.9c), and (3. lOa)-(3. lOc) will also be 
used without explicit reference. 

To obtain further restrictions on the spin coefficients 
and the components ofthe Weyl conformal tensor we are 
forced to consider the integrability conditions of the Eqs. 
(3.4), (3.7), and (3.8) in conjunction with the Ricci and Bian
chi identities. So, we will proceed by first examining integra
bility conditions ofthe Eq. (3.8), namely, its D, 0, and Li 
derivatives. 

By D differentiation of (3.8) and the help of (1.R) we 
obtain 

r + f.l + ji = O. 

From (3.R), (4.R), and (5.R) we derive 

o (p - p) = 47'(p -p) - 21f/1' 

and so, the 0 derivative of (3.8) yields 

1f/1 = O. 

Also, from (6.R) we derive 

Li (p - p) = 2y( P - p) + W2 - 1f/2' 

and so, the Li derivative of (3.8) yields 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

1f/2 = W2. (3.15) 

By taking into account (3.11) and (3.15) we obtain from 
(12.R) 

OT = (2f.l - ji) P - Aa + 7'T - 1f/2 + tPw (3.16) 

and hence, (8.R) and (17.R) can be written, respectively, 

Df.l = (ji - 3f.l) P + Ua + 7'T - tPll + 21f/2' (3.17) 

Lip = - pf.l - 3pji - Ua - 7'T + tPll - 21f/2' (3.18) 

Substituting (3.18) into (6.R) and taking into account (3.11) 
we obtain 

Dr = 4pf.l - Ua - 27'T + 2tPll - 1f/2' (3.19) 

By D differentiation of(3.11) and the help of(3.15), (3.17), 
and (3.19) we derive 

31f/2 = (p - p)( f.l - ji) - Ua. (3.20) 

Let us now consider the integrability conditions of Eq. 
(3.4). At first, by D differentiation of (3.4) and the help of 
(2.R) we obtain 

DX = (p - 3p) X + (alb )If/o, (3.21) 

and then, this equation with (7.R), (16.R), and (3.11) gives 

Lia = - 2( f.l + ji)a - (alb )If/o. (3.22) 

With the help of (3.22), (3.11), and the Ricci identity (lO.R) 
which by virtue of (3.11) can be written 

(3.23) 

the Li differentiation of (3.4) yields 

(alb )If/o = (b la)W4 • (3.24) 

the imaginary parts of (l.R) and (3.17) can be written, 
respecti vel y, 

D (p - PI = 2( P + PI( p - PI, 

D (f.l - ji) = - (p + PI( f.l - ji). 

By virtue of these two equations and Eqs. (2.R) and (3.21) the 
D derivative of (3.20) becomes 
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3Dlf/2 = 3(p + Pllf/2 - 2(Alf/o + AWo)' (3.25) 

The substitution of (3.25) into (3.B) with the help of (3.13), 
(3.15) and (9.B) gives 

A If/o = - 3plf/2 - 2(2p + P)tPll + iitP02' (3.26) 

From (3.R), (5.R), (l1.R), and the help of(3.13) we obtain 

Sa = 4a7. (3.27) 

By virtue of this equation the S derivative of (3.4) yields 

OA = - U7'. (3.28) 

Acting on p with the commutator of the D and o-derivative 
operators5 and using (1.R)-(5.R), (3.13), and (3.27) we find 

Aoa = 4Aa7' - (alb )1f/07. (3.29) 

As by virtue of (3.13) Eq. (3.12) becomes 

o (p - PI = 4(p - Pl7', (3.30) 

it follows that 

o (f.l - ji) = - 2( f.l - ji)7'. (3.31) 

Now, by virtue of (3.28)-(3.31) the 0 derivative of (3.20) can 
be written 

301f/2 = 61f/27' + 2(alb )If/oT. 

From (9.R), (15.R), and (18.R) we derive 

Li7' = 0, 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

1f/3 = 0, (3.34) 

and then by substitution of(3.32) into (4.B) and taking into 
account (3.13), (3.30), (3.34), and (lO.B) we obtain 

2(alb )1f/07 = 3(1f/2 - 2tPll )7' + 3tP027. (3.35) 

By D differentiation of (3.7) and the help of(3.11), (3.17), 
(3.20), and (1.R) we find 

3tP]] = pf.l + pji + pf.l - Aa + 37'7. (3.36) 

By virtue of(3.14), (3.15), (3.22)-(3.24), (3.26), and (14.R) the 
Li derivative of (3.20) can be written in the form 

(3.37) 

Let us write down the imaginary part ofEq. (3.26): 

Alf/o - A Wo = (p - PI(31f/2 + 2tPll ) + 2iitP02' 

Then, taking the Li derivative of this equation and using 
(2.R), (2.B), (3.13)-(3.15), (3.11), (3.22)-(3.24), (3.26), and 
(3.37) we obtain 

(i/4)(Alf/o +A Wo) = 2(f.l +ji)iitP02 
+ (pf.l - pji)(31f/2 + lOtPll )·(3.38) 

But as from (3.20) and (3.26) it follows that 

(iI4)(Alf/o +X Wo) = 2(f.l +ji)iTtP02 + 2(pji -pf.l)tPll 
+ (3/16)(p2 _p2), 

finally Eq. (3.38) yields 

(p +p)(1f/2 + 4tPll + (l/16)(bla)) = O. (3.39) 

Here, we are forced to consider two cases, i.e., p + p = 0 
(nonexpanding case) or p + p=;i:O (expanding case). We will 
show that both cases contradict the assumption (2.12). 
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A. Nonexpanding case 

We consider the case where 

p +p=O. 

Then, from (l.R) follows 

p2 + CTjj = 0, 

Dp=O. 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

Equation (3.41) can be written equivalently in the form 

pp = ACT. (3.43) 

By virtue of (3.40) and (3.43) Eqs. (3.20), (3.36), and (3.26) 
become 

31/12 = 2pp, (3.44) 
3<PII = - 2pp + 31"'T, (3.45) 

A 1/10 =p(31/12 + <PII)' (3.46) 

Also, from (3.R)-(5.R), and the help of(3.13) and (3.40) we 
derive 

p7 = CTT. (3.47) 

By taking into account (3.40), (3.42), (2.R), (3.R), and (3.13) 
the D derivative of (3.47) yields 

l/IoT = O. (3.48) 

Now, if 

7#0, 
then, 

1/10 = 0, 

and so, from (3.44)-(3.46) it follows that 

37T = - 4(a/b )pp, 

which is in contradiction to (2.7) and (3.49). 
On the other hand, if 

7=0, 

then, from (3.16), (3.40), (3.43)-(3.45) we derive 

pp = O. 

But by virtue of (3.7) this equation leads to 

p=O. 

which contradicts (2.12). 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

B. Expanding case 

We consider the case where 

p+P#O. 

Hence, from (3.39) it follows that 

1/12 + 4<Pll + -h(b /a) = O. 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

By {j differentiation of this equation and the help of (3.30), 
(3.32), and (3.35) we obtain 

(2<PII + 16(b /a))7 + <P027 = O. (3.53) 

By..::1 differentiation of(3.53) and the help of(3.11), (3.14), 
(3.15), (3.22), and (3.33) we obtain 

a( p + p)7 = - i(a/b ) 1/107. 

From (3.35), (3.52)-(3.54) we derive 

7U!P + p) - 4i(2<Pll + (l/16)(b /a))] = 0, 

and then, by virtue of(3.51) 

7=0. 

The substitution of (3.55) into (3.16) leads to 

pji = 2pp - ACT + <Pll - 1/12' 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

But, as by virtue of(3.15) the right-hand side of(3.56) is real, 
we have 

pp = pp, 

or, by virtue of(3.7) 

p2 =p2. 

But, clearly, this last equation is in contradiction to (2.12) 
and (3.51). 
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APPENDIX 

For convenience, we list the expansions of l/l-;",k/l-;'" and 
m/l-;V on the null tetrad. 

l/l-;" = (€ + l)l/l-k" - kiii/l-k" - km/l-k" + (y + r)l/l-l" - 7iii/l-l" - Tm/l-lv 

- (il +/3)I/l-iii" - (a +P)l/l-m" +piii/l-m" +pm/l-iii" + CTiii/l-iii" + jjm/l-m", 

k/l-;" = - (€ + "€)k/l-k" + 1Tm/l-k" + iTm/l-k" - (y + r)k/l-l" + vm/l-l" + vm/l-l" 
+ (iZ +/3)k/l-m" + (a +/J)k/l-m" -Am/l-m" -~m/l-m" -pm/l-m" -jim/l-m", 

m/l-;" = - kk/l-k" + iTl/l-k" - ("€ - €)m/l-k" - 7k/l-l" + vl/l-l" - (r - y)m/l-l" 

+ CTk/l- m" - ~l/l- m" + (iZ - /3 )m/l- m" + pk/l- m" - jil/l- m" + (jj - a)m/l- m". 

'Readers unfamiliar with the spin coefficient formalism are reffered to the 
original paper by E. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3, 566 (1962). 

2J. Wainwright, J. Math. Phys. 12, 828 (1971); In the present paper, the 
scalar ¢J associated with the neutrino field [see Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) in this 
reference] is chosen so that ¢J = 1. 

'Por the definition of the components <I> ij of the Ricci tensor with respect to 

a null tetrad see Ref. 1, p. 570, Eq. (4.3b). 
'c. A. Kolassis, "On the effect of space-time isometries on the neutrino 
field," J. Math. Phys. 23, 1630 (1982). Here, Eq. (2.llb) follows from Eq. 
(2.1) and Eq. (2.4). Then, a pure radiative neutrino field is excluded. Pur
thermore, Eq. (2.5b) holds whenever the null tetrad is chosen so as to satisfy 
Eq. (3.2). 
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I 
'For the definition of the intrinsic derivatives D, ..:I, ti, ;5 and for their com
mutators acting on scalars see Ref. I, p. 567, Eqs. (2.12) and p. 570, Eqs. 
(4.4). 

"T. M. Davis and J. R. Ray, J. Math. Phys. 16,80 (1975). 
7J. Wainwright, Nuovo Cimento B 22, 131 (1974). 
BF. A. E. Pi rani, in Lectures on General Relativity, 1964 Brandeis Summer 
Institute, edited by S. Deser and K. Ford (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 
1965), Vol. I, pp. 350-351. 

"E. Flaherty, "Hermitian and Kalherian Geometry in Relativity," in Lec
ture Notes in Physics, edited by J. Ehlers etal. (Springer, New York, 1976), 
pp. 128-132. 
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The coordinate-independent formulation of spacetime perturbation theory is applied to the 
analysis of surface terms which appear in variations of the Einstein Action of general relativity. 
Restricted variations of the type used to study the dynamics of homogeneous universes require a 
corrected action functional. A general expression for the correction is found. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 02.40. - k, 98.80.Dr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An action principle can provide a wonderfully simple 
way to pass from the general formulation of a field theory to 
a restricted version in which only a few degrees of freedom 
are allowed. However, there are problems with this ap
proach-it can yield an incorrect action principle. 

If the full field equations extremize the action I when all 
smooth variations of the field are allowed, then an action 
principle for a restricted theory can be found by evaluating I 
on a restricted class of fields. For example, evaluating the 
Einstein action functional on spacetimes with Bianchi type 
IX homogeneous space sections yields a valid action princi
ple for Misner's mixmaster universes. 1 However, it was soon 
pointed out that this approach fails for all of the Bianchi 
types with commutation coefficients which are not trace
free. 2 

The difficulty arises because the action principle that 
one starts with yields the correct field equations only under a 
restricted family of variations. The usual restriction is that 
the field and its derivatives vanish outside of a compact do
main so that surface integrals may be discarded from the 
variations of the action. More general variations give rise to 
"natural boundary conditions" which cannot always be sat
isfied. Homogeneous cosmology contemplates a restriction 
to fields which are the same everywhere on a space section 
and must therefore satisfy the natural boundary conditions 
everywhere. These conditions cannot be obtained from the 
restricted variation and must be imposed separately. Fur
thermore, they may impose unacceptable restrictions on the 
class of solutions. Thus, there is no reason to expect the Ein
stein Action Principle to work for homogeneous cosmolo
gies with noncom pact space sections. 3 

A brief description of perturbation geometry is given in 
Sec. 2 of this paper. However, it will be necessary to refer 
back to the previous two papers of this series for a full intro
duction to the subject.4

•
5 Section 3 discusses the first order 

variation problem and its implications for homogeneous cos
mology. Previous discussions of this issue have been cast in 
3 + I-Hamiltonian canonical language. Here a spacetime
geometrical Lagrangian approach is used as a way to discov
er the geometrical roots of the problem. The corrected action 
which partially rescues the restricted action principal for 
Class B models is introduced in Sec. 4. An alternative way to 
deal with these models as "inherently tilted cosmologies" is 
suggested in Sec. 5. 

2. SPACETIME PERTURBATION THEORY: THE 
GEOMETRICAL APPROACH 

The basic idea of Geometrical Perturbation Theory is to 
extend the use of the covariant derivative. Because of the 
Equivalence Principal and its close cousin the Principal of 
Minimal Coupling, all of the derivatives in the Lagrangian of 
a meaningful field theory are covariant derivatives. Thus it 
makes sense to enlarge the spacetime geometry by introduc
ing perturbation parameters as additional dimensions and to 
take covariant derivatives in perturbation directions. 

The enlarged geometry is called a 4 + n deformation. It 
consists of a manifold with four spacetime coordinates xa 

and n perturbation parameters x1A I. Think of it as a stack of 
spacetimes each labelled by a set of perturbation parameters. 
The spacetime metric tensor is represented by a second rank 
contravariant tensor field y"b, which is tangent to the space
times in the deformation. A choice of perturbation gauge 
corresponds to the introduction of the projection tensor field 
H a b' which projects onto the spacetime tangent spaces. Pro
jection in the perturbation directions is accomplished by the 
identification gauge tensor 

(2.1) 

As usual, derivatives are denoted by indexes preceded 
by commas for directional derivatives of components, semi
colons for spacetime covariant derivatives, and vertical bars 
for deformation derivatives which have been twice projected 
onto the spacetime surfaces. A deformation-covariant deri
vative is denoted by a dot. The full definition of the deforma
tion-covariant derivative can be found in the two previous 
papers of this series. The properties which one needs to use 
this type of derivative are 

(I) it agrees with the spacetime derivative for vector and 
tensor fields which are tangent to spacetime, 

(2) the derivative of the gauge tensor is just the second 
fundamental form of spacetime according to 

(2.2) 

(3) the second fundamental form has the nonzero com
ponents 

h aP1S1 = ~ yap.(S) (2.3) 

in a coordinate system aligned with the spacetimes and the 
gauge-choice, 

(4) the deformation curvature tensor is defined so that 
covariant derivatives can be interchanged by means of the 
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usual Ricci identity, 
(5) the deformation curvature tensor obeys Bianchi 

identities which have the same form as in normal Riemanian 
geometry, and 

(6) in a coordinate system which is aligned with space
time and with the gauge tensor, only the following compon
ents of H, the connection r, and Riemann are nonzero: 

Hap = sap, 

r
a
plC ) = ralC)p = - h aplC ) , 

r a
py = grapy 

= spacetime connection coefficients, 

R a py13 = g R a py13 

= spacetime curvature components, 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

R KIC)aP = h KPIC);a - h KaIC);p , (2.6) 

RKIC)aIB) =hKaIC),B -h
K
pIC ) h P

aIB ), (2.7) 

R\'IA)(B) =hKp(B)h P riA) -hKp(A)hPrlB)' (2.8) 

R KYa(B) = h Ka(B);Y - h Ka(B);Y' (2.9) 

The previous paper5 of this series explained the use of 
action principles in deformation geometry. One begins with 
a deformation M which can include any number of perturba
tion parameters and embeds it in a larger deformation M •. 
The action functional defines a function on M·. The value 
I (P) ofthis function at a pointPof M· is found by integrating 
the Lagrangian density over the spacetime which passes 
through P. The field equations on M are then found by insist
ing that the function I should have an extremum on M for 
every set of fields on M • . 

The extended manifold M· requires an additional coor
dinate xl"). The deformation M appears as a surface of con
stant xl") in M •. 

3. FIRST ORDER VARIATIONS AND HOMOGENEOUS 
COSMOLOGY 

The Einstein Action at a point P of a deformation is 
given by the integral 

I(P) = f 4aR (3.1) 
J.u 

over the spacetime ~ p through the point P. In the language 
of deformation geometry, the Einstein Action Principle says 
that the point P lies on an Einstein spacetime if and only if all 
of the derivatives of I vanish at Pin every deformation which 
includes the spacetime through P. 

The previous pape~ showed that the Einstein Action 
Principle 

ld = 0 

yields the condition 

f aQGQr L
r
d + f 4aGQr h rad = O. JaI JI (3.2) 

For simplicity, I will assume that the deformation is com
pact so that each spacetime in it is also compact. Thus, each 
spacetime ~ in the deformation is only a compact subset of a 
fully extended spacetime and will always have a boundary 
a~. In a closed universe one can arrange for the boundary to 
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consist of just two disjoint space sections. In an open uni
verse, there will always be a timelike boundary hypersurface. 
In certain special cases such as spacetimes with black holes it 
may be useful to have lightlike boundary surfaces along the 
event horizons. 

When the spacetimes which are allowed in the deforma
tion are unrestricted, the second fundamental form h is arbi
trary and one recovers the Einstein equations from the defor
mations with h = 0 on the boundary. However, if the 
spacetimes are restricted to a particular isometry class, then 
the second fundamental form h will also be restricted and 
one cannot get rid of the surface integral. 

This deformation geometry approach reveals a startling 
fact about these much-maligned surface terms-they are 
just the deformation components of the deformation Ein
stein Tensor. An obvious option is to set them equal to zero 
everywhere as gauge conditions on the deformation. That 
option will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. However, 
in the present case, the usual construction of a homogeneous 
cosmological model requires the construction of a rigidly 
defined deformation gauge which does not leave enough 
freedom to eliminate the surface terms. 

Consider a spacetime which is described by the nonho
lonomic basis vector fields eft and the metric components 
gaP. Denote the commutation coefficients of the spacelike 
basis vectors by cft/' where 

CftV
P ep = [eft' ev ] 

and require the only non vanishing coefficients to be the spa
celike ones. Further require these coefficients to be the con
stants which characterize generators of one of the Bianchi 
Lie Groups. Take the timelike basis vector field to be just 
eo = a/at, where t is the time coordinate. Finally, require the 
metric components to be functions of t alone. These are the 
spacetimes which are considered by homogeneous cosmol
ogy. Fix the perturbation gauge by declaring the time coordi
nate t and the Bianchi group coordinates to be the aligned 
spacetime coordinates and by insisting that the nonholono
mic metric components are simple functions of the aligned 
perturbation parameters. It is also customary to require the 
time coordinate to be hypersurface orthogonal so that the 
shift vector is zero. 

Contract Eq.(2.9) to obtain the expression 

(3.3) 

The first term of this expression is just the derivative of a one
form which has no spacetime components. The deformation 
connection coefficients all vanish for such a one-form so that 
the derivative consists of ordinary directional derivatives 
along the basis directions. One can split it up into spacelike 
and timelike parts (and possibly a perturbation part too). The 
spacelike derivatives vanish by virtue of Eq. (2.3) and the 
restriction to metric components which depend on t alone. 
Any perturbation components are projected away by the 
metric tensor when the index is raised. Thus, the surface 
term in the action principle becomes just 

f a Q R
a
d = f aoyOO d;; -f aa haP d;P' 

The time derivative term can be integrated along the 
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timelike boundary hypersurfaces and can be removed from 
the spacelike hypersurface boundaries by restricting the de
formation there. It is the second term which causes the trou
ble. Evaluating this term and neglecting all derivatives one 
easily finds that the surface term is just 

f aa R at") = time derivatives + faa h aP(") Cpa a . (3.4) 

Evidently, when the spacelike one-form with compon-
ents 

is not zero, varying the Einstein Action with respect to the 
constant metric components will not yield the Einstein equa
tions unless one imposes the gauge condition: 

Cb h bsd = O. (3.5) 

Without this gauge condition, one is using the wrong action 
functional for homogeneous variations of the Class B Bian
chi-type cosmologies (types II, III, IV, V, VI h 'I' _ I' and 

VIIh¥o)' 

4. CORRECTED ACTION FOR HOMOGENEOUS 
LAGRAGANGIAN COSMOLOGY 

If the usual Einstein Action is the wrong choice, is there 
a correct choice for these models? The simplest idea is to add 
the spacetime integral of a divergence to the action and hope 
that the variation of this divergence will itself be a divergence 
which cancels the troublesome term in the variational sur
face integral. The obvious divergence to add is the diver
gence of the troublesome vector field cr. This vector field is 
well defined on a deformation which consists of Class B 
Bianchi-type spacetimes. On such a deformation, we consid
er the actions 

I'(P) = r 4a(R + kcr
r) , 

J.IP 
where k is a constant to be determined. 

(4.1) 

Now perform the deformation-covariant derivative of 
the added term: 

f(acr.r).d = f a(Cr.rd - hdcr
r)· 

After some straightforward manipulations, the proposed 
term is found to have the deformation-covariant derivative 

f(acr.r).d = 2 f a r cJi rad , 

where h is the trace-reversed second fundamental form. Be
cause the calculation uses the unfamiliar deformation-geom
etry formalism, I have included it in the Appendix. 

Evidently the proposed correction term fails to elimi
nate a term proportional to the trace of the second funda
mental form. But all is not lost. We have not completely 
fixed the gauge choice for these deformations. It is still possi
ble to make time-coordinate transformations of the form 

l = T(l, X("I). 

These transformations change the spacetime volume ele
ment. With these transformations, one can guarantee that 
the spacetime volume element is preserved by Lie dragging 
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in perturbation directions. The corresponding gauge condi
tion is just 

hd =0. 

With the gauge now completely fixed, the correct action 
functional for this restricted class of spacetimes is 

I'(P) = r 4a(R-~cr.r)' 
Ju 

(4.2) 

This action principle should give rise to a completely 
regular system of Lagrangian dynamical equations which 
are consistent with Einstein's equations. The remaining dif
ficulty is that the second fundamental form is not arbitrary 
for the allowed deformations. The isometry group requires h 
to have constant components-that is no problem since the 
same isometry group requires the Einstein tensor to have 
constant components. However, the time gauge-condition 
Tr h = 0 means that extremizing the action gives only the 
tracefree part of Einstein's equations. 

Fortunately the Einstein equations are not all indepen
dent. Once the tracefree part of the Einstein tensor (minus 
the stress-energy tensor if matter is present) is required to be 
zero, the contracted Bianchi identities (and stress-energy 
conservation laws) require the trace to be a constant for all 
spacetime. The tracefree field equations in the form 

G ab - ! Gy"b = 0 

can be combined with the initial value equation 

Goo=O 

to ensure that G vanishes. 
By using Eq. (4.2) one can reduce a Class B cosmologi

cal model to a system of dynamical equations which are ob
tained from an action principle. These equations must be 
augmented by the initial value equation, which is often 
called the Hamiltonian constraint. If the Hamiltonian con
straint is used to eliminate a variable (a conformal factor or 
perhaps the lapse function for example) from the action, then 
a completely reduced dynamical system should result. 

5. THE NATURAL EINSTEIN GAUGE IN HOMOGENEOUS 
COSMOLOGY 

Instead of modifying the action, one might consider 
modifying the restrictions which are imposed on the space
time metric in order to admit the elegant natural gauge con
ditions given by Eq. (3.5). The only difficulty with those con
ditions is that the usual definition of universal time in these 
cosmological models implies the conditions 

(5.1) 

Combining these conditions with Eq. (3.5) restricts the geo
metries which the deformation can connect. 

One possible way out of the problem is to give up the 
usual gOi = 0 restriction and allow tilted time surfaces. 
Equation (3.5) can then be used as the four gauge conditions 
which follow from the coordinate conditions 

(5.2) 

The difficulty then comes when one attempts to incorporate 
these particular coordinate conditions into a Hamiltonian 
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formalism. The usual coordinate conditions restrict the 
lapse and shift parts of the metric, functions which play na
tural roles as Lagrange multipliers for the initial value equa
tions. Equation (5.2), however, restricts parts of the space 
metric which usually appear as dynamical fields. 

6. DISCUSSION 

The natural boundary conditions of the Einstein Action 
Principal are known to be the source of the difficulty with 
Hamiltonian formulations of Class B Bianchi model cosmo
logies. 3 Here, the difficulty has been displayed in the simpler 
context of spacetime-covariant Lagrangian dynamics. Thus, 
it is not a difficulty of the Hamiltonian canonical formalism 
alone. 

The general form of the natural boundary term is given 
by Eq. (3.3). The part of it which causes trouble in a Class B 
model is shown in Eq. (3.4). Both of these equations reveal 
something unusual about these terms: Either one could be 
set to zero everywhere as a gauge condition on the metric 
variation. The Einstein Action Principal appears to be se
lecting a natural gauge condition rather than a natural 
boundary condition. Thus, a possible interpretation of the 
difficulty with Class B models is that their natural "Einstein 
gauges" conflict with the gauges which simplify Hamilton
ian Canonical Formalisms. For example, Eq. (5.2) indicates 
that a Class B model wants to have a hypersurface-ortho
gonal geodesic space coordinate. 

APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF SURFACE 
COUNTERTERM 

First, move the derivative across the integral by regard
ing it as a Lie derivative on the deformation and then treat it 
as a deformation-covariant derivative on the integrand. 

= f 0'[ c'.s, LSd + caR' as, LSd - hd c'.,] 

= f [(C'.s LSd)., - C'.s LSd., - caRas LSd - hd C'.d] . 
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Now evaluate each of the above terms in tum: 

- CaRasLsd = - ca(hd·a - h aed·c) 

= Ca h a,,," - c,hd·'. 

Collect these partial results, recognize a total divergence, 
and obtain the desired surface integral. 

= f 0' [(cah 'ad )., + (cQh 'ad L - (c'h" )., ] 

=2 f O',ca(h,ad-!y'Qh,,). 
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A class of solutions of the generalized Lund-Regge model 
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A class of solutions are obtained for the generalized Lund-Regge model of Corones [J. Math. 
Phys. 19, 2431 (1978)] and its Euclidean counterpart. As a consequence, a new solution is noted 
for the original Lund-Regge model. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Th 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, Corones l has studied the following 
form of coupled equations for a generalized Lund-Regge 
model: 

All - ..1.22 = 2p(8 HA.81 - ..1. 28 2 ), 

where 8. = a8lax' and so on. 

(Ll) 

8 and A are unspecified field variables. g( 8 ), h (8 ), and 
p(8) are unspecified functions of 8. A transformation 
x 2 --ix· transforms (1.1) to 

(1.2) 
A •• + ..1.22 = p(8 HA.8. + ..1. 28 2 ), 

Thus if (Ll) is a set of coupled equations in the two-dimen
sional space-time continuum, where Xl is timelike and x 2 is 
spacelike, then (1.2) is its Euclidean counterpart, where both 
x· and x 2 are spacelike. 

Equations of the form (Ll) and (1.2) occur in a number 
of physical problems, although the definition of the field var
iables 8 and A as well as the functions g( 8 ), h (8 ), and p( 8 ) 
vary from one problem to another. Particular examples of 
( 1.1) occur in the study of relativistic strings in a uniform 
external field,2 and the nonlinear (7 model in 1 + 1 dimen
sions. Particular examples of(1.2) occur in the study of two
dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnets3 and in the Ginz
burg-Pitaevski approach to superfluids.4 Also Corones I has 
shown that an infinite number of equations of the form (1.1), 
including the two above, admit soliton solutions. 

The present note provides a unified approach towards 
obtaining some particular solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) for un
specified g( 8 ), h (8 ), and p( 8) subject to the restriction that 

g(8)*0, 

h(8)¢0, 

p(8)¢0. 

To obtain these solutions, we assume that 

8=8(z), 

(1.3) 

"Present Address: Center of Advanced Study in Applied Mathematics, 
University College of Science, 92, Acharyya Prafulla Chandra Road, CaI
cutta-700 009, India. 

where z = k (Xl' + €X2
') + Ixl + mx2

, 

k, I, and m are constants, 

and 
€ = - 1 for Eqs. (1.1) 

= + 1 for Eqs. (1.2). 

(1.4) 

It is obvious that Eqs. (Ll) are Lorentz-invariant and 
Eqs. (1.2) are invariant under arbitrary translations and rota
tion in two-dimensional Euclidean space. 

Therefore, for Eqs. (1.1), without loss of generality, one 
can express z in one of the following forms. 

(i) z = Xl with 8 z #0, 
(ii) z = x 2 with 8 z #0, 
(iii) z = Xl + x 2 with 8 z #0, 
(iv) z = Xl' - x 2

' with 8 z #0, 
(v) 8 = const, where the form of z is immaterial. 
In a similar manner for ( L 2), z can be expressed in one of 

the following ways: 
(i)z=x·,8z #0, 
(ii) z = Xl' + x 2', 
(iii) 8 = const, where z is immaterial. 
Before we study these cases one by one we have to estab

lish two lemmas. 

II. TWO LEMMAS 

Lemmas: If X is a function of any two independent var-
iables sand 1] satisfying 

then 

Xss +X'1'1 = U(s)Xs' 

X~ +X~ = Vis), 

U (s )*0, Vis )*0, 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

X'1 = const. (2.2) 
We shall prove this for the negative sign in (2.1). The other is 
similar. From (2.1b), 

XsX .. '1 - X'1X'1'1 = 0. (2.3) 
From (2.1a) and (2.3) 

X'1XSS - X"X"'1 = U(s)XsX'1' (2.4) 

If X'1 =0, the (2.2) is obviously satisfied. On the other hand, if 
X'1*O, one can divide (2.4) by X~ and integrate to obtain 

Xs = X'1 exp[J U(s) ds ] W(1]), 

where W(1]) is some function of 1]. 

From this equation and (2.1 b) one can solve X .. and X'1 
in terms of U(s), V(s), and W(1]). The condition that 
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axs/a", = aX.,Ias then gives (2.2). Therefore, (2.2) holds in 
either case. 

III. SOLUTIONS OF (1.1) 
Case (I) z = X1, 8 z #0 

Here 

0=8(x l
). (3.1) 

Equation (1.1) is now of the form (2.1) with the negative sign, 
where A is taken as X, Xl as S, and X 2 as a. Therefore, using 
(3.1) and the lemma, we obtain from (Ub) 

Formula (Ua) then gives 

f dO =Xl, 

(B I + 8fg(0) dO - 2fh (O)U I'exp[ 4fp(0) dO ] - K I'} dO )1/2 
(3.2) 

where A I, B I, and K I are constants of integration. 

Case (II) z = x2wlth 8 z #0 

Here 

8= o (x2
). 

Similarly, here 

A = K "x l +A "fexp [ 2 fp(O) dO ] dx2, 

(3.3) 

f dO =x2• 

(B" - 8fg(0) dO - 2fh (8 ){A ,,2exp [ 4fp(0) d8 ] - K ,,2} dO )1/2 
(3.4) 

Case (III) z = x 1 + x 2
, 8# const 

Define 

/3=XI _x2• 

Therefore, 

0=8(a), 

Formula (Ll) reduces to 

- g(8) + h (0 )A.aAp = 0, 

Aap =p(O)A.pOa· 

Equation (3.7b) can be readily integrated to give 

A = tP + tPexP[fP(8) dO ], 

where tP = tP(a), tP = tP 1f3). 

Formula (3.7a) then gives 

tPpexp[fp(0)d8 HtPa + tPexP[fP(8) dO ¥(O)Oa} 

=g(O)/h (0). 

From (1.3) and (3.9), 

tPp=l=O. 
Therefore, (3.9) can be rewritten as 

tPaexp[ - f p(O)q dO] + tP 
p(O)Oa 

g(O )exp[ - 2f p(O) dO] 1 

= h(O)P(O)Oa '4;' 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Since tP, g( 8 ), p( 0 ), and h (0) are functions of a and tP is a 
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function of /3, differentiating (3.11) with respect to a and /3, 
we have 

[
g(O)exp [ -2 fP(0)dO]] (_1) =0. 

h (0 )P(O )Oa a tPP f3 

However, if (lItPp)p = 0, i.e., lItPp = const, then the right
hand side of (3.11) is a function of a only and hence so is the 
left-hand side which is possible only if tP is a constant which 
violates (3.10). Therefore, 

g(O )exp[ - 2 f p(O) dO] = const. (3.12) 
h(O)P(O)Oa 

Then the right-hand side of (3.11) is a function of /3 and so 
must be the left-hand side; therefore, 

tPa exp[ - f p(O) dO] 
-'--'--=-------- = const. 

p(O)Oa 
(3.13) 

Using (3.8), (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), the complete solutions 
of (3.7), which are the complete solutions of (Ll) for 0 as a 
function of Xl + x 2

, this can be written as 

Bf h (0 )P(O )exp[2 f p(O) dO] dO = Xl + x2, 
g(O) 

tP=A fexp[fp(O)dO ¥(O) dO, 

tP = - A ± 2B (x I - x 2
) + C, 

A = tP(x l + x 2
) + tP (Xl - x 2 )exp[fp(0) dO ], 

where A, B, and C are constants of integration. 

Dipankar Ray 
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Case (iv) z = X'2 - ?, 8 =f. const 

Define 

Y = In(xl' - x 2
'), 

Therefore, 

8 = 8(y). 

Formula (1.1) can then be rewritten as 

Ayy - Au = 2p(8 )8yAy , 

,12 _ A 2 = eYg(8) - 8 yy 
y s h (8) 

Therefore, using (3.16) and Sec. II, 

As = const. 

Using (3.18), one can integrate (3.17a) to give 

( I) Xl +X2 
A = Mexp 2 pd8 +Nln Xl _x2 . 

(3.17b) then becomes 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.18) 

(3.19a) 

[M 2exp(4fp d8 ) - N 2 ]h (8) = eYg(8) - 8 yy ' 

(3.19b) 
I 

where A o, Bo, and Ko are constants of integration. 

Case (ii) z = Xl' + ?,8z ~O 

This case is similar to case (iv) of Sec. III. Proceeding in 
a similar way, we get 

,1= Moexp(2 fp d8 ) + 2Notan- 1 :~, (4.2a) 

[M~exp( 4fp d8 ) + N~ ]h (8) = eYog(8) + 8 yoYo ' 

(4.2b) 

where 

8 = 8 (Yo), 

Yo = In(xl' + x 2
') , 

Mo and No are constants of integration. 

(4.2c) 

(4.2d) 

As before, (4.2b) is an ordinary second order differential 
equation for 8 as a function of Yo if p, h, and g are known 
functions of e. This equation can be solved numerically. A 
and Yo are given respectively by (4.2a) and (4.2d). 

Case (iii) 8 = const 

This case is similar to case (v) of Sec. III. 
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where 

8= 8(y) (3.19c) 

and 

Y = In(x l' - x 2
'). (3.19d) 

Ifp, h, andg are known functionsof8, then (3.19b)isan 
ordinary second order differential equation for 8 as a func
tion of y which can be solved numerically by computer. A 
and yare then given respectively by (3.19a) and (3.19d). 

Case (v) 8 = const 

Here (Ll) gives 

A ~ - A ~ = const, 

,111-,122=0. 

The solution can be readily seen as 

A=A"'xl+B"'x2, 

where A '" and B '" are constants satisfying 

A ",2 - B ",2 = 4g(8 )1 h (8 ) 

and 8 is a constant. 

IV. SOLUTIONS OF (1.2) 
Case (i) z = x', 8 z =/=O 

(3.20) 

This case is similar to case (i) of Sec. III. Proceeding in a 
similar way, we get the solution as 

The solutions are 

A =Alx l + Blx
2, 

where A I and B I are constants satisfying 

A ~ +Bi = 4g(8)/h (8) 

and 8 is a constant. 

(4.1) 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

V. SOLUTIONS FOR ORIGINAL LUND-REGGE MODEL 

The original Lund-Regge model2 is a special case of 
(Ll), where 

g(8) = - (e sin8cos8 )/4, 

h (8) = cos8lsin38, 

p(8) = lIsin8cos8. 

(5.1) 

In this case all the solutions for 8 = e (Xl), 8 = 8 (x2
), 

8 = 8 (x I - x 2
), and 8 = const already appear in the litera

ture. 5 However, in the case of 8 = 8(XI' - x 2
'), i.e., in case 

(iv) of Sec. III, we observe some new solutions for the original 
Lund-Regge model. 2 

For the original Lund-Regge model the equations for 
case (iv) in Sec. III, i.e., (3.19), reduce to 

(5.2a) 
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e=e(y), 

y = In(x l ' _ x 2') 

(S.2b) 

(S.2c) 

(S.2d) 

Equation (S.lb) can be solved numerically as noted be
fore and A. andy are given by (S.la) and (S.ld). The special 
case of (5.1) where M = 0 and the special case of(S.I) where 
N = 0 already appear in the literature.5 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, all the solutions of (1.1) subject to (1.4) 
are given by (3.2), (3.4) (3.14), (3.19), and (3.20). In the par-
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ticular case of the original Lund-Regge model this indicates 
a new solution (5.2). Solutions of(1.2) subject to (1.4) are 
given by (4.1) and (4.2). 
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[Sov. Phys. JETP 7,858 (1958)]. 
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Orthogonal transitivity, invertibility and null geodesic separability in type D 
vacuum solutions of Einstein's field equations with cosmological constanta) 

s. R. Czapor and R. G. McLenaghan 
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
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It is shown without explicit integration that all Petrov type-D vacuum solutions with 
cosmological constant admit at least a two-parameter, abelian, orthogonally transitive group of 
local isometries. In the case when the orbits are non-null the group is invertible and a symmetric 
null tetrad is shown to exist in which it is manifest that the principal null congruences defined by 
the type-D W ey I tensor are indistinguishable. General forms for the metrics are given for both the 
case of non-null and null group orbits. It is also demonstrated that there always exists a system of 
coordinates for these solutions in which the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the null geodesics is 
solvable by separation of variables, a fact that explains the existence of a conformal Killing tensor 
therein. A partial invariant characterization of Kinnersley's type-D vacuum solutions is given 
from which it follows that all his metrics except those of Case III admit a (0,2) Yano-Killing 
tensor and hence a full (0,2) Killing tensor. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb, 02.30.Jr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Kinnersley I observed that every member of his exhaus
tive set of solutions of Einstein's vacuum field equations for 
Petrov type D admits at least a two-parameter abelian iso
metry group. More direct proofs of this property have been 
given by Hughston and Sommers2 and by Weir and Kerr. 3 

The former authors construct the Killing vectors from a sec
ond-rank Killing spinor whose existence in the solutions had 
previously been demonstrated by Walker and Penrose.4 

These workers and others5- 7 employed the Killing spinor to 
construct a second-rank conformal Killing tensor and, in all 
but Kinnersley Case III metrics, a full Killing tensor in order 
to explain the existence in the Kerr (-Newman) solution of a 
fourth constant of the motion for the (charged-) particle or
bits which had been brought to light earlier by the work of 
Carter8.9 as the separation constant in his separable solution 
of the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Carter's re
sult has been extended to most of Kinnerslev's metrics by 
Matravers,1O who shows that for all metrics in Cases II and 
IV the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is solvable by separation 
of variables while for the Case lILA (the C-metric) it is solv
able in this way only for the null geodesics, the separation 
constant in this case giving rise to a quadratic first integral 
and a corresponding conformal Killing tensor. (These sep
arability properties for all but the Case III metrics may be 
inferred indirectly from the existence of Killing tensors. I 1.12) 

The results just described have been given a unified 
treatment in a recent paper by Debever and McLenaghan 13 

(referred to in the sequel as DM) for the case of the Petrov 
type-D electrovac solutions with cosmological constant for 
an aligned nonsingular Maxwell field satisfying the general
ized Goldberg-Sachs theorem. 14.15 These authors showed, 
without explicit integration, (i) that all such solutions admit 
at least a two-parameter, abelian, orthogonally transitive 
group of local isometries; (ii) that in the case of non-null 

a) This work was supported in part by a grant from the Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada. 

orbits, when the group is invertible, there exists a symmetric 
null tetrad in which it is manifest that the principal null 
congruences of the type-D Weyl tensor are indistinguish
able; (iii) that there exist solutions (which seem to have been 
overlooked by other workers) with null group orbits that are 

orthogonally transitive but not invertible; (iv) that the Ham
ilton-Jacobi equation for the null geodesics is always solv
able by separation of variables in these solutions and that this 
fact explains the existence of a conformal Killing tensor ther-
em. 

The purpose of the present paper is to extend these re
sults to the vacuum solutions with cosmological constant. It 
may seem that this result is merely a special case for vanish
ing Maxwell field of the electrovac result just described. 
However, while the results are identical the proof is consid
erably more delicate in the vacuum case. The apparent rea
son for this is that some structure is lost when the electro
magnetic field is set to zero. In addition to the results just 
described we give a partial classification of Kinnersley's me
trics in terms of a set of invariants defined in terms of the 
Newman-Penrosel 6 (NP) spin coefficients for a null tetrad 
whose real null vectors are principal null vectors of the type
D Weyl tensor. We also express in terms of these invariants 
the conditions that must be satisfied in order that the rank
two Killing spinor of these solutions define a second-rank 
Y ano-Killing tensor 17 and therefrom a second-rank Killing 
tensor. It is then easily seen that these conditions are satisfied 
by all the Kinnersley metrics except those of Case 111.18 

The proof of our results follows the same lines as that 
given in DM and divides into two cases according to whether 
both the null congruences defined by the Weyl tensor are 
either expanding or non expanding or whether one is expand
ing and the other is not. In the first case it is shown that the 
solutions admit a Riemannian-Maxwellian invertible struc
ture and hence by a theorem of Debever, McLenaghan, and 
Tariq l9 (quoted as DMT in the sequel, earlier versions of 
which were given by Debever20.21 ) possess an invertible, abe
lian two parameter isometry group. The second case requires 
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a separate treatment. Parts of the proof which are identical 
with those given in DM are omitted. 

Our calculations are performed using the NP formal
ism and the equivalent complex vectorial formalism of Ca
hen, Debever, and Defrise22.23 which are related in DMT. 
The notation is identical to that of DM. 

2. HYPOTHESES AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 

We consider space-times which are solutions of Ein
stein's vacuum field equations with cosmological constant 

Rij = Agij (2.1) 

such that the Weyl tensor Cijkl is Petrov type D. Thus there 
exist real null vector fields I and n such that at each point 

I ?jChij[k 1m ) = nin'Chij[k nm ) = O. (2.2) 

This class of solutions will be denoted by :Va. The main re
sults of this paper are as follows. 

Theorem 1: Every solution in :Va admits at least a two
parameter orthogonally transitive abelian isometry group. If 
the group orbits are non-null, the group is invertible, and 
there exist coordinates (u, v, w, x) in which the metric has the 
form 

ds2 = - e(Ldu + Mdv)2 + eR 2dw2 

+ e(Ndu + PdV)2 - eT 2dx2, (2.3a) 

wheree = 1 (spacelikeorbits) ore = - 1 (timelikeorbits),L, 
M, R are real-valued functions independent of u and v, and 
N, P, T are functions independent of u and v satisfying 

N = - eN, P= - eP, T= eT. (2.3b) 

If the group orbits are null, the group is not invertible, and 
there exist coordinates such that the metric has the form 

ds2 = 2Rdw(Ldu + Mdv) 

- (Ndu + Pdvf - T 2dx2
, (2.4) 

where L, M, N, P, R, Tare real-valued functions indepen
dent of u and v. 

Invertibility is clear in the case of the metric (2.3) since 
the transformation 

(u, v, w, x) ---+ ( - u, - v, w, x) (2.5) 

is an isometry. The symmetric null tetrad for the metric (2.3) 
is given by24 

0 1
: = n,dxi = (l/vL)(Ldu + Mdv + Rdw), 

0 2: = lidxi = (e/vL)( - Ldu - Mdv + Rdw), (2.6) 

0 3
: = - midxi = (l/vL)(Ndu + Pdv + Tdx), 

0 4
: = - m;dx; = (e/vL)( - Ndu - Pdv + Tdx). 

The transformation (2.5) induces the following transforma
tion of the above tetrad: 

o 1 ---+ eO 2, 0 2 ---+ eO I, 0 3 ---+ eO 4, 0 4 ---+ eO 3. (2.7) 

This is the involution L of the Riemannian-Maxwellian in
vertible structure which exists in the solutions of :Va with 
non-null group orbits. 

An example25 of a solution in :Va with null orbits is 
given by Kinnersley's Case II.E metric with m = b = O. 

Theorem 2: For every solution in :Va there exist coordi
nates (u, v, w, x) for which the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for 
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the null geodesics 

ij as as -0 g---
ax; axj 

(2.8) 

is solvable by separation of variables; that is, it has a com
plete integral of the form 

S = au + /3v + SI(W, a, /3, y, 8) + S2(X, a, /3, y, 8), (2.9) 

where a, /3, y, 8 are constant. In these coordinates the me
trics have the following forms: 

Non-null orbits: 

ds2 = e21/J [ - e(Ldu + Mdvf + eR 2dw2 

+ e(Ndu + PdV)2 - eT 2dx2], (2.10) 

Null orbits: 

ds2 = e21/J [2Rdw(Ldu + Mdv) 

- (Ndu + PdV)2 - T 2dx2], 

where the metric functions satisfy 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(L/Zlw = (M/Zlw = (N/Z)x = (P/Z)x =0, (2.14) 

where Z = LP - MN, as well as the conditions of Theorem 
1. 

By substituting S of the form (2.9) into Eq. (2.8), we 
obtain, via (2.10) and (2.11) respectively: 

Non-null orbits: 

Z -2(aP - /3N)2 - R -2(S; (w)f 

= Z -2(f3L - aM)2 - T -2(S; (X))2, (2.15) 

Null orbits: 

R -'S;(w)Z-'(aP-/3N) 

= HZ- 2(f3L -aM)2 + T- 2(S;(x)j2] , (2.16) 

which both separate into ordinary differential equations in 
Sl andS2 in view of(2.13) and (2.14). 

The proof of Theorem 2 is identical to that given in DM. 
Separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

gij as as = m 2 (2.17) 
ax' ax} 

for the non-null geodesics requires that the conformal factor 
be of the form 

e2 ,p = f(w) + g(x), (2.18) 

which is equivalent to tP satisfying the differential equation 

tPwx + 2tPw iPx = O. (2.19) 

To determine when this condition is satisfied requires a 
knowledge of the explicit form of the function tP that can 
only be determined by solving the remaining vacuum field 
equations for the metrics (2.10) and (2.11). Such an analysis, 
which will be presented elsewhere, shows that (2.19) is satis
fied for all but the Case III Kinnersley metrics. 26 

It follows directly from Theorem 2 and Eqs. (2.15) and 
(2.16) that we have the following: 

Corollary: Every solution in :Va admits a second rank 
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conformal Killing tensor B ij defined by: 

Non-null orbits: 

BijpiPj = HR -2p~ + T- 2p; -Z-2(Ppu -NPu)2 

- Z -2(Lpu - MPu)2], (2.20) 

Null orbits: 

BijpiPj = HR -lpwZ -1(Ppu - Npu) 

+!T-2p; +!Z-2(Lpu -MPuf], (2.21) 

where Pi = as / axi. 

The tensors defined above give explicit forms for the 
conformal Killing tensors whose existence in the :Do solu
tions was demonstrated by Walker and Penrose27 and oth
ers. 28 We recall that these authors construct the tensor in 
question by first showing the existence for every solution in 
:Do of a second-rank (conformal) Killing spinor29 XAB satisfy
ing the twistor equation 

VA (AXBCI =0. (2.22) 

In the:Do solutions XAB has the form 

X AB = ¢JO(ALBI' (2.23) 

where 0A and LB are principal spinors of the type-D Weyl 
tensor corresponding, respectively, to the principal null vec
tors I and n defined by Eq. (2.2). The complex function ¢J in 
Eq. (2.23) satisfies 

d¢J = ~¢J8, (2.24) 

where 8 is a complex one-form defined by 

8 = - 2( p8 I - j18 2 + T8 3 
_ 'lT8 4

), (2.25) 

and p, j1, T, and 'IT denote NP spin coefficients associated to 
o A and LB' The conformal Killing tensor B ij is expressible in 
terms of the Killing spinor as 

Bij: =XABXAB = ~¢J¢(/linJl + mlimjl ). 

and satisfies the equations 

B(ij;kl - jg(ijBkl/;/ = O. 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

It follows from Eq. (2.24) and OM Eq. (7.7), which holds for 
both the bracketed metrics on the right-hand sides of Eqs. 
(2.10) and (2.11), that 

d (¢J¢ ) = ~¢J¢ (8 + 7J) = 0, (2.28) 

which in turn implies that ¢J¢ is constant. It is then easily 
verified using Eq. (2.6) that, if ¢J¢ = !e, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2.26) yields a value of Bij and hence of B ij which is 
identical to that given by Eq. (2.20). A similar argument ap
plies to the tensor defined by Eq. (2.21). 

Penrose and Floyd30 have shown that a second tensor 
which is skew symmetric may be constructed from XAB 
namely 

/ij: =XABEAB + EABXAB . (2.29) 

It can be shown that/ij satisfies the Yano-Killing equation31 

/;(j;k I = 0 (2.30) 

if and only if X AB satisfies the additional skew Hermitian 
condition32 

(2.31) 
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It will be shown in Secs. 3 and 6 that all Kinnersley's metrics 
except those in Case III satisfy this condition and hence ad
mit such a tensor, sometimes called a Yano-Killing tensor. 
It follows from Eq. (2.30) that the symmetric tensor33 

Kij: =/;J/ (2.32) 

satisfies the Killing tensor equation 

K(ij;kl = O. (2.33) 

The trace-free part of Kij is just the tensor B ij . Thus by the 
remark following Eq. (2.31) the Kinnersley metrics in all but 
Case III admit the full Killing tensor. It should be noted that 
as in the case of Bij the tensor Kij may be obtained from the 
separable solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.17) 
when the condition (2.19) holds. It is also worth mentioning 
that the complex Killing vector of Hughston and Sommers 
for the :Do metrics may be expressed as 

£- • - Hj 
~i' - i:J' 

where 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

It follows from previous remarks that 5i is complex, hence 
defining two real Killing vectors, only for the Case III me
trics. A method of construction of a second Killing vector 
for the metrics in the remaining cases has been given by Som
mers.34 

3. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE CLASS:Do 

Since the Weyl tensor Cijkl is Petrov type-D we may 
choose a local null tetrad (/, n, m, m) whose real null vectors I 
and n are principal null vectors of C ijk/' When the field equa
tions are also taken into account it follows that the only 
nonzero NP components of the curvature are 1/1: = 1/12 and 
A. The tetrad is then fixed up to the transformation 

(3.1) 

where a and b are real-valued functions. Under (3.1) the NP 
spin coefficients transform as follows: 

K' = e 2a + ibK , T' = eibT, (7' = e a + 2ib(7, p' = e a p, (3.2) 

'IT' = e - ib'IT, v' = e - 2a - ibV , j1' = e - aj1, IL' = e - a - 2iblL, 

E' = ea k + !Dp], y' = e - a [y + ~Llp], 
{J' = eib [(J + !/jp 1, a' = e - ib [a + !8p 1, 
wherep = a + ib. 

If we define 

12 : =jip -j1p, 

13: = pii - PT, 

14: = j1ii - jiT, 

Is: = pii + PT, 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.6d) 

(3.6e) 

it is easily verified that these quantities transform under (3.1) 
as follows: 

Ii =1 .. 

I; = 12, 
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I ~ = eO + ibl3, 

I ~ = e - ° + ib 1
4

, 

I; = eO + ibIs. 

(3.7c) 

(3.7d) 

(3.7e) 

We shall use these transformation laws along with those giv
en in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) to give in Sec. 6 an invariant charac
terization of Kinnersley's cases. 

On account of the choice of tetrad, Bianchi's identities 
take the form 

KlJI = a-lJI = vlJl = AlJI = 0, 

DlJI = 3 plJl, LJ lJI = - 3f.llJl, 

olJl = 3rlJl, 8lJ1 = - 31TlJI. 

Since lJI =I=-° it follows that 

K = a- = v = A = 0, 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

which expresses the well-known fact that both the null con
gruences associated to the type-D Weyl tensor are geodesic 
and shear-free. The remaining Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) may be 
written compactly as 

dlJl = - ~ lJIe, (3.12) 

where e is defined by Eq. (2.25). It follows that the integrabi
lity conditions for Bianchi's identities may be expressed as 

de=o. (3.13) 

This equation is also the integrability condition for the Eq. 
(2.24) satisfied by the function ¢ appearing in the Killing 
spinor of the form (2.23). The rest of the Eq. (2.22) satisfied 
by X AB can be written as 

K¢ = a-¢ = v¢ = A¢ = 0, (3.14) 

which is identically satisfied in this case on account of Eq. 
(3.11). It thus follows that the existence of a Killing spinor of 
the form (2.23) imposes the same restrictions on the space
time geometry as the vacuum Bianchi identities. This rela
tion becomes transparent when one notes (following Walker 
and Penrose35

) that ¢ = lJI-l/ 3 is a solution of Eq. (2.24) if 
and only if lJI is a solution of Eq. (3.12). 

The additional condition (2.31) that must be satisfied in 
order that X AB define a Yano-Killing tensor, when com
bined with Eq. (2.24) implies the further restrictions 

p¢ + p~ =0, 

f.l¢ + ji~ = 0, 

r¢ + iT~ = 0. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The consistency conditions for these equations, expressed in 
terms of the invariants (3.6), are36 

11=12=13=14=0, (3.18) 

of which only three are algebraically independent in the gen
eric situation. Later in this section it will be shown that 
II = 12 = ° for all solutions in :Do, while in general 13 and 14 
are nonzero. In Sec. 6 it will be seen that 13 = 14 = ° for all 
but the Case III Kinnersley metrics. 

The solutions in :Do also admit a "test" self-dual Max
well field 

(3.19) 
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where Z 2: = e I 1\ e 2 - e 3 1\ e 4. It can be shown that 

dZ 2 =eI\Z2, (3.20) 

+ 
where e is defined by Eq. (2.25). In view of this F satisfies the 
source-free Maxwell equations if and only if the function B is 
a solution of the equation 

dB= -Be, (3.21) 

the integrability condition of which is also given by Eq. 
(3.13). Thus the Eq. (3.21) has a solution ifand only if the Eq. 
(3.12) has one; more explicitly (following Hughston and 
Sommers37

) B = lJI2/3 is a solution of(3.21) if and only if lJIis 
+ 

a solution of(3.12). We note that the two-form F defined by 
Eq. (3.19) is that of the Riemannian-Maxwellian invertible 
structure possessed by the solutions of :Do with non-null 
group orbits3K 

We next write the NP field equations for the tetrad al
ready chosen taking into account the Eq. (3.11), obtaining 

D P = p2 + (t + E) p, 

Dr = (r + iT) P + (t - E)r, 

Da - 8t = (p - 2t + E)a -(3t + (t + p)1T, 

D/3 - 8t = (p - E)/3 - (a -iT)t, 

Dy - LJt = (r + iT)a + (1' + 1T)/3 - (t + E)Y 

- (y + r)t + T1T + lJI- A, 

81T = - 1Tl - (a -(3 )1T, 

Df.l - 01T = f.l P + 1TiT - (t + E)f.l 

- (a - (3)1T + lJI + 2A, 

LJ1T = - (1' + 1T)f.l - (y - r)1T, 

op = (a +(3)p + (p - p)r, 

oa - 8/3 = f.l p + aa + /3(3 - 2a/3 + (p - p)y 

+ V-t - jilt - lJI + A, 

8f.l = - V-t - ji)1T - (a + (3 )f.l, 

LJf.l = - f.l2 - (y + r)f.l, 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

oy - LJ/3 = (r - a - (3)y + f.lr - (y - r - f.l)/3, (3.34) 

Or = r2 - (a - /3 )r, 

LJ p - 8r = - ji p - 71' - (a -(3)r 

+ (y + r) p - lJI- 2A, 

LJa - 8y = (r - ji)a + (jj - T)y· 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

By expanding the left-hand side of Eq. (3.13) using 
(2.25), we obtain the following equations which are indepen
dent of the field equations: 

LJ p + Df.l = (y + rip - (t + E)f.l + (1TiT - 71'), (3.38) 

Of.l + LJ7 = (y - r)7 - (a + /3 )f.l, (3.39) 

8 p + D1T = (a + (3 ) p - (t - E)1T, 

and in addition, 

(3.40) 

8r + D1T = (a - (3)1T + (a -(3)7 + (ji p - f.lp), (3.41) 

which follows from (3.28), (3.36), and (3.38). 
It should be noted at this point that in the electrouac 

case, in contrast to the present case, the integrability condi-
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tions for the Bianchi identities are not identical to those for 
Maxwell's equations; by applying the NP commutators to 
the quantity 1/1 one obtains three additional equations which 
are independent of the field equations and the integrability 
conditions for Maxwell's equations [namely, DM equations 
(4.18a). (4.18c), and (4.18d)]. One of these extra equations 
immediately yields the key equations 

I( = 1T1r - rr = 0, 

12 = fi P - P ,0 = 0. 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving that 
(3.42) and (3.43) also hold in the present case. This is done by 
an examination of cases involving the quantitiesp, p, r. and 
1T. It happens that many of these cases are impossible. For 
example, if p = r = ° then Eq. (3.36) implies that 
1/1 = - 2A = const. If we then assumed either p # ° or 1T # ° 
we would reach a contradiction via (3.9) or (3.10), respective
ly. In what follows we mention only the admissible cases. 

A. Case I(a). 1T p#O, ~#O 

Equation (3.23) immediately implies that r#O. By 
means of a tetrad transformation of the form (3.1), we may 
set (on dropping the primes on the transformed quantities) 

p = 1T. (3.44) 

It then follows from (3.23), (3.27), and (3.40) that 

a=€. (3.45) 

Comparison of (3.29) and (3.38) yields 

Dp = 2r p - (a + a)p + (p + r)p + (pp - rr), (3.46) 

while the difference of(3.30) and (3.41) gives 

~r = - 2{3p + (a -p)r - (p - p)r + Ijtp - pp). (3.47) 

Finally, one obtains from (3.29), (3.36), and (3.47) the equa
tion 

1/1 + 2A = 2 p(r - P) + (jL - r)( p - ,0 + r). (3.48) 

To obtain further conditions, it is necessary to examine some 
of the commutators of p. The [..1, D] commutator yields 

..1 [p2 + (a + alp] - D [- (p + r)p - (r - y)p] 

= (r + y)D P + (a + a)..1 p - (,0 + r)~ p - (p + r)c5 p, 

or 

p(..1a + Dr) - p(Dy - ..1a) + 2 p..1 P + (p + r)Dp + pDr 

+ (jL - 2y)D P + (,0 + r)~ p + (p + r)c5 p = 0. 

On account of Eq. (3.26) this becomes 

2p..1a = p[2a(r + y) - 2{3(p + r) - 2rr - (1/1- if/) 

- p,o - (p - ,o)r] + r[2ap + (,0 + r)(r - p)]. (3.49) 

Similarly, by applying the [~, D ] and [~, c5 ] commutators 
and using Eqs. (3.24) and (3.31) respectively we obtain 

Da = alp - a + a) + ~p2, (3.50) 

(3.51) 

and 

2 pc5a = p[2a(a - P) + 2y( P - ,0) - (1/1 - if/) + P P 

- 2{3p + r(jL - r)] + ,o[2ar + (r - p)(,o + r)]. (3.52) 
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Since P#O, Eq. (3.50) implies that a#O. Therefore we can 
apply the [..1, D] commutator to the quantity a to obtain 

..1 [alp - a + a) + !p2] - D [air + y) - Pip + 1') - !(I/I 

- if/) - ¥t ,0 - rr - !11P - ,0) + ~7(2ap + (r - p)1,O + r))/ p] 

= (r + y)Da + (a + a)L1a - (,0 + r)~a - (p + r)c5a. 

Upon performing the required differentiations, substituting 
for the NP derivatives using the equations obtained thus far, 
substituting for the quantity 1/1 using (3.48), and simplifying, 
we obtain 

if/(2a - P +,0 -r) = 0. 

Since 1/1 #0, we then have 

r= 2a + p -,0. (3.53) 

This in turn yields 

..1r = 2..1a +..1 P - ..1,0, (3.54) 

and so by (3.39) 

c5p = (r - y)r - (a + P)p - 2..1a - ..1 P + ..1,0. (3.55) 

Now, by examining three further commutators, we can 
solve for the remaining unknown NP derivatives (namely, 
..1p, ..1 r, and c5P). First, 

[c5,..1]p = c5 [- (p + T)p - (r - y~] -..1 [(a +P)p 

+ (p -,o)r] 

= (r - a - P )..1 P + (jL - r + y)c5 p, 

which on account of (3.34), (3.37), and (3.39) yields 

2 p..1P = - rc5p - p(c5r + 2c5 p) + p..1r + r(..1 ,0 

- 2..1 p) + p[2ap - 2(r - y)(r - P) - pr]. (3.56) 

Sincep#O, we may apply [..1,D] top to obtain, viaEq. (3.26), 

2p..1r = - (2r + p +,o)L1 p + [2(a + a) -r - p]..1p 

+ (r - p}..1r - 2pDp - p..1p + r..1r 

- (,0 + r)~p - (p + r)c5p - p[(,o + r)(a + P ) 

+ (p + r)(a +P) - 2(a + a)(r+ y) 

+ (r p + r,o) + (1/1 + if/) - 2A ]. 

Finally, by applying [~, c5] to r we find 

2pc5P = - 2r~r + (fi - 2P - r)c5 p + (r - p)c5,o 

+ [2(a - P) - p + p]c5r - pc5p + pc5fi 

- (jL - fi)Dr - (p - ,o)..1r + rfJ.Lp + fi,o 

(3.57) 

+ 2aa + 2PP - 2(ap + ap) + (p - p)(r - y) 

+ (jL - fi)(a - a) - (1/1 + if/) + 2A]. (3.58) 

The last step in the procedure (which requires a good 
deal of algebra39

) is to apply the commutator [c5, ..1 ] to the 
quantity a. Following the same approach as that used to 
obtain (3.53), we find the relation 

(if/ / p)[p,o - rT + p ,0 - fi p] = 0, 

which implies that 

I( = 1T1r - rr = p,o - rr = ° 
and 
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B. Case I(b). 11' p;60, J1 = ° 
As before, we have 1";60 by (3.23). We remark that the 

case 1"1r1t;6 0, P = 0 is also admissible, but represents the 
same situation as the present case (since by interchanging the 
tetrad vectors / and n we pass from one to the other). 

Clearly Eq. (3.43) holds trivially. Sincelr p1";60, we may 
choose the tetrad of the previous case and proceed to obtain 
Eq. (3.53). Taking;5 of both sides of this equation yields 

(p + p}(1T1T - 1"1') = o. 
If(p + ,0) = 0, we have 

1r1T - 1"1' = 0 

from Eq. (3.38). Thus 

I, =12 =0. 

C. Case lI(a). 11' = T = 0, J1 p;6 ° 
Eq. (3.43) follows from Eq. (3.41). 

D. Case lI(b). P = J1 = 0, 1I'T;60 

Eq. (3.42) follows from Eq. (3.38). 

E. Case III. p = J1 = T = 11' = 0 

The key equations hold trivially in this case. This com
pletes the proof of the validity of the Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43). 

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 FOR NON-NULL ORBITS 

In order to prove Theorem 1 in the case of non-null 
orbits, we shall use the following theorem implicit in the 
work of Debever, McLenaghan, and Tariq,40 which is essen
tially a restatement of their main theorem: 

Theorem 3: If any space-time V4 admits a local null 
tetrad (/, n, m, m) in which the NP spin coefficients and 
curvature components satisfy the following relations: 

It = - e p, 1r = - er, v = - eK, A = - eu, 

y = - eE, f3 = - ea, (4.1) 

A: = 2(a - ea) + (eK - K) - (r - eT) = 0, 

iE: = 2(E - E) - (p - ,0) + e(u - a) = 0, (4.2) 

l/>22 = l/>oo' l/>02 = l/>20' l/>2' = l/>o" (4.3) 

1/14 = 1/10' 1/13 = 1/1" (4.4) 

iiJ p = iiJu = iiJK = iiJr = iiJa = iiJE = 0, 

!.t' p = !.t' u = !.t' K = !.t'r = !.t' a = !.t' E = 0, (4.5) 

where 

e2 = 1, iiJ: = D - eLl and !.t': = 8 - eb, 

then V4 possesses locally an invertible 2-parameter abelian 
isometry group and there exist coordinates (u, v, w, xl such 
that the metric has the form (2.3). 

We now note that by choosing a null tetrad as in Sec. 3, 
and in view of(2.25), we have (4.3), (4.4), and parts of(4.1) and 
(4.5) already satisfied. Thus we need only establish that (4.2) 
and the remainders of (4.1) and (4.5) may be satisfied using 
the tetrad freedom given by (3.1). It bears mention that this 
task is somewhat simpler in the electrovac case because of 
DM Eqs. (4.18c, 4.18d) and (4.21b-4.21e). 
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A. Case 1.11' PJ1;60 

On account of Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) we may use the 
available tetrad freedom to set 

It = - ep, 

1r = - er. 

This fixes the tetrad up to the transformation 

I' = I, n' = n, m' = - m. 

Now Eqs. (3.22), (3.33), and (3.38) imply that 

p[(y + r) + e(E + E)] = 0, 

while Eqs. (3.27), (3.35), and (3.41) yield 

r[(a - (J) - eta - f3 )] = 0, 

so that (sincepr;60) we have 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(y + r) + erE + E) = 0, (4.8) 

(a - f3) - eta - (J) = O. (4.9) 

The equations (3.29), (3.30), and (3.39) imply 

,07 - e pT = 2[(a + f3 ) p + e(y - r)r], (4.10) 

and similarly (3.23), (3.32), and (3.40) imply 

pT - e ,07 = 2[(a + (J ) p + e(E - €')7]. (4.11 1 
Then (4.10) and (4.11) together yield 

p[(a + f3) + eta + (J)] + 7[(E - E) + e(y - r)] = O. (4.12) 

Taking the conjugate of (4.12) and multiplying by e yields 

p[(a + f3) + era + (J)] - eT[(E - E) + ely - rll = O. (4.13) 

The Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) form a system whose determinant 
may be zero or nonzero. 

1. Sub-case (a). 13 = - ( p7 + e pr) = 0 (4.14) 

Differentiation of (4.14) with respect to D and Ll yields 

(,027 + e p2T) + (E - E)(,o7 - epT) = 0 (4.15) 

and 

(,027 + ep2T) - e(y - r)(,or - e pT) = 0, (4.16) 

respectively. Subtracting the second of these relations from 
the first yields 

2,o7[(E - €') + e(y - r)] = 0, 

which implies (since,07 - e pT = 2,Or;60) 

(E - E) + e(y - r) = O. 

This, with (4.8), then gives 

y= - eE, 

and with (4.12) implies 

(a + f3) + era + (J ) = O. 

Eqs. (4.19) and (4.9) then yield 

[3= - ea. 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

When Eqs. (4.18) and (4.20) are taken into account Eq. 

(4.10) takes the form 

Ap - iE7=0. 

Since A = - eA we also have 

A,o - iE(eT) = O. 
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The determinant of the system (4.21) and (4.22) is 
Is = pr - e pr, which is nonzero by (4.14). Hence 

A = iE = O. (4.23) 

We have now satisfied all of the conditions (4.1) and (4.2) of 
Theorem 3. 

Attention will now be turned to the differential condi
tions (4.5). It follows from the field equations that 

~ p = ~ r = 2" p = 2" r = O. (4.24) 

Therefore from (4.23) we have 

.fZI(€ - E') = ~(a - ea) = 2"(c - E') 

= 2"(a - ea) = O. 

Now by applying the commutator 

[.:i,D] = - e(€ + E')~ - (r - er)2" 

to the quantity p we obtain 

~(€+E')=O. 

Similarly, by applying the commutator 

[;S,t5] = e( p - p)~ + (a + ea)2" 

to r we obtain 

2"(a + ea) = O. 

Combining these relations with (4.25) yields 

(4.25) 

~€ = 2"a = O. (4.26) 

From Eqs. (3.24), (3.25), (3.34), and (3.36) we obtain 

e~a + 2"€ = 0, (4.27) 

and hence (by taking the conjugate and multiplying be e) 

~a - 2"E' = O. (4.28) 

The sum of (4.27) and (4.28) yields, in view of (4.25), 

~(a+ea)=O, 

and so 

2"E= ~a = O. (4.29) 

Thus we have established all of the conditions of Theorem 3. 

2. Sub-case (b). '3 = - (pr + epr)~O (4.30) 

Since the determinant is nonzero, the only solution to 
the Eqs. (4.13) and (4.12) is 

(a+P)+e(a+.B)=O, (4.31) 

(r - y) + e(c - E') = 0. (4.32) 

These equations together with (4.8) and (4.9) imply 

.B = - ea, (4.33) 

and 

r=-~ ~~ 

Now, if Is = pr - e pr=/=O we may proceed as in the 
previous case since the proof of the conditions (4.5) is inde
pendent of the condition (4.14). Hence we assume that 

Is = pr - e pr = O. 

Differentiating (4.35) by D yields 

2(E - E')r + e(er -r)p = 0, 
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(4.35) 

(4. 36a) 

which by (4.35) implies 

'2(E- E') + (p -p) =0. 

Thus we have 

iE= - 2(p -pl. 

Differentiation of (4.35) by 15 yields 

(p -p)r - 2(ea - alp = 0 

which implies 

(r - er) - 2(ea - a) = O . 

Thus 

A =2(er-r). 

The field equations again imply 

2" p = 2"r = ~ p = ~r = 0; 

then by applying the commutator 

[2",~] = iE[(r/ p)(D + e.:i) - (15 + e;S)] 

to the quantities p and r we obtain 

iEr[2(E + E') + (p + p)] = 0 

and 

- iEr[(r + er) - 2(a + ea)] = O. 

(4.36b) 

(4.37) 

(4.38a) 

(4.38b) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41a) 

(4.41b) 

Suppose that iE =/=0. Then along with the Eq. (4.38), the 
above relations imply 

2E + p = 2a - er = O. (4.42) 

Combining this with Eqs. (3.22), (3.26), and (3.33) we find 

- err + pp + e( V' - A ) = 0, 

which implies 

V' = W. 
Hence by (3.9) we would have 

p=p, 

and thus iE = 0, which is a contradiction. We conclude that 
iE = 0 [and so by Eq. (4.21),A = Oas well], and note that by 
Eqs. (4.36b) and (4.38b) we also have 

p -p =E-E'=r-er=a -ea =0 

in this case. The remainder of the proof is now identical to 
that of the previous case. 

3. Casell(a).1T=r=O, f..lp~O 

The proof in this case is identical to that of the electro
vac case, where Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) replace DM Eqs. 
(4.21e) and (4.21b), respectively . 

4. Case II(b). 1Tr~O, f..l = p = 0 

Again the proof is the same as for the electrovac case, 
with Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) replacing OM Eqs. (4.21d) and 
(4.21c), respectively. 

5. Case II'. f..l = P = 1T = r = 0 

As none of the OM Eqs. (4.18) or (4.21) apply in this 
case, the proof is once more identical to that of OM. We note 
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that by Eq. (3.28) 

'/1= - 2A, 

so that this case is nontrivial only when A #0. 

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 FOR NULL ORBITS 

We now wish to prove Theorem 1 in the case of null 
group orbits, i.e., p # 0, f-l = 0, or vice versa. Since one finds 
that the case p # 0, f-l = 1T" = 0, is impossible, we consider the 
case 1T"p#O,f-l = ° (cf. Case lIb) of Sec. 3). 

It suffices to demonstrate that the prooffor the electro
vac case holds in the vacuum case as well, despite the absence 
ofDM Eqs. (4.21b and 4.21c). This amounts to establishing 
that the relation 

(p -,0) - 2(E - E) = ° (5.1) 

holds for our choice of tetrad. 
In view of(3.42), we may use the transformation (3.1) to 

set 

1T" = r. (5.2) 

This is preserved by further transformations of the form 

I' = eOI, n' = e-an, m' = m. 

Now Eqs. (3.29) and (3.39) imply 

Y=Y 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

and Eqs. (3.27), (3.28), (3.35), (3.36), and (3.38) together imply 
that 

a+a =[3 +p. (5.5) 

On account of (5.4) we may choose the function a in (5.3) to 
set 

y=o, (5.6) 

which is preserved by further transformations (5.3) such that 

Lla = 0. (5.7) 

We now wish to make such a transformation to set 

r + l' = 2(a + p ). (5.8) 

This requires that, in addition to (5.7), the function a satisfy 

8a = !(r + 1') - (a + [3), 

8a = ~(r + 1') - (a + P). 

TABLE I. Invariant characterization of Kinnersley's metrics. 

Quantity 
p T f1 I, I, 

",0 0 

",0 ",0 l "'~ 0 

",0 #0 ~ #~ #0 0 

",0 ",0 l "'~ ",0 ",0 

0 ",0 0 

0 0 0 
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(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

Case 

lIla) 

l I(a) 
null orbits 

~ I(b)(iI1 
null orbits 

l I(b)(l) 
null orbits 

lI(b) 

III 

This is indeed possible since the commutation relations 

[8,Ll ]a = (r - a - [3 )L1a 

and 

[8,8]a = (,0 - p)Lla - (a - [3)8a + (a -p)8a 

hold. We note that (5.6) and (5.8) are preserved by further 
transformations satisfying 

Lla = 8a = 0, (5.10) 

and also that (5.5) and (5.8) together imply 

a =[3. (5.11) 

Hence Eq. (5.8) reads 

r + l' = 2(a + a). (5.12) 

Ifwe now apply the commutator [Ll, D] to p, we obtain 

Ll (E + E) = - (r/ p)(r + 1')[(p -,0) - 2(E - Ell, 

which implies that 

(r + 1') [(r/ p) + (1'/ ,o)][(p -,0) - 2(E - E)] = 0. (5.13) 

By Eqs. (3.27), (3.36), and (3.38) we also have 

'/I + 2A + 4ar = 0. 

If we assume 

r + l' = 0, 

then by Eqs. (5.12) and (5.14) we have 

'/I = W. 
Equation (3.9) then implies that 

p=p; 

taking D of both sides of Eq. (5.15) yields 

E=E, 

which establishes Eq. (5.1). 

If, on the other hand, we suppose that r + 1'#0, and 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Is = p1' +,or = 0, (5.19) 

then by taking D of both sides of this relation we obtain 

(p -,0) + 2(E - E) = 0. (5.20) 

By Eqs. (3.10), (3.27), and (3.35) we have 

(8 + 8)'/1 = (8 + 8)r = 0; (5.21a) 

Kinnersley 
Examples case 

NUT metrics 

Kerr metric 
II 

Cmetric 
lILA 

C-NUT metric 
II1.B 

Bmetric IV 

Robinson· I 

Bertotti"' 
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hence by Eq. (5.14) we also have 

(D + b)a = O. (5.21b) 

Now, by applying the commutator [b,D ] to p, and noting Eq. 
(5.21b), we obtain 

7(a p + ap) = O. 

In view of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.19) this becomes 

(7 - 2a)(a + a) = o. 
Since 

7 + 1- = 2(a + a)#O, 

we have 

7-2a =0. 

Immediately Eq. (5.14) implies 

IJI = ~, 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

which, along with Eqs. (3.9) and (5.20), once again estab
lishes (5.1). The remainder of the proof is now identical to 
that given in DM. 

6. CORRESPONDENCE WITH KINNERSLEY'S RESULTS 

Because of the transformation laws (3.2), (3.3), and (3.7) 
the NP spin coefficients p, I-l, 7, and 1T, and the quantities 13, 

14 , and Is defined by Eqs. (3.6) may be used to obtain a partial 
invariant characterization of Kinnersley's metrics. We first 
note that since II = 0 for all solutions in :t)o it follows that 
7 = 0 if and only if 1T = 0 [both of these equations being 
invariant under the general tetrad transformation (3.1)]. In 
terms of Kinnersley's quantities 7° and 1T

o it follows from his 
Eqs. (3.5), (3.6c), and (3.25) that 7° = 1T

o = 0 iff 7 = 0 (or 
1T = 0). Hence Kinnersley's Case I metrics are characterized 
by P#O and 7 = 0 [it follows from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.28) that 
I-l #0 in this case], while the Case IV metrics are character
ized by p = I-l = 0, and 7#0. For the Cases II and III one 
has p7#0; in order to distinguish these cases one employs 
the quantity 13 which in view of Kinnersley's Eqs. (3.1), (3.5), 
(3.6c), and (3.25) may be expressed as 

(6.1) 

Thus Kinnersley's Cases II and III are characterized, re
spectively, by the conditions 13 = 0 andI3#0. Similarly, the 
Case lILA and Case III.B metrics may be distinguished ac
cording to whether Is vanishes or not. The above results are 
summarized in Table I. The reader will observe that in the 
table we have distinguished in Cases II and III between 
I-l = 0 and I-l # O. This distinction corresponds to the orbits of 
the two-parameter abelian group of isometries being null or 
non-null respectively.43 In the case PI-l #0 (non-null orbits) a 
symmetric tetrad can be introduced in which Eqs. (4.6) and 
(4.7) hold implying 

13 = - eI4 • (6.2) 

It follows that 13 = 0 iff 14 = O. This implies that the invar
iant 14 also vanishes for the Kinnersley Case II metrics, a fact 
which is not entirely obvious from Kinnersley's equations. 
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The asymptotic structure of the gravitational field at null infinity is re-examined by allowing 
certain potentials to develop "wire singularities", keeping the physical fields smooth. This 
relaxation of the regularity conditions leads to the introduction of the Newman-Unti-Tamburino 
(NUT) 4-momentum which is the "magnetic" or the "dual" counterpart of the Bondi-Sachs 4-
momentum. It is shown that, unlike the Bondi-Sachs 4-momentum, the NUT 4-vector is 
absolutely conserved even in the presence of gravitational radiation. Thus, while the gravitational 
field resembles the nonabelian Yang-Mills fields in its "electric" properties, it is analogous to the 
abelian Maxwell field in its "magnetic" properties. It is pointed out that gravitational fields with 
nonvanishing NUT 4-momenta may have a substantial role in quantum gravity even though they 
are not physically significant in classical general relativity. 

PACS numbers: 04.50. + h 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In spite of the fact that they have not been detected in 
the laboratory, magnetic monopoles have drawn a great deal 
of attention ever since Dirac appealed to their possible exis
tence to account for the observed quantization of the electric 
charge. In recent years, interest in monopoles has continued 
to grow in the broader setting of nonabelian gauge theories. 
There are several factors which motivate these investiga
tions. For example, semiclassical analyses indicate that the 
classical solutions representing monopole configurations 
may play an important role in the more complete quantum 
theory. Similarly, there have been speculations on the exis
tence and the role of monopoles in the early stages of the 
evolution of the universe. But perhaps the strongest reason 
behind this sustained interest is simply that monopole con
figurations arise very naturally in the classical description 
and that there is no theoretical reason to rule them out as 
being unphysical. One is therefore led to ask if classical the
ories dealing with other interactions admit analogous con
figurations and, if so, what properties they have. A natural 
candidate for such a theory is general relativity. 

That general relativity does admit solutions with "mag
netic" masses has been clear since the early sixties when the 
NUT solution (to Einstein's vacuum equation) was discov
ered I and analyzed. 2 This solution provided a good intuitive 
picture of the structure associated with the presence of mag
netic masses. However, it did not immediately lead to gen
eral theorems encompassing arbitrary gravitational configu
rations with magnetic properties. Thus, for example, one did 
not even have a precise notion of what is to be meant by the 
term "magnetic mass" in the general context. To improve 
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this situation, Ramaswamy and Sen3 have recently intro
duced a framework to describe such configurations in the 
absence of gravitational radiation. This framework led to a 
precise definition of magnetic or "dual' energy-momentum 
as well as to certain theorems concerning the properties of 
the associated gravitational fields. However, this framework 
is also limited: Because it restricts itself to situations without 
gravitational radiation, it cannot answer certain physically 
interesting questions. For example, in the abelian Maxwell 
theory, both the electric and the magnetic charges are abso
lutely conserved while in the nonabelian Yang-Mills theor
ies, both charges are radiated away across J+; they satisfy 
balance equations rather than absolute conservation laws. 
What is the situation in general relativity? One's first guess 
would be that general relativity mimics the nonabelian case 
and allows both the usual energy-momentum and the dual 
energy-momentum to radiate away across .f+. As far as the 
usual (or "electric") energy-momentum is concerned, this 
guess is quite correct: The Bondi-Sachs4 analysis provides 
the required balance equations. In the case of the dual (or 
magnetic) quantities, however, the situation is more compli
cated. For, in the stationary case, the presence of the dual 
energy-momentum implies the existence of wire singularities 
in certain potentials for Weyl curvature, so that the situation 
is analogous to the abelian case rather than the nonabelian 
one where one can and does have everywhere regular config
urations carrying magnetic charges. One is therefore led to 
ask: Can the dual energy-momentum be radiated away? The 
available framework cannot answer this question since it 
deals only with those situations in which the Bondi news 
vanishes identically. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the framework to 
cases in which the Bondi news fails to vanish. This will en
able us to answer the question raised above. We shall find 
that the magnetic quantities cannot be radiated away even 
when gravitational waves carry away energy-momentum 
across .f+: NUT 4-momenta are forever! Thus, although 
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the gravitational field is analogous to the nonabelian Yang
Mills fields in its electric aspects, it mimics the abelian Max
well field in its magnetic aspects. We shall see that this flip 
comes about because the gravitational field determines the 
space-time geometry. 

Although there is a well-defined sense in which our 
framework reduces to that in Ref. 3 in the case when the 
Bondi news vanishes, our overall approach and viewpoint is 
substantially different from that of Ref. 3.5 

The present viewpoint is motivated by the following 
considerations. Space-times with magnetic masses are not 
likely to be of interest as models of gravitational fields of 
macroscopic objects in classical relativity because one ex
pects3 their metrics to exhibit either wire singularities or cau
sality violations. Hence, the primary interest in these objects 
comes from quantum gravity. Indeed, there is a scenario in 
which such configurations fit in nicely at the quantum level. 
This is provided by the so-called asymptotic quantization 
framework6

•
7 in which one constructs the asymptotic quan

tum states on abstractly defined null infinity, of ± , and then 
attempts to obtain the $-operator to map the states on of - to 
those on of+. For concreteness, let us adopt a path integral 
approach. Then, to obtain the transition amplitudes, one 
would fix two configurations of radiative modes of the gravi
tational field, one on the abstractly defined of- and another 
on the abstractly defined of+, and permit all possible 4-geo
metries which can interpolate between the two. (Thus, 
of+u of- is to be considered as an abstract light cone, not 
attached to any specific space-time; each permissible path 
exhibits it as the null infinity of specific space-time.) Now, 
the 4-geometries which interpolate between of- and of+ do 
not have to be C'x> everywhere; it will suffice that they be, in 
some sense, paths with finite action. 8 Indeed, if one adopts 
the Euclidean (or, rather, Riemannian) path integral ap
proach, one is led to allow 4-geometries which are even com
plex or singular in the Lorentzian domain9

; the only require
ments are that the intrinsic structure on of+u of- induced 
by the path be regular and the Euclidean action of the path 
be finite. By contrast, the 4-geometries which carry magnetic 
masses exhibit only mild pathologies: the curvature tensors 
are regular everywhere and it is only that the (covariant) 
metric fails to be invertible along the so-called wire singulari
ties. We shall therefore adopt the attitude that such paths 
should be included in the integral and analyze the way in 
which the asymptotic kinematic framework needs to be en
larged to incorporate them. 

With this motivation, we proceed as follows. Fix a 3-
manifold, 5, topologically S2 X R, which is equipped with 
the usual lO (smooth) universal structure of null infinity. The 
radiative modes of the gravitational field can be represented 
by certain equivalence classes, I D I, of derivative operators 
on this of. (Ultimately, of will serve either as of+ or as 5-, 
of+u of- being the required abstract light cone.) The physi
cally observable fields, the Bondi news, Nab' and the radia
tive part of the Weyl tensor, *Kab, can be constructed from 
the curvature of I D 1.7.11 The idea now is to allow the connec
tions I D 1 to develop "wire singularities" in such a way that 
the fields Nab and * K ab remain smooth. When this is done, 
one can introduce a new5 quantity associated with the trans-
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lation subgroup of the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs4 (BMS) group. 
This is the NUT 4-momentum, the magnetic analog of the 
Bondi-Sachs energy-momentum. The NUT 4-vector van
ishes if {D l is smooth; its origin is similar to that of the 
magnetic charge in Maxwell's theory. Thus, the primary dif
ference between the present approach and that of Ref. 3 is 
the following. In Ref. 3, Ramaswamy and Sen restricted 
themselves to space-times which are COO but permitted null 
infinity, of, to acquire various topologies. In the present 
analysis, by contrast, we restrict the topology of of to S 2 X R 
but allow connections on of to develop wire singularities. 
This change in strategy seems to be essential in order to in
troduce the notion of the NUT 4-momentum in the presence 
of gravitational radiation. The new strategy also fits in more 
naturally in the asymptotic quantization scheme. 

In Sec. II we introduce the basic framework. Section III 
is the heart of the paper: It contains the definition of the 
NUT 4-momentum and the result that it is absolutely con
served. Section IV discusses the issue of the enlargement of 
the space of classical vacua due to the presence of the NUT 4-
momentum. Details of the effect of this enlargement on the 
asymptotic quantum states will be discussed elsewhere. 

II. THE FRAMEWORK 

FixaC 00 3-manifoldof, topologically S2 XR, equipped 
with a collection of pairs (q ab' na) of C 00 fields satisfying the 
following conditions: (i) The vector field n° is complete and 
its manifold of orbits is diffeomorphic toS 2; (ii)qab Vb = o iff 
Vb is proportional to nb; (iii) .!i" n gab = 0; and (iv) pairs 
(qab ,na) and ({jab' na) are both in the collection iff there exists a 
C 00 function Ii) on of such that (jab = 1i)2q ab and na = Ii) - 1 na. 
[Note that (ii) and (iii) imply that Ii) of (iv) must satisfy .!i" n Ii) 

= 0.] The integral curves of na will be referred to as the 
generators of of and the space of these generators will be 
denoted by Y. The 3-manifold of will serve as the "kinemat
ic arena" for what follows; fields of physical interest will be 
simply "painted" on of. Note that, although of is equipped 
with the usual 10 structure of null infinity-q ab is the degen
erate metric and na plays the role of the null normal-it is to 
be thought of as a 3-manifold in its own right without refer
ence to any background space-time. 

The dynamical variables representing gravitational de
grees of freedom can be introduced in terms of suitable con
nections on of. Let us first recall this procedure from Ref. 7. 
Fix a "conformal frame", i.e., a pair (qab' na) on of. Denote 
by CCf, the space of Coo torsion-free derivative operators D on 
5, satisfying 

Da qbc = 0 and Da nb = 0. (ILl) 

These derivative operators lead to certain tensor fields. First, 
one can show that there exists 12 a unique, second-rank, sym
metric tensor fieldpab on of, satisfying 

Pab nb = 0, Pab qab = R 0, and D[a Pb]c = 0, (11.2) 

where D is any element of CCf; qab is any tensor field satisfying 
qabqam qbn = qmn on 5; and R 0 is the pull-back to 5 ofthe 
scalar curvature of the metric induced on Y by qab' If the 
induced metric happens to be the metric of a unit 2-sphere, 
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the conformal frame (q ab' na) is referred to as the Bondi (con
formal )frame. Equation (11.2) implies that, in a Bondi frame, 
P ab = q ab' The tensor field P ab is "kinematic" since it is inde
pendent of the choice of the connection used in its definition. 
A connection-dependent field is provided by the curvature 
tensor. It can be shown? that the Riemann tensor 13 Rabe d of 
any connection D on f has the form 14 

Rabe d = qe[aSb Jd + Sc[aDb Jd , (11.3) 

where the D-dependent tensor field Sa b satisfies Sa m qmb 
= :Sab =S(ab)' Set 

(11.4) 

and 

*K ab = 2 E'mn Dm Sn b . (11.5) 

Then Nab is the Bondi news tensor and * K ab is the "radiative 
part" of the asymptotic Weyl curvature. II In the gravita
tionalradiation theory, one can regard D and Sa b as "poten
tials" and Nab and * K ab as "physical fields". (For details, see 
Refs. 12 and 7.) 

What is the available gauge freedom? One can show 
that any two elements D and D ' in C(J are related by 

(Da -D~)Kb =~ab ne Ke, V Kb (11.6) 

by some C '" ~ab' independent of Kb, satisfying ~[ab J = 0 
and ~ ab nb = O. The connections D and D ' are gauge related 
iff 

~ab =fqab (11.7) 

for some C '" functionf on f. It is easy to show that if D and 
D' are gauge related, Eqs. (11.6) and (11.7) imply 

S ~b = Sa b - 2Da fn b , 

N~b = Nab and *K'ab = *Kab; 

(11.8) 

(11.9) 

physical fields Nab and *Kab are insensitive to gauge trans
formations. Thus, it is the equivalence classes ! D J of gauge 
related connections, rather than the individual elements of 
C(J, that represent the true radiative degrees offreedom ofthe 
gravitational field. In fact, under conformal rescalings, 
(qab' na)--(qab' na) = (Uiqab' cu -I na), potentials D and Sa b 
do not have unambiguous transformation properties. Equiv
alence classes, on the other hand, transform in a well-defined 
manner: 

[Da J Kb = [Da J Kb - leu-I K(aDbl cu + cu-I(cum Km) qab 
(11.10) 

and 

[5'/ J = cu- 2 [Sa b J - 2cu- 3 Da CUb 

+ 4cu- 4 CUb Da CU - CU- 4 Dba cum Dm cu, (11.11) 

where CUb is any vector field on f such that q ab CUb = D a cu and 
(Sa b I is the equivalence class of tensors obtained from! D J. 
(It is the ambiguity in CUb that prevents us from specifying the 
transformation properties of individual D and Sa b. f The 
fields, of course, transform without ambiguities: 

Nab = Nab and *j(ab = cu- 5 *Kab. (11.12) 

We now wish to enlarge this framework by permitting 
the potentials (D, Sa b) to develop "wire singularities" which 
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leave the C 00 character of the fields Nab and * K ab unaffect
ed. Since Nab = Sab - Pab and since Pab is C'" (being kine
matical), Sab = Sa m q mb must be C "'. Thus the "singular 
part" of Sa b must be of the type Aa n b

• Furthermore, since 
*K ab = 2E'mn DmSn bis to be C "',D[a Ab J must also be C "'. 
Can we satisfy these constraints and still be left with (D, Sa b) 
with "wire singularities"? Our experience with magnetic 
monopoles in Maxwell's theory suggests that this may be 
possible. We therefore proceed as follows. Fix a C '" connec
tion DO in CIJ whose curvature is trivial, i.e., N~b = 0 and 
* K 0 ab = O. Then, any connection D on f satisfying Eq. 
(11.1) is completely determined by a tensor field ~ ab: D a K b 

= D ~ K b + ~ ab ne Ke· Hence, the equivalence class! D J to 
which D belongs is determined by Yab: = ~ab 

- ~qab~mn qmn, the trace-free part of ~ab' If Dis Coo, so is 

Yab' We can now enlarge the space C(J of connections. Denote 
by Cif the space of torsion free connections D on f satisfying 
Eq. (11.1) and the following conditions: (i) the physical fields 
Nab and * K ab constructed from Dare C '" everywhere on f; 
(ii) ~ab obtained from D is Coo everywhere on f except 
possibly on a finite number of generators; and (iii) Nab Yed ~e 
is bounded on f. [It is easy to verify that .!f n Yab 
= - !Nab · Hence, by condition (i), the irregularities of Yab' 

or of ! D J, must lie along whole generators of f. This justi
fies the name "wire singularities."] We shall say that D and 
D ' in Cif are gauge related if they satisfy (D ~ - D a ) K b 

= f qab ne Ke for some functionfwhich is C '" except possi
bly on a finite number of generators. 15 Denote, as before, the 
equi valence classes of gauge related connections by I D J . We 
shall say that! D J is regular ifit contains an element D of Cif 
which is everywhere C "'. Otherwise I D J will be said to be 
nutty. Note that !D J is regularifand only if the correspond
ing Yab is a C '" tensor field on f. It will tum out that! D J is 
nutty if and only if the NUT 4-momentum of ID I fails to 
vanish. 

Remarks: (i) In the above construction, we chose a con
nectionD 0 with trivial curvature (i.e., a "classical vacuum"). 
Note, however, that the notion of regular and nutty configu
rations does not depend upon the specific choice of D. (ii) 
Note that the notion of a C '" connection is not gauge invar
iant in Cif: one can make "singular gauge transformations". 
The notion of regularity of equivalence classes, on the other 
hand, is gauge invariant. (iii) Given an element D of Cif, one 
can compute the tensor field Sa b and, given a C '" connection 
D 0 with trivial curvature, the tensor fields ~ ab and Yab' The 
singularity structure of Yab is gauge invariant since Yab itself 
remains unchanged under the gauge transformations. The 
situation is different for Sa b, and ~ab: By making singular 
gauge transformations, one can move around the wire singu
larities in these fields. Indeed, in the case of Sa b, the situation 
is completely analogous to that in electrodynamics. The 
"singular" part of Sa b is contained in Aa : = Sa b lb' where Ib 
is any covector field satisfying la na = 1 on f and, under a 
gauge transformation, we have Aa __ A a - 2D a f Hence, as 
in the case of a magnetic monopole, although one cannot 
simply gauge away the wire singUlarity in Sa b, one can move 
it around. 

To conclude this section, we give some examples of nut-
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ty configurations {D J on J. Fix a Bondi conformal frame 
(q ab' nb) and a derivative operator D ° with trivial curvature. 
Then, there exists 7 a 4-parameter family of covector fields la 
on J, satisfying nala = 1 and D[alb I = 0 such that Da ° Ib 
= O. Choose one of these and set la = Dau and label the 2-

sphere cross sections, U = constant, of J by coordinates B 
and ¢ satisfying.!f n B = 0 and .!f n¢ = O. Thus, u, B, ¢ pro
vide a chart for J (modulo the usual problems at the poles 
B = 0 and B = 1T). Set v'2 ma = (a/aB t + (i/sin B )(a/a¢ t. 
Weare now ready to define the required nutty connections. 
Define ~ ab by 

(11.13) 

with 

g=il(l-cosB)(1 +COSB)-I, 

and consider the derivative operator D defined by 

(Da -DOa)Kb =~ab neKe (11.14) 

for all covector fields Ke' (Note that ~ ab satisfies the required 
properties: ~ ab = ~Iab) and ~ ab nb = O. In addition, it is tra
cefree: ~ ab qab = O. Hence, ~ ab =Yab') Since ~ ab =Yab has a 
wire singularity along B = 1T, D fails to belong to cr;. To see if 
it belongs to ~, let us compute its curvature tensor. Since 
.!f n Yab = 0, the news tensor Nab of D vanishes identically. 
Hence, Sab = Pab = qab' This implies that Sa b is of the form 

Sab=oab+Aanb (1I.15a) 

for some covector field Aa' Equation (11.3) and the definition 
of D now implyl6 

Aa= -2Ia-4/(I-cosB)Da¢· (II. 15b) 

Finally, Eq. (11.5) yields 

(11.16) 

Thus, although D has a wire singularity at B = 1T, it is C co 

everywhere else, and *K ab and Nab are C co everywhere on 
J. Finally, since Nab = 0, YabNed qbe is trivially bounded on 
J. Thus, D belongs to C{i and {D) is nutty. Examples of 
nutty configurations {D ') with non vanishing news are easy 
to construct. Set 

(11.17) 

where ..tab is a C co, symmetric, tracefree tensor field on J, 
transverse to na the closure of whose support excludes the 
generator B = 1T of J. Then, if .!f n ..tab fails to vanish, {D'} 
would be a nutty configuration with nonzero news. 

Remark: Although the connection D above was intro
duced intrinsically on J, without any reference to an interi
or space-time, it is in fact the connection induced 12.7 on the 
null boundary I in the Penrose completion of the NUT 
space-time (without the Misner2 identification.) The confor
mally rescaled NUT metric is given by3 

gab dxa dxb 

= - U[x2du2-2U- 1 dudx 

+ 2A (x2 du - U -I dx) d¢ ] 

+ (1 + 12x2) d0 2 + [(1 + 12x 2
) sin2B - UA 2X2] d¢ 2, 

(11.18) 

where 
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U=I- 2(mx + 1
2
x

2
) , A=2/(I-cosB) 

1 + 12x2 

and m and I are constants. The null infinity, I, is the surface 
x = O. The coordinate u runs from - 00 to 00 (no periodic
ity!) and Band ¢ take on their usual2-sphere values. On I, we 
have 

gab dxadxb II 
= + 2 du dx - 2A dx d¢ + dB 2 + sin2B d¢ 2. 

Thus, the wire singularity at B = 1T persists even at I. Set la 
= Va U and, as before, v'2 ma = (a/ aB t + (i/ sin B) 

(a/a¢ t Then, a direct computation yields 

al/=mambValbll = - i/(I- cos B)(1 + cos B)-I. 
(11.19) 

Hence, it follows 7.11 that the connection D induced on Iby V 
is precisely the same as that ofEq. (11.13) (with D 0, the con
nection defined by D~lb = 0). The pull-back to J of the (4-
dimensional) tensor field (R a b - i Roa b)' constructed from 
gab' is precisely the Sa b ofEq. (11.15) and the restriction toJ 
of*Kambnv mXV nX is precisely the *K ab ofEq. (11.16). (Here 
Rab is the Ricci tensor of gab and * K abed is related to the dual 
* C abed ofthe W ey I tensor via * K abed = X-I * C abed. ) 

III. THE NUT 4-MOMENTUM 

Fix a radiative mode {D ) on J. The NUT 4-momen
tum of {D J evaluated at any cross section C of J is to be a 4-
vector which lies in the space dual to that of BMS transla
tions. Thus, given a cross section C and a BMS translation 5 a 

on J, one is to obtain a number, *Q1 s) [C ], the component 
of the NUT 4-momentum along the translation 5 a. From 
general considerations, one expects *Q1 5) [C], to have the 
following properties: (i) *Q1 5) [ C ], should depend linearly 
on the BMS translation 5 a; (ii) it should depend only on {D }, 
C, and 5 a and not on any auxiliary structure such as a con
formal frame or a choice of gauge; (iii) it should, in some 
sense, be the magnetic analog of Q1 5) [ C ], the component of 
the Bondi 4-momentum at C, along the translation 5 a; and 
(iv) it should vanish if {D ) is regular, i.e., it should be a 
measure of the "strength of the wire singularities" in {D }. 

In the first part of this section, we shall introduce a 
definition of *Q1 5 I [ C] satisfying these four properties and, 
in the second part, show that *Q1 s) [ C] cannot be radiated 
away. 

A. Definition of "Q( 5) [C] 

Our definition may be motivated as follows. For simpli
city, let us fix a Bondi conformalframe (flab' ija) onJ. (Thus, 
flab is a 2-sphere metric.) Then ija itself is a BMS (time -) 
translation. Let us therefore begin by setting 5 a = ija and 
look for QI;;) [C J. SinceAa = Sa b Ib resembles the vector po
tential in Maxwell's theory, it is natural to set, in view of the 
definition of the magnetic monopoles in Maxwell's theory, 

1 i - -*Q1ii) [C] = - D[aAb I ds"b , 
81T C 

(111.1) 

where to perform the integralSc , one first surrounds the 
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singularities (of D) on C by closed loops, integrates D(aAb 1 

on the part of C outside these loops whereAb is Coo, and then 
takes the limit as the loops shrink to zero. (Recall: 7a is any 
covectorfieldsatisfyinglana = 1.)IfD (in {D J, whosecurva
ture tensor determines Sa b) is a Coo connection, *Q(n) [C ] 
vanishes, as required by condition (iv) above. We can there
fore look simply for a suitable extension of Eq. (1111) to all 
BMS translations 5 a. To guess the correct extension, we first 
re-express *Q(n) [ C] using a new conformal frame (q ab' na) 
: = (w- 2 qab' wna) (which is not necessarily a Bondi frame). 
Using Eqs. (11.10) and (11.11), one obtains 

*Q(n) [C] = *Q(w-'n) [C] 

= _1_ f ds"b [w- I D(aAb 1 + (DmW-I)Sb m la 
81T Je 

+ 2qmn(DbDnW-I) Dalm] , (1112) 
where Ab = Sb mlm with 1m nm = 1, and qmn is any inverse of 
qmn (i.e., any tensor field satisfying qmnqmaqnb = qab)' Using 
Eq. (11.5) and setting w -I = a, we can reexpress Eq. (111.2) as 
follows: 

*Q(an)[C] =_1_ f ds"b(!!...-*KPmlmEpab 
81T Je 4 

+ (aDa 1m + laDma) Sb m 

+ 2qmn(DbDna) Dalm ). (III.3) 

This is our definition of the NUT 4-momentum: In any con
formal frame (qab' na) onJ, the right side ofEq. (III.3) gives 
the component of the NUT 4-momentum along the BMS 
translation 5 a = ana, evaluated at the cross section C of J. 

The above discussion serves only to motivate our defini
tion of *Q(an) [C]. We shall now show explicitly that the 
expression is well defined and has the required properties. 

Lemma 1.1: The integral in Eq. (III. 3) exists and is finite 
for all BMS translations ana and all connections D in -q. 

Proof Fields a, Eabc' qab, and la are smooth, being kine
matical, while * K ab and Sa m q mb are smooth by definition of 
-q. Hence, in the integrand ofEq. (III.3), only the following 
terms fail to be manifestly Coo: 

Fab: = a(Dalm) Sb m + 2qmn(DbDna)(Dalm) 

= (Da 1m) qmn(aSbn + WbDn a) 

= (Dalm) qmn(aNbn + Pbn + 2DbDn a) 

= (Dalm) qmn(aNbn + f-lqbn) 

for some scalar field f-l where, in the last step, we have used 
the fact that a isaBMS translation. 17 Now, consider any C 00 

connection D 0 with trivial curvature. Then, (D a - D ~) 1m 
= .IamlpnP = .Iam . Hence, 

Fab = (.Iam + D~lm) qmn(aNbn + f-lqbn) 

= (Yam + i .Iqam + D ~lm) qmn(aNbn + f-lqbn) 

=aYam qmnNbn +i.INab +f-l.Iab +a(D~lm) 

xqmn(aNbn +f-lqbn) ' 

where.I = .Iab qab. (In the last step, we have used the fact 
that Nab qab = 0.) By definition of ~ ,Yam qmn Nbn is bounded 
on J. Hence, we have *Q(an) [C] = f ds"h Bab 
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+ f ds"b (f-l.Iab + ~ .INab ), where Bab is a bounded 2-form 
on C. The first of these two integrals is clearly finite; 
f dsa Bab = f ds"b Bab . The second integral vanishes because 
.Iab and Nab are symmetric. Hence the result. 

Remarks: (i) Why did we use the integral f in Eqs. 
(IlL 1 )-(III.3) rather than just the usual integral? The reason 
is that even when {D J belongs to ~ (so that * K ab and Nab are 
smooth and Yab Ncd qac remains bounded), as we saw in the 
proof of Lemma 1.1, the integrand contains a singular term, 
.Iab . Hence, even though .Iab is symmetric wherever it is 
nonsingular, f c! f-l.Iab + ! .INab ) ds"b is not well defined a 
priori. However, since the singularities of .Iab on C lie at a 
finite number of isolated points, we can first surround these 
points by small loops, I; containing 2-surface areas S;, com
pute 

(111.4) 

I 

and then take the limit as Si shrinks to zero. Since at each 
stage in the limit the integral in Eq. (111.4) vanishes, 
fe .Iab dS ab is well defined and its value is zero. Thus, the 
use off simply serves to regularize the integral in the obvious 
way. (ii) Note that the integral in Eq. (111.3) fails to be well 
defined if ana is a BMS supertranslation rather than a BMS 
translation: In the proof of Lemma 1.1, we used the condi
tion 2DaDb a + Pab = f-lqab' which is satisfied precisely 
when ana is a BMS translation. Hence, it appears that NUT 
supermomenta may not be well defined within the type of 
framework that is being pursued here. This situation is quite 
different from that in the case of the Bondi-Sachs quantities, 
where the obvious extension of the expression of the 4-mo
mentum does lead to a meaningful definition of supermo
mentum. 12.18 The difference arises because in the case of the 
Bondi-Sachs quantities one deals only with smooth fields on 
J so that the analog of Lemma 1.1 is automatically satisfied 
for all supertranslations. We shall return to this issue in Sec. 
IV. 

Lemma 1.2: The integral in Eq. (111.3) is gauge invar
iant, i.e., remains unchanged if D, Sa b, and * K ab is replaced 
by D I, S ~ b, and *K lab of Eqs. (IL6)-(II.9). 

Proof Since (D ~ - Da) Kb = Jqab nCKc for all covector 
fieldsKc andS ~ b = Sa b - 2(DaJ) nband *K ,ab = *K ab, the 
difference, A, between the integrals involving primed and 
un primed quantities is given by 

81TA = L ds"b [(aD~/m + laD'", a)s~m 
- (aDalm + laDm a) Sb m 

+ 2qmn(D ~D ~ a) D ~/m - 2qmn(DbDn a) Dalm] 

= L dsab [aJqam (Sb m - 2nm Db J) 

- 2a(Dalm) nm DbJ - 2la(Dm a)nm DbJ 

+ 2qmn(Db Dn a)Jqam] . 

Using equations nmqam = 0, .!f n a = 0, and nm Da1m 
= Da(nmlm) = 0, one obtains 

A = 8~ L ds"b(aJSab + 2JDaDb a). 
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Since Slab , = 0 and D[aDb , a = 0 we have 19 ..:l = O. 
Lemma 1.3: The integral in Eq. (111.3) is conformally 

invariant, i.e., remains unchanged under transformations 
(11.10)-(11.12). 

Proof Consider the conformal frame20 (ilab' na) 
=(a?qab' w-Ina). Letsa = a nabeaBMS translation vector 
field. Then, using Eq. (111.3), we have 

*Q(an) [C] = _1_ { ds"b 
817" Jc 

X [~ *j( pmlm Epab + (aD)m + laDm Zi) Sb m 

+ zqmn(DJ}n Zi) D)m ] . (111.5) 

To express the integral in terms of quantities defined in the 
unbarred conformal frame (qab' na), we set /a = w -!fa (so 
that n·/ = 1), a = w - la (so that 5 a = ana), and use Eqs. 
(11.10)-(11.12) to obtain 

a *K pml E =!!.... *K pm/ E (111.6) 4 m pab 4 m pab' 

qmn(D)m )(aSbn + 2Db D" a) 
= qmn(Da/m)(aSbn + 2DbDn a) 

+ 2UJ-I(Da/b) w P Dp a 
- 2UJ- I / a WnDbDn a + 2UJ-2(w PDp w) 
X(Da/b) - w- I a/a(Dn w) Sb n 
- 2UJ- 2/a(Db w) w P Dp a - w-3(w P Dpa) 
Xla Db w + ..:lab' (111.7) 

where ..:lab is a symmetric tensor field, and 

la(Dm a)Sb m 
= la (Dm a) Sb m + (laDm a)( - 2UJ -I Db wm 

+ 4UJ- 2 wm Db w) 
- /a(Db a)(w- 2 wPDp w) + a/a(Dm w)(4UJ- 3 

Xwm Db W - 2UJ- 2Db w
m) 

+ w -I a(Dm w)/a Sb m - a/a (Db W)(w -3 wP Dp W) . 
(111.8) 

Here, as before, wa is any vector field satisfying qab wa 

= Db w. Since the sum of the left sides ofEqs. (111.6)-(111.8) 
constitutes the integrand in (111.5), we obtain 

*Q(an) [C] = _1_ { ds"b [!!.... *Kbm 1m Epab 
817" Jc 4 

+ (aDalm + laDma)Sb m 

+ Wa(lbw-I wPDp a) 

+ Da(lb w-2 aw P Dp w) + ..:lab] . 

Since ..:l ab =..1 (ab)' the last term does not contribute to the 
integral. Since Ip(2UJ- I wbDb a + w-2 awbDb w) is a smooth 
vector field, the integral over C of its curl vanishes. Hence, 

*Q(an) [C] = *Q(an) [ C 1 . 

Lemma 1.4: The integral in Eq. (111.3) is independent of 
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the choice ofthe co vector field la (satisfying lana = 1) made 
in its evaluation. 

Proof Let /a and I ~ be two covector fields on f satisfy

ing I·n = I '·n = 1. Set la - I ~ = Va' Then v·n = O. Since the 
integral in Eq. (111.3) is linear in la' the difference L1 in its 
value obtained by using la and I ~ is given by 

L1 = _1_ { dsab [!!.... *Kbmv E 
817" Jc 4 m pab 

+ (aDavm + vaDm a)Sb m + 2qmn(DbDn a)(DaVm)] 

= _1_ ( ds"b [Da(aSb m vrn) - (Da a) Sb m Vrn 
817" Jc 

+ (Dm a) Sb m va 

+ 2qmn(Db Dn a) Davm] 

= 8~ L ds"b Da(aSbnvm qmn) + 2Db(qmn(Dn a)(Davm)) 

817" L ds"b Da [aSbnvm qmn - 2qmn(Dn a)(DbVm)] 

=0, 

since the integrand is the curl of a C 00 vector field. 
Remark: One can use the freedom available in the 

choice of the conformal frame (q ab' na) and the covector field 
la to simplify the expression of the NUT 4-momentum. Let 
(q ab' na) be a Bondi frame. Introduce a function u on f such 

thatn
a Dau = 1 andsetla =Da u. Then,D[alb) =0. Using 

the fact that DaD b a is proportional to q ab in a Bondi frame, 
Eq. (111.3) now simplifies to 

*Q(an) [C 1 

= _1_ { dsab 
817" Jc 

X [~ *K pmlm Epab + (aDalm + laDm a) Sb m] . 

(111.9) 

Finally, if the function u is so chosen that u = constant on C, 
a further simplification occurs: 

*Q(and C ] = 8~ L ds"b ~ (*Kbmlm Epab + (Dalm)Sb m) 

(III. lOa) 

= _1_ ( ds"b aD[a(Sb ,m 1m). (111.10b) 
817" Jc 

Lemma 1.5: The integral in Eq. (111.3) vanishes if[ D J is 
regular. 

Proof Denote by D a C "" connection in ! D J. Since the 
integral in question is gauge invariant (Lemma 1.2), we can 
use this D and its Sa b in the integrand. We have 

817"*Q(an) [ C 1 

= L ds"b [aDa(Sb m 1m) + (Dm a) Sb m la 

+ 2qmn(Db Dn a) Dalm] 
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= 1 dsab [Da(aSb m 1m) - (Da a)Sb m 1m 

+ (Dm a)Sb m la 

+ 2qmn(Db Dn a)(Dalm)] 

= 1 dsab [Da(aSb m 1m) - 2qmn(Dn a)(Db 1m)] 

=0, 

since the integrand is the curl of a Cool-form. 
Collecting results from Lemmas (1.1)-(1.5) we obtain 
Theorem 1: For each choice of cross section C off, the 

NUT 4-momentum of any [D J (with D in C?J) is a well-de
fined, gauge and conformally invariant, linear mapping from 
the space of BMS translations to the reals. If [D J is regular, 
its NUT 4-momentum vanishes identically. 

Remarks: (i) Note that the information concerning the 
NUT 4-vector is contained entirely in the radiative mode 
[D J: We used only those fields onf which can be construct
ed directly from f D J. This is in striking contrast with the 
definition of the Bondi-Sachs 4-vector, where one uses also 
the longitudinal modes (via the field K ab or, in the Newman
Penrose notation, Re tP20) which cannot be recovered from 
f D J alone. This difference is somewhat puzzling. Note how
ever that this feature is not a peculiarity of general relativity: 
The situation is completely analogous in both abelian and 
nonabelian gauge theories, where the magnetic charges can 
be recovered from the radiative data on f (the pull-back of 
the vector potential) although the expression of the electric 
charge involves longitudinal modes (Re ¢; ~, in the New
man-Penrose notation). (ii) Consider the case when Nab = 0. 
Introduce a smooth function u on f such that na D aU = 1 
and u = constant on C. Then, by choosing la = D a U, one 
obtains 

*Qlan) [ C) = _1_ r d~b 
81T Jc 

[
a *Kpm I X 4 m Epab 

- 1 1 d..ab *K pm I - -- .} a m Epab . 
321T c 

(111.11 ) 

Next, since Nab = 0, it follows l2
,3 that there exists a C 00 

function J-l on f such that !f n J-l = ° and * K pm = J-lnPnm. 
Hence, we have 

(1I1.l2) 

Finally, since the integrand is a 2-form orthogonal to and 
Lie-derived by na

, we can replace C by the 2-sphere .Y of 
generators of f: 

*Q - 1 f AAA d ab (an) - -- aJ-lEab S . 
321T / 

(III.13) 

This is precisely the expression introduced by Ramaswamy 
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and Sen [Eq. (25b) in Ref. 3]. In presence of news, on the 
other hand, one must return to Eq. (111.3) or, with a special 
choice of a conformal factor and la' to Eq. (111.10): Not only 
can one not project down to Y, but even Eq. (111.11) fails to 
coincide with Eq. (111.3). The additional "correction term" 
involving news in Eq. (111.10) is analogous to the correction 
term needed in the case of the Bondi-Sachs 4-momentum to 
incorporate the presence of news. Had we omitted it, the 
NUT 4-vector would have failed to vanish in the case when 
! D J is regular. More importantly, it would have failed to 
satisfy the absolute conservation law. 

Perhaps the simplest way to see that the NUT 4-vector 
is the magnetic analog of the Bondi-Sachs 4-vector even in 
presence of news is via the Newman-Penrose framework. 2 

I 

A straightforward translation II of notation yields, from Eq. 
(111.10), 

*Qlan) [C] = _1_ r a Im(tP20 + u a) sin 0 dO d¢;, 
41T Jc 

(III. 14) 

where 1m A = (1I2i) (A - A) is the imaginary part of A. The 
expression for the Bondi-Sachs 4-momentum is 

Q(an)[C] =_1_ ( a Re(tP20 +ua)sin OdOd¢;. 
41T Jc 

(111.15) 

As is well known, duality rotations in space-time correspond 
to a switch of real and imaginary parts in the Newman
Penrose notation. For example, in gauge theories, if we set 
</> ~ = }:b (I anb + mamb) on f, the magnetic charge *Q [C) 
is given by 

*Q [C] = _1_ i 1m cP ~ sin 0 dO d¢; , 
41T c 

while the electric charge Q [C) has the expression 

Q [C] = _1_ ( Re cP~ sin OdOd¢; 
41T Jc 

at the cross section C of f. (Here, we have suppressed the 
internal indices for simplicity.) 

Remark: In the Newman-Penrose framework, one has 
the identity Im(tP~ + u a) = 1m (32U. Hence, we have 

1 1 -*Q(anl [ C] = - (1m (fu) a sin 0 dO d¢J 
41T C 

= _1_ ((1m (32 au) sin 0 dO d ¢;, (111.16) 
41T Jc 

since a2a = ° when ana is a BMS translation. It is therefore 
clear that the NUT 4-momentum vanishes identically when 
the shear, u, is regular. Similarly, the reason behind our as
sumption that Nab Yed qbc be bounded is also clear: This 
boundedness is necessary and sufficient for 1m a2u to be 
bounded (if the "fields" * K ab and Nab are regular.) Thus, the 
basic ideas of the present framework become simple and 
transparent in the Newman-Penrose formalism. The reason 
why we have not worked with this formalism in the main 
body of the paper is twofold. First, it is both aesthetically 
pleasing and convenient to have available the expressions 
[such as Eq. (IIL3)] for basic quantities without reference to 
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specific conformal frames and choices of la. Second, since 
the Newman-Penrose framework fixes, right in the begin
ning, a slicing of 5 by 2-spheres (u = constant) to which 
expressions such as Eq. (111.14) are tied, it is ill-suited to 
analyze the question of whether or not there is a flux of NUT 
4-momentum through an arbitrary patch of 5. As the exam
ple of the linkage formula22 for the ("electric") supermomen
tum shows, it can happen that the flux of a quantity through 
the region bounded by any two u = const cuts of 5 can 
vanish in every Bondi frame even though the flux through a 
"generic" patch of 5 fails to vanish. Thus, the central result 
on absolute conservation of the NUT 4-momentum would 
have been difficult to prove in the Newman-Penrose nota
tion. As is often the case, the "intrinsic" framework seems to 
be better suited for proving the basic theorems while the 
calculations in specific examples are easier in the Newman
Penrose formalism. 

B. *Q(an) [C] is absolutely conserved 

Consider a region..::l of 5 bounded by any two cross 
sections C, and C2 • Then, it follows by Stokes' theorem that 

Qlan) [C,l - Qlan) [CJ = i D[aFbc I ds"bc , (111.17) 

where 

81TFbc =!!.- *K pm1m tpbc + (aDblm + IbDm a) Sc m 

4 
+ 2qmn(DcDn a) Db 1m . (111.18) 

Here, the integral S is performed, as before, by first sur
rounding the singularities of D by boundaries, then integrat
ing on the region where D is regular, and finally taking the 
limit in which boundaries pinch to the wire singularities (see 
Fig. 1). Taking the curl of each of the three terms in the 
expression of Fbc ' we obtain 

~bc Da(!a *K pm 1m tpbc) = ~*Kam(aDalm + ImDa a), 

~bc Da(aDb 1m + Ib Dm a) Sc m 

and 

= - ~ *Kam(aDalm + laDm a) 
+ ~bc [Sb m(Da1m) Dc a 

+ (DJa)(Dm a) Sb m + la(DcDm a) Sb m] , 

~bc Da(2qmn(Dc Dn a)Db 1m} 
= - ~bC[Sb m(Da1m}Dc a + (Dc1a)(Dm a)Sb m 

+ la(DcDm a}Sb m] . 

Thus, ~bc Da Fbc = 0, whence D[aFbc I = 0 in the region 
where D is C "'. Therefore, it follows that 

i D[aFbc I dsabc 
= 0 . 

Thus, we have 
Theorem 2: Fix a radiative mode (D J and any two cross 

sections C, and C2 of f. Then, Qlan) [C, 1 = Qlan) [C2l for 
any BMS translation ana. 

Remark: The absolute conservation of the NUT 4-mo
mentum is surprising in the light of the fact that in the nona
belian gauge theories, magnetic charges can be radiated 
through 5. How does this difference arise in the two cases? 
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singularity of {D} 

FIG. 1. Consider, for simplicity, the case in which the singularity of[ D I lies 
along a single generator. Applying Stokes' theorem to the shaded part P of 
,1, we obtain, fap Fab dS ab = fp Dla Fbc , dS ab" whereFab is defined in Eq. 
(111.18). SinceFab is bounded even on the singularity of! D I (see the proof of 
Lemma 1.1), the contribution to the integral over ap from the tube sur
rounding the singularity vanishes in the limit as the tube shrinks to converge 
on the singularity. Therefore, in the limit, one obtains Eq. (111.17). 

Let us begin by recalling the situation in the Yang-Mills 
theory in Minkowski space. Fix a cross section C of the null 
infinity of Minkowski space. The Yang-Mills magnetic 
charge is given by 

*Q a{3 [C] = L F:/t,{3 dS ab L f a'1{3 dS ab , 

where Fab is the pull-back to f of the Yang-Mills field Fab' 
(Here, and in what follows, internal indices are represented 
by Greek letters.) On f, fab satisfies 

I![af !:cl {3 - D[af !:c l (3 - A [~I'\) F tel (3 + A [~I(3) F!:ciA = 0 , 

where D is the gauge covariant operator. Hence, the flux of 
*Qa{3 through a region..::l of 5, bounded by cross sections C, 
and C2, is given by 

*Qa{3[C,l - *Qa{3[C2 l = i D[a fbcl dS abc 

which is, in general, nonzero. Thus, it is because Stokes' 
theorem involves derivative operators D while the Yang
Mills equation involves the gauge covariant operator I! that 
*Q a{3 can be radiated away. In general relativity, because of 
the geometrical nature of the gravitational field, the analog 
of the gauge covariant operator is just a torsion-free affine 
connection; the Fbc which features in Eq. (1I1.17) satisfies 
D[aFbc I = O. Thus, it is because the derivative operator 
which features in the field equations can also be used directly 
in Stokes' theorem, that *Qlan) is absolutely conserved. To 
summarize, the difference arises from the fact that there is no 
distinction between the space-time and the internal indices 
in general relativity because the gravitational field describes 
the geometry of space-time itself, rather than of a bundle 
constructed on space-time. 

IV. CLASSICAL VACUA 

The flux of the Bondi-Sachs 4-momentum through any 
patch off vanishes identically if the news tensor Nab of {D J 
is zero. Hence, while dealing with the radiative modes of the 
gravitational field, it is natural to regard the equivalence 
classes [D 1 with vanishing news as the "classical ground 
states", or, "classical vacua".23 In the Yang-Mills theory as 
well as in several exactly soluble models in 1 + 1 dimension
al space-times, the analogous classical field configurations 
playa significant role in the quantum domain. It turns out 
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that the situation is similar in the gravitational case. In this 
section, we classify the classical vacua in detail and indicate 
the role played by this "classical vacuum degeneracy" in the 
quantum theory. The details of quantum considerations will 
appear elsewhere. 

In Ref. 7, a partial classification was carried out by re
stricting attention to smooth configurations! D J with van
ishing Nab as well as *K ab. We now consider the general 
case. Fix a Bondi frame (q ab' nO) and two configurations! D J 
and! D ' J, which have vanishing news tensors and the same 
NUT 4-momentum. Let rob characterize the difference 
between! D J and! D ' J. Then, we have 

Theorem 3: There exist functions a and f3 satisfying 
!t' n a = 0 and x n f3 = 0 such that rob ==DaDb a 
+ qnp nm tmn(aDb) Dp f3 , where == stands for the equality of 

tracefree parts. a and f3 are unique up to an addition of BMS 
translations. 

Proof Let D and D ' be any connections in ! D J and 
! D ' J, respectively. Since the news tensors vanish, curvature 
tensors So band S ~ b of D and D' are given by So b = 8

0 
b 

+ Au nb and S ~ b = 8
0 

b + A ~ nb for some vectors Aa and 
A ~ satisfying 

*K ab = 2£amn(Dm An) nb and *K ,ab = 2£amn(D ;" A ~) nb . 

Since the news vanishes, we have3
. '2 

*Kab=linanb and *K,ab=j.l' nanb 

(IV.I) 

(IV.2) 

for some COO functions j.l and Ii' satisfying x n j.l = 0 and 
x n Ii' = O. Therefore, it follows that 4D[m An I = j.ltamn n° 
and 4D[m A ~ I = Ii' tamn n°. Using the available gauge free
dom in the choice of individual connections in any given 
equivalence class, we can always find D in ! D J and D ' in 
! D' J such that Aana = 0 and A ~ n° = 0 (except possibly on 
isolated generators.) From now on, we shall assume that 
such a choice is made. Then, since n° D[u Ab I = 0 and 
n° D[a A ;, I = 0, it follows that !t' n Aa = 0 and !t' n A ~ 
= 0, set 

(IV.3) 

Then, 

Vana = 0, !t' n Va = 0, and 4D[aVb I = (Ii - Ii') tabe nC 
• (IV.4) 

Thus, Va is the pull-back to f of a I-form Va on the 2-sphere 
.Y' of generators. Hence, we can project the last ofEq. (IV.4) 
on ,:1/ 24: 

(IV.S) 

where D and Eob are the derivative operator and the alternat
ing tensor on Y, compatible with the 2-sphere metric qab 
thereon, obtained by projection of q ab on f, and fl and fl' are 
the projections to Y ofj.l andli'. Since [D] and (D'] have 
the same NUT 4-momentum, it follows from Eq. (111.13) 
that 

(IV.6) 

for all BMS translation ana. Hence, it follows that (fl - fl') 
cannot be in the kernel of the operator D m Dm (or, D mDm 
+ 2). This enables us to solve Eq. (IV.S). The general 501u-
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tion is 

Va = Eam D m h +DaK, 

where h satisfies 

(IV.7a) 

2DaDah = (fl- fl')· (IV.7b) 

[Note that the freedom to add a constant to h in Eq. (IV.7b) 
does not affect the solution (IV.7a).] Here, K is an arbitrary 
function25 (possibly singular at a finite number of points) on 
Y. 

Let us now consider ~ab which relates D and D', 

(Do -D~)Kb =~ab ne Ke (IV.8) 

for all K b • Using the expression (11.3) of Riemann tensors of 
D and D' and the definition (IV.3) of va' it follows that ~ab 
must satisfy 

D[a~b Ie = qe[a Vb I • (IV.9) 

Since Nob = 0 and N ~b = 0 this equation can also be project
ed down to !/: 

D[ul b Ie = qc[a Vb I 

= qc[o Eb 1m D m h + qela Db I K. 

A particular solution to this equation is 

lab = Do Db K + Em(uDb I D m j3 , 
where j3 satisfies 

(IV.lO) 

(IV.lla) 

(IV. lIb) 

The last equation admits a solution because Eqs. (IV.7b) and 
(IV.6) imply that h cannot be in the kernel of the operator 
(DaDa + 2). Finally, the general solution to the homogen
eou~ equation, D[a 1 b Ie = 0, is known 7 to be ~ ab 
= DaDb g + gqab' Hence, the general solution to (IV.lO) is 

lab = DaDba + Em(aDb) D m j3 + g qab , 

where w~ have set25 a = K + g. Since ~ab on f is the pull
back of ~ ab' the tracefree part, rob = ~ ab - ! q ab qmn ~ mn , 
of ~ob is given by 

rob ==DoDb a + qnp nm tmn(aDb)Dp f3. (IV.12) 

Finally, we consider the issue of uniqueness of a andfi· 
Note first, that given Eq. (IV.12), one can work backwards 
and show that fl and fl' must be related by 

(IV.13) 

[See Eqs. (IV.llb) and (IV.7b).] Hence, if ra and,B) are also 
permissible potentials for the given rob [via Eq. (IV.I2)],,B 
must also satisfy Eq. (IV.13). Hence,.a = j3 -,B satisfies 

(D a Do + 2)(D m Dm) 3 = O. 

This is possible if and only if Llnu is a BMS translation, i.e., if 
and only if DaDbLl is proportional to qab on f. Equation 
(IV.12) for (a, fi) and (a', fi ') now implies that 8 = a - a' 
must satisfy DaDb 8==0, i.e., 8na must also bea BMS transla
tion. Thus a and f3 are each unique up to the addition of a 
BMS translation. 

Remarks: (i) Let! D ° J denote a regular configuration 
with vanishing Nab and *Kab. Clearly, the NUT 4-momen
tum of (DO) vanishes identically. Let {D) be any classical 
vacuum with vanishing NUT 4-momentum. Let us use {D ° J 

for! D ' J in Theorem 3. Since A ~ = 0 and lio = 0, it follows 
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thatAa must satisfy 4D[a Ab I = {t Eab . Since the right side is 
C"" and f {t a Eab dS ab = 0 for all BMS translations a, it 
follows that (possibly after a gauge transformation) Aa is 
C "" . Hence, the functions a and /3 of Eq. (IV .12) are also C 00 

modulo gauge whence Yab is COO and ID I is regular. Thus, 
every classical vacuum with vanishing NUT 4-momentum is 
regular. Let us now consider a general configuration I D I for 
which the news vanishes in the past (or future) of some cross 
section. If the NUT 4-momentum of I D I vanishes, then the 
restriction of I D I to the past of the given cross section is a 
regular classical vacuum. That is, the tensor field Yab' relat
ing [D I to I DOl, is C 00 in the past of this cross section. Since 
the news tensor Nab of I D I satisfies Nab = - 22" n Yab and 
since Nab is, by assumption, Coo, Yab is Coo everywhere on 
J,i.e., ID I is regular. Thus,configurations ID I whose news 
vanishes in the distant past (or future) on J are nutty if and 
only if their NUT 4-momentum fails to vanish. (ii) In the 
Newman-Penrose notation, II a classical vacuum is a config
uration f7 with u = 0 (which is Coo everywhere except for a 
finite number of generators and has the property that 1m ;§2f7 

is bounded on J.) 

Denote by V the space of classical vacua. Since the news 
tensor, Nab' of any connection I D I is given by Nab 
= - 22" n Yab' where Yab is the tensor field relating I D I to 

any I DOl with vanishing news and * K ab, it follows that V is 
an affine space. We can use Theorem 3 to explore the struc
ture of V. Using the notion of the NUT 4-momentum, we can 
first divide Vinto subspaces, each subspace V(*Pa)' contain
ing the vacua with a given, fixed NUT 4-momentum *Pa. 
Theorem 3 tells us that each V(*Pa) is an affine subspace of V 
and that any two elements ID I and ID'I ofV(*Pa)arerelat
ed to each other by two elements, a and/3, of the quotient 
ST IT of the BMS supertranslation group by its translation 
subgroup. [Note that the value *Pa of the NUT 4-momen
tum does not affect the "size" of the corresponding subspace 
V(*Pa ).] Thus, there exist a 2-fold degeneracy: The presence 
of the NUT charge leads to a 4-parameter family of sectors 
within Vand each sector contains as many vacuum configu
rationsasthereareelementsof(ST IT) ® (ST IT). In quantum 
theory the two sources of degeneracy play distinct roles. The 
first, the NUT charge, leads via supers election to inequiva
lent representations of the CCR, i.e., to "charged sectors". 
Within each sector, there is further degeneracy which mani
fests itself via infrared problems. Thus, within each (NUT 
- ) charge sector there are infrared subsectors which 

emerge due to fluctuations of classical configurations con
necting two distinct classical vacua6 with the same NUT 4-
momentum. 

V. DISCUSSION 

We saw in Sec. III that, when Nab = 0, the present de
finition of the NUT 4-momentum reduces to that in Ref. 3. 
In this subsection, we shall show further that there is a sense 
in which the Ramaswamy-Sen construction itself can be re
covered from the present framework. 

The remarks in Sec. II and Eq. (111.1) suggests that a 
description free of "wire singularities" inAa can be obtained 
by constructing a smooth U( 1) bundle B over J with a 
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smooth connection one-form Aa as in electrodynamics. 
(Here Greek indices refer to B.) Fix such a bundle with a 
connection. Then, since Aa defines horizontal subspaces of 
B, one can pull-back both contra- and covariant tensor fields 
on J onto B. The resulting tensor fields on B will necessarily 
be smooth. This construction serves to clarify the meaning of 
*Q(n) [ C] in Eq. (111.1) as measuring the "twist" in the U( 1) 
bundle but is otherwise devoid of physical significance. For 
example, the connection Aa does not play the role of the 
connection in the physics of gravitational radiation. 

Now consider the case when Nab = O. Then, we claim, 
the bundle B can be reduced to a U( 1) bundle B over the space 
Y of generatorAs of J. Furthermore, there is a unique con
nection Aa on B induced by the connection Aa on B. To 
establish these results, let na be the unique lift to B of na. In 
other words, na Aa = ° and 1T*(na) = na, where 1T: B-J is 
the bundle projection. Let B be the manifold of orbits of na. 
Since the news vanishes, na Aa = 0 -:::::::;.2" n Aa = 0. Hence 
there exists a unique one-form Aa on B whose pull-back on B 
is Aa. Next we show that na maps whole fibers of B into 
whole fibers, i.e., 2" n va = 0, where va is the vertical vector 
field. In general Y n va = kva for some function k. [Let rna' 
rna,la be linearly independent covectors on J such that 
Y n rna =Yn rna =!i'nla =Oandletrnu =1T.(rna ),etc. 

If n,a is any lift of na then 2" n' rna = 0, etc., since Y n' rna 
= 1T. (2" n rna)' etc. Now va is uniquely determined up to a 

scale factor by varna = varna = vala = O. Then clearly 
(2" n' va) rna = 0, etc., whence 2' n' va = k 'va.] We show 
that k = O. SinceAava = 1, we have 0 = 2" n Aava 
= Aa 2" n va = kAa va = k. It is now easy to see that B is 
ipdeed a U( 1) bundle over Y and that Aa is a connection on 
B. 

This reduced bundle B is naturally isomorphic to the 
null boundary, J R _ 5' constructed in Ref. 3. [There is a 
family of structure preserving isomorphisms between Band 
J R _ 5' If the isomorphism on the base space Y of Band 
J R _ 5 is fixed, then the isomorphism is unique up to local 
U(I) transformations.] Note, however, the conceptual differ
ence between the two. f R _ 5 is to be regarded as a boundary 
of a physical space-time while B is a construction which in
corporates the gauge transformations on f and is not direct
ly related to space-time. 

'E. T. Newman, L. Tamburino, and T. Unti, 1. Math. Phys. 4, 915 (1963). 
2C. W. Misner, J. Math. Phys. 4, 924 (1963). 
's. Ramaswamy and A. Sen, J. Math. Phys. 22, 2612 (1981). 
4H. Bondi, M. G. J. Van der Burg, and A. W. K. Metzner, Proc. R. Soc. 
(London) Ser. A 269, 21 (1962); R. K. Sachs, ibid. 270, 103 (1962). 

5Note also that our expression for the NUT 4-momentum contains terms 
involving Bondi news and is therefore not the "obvious" generalization of 
Eq. (21) of Ref. 3. Also, we shall find that, in presence of news, supermo
menta cannot be introduced in a satisfactory manner. 

6 A. Ashtekar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 46, 573 (1981); in Quantum Gravity 2, edited 
by C. J. Isham, R. Penrose, and D. W. Sciama (Oxford U. P., Oxford, 
1975). 

7Por details, see A. Ashtekar, J. Math. Phys. 22, 2885 (1981). 
8See, e.g., A. Magnon-Ashtekar, J. Math. Phys. 22, 2012 (1981). 
9See, e.g., S. W. Hawking, D. Page, and C. N. Pope, Nucl. Phys. B 170, 283 
(1980). 

lOB. G. Schmidt, M. Walker, and P. D. Sommers, Gen. Re1ativ. Gravit. 6, 
489 (1975). 
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Illn the Newman-Penrose notation, Nabmamb = - 2iT and the five inde

pendent components of * K ab correspond to l/J~, l/J~ and 1m l/J~. The two 
degrees of freedom in ID ) are coded ina. For details, see C. N. Kozomeh 
and E. T. Newman, "A Note on Asymptotically Flat Spaces II" (pre
print). See also Sec. III of Ref. 3 or Appendix A of Ref. 7. 

12R. Geroch, in Asymptotic Structure 0/ Space-time, edited by P. Esposito 
and L. Witten (Plenum, New York, 1977). 

I30ur conventions are the following. Curvature tensor is defined by 
DlaDb J kc = ~a!' abe d k d • qab has signature (0 + +). c abe is defined by 
€abc €mnr qbnqam = 2n c n' and Eabc by £obc € abc = 3! 

14Note that there is an error of a factor of2 in the expression of a!' abe d in Ref. 
7. Equation (11.3) of the present paper corrects this error. 

I'Why do we not require that/be C~? This requirement would lead us to 
treat I D ) and {D') as being distinct if (D ~ - Do) kb = /qabnC kc and if/ 
has wire singularities, and add spurious degrees of freedom to the r~ia
tive modes I D ). (Note, that, even if/ has wire singularities, {D') E'G' iff 
{D )E~. Thus, if {D) is admissible, so is {D').) 

16Note that by a gauge transformation ofEq. (11.8) with/ = - u, Aa can be 

transformed to - 41 (I - cos B) Da<P, which is the familiar expression of 
the vector potential ofa magnetic monopole in Maxwell's theory. 

17Note that, since all derivative operators satisfying Eq. (11.1) have the same 
action on covectors satisfying kana = 0, DaDb a is a C ~ tensor field even 
when f D 1 is nutty. Hence, in particular, J.l is C ~. 
I"R. K. Sachs, Phys. Rev. 128,2851 (1962); J. Winicour, J. Math. Phys. 9, 

861 (1968); A. Ashtekar and M. Streubel, Proc. R. Soc. (London) Ser. A 
376,585 (1981); R. GerochandJ. Winicour, J. Math. Phys. 22, 803 (1981). 
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Note, however, that these references contain two distinct definitions of 
supermomentum. 

19Possible wire singularities in/ do not cause complications in the proof 
because we have used the regularized integral S. 

2°Note that lU is any C ~, nowhere vanishing function on f, satisfying :/' n lU 

= 0; unlike in the argument in the beginning of this section,lU is unrelated 
to a. 

21E. T. Newman and R. Penrose, Proc. R. Soc. (London) Ser. A 305, 175 
(1968). Since the duality transformation uses the 4-dimensional alternat
ing tensor cabcd' it is somewhat cumbersome to see its effect on quantities 
defined intrinsically on f. Since the required manipulations are well 
known in the Newman-Penrose framework, we have chosen this method 
here. 

22J. Winicour, J. Math. Phys. 9,861 (1968); R. Geroch and J. Winicour, ibid. 
22,803 (1981). 

23Note that this terminology is different from that in Ref. 7, where a config
uration {D J was called a classical vacuum if it has a vanishing Nab and 
"KGb, i.e., ifits curvature is trivial. From radiative energy considerations, 
the present terminology appears to be more natural. _ 

24Since all connections D in ~ agree on covectors Ka satisfying Ka n° = 0, D 
on Y is a Coo connection. Hence, solutions to the differential equations 
that follow are C 00 modulo gauge. 

25 Arbitrariness in the choice of k corresponds to the freedom in the choice 
ofconnectionsDandD'in {D I and {D 'J. Ifwemake a gauge transforma
tion DaWb-+jjawb + /qabnCwc such that Aana = Aana = 0, then va-+va 
+ 2Da f One can use this gauge freedom to ensure that the function a of 
Eq. (IV.12) is Coo. 
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Theory of nonlinear Langevin equation with quadratic noise 
K. W6dkiewicz 
Max-Planck Institute/or Quantum Optics, D-8046 Garching, Federal Republic a/Germany and Institute 0/ 
Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Warsaw 00-681, Poland" I 
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A generalized Langevin equation with a multiplicative linear and quadratic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
stochastic noise is investigated. An exact generalized Fokker-Planck equation for this Langevin 
equation is obtained. This generalized Fokker-Planck equation has the form of an integro
differential equation. An exact form of the integral kernel is given in terms of an operator-valued 
matrix-continued fraction. In the limit of small fluctuations and short coherence time of the noise 
a standard Fokker-Planck equation with drift and diffusion is derived in a systematic way. 

PACS numbers: 05.40. + j 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Langevin equations with an external driving noise have 
been used in physics for many years in order to describe the 
statistical or the dynamical properties of microscopic sys
tems characterized by a small number of variables. In the 
last years a lot of effort has been spent in the investigation of 
nonlinear open systems subjected to an external driving 
noise. Examples of such dynamical systems can be found in 
many branches of physics. I If an atom or a molecule is driven 
by a partially coherent external source of light the simplest 
stochastic equation which describes the atomic degrees of 
freedom has a multiplicative noise due to the external fluctu
ations of the driving electric field. 2-5 But it is well known that 
the main dynamical properties of the atomic system, for in
stance Stark broadening,6·7 ionization rates,8.9 or photon 
counting 10 of the fluorescence light, are related to the fluctu
ations of the field intensity, i.e., to the square of the fluctuat
ing electric field amplitude. This means that beside the mul
tiplicative linear noise we have to add a quadratic 
multiplicative noise to our dynamical Langevin equation. 
For obvious physical reasons the power spectrum of the 
superimposed external noise has in most cases a finite band
width, i.e., it cannot be treated as a standard Gaussian white 
noise. These physical applications and the property of the 
driving noise are the main motivation for the investigation in 
this paper of the following generalized Langevin equation: 

4-P(t) = F(P) + ix(t)G (P) + ix2(t)H (P), (1.1) at 
where F, G, and H are arbitrary functions of p and x( t ) is an 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic process. The nonlinear 
terms G and H are in most cases the result of an adiabatic 
elimination of some of the degrees of freedom of the atomic 
system. 11-14 Stochastic equations of this type have been also 
obtained in electronics l5

.
16 and chemical reactions. 17 

In this paper we shall derive an exact generalized 
Fokker-Planck equation for the density probability of the 
dynamical variable p. This generalized Fokker-Planck 
equation has the form of an integro-differential equation 
with an infinite number of derivatives. In Secs. II and III we 
derive this exact equation. We show that the form of this 
equation is closely related to the so-called vector tridiagonal 
recurrence relation. 18 A natural way of investigating such a 

al Permanent address. 

tridiagonal recurrence relation is by use of the theory of ma
trix-continued fractions. Our generalized Fokker-Planck 
equation can be solved formally in terms of such an operator
valued matrix-continued fraction. We derive the general 
form of this operator-continued fraction for the probability 
distribution associated with the stochastic equation (1.1). 
The derivation and the form of this exact generalized 
Fokker-Planck equation for the stochastic equation (1.1) 
with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise is new. This equation is 
the main result of this paper. In Sec. IV we introduce a syste
matic approximate method based on a power series expan
sion of the generalized Fokker-Planck equation. In the limit 
of small fluctuations and short coherence time of the noise 
we obtain a standard Fokker-Planck equation, i.e., an equa
tion involving only a drift and diffusion term. We derive in 
this case the form of these two important terms as functions 
of arbitrary F, G, and H. With this form the stationary solu
tion of this standard Fokker-Planck equation is obtained. In 
fact we show that a standard Fokker-Planck equation, i.e., 
an equation containing only first- and second-order deriva
tives, is obtained only in the lowest order of the parameter 
describing the strength of the noise. Higher-order contribu
tions bring higher derivatives to the proper equation for the 
probability distribution. However, in many physical applica
tions these additional contributions can be approximated by 
a standard Fokker-Planck operator. We comment in Sec. IV 
on a recent method proposed for an approximate derivation 
of a Fokker-Planck equation related to the Langevin equa
tion (1.1).19 Finally, in the last section V we discuss a general
ization of our approach to the calculation of a transition 
probability needed when correlations of p are investigated. 

II. LIOUVILLE EQUATION 

It is well known that we can transform the nonlinear 
Langevin equation (1.1) into the following linear Liouville
type equation20

: 

where the stochastic density q;(t) is defined as follows: 

q; (t,s ) = 8(5 - pIt )), (2.2) 

and the linear differential operators M o' M I , and M2 are giv
en by the following expressions: 
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a 
Mo= --F(s), MI = 

as 
a 

- as G(s), 
a 

M 2 = --H(s)· 
as 

(2.3) 

From the Liouville equation, by a stochastic average over all 
possible realizations of the Gaussian random processx(t) we 
can calculate the onefold Fokker-Planck distribution: 

pit,s) = ('P(t,s), (2.4) 

and accordingly we can obtain all the moments ofp: (pn(t) 
= S ds S np(t,S). Because of the nonwhite character of the 

noise x(t ) the onefold probability distribution pit,s ) is not 
sufficient to compute correlations of the dynamical variable 
p(t) like, for example, (P(t )Pit ') Nevertheless, we shall call 
this probability distribution a Fokker"':'Planck distribution 
and will come back to the correlation function problem in 
the last paragraph of this work. 

It is well known that if H = 0 (i.e., M2 = 0) and for a 
Gaussian white noise (xw(t )xw(t ') = 2Do(t - t ') the sto
chastic average of the Liouville equation given by Eq. (2.1) 
can be performed exactly and as a result we obtain the Stra
tonovich-F okker -Planck equation 21-24: 

.i.p(t,s) = (Mo - DM~)p(t,S)· 
at 

(2.5) 

This important result obtained for a white noise Xw (t ) but for 
two arbitrary noncom muting operators Mo and MI will be 
the key to the investigation of the proper Fokker-Planck 
equation associated with the Langevin equation (1.1) with 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process x(t). The Ornstein-Uhlen
beck process itself can be described by a Langevin equation 
with a white noise driving term: 

d 1 
-X= --x+xw' 
dt 7e 

(2.6) 

where in order to obtain the correlation function 

(x(t)x(t') = r e-1t-t'l/r, (2.7) 
7e 

we have to assume that the diffusion constant D of the white 
noise xw(t) is given by D = r Ir;,. Because the power spec
trum of the correlation function has a Lorentzian shape with 
bandwidth 1he in many physical applications 7e plays an 
important role of a coherence time of the external noise x(t). 
In the limit of 7 ~ the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process tends 
to the white noi~e case with the diffusion constant given by 
r. 

111. GENERALIZED FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION 

In this section we shall derive an exact equation for 
p(t,S) given by the definition (2.4) for our Langevin equation 
(1.1). We shall call this equation a generalized Fokker
Planck equation though not all the statistical properties of 
p(t) can be obtained from pIt,s ). 

Following the methods of generating functions used in 
many branches of mathematical physics20

•
25 we introduce 

the following function: 

1,6 (t). ) = eiAX(t I'P (t), (3.1) 
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where for notational convenience we have dropped the S
dependence. This function plays the role of a generating 
function for the Fokker-P1anck distribution in the sense that 
its stochastic expectation value evaluated at the point A. = 0 
gives exactly p(t,S): 

p(t,S) = (1,6 (t,O). (3.2) 

By simple time differentiation of (3.1) and with the help of 
Eq. (2.6) we obtain the following stochastic differential equa
tion for 1,6 (t). ): 

-1,6 = --A.-+Mo+MI-a (1 a a 
at 7e aA. aA. 

- iM2 a
2

2 + ixwA. ) 1,6. 
aA. 

(3.3) 

Note that all multiplications by the noisex(t) have been 
converted into a 1 aA. derivatives and thatthe only noise in the 
stochastic equation (3.3) is given by the white noise Xw (t ). 
This means that we can average exactly this equation using 
the result (2.5) with D = r Ir;,. We obtain in this wayan 
exact differential equation satisfied by (1,6 (t): 

Following from the definitions (2.7) and (3.1) the initial 
condition for the expectation value of 1,6 is equal to 
<1,6 (0). ) = exp( - A. 2 r 127e ) o(s - p(O)), where we have as
sumed thatp(O) is a statistically independent quantity. In 
order to have a differential equation with a A.-independent 
initial condition we introduce an additional function g de
fined as follows: 

(3.5) 

This function satisfies the following equation: 

with the initial condition 

(3.6b) 

Because we need the value of the generating function 
only for A. = 0 we expand g in a power series in A.: 

00 an(t)A. n 
g(t).) = L ' 

n ~o n! 

where, following from the definitions (3.2) and (3.5), 

p(t,S) = ao(t ). 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

It is clear that the differential equation (3.6) couples all the 
coefficients an in (3.7). We derive the following recurrence 
relation for an from Eq. (3.6): 
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~n =(Mo+n(-~+i3 r M 2))an 
at 7c 7c 

-i r Mlan_ 1 +Mlan+ 1 
7c 
r 2 

- i 7 n(n - I)M2an _ 2 
c 

-iM2an+2, n=0,1,2, .... (3.9) 

Performing the Laplace transform Xn (z) = SO'dt e - Zlan (t), 
t;;;.O, we can transform the relation (3.9) into the following 
time-independent recurrence relation: 

(z+An)Xn =BnXn_ 1 +Cn+IXn+ 1 

+ DnXn _ 2 + En + 2X n + 2 + onOPO' (3.10) 

where the operator-valued coefficients are defined as fol
lows: 

An = nhc - i(r hc)(2n + I)M2 - M o, 

Bn = -(rI7c)nMI' Cn+ 1 =MI, 

and the initial condition as pointed out in Eq. (3.6b) is given 
by an (0) = /)"oPo. Note that this recurrence relation has a 
tridiagonal form only ifMI = 0,M2#OandMI#0,M2 = 0, 
i.e., only in the presence of a linear or a quadratic noise. In 
these two cases that we can solve exactly the tridiagonal re
currence relation for Xo(z) in terms of an operator-continued 
fraction. 18 For H = 0, i.e., M2 = 0, we obtain 

1 
Xo(z) = - Po, (3. 12a) 

z-Mo+KI(z) 

with 

(3.12b) 

For G = 0, i.e., MI = 0, we obtain 

(3.13a) 

r2/7 2 
K2(z) = 2M2 c M 2• 

2 r r 21r:: (3.13b) 

z-Mo+-- 5i-M2 + 20M2 M2 
7c 7c z-Mo+4ho -9i(rhc)M2+··· 

In these two cases we can write the following general
ized Fokker-Planck equation after performing the inverse 
Laplace transform of Eqs. (3.12a) and (3. 13a). We obtain for 
the two cases the following equations: 

a il -p=MrJ)- dsKI(t-s)p(s) forH=O 
at 0 

(3. 14a) 

and 

-p = Mo + -M2 P - ds K 2(t - s)p(s) a ( iF) il 
at 7c 0 

for G = 0, (3.14b) 

where Sa dt K I.2 (t)e - zl = KI.2 (z) for t;;;.O. Note that the for
mal form ofEq. (3.14a) with (3.12b) has already been derived 
in statistical mechanics 10 and used recently for many prob
lems in quantum optics except for the difference that F and G 
were linear maps of a vector p. 16 The derivation of the con
tinued fraction (3.12b) for application in quantum optics has 
been obtained in a completely different way.26 

In our case of Fokker-Planck equations (3. 14a) and 
(3.14b) K I •2 are differential operators with an infinite num
ber of a las derivatives acting on the Fokker-Planck prob
ability distributionp(t,s). This fact, that such a generalized 
Fokker-Planck equation has an infinite number of deriva
tives, is not a surprise at all. It is well known that for white 
noise higher-order derivatives should appear in the proper 
equation for the probability density p(t,S). Recently it has 
also been shown that we can attribute an interpretation to 

C2n
+ I II, 

A 2n + 1 
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I 
each step in the continued fraction (3.13b). 27 If the external 
noise x(t ) is approximated by a finite sequence of indepen
dent random telegraph signals it has been shown that a finite 
truncation of the continued fraction (3.13b) leads to an exact 
solution of the Langevin equation (1.1) driven by an external 
random telegraph noise.27 The continued fraction for the 
case of only a quadratic noise, i.e., with G = ° has not been 
obtained in the literature before. Note that K2(z) has no limit 
for 7 c -o. This reflects the singular character of quadratic 
white noise in a stochastic differential equation (Ll). For 
linear noise only, we check that 

KI(z) ----+ rM~ 
TC-+O 

as predicted by Eq. (2.5). 
ForbothG ;60andH ;60 the recurrence relation (3.9) is 

no longer tridiagonal. This reflects the various statistical 
correlations of the linear noise with its quadratic contribu
tion. Because of these correlations the general solution of the 
stochastic equation (Ll) cannot be obtained by a simple su
perposition of the linear and quadratic case. Nevertheless, it 
has been shown 18 that the recurrence relation of the type 
given by Eq. (3.10) can be transformed into a tridiagonal 
vector recurrence relation of the following form: 

(z-Qn)Xn =Pn+IXn+ 1 +RnXn_ 1 +onOPO' (3.15) 
where we have introduced vectors 

Xn = (~: + J and Po = (~o) (3.16) 

and the following operator-valued matrices: 

(3.17) 
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Now following the tridiagonal recurrence relation solution 
we can write the exact solution of our vector tridiagonal 
recurrence relation (3.15): 

1 
X()(z) = lPo, 

z- Qo- K(z) 
(3.ISa) 

where 

K(z) = IPI R I · (3.1Sb) 

Z - QI -1P2 R2 
Z - Q2 - 1P3'" 

We can convert this operator-continued fraction into the fol
lowing integro-differential equation: 

a S' - lIlo(t,S) = QOlllo(t,S) + ds K(t - S)IIlO(S,S), 
at 0 

(3.19a) 

where 

(3.19b) 

and K(t ) is the inverse Laplace transform of the operator
continued fraction (3.1Sb). Because of the vector character of 
the tridiagonal recurrence relation our Fokker-Planck 
equation (3.19) also has a vector form with the auxiliary 
function a l(t,S). That the additional term a l(t,5) should ap
pear in Eq. (3.19) is clear from the form of the recurrence 
relation (3.9). If H = 0 ao couples to a I' a I couples to ao and 
a2, and so on. In this case a I can be eliminated from Eq. 
(3.19), leading to the continued fraction (3.12). If G = 0 ao 
couples to a2 , a2 couples to ao and a4 , and no a I coefficient is 
involved. For both H #0 and G #0 a l mixes the two sto
chastic processes showing that they cannot be superimposed 
independently. The appearance of the a l coefficient in Eq. 
(3.19) indicates the correlations between the x(t) and x 2(t) 
contributions of the noise in the solution. By a Laplace trans
form we can solve again our Eq. (3.19) exactly: 

1 
Xo(z) = - Po, 

z - Mo - i(r lre)MI - ~(z) 
(3.20a) 

where the operator ~(z) is given by 

- 1 
st(z) = - KII(z) - (KI2 - M I) z _ Mo + lire _ B(r Ire )M2 

X (K21 + ~ MI) (3.20b) 

with the Kij(z) denoting the matrix elements of the operator
valued matrix K(z) given by Eq. (3.1Sb). Again we can trans
form this Laplace solution into an exact integro-differential 
equation for the probability distribution: 

-pIt,s) = Mo + ~MI pIt,s) + ds~(t -s)p(s,s), a ( T) S' 
~ ~ 0 

(3.21) 

where SO' dt e - Zl~(t) = ~(z). This formal but exact equation 
is the main result of this paper. We have obtained an exact 
generalized Fokker-Planck equation for the probability dis
tribution associated with the Langevin equation (1.1). 
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IV. STANDARD FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION 

In this paragraph we shall derive an approximate stan
dard-form Fokker-Planck equation from our main equation 
(3.21). By a standard-form Fokker-Planck equation we 
mean a second-order differential equation with a drift and 
diffusion term: 

ap(tl) = -~(d(s) + &J(s)~)P(t,S). 
at as as 

(4.1) 

Such a form enables us to study, for example, the steady
state properties of the distribution probability pIt,s ) which 
has the following well-known form: 

P (f:") - N exp( IS d(s ') df:" ') (4.2) 
sl ~ - - &J(s') ~ , 

where N is a normalization constant. 
From our exact equation for pIt,s ) we now derive a dif

ferential equation (4.1) which can be written in the following 
form: 

a '" - p(t,s ) = rp(t,s ), 
at 

(4.3) 

where r is the Fokker-Planck operator. We have in our 
theorytwoindependentphysicalparameters7e andr Ire. In 
the limit of small fluctuations, i.e., if r Ire < 1 and for time 
t> 7e we will look for the Fokker-Planck operator in the 
following power series form: 

(4.4) 

where the condition t> 7e allows us to forget about memory 
effects so that r (n) are differential operators rather than inte
gro-differential ones. This method can be implemented in a 
systematical way following closely the method of adiabatic 
elimination of additional degrees of freedom from the exact 
equation (3.19a) or, what is equivalent, by a systematic pow
er series expansion of the operator ~(z) in Eq. (3.21) for t > 7e 
and r Ire < 1. From Eq. (3.21) it is clear that the only contri
bution of zero order in r Ire is given by the standard drift 
term: 

rIO) = Mo. (4.5) 

The contribution of the order r Ire can be obtained 
from Eq. (3.15) performing a proper elimination ofQn up to 
the order linear in r 17e • It is clear that in this case only Qo 
and QI will contribute and this is equivalent to a truncation 
of the continued fraction to the first fraction. Performing 
this elimination we obtain from Eqs. (3.15) and (3.19) 

(4.6) 

where the subscript (0) in A\O) indicates that only terms ofthe 
order (F lre)O should be retained. Because A\O) = Ao 
- (21r e )J, we calculate that for t> 7 e 
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it ds eAo(t - SiR leAo(s - t I - (2/T, I(t - sl 

1 - e- t (L+2/T,1 1 
------HI "" R\, 

2lre + lL 2lre + lL 
(4.7a) 

where lL· = [',Aol is a vector Liouville operator acting in Eq. 
(4.7a) on HI' This approximation leads to 

(4.7b) 

where the scalar Liouville operator £. = h Aol now acts on 
the operator MI' Up to the order r Ire the Fokker-Planck 
equation takes the following form: 

(4.8) 

Note that the quadratic noise has contributed only to the 
drift term and the diffusion part has only contributions due 
to the linear noise. The form of this diffusion part has been 
obtained first in Ref. 20 and then discussed in detail in Refs. 
4 and 8. What usually is done in most of the physical applica
tions is really a new approximation which follows by expend
ing the inverse Liouville operator as a Neumann series: 

1 = f (- Ir'T~+ IL n (4.9) 
lI'Te +L n~O 

and than neglecting all terms proportional to a given power 
of'Te. This approximation is consistent with t > 'Te and has an 
additional requirement that 'Te is small. One can show28 that 
the Fokker-Planck operator from Eq. (4.7b) can be written 
in the following form: 

-p(t,s)= --F-l--H a (a .r a 
at as 7e as 

--G-U pIt,s), a a) 
at at 

(4.10) 

where the function U(s) is given by the following series: 
00 

U(s) = r I (- I)n7~Un(S), (4.lla) 
n=O 

where Un are solutions of the following recurrence relation: 

a a 
U =F-u I -u I -F n= 1, .. · with uo=G. n at n - n- at ' 

(4.llb) 

This leads to the following formula for the drift and diffusion 
functions in Eq. (4.1): 

d(t) =F(s) + ir H(s) + G(t)U'(s), (4.12a) 
'Te 

£IJ(t) = G(t)U(t)· (4.12b) 

After some lengthy algebra we obtain the following contri
bution to the Fokker-Planck operator up to order (F /7e )2: 
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r(2) = 2M2 1 M2 +MI 1 
2lre +L lire +L 

X(MI - i3M2 ) 1 
lire +L 

1 
XMI - i2MI ----

1I7e +L 

XM
I 

1 M2 - i2M2 ___ _ 
2I7e +L 2lre +L 

1 1 
XMI MI + 2MI ---

lire +L lire +L 
1 1 

MI MI MI' (4.13) 
2lre +L lire +L 

Note that in this order we now have a contribution to the 
diffusion term coming from the quadratic noise itself and 
cross contributions coming from "contractions" of x(t ) with 
x 2(t). The operator r(2) contains terms proportional to 
a 4/ as 4 and in this sense r (2) is giving contributions beY9,.nd 
the usual Fokker-Planck description. We can truncate r(2) 

to an equation of second order but following the arguments 
of Ref. 29 we shall keep these terms, since our equation 

!..- p = (r (0) + r r (1) + r 2 r (2)) p 
at 7e r; 

(4.I4a) 

can be written in the following form: 

a a 
at P = - as J, (4.I4b) 

i.e., the evaluation of the stationary probability distribution 
from the condition J = 0 with proper boundary conditions is 
possible in the standard way. At this point we should com
ment on a recent derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation 
with a quadratic noise given in Ref. 19. Apart from the im
portant difference that in Ref. 19 H is chosen in such a way 
that MI commutes with M 2• the main approach of that paper 
has been based on a nonlinear transformation of the noise 
x(t) + x 2(t ) into a Gaussian white noise with an effective dif
fusion constant. It has been shown next that such a transfor
mation leads to a Fokker-Planck equation with an effective 
diffusion part and a shifted drift term. J9 It is easy to check 
thatr(~ andr(!) [Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7b)] and the first contribu
tion to r(2) in Eq. (4.13) specialized for H proportional to G, 
i.e., for the case of [MJ.M21 = o and with the Liouville opera
tors expanded to the lowest order in 7 e , lead precisely to the 
result of Ref. 19. The nonlinear transformation of the noise 
fails to predict the mixed terms given by the other operators 
in Eq. (4.13). These terms come from correlations between 
the linear and the quadratic part of the noise in the nonlinear 
Langevin equation (1.1). 

v. TRANSITION PROBABILITY 

In order to compute correlation functions of pit ) we 
need to generalize our results of the previous sections. We 
introduce instead of p(t,t) the following functionally depen
dent probability transition30

: 

(5.1) 
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where the functional dependence on an abritrary smooth 
function ..t(t ) has been shown explicitly. We see immediately 
from Eq. (5.1) that 

f dS pet,s IkJ = (exp(lf d7 k (7)P(7))) (5.2) 

is the generating functional for the dynamical variable p(t). 
From the definition (5.1) we can compute arbitrary correla
tions ofp(t) by a functional differentiation of the generalized 
transition probability (5.1): 

(P(tl) .. ·p(tn ) 

f {jn 

= dt (j(_U(td) ... {j(_ik(t2))P[t,tlkJI,(~o. (5.3) 

From the definition 5.1 we can derive the proper Liouville 
equation for 

(5.4) 

After simple algebra we conclude that <p[t,tl..t] satisfies the 
same equation as that <p(t ) from Sec. I with the only differ
ence that30 

Mo = - ~ F(t) + iSk (t). 
at 

(5.5) 

This means that we can carry out the same procedure as in 
the previous sections with the difference that the recurrence 
relation (3.9) now has time-dependent coefficients. From the 
mathematical point of view the solution for the transition 
probability is not much more complicated that the construc
tion of the dynamical probability density from Eq. (3.9). In 
fact, recently an exact dynamical solution of this problem 
has been obtained for the case when31 

FIp) =!I(t)P, GIp) =J;(t)p, Hlp) =!3(t)P (5.6) 

with!l(t )'/2(t), and!3(t) arbitrary time-dependent functions. 
The external term it k(t ) in the drift term, in the Fokker
Planck equation, can be treated in the same way as the exter
nal current effects are calculated in quantum electrodynam
ics or field theory. 
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The occupational statistics for indistinguishable trimers on a 3 X N lattice 
spacea) 
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A 20 term recursion relation is derived that describes exactly the occupational degeneracy for 
trimers distributed on a 3 XN lattice space. The associated generating functions, expectation, 
normalization, dispersion, and continuous representation are also developed and discussed. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q, 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose ofthe present paper is to examine the occu
pation statistics that arise when trimer particles (which occu
py three linearly contiguous lattice sites) are distributed on a 
rectangular 3 XN lattice space. This research represents a 
generalization of previously published 1-4 results concerning 
the occupational degeneracy of dimers distributed on 1 XN 
and 2 X N lattice spaces. 

Specifically, we seek first to determine A [q,N], the mul
tiplicity of independent arrangements that arise when q in
distinguishable trimers are distributed on a 3 X N rectangu
lar lattice space (see Fig. 1). Computer-generated numerical 
values for A [q,N] are presented in Table I for several values 
ofq andN. 

We will use a set of theoretic arguments to obtain an 
exact recursion relationship satisfied by A [q,N]. This recur
sion relationship takes on a particularly simple, Fibonnaci
like, form when the lattice space is completely filled. 

On the basis of this recursion we will develop the appro
priate generating functions which we will utilize to deter
mine the expectation, normalization, dispersion, and contin
uous representation for A [q,N]. 

II. RECURSION RELATIONSHIP FORA[q,Nj 

The diagrams shown in Fig. 2 serve to define the 12 
lattice spaces, A, B, ... ,L. Then, for example, G [q,N] repre
sents the set of all the possible arrangements of q trimer par
ticles on a G N-space, N columns long. By examining the state 
of occupation of the compartments in the Nth column, we 
can decompose the degeneracy of a particular lattice space 
into subsets, each of which represents the degeneracy for 
other kinds oflattice spaces depicted in Fig. 2. For example, 
consider the A N -space. 

The possible states of occupation of the Nth column of 
an AN-space can be seen in Fig. 3. There are nine unique 
states of occupation of the Nth column. We observe that if 
the top (or bottom) compartment in the Nth column is occu
pied and the other two compartments are vacant a B N _ 1 -

space is created. All other arrangements on the remaining 
compartments involve q - 1 trimer particles on a B N _ 1 -

space. Hence 2B [q - 1,N - 1] represents the set of all ar
rangements on an A N-space when the Nth column is occu-

-I This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research under Grant AFOSR 81-0192. 

pied as shown in Fig. 3. The factor of two arises because the 
trimer particle can be placed in either the top or bottom 
compartment to create a B N _ I -space. By considering the 
seven possible subsets shown in Fig. 3 we may write for the 
decomposition of A [q,N]: 

A [q,N] = A [q,N - 1] + 2B [q - 1,N - 1] 
+ C[q - 1,N - 1] + A [q - 1,N - 1] 
+ 2D[q - 2,N - 1] +E[q - 2,N -1] 
+A [q - 3,N - 3]. (1) 

A similar examination of the state of occupation of the 
other lattice spaces yields 

B [q,N] = F[q,N - 1] + G [q - 1,N - 1] 

+H[q-1,N-1]+I[q-2,N-2], (2) 

C[q,N] = J[q,N - 1] + 2K[q - 1,N - 1] 
+ L [q - 2,N - 2], (3) 

D [q,N] = I [q,N - 1] + F[q - 1,N - 2], (4) 

E[q,N] = L [q,N - 1] + J[q - 1,N - 2], (5) 

F[q,n] =A [q,N - 1] +B[q - 1,N - 1] 
+ C [q - 1,N - 1] + D [q - 2,N - 1], (6) 

G [q,N] =J[q,N - 1] +K [q - 1,N - 1], (7) 

H [q,N] = F[q,N - 1] + G [q - 1,N - 1], (8) 

I [q,N] =A [q,N - 1] + B [q - 1,N - 1], (9) 

J[q,N] =A [q,N - 1] + 2B [q - 1,N - 1] 
+E[q-2,N-1], (10) 

K[q,N]=F[q,N-1]+H[q-1,N-1], (11) 

L [q,N] =A [q,N - 1] + C[q - 1,N - 1]. (12) 

Thus, we see in Eqs. (1)-(12) that there is closure in the 
sense that each of the 12 lattice spaces can be decomposed 
into subsets which are also members of the 12 lattice spaces. 

These 12 equations (1)-(12) can be solved for A [q,N] in 
terms of the A 's only yielding the following recursion rela-

I IWHlI I llttl I I I 
FIG. 1. One of the 1,247,559 independent arrangements that can arise when 
six trimers are distributed on a 3 X 14 lattice space. 
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TABLE I. Computer-generated numerical values for A [ q,NJ for several values of q and N. 

q 0 2 3 4 5 
N 

1 1 
1 1 
2 I 2 I 
3 I 6 6 2 
4 I 10 24 18 3 
5 1 14 55 76 32 4 
6 1 18 102 238 204 60 
7 I 22 165 535 793 510 
8 1 26 244 1058 2278 2420 
9 I 30 339 1861 5385 8343 

10 I 34 450 3008 11093 23214 

tion: 

A [q,N] =A [q,N - 1] + 2A [q - I,N - 1] 
+ A [q - I,N - 2] - A [q - 2,N - 2] 

+ A [q - I,N - 3] + 3A [q - 2,N - 3] 
+ 3A [q - 3,N - 3] + A [q - 2,N - 4] 
- 5A [q - 4,N - 4] - A [q - 3,N - 5] 
- 6A [q - 4,N - 5] + 2A [q - 5,N - 5] 
- A [q - 4,N - 6] - 3A [q - 5,N - 6] 

- 3A [q - 6,N - 6] + 4A [q - 7,N - 7] 

- 2A [q - 7,N - 8] - A [q - 8,N - 8] 
+A [q - 9,N - 9] -A [q - 1O,N - 10]. 

(13) 

With appropriate initial conditions Eq. (13) describes exactly 

~IIIIA E§ffh IG 
r---- N - f---- N -

EHlllla m lH 

~111:c B][f]II 

E§~D E§ff±§J 

EEfif§=o E ~ffi K 

EmITJ IF ~~L 
FIG. 2. These 12 drawings serve to define the 12 lattice spaces used to 
develop a recursion relationship satisfied by A [q,NJ. 
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6 7 8 9 10 Sum of rows 

2 
4 

15 
56 

182 
6 619 

123 9 2158 
1 174 212 13 7426 
6675 2496 360 19 25509 

27256 17056 5\30 634 28 87904 

the occupational degeneracy for anA N-space, i.e., for a 3 X N 
lattice space. 

We observe that the analogous recursion relationships 
for the 11 otherlattice spaces, BN, ... ,LN, all have exactly the 
same form as Eq. (13). Thus, Eq. (13) is a characteristic of a 
3 XN lattice space populated with trimers regardless of the 
configuration of the end compartments. It is the initial con
ditions only that are the source of the differences among 
A [q,N], B [q,N], ... ,L [q,N]. If the initial conditions 
for two lattice spaces are the same, it follows that the occupa
tional degeneracy for them is identical. Thus, of the 12 
spaces shown in Fig. 2, only six of them are unique, and we 
see that 

B[q,N] = C[q,N], 

D [q,N] = E [q,N], 

F [q,N] = J [q,N], 

G [q,N} = H [q,N] = K [q,N], 

I[q,N] = L [q,N]. 

f---N~~-

Ll±f]li±m 
ffiEHIm 
Etm~ 
f±mlm 
§±8SB 
f±mB:l 
EHE1§!1 

Mq,N-ll 

28 [q-1, N-1] 

C [q -1, N -1] 

A[q-1,N-1] 

2D [q -2, N -j] 

E [q-2,N-1] 

A [q-3,N-3] 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

FIG. 3. These seven drawings show the decomposition of A [q,N] into sub
sets involving one or more of the lattice spaces shown in Fig. 2. 
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Recognition of these relationships greatly simplifies the cal
culation necessary to obtain Eq. (13) from Eqs. (1)-(12). 

We note here that if q > N, no arrangements are possi
ble. However, if q = n, i.e., if the space is completely filled, 
Eq. (13) reduces to 

A *[q,N] ==A [N] 
= 2A [N - I] - A [N - 2] 

+ 3A [N - 3] - 5A [N - 4] 

+ 2A [N - 5] - 3A [N - 6] 

+ 4A [N - 7] - A [N - 8] 

+A [N - 9] -A [N - 10). (19) 

Equation (19), however, is not in its simplest form. By 
appropriately reindexing, adding and subtracting multiples 
of 

A [N] = A [N - I] + A [N - 3], (20) 

we can obtain Eq. (19) (see the saturated diagonal in Table I). 
If we assume that5 

(21) 

where C is a constant, Eq. (20) yields 

r3 - r2 - 1=0. 

Upon imposing the initial conditions, 

A [0] = A [I] = A [2] = I, (22) 

(see Table I) we obtain 

A [N] = c1r{' + C2r2N + c3r3
N, (23) 

where 

r 1 = j + D+ = 1.465571233, (24) 

r = ~ - ~D + i,j3 D 
2 3 2 + 2 -

= - 0.232785616 + i[0.79255 1993], (25) 

=~-~D - i,j3 D 
r3 3 2 + 2 -

= rt' = - 0.232785616 - i[O.792551993], (26) 

where 

(27) 

and where the initial conditions yield 

C1 = 0.611491991, 

C2 = 0.194254004 - ;[0.122549691], 

As N~oo, the real root dominates so that Eq. (23) be
comes 

A [N] = c1r{ (28) 

AtN = IOEq.(28)yieldsA [10] = 27.96. This compares with 
the actual value of 28. 
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III. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 

We form the polynomials 
N 

IN(X)= LA [q,N ]xq. 
q~O 

Utilizing Eq. (13), Eq. (29) yields 

IN+ 10 (x) = [I + 2x]/N+9(X) + x[1 + x] IN +8 (x) 

+x[1 + 3x + 3x2] IN+ 7 (x) 
+x2[1_ 5x2] IN +6 (x) 

- x 3 [I + 6x - 2x2
) IN + 5 (x) 

_x4 [1 + 3x + 3x2]/N+4(X) 

+ 4x7/N+3(X) _x7 [2 +X]/N+2(X) 

(29) 

+ x91N + 1 (x) - X lOIN (x). (30) 

With the appropriate initial conditions gleaned from 
Table I, Eq. (30) will generate the numerical values for 
A [q,N] contained in Table I. 

To determine G (x,y), the bivariant generating function, 
defined by 

'" 
G(x,y)= L IN(X)yN, 

N~O 

we impose the initial conditions onIN(x) and obtain 

G (x,y) = H (x,y)[1 - y( I + 2x) 

- y2x(1 - x) - y3x (1 + 3x 

+ 3x2) - y4X( I - 5x2) 

+ y5X 3( I + 6x - 2x2
) 

+ y6(1 + 3x + 3x2) _ 4y 7x7 

(31) 

+ y8X7(2 + x) _ y9x9 + yIOXIO]-1 (32) 

where H (x,y) is a polynomial of ninth degree in x and y. 

IV. NORMALIZATION 

In this section we seek an expression for the calculation 
of .::1 N, the normalization of the statistics appropriate to Eq. 
(13), for large values of N . .::1 N is defined by 

N 

.::1 N= L A [q,N]. (33) 
q=O 

Utilizing Eq. (13) we obtain 

.::1 N + 10 = 3.::1 N + 9 + 7.::1 N + 7 - 4.::1 N + 6 

- 5.::1 N + 5 - 7.::1 N + 4 + 4.::1 N + 3 

- 3.::1 N+ 2 + .::1N+ 1 -.::1N (34) 

[see Eq. (30) with x = I]. The initial conditions on.::1 N can be 
seen from Table I and yield a generating function for the 
normalization: 

'" G[I,y] = G(y) = L .::1 NyN 
N~O 

1-y _ 2y2 _ 4y3 _ y4 _ y5 + y6 _ y7 

where theR/s are the reciprocals of the roots of the denomi
nator, i.e., the R;'s are the roots of 
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ylO _ 3y9 _ 7y7 + 4y6 + 5y5 _ 7y4 _ 4y3 

+ 3y2 - Y + 1 = O. 

Thus 

so that, in comparison with Eqs. (29) and (31), we have 

(36) 

(37) 

10 

.:iN = I kjR f. (38) 
j=1 

To determine the kj's we lety-+R j- I, then of the terms 
in Eq. (35) only thejth term is important. Thus 

lim_, {Gty) - ~j } = O. 
y-.Rj 1 Rjy 

(39) 

Applying L'Hospital's rule, we obtain 

k. = 1 - Rj - 2R J - 4R J + R; - R J + R J - R J 
J R. [3 + 21R 2 _ l6R 3 _ 25R 4 _ 42R s + 28R 6 _ 24R 7 + 9R 8 _ lOR 9] 

(40) 
J J J J J J J J J 

As N-+oo only one of the terms of the sum in Eq. (38) is 
significant, the term associated with the dominant root of 
Eq. (36). In this case R I' the dominant root, is 
RI = 3.44139062, so that kl = 0.374354638 and thus 

lim .:iN = 0.374354638 [3.44139062]N. (41) 
N~oo 

For N = 10 Eq. (41) yields 87,221.4 while from Table I 
we see that.:i 1O = 87904, an error of 0.78%. 

v. THE EXPECTATION, DISPERSION, AND 
CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATION OF A[q,N] 

In this section we begin by calculating «(J ) N the expec
tation value of the coverage: 

(42) 

where 

(43) 

or 
N 

(q)N.:i N = IqA [q,N]. (44) 
q=O 

Utilizing Eq. (13) and assuming for large values of N 

~. /~ 
r 1 t ~ 

---1.~~_-L' ~ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 ,0 

q-

FIG. 4. In A [q,12] as a function of q. The distribution has a maximum at 
q = 7 or Omu = 0.58. 
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I 
that 

«(J)N=«(J)N_I = .. ·=«(J)oo' 

we obtain 

(45) 

«(J ) 00 = {2R i - R ~ + I6R i - I8R ~ - 17 R i - 37 R i 
+ 28R f - 22R ~ + 9R 1 - 1O} / 
{3R i + 21R i - I6R 1 
- 25R i - 42R i + 28R f 
-24R~+9RI-1O} 
= 0.589731995. (46) 

Thus, the maximum number of arrangements occurs 
when the lattice space is approximately 59% filled. Figure 4 
shows A [q, 12] as a function of q. In this particular case, the 
maximum occurs at q = 7 or «(J) 12:::::0.58. 

«(J 2) N' the dispersion in (J, defined by 

«(J2) = (q2)N =_1_ ~ 2A [ N] (47) 
N N2 N 2A £.,.q q, , 

'-IN q=O 

is obtained from Eq. (13) [under the assumption in Eq. (45)]. 
Then 

(IN [«(J2)N - «(J)~]1/2=0.380l10326[N]-1/2, 
(48) 

so that for large values of N, A [q,N] can be represented as a 

,-
I 
! , 

~I 
(\J 

::-i 

. ~. 
,--0..1---0-

0
="'2:-=0.3° 0~-O-'6- ;.- ·\~C·, " 

8 ----

FIG. 5. A [0,12] as computed exactly from the recursion relation, Eq. (13) 
(dots), and limN_

oo 
A [O,N 1 as determined by Eq. (49) are plotted as func

tions ofO. 
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Gaussian distribution 

(49) 

where 

Amax = 0.392901436[3.444139062]N [N] 1/2 (50) 

as determined by the normalization. 
Figure 5 shows a comparison of A [e,N] as calculated 

according to Eq. (13)[seeTable I] for N = 12 with A [e,N] as 
given by Eq. (49). 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered the statistics arising when indistin
guishable trimers are distributed on a 3 XN lattice space. 
Specifically, we have determined a recursion relationship 
that yields exactly the occupational degeneracy for this situ
ation. 

2189 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No. 11, November 1982 

On the basis of this recursion relationship we have cal
culated the associated generating functions, normalization, 
expectation, and dispersion of the distribution. A contin
uous representation of the degeneracy is also presented. 
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We discuss the problem of the convergence of the reflectionless approximants VN(x), proposed by 
Quigg, Rosner, and Thacker, to the true confining potential V (x), both for "wrong" [u'(O) = 0] and 
"correct" [u(O) = 0] boundary conditions. We show that, for any function <p (x) with continuous 
derivative and compact support contained in (0, 00 ),So<p (X)VN(X) dx-So<p (x)V(x) dxasN-oo, if 
V(x) is appropriately restricted. Namely, for "wrong" boundary conditions, V(x) should be such 
that the difference oi,E ) between its spectral measure and the free one obeys loi,E ) I < const X E - E, 

E> 0; for "correct" boundary conditions, the spectral measure of V(x) should be sufficiently close 
to a semiclassical estimate and, in this approximation, V(x) < Cx2 

- E. 

PACS numbers: 12.40.Qq 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent series of papers, 1-5 Quigg, Rosner, Schon
feld, Thacker, and collaborators proposed, investigated, and 
used effectively a method to construct approximants to the 
confining quark-antiquark potential for heavy quarks, from 
knowledge of a finite number of S wave energy levels En and 
of the values I{in(O) of the corresponding wavefunctions at 
the origin. The latter are obtained from the leptonic decay 
width of the state by means of the Weisskopf-van Royen 
formula. 6 Using the reduced wavefunctions un (x) = xl{in (x), 
their approximant consists of a one-dimensional symmetric 
reflectionless potential which has prescribed odd parity 
bound states and values of u ~ (0). Their method contains an 
arbitrary parameter-called A in the following-determin
ing the onset of the continuum spectrum of the approximant. 

More precisely, given A and the positions of a finite 
number of both even- and odd-parity energy levels, one can 
determine a unique symmetric reflection less potential which 
supports them, by means of a linear set of equations, de
scribed in Refs. I and 4. The positions of the a priori un
known even-parity levels are fixed in such a potential from 
knowledge of the odd-parity ones and the derivative at the 
origin of the corresponding wavefunctions. This computa
tion amounts to the determination of the zeros of a certain 
rational function, whose poles, residua, and asymptotic be
havior are known (see Sec. IV). It is a well-posed mathemat
ical problem 7,H to find out whether the sequence of approxi
mants VN(x) constructed in this way from an increasing 
number of energy levels converges, in some sense, to the true 
potential V(x). 

Since the relation of the spectral function to the poten
tial is most easily described by means of the Gel'fand-Levi
tan equations (Refs. 9 and 10), a natural way to proceed is to 
check whether the kernels of the integral equations (for the 
half-line) associated to the soliton potentials V N(X) and to the 
true confining potentials V(x) converge in the uniform norm 
towards each other, uniformly for all x, O,;;;x,;;;xo, Xo finite, 
and whether the free terms also converge uniformly towards 
each other as N- 00 . This will ensure that the potentials tend 
to each other, in some sense, as N-oo. 

However, the Gel'fand-Levitan equations in the usual 
form are established for confining potentials only in the case 

of "wrong" boundary conditions at the origin, IU i.e., 
u~ (0) = O. Therefore, an easier problem appears to be that in 
which the soliton approximants are constructed starting 
from the values of the even-parity levels and from the magni
tude of the corresponding wavefunction at the origin, rather 
than from the data on the odd-parity levels. 

In this (unphysical) setting, we show that, if the differ
ence oi,E ) between the spectral measure of the confining po
tential and the free measure goes to zero quicker than 1/ E E, 

for some E> 0, then the sequence of approximants VN(x) 
does converge to the true potential V (x) in the sense that, for 
any function <p (x) with continuous derivative and compact 
support contained in (0, 00), 

The convergence problem with physical boundary con
ditions is then studied following Ref. 7, by reducing it to the 
previous case of "wrong" boundary conditions. However, 
the study of the difference of the kernels becomes more com
plicated, and the author is able to prove a statement like (1.1) 
only in a restricted class of potentials whose spectral func
tion stays uniformly sufficiently close to its semiclassical es
timate (see Sec. IV) and which, roughly speaking, increase 
less fast than x 2

. 

The paper is organized as follows: 
In Sec. II, we discuss the approximation problem in 

general terms and state sufficient conditions for convergence 
to be achieved. The problem will then be to check that these 
criteria are satisfied by the soliton approximants. 

The reflectionless approximants are defined naturally 
on the whole line - 00 < x < 00, whereas the Gel'fand-Levi
tan equations require the spectral function of VN(x), regard
ed as a radially symmetrical potential. So, the next problem 
is the construction of the Jost functions and spectral mea
sures for a symmetric superposition of solitons. The results 
are simple and are derived in Secs. III and IV. 

In Sec. V, we prove the convergence of the approxi
mants constructed from "wrong" boundary conditions, in 
the sense of Eq. (1.1). 

Sections VI and VII contain a proof of the convergence 
of reflection less approximants constructed from physical 
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boundary conditions, for a restricted class of potentials. 
Conclusions are presented in Sec. VIII. 

II. CRITERIA FOR CONVERGENCE 

We consider the S-wave Schrodinger equation for the 
reduced wavefunction u(x) = x 1/1 (x) and a confining poten
tial V(x) [a rescaling of x has been performed, so that 
(21l)1/2/fi = I,ll = reduced mass of the quark], 

u"(x) + (E - V(x))u(x) = 0, (2.1) 

with two kinds of boundary conditions: u'(O) = 0 and 
u(O) = 0 [and u(x)EL 2(0, 00)]. The eigenvalues and eigenfunc
tions corresponding to these conditions are denoted by 
E ~, un.e (x) and by E ~, un,o (x), respectively (with indices de
rived from "even" and "odd"). The eigenfunctions un,e(ol (x) 
are normalized so that 

1"" (U n,elod
2
(x) dx = 1. (2.2) 

The spectral functions associated with these problems are 
defined as 

Pe(E) = I (ui,ef(o), (2,3) 
E:O<E 

(2.4) 

We assume V(x) in (2.1) is a continuous function on 
O';;;x < 00, with a continuous derivative. It is known 9,10 that it 
is uniquely determined by the spectral functionpe (E), via the 
Gel'fand-Levitan equation 

F(r,u) + K(r,u) + fdS K(r,s)F(s,u) = 0, (2.5) 

where 

and 

F(r,u) = Iir::f~ 00 dCTe (E )cos(uE 1/2)cos(rE 1/2), 

CT E _ JPe(E) for E <0, 
e( )- \Pe(E)-(2hr)E I /2 for E>O, 

d 
Vir) = 2 -K(r,r). 

dr 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

If V(x) is bounded from below, which we assume, we are free 
to suppose thatpe(E) = 0 for E <0. We define 

n (t) = I~f~ 00 dCTe (E )cos(tE 1/2) dE. (2.9) 

Clearly, 

F(r,u) = tin (r + u) + n (r - u)). (2.10) 

It can be shown to that, if V (x) has a continuous derivative on 
O';;;x < 00 then n (t ) has two derivatives as a function of t, for 
all t. Further,9 K (r,s), the solution of (2.5), has two continu
ous derivatives with respect to rand s for all r, s in the trian
gle O';;;s';;;r. 

It is also true that,ll as E-+ 00 , 

CTe(E)-+O. (2.11) 

For each fixed r, Eq. (2.5) is a Fredholm equation of the 
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second kind for K (r,s). It is shown in Ref. 10 that is has a 
unique solution for all r> 0, if P e (E) is the spectral function 
of a continuous potential. The class of spectral functions 
Pe(E) that are generated as V(x) varies over the possible con
tinuous potentials is described in Ref. 10. 

It is natural to regard the left-hand side ofEq. (2.1) as a 
mapping into itself of the Banach space C (0, r) of continuous 
functions on [0, r], endowed with the uniform norm 

1I/IIr = sup I/(x)l· (2.12) 
Q<x<r 

It can be shown (Ref. 12, p. 10 1) that the norm of the integral 
operator FO with kernel F(r,u), mapping C (0, r) into itself is 

IIFolir = max ('ds IF(s,u)1 (2.13) 
o<u<r)o 

provided F (s,u) is a continuous function of both sand u (as is 
guaranteed for our class of potentials). 

We wish to investigate the effect of the replacement of 
the exactpe(E) in Eq. (2.6) by an approximantp~NI(E), con
structed from (approximate) knowledge of the first N energy 
levels and the corresponding values of un.e(O). As N in
creases, p';'I(E) is supposed to get increasingly close to the 
exact Pe (E) and our purpose is to examine whether the po
tentials VN(x), corresponding top';'I(E) by the Gel'fand-Le
vi tan equations, approach the original V(x). For confining 
potentials, the approximation of P e (E) can occur in two 
ways: 

(i) the functions p~NI(E) are constructed from the exact 
values of u~.e (0), E ~ for n .;;;.N, and a quite arbitrary function 
for E > E N.e' chosen only in such a way as to make p~N I(E ) an 
admissible spectral measure for a potential (with continuous 
derivative). 

(ii) the values E~INI, (u~':N(O) occurring inp~NI(E) for 
the energy levels with n.;;;N are different from those of the 
true potential, but approach them as N-+oo. 

Clearly, we expect the study of the first type of appro xi
mants to be easier. 

From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.13) we see that, if the functions 
n N (t ) constructed from the approximate measures converge 
to the function n (t ) of the exact potential, uniformly on some 
finite interval 0.;;;t.;;;2ro, the approximate integral operators 
F~ approach the exact one in norm, uniformly for all r, 
0.;;; r.;;; ro. 

Indeed, 

.;;;t(max {'In (s + t) - nN(s + t)1 ds 
O</<r)o 

+ max {'In (s - t) - nN(s - t)l dS) 
o</<r)o 

(2.14) 

and, for any E, we can choose N so that, for alllxl .;;;2ro, 
In (x) - nN(x)1 .;;;dnoticethatn (x) is even inx]. Clearly, the 
free terms in the Gel'fand-Levitan equation also tend uni
formly to the true one, inside any triangle O.;;;s.;;;r.;;;ro' 

It follows then that the solutions of the Gel'fand-Levi-
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tan equations tends to the true solution in the uniform norm 
in the triangle O,;;s';;",;;;ro' To this end, we refer first to Ap
pendix A, where we show that the quantity 11(1 - FO)~ Illr is 
a continuous function of r, for r> 0. Let then 

11K (r,t) - KN(r,t )lIr 
= 11(I-FO)~IF-(I-F~)~IFNllr 

d (ro) = maXo,r<rJ(1 - FO)~ Illr; clearly, d (roJ < 00. Given 
E < 1/ro, we can choose then N so that IIF - FNllr';;dd (ro) 
[and so liFo - F~lIr.;;cr(ld (ro)], for all 0.;; r.;; ro. We can then 
write, at fixed r 

.;;11(1 - For IllrllF - FN Ilr + 11(1 - FO)~ 1_ (1 + (1 - FO)~ I(F0 - F~,))~ 1(1 - FO)~ Illr X IIFNllr 
';;E + 11(1 - FO)~ I - (I - (1 - FO)~I(F0 - F~) + ((1 - FO)~ I(FO - F~W - .·.)(1 - FO)~lllrIIFNllr 

';;E+ 11(1-FO)~III;IIFo-F~llrIIFNIIJ(1 + 11(I-FO)~I(F[)-F~)llr) 
';;E + (d (ro)croIIFN IIJ(1 - Ero))' 

In (2.15), in the second step, we have expanded 
(I + (1 - For- I (F0 - F~))~ I in a Neumann series. From 
(2.5) we conclude that, in particular, K (r,r) and KN(r,r) get 
arbitrarily close to each other as N increases, uniformly for 
O.;;r.;;ro' We point out that use ofa norm different from the 
uniform one would not have allowed the conclusion that the 
values of K N(r,s) along the diagonal r = s approach K (r,r) 
uniformly for O';;r';;ro, and this is essential in order to state 
anything about the potentials. 

It is now enough to choose a function t/> (r) to have com
pact support contained in (0, ro), and with a continuous de
rivative. Then 

I r"" t/> (r) ~ (K (r,r) - KN(r,r)) drl Jo dr 

= 11'" t/> '(r)(K (r,r) - K N (r,r)) dr I 
.;; sup IK(r,r) - KN(r,r) I Xro sup It/> '(r)l· (2.16) 

o~ r~r() O«r'>"rp 

The last line can be made arbitrarily small for N sufficiently 
large, as is shown in (2.15). 

So, if 11N(t) converges to 11 (t) uniformly for 0.;; t.;; to, the 
corresponding VN(x) approximates V(x) increasingly well in 
the sense of (1.1). In particular, if the approximant p~N I(E ) 
reproduces the first N energy levels of V(x) exactly, 

111 (t) - 11N(t)l.;; 111 (t) - 1,1 cos(tE 1/2) dae (E) I 

+ I ~im.""IMCOS(tE 1/2) ddeNI(E) I, EN <A <EN+ I' 

(2.17) 

We can show that the first term tends uniformly to zero, as 
A---+oo for O.;;x.;;xo, in our class of potentials (see Appendix 
B). The approximant n N(t) is defined by means of an a priori 
unknown function deN I(E ), for E > A. This function can in 
particular be chosen to be differentiable at all E > A; this 
would correspond to an approximation of V (x) by a noncon
fining potential. Assuming this to be the case, we gain from 
(2.17) a sufficient condition for deN I(E ) in order that conver
gence be fulfilled: 

li?!, II"" cos(tE 1/2) ddeNI(E) I = ° (2.18) 

uniformly in t, O.;;t.;;to' 
A first obvious question is whether it is trivial to find 
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(2.15) 

I 
d:I(E) satisfying (2.18) or not. In the opinion of the author, 
it is easy to do so, although the solution of the associated 
Gel'fand~Levitan equation might be complicated. Let, for 
instance (E > 0) 

deNI(E) = (A IE)'ae(A), E>A, (2.19) 

where ae(A ) is estimated from knowledge of the first N 
bound states (EN + I > A > EN)' Then 

II"" ddeNI(E) cos(tE 1/2) I .;;ae(A ) (2.20) 

ae (A ) vanishes, as A ---+ 00, by virtue of (2.11). 
A second question arises in connection with the refiec

tionless approximants of Refs. 1 ~5 as mentioned in the In
troduction, if we construct them starting from prescribed 
even-parity energy levels and corresponding values of un•e (0), 
do they converge to the true potential? To answer this ques
tion, one must actually determine deNI(E) for this construc
tion (this is done in Secs. III and IV) and check whether (2.18) 
is fulfilled (this is done in Sec. V). 

We now turn to the problem of approximation starting 
from the odd-parity energy levels and the values of(un,o )'(0). 
A first complication is that the kernel of the Gel'fand-Levi
tan equation can no longer be written in the form (2.6) but 
rather as9

: 

F(r,u) 
a" fOC (l-cos(rEI/2))(I-cos(uEI/2)) 

=aa E2 dao(E) 
r u -- oc a2 _ 

--F(r,u), (2.21) 
arau 

with 

fPo(E), E < 0, 
ao(E) = [PolE) - (2/31T)EJ/2, E>O 

(2.22) 

It can be shown L, that, as E---+ 00, 

(2.23) 

The previous arguments concerning the approximation of F 
can in principle be repeated; however, one must now prove 
the uniform convergence of the derivatives of the approxi
mantsF N(r,u) toF(r,u) and this appears to be somewhat diffi
cult. 14 So, following Ref. 7, we try to reduce the problem to 
the one with wrong boundary conditions. Namely, given the 
spectral function p~ I(E ) of the approximant constructed 
from the correct boundary conditions, it is possible to find 
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the spectral function corresponding to "wrong" boundary 
conditionsp~)(E) (see Sec. IV). 

For the latter approximant, one can apply completely 
the reasoning of this section. However, condition (2.6) is not 
sufficient for convergence: the difference between the exact 
spectral functionpe(E) and the approximate onep~)(E) ex
tends down to E = O. Indeed, it is not in general true that the 
estimates of the positions of the energy levels with wrong 
boundary conditions, E~~e), obtained fromp~N)(E) coincide 
with the true oneS. 

So, to prove the uniform convergence of f)N(t), it is 
sufficient to prove, apart from (2.18), that, uniformly in t, 

where Yi = (u7 .• )(0), YjN) is its estimate from the approxi
mant p~N)(E). 

We shall perform this explicitly for the reflection less 
approximants to a special class of potentials in Secs. VI and 
VII. 

In the following, we shall only refer to Eqs. (2.18) and 
(2.24) as sufficient conditions for convergence. In the next 
section, we present a derivation of the Jost functions for a 
symmetric superposition of solitons, as a preliminary step 
towards finding their spectral measure. 

III. THE JOST FUNCTIONS OF THE SOLITON 
POTENTIALS 

We consider the Schrodinger equation for an approxi
mant V~(x) = VN(x) -A of the type considered in Refs. I
S, shifted in energy by an amount A , so that it tends to zero as 
X-oo, 

u"(x) + (EO - V~(x))u(x) = O. (3.1) 

We introduce two regular solutions of(3.1), (/> (E,x), If/(E,x), 
by the requirements 

(/> (EO, 0) = 0, 

If/(EO, 0) = - 1, 

(/> '(EO, 0) = 1, 

If/ '(E 0, 0) = O. 
(3.2) 

We denote 

k = (EO)1/2, (3.3) 

where the root has a cut along the positive real axis and is 
equal to + i on the negative real axis. The Jost solutions 
f( ± k, x) of (3.1) are introduced by the requirement 

(3.4) 

-there always exist such solutions for potentials which ap
proach zero at infinity, as the V~(x) do. We define two Jost 
functions Fo(k ), Fe(k), corresponding to (/> (k 2, x), If/(k 2, x), 
for kER, 

(/> (k 2,X) = (i/2k ) [Fo ( - k )f(k,x) - Fa (k )f! - k,x)], 
(3.5aJ 

If/(k 2,X) = (i/2k ) [F. ( - k )f(k,x) - Fe(k )f( - k,x)]. 
(3.5b) 

It can be shown 15 that Fo (k ) and Fe (k ) can be extended to 
holomorphic functions of k in the upper half-plane l6 and 
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that they satisfy 

Fo(k)-l, Fe(k)- -ik, Ikl-oo. (3.6) 

The difference in the asymptotic behavior of FI(k), F2(k) can 
be traced back to the fact that, for large k, 

(/>(k2,x)-sinkx/k, If/(k2,X)_ -coskx. (3.7) 

Further, the Fo.e (k ) have the reality property with respect to 
Rek=O: 

Fo .• ( - k *) = F:'e(k). (3.8) 

We next introduce briefly the terminology of one-dimen
sional scattering. 15 One defines two independent solutions of 
(3.1): 

f+(k,x)_e ikx
, x- + 00, (3.9a) 

f_(k,x)-e- jkx
, X--oo. (3.9b) 

Notice,/+(k,x) = f(k,x) of the "half-line" (or centrally sym
metrical three-dimensional) problem. Since the equation is 
even in k,/+ ( - k,x),/_( - k,x) are also solutions of(1.1) 
and one introduces coefficients cll(k), cdk) (see Ref. 15, p. 
299) by means of (kER) 

f_(k,x) = c.dk)f+(k,x) + cdk)f+( - k,x). (3.10) 

The transmission and reflection coefficients are 

T(k)=I/cdk), R(k)= c •• (k) 
c. 2(k) 

(3.11) 

and a soliton potential is defined to be such that c •• (k )=0. It 
is true that (Ref. 15, p. 3(0) 

Icdk W = 1 + Ic •• (k W (3.12) 

so that Icdk)1 = 1, for kER, in our case. Further, it can be 
shown that cdk) is holomorphic in the upper half k plane 
and c dk )_1, as k- 00. The equations by which the poten
tial V~ (x) is determined form the condition c \I (k )=0 and the 
residua and positions of its first Nbound states are given, 
e.g., in Ref. 4 [Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9)]. If one further requires 
that 

V~(x) = V~( - x) (3.13) 

the residua are completely determined from the positions of 
the bound states [see Eqs. (3.6) and (3.12) of Ref. 4] and 
V~(x) is completely fixed from knowledge of the latter ones. 

The symmetry (3.13) implies a relation between the 
functionsf+(k,x),/_(k,x). It is namely true that 

f_(k,x) =f+(k, -x). (3.14) 

Indeed, ifj+(k,x) is a solution of(3.1),f+(k, - x) is also a 
solution by (3.13), and it behaves like eikl -

x
) as (-x)_oo. 

Consequently, it behaves like (3.9b) and it is equal tof_(k,x). 
As a consequence of(3. 14), the solutions (/> (k 2,X), If/(k 2,X) in 
(3.2) must be multiples of the combinationsf+(k,x) and 
f-(k,x) defined below: 

(/> (k 2,X) =f-(k,x)!go(k )==!if+(k,x) - f_(k,x))/go(k), 
(3.15a) 

If/(k 2,x) = f+(k,x)!ge(k )=-W+(k,x) + f_(k,x))/ge(k). 
(3.15b) 

We can now relate the Jost functions Fo.e(k) of (3.5) to the 
coefficient cdk) ofEq. (3.10). Indeed, we get from (3.5) and 
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(3.10) that [W(fI,f2) flaf2/ax - f2afl/aX] 

Fo(k) = W(cP (k,x),f+(k,x)) 

= (1/go(k ))W(f-(k,x),f+(k,x)) 

= _ik cdk ) 
go(k) , 

Fo( - k) = W(cP (k,x),f+( - k,x)) = - ik /go(k), 

and similarly 

Fe(k) = W(I/I(k,x),f+(k,x)) = ikcdk )lge(k), 

Fe( - k) = W(I/I(k,x),f+( - k,x)) = - ik /ge(k), 

where we have used the fact that 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

cll(k) - (1/2ik )W(f_(k,x),f+( - k,x))=O, (3.18a) 

C 12(k )=(1/2ik )W(f_(k,x),f+(k,x)). (3.18b) 

It follows from (3.16) and the properties of cdk) and Fo(k) 
thatgo(k) is a holomorphic function in the upper half-plane, 
which has zeros at the positions of the even-parity energy 
levels and which behaves asymptotically like - ik. Similar
ly, from (3.17) we deduce that ge(k) is holomorphic in the 
upper half-plane, has zeros at the positions of the odd-parity 
levels and tends asymptotically to - 1. From Eqs. (3.8), 
(3.16), and (3.17), we get information concerning the phase of 
go(k) and ge(k) on the real axis, namely that 

go(k )/g:(k) = - cdk), kElR, (3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

Now, knowledge of the zeros, of the asymptotic behavior, 
and of the phase of ge.o (k ) fixes them completely. We shall 
consider for simplicity only the case of ge (k ) and of an even 
number oflevels (in the one-dimensional potential) No = 2N. 
Then, it follows from (3.12) that 

lI
N (ik + IlJ(ik + ,u;) 

cdk)= , 
;~l (ik-A;Hik-,u;) 

(3.20) 

where, iA;, i,u; are the positions of the even- and odd-parity 
levels, respectively. Consequently, we can write 

N 

ge(k) = II (ik +,u; )g!(k), (3.21) 
i= 1 

where g! (k ) is a function holomorphic in the upper half
plane, with no zeros there and behaving at infinity like 
( - 1)/(ik)N. We deduce further, from (3.19b) that 

N N 
g!(k)/g!(k)*=(-I)NII(ik+AYII(ik-A;). (3.22) 

i= I i= 1 

It is now easy to see that the following choice for g! (k ) solves 
the problem: 

N 

g!(k) = - 1/ II (ik - AJ (3.23) 
i= 1 

We conclude that 
N N 

ge(k) = - II (ik +,uY II (ik - A;). (3.24a) 
i= I i=1 

Similarly, it turns out that 
N N 

go(k) = - ik II (ik + AYII (ik -,uJ (3.24b) 
i= 1 ;= 1 

As a consequence, we have found the Jost functions Fe.o(k) 
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of our problem, by means of (3.16a), (3.17a), (3.24a), and 
(3.24b): 

N N 
Fo(k) = II (ik + ,uYII (ik -A;), (3.25a) 

i= 1 i= 1 

Fe(k) = (J):l (ik + A; )lJIl (ik -,u;)) X ( - ik). (3.25b) 

Similar expressions can be obtained for an odd number of 
levels, but we shall see in the next section that only the case of 
an even number oflevels is likely to be interesting in practice. 

IV. THE SPECTRAL MEASURES OF THE SOLITON 
POTENTIALS 

We are now in a position to construct the spectral func
tions for the soliton potentials, by means of the J ost functions 
obtained above. We recall to this end that, e.g., the spectral 
functionpe(E) of the problem with boundary condition 
u'(O) = 0, Eq. (2.3), is the integral over the discontinuity in 
the E plane of that function Re (E) which is such that the 
combination 

j(E,x) = cP(E,x) + Re(E)I/I(E,x) (4.1) 

has square integrable modulus over (0, 00) (see, e.g., Ref. 17, 
p. 207). Clearly, these latter functions are multiples (with k 
dependent coefficients) of the Jost solutions ofEq. (3.1). Con
sequently, to get Re(E), we just solve Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) for 
f(k,x); one gets 

cP (k,x)Fe(k) - 1/1 (k,x)Fo(k ) 

f(k,x) = (i/2k )(Fe(k )Fo( - k) - Fe( - k )Fo(k)) 

We conclude that 

Ro(EO) = -Fe(k)lFo(k), 

Re(EO) = - Fo(k )lFe(k). 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Using the expressions (3.25) for the Jost functions and the 
variable 

(4.5) 

we get 

~= -11 (E - E~)lII (E - E~) (E - A )112, 
diN) 1 ( V N ) 

dE 1T,~ I i~ I 

(4.6a) 

d;~1 =: Cj]I(E-E~)/X((E-E~))(E-A)-1/2, 
E>A, 

(4.6b) 

where E ~ = A - A~, E 7 = A -,u~ are the energies of the 
even- and odd-parity levels. 

For E < A, the spectral function coincides by definition 
with the one of the true confining potential. 

We recall that in Eqs. (4.6), the positions of the even
parity levels in dp~ l/dE (and odd-parity levels in dp~l/dE) 
are unknown a priori, but must be determined as functions of 
A, of the positions of the odd (even-, respectively)-parity lev-
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els and their residua. It is therefore necessary to express 
dp':.al/dE in Eq. (3.6) directly in terms of these "observable" 
quantities. We consider first the case of dp~l/dE (the 
"wrong" boundary conditions). 

We follow then Ref. 4 and introduce the function 

- _ {T(k)f_(k,X)ejkx, Imk>O, 
<P (x,k) - f*+ (k *, x)ejkx , 1m k <0, 

(4.7) 

wheref_(k,x),J+(k,x) are the solutions of Eq. (3.1), defined 
in (3.9) and T (k ) is given by (3.11). It is shown in Refs. 1 and 4 
that i> (x,k ) is, for reflectionless potentials, a rational func
tion in the whole k plane, for any x, and that i> (x,k )---+1 as 
Ik 1---+ 00. Further, i> (x,k ) has poles at the points iAp , if-lp' i.e., 
at the positions of the even- and odd-parity levels (shifted by 
A ), with residua equal to, e.g., if+(iAp' x)exp( - ApX) 
X [S:' '" f ~ (up,x)dx] -I (cf. Ref. 15, p. 302). If one intro
duces normalized wavefunctions up.etol (x), S~ u;.etol (x)dx = 1, 
the residuum becomes equal to iup(x)ap(x)/2, where 
ap(x) = cp exp( - ApX) is the asymptotic behavior of up(x). 
One can also check that 

i> (x, - iAp (f-lp)), = Up.clol (x)/ap.elol (x). (4.8) 

As a consequence, the function of E = EO + A, 

.'7 e (E) = i> (O,k )i> (0, - k ) (4.9) 

has poles only at the positions of the even-parity levels, with 
residua equal to - Ap u;,e (0) = - (A - E;)1/2 u;,e(O); has 
zeros at the positions of the odd-parity levels; and ap
proaches 1 at infinity. So, the following identity holds: 

N E-Eo N u2 (0)(A_Ee)1/2 II ~ = 1 - I k,e e k . (4.10) 
j~1 E-E j k~1 E-Ek 

Notice, the right-hand side ofEq, (4.10) contains only "mea
surable" quantities (for the "wrong" boundary conditions). 
The positions of the odd-parity levels are completely deter
mined by (4.9) as the zeros of a polynomial of degree N in E. 
Notice that, in order that the odd-parity levels lie below A, 
the inequality 

N u2 (0) 
~ k.e <1 (4.11) 
k~1 (A - E1)1/2 

must be fulfilled. The case of No odd appears when inequality 
is attained in (4.11) and is, therefore, rather special. It can, 
however, be treated as a particular case of the situation with 
No even. 4 In the following, we shall work only with the right
hand side of (4.10), so that we shall include those situations 
when (4.11) is fulfilled. No inequality analogous to (4.11) 
occurs if the correct boundary conditions are used. 

We conclude therefore, from (4.10), 

dp~NI = ~ 1 (1 _ N u~,e(O)(A - E1)1/2 ). 
dE 1T (E-A)1/2 k.?1 E-E'k 

(4.12) 

We now turn to the calculation of dp~NI/dE, Eq. (2.4). 
We follow again Ref. 4 and introduce 

.'7o(O,E) = G(O,k )G(O, - k), (4.13) 
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where G (x,k) is defined as in Eq. (3.8) of Ref. 4: 

ai> -
G (x,k )= - (x,k ) - ik<P (x,k ) ax 

_ 'k + 1 ~ () () i ~ ap,o (x)u;.o (x) 
- - 1 - ~ ak x Uk x + - ~ 

2 k = I 2 p ~ I k - if-lp 

+ ~ i:. ap,e(X)~;,o(x) . (4.14) 
2 p=1 k-up 

The function ,r o(O,E ) is merom orphic in the E plane, has 
poles at the odd-parity levels, with residua equal to 
- (u;,0(0))2(A - E~)1/2, and vanishes at E = A (see Ref. 4), 

for an even number No = 2N of energy levels. Writing a dis
persion relation for.'7 o(O,E )/(E - A ), we obtain Eq. (4.22) of 
Ref. 4, in the present notation: 

N E-Ee N (u' (0))2 
II p = 1 + ~ p,o . (4.15) 
p~ IE - E; P~I (A - E;)1/2(E - E;) 

Equation (4.15) determines the even-parity levels complete
ly, if the odd-parity ones and the corresponding u;,o(O) are 
known. This time, we get n values of E; for any choice of A, 
in contrast to the previous case (it is namely clear from (4.15) 
that no root E; will be larger than A ). The case of No odd is 
of no practical interest since the subtraction constant of 
G (x,k ) is a priori unknown, and would appear as a further 
parameter. We conclude from Eq. (4.6a) (E:>A), 

dp~1 = ~ (E _ A )1/2(1 + ~ (u;.0(0))2 ). 
dE 1T P~I (A - E;)1/2(E - E;) 

(4.16) 

As mentioned in Sec. II, in order to verify that the potentials 
corresponding to (4.16) approximate the original confining 
potential increasingly well, as N---+ 00, we shall not use the 
Gel'fand-Levitan equation (2.21), but rather compute the 
spectral function ofthe same potential with "wrong" bound
ary conditions. This is already given by (4.12), however, in 
terms of the unknown quantities uL(O), EL k = 1, ... ,N. In 
order to express it in terms of(uk,o(ojf, E% we return to Eqs. 
(4.3), (4.4); we get, using (4.15), 

RINI(E) _ 1 
e - R ~NI(E) 

1 N E-Eo 

(E - A ) 1/2 ,UI E - E; 

(E -A )1/2 

X [1/(1 + ~ (U;,o(Ojf )].(4.17) 
P~I (A - E;)1/2(E - E;) 

The function R ~N I(E ) has poles at the positions E te' deter
mined by the zeros of the denominator of (4.17). Their resid
ua r te' occurring in Eq. (2.24) are 

. = (dR ~NI I ) - 1 11e dE _ A • 
E-E, .• 

(4.18) 

They depend on the value of A. The function R ~N)(E) has 
further a cut for E:>A with a discontinuity just equal to (four 
times) the reciprocal of the discontinuity of R ~N)(E) (the lat-
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ter function is purely imaginary for E;;.A ), V. CONVERGENCE OF THE APPROXIMANTS FOR 
"WRONG" BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

dp~N) 

dE = -;; (E-A )1/2 

In this section we show that, ifthe potential V (x) is such 
that there exist constants C, E, so that 

(5.1) 

X(I/(1 + ~ (u;.o(OW '\\(4.19) 
P~I (A - E~)1/2(E - E~) )J 

By means ofEqs. (4.12), (4.18), and (4.19) we construct in the 
next sections the kernels of the Gel'fand-Levitan equation 
determining the potential VN(x) and compare them with the 
kernels of the exact Gel'fand-Levitan equation for V(x). We 
shall namely verify whether the convergence criteria, Eqs. 
(2.18) and (2.24), are fulfilled. 

then the reftectionless approximants constructed with the 
information coming from the wrong boundary conditions 
converge to the true potential, in the sense of Eq. (1.1). Ac
cording to Sec. II, it is enough to check that the convergence 
criterion (2.18) is fulfilled, i.e., as A--+ao , 

l!le(A,t )1= 11
00 

cos(tE 1/2) ddeN)(E) 1--+0 (5.2) 

uniformly with respect to t, O..;;t<;;;to' 
To this end, we use explicitly Eq. (4.12) and write 

!le(A,t) = (00 cos(tE 1/2)[ ~ 1 I 2 (1 _ LA dpe(tl)(A - f1)1/2 ) _ ~ E -112] dE, 
JA 1T (E-A) I 0 E-f1 1T 

where we have replaced 

dpe _ ~ 2 e 
- - ,L uj.e(O)o(E - E i)' 
dE j~1 

Writing 

dpe(tl) = dl7e(tl) + d ((2/1T)f11/2) 

one can check explicitly that 

I 1 ( lAd((2I1T)f1
1/2

)(A-f1)1/2) 1 -1/2_ - 1- - -E -0 
1T (E - A )1/2 0 E - f1 1T - , 

so that we are left with 

_ 1 i oo cos(tE 1/2) (LA dl7e(tl)(A - f1)1/2 ) 
!le(A,t)=- 1/2 dE. 

1T A (E - A ) 0 E - f1 

We introduce the variables 

E = Ae, f1 = Ax, T = t V A 

and write l8
: 

f) (A )= ~foo COS(Tve) LA d$)(1-x)1/2 de 
He ,t 1/2 

1T I (e - 1) 0 e - x 

= ~ (00 COS(Tve)-COST d LA dl7(tl)(1-x)1/2 COST (00 de LA dl7(tlHl-x)1/2 
1TJI (e-1)1/2 eo e-x + 1T JI (e-l) 1/2 o e-x 

The integral 1 ~ can be evaluated explicitly: 

1~ = (2/1T)O'(A )cos T. 

Clearly, as A --+ ao , 1 ~ --+0 uniformly with respect to t. Integrating by parts in 1 ~ , we get 

l' = _1_ (00 cos(Tve) - cos T I ~ LA l7(tl)(e + x - 2) d Ide. 
A 21T JI (e _ 1)1/2 A 0 (e _ x)2(1 _ X)1/2 f1 

Clearly, for t = 0, 1 ~ = O. We part 1 ~ into two: 

1~ =1.'11 +1.'12 __ 1- (00 _C_OS-,-(T_V_e):....-_c_os_T_1 ~(e-1)1/2LA l7(tl)df1 Ide 
27TJI e-1 A 0 (e-xHl-x)1/2 

+_1_ (00 cos(Tve)-cosT I ~(e-1)1/2LA l7(tlH1-xj'/2 df1lde. 
27T JI e - 1 A 0 (e - x) 
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(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11 ) 

(5.12) 
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Consider now I A I : 

_1_ f."" Icos(rve) - cos rl ( _ 1)1/2 t Ia(Ax)1 dx de 
IIA I I < 2rr I e _ 1 e Jo (e _ x)(1 _ X)1/2 

= _1_ f."" Icos(rve) - cos rl (e _ 1)1/2 t A EX
E
I a(Ax) I dx de 

2rrAE I e-l JoxE(e-x)(l-x)1/2 

< ~ ("" Icos(rve) - cos rl _1_ de, 
2rrA E JI e - 1 ve 

(5.13) 

where we have used the fact that Ia(Ax)1 is bounded by CiA EXE, and that the second integral behaves like C2/(e - 1)1/2 as 
e-+ 1. The constant C appears in the majorization 

11 d 
CI(e-I)I12 x 1 <C/ve, e>1. 

o xE(e-x)(l-x)1 2 
(5.14) 

Further, 

II I C 1"" de ~[Icos(rve)-cosrl d =1' +1" 
A I < -- + e- A I A I • 

rrAE 4 (e-l)ve 2rrAE I (e-l)ve 
(5.15) 

Clearly, both integrals are convergent, for finite A. The first one is independent of t and vanishes as A -+ 00 • Consider then I ~ I 
with k = ve, K = k - 1: 

I" = _1_ f.2 Icos rk - cos rl dk 
A I 2rrA E I P _ 1 

= _1_ t _1_ l(cos(rK) - l)cos r + sin r sin rKI 
2rrA E Jo K + 2 K 

1 11 Icos rl Icos rK - 1, dIll Isin rllsin rKI d <-- --- K+-- K 
2rrA E 0 K + 2 K 2rrA E 0 K(K + 2) 

=/I(A,t)lcosrl +/2(A,t),sinrl. 

Let now TK = u, in both /1' /2' Then 

(Ji (A) r iT 1 - cos U d 1 il 1 - cos U d r61 (r - 1) f.T du 
if I ,t = -- u<-- u+ -~--.: 

2rrA E 0 u(u + 2r) 4rrA E 0 U 2rrA E I u(u + 2r) 

{
const/ A E for n;; 1, 

< const/ A E + const x In r/ A E for r;;'1. 

But r<toV A, where to is a number larger than t, and for r;;.l, lIn rl <In(toV A ). So, for all «to, 

/1(t,A )<constXmax[ln(A 1/2tO)/A E, lIA E). 

Therefore, /1(t,A ) approaches zero uniformly, as A-+oo, for all tE[O, toJ. Clearly, in the same way, 

(Ji ( A) - r iT Isin ul d 1 i
l 

,sin ul _r6l:,...{:.....r_---.:l) fT du 
if 2 t, - -- u<-- -- + 

2rrA E 0 u(u + 2r) 4rrA E 0 u 2rrA E I u(u + 2r) 

and the majorization in (5.17) can be applied with a suitable constant. For IA 2 in (5.12), we write 

,IA 2' < _1_ f"" 'cos(rve) - cos rl [Ie _ 1)112 t Ia(Ax)A ExE'(l - X)1/2 dx ]de 
rrA E I e - 1 Jo xE(e _ X)2 

< canst f"" Icos(rve) - cos rl [Ie _ 1)1/2 t dx ]de 
A E I e - 1 Jo xE(e -x)(l-x)1/2 

canst foo Icos(rve) - cos rl 1 d <-- - e, 
A E I e - 1 ve 

and this is treated as in I A I • 

We conclude that, as announced, there exists a constant Co, so that, for O<t<to, 

fl.(A,t)<Comax[lIA E, In(A 1/2tollA E). 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

Clearly, Ifl. (A,t )1-+0, asA-+oo, uniformly with respect to t, O<t<to, so that, in the class of potentials delimited by (5.1), the 
convergence condition (2.18) is fulfilled. This concludes our proof. 

VI. CONVERGENCE OF THE APPROXIMANTS FOR 
CORRECT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In this and the next section, we assume that the spectral 
functionpo(E) of the confining potential V(x) satisfies the 
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rj----------------------------------------
following conditions, for E large enough: 

(6.1) 
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for some constants C, E> 0; this means that the semiclassical 
estimate for u~.o [see Ref. 19, Eq. (4.21)] is increasingly accu
rate, as E-+ 00. (We drop from now on the index 0 on E ~ .) 

(ii) The energy levels En admit of an approximation, for 
n>NI: 

const 
n l - a + E' , 

(6.2) 

O<a<l, 0<81 <1, E'>O. 

Equation (6.2) is satisfied, in a semiclassical estimate, by po
tentials that rise less fast than x 2 

- E, E> 0 [see Ref. 19, Eq. 
(4.33)]. There is no loss of generality to assumeN I = Oin (6.1) 
and (6.2) since one can take sufficiently large constants on 
the right-hand side. 

We further assume that 
(iii) the cutoff AN' EN <AN <EN+ I' is chosen in such 

a way that, for all N, 

CI «AN - EN)I(EN+ I - EN) <C2 (6.3) 

for some constants C I , C2 . 

To this end, we notice we can write 

piE) =PI(E) +P2(E), 

PI(E) = I ~E]12(Ei+1 -EJ, 
E;<E 1T 

lo2(E)I= IE~J(U;.o)2(0) - ~ E ]12(Ei + 1 - E i )) I 

C IE d < I -E (Ei + 1 -Ei)<constX ~ 
E, <E E i 0 Il 

= constXE 1- E, 

and 

aiE) =p(E) - ~E3/2 
31T 

(6.4a) 

(6.4b) 

(6.4c) 

(6.5) 

In Eq. (6.5), ul(E) can be viewed as the difference between a 
Riemann sum for the integral (1/ 1T) sg E t1 /2 dE I and the inte
gral itself. The function P2(E) (of locally bounded variation) 
has a total variation sg Idp2(f.L) I up to the value E which 
increases like E I - E. On the other hand, U I (E ) cannot be esti
mated usefully from its total variation; the latter is simply 
the sum var PI + var((2/31T)E3/2) which is O(E3/2). This in 
tum violates the estimate (2.23) of U(E).20 However, more 
careful estimates of U I (E ) are possible because of its simple 
form. The decomposition (6.5) will be much used in the 
following. 

Let us also remark that the main reason why the author 
does not proceed as in the previous section, and supplemen
tary assumptions like (i) and (ii) were introduced, is not relat
ed to the awkward form (4.19) of the spectral measure, but to 
the appearance of (A - E?) I /2 in the denominator of (4.15). 
This forbids one to integrate by parts as in the previous sec
tion, unless a more careful estimate for aiA ) - ai Il) for Il 
sufficiently close to A is available (see below). It is certainly 
possible that weaker assumptions than (i) and (ii) can justify 
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the estimates which we are going to derive. 
Before proceeding, we estimate U I (E) in more detail, in a 

manner that will also be used in other calculations. We write 
for EN <E <EN+ I' 

lul(E)[ 

= I i( ~E~12(En+I-En)- ~ lEN
+'E I /2dE) 

n= I 11TlEN+' 1 11TE' E, I 
+- E 1I2 dE - - EI/2dE 

1T E 1T 0 

~ 1 1 (E E )2 
<n~1 21T E ~/2 n + I - n 

1 E 112 E ) +- N+I(EN+ I - N 
1T 

EN+ I - E 2 312 
X +-EI , (6.6) 

EN+I-EN 31T 

where we have applied mean value theorems twice to esti
mate the first term. On the other hand, from (6.2) we get that, 
for large n, 

En+1 -En<C/nl-a+O(l/nl-aH'), E'>O. (6.7) 

Using (6.7), we estimate the first sum in (6.6): 

f _1_ ~(En+1 -En)2<cf ~12 ((n+ l)a_ na)2 
n = I 21T En n = I n 

<C INx3aI2-2dx<CIE:i{2-'lIa (a> 2/3) (6.8) 

if a = i, we get a logarithmic increase; if a < 2/3, the sum 
converges and is majorized by a constant). From (6.7) one 
also sees that 

(l/1T)E~~.(EN+I -EN)<constXE:i{2-lIa, (6.9) 

We conclude that 

[ul(E)! < CEIJ12-llaL , (6.10) 

where the bracket is zero if ~ - l/a < 0, and means a loga
rithmic increase if a = 1. The estimate (6.10) agrees with 
(2.23) for all a<2, which is more than is allowed by assump
tion (ii). 

In the same manner, we derive in Appendix C the fol
lowing estimates: 

(a) Let EN >1l>kAN, O<k< 1 or EN+ I <Il <klAN' 
k > 1, A N obeying (6.3); then, for some constants C ; , C; 
(independent of N, but depending on k, k l ), 

E = 1 - [3/2 - l/a]+, 

[ul(A N) - ul(f.L)[ 
<C;A Ni[AN -Il[ + C;(EN+ I -EN)EW; (6.11a) 

if EN <Il <EN+ I' then (trivially), 

lul(A N ) - ul(f.L)!<constxE ~2!AN - Il[ 

(b) Let 

(6.11b) 

....Jk ll .. ) -_ ill- dul(v) kA A 0 k 1 
U'A IJN 'N <Il < N' < < ' 

kAN (A - V)I/2 

(6.12) 

Then, 

[d;I(f.L)! <const(kJA ~2-' +const(k)E~2(EN+! -EN)I/2. 
(6.13) 
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If 0 < a < 1, we can write (6.13) as 

Id;)(,u)1 <constXA ~2-.5, 8>0. (6.14) 

We can now verify, for large A =AN,21 whether (2.18) is ful
filled. We write 

i'" ( dplN) 1 1 ) 
flo(A,t)= cos(tVE) _e_ - - - dE, 

A dE 1T VE 
(6.15) 

where we have replaced dd:)(E) by the difference between 
(4.19) and the free measure for "wrong" boundary condi
tions. Using (4.19) and writing as in Sec. V, 

N (U;.o)2(0) 

I (A -E )1/2(E_E) 
p= I p P 

LA dpo(,u) 

= 0 (A _11)1/2(E -11) 

1 (A 111/2 dl1 (A duo(,u) 

= -; Jo (A _11)1/2(E -11) + Jo (A _11)1/2(E -11) 

E 1/2 LA duo(,u) 
= (E - A )1/2 + 0 (A -11)1/2(E -11) - 1, (6.16) 

we get 

flo(A,t) = ('" cos(tVE) 
JA VE 

f~ duo (,u)/((A _11)1/2(E -11)) dE. 

1 + f~ dpo(,u)/((A _11)1/2(E -11)) 
(6.17) 

The denominator in (6.17) is strictly larger than V E, for all 
E>A. We shall prove then that the majorization of I flo(A ,t ) I, 

- ('" dE I (A duo(,u) I 
Iflo(A,t)I';;;flN=JA VE Jo (A -11)1/2(E-I1) 

(6.18) 

converges to zero, as A - 00, which will establish (2.18). To 
this end, we consider more carefully the integral N (A,E): 

N A E = (A duo(,u) 
( , )-Jo (A _11)1I2(E -11) 

_ (kA duo (,u) + (A do:o (,u) 

- Jo (A -11)1/2(E -11) JkA (A -11)1/2(E -Ill 
=NI(A,E)+N2(A,E), O<k<1. (6.19) 

To estimate NI (A ,E ), we integrate by parts and use (6.10) and 
(6.4c); € = min[E, iJ: 

1 ik 
x l

-£ dx .;;;constXA -1/2-£ + constXA -1/2-£ 

E / A - k 0 (1 - X)3/ 2(E / A - x) 

+ constXA -1/2-£ x =N (A E). i
k 1-£ 

o (I_X)1/2(E/A -xf I' 
(6.20) 

We can now calculate fA dE NI(A,E)E -1/2; changing the integration variabletoe = E / A, it is straightforward to verify that 
the result vanishes like A - £ as A _ 00 • 

For N2(A,E), we use the decomposition (6.5) for u(E) and then (6.13) for ul(E) after integration by parts: 

IN2(A,E)1 < i: (A _I:?~~ -11) + li:N 

(A - :~~~~ -11) I + 11: (A - :~~~~ -11) I 
==(N21 + N22 + N 23 )(A,E). (6.21) 

It is true then that, in turn, 

i l dx 
N 21 (A,E) <constXA -1/2--. 1/2 

k x E(l-x) (E/A -x) 
(6.22a) 

E 1/2(E _ E )1/2 + const N N + IN, 

E-EN 
(6.22b) 

(6.22c) 

It is now easy to estimate the integrals fAdE N2i (A ,E )E -1/2 with N2i (A ,E ),i = 1,2,3, the right-hand sides of (6.22). The 
integral over N 21 (A,E) vanishes like A -. (the second term even quicker). The integral over the first term in N22 vanishes like 
In A /A E. This vanishing is independent of the value of a in Eq. (6.2) (provided it is strictly less than 2). However, the second 
term in (6.22b) and N23(A,E) yield contributions proportional to (EN + I - EN)1/21n A and (EN + I - EN)1/2 respectively, 
which do not vanish as N_oo unless a < 1. 

This com pletes the proof of the convergence to zero of.li N' Eq. (6.18), and thus of the condition (2.18). In the next section, 
we investigate the remaining condition (2.24). 
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VII. CONVERGENCE OF THE APPROXIMANTS FOR CORRECT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.II. 

To estimate (2.24), we divide it into three parts: 

l;tIY; cos(tyE7) - ;tlr1 cos(tYE1)1 < l;tl(Y; - r1)COS(tJE;A)\ 

+ Ii Y; (cos(t yE~) - cos(ty E1)) I < I 11I( dR
o

) - 11( dR
o

) I 
; ~ I ; ~ I dE E; dE E ~ 

+I 11I( dR
o 

) .A - 1I(dR ~N)) A I + .!..- I IE; - E11! ((dR
o

) JE;)=s1 + st + .!..-st. 
I ~ I dE E, dE E, 2 ; ~ I dE E, 2 

(7.1) 

In (7.1), we have used the definition of the residua Y; 
= (dRoldE Ii; I, r1 = (dR ~Nl/dE )-IIE~ [cf. Eq. (4.18)], and 

E~, E1 are the even-parity energy levels, the latter as esti
mated from the positions of the zeros of the approximant 
R~) [Eq. (4.15), (4.17)]. A mean value theorem has been 
applied for the last term; E; lies between E; and E 1. The t 
dependence has been removed from S 1, so that we try to 
prove uniform convergence of (2.24) in Oq<;;;to by showing 
that S1, S~, and st vanish, as A-oo. 

The following majorizations are straightforward: 

A ~ d2Ro I I e AI [ . (dRo )]2 S I .;;; L --2- _ E; - E; I mm -- , 
;~ I dE E, E,,,E<E,, I dE 

E;E(E;, E1), (7.2a) 

st.;;; I I (dFA ) II min (dRo dR ~NI), (7.2b) 
;~ I dE E~ E,<E<.E" I dE dE 

st';;;IIE~-E11IE:/21 rr:in (dR
o )1, (7.2c) 

;~ I E,<.E<.E" 1 dE 

where FA is the difference between Ro and R ~).It is possible 
to express FA by means of an unsubtracted dispersion rela
tion, in terms of uo(E). Indeed, in the class of functions obey
ing (i), Ro -yE + OlE -€),E>O, for E-oo and R ~N) 
_( - E)1/2 + OlE -112). Using (6.16), one gets 

foo du (E') 
F (E)= _0_ 

A A E'-E 

_ ~fOO (E' -A )1/2 

1T A E'-E 

(A duo (P) dE'. 
Jo (A - f1) I 12(E' - f1) 

(7.3) 

With the help of FA' we can estimate E~ - E1 in (7.2a)
(7.2c): at E = E1, Ro(E) = FA (E); so, from a mean value 
theorem, 

(7.4) 

Consequently, the task ahead of us is to obtain convenient 
upper bounds for FA (E), dFA IdE, d 2RoldE21E, and lower 
bounds for dRo IdE, dR ~N II dE in an interval E; .;;;E .;;;E; + I . 

The bounds for FA (E ) and dFA I dE are obtained from 
(7.3) by integration by parts and use of (6.11), (6.20), and 
(6.22). It is shown in Appendix D that a constant exists, so 
that 

E -E 
IFA(E)I.;;;constXA 1/2 N+ IN, E.;;;A. (7.5) 

A-E 
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Similarly, 

dF E -E 
-A-(E).;;;constXA I /2 N+I N 
dE (A _E)2 

(7.6) 

Estimates for dRoldE are obtained by differentiating the 
subtracted dispersion relation for Ro : 

dR o =! (U;,0)2(0) 

dE ; ~ I (E; - E )2 

Clearly (M =IN) 

+ I 
i--;;,M+l 

= RI.o +R2•0 • 

Using (6.1), we get, e.g., for Rl,o, 

But, from (6.2), EM .;;;E.;;;EM + I' 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

C 
E'/2 

I 

(7.9) 

By majorizing R dE ) by an integral, one checks that 

1 
RdE).;;;const , EM.;;;E.;;;EM+ I (7.11) 

EM+I-EM 

which shows that, for M sufficiently large, a constant Co 
exists so that 

RI.O(E»Co(YEM)/(EM+1 -EM)' EM.;;;E.;;;EM+ I · 

(7.12) 

Taking into account R 2,o, Eq. (7.12) will just alter the value 
of Co. Differentiating the subtracted dispersion relation for 
R ~N I(E ) and using the fact that its imaginary part along the 
cut is positive, whereas the spectral function for E <A coin-
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cides with that of Ro (E), one gets 

dRIN)(E) vE 
o >C M, EM <E<EM+ I' (7.13) 
dE EM+ I -EM 

By means of(7.5)-(7. 13), wearenowina position to estimate 
the last two terms in (7.2). Indeed, consider (7.2b) first: 

(7.14) 

This sum is parted into two: one of them, S t· I, limited to kN, 
for some 0 < k < 1, and a second one, S t·2

, from kN to N. 
Clearly, 

S
Al EN+I -EN ~ (En+1 -Enf 
2' <const 3/2 L 

(EN) n~ I En 
(7.15) 

The last sum behaves, for large N, like l:~~ I nCl - 2, which is 
convergent (for a < 1).22 So, st·I-o, as A--oo. The second 
sum can be evaluated using (6.2): 

N (E -E )2 
S A,2 E II2(E _ E )" n + I n 

2 < N N + I N L E (A _ E )2 
n = kN n n 

1/2 N nCl
-

2 

<E N (EN + I - EN) Xconst X L 2 . 
n = k ((N + W - nCl) 

(7.16) 

For k appropriately chosen (sufficiently close to 1 if a is 
small), the last sum can be majorized like 

st·2 <constX (NU- 2/((N + l)Cl - NClf 

+iN x
u

-

2 
dX)E~2(EN+I -EN).(7.17) 

kN ((N + l)Cl _ XCl )2 

Estimating the integrals with care at the upper limit, one gets 
that 

st,2<constX(EN+ 1 -EN)IE~2 (7.18) 

which vanishes as A--oo. 
The sum S; is majorized following the same steps as for 

st. One gets 

S A EI/2(E E ) ~ (En+1 -En)2 
3 < const X N N + 1 - N L 3/2 

n ~ 1 En (A - En) 
InN 

< constX (EN + 1 - EN) -- (7.19) 
N 

and the last sum vanishes, as N-- 00, for all a < 2. 
We are now left with S 1. It is easy to obtain a bound on 

d 2Ro ldE2 using (6.1), EM <EM <EM + I' M #N: 

+ EM( 1 _ 2 + _ 1 2 ). 

(EM + 1 - EM) (EM - EM) 
(7.20) 

The majorization (7.20) is obtained by writing d 2 RidE 2 as a 
sum over positive terms (coming from E; <EM) and negative 
ones (from E; >EM + 1 ) and simply finding upper bounds for 
the absolute values of the two sums, using (6.1). Equation 
(7.20) is still not useful, since we do not yet know how close 
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EM can be to EM or EM + I . Since EM lies between E ~ and 
E t the question is how close to EM or EM + 1 the latter can 
lie. We can obtain a coarse estimate of this, sufficient for our 
purposes, as follows: we estimate the unique solutions of the 
equations 

R(E)=O and R(E)=FA(E), EM<E<EM+I 
(7.21) 

[where FA (E) is the majorization of FA on the right-hand side 
of(7.5)] by writing, e.g., for the former [R (E~) = 0], 

E~ (U~.0)2(0) + E~ (u~+ \'0)2(0) 

EM EM-E~ EM+ 1 EM+I-E~ 
M- 1 Ee (u~ )2(0) - L M t,O e 

;~I E;(E; -EM) 

'" Ee (U~ )2(0) _ _ L M 1,0 e - C= - R (E~) (7.22) 
; ~ M + 2 E; (E; - EM) 

(e is a subtraction constant) and finding upper bounds for 
the quantities on the right. We multiply (7.22) by 
(EM + I - E~)EMI((u~.o)2(0)E~) and get a bound on the ra
tio (EM + 1 - E~)I(E~ - EM): 

E -E E 
< max IR (E)I M+ 1 M ~. (7.23) 

EM<E<EM+ I (U~.o)2(0) E~ 

The quantity maxEM < E < EM + 1 IR (E ) I can be majorized in a 
straightforward way23 by const X E ~2 In EM' if one uses 
(6.1). This shows that 

(EM + 1 - E~)I(E~ - EM) <constXln EM' (7.24) 

Clearly, by multiplying (7.22) by (EM - E ~ )EM + 1 

I((u~+ 1,0)2(0)E~), we obtain an inequality similar to (7.24) 
for the ratio (E ~ - EM )I(E M + 1 - E ~). We need estimates 
like (7.24) also for the solutions E '1; 1 of the second equation 
(7.21)(it is true that IE '1;1 - E~ I> lEt - E~ I). However, 
from (7.5) one sees that the quantity FA (E )/v E, which is 
relevant for estimates similar to (7.23) is bounded by a con
stant for all E < EN' Thus, the term coming from R (E) will be 
dominant, and E '1; 1 satisfies the same inequality (7.24) as 
E~. It follows that EM also obeys it. We are now in a posi
tion to show that (7.2a) tends to zero, as A--oo. Indeed, 
replacing IE; - E11 by its upper bound (7.4), using (7.20), 
with the denominators replaced by (7.24), and the lower 
bound (7.12), one obtains 

S A E 112(E E ) ~ E; + 1 - E; I 2 E 
1 < const X N N + 1 - N L n ;' 

; = 1 E; (EN + 1 - E;) 
(7.25) 

We then use (6.2) and proceed as for st, S;: a first sum 
S 1. 1

, extending to kN, 0 < k < 1, can be majorized by 

S
A 1 EN+ I - EN ~ In2 n 
I' < const L --. 

VEN n=1 n 
(7.26) 

As N-- 00, s l' I vanishes, since the sum in (7.26) diverges 
only logarithmically, whereas the factor in front goes to zero 
like a power. The remaining sum S 1.2 can be evaluated by an 
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integral which, after scaling, reads 

S:.2<const N+I N (InEN)2 __ x_. 
E -E ll-I/IN+II d 

vlEN k I-x" 
(7.27) 

Again, as N-oo, S:·2 vanishes, since the integral diverges 
only logarithmically at the upper end. This concludes the 
proof. 

Let us notice that all majorizations in this section are 
valid for 0 <a < 2. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

In the previous sections, we have proved the conver
gence of the refiectionless approximants proposed in Refs. 
1-5, constructed from the first N levels (positions and resid
ua) of a confining potential, to the potential itself, as N_ 00 , 

if the latter belongs to a restricted class (5.1) or (6. 1) and (6.2). 
It might be worth pointing out a difference between previous 
work on this problem 1,4 and the present one: we do not try to 
prove the convergence of the approximants starting from a 
given sequence of even- and odd-parity levels, but rather 
from the spectral function of the radially symmetrical poten
tial, for correct or "wrong" boundary conditions. This is, in 
the opinion of the author, of more physical relevance (since 
the latter are the real "input" data) and, presumably, also 
mathematically more easily tractable. The problem of prov
ing convergence starting from a given sequence of even- and 
odd-parity levels and, further, of characterizing such possi
ble sequences is, to the knowledge of the author, unsolved in 
general (the latter part is solved in Ref. 10 for a restricted 
class of potentials (ill /4) of potentials). 

The results that we obtained seem to be close to what is 
desired for the case of "wrong" boundary conditions. For 
the correct boundary conditions, the restriction 0 < a < 1 in 
Eq. (6.2) might appear unsatisfactory, particularly since nu
merical studyl.4 shows good convergence for approximants 
of the harmonic oscillator potential. However, we repeat, the 
problem of this paper is different from the one investigated in 
Ref. 1 where the even- and odd-parity levels are taken as 
prescribed. For the present author, the main difficulty in 
proving convergence for a> 1 lies in the presence of the root 
(A - E,) 1/2 in the denominator of the spectral function (4.15) 
of the approximant. To prove that the difference between 
those parts of the kernels corresponding to E> A has a van
ishingly small norm as A - 00, the author found that a ma
jorization like (6.14) was essential. The latter holds only if 
o < a < 1. It is possible that the reduction to the case of 
wrong boundary conditions can be short circuited for the 
class of potentials with spectral functions delimited by (6.1) 
and (6.2), if one starts from first principles, as in Ref. 10. 

Most of this paper was concerned with a proof that re
fiectionless approximants converge to the true potential. 
One of the difficulties was the construction of the spectral 
measure on the half-line for such potentials (Secs. III and 
IV). One could therefore wonder whether these superposi
tions of solitons are likely to be in some sense preferred ap
proximants (i.e., whether a "better" convergence can be 
achieved using them, rather than other potentials). The pre
sent study fails unfortunately to find any special quality that 
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might justify such a preference. The author believes that 
there exists a large class of potentials [see Eq. (2.19)] for 
which convergence in the sense oft 1.1) can be proved, at least 
for the "wrong" boundary conditions. It may certainly be 
true that the refiectionless potentials achieve more than this 
and converge, e.g., even pointwise to V(x). Moreover, the 
very elegant algebra accompanying these soliton approxi
mants,4 as well as the simple Jost functions that belong to 
them [Eq. (3.25)] lead one to the belief that they do have a 
special significance for this kind of problem, although one 
that is unclear at present. 
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APPENDIX A: THE CONTINUITY OF II( 1 - Fa,- I 11r 

According to Ref. 9, (1 - F~)-I exists and is bounded 
for all r. It is then easy to prove that 11(1 - F~r-Illr is a 
continuous function of r, 0 < r < ro by following Lemma 1.3.1 
of Ref. 10. We change variables s = rs', u = ru' in the kernel 
F(s,u) of FO, so that we can regard the latter as an operator 
from qo, 1) to qo, 1). The norm (2.13) of F O stays unchanged 
(the kernel is modified to rF(rs', ru')) and one can check that 
IIF~ - F~, II can be made arbitrarily small, for r l close to r. 
We can then evaluate 11.111=11(1 - F~)-I - (1 - F~, )-111, 
the norm being understood in qo, 1) according to (2.12). We 
write 

.1 = (1 + (1 - F~)-I(F~ - F~. ))-1 (1 - F~)-I - (1 - F~)-I 
(AI) 

and expand the first brackets in a Neumann series for r close 
enough to r l, so that 

EI=EII(l-F~)-III<l, E=IIF~-F~,II. (A2) 

We get 

11.111 < (EI/(l - EI))II(1 - F~)-III· (A3) 

Since 1 - F~ has a bounded inverse, we see from (A3) that 
we can make 11.1 II arbitrarily small for r l close enough to r. 
But, 

(A4) 

and 

(AS) 

(by the definition of the norm). Equations (A4) and (A3) 
prove our assertion. 

APPENDIX B: THE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF nCN)(t) 

We wish to show that, if ae (E) is the difference between 
the spectral measure of a confining potential with a continu
ous derivative and the free measure for "wrong" boundary 
conditions, then the limit 

}i~ i~OS(t viE) dae(E) = il (t) (Bl) 

is uniform with respect to t, 0";;1<10 , 

We shall use to this end the following statements of 
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Ref. 10. 
(i) The functions 

1 iN dE iN ..:IN(t)==- cos(tvE)- - I/II(t,E)dpe(E) 
1T 0 vE 0 

converge uniformly to zero as N- 00, O<t<to, 
[1/11 (t,E )== - 1/1 (t,E ) of Eq. (3.2)]. 

(B2) 

(ii) The following representation holds (inverse of the 
Povzner-Levitan representation 15): 

cos(tvE) = I/II(t,E) + fH(t,X)I/II(X,E) dx, (B3) 

whereH (t,x) has two continuous derivatives with respect to t 
andx. 

(iii)H (0,0) = O,H (t,O) has two derivatives with respectto 
t for t;;;.O. 

(iv) n (t) = H (t,O). (B4) 
With this, following Ref. 10, one checks that, for large N, 

nIN1(t)= iNCOS(tvE)dO'e(E) 

= ~ rdx H (t,x) sin xv N + o( 1), (BS) 
1T )0 x 

where o( 1) is uniform with respect to t,O<t<to' 
Then, 

In (t) - n INI(t)1 

< IH(t,O) - ! fH(t,X) sin:vN dxl + 0(1) 

=T(t) + 0(1), 

T(t)<IH(t,O)(I- ! r sin:vN dx)1 

+ ! If (H (t,x) - H (t,O)) sin:
v 

N dx I 
= TI(t) + T2(t). 

Consider TI(t); it follows from (iii) that, given E, we can 
choose Io(E), so that, for O<t<lo, H (t,O) < E. For t<to, 

T I(t)<E(1 + ! I L sin:vN dxJ)<CIE. 

For t;;;.to, 

I 
2 I'" sin u I TI(t)<_sup IH(t,O)1 - -du . 

lo<.t<lf) "'ff tvN U 

If aIEl is defined such that, for a I > a, 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 

I 21'" sin u d I - -- u <E, (BIO) 
1T a, U 

it is clear it is enough to choose N > a2(E)/t~ (E), to make 
(B9) smaller than ESUpo < I < InlH (t,O) I, for all to<t<.Io. This 
makes however TI(t) uniformly smaller than constX E, for 
O<t<to' 

We now turn to T2(t). We denote G (t,x) = 
(H (t,x) - H (t,O))/x. ThefunctionG (t,x) is a continuous func
tion of t,x on the compact set O<x<t<to and therefore uni
formly continuous. Let C = sUPO<X<I<l

o 
IG (t,x) I. Further, 

given E, there exists a set of N(E) points t;, 
0< tl < t2 < ... < to=tN(EI' with the property that, for any x, t, 
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t;<t<.t;+ 1> O<x<t, both 

I G (t,x) - G (tox) I <E, It; + I - t; I <E. (Bll) 

('J 
Also, all the integrals Ij==)o G (tj,x)sin xN 1/2 dx,j = 1, 

2, ... ,N, tend to zero as N-oo, by the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma; consequently, given E, we can find N so that all of 
them are smaller than E, for N>N. But, for tk <t<tk + I' 

T2N (t) = fG(t,X)SinXNI/2dX 

r' = )0 (G (t,x) - G (t",x))sin xN 1/2 dx 

+ G (tk ,x)sin xN 112 dx + G (t,x)sin xN 1/2 dx, i'k I' 
o I. 

(BI2) 

and it follows from the above that 

(B13) 

for N sufficiently large. This concludes our proof. This rea
soning is mapped after Ref. 24, Sec. 698. 

Notice, for the boundary condition u'(O) + hu(O) = 0, 
h ¥O, one gets a supplementary term in TI(t): 

Ti(t)=hI'" sinxvN dx 
I x 

(BI4) 

which does not tend to zero uniformly in t, as N-oo. 

APPENDIX C: COMPLEMENT TO SECTION IV 

We prove in this Appendix the estimates (6.11) and 
(6.13). 

We start with (6.11); let EM be the energy level closest to 
J.L from above; then (0 < k < 1, kl > 1), 

IO'I(A N) - O'I(J.L)I<IO'I(AN) - 0'1 (EN + I - 0)1 

+ 10'1 (EN + 1 - 0) - O'I(EM - 0)1 

+ IO'I(EM - 0) - 0'1!}l)1. 

The first and third term are easily majorized by 

(Cl) 

IO'I(AN)-O'I(EN+ I -0)I<constXEl(2(EN+ 1 -EN)' 

(C2a) 

IO'I(EM) - 0'1(1")1 <constxE ~2(EM+ I - EM) 

<constXE l(2(EN+ I - EN)' (C2b) 

where use has been madeof(6.2) andJ.L > kAN (or,u <klAN)' 
The second term in (Cl) is estimated using Eq. (6.2): 

N 1 
10'1(EN+ 1 -O)-O'I(EM-O)I< I --(En+1 -En)2 

n~M2vEn 
< const X (A W2 - I/aJ, _1"[312 - I/a).) 

<constXA W2-lIa L -I(AN -J.L). (C3) 

So, (6.11)isvalidforalla<2,€= 1- [~- l/a]+.Consider 
next d~ J!}l), Eq. (6.12). We integrate by parts and use Eq. 
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(6.3) and (6.11), if Ji < EN: 

Idkl(,u) I < I O'I(kA) - 0'1(...1) I + I 0'1(,u) - 0'1(...1) I 
A (A (1 _ k ))1/2 (,u _ ...1)1/2 

1 if' +-
1T kA 

<constxA -i+constXA -irA _Ji)1/2 

+ constXE J.:2(EN+ I - EN)1/2 

+ constXA -i rf' dv 1/2 
JkA (A - v) 

+ constxE J.:2(EN+ I - EN)1/2 

<constX(A 1/2-i+EJ.:2(EN+ 1 -EN)1/2). (C4) 

If A > Ji > EN' only the last term is relevant. 

APPENDIX D: COMPLEMENT TO SECTION VII 

In this Appendix, we justify the majorization (7.5). We 
write 

FA(E) =FA I(E) -FA2 (E), (01) 

FA I (E) = foo dO' (,u) , (02) 
A Ji-E 

f
oo dE' (E' - A )1/2 rA dO' (,u) 

FA2 (E)= A E'-E Jo (A-Ji)1/2(E'-Ji)' 
(03) 

We consider first FA I (E) and divide $) into two as in (6.5). 
The partF~)1 corresponding t00'2(,u) can be majorized by an 
integral over Id0'2(,u) I as in (6.21), and so 

EN + I -E 
IF~).(E)I<A -'1n ---=..:--.:....:...-

A 
(04) 

The part generated by 0'1(,u) is again divided into two: for 
A<Ji<kIA and klA <Ji< 00, kl > 1. The second part is easily 
majorized by const XA -', after integration by parts. For 
the first one, we write 

F(I) = 0'1(,u) - 0'1(...1) I k,A + fklA 0'1(,u) - 0'1(...1 ) dJi (05) 
A 1,1 E (" E)2 Ji- A A 1fA'-

and use (6.11) to majorize the numerator of the integrand. 
(The first term disappears like const X A-E.) 

If
klA $) - oiA ) d I <fklA A -i(ll- A) d 

A (,u - E f Ji A (,u _ E )2 Ji 

iklA A 1/2(E - E ) 
N+I N d 

+ (" _ E)2 Il 
EN+ I VA' 

fEN+ I A J/2(,u - A ) 
+ 2 dJi. (06) 

A (,u-E) 
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It is easy to check that the dominant contributions come 
from the second and third term, so that 

EN+ I -A 
Fill <constxE II2 -----

AI N E -E N+ I 

EN+ 1- E + constXE 1/21n --.---
N A-E 

(D7) 

For FA 2 (E), we use the majorizations (6.20) and (6.22). The 
contributionofNI isnegligible;using(E' - A )1I2/(E' - EN) 
< 1/(E' - A ) 1/2, for E' > A, one sees that the part corre
sponding to N21 is majorized by (A - EN) 1/2/(...1 - E) 1/2. 
From N 22 , one obtains a bound like C (EN + I - EN )112 
A 1/2/(...1 - E) 1/2, whereas N2.1 contributes 
In(1 + (A - EN)1/2/(A - E)1/2). Summing up, one con
cludes that (7.5) is correct. 
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On the finiteness of the number of discrete eigenvalues in neutron 
transport theorya) 
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This work examines the finiteness of the number of discrete eigenvalues occurring in neutron 
slowing down and transport in an infinite medium consisting of a single nuclide scattering 
elastically, isotropically, and with energy-independent cross sections. This finiteness is related to 
convergence conditions for the Legendre moments of the scattering function. It is shown that the 
convergence criterion obtained by Case for one-velocity neutron transport is not satisfied by 
hydrogen at large lethargies. A new convergence criterion, weaker than that of Case, is derived 
and shown to be satisfied by all nuclides, including hydrogen, at all lethargies. Although derived 
within the more general framework of energy-dependent transport, the new convergence criterion 
also holds for the Legendre moments of the scattering function in one-velocity transport. 

PACS numbers: 28.20.Lh, 03.65.Nk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the treatment of problems in neutron transport with 
anisotropic scattering, it is customary to seek solutions by 
expanding the scattering function in Legendre polynomials. 
This leads to an eigenvalue problem involving a three-term 
difference equation. Such equations are typical in the theory 
of orthogonal polynomials. 

The close connection between the theory of orthogonal 
polynomials and the solutions of the one-velocity linear neu
tron-transport equation with anisotropic scattering was not
ed by Inonu. 1 On the other hand, Case2 showed that the 
methods of scattering theory are a powerful tool for investi
gating the properties of orthogonal polynomials. Developing 
this interplay, Case2 showed that the discrete eigenvalues 
arising in one-velocity transport with anisotropic scattering 
to all orders in terms of Legendre polynomials (henceforth 
referred to as "infinite order anisotropy") are real or purely 
imaginary, simple, ;;;. 1 in absolute magnitude, finite in num
ber, and occur in ± pairs. (These properties are well known3 

for one-velocity transport with finite-order anisotropic scat
tering.) Among these properties, the finiteness of the number 
of discrete eigenvalues is mathematically the most difficule 
to prove, and occurs only if the Legendre moments of the 
scattering function satisfy certain convergence criteria. 

It appears that only Inonu 1 and Case2 deal explicitly 
with such convergence criteria-for monoenergetic trans
port. Inonu 1 considers that the discrete eigenvalues are finite 
in number provided that the Legendre moments In of the 
scattering function satisfy the convergence criterion 
~: ~ 0 (2n + 1) I In I < 00. Case2 arrived at the convergence 
criterion ~: ~ 0 n2

1 In I < 00, a criterion he considered to be 
"about as weak as possible," as a requirement for the finite
ness of the number of discrete eigenvalues. 

On the other hand, it is known4
•
5 that by means of a 

Laplace transform in lethargy, the Boltzmann equation de
scribing neutron slowing-down and transport under certain 
conditions (i.e., infinite medium, plane geometry, azimuthal
ly independent scattering, and cross sections that are con-

al Research sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy under contract W-
7405-eng-26 with Union Carbide. 

stant in energy) is transformed into an equation of the same 
form as the one-velocity equation with infinite-order aniso
tropy. The only difference4

•
5 from the standard 1-3 one-veloc

ity form is that the Legendre coefficients of the (Laplace
transformed) scattering function depend upon an additional 
parameter, i.e., the transform variable. 

Due to the close similarity to the one-velocity equation, 
it is natural to expect that this Laplace-transformed equation 
would possess a finite number of discrete eigenvalues only if 
the Legendre moments of the scattering function satisfy a 
convergence condition of the same form as derived by Case2 

for monoenergetic transport, i.e., ~:~ 0 n2 1 In 1< 00. As is 
shown in Sec. II, though, this condition is not satisfied by 
hydrogen in a region that corresponds to the region of large 
lethargies. This failure to satisfy Case's convergence crite
rion could imply the occurrence of infinitely many discrete 
eigenvalues in this region. This provided the motivation for 
reexamining the question of the finiteness of the number of 
discrete eigenvalues, and the consequent convergence condi
tions for the Legendre moments of the scattering function. 

Section II succintly reviews the mathematical treat
ment of the space- and lethargy-dependent Boltzmann equa
tion that describes the constant-cross-section problem. In 
Sec. lIlA, methods parallel to those used by Case2 for one
velocity transport are used to arrive at a three-term differ
ence eigenvalue equation. This constitutes the starting point 
for the new procedure, presented in Sec. IIIB, that leads to a 
new convergence criterion for the Legendre moments of the 
scattering function. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes and con
cludes this work. 

II. MOTIVATION: NEUTRON SLOWING DOWN AND 
TRANSPORT IN THE CONSTANT-CROSS-SECTION 
PROBLEM 

Consider the time-independent homogeneous Boltz
mann equation for the case of neutron transport under the 
following conditions: infinite medium, plane geometry, azi
muthally independent scattering, and cross sections that are 
constant in energy. The explicit form is 
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o ! + 1) ¢(x,p,u) 

= e L. l.f(!Hl',U - u')¢(x,fJ:,u')du'dIJ', (1) 

where ¢(x,/-l,u) is the angular flux density of the neutrons per 
unit solid angle and lethargy. The scattering function for 
isotropic scattering in the center of mass system by a single 
element of mass A is 

f(!Hl',u) - u') = exp[ -8~ - u')] (A: W 

X8{ 0 00' - A ; 1 exp[ _ (u - u')l2] 

_ A ~ 1 exp[(u _ U')l2]}, 

for (u - U')E[O,€] with € = 2 In A + 1 , 
A-I 

= 0 for (u - u'»€. (2) 

All quantities in Eqs. (1) and (2) are in the standard notation 
of transport theory and have their usual meaning. 1-4 In this 
work, the physical problem described by Eqs. (1) and (2) is 
referred to as the constant-cross-section problem. 

Expanding the scattering function in spherical harmon
ics, applying a one-sided Laplace transform in lethargy and 
using the convolution theorem, Eq. (1) becomes 

(/-l ! + l)¢(X,/-l,71) 

= e n~o 2n: 1 gn(71)Pnfll) J~ I Pn(/-l')¢(X,/-l',71) d/-l', 

(3) 

where 

¢(X,/-l,71)=2'[¢(x,/-l,u)], (4) 

gn (71)=2' [In (u)] = f exp( - 71u)/n (u)du, (5) 

andln (u) is the lethargy-dependent nth Legendre moment of 
the scattering function. 

Equation (3) has the same form 1.2 as the one-velocity 
transport equation with anisotropic scattering to all orders 
in terms of Legendre polynomials. (For brevity, this will hen
ceforth be referred to as "infinite order anisotropy".) The 
only difference from the standard one-velocity form is that 
the scattering coefficients now depend on an additional pa
rameter, the transform variable 71. 

Seeking a solution to Eq. (3) of the form 

¢(X,/-l,71) = <p (v,/-l,71) exp( - x/v) (6) 

and defining 

<Pn (v,71)= J~ I <P (v,/-l,71) Pn fIl) d/-l (7) 

leads to the following eigenvalue equation for <P (v,/-l,71): 

(v - J-L)<p (v,/-l,71) =! evMfIl,v,71), (8) 

where 
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00 

MfIl,v,71) = I (2n + 1) gn(71)PnfIl)<Pn(v,71)· (9) 
n=O 

At this stage, the normalization of <p (v,/-l,71) is arbitrary. 
Without loss of generality, it is possible to take 

<Po(V,71)= J~ I <p (V,/-l,71) d/-l = 1, (10) 

and to define 

<P-I(V,71) = o. (11 ) 

Using the procedure developed3 for the one-velocity 
case, it can be shown4

•
5 that (i) the interval VE( - 1,1) consti

tutes the continuous part of the spectrum of the eigenvalue 
equation [i.e., Eq. (8)], and the continuum eigenfunctions 
corresponding to these values of v are 

<p (V,/-l,71) = ev P MfIl,v,71) + A (V,71)8(v -/-l), (12) 
2 V-/-l 

where P denotes Cauchy principal value, and 

, ( ) _ A +(V,71) + A -(v,71) 
/l, v,71 - . 

2 
(13) 

In Eq. (13), A +(V,71) and A -(V,71) are the boundary values of 
the dispersion function 1-5 

A( ) -1 eVJI MfIl,v,71)d V,71 - - - j1 
2 -I v-/-l 

(14) 

as the cut ( - 1,1) is approached from above and below, re
spectively. (ii) for all values of v outside the interval ( - 1,1), 
the solutions of Eq. (8) are the discrete eigenfunctions 

1 MfIl,vj ,71) 
<p (vj ,/-l,71) = - eVj ----'---

2 vj-/-l 
(15) 

where the discrete eigenvalues Vj are the roots of the equa-
tion 

(16) 

The solutions (e.g., Green's function, spatial moments 
of the Green's function) to typical problems described by 
equations of the form ofEq. (3) involve summations over the 
number of discrete eigenvalues vj • But even in monoenerge
tic transport, it is not obvious that the number of Vj remains 
necessarily finite in the case of infinite-order anisotropy. As 
Case has shown,2 it is the investigation of conditions for this 
finiteness that ultimately leads to convergence requirements 
for the Legendre moments of the scattering function. 

To date, it appears that only the works of Inonu I and 
Case2 on monoenergetic transport make explicit use of con
vergence conditions for the Legendre moments of the scat
tering function. Thus, Inonu I asserts that the number of dis
crete eigenvalues remains finite provided that 

00 

I (2n + l)l/n 1< 00, (17) 
n=O 

wherein is the nth Legendre moment of the scattering func
tion fiO·O') in monoenergetic transport. Note, though, that 
Inonu did not rigorously investigate the behavior of the dis
persion function A (v) on the cut VEl - 1,1) and, in particular, 
at the points v = ± 1. Using methods of scattering theory 
applied to orthogonal polynomials, Case2 showed that the 
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behavior of A (v) on the cut VEl - 1,1) requires special atten
tion. Precisely as a consequence of this behavior, Case's 
method of proof led to 

(18) 

as a requirement for the finiteness of the number of discrete 
eigenvalues; Case2 states that this requirement is "about as 
weak as possible." Obviously, this requirement is stronger 
than Inonu's [cf. Eq. (17)]. 

Since the functions gn (7]) play in our case [viz. Eq. (3)] 
the same role as played by the Legendre moments In in 
monoenergetic transport, Case's results, i.e., Eq. (18), im
plies that the number of discrete eigenvalues Vj would be 
finite if 

00 

I n2 Ign(7])1<00. (19) 
"=0 

As shown in Appendix A, the above condition is not 
satisfied by hydrogen for values of 7] such that Re(7]) <!. In 
particular, the series~: = on21 gn (0)1 is divergent when A = 1 
(i.e., hydrogen). In view of asymptotic relationships6 

between a function and its Laplace transform, the region 
7]-0 corresponds to the region u~ 00. Thus, the failure of 
Eq. (19) in the region of small 7] could imply, according to 
Case's arguments, the occurrence of infinitely many discrete 
eigenvalues at large lethargies in hydrogen. 

On the other hand, it is known4.5.7-12 that at large leth
argies the phase space distribution of neutrons is described 
by the "age-theory" solution. In particular, it has been 
shown4.12 that even in hydrogen age-theory is the correct 
limiting form for the neutron flux density at large lethargies. 
Thus, there is no obvious physical reason to expect the oc
currence of infinitely many discrete eigenvalues in this re
gion. This motivated a reexamination of the question regard
ing the finiteness of the number of discrete eigenvalues, and 
the consequent convergence conditions for the Legendre 
moments of the scattering function. 

III. FINITENESS OF THE NUMBER OF DISCRETE 
EIGENVALUES, AND THE RESULTING CONVERGENCE 
CRITERION FOR THE LEGENDRE MOMENTS OF THE 
SCATTERING FUNCTION 

A. Preliminaries 

Multiplying Eq. (8) by Pk/J.l), integrating over f-l from 
- 1 to + 1, and using the orthogonality and recursion pro

perties of the Legendre polynomials leads to the following 
three-term recursion relation for the polynomials tPn (v,7]): 

(2n + 1 )Yn (7])vtPn (v,7]) = (n + 1 )tPn + 1 (v,7]) + ntPn _ 1 (v,7]), 
(20) 

where 

(21) 

Note that the polynomials tPn (v,7]) are uniquely determined 
by Eqs. (20), (10), and (11). 

As Case2 noted, an equivalent form of the eigenvalue 
problem defined by Eq. (8) is to find those v for which Eq. 
(20) has bounded solutions. Those solutions which are mere-
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Iy bounded correspond to the continuum VEl - 1,1). Those 
Vj for which there are square-sum mabie solutions are the 
discrete eigenvalues. 

Consider, along with Case,2 the more symmetrical 
polynomials <1> (v,n,7]) defined by 

[
2n + 1 ]112 

<1> (v,n,7]) = -2- Yn tPn(v,7]). 

Substituting Eq. (22) in Eq' (20) gives 

A (n + 1,7])<1> (v,n + 1,7]) 

+ A (n,7])<1> (v,n - 1,7]) = v<1> (v,n,7]), 

where 

(22) 

(23) 

A (n,7])=n [(2n + 1)(2n - I)Yn Yn _ I] -1/2. (24) 

Using the asymptotic expressions derived in Appendix B, it 
can be shown that 

lim A (n,7]) = ~ (25) 

and the above convergence is such that 

lim n In n[A (n,7]) -A (00,7])] = o. (26) 

Then for large n, the solutions of Eq. (23) tend to solu
tions of 

H <P (v,n + 1,7]) - <P (v,n - l,v)J = v<P (v,n,7]). (27) 

Two linearly independent solutions of Eq. (27) are 

iP (v,n,7]) = z ± n, 

where 

v = ~(z + Z-I). 

(28) 

(29) 

Note that Eq. (29) defines a conformal mapping such that the 
entire v plane, cut along [ - 1,1], is mapped onto the open 
unit diskK: Izl < 1, while the unit circler:lzl = 1 is the image 
of the cut VE[ - 1,1] traversed twice. Thus/ for z = ejIJ

, 

(e = real), all solutions ofEq. (27) are bounded as n~oo. It 
follows that all solutions of Eq. (23) are bounded for 

v = cos e, - 1 <cos e< 1. (30) 

In particular, solutions <1> (v,n,7]) subject to the "initial condi
tions" obtained by using Eqs. (10) and (11), i.e., 

<1> (v, - 1,7]) = 0, 
(31) 

are bounded. Thus, with these initial conditions, the spec
trum ofEq. (23) [or, alternately, ofEq. (20)] has a continuous 
part for - 1 <v < 1, confirming a fact already known in the 
literature. 1-5 

Consider, along with Case,2 two auxiliary solutions 
<1>± (v,n,7]) ofEq. (23) defined by the boundary conditions 

Izl<1 
liml<1>±(v,n,7])-z±"I=O fori I l' (32) _00 z) 

Equation (32) can now be used to define the functions I ± (z) 
(i.e., the analog2 of the Jost function) as 

I ± (z) = A (0,7])<1> ± (v, - 1,7]). (33) 

Then square-summable solutions ofEq. (23) subject to the 
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initial conditions given by Eq. (31) exist for those Zj, with 
Jz, J <; 1, that are the roots of 

(34) 

Thus, the discrete eigenvalues Vj , which in the usual 1.3-5 

treatment of the transport equation are the zeros of A (v) [cf. 
Eq. (16)], are related to the zeros of I+(z) within the unit 
circle Jz J <; 1. Indeed, Case2 has shown that 1+ (z) and A (v) are 
related; his proof for the case of monoenergetic transport can 
be taken over without change to show that, in the present 
case, 

(35) 

Thus,if I +(z) has a finite number of zeros Zj within the unit 
circle JzJ <; 1, then the number of discrete eigenvalues Vj is 
also finite. 

The investigation of the conditions under which I +(z) 
has a finite number of zeros proceeds as follows. The starting 
point is the same as Case's,2 i.e., the equation 

v'/l +(v,n,77) - aO(n + 1)'/1 +(v,n + 1,77) 

- aO(n) '/I +(v,n - l,v) = vcgn(77)'/I +(v,n,77),(36) 

where 

'/I + (v,n,77)=cJ> + (v,n,77)1[Yn (77)]1/2, 

aO(n)_n/(4n2 _ 1)1/2, 

and '/I + satisfies the condition 

n- .. co 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Equation (36) is solved by introducing a Green's func
tion G (v,n;m) defined as 

G(v,n;m) 

{

o for n',;>m 

- vL 
- -- ['/1 0+ (m)'/Io(n) - '/Io(m) '/I 0+ (n)], n<;m, 

lo+(z) 
(40) 

where '/10 and '/I 0+ are the "regular" and" + " solutions of 
Eq. (36) with c = 0, i.e., 

(
2n + 1)112 

'/Io(n) = -2- Pn(v) (41) 

and 

'/I 0+ (n) = (2n + 1)1/2 10+ (z)Qn (v). (42) 

In Eqs. (41) and (42), Pn are the Legendre polynomials, Qn 
are the Legendre functions of the second kind, and 

(
Z-2 _ 1 )112 

10+(Z) = . 
21T 

(43) 

The solution '/I + can be written as 

00 

='/IO+(v,n)+ '" G(V ) ()"I+( ) £.. ,n;m vcgm 77 'Y v,m,77 . 
m=n+ 1 

Solving Eq. (44) by iteration gives 
(44) 

00 

'/I +(v,n,77) = I '/I + lii(v,n,77), (45) 
i=O 
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where 

'/I +(Oi(v,n) = '/I 0+ (v,n), (46) 

and 

'/I + lii(v,n,77) 
oc I G (v,n;m)vcgm '/I + Ii - li(v,m,77). (47) 

m=n+ 1 

Using Eqs. (23), (24), (29), and (37), it is observed that 
Eq. (33) can be rewritten as 

I ( ) - Z+z-I 1/21/1+( 0) 1 .,,+ ) 
+ Z - 2 Yo v, ,77 - (3yO) 1/2 'Y (v,I,77, (48) 

where '/I + is given by Eq. (45). 
The stage is now set to proceed with the main deriva

tions, whose objective is to determine conditions under 
which the function 1/1 + is such that I+(z) given by Eq. (48) 
has a finite number of zeros Zj in the domain JzJ <; 1. At this 
stage, our method of proof departs from that used by Case,2 

and is presented in Sec. IIIB. For comparison purposes, 
though, it is useful to summarily recall Case's procedure,2 
which consists of the following three steps: 

(i) Show that the series in Eq. (45) converges uniformly 
provided that L;' mJ/m J < 00 [where the 1m are the mon
oenergetic transport equivalents of our gm (77)] for JzJ < 1. 

(ii) Show that the series of derivatives of Eq. (45) con
verges, provided that };o m3/2 Jim J < 00, for JzJ < 1, so that 
analyticity of I/II(v,n) within the unit circle results. 

(iii) Show that '/I + given by Eq. (45) is continuous on the 
unit circle JzJ = 1, provided that };;;; ~ 0 m2 Jim J < 00. Note 
that it is this step that gives rise to the convergence criterion 
mentioned in Eq. (18). 

B. The convergence criterion for the Legendre 
moments of the scattering function 

This section presents the procedure leading to the nec
essary and sufficient convergence criterion that has to be 
satisfied by the Legendre moments gn (77) in order that I(z) 
have a finite numberofzerosz j within JzJ<;1. This procedure 
relies on the following sequence of steps: 

(A) Determine the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for 1/1 +(I)(v,n,77) to be analytic on the domain K:JzJ < 1, with 
boundary r: JzJ = 1, and to be continuous on K. 

(B) Use Weierstrass's theorem l3 on uniformly conver
gent series of analytic functions. This theorem will be used 
with '/I +Ill and 1/1 +(v,n,77). 

(C) Use the following theorem l3: 
Theorem: If h (z)=o is analytic on a domain K, there can 

be no limit point of zeros of h (z) in K. This theorem will be 
used with h (z) f+(z). 

(D) Show that I+(z) satisfying the above theorem does 
not have an accumulation point of zeros on the boundary r. 

It then follows that 1+ (z) has a finite number of zeros Zj 

within JzJ <; 1. Consequently, the related discrete eigenvalues 
Vj are finite in number. 

The analytic propertis of 1/1 + (i)(v,n,77) on the domain 
K:JzJ < 1 are determined as follows. When v = !(z + Z-I) is 
not on the segment [ - 1.1], and n is large, the polynomial 
Qn (v) satisfies the inequalityl4 
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Izln+1 (1T)I12 
IQn(v)1 < [I-lzI 2]1/2 --;; , Izl < 1, (49) 

and the polynomial Pn (v) satisfies the inequality 

Izl-n (4)1/2 
IPn(v)1 < (2n + 1)112 -;; 

1 
X ,lzl<1. 

[lI-zIII +zl (I-lzI2)]1/2 
(50) 

(The last inequality is obtained from Eq. (7.1.9) of Ref. 15.) 
Using Eqs. (43) and (49) in Eq. (42) gives 

IlJI 0+ (v,n)1 

2n 1 1/2 _1_ ( 1 - Z2 )112 Izln + I (!!...)112 
< ( +) Izl 21T (1 - Iz12)1/2 n 

[ 
1 - Z2 ] 112 

';;;CoIZln 2' 
I-IZI 

(51) 

Taking absolute values, and using the inequalities (49) and 
(50) in the above expression leads to 

IG (v,n;m)1 < [(2n + 1) (2m + 1)]1/21 Z2 ~ 1 1 

X !lPmllQnl + IPnllQml1 

<C Izln - m 1 (55) 
'" I (1 _ Iz12) (11 _ z21)112 ' 

where C I is a positive constant. Using Eqs. (51) and (55) in 
Eq. (53) gives 

I
lJI+(I)( )1 C(I-Z

2
)112 C1lzln 

v,n < 0 1 _ Izl2 (1 _ Iz12) (11 _ Z2 I)' 12 

00 

X I Icgm I . (56) 
m=n+ 1 

Setting i = 2 in Eq. (52), and using Eq. (56) gives 

lJI + (2) C - Z 1 (I 2)112[ C ]2 
I (v,n)1 < 0 1 _ Iz l2 (1 _ Iz12) 11 _ z211/2 

00 00 

X Izln I Icgm I I Icgm, I 
m = n + 1 m' = m + 1 

(
I_z2)112[ Cl ]2 

= Co 1 _ Izl2 (1 _ Iz12) 11 _ z2 11/2 

X I~;n (m=~+ I Icgm IY, (57) 

Continuation of this process leads to 

IlJI + Ii)(v,n) I < Co ( / -=-1;~2 y12 LI _ IZI2)~~ _ z211/2 r 
xl:r(m=~+IICgmly. (58) 

In view ofEq. (58), the sequence (lJI+ Ii) (v,n I is uni
formly bounded on every compact subset of K, provided that 
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where Co is a positive constant. 
Taking absolute values in Eq. (47) gives 

00 

IlJI+Ii)(v,n) I.;;; I IG(v,n;m)llcgmlllJl+(i-I)(v,m)1 
m = n + 1 

(52) 

and, in particular, 

00 

IlJI + 111(v,n)l.;;; I IG (v,n;m)1 Icgm I IlJI 0+ (v,m)l. (53) 
m=fI+ 1 

Note that henceforth, as in Eqs. (52) and (53), the explicit 
dependence on 'T/ is supressed for notational simplicity. 

Substituting Eqs. (41) and (42) in Eq. (40) gives 

n,;;>m, 
(54) 

(59) 

Thus, each term in the sum appearing in Eq. (47) is analytic 
within K. It then follows that lJI+ Ii) (v,n) is analytic on K, 
provided the convergence condition (59) is satisfied. 

The behavior of lJI+ Ii) (v,n) on the boundary F:lzi = I is 
examined next. The boundary F is characterized by 

z = eill
, or v = !(z + Z-I) = cos 8. (60) 

Since Qn (v) has logarithmic singularities at v = ± 1, 
the reiationship l4 

Qn(v) = Pn(v)QO(v) - Wn _ I (v), 

where 

with 

W_I(v)=o, 

is used to recast Eq. (54) in the form 

G(v,n;m) 

{

[(2n + 1) (2m + 1)]112 [Pm (v) Wn _ I (v) 

= -Pn(v) Wm_1(v)] for m>n, 

0, for m';;;n. 

Using the inequalit/ 5 

IPn(cos8)I.;;;I, 0.;;;8';;;1T, 

and taking absolute values in Eq. (62) gives 
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Taking logarithms in the inequality 16 

exp(x) > (I + ;r >expC:y ). x>O, y>O, 

setting x = 1 and y = k, and summing over k from I to n 
leads to 

n 1 
In(n + 1).;;; L - < 1 + In n. 

k= I k 
(67) 

Taking absolute values in Eq. (64), using Eqs. (65)-(67), 
and noting that m > n, leads to the bound 

IG(cose,n;m)I<C~mlnm, (68) 

where C ~ is a positive constant. 
At the points e = 0 and e = l' (i.e., at v = ± 1), the 

values P n ( I) = I and P n ( - 1) = ( - nn can be used in con
junction with Eqs. (62) and (64) to obtain 

IG(± l,n;m)1 = [(2n+ 1)(2m+ 1)]IIZlk~n! I. 
(69) 

Since both m and n can become large, but always m-;;'n, Eq. 
(69) is bounded by 

IG(±I,n;m)I<C;mlnm. (70) 

It follows from Eqs. (68) and (70) that 

IG (cos e,n;m)1 < C)m In m, (71) 

where C)=max(C ~ ,C;) is a positive constant. The m-de
pendence of the right-hand side of inequality (71) appears to 
be as weak as possible, because of the behavior of 
G ( ± l,n;m) indicated by Eq. (69). 

Using the inequality 17 

(sin e )IIZIQn (cos e)1 < (1'12n)IIZ, 0 < e < 1', (72) 

in Eq. (42) gives 

lift 0+ (e;lI,n) I 

=(2n+ 1)1/21(e-::-l)1I21IQn(cose)l<c4' 

O.;;;e,;;;l', (73) 

where C4 is a positive constant. Note that this inequality 
holds even at e = 0,1', since [f 0+ (e;II)Qn (cos e)] vanishes at 
these points. 

From Eqs. (53), (71), and (73), it follows that 
00 

lift + III(COS e,n)1 < C)C4 L mIn mlcgm I· (74) 
m=n+ 1 

The same procedure is used to show that 

lift + 121(cOS e,n)1 <C4 ~; (m =~ + 1 m In mlcgm I r 
and, in general, 

(75) 

lift + iii (cos e,n)1 <C4 ~!~ (m=~+ 1 m In mlcgm I }_M;. 

(76) 

Therefore, the function ift + iii are continuous on r, provided 
that 00 

L mIn mlgm 1< 00. (77) 
m= I 
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Note that if the convergence criterion (77) is satisfied, 
the series };T'= 1 M; is also convergent since 

1· M; + 1 I' C) ~ 1 I I 1m -- = ,1m -.-- £., m n m cgm = O. (78) 
1'+00 M; 1-00 I + 1 m = n + I 

In view of Eq. (78), Weierstrass's M tese 3 ensures that the 
series 

00 

L ift + lil(cOS e,n) (79) 
i= 1 

is uniformly convergent on r. 
It has thus been demonstrated that ift+ Ii) (v,n,17) is ana

lytic on K and continuous on K provided that the conver
gence criterion (77) is satisfied. This completes step (A), as 
outlined at the beginning of this section, and also satisfies the 
prerequisites for using Weierstrass's theorem stated in step 
(B). From this theorem, it follows that 

00 

ift +(v,n) = L ift + lil(v,n) 
i=O 

is analytic on K. (80) 

Consequently, 

f+(z) = z +Z-l (YO)1/2 ift+(z,O) _ _ 1-/2 ift +(z,I)(48) 
2 (3YO)1 

is analytic on K, except perhaps for a simple pole at z = O. 
In view of the theorem stated in step (C), f+(z) has no 

accumulation point of zeros in K. Conceivably, there could 
be an accumulation point of zeros on the boundary r. How
ever, this would require f + (z) to have an essential singular
ity on r, implying that ift + has an essential singularity on r. 
But ift + cannot have an essential singularity on r since, in 
view of Eqs. (76) and (45), 

lift +(cos e,n)1 < C4 exp (C) m =~ + 1 mIn mlcgm I). 

i.e., ift +(cos e,n) is bounded in view ofEq. (77). This contra
diction completes the proof that f+(z) can have at most a 
finite number ofzerosz; within Izl';;; 1 [Step (0) has thus been 
accomplished]. It therefore follows that the related discrete 
eigenvalues v; are finite in number, provided that the con
vergence criterion (77) is satisfied. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The finiteness of the number of discrete eigenvalues oc
curring in neutron slowing down and transport in the "con
stant-cross-section problem" has been examined. By taking 
a Laplace transform in lethargy, the Boltzmann equation 
governing this problem has been transformed into an equa
tion of the same form as the one-velocity transport equation 
with "infinite-order" anisotropy. The only difference from 
the standard one-velocity form is that the Legendre mo
ments of the scattering function depend on the transform 
variable. 

Case2 showed that, in monoenergetic transport with in
finite-order anisotropy, the discrete eigenvalues are finite in 
number provided that the Legendre momentsfn of the scat
tering function satisfy the convergence criterion 
};:; = 0 n2

1 In I < 00. However, it is shown in this work that the 
equivalent in the constant-cross-section problem of Case's 
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convergence criterion is not satisfied by hydrogen in a region 
that corresponds asymptotically to the region oflarge lethar
gy; this is where the age-theory solution is the limiting form 
taken on by the space- and lethargy-dependent neutron colli
sion density. Since there seemed to be no physical reason to 
expect the occurrence of infinitely many discrete eigenvalues 
in this region, the problem of convergence conditions for the 
Legendre moments of the scattering function has been reexa
mined. 

The preliminaries for this reexamination paralleled the 
methods of scattering theory applied to orthogonal polyno
mials as used by Case2 in monoenergetic transport. How
ever, a new procedure has been devised to derive the conver
gence criterion for the Legendre moments of the scattering 
function. The underlying derivations showed that Case's 
convergence criterion is not necessary, although it is suffi
cient, for the discrete eigenvalues to be finite in number. On 
the other hand, it appears that the convergence criterion, 
used by Inonu1 is insufficient; this insufficiency arises from 
the apparent failure of this criterion to ensure continuity 
properties on the cut [ - 1,1] in the v eigenvalue space. The 
new convergence criterion derived in this work, i.e, 

00 

L min mlgm(1])1 < 00, 
m=l 

seems to be both necessary and sufficient for the discrete 
eigenvalues to be finite in number. Unlike Case's conver
gence criterion, the new convergence criterion is satisfied by 
hydrogen at small values of 1] that correspond to the region 
described by age-theory. 

The derivations leading to the new convergence crite
rion have been carried out within the more general frame
work of energy-dependent slowing-down and transport. It is 
apparent, though, that this convergence criterion also holds 
for the Legendre moments of the scattering function in one
velocity transport. 

APPENDIX A: THE SERIES.2';;'~o rflgn (1]) I AND 
.2';;' ~ 1 n In nlgn (1]) I 
1. The series .2';;' ~ 0 rflg n (1]) I, f3 = constant 

When A > 1, D'Alembert's criterion can be used in con
junction with Eqs. (BI7) and (B22) of Appendix B to show 
that 

lim (n + If I gn + d1]) I = 0, for f3 = const, 
n-oo n/3 gn (1]) 

(AI) 

for any fixed (large or small) value of 1]. Hence, the series 
};;:' ~ 0 n/3lgn (1])1 is absolutely convergent for any A> I and 
any constant {3. 

When A = 1, i.e., hydrogen, the series under considera
tion becomes 

f n/3lgn(1])1 = f vrn (1]), (A2) 
n=O m=O 

where 

Vm (1]) = (2mflg2m(1])1 + (2m + Iflg2rn+ 1(1])1. (A3) 

For large m, the expressions given by Eqs. (B29) and 
(B31) of Appendix B are now used in conjunction with Eq. 
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(A3) to obtain 

lim Vrn (1]) = 0, if {3 < 2 Re(1]) + ~, (A4) 
m-oo 

and 

~ 1 2 
--= 1 + (21] + ~ -{3) - + O(m- ). (A5) 
Vm+l m 

It follows from Eq. (A5) and Gauss's criterion for con
vergence that the series 

};;:' ~ on/3lgn (1])1 is absolutely convergent if and only if 
{3 < 2 Re(1]) =~. (A6) 

This result implies that Case's requirement,2 i.e, 
};;:' ~ on2 1gn (1])1 < 00, is not satisfied ifRe(1])<!. In particular, 
at 1] = 0, the sereis };;:'~on2Ign(0)1 is divergent in view of 
(A6). This fact can be confirmed directly by using the par
ticularly simple form taken on by gn (0), i.e., 

gn(O) = 2 f xPn(x) dx 

1 for n = 0, 

~ for n = 1, 

o for n = odd, n > 1, 
( - I)n12 n! 

---'------'------, for n = even. 
r-l(n - I)(n + 2)[n/2)W 

(A7) 

Using Eq. (A 7), it is easy to prove that the series 

00 2 00 L n2Ign(0)1=-+ L (2mflg2m(O)l is divergent, (A8) 
n~O 3 m~O 

since 

2. The series.2';;' ~ 1 n In nlgn(1J) 1 

When A > 1, D'Alembert's criterion can be used in con
junction with Eqs. (B 17) and (B22) to show that the series 
};;:'= I n In njgn(1])1 is absolutely convergent for any fixed 
value of 1]. 

For hydrogen, i.e., A = 1, the series can be written as 
00 00 

L nln n Ign (1])1 = L Um' (A9) 
n~ I m= I 

where 

Um = 2mlg2m(1])lln(2m) + (2m + I)jg2m+ d1])jln(2m + 1). 
(AW) 

For large m, Eqs. (B29) and (B3I) can be used in con
junction with Eq. (A9) to obtain 

~= 1 +~(21]+~)+O(_I_). 
um + J m mlnm 

Thus, according to Gauss's criterion, the series 

};;:' = J n In n Ign (1])1 is absolutely convergent if 
Re(n» -l 
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APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE 
FUNCTIONS gn(77) 

Recall that the functions gn (77) are defined as the La
place transforms of the coefficients In (u) of the Legendre 
expansion of the scattering kernel I(Q·Q ',u), i.e., 

gn (77)-X [In (u)]. 

Two cases have to be distinguished, depending on the 
nuclear mass A of the scatterer: 

(1) When A = 1 (i.~:, hydrogen), the quantity 

c=ln A + 1 
A-I 

becomes infinite and therefore 

(BI) 

gn (1]) = Saoo e·· (7/ + 1)<1 Pn (e - U12) duo (B2) 

(2) For any A> 1, the expression of gn (77) is 

A-I (U)] - -2- exp 2 du, 

(B3) 

where 

a-fA + I)2/4A . (B4) 

The functions gn (77) have received considerable atten
tion in the earlier literature, and important results concern
ing their properties have been obtained by Placzek,7 Mar
shak,8 Wick,9 Bethe et ai., 10 and Holte. II The purpose of this 
Appendix is to present several new results regarding the 
asymptotic expressions taken on by these functions as one or 
more of the variables n,1], and A become large or small. 
These new asymptotic expressions are particularly useful for 
investigating convergence conditions for infinite sums in
volving the functions gn (77). 

1. The case A> 1 

As Eq. (B3) indicates, the functionsgn (77) are in this case 
entire functions of 1]. It does not seem possible, though, to 
obtain a closed-form analytic expression for gn (1]) by directly 
carrying out the integration in Eq. (B3). Nevertheless, it is 
possible to obtain asymptotic expressions that can in turn be 
used to examine convergence properties of infinite sums in
volving the functions g n (77). These functions are expected to 
take on distinct asymptotic expressions, according to 
whether 7J is large or small. Recall that the region where 7J is 
large (small) corresponds to the region of small (large) lethar
gies u. 

a. Asymptotic form of g n (77) for large 77 

When 77 is large, an asymptotic expression for g n (77) that 
is valid for any values of n>O and A> 1 can be obtained by 
applying Watson's LemmaI'> to the Legendre moments 

In (u) = ae - U Pn (A ~ 1 e - u12 _ A ~ 1 eU12
) • (B5) 

This lemma can be used because I/n(u)1 <KI exp (Kzu), 
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where KI and K2 are some positive constants. According to 
Watson's lemma, the asymptotic expression of gn (7J) for 
large 77 is 

00 

gn(77)~a I Cr(n,A)7J- r - l
, (B6) 

r=O 

where the coefficients Cr(n,A ) arise in the MacLaurin expan
sion 

= ur 

In(u) = a I Cr(n,A) -. 
r ~ 0 r! 

(B7) 

The straightforward algebra required to determine the 
coefficients Cr(n,A ) has been performed in Ref. 18. As a 
function of n, the expression of Cr(n,A ) becomes increasing
ly cumbersome as n increases. Thus, although Eq. (B6) is 
valid for any n>O, it is cumbersome to use for examining 
convergence properties of infinite sums involving the func
tions gn (77), since for this purpose the behavior of gn (77) for 
large n becomes of primary interest. When both 7J and n 
become large, the asymptotic expression for gn (77) becomes 
considerably simpler than Eq. (B6), and can be obtained as 
follows. 

Equation (B3) is recast in the form 

gnl1]) = 21T f I dJ.l P,,(j.L)g(j.L,n), 

where 

g(j.t,n) = ~ (A 2 - 1 + J.l2)-112 
1T 

X [ J.l + (j.t2 + A 2 _ 1)1/2 ]2('1 + I). 

A+l 

(B8) 

(B9) 

As already discussed, the region of large 77 corresponds to 
the region of small values of u around u = O. Thus, when 7J is 
large, the angle 

() =arccos J.l 

= arccos [A; 1 exp (_ u!2) _ A ~ 1 exp (UI2)] 
(BlO) 

is a very small angle (i.e., ();::::O). When, in addition to e being 
small, n becomes large, P n (cos () ) takes on the form 15 

(
. ())1/2 
Sl~ Pn (cos ()) 

() 
= Jo[(n + ~)() 1 - J I [(n + ~)() 1 + (7, (BII) 

24(n +!) 
where 

1(71 <0.03 ()4 if 0<(),1T/(2n) 
(BI2) 

1(71 < 0.25 () 5/2 n- 3
/

2 if 1T/(2n) < ()'1T/2. 

Expanding Eq. (B9) for small () yields 

where 

(BI4) 
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__ 1 (l-~)( + 1-~. 2-3IA
2

) 
TJ2 - 12A A 2 TJ A 1 _ 31A 2 ' 

(BI5) 

(BI6) 

Equations (B 11) and (B 13) are now used in Eq. (B8), and 
the prescribed integration over J.L is transformed into an equi
valent integration over O. Retaining consistently terms up to 
0(0 4

) = 0 (n -4), and using the relationship 

L'" 0 n + vl2 e - a()Jv (2{3...[1f) dO = n!/3ve -fJ'laL ~(/32Ia), 

(where L ~ are the Laguerre Polynomials) gives 

gn(TJ) =~ {I __ I [~_ (n + !)2]} 
ATJI I2TJI 4 4 

where 

X exp [ _ (n + ~)2 ] + R, 
4TJI 

(BI7) 

R<._I_ {2(0.03 + _1_ + TJ2) + _1_ [2 _ (n + !)2 ]}. 
TJ~ 1440 576 4 

(BIS) 

Note that by imposing the additional restrictions TJ>A and 
An2>4TJ, Eq. (B 17) reduces to the asymptotic expression ob
tained earlier by Wick,9 i.e., 

gn(TJ)- ~ exp [ - :TJ (n + ~)2] 

b. Asymptotic form of gn {TJ} for small TJ 

It has been shown by Price l9 that whenever the quantity 
x defined as 

2 
x=~TJ+I) 

A 

has values up to unity, g" (TJ) can be represented as 

(BI9) 

(
A + 1)2 ( 1T )112 g,,(x) = _A- h In+ 112 (X) + O(l/A 2), Ixl < 1, 

B20) 

where In + 112 is the modified Bessel function of the first 
kind. For large values of n, the representation 

00 ( ~ yk + n + (112) 

In + 112 (X) = k~ok !F(k + n + 3/2) (B2I) 

can be used in Eq. (B20) to obtain 

(
A + 1)2 xn g,,(x)= -- e- x + o (l/n). 

A (2n + I)!! 
(B22) 

2. The case A = 1 (hydrogen) 

With the change of variables x = e - ul2. Eq. (B2) be-
comes 

(B23) 
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where 

A = 2TJ + 1. (B24) 

The integration in Eq. (B23) can be carried out exactly, by 
employing the formulas20 

I I A ...!..( _-__ 1~)m-F...!.(m_--A.....:./-2!..:..)F....!.(!'-+.:...-A.:.-/2...!..) 
o

x P2m(xldx = -
2F ( - A 12)(m + ~ + A 12) 

for ReA> - 1 

and 

t xAp _ (- ItF(m +! -A 12)F(1 +AI2) 
Jo 2m + Ilx)dx - 2F(! _ A 12)F(m + 2 + A 12) , 

for ReA> - 2. 

This gives 

( )_ (-I)mr(m-A/2)F(~+AI2) 
gZm TJ - F ( _ A 12)F (m + ~ + A 12) • 

for ReA> - 1 (B25) 

and 

( ) 
_ (- l)mF(m +! -AI2)<P(1 +AI2) 

g2m + I TJ - F (! _ A 12)F (m + 2 + A 12) , 

for ReA> - 2. (B26) 

When m becomes large, asymptotic expressions for 
g2m (TJ) andg2m + I (TJ) can be obtained by using the asymptotic 
representation20 

In F (z) = z In z - z - ! In z + In (21T) 1/2 

+ 0 (Z-2), for large z, (B27) 

and the fact that 

In (m + a) = In m +.!!.- + 0 (m- 2
), m large. (B28) 

m 
Thus, using Eqs. (B27) and (B2S) in Eq. (B25) gives 

Ig2m(TJ)I-Km- '2rI +5!2). (B29) 

where 

K= F(! +AI2) . 
F( -AI2) 

(B30) 

Similarly, using Eqs. (B27) and (B28) in Eq. (B26) leads to 

Igzm + I (TJ)I-Klm - 1271 + 512), (B31) 

where 

K _F(I +AI2) 
I - F(! _ A 12) . (B32) 
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